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Sasseen, Norman Sears, Jack Sleith, George Smith, Bill Sneed, Buddy "dips," never "dee pee ess").

Sparkman, John Stonesifer, Chet Wasileski, Walt Weisman, Charlie Confronted with this arbitrary mix, we use an arbitrary role: If an
Welly, Terry White, Don Whiting, John Wood, Gary Woods, DeMarquis acronym is spelled out, we put periods after the letters--hence N.A.C.A.
Wyatt, Ken Young, Raymond Zedekar, and Ed Zimfus. and L.O.R. If an acronym is pronounced as a word, no periods--hence

'Fo all the men and women of Apollo who helped us, sung and unsung, NASA and I)I'S.

please know that we are facing now the question many of you faced after
the landing of Seventeen: What can ever be as much fun again?

Catherine Bly Cox & Charles Murray

Washington, D.C.
16 February 1989
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Prologue: May 25, 1961

On Thursday, May 25, 1961, President John F. Kennedy awoke to a

glorious early-summer day, the kind that compensates Washingtonians
for the oppressive summer to follow. The pleasant chill of the night was

giving way to temperatures in the seventies, the skies were clear, the

gardens on the Ellipse were in full flower. It was the right setting for a
new beginning, and a new beginning was what the President intended to
propose.

In the first year of John Kennedy's administration, the country was in
transition between Eisenhower's fifties and the years that would be
remembered as The Sixties. In movie theaters, the hits still tended to be

big stories with big stars playing good guys--The Guns of Navarone with
Gregory Peck and Spartacus were drawing crowds that spring. Popular
music was still Elvis Presley and Connie Francis, the Marcels and the
Shirelles--it would be more than two years before the Beatles had their

first hit. Prices were still fifties-style too: The Washington Post that

Thursday morning informed its readers that they could buy porterhouse
steak for seventy-nine cents a pound at the A&P or a four-bedroom house

in fashionable Chevy Chase for a price in the "mid-20s." As for unrest

on the campuses, there was indeed a loud, disruptive demonstration at
tlarvard that spring--but it was to protest the substitution of English for
the traditional Latin on diplomas. Timothy Leafy was at Harvard too, still
an anonymous teaching assistant, just beginning to experiment with a

new drug called lysergic acid diethylamide, abbreviated L.S.D.
But the Post that morning also had harbingers of things to come.

"MISSISSIPPI JAILS 27 RII)F, RS," read tile banner headline, referring
to two busloads of Freedom Riders who had been arrested in Jackson,
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Mississippi. Their offenses consisted of trying to use the whites-only clouds gathered in the eastern sky and lightning was beginning to flash
restroom and eat in the whites-only cafeteria. In other front-page news, offshore.
Secretary of State Dean Rusk had gone out to Andrews Air Force Base to Rocco Petrone was driving to lunch at the .cafeteria near Hangar S.
welcome Lyndon B. Johnson back from his first overseas trip as Petrone, a thirty-five-year-old Army major, had just put a lid on his
Vice-President. Johnson had been to Southeast Asia. There had been military career. Too absorbed by rockets and space travel to leave the
rumors that the United States might send troops to the troubled region, Cape, he had turned down a chance to go to the Command and General
but Johnson firmly denied them. "Nowhere in Asia was there a call for Staff School. He was now head of the Heavy Space Vehicle Systems
American troops," he told reporters, although he of course "would not Office in Kurt Debus's Launch Operations Directorate. On May 25,
want to forever foreclosethe possibility." Petrone was preoccupiedwith working out last-minute changes to the

A military adventure was the last thing Kennedy wanted, in Asia or launch complex at Pad 34 that would be used for the new Saturn rockets.
anywhere else. For one thing, he didn't want to spend any more money Sitting beside Petrone in the car was Albert Zeiler, a member of
than he had to. In 1961, the federal government was planning to spend Wernher yon Braun's German rocket team and now one of Petrone's
almost $95 billion, a huge sum, and Kennedy's economic advisers were colleagues at the Cape. Petrone suggested to Zeiler that he turn on the
warning him that the budget deficit might exceed $3 billion. Also, radio; President Kennedy was scheduled to address Congress, and rumor
military adventures had not been working out very well recently. Five had it that Kennedy would say something about the space program.
weeks earlier, a C.I.A.-sponsored brigade of Cuban refugees had landed Kennedy was already speaking. When they reached the cafeteria,
at the Bay of Pigs. They had been stopped on the beach and killed or Petrone and Zeiler stayed in the car, rain beating against the roof as they
imprisoned, and the United States stood condemned for being at once listened to the rest of the speech.
reckless and irresolute. The very phrase "Bay of Pigs" was already It was a long speech, and thc part they had been waiting for didn't
entering the lexicon as a synonymfor debacle, come until near the end. By that time there was so much static from the

The failed Cuban invasion was not unrelated to another of the Post's storm that Petrone and Zeiler could make out only part of what the
front-page stories, regarding a speech the President was about to make. President was saying--something about "achievements in space,"
"President Kennedy will address a joint session of Congress at 12:30 "longer strides." But Rocco Petrone did hear the important part, the

today on 'urgent national needs' in what will amount to a second State passage that he remembered forever after as words that moved a nation.
of the Union message," read the Post's lead. The story speculated about What he heard John F. Kennedy say was this:
what the President might say and then turned to his motives: "Ever
since the Cuban invasion fiasco the bloom has been off the bright rose of I believe that this nationshoukl commit itself to achieving the goal. before
the early days of the new Administration," and today's speech, the Post this decade is out. of landinga man on the moon and returning him safely
explained, was part of an effort to recover the 61an of the early spring, to earth. No single space project in this period will be more exciting, or
That Kennedy was going to Capitol Hill to deliver the speech more impressive to mankind, or more important for the long-range
personally--a step usually reserved for the State of the Union Address exploration of space; and none will be so difficult or expensive to
and themost momentousof occasions--indicatedhow seriouslythe new accomplish.

administrationviewedthesituation.It wasa recentdecision.Kennedy
had originally planned to send Congress a written message; not until the Rocco Petrone turned to Albert Zeiler with a grin on his face and said,
day before had he sent word to House Speaker Sam Raybum to call the "Al. we've got our work cut out for us." Petrone, a man of theatrical
jointsession, llair,lovedthcdramaof a nationundertakingthisenormouschallengein

full public view'. He thought of it as saying to the world, "Here's the line
Eight hundred miles south of Washington, at Cape Canaveral, Florida, we're going to cross."
the morning was typically warm, humid, and sunny. But by the time the
President began speaking, the Cape's volatile weather had changed. Dark O,_er at Hangar S, members of the Space Task Group that was in charge
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of America's manned space program were preparing a Mercury capsule of the Space TaSk Group, chief operational officer of the American
for Gus Grissom's mission. Just three weeks earlier, Al Shepard's manned space program--was flying over the farms of the MississiPpi
suborbital flight had given the Space Task Group their first fifteen minutes Valley on his way to Tulsa when the speech began. He had asked the pilot
of experience in manned space flight. Merritt Preston, chief of the to set up a radio patch so he could listen. Gilruth had known for a month
Group's contingent at the Cape, walked into the cramped office portion of that the President wanted to do something dramatic and he was looking
the hangar and announced, "Well, we got it. We got the moon flight." forward to hearing the President ask for an enlarged and accelerated space

Scott Simpkinsou, who was ill no mood fol jokes aflcr months _1' progranL
sixteen-hour days wrestling with tbc capricious Mercuries, growled Unlike Rocco Petrone at the Cape, Robert Gilruth could understand the

something like, "Shut up, I ain't got time to be jokin' with you," and words easily enough. The reception was quite clear. The problem !ay in
continued with his work. Simpkinson hadn't heard anything about this what he was hearing. An accelerated program, yes; Gilruth had wanted
moon business. And Kennedy wanted them to do it by the end of the that. A lunar landing, yes, in an orderly fashion, with time to work

decade? He didn't take it seriously--' 'Hell, no." through all the difficulties that such an enterprise was bound to encounter.
Sitting at a nearby desk, Sam Beddingfield, the engineer responsible But not this. As the words sank in, as he realized that the President of the

for the pyrotechnics and the recovery systems on the Mercury capsule, United States was asking an enthusiastic Congress to commit the nation's
looked up at Preston. Beddingfield took Preston seriously, but he didn't honor to getting a man to the moon and back before the end of the decade,
get excited. He thought of himself and his fellow engineers at the Cape Robert Gilruth, the man who was supposed to make good on it, was--he
as ditchdiggers: They would be glad to dig any ditch anybody wanted could think of just the one word for it--aghast.
when someone told them how wide, how deep, in which direction, and by
when. Beddingfield figured that Kennedy had given them a good Eight years and eight weeks later, on July 20, 1969, Nell Armstrong
by-wben. He didn't know whether they could actually get to the moon stepped off the ladder of the lunar module Eagle onto the Sea of
before 1970, but it was useful to have a fixed schedule to work to. It TranquiUity. This is the story of what happened in between, and
helped organize things, somethingof what went before and came after. It is not a history, but the

Dick Koos, a youngster of twenty-four, was out on the floor of Hangar tale of a few of the people of Apollo. Some of them held highpositions;
S, trying to get the procedures trainer to work. The procedures trainer some workedin the trenches. Afew were in the public eye; the rest were
drove the dials and switches in a mock-up of the Mercury capsule that the not. They have in common that they remained on the ground (for this is
astronauts used for practice. By now it was supposed to be simulating not a story about the astronauts) and that each played a part, large or
orbital flights, but the trainer was a balky creature, full of bugs and small, in putting men on the moon and returning them safely to earth.
glitches, and it always broke down while the astronaut was still putatively Thesefew must standfor all the others, for Apollo was an epic, and epics
over Madagascar or some such place. When he heard the news, all Koos must be captured in miniature.
could think of were the television newsreels of rocket launches he used to

watch in the enlisted men's day room at Fort Bliss back when he was an
Army Pfc. Every time, it had seemed to Koos, the rockets would dance
around on the pad and then blow up. He was still getting used to the idea
of putting a man on top of one of those things--and now came word about
the President's speech. It was more confusing than exciting. Here they
were trying to get the procedures trainer to run for three hours at a time,
and Kennedy was saying "Go to the moon"? Somebody, Koos thought,
must know something he didn't.

A man who knew a lot that Dick Koos didn't, Robert Gilruth_-director



BOOK I

GATHERING

I talk to people who say, "Gosh, John, all we gotta do is
think hack twenty-five ycars ago _md we can go lo Mars tile

same way." I say, "No, you can't. It was a unique set of
circumstances that lined up all those dominoes."

--John Aaron



CHAPTER

1
"lhat famous Space l'ask

Group is akin to the
Mayflower"

On an April Saturday in 1959, a young Canadian engineer named Owen

Maynard and his family crossed the United States border at Niagara Falls
and made their way south. Five of them were crowded into their new

green Plymouth with yellow trim--Maynard, his wilE, Helen, and three
small children in the back seat--plus enough luggage to set up house-

keeping. Maynard, a trim man who claimed to be five foot seven "on a

good day," had a perpetually curious, boyish look that made him seem
younger than his thirty-four years. He was also a man with an adventurous
streak--in World War II, still in his teens, he had been the youngest pilot

to fly the high-performance Mosquito---and this was one of the qualities
that had drawn him to this migration.

The Maynards drove all day on thc narrow two-l,me highways, out of

a wintry Canadian April, across New York and Pennsylvania into
Maryland, around Washington, D.C., and over the Potomac River into a
full-blown Virginia spring. They stopped for the night south of Wash-

ington; the next morning, they continued south. In Richmond, they
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turned off busy Highway I onto an even narrower two-lane road, State ages made of what looked like vacuum-cleaner hose--vacuum-cleaner
Highway 60, heading southeast. The towns became fewer now, and hose twenty or thirty feet in diameter.
smaller. Fifty miles outside Richmond they came to the only sizable town These latter buildings were the wind tunnels that Maynard had seen so

on the route, Williamsburg, and after that it seemed there was nothing but often in his aeronautical engineering .journals. Because he had heard and
forests and marshland and an occasional farmhouse, read so much about all this over the years, it felt familiar to him, as if this

This was the "Peninsula," as it was known locally, a stretch of land were a dimly remembered home to which he was finally returning. And

bounded by the James River to the south, the Chesapeake Bay to the east, in a sense he was coming home, as, in a sense, was any man in his

and the York River to the north. The rivers still had few bridges in 1959, profession who came to this place. For this was Langley, North
and the sense of moving away from the rest of the world, even back in America's oldest aeronautical research center and mother to all the rest.
time, was unsettling. "You felt as if you were going to the end of the Owen Maynard, aeronautical engineer, had come to be a part of

world," said one of the other Canadians who came south during that Langley's latest offspring, the U.S. manned space program.
period. "Of course, it was like the end of the world to everybody who
went there, because you couldn't get anywhere. You got down onto the
Peninsula and that was it."

In mid-afternoonthe Maynardsarrivedat the tip of the Peninsulaand l
at their destination, a town called Hampton. It was still a backwater

fishing town in those years---crab boats floating in a brackish tidal river, The reason an American space agency was recruiting Canadian engineers
sea gulls shrieking overhead, ramshackle boatyards. The dilapidated
Langley Hotel was the only place to stay in town, so Maynard's new went back to November of the preceding year, when a new agency called

employer had arranged for them to put up at the Hotel Chamberlain at Old the "National Aeronautics and Space Administration," instantly short-ened to "NASA," was cobbled togcther by Congress and President
Port Comfort, a few miles east. It was an improvement over downtown Eisenhower. NASA was in turn a reaction to the panic caused by the
Hampton, but still a far cry from the tidy residential neighborhood in
Bloordale, Ontario, that the Maynards had left behind. Soviet Union's launch of Sputnik I in October of 1957.

A small globe of metal with a few crude instruments weighing 184
On Monday morning, April 20, 1959, Owen Maynard drove a few

miles northward from Hampton to report to work. His new employer was pounds, Sputnik I was not much of a satellite by later standards. But it
was the planet's first artificial satellite, and it was not America's. Two

situated on a large government reservation divided into an East Area and weeks later, the Russians compounded their triumph by orbiting Sputnik
a West Area. Between them lay a large airfield operated by the Air Force.
Maynard was directed to the eastern and older half of the facility. The II, a much larger satellite with a dog named Laika aboard. Not only did

drive hugged the curve of Back River, opening out onto the Bay, with Sputnik Il carry thc dog, which suggested that the Soviets were thinking
about putting human beings into space, the final stage of the rocket had

open water off to his left and broad empty fields on the right. On the remained attached to the satellite--which meant, incredibly and omi-

outskirts of the East Area, Maynard came to his first indication that this nously, that the Soviel rocket had managed to put a six-ton weight into
was an unusual sort of place, a long wooden shed coming in offthe water, earth orbit.* The United Slates, on the other hand, was working on a

The shed was a quarter of a mile in length--the hydrodynamic testing grapcfruit_si_'cd satellite weighing th[cc ami a half potmds. Two months
hmk. later, the Department of thc Navy tried to launch this puny competitor to

Past the shed, he came to a cluster of brick buildings that looked almost Sputnik in front of television and ncwspaper cameras from around the
like a college campus, with neatly trimmed lawns and fields and world. The Vanguard rocket being used for the launch rose four feet into
tree-shaded streets. But interspersed among the dignified old buildings

· In ordinary usc, "rockcl." "booster." illld "launch vehicle" refer to thc SillgC thing--the

with their broad porches and elaborate brickwork were exotic ones of lifting [_)rlion of the a%scmhly, ol u_hich Ilu' olhcr portion is the path,ad "nt_'.h-r" is s_m_cllmc%

inexplicable shapes, huge spheres and structures with O-shaped append- u_d more spccilically to _elct it, thc Ih_l stage..,x "mi,_ilc" is a iaunch vehicle with a warhead.
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harboring the fears of the mifitary-industrial complex that he would voice
the air, fell back, and crumpled onto the pad in a spectacular explosion.
A few days later, the Soviet delegate to the United Nations inquired at the end of his term.Eisenhower found the perfect agency for his purpose in a venerable

solicitously whether the United States was interested in receiving aid organization called the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
earmarked for underdevelopedcountries, knownto its friends as the N.A.C.A. The N.A.C.A. had beenaround for

The public furor surrounding these events had been immense. Sputnik forty years, quietly going about its business of aeronautical research. It
was the first time the Soviets had demonstrated superiority to the United wasn't even an "agency" in the usual sense of the term but rather a
States in any technological endeavor. It was especially galling to see them collection of aeronautical research facilities. Ike chose to hand over the
do it in a field as visible, as exotic, and as potentially dangerous as satellite business to this small, unheralded group of civilians. He
rockets and space exploration. In their humiliation, Americans lashed out submitted his proposal to Congess in April, the legislation was passed in
at a variety of targets--the educational system, the military, Eisenhow- June, and on October 1, 1958, a transmogrified N.A.C.A. became
er's golf, American consumerism. There was also a disquieting edge to NASA, responsible for America's space program.
the furor. The Dallas News, for example, wondered whether there NASA in the beginning consisted of four "centers"--the semi-
weren't after all "some advantages of tight, totalitarian control." It was autonomous, competitive, insubordinate duchies that had formerly made

a thought heard elsewhere: Maybe a little more regimentation and up the N.A.C.A. The Lewis Research Center was in Cleveland, Ohio, a
discipline in this country wouldn't be such a bad thing. Life joined the blue-collar center for a blue-collar town, a place where airplane propul-
clamor. In an article entitled "Arguing the Case for Being Panicky," the sion systems were developed and tested. The Ames Research Center was

author likened the American of the 1950s to "some fat Roman lolling in just south of San Francisco, created during World War II to service the
the baths of Caracalla shortly before the Visigoths sacked his city." West Coast's growing aircraft industry. It now boasted a huge wind

To President Eisenhower, this was all a lot of hysterical poppycock; tunnel capable of testing full-size models of new aircraft. Also on the
but he also decided that he couldn't ignore it. The United States was West Coast, down south in the Mojave Desert, was Edwards High Speed

going to have a space progranl whether or not he wanted it, that much was Flight Station, famous for Chuck Yeager and Scott Crossfield, where the
clear. Ail he coukl do was keep it within bounds. X-I had broken the sound barrier and the X-15 was about to Ily.

One obvious place fi)r the space program was Ihmtsvillc,, Alabama, Ames and Edwards would play little role in the manned space program.
where the United States Army had stashed away thc linest rocket scientists Lewis would contribute some critically important men to the program,
in the world: Wemher yon Braun's Germans, "the rocket team," as it had but would do little of the actual work. It was left to the mother center,

been known in Germany, the men who had built the V-2. Von Braun's team Langley, established in 1919, to serve as the birthplace of the manned
could easily have beaten the Russians to the first satellite--their Jupiter had space program. To understand how men came to walk on the moon, it is
been capable of putting up a satellite for more than a year. But the Germans first of all necessary to understand something about the eccentric and

had been held back by a combination ofjurisdictiomfi disputes (only the Air beguiling and sometimes exasperating little world that was Langley.
Force was supposed to build missiles with intercontinental range) and the

administration's lukewarm interest in rocket technology. These barriers In 1917, the United States government realized to its dismay that the
fell quickly after Sputnik. Given the go-ahead, yon Braun's people put United States, home of the Wright brothers, couldn't build a plane to

America's first satellite, Explorer l, into orbit on January 31, 1958. compete with the ones that England and France and Germany were flying
But Eisenhower was not willing to put the space program under yon in the Great War. So the government created the N.A.C.A. and provided

Braun. There were many reasons for this -among others, it would have funds for a research center which, for reasons having to do with land

been embarrassing for the American space program to he so blatantly a prices and flying weather, was located near ttampton. The facility's full
German enterprise. More important, yon Braun was tied to the Amly, and name was the Samuel P. Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, but

[kc was adamant that the American space program not be run by the everyone called it "Langley."
military. This former General of the Army amt Supreme Commander of The people who decided to put it there failed to consider whether
the largest single military force in the history of the world was already
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young engineers graduating from America's best schools in places like from the politics of Washington, buffered from the exigencies of a
New Haven and Princeton would want to live on the tip of a rural Virginia competitive aircraft industry. Buffered as well by geography, it is not

peninsula. As small and isolated as it may have seemed to the men surprising that the engineers out on the Peninsula soon developed their
arriving in 1959, it was infinitely more so in earlier years. In 1917, when own comprehensive, seamless way of working--the Langley Way.

Langley began, Hampton was a place where people still referred to the As the decades passed, the N.A.C.A. remained small. It wanted to
War Between the States as "the late war." remain small. "There was no one ther_ with big ambitions of making a

This isolation meant that a great many bright young aeronautical billion-dollar agency out of it," one old Langley hand remembered.

engineers did not want to come to Langley, and instead chose more "The fact is; we avoided big projects." And they went about their
cosmopolitan places. It also meant that the ones who did make the trek research at their own Langley pace. A Langley veteran recalled one night
down the peninsula tended to be highly motivated and a little odd. That when he stayed late--not very late, perhaps six o'clock--and got locked
was the first of the things that made Langley a world of its own. within the building. He called Security, and someone came over and let

The citizens of Hampton, Virginians to the marrow, didn't think much him out. "Let that be a lesson to you," he was told. "Don't stay after
of the arriving Yankee engineers with their college educations. The Hamp- working hours." Another one-time Langley engineer remembered nostat-
tonians called the newcomers "Nacka nuts," or sometimes the "brain gieally that when you worked at Langley, "time was not really a factor·

busters," and had as little to do with them as possible.' So the engineers The question was the elegance of what you were going to create." That,
fraternized with one another almost all the time, on and off the job. however, was a major proviso: If you were a Langley engineer, you

Another circumstance isolating Langley was the idiosyncrasy of a didn't have to work long hours, but you did have to be perfect--or, at

fellow named John Victory, the N.A.C.A.'s executive secretary in least, never publish a mistake.
Washington from its founding in 1917 until its demise in 1958. Under To that end, every research report that Langley published went through
Victory, the ultimate fussy bureaucrat, Langley developed the wackiest an agonizing review process, "almost like writing a Ph.D. thesis," in the

administrative system in the history of the United States government, words of one who suffered through it many times. When an engineer had
Because the executive secretary could make life unbearable for the written his report, it would be reviewed by his branch chief, his division
engineer-in-charge down at Langley who failed to meet his demands, chief, specialists selected by the office of the engineer4n-charge, and,

the engineers-in-charge from the 1920s onward completely centralized finally, an editorial committee chosen specifically for each paper. At each
Langley's communications with the outside world. Every outgoing letter level of review, the author would be told to make revisions. That was for
was reviewed by the individual branch chiefs and then sent out over the technical content. At the end, the Editorial Office would vet the paper

the signature of the engineer-in-charge himself. Incoming leuers were for syntax and grammar (so the prose would conform to "the way we say

treated in the same way, opened and read by the engineer-in-charge's things at Langley"). It could take months to get what Langley called a
office before being routed to the people to whom they were addressed. "Technical Note" through the process.

Telephone calls were subject to the same kind of regulation. And But if the pace was slow. thc work was indeed elegant. Langley built
because Victory insisted on conformity to the most minutely prescribed superb facilities to do all its own development and testing. Langley never
conventions of writing style and usage, Langley soon developed contracted any of its work to outsiders--a point of great pride. It had the

a common and idiosyncratic language into which new employees were best wind tunnels, the best model-buiklers, tile best technicians, the most

quickly indoctrinated ("We don't say it that way here al rigorous stamtards. An Air Force general, having listened to one of
Langley' '). N.A.C.A.'s day-long technical brielings, once approached John Victory.

The system was almost comically restrictive, but it created a peaceful The presentations had been superb, he said. Could Victory possibly send

ct)coon within which tile engineers of Langley lived and worked, buffered some people to the general's command, to teach them N.A.C.A.'s
· Thc blmne for file cslrantzcment was not all on one side. Soon after arriving in Hampton, the first methods'? No point in it, Victory sniffed. The gcncral's people wouldn't

engineer-in-charge was invite_dto speak at the Rotary Cltlb. Ile took for his theme the great benefits be able to use them. The Air Force didn't have the necessary discipline.
Hampton was going to derive from having Langley nearby. Finally, he told the Rotarians. Hamplon
v'.m,ld_cta littleculture Langley also sustained a uniquely collegial atmosphere. "What was so
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marvelous about that N.A.C.A. group," said a senior NASA olticial who this end; the United States didn't want to be humiliated again; and

himself came out of industry, "was the opportunity to do real research Eisenhower (once again, reluctantly) went along with a small program to

and to really move things forward. I've heard those stories from the try to beat them. Looking for people to do it, Glennan turned to Langley
fellows--'l went to work /hr such-and-such company and fimnd myself and, more specifically, to an engineer named Robert R. Gilmth.
on il drawing board, said, "Aw, lo hell with it." and then went down m Gilmth, forty-five, avuncular and balding, was the prototypical Lang-

Langley and a little later I'm working with Tommy Thompson .... '" ley engineer. As a boy in Duluth, Minnesota, Gilmth had made model
Engineers could do that at Langley--walk in as bright young kids fresh airplanes out of balsa with rubber-band engines. By the time he was in his
out of school and start working side by side with some of the best teens, he was writing to the N.A.C.A. for technical papers on wing

aeronautical minds in the country--men like Floyd (Tommy) rFhompson, sections. At the University of Minnesota he helped design and build the
Hartley Sould, Bob Jones, Abe Silverstein. Laird Watt, the fastest airplane in the world. He went to work at Langley

In the Langley world there was a thin line between work and play. in 1937 and was assigned to Flight Test Engineering. By the time World
Some Langley engineers flew their own airplanes. Others designed their War II began, he ran the division.
own houses, leading to some of the strangest-looking homes on the Unlike Wernher yon Braun, who had been fascinated by space flight

Eastern seaboard. But most commonly, the engineers of Langley would from the time he was a teenager, Gilruth got into the space business by
go home and build model airplanes--flor from kits, but fi'om their own accident. It was the middle of World War II, and Gilmth was receiving

designs, carved with their own tools, using their own hands. They had a urgent requests for data on drag at transonic speeds. The Langley wind
club called the Brain Busters, after the Hampton label for Langley tunnels couldn't provide it, because wind tunnels in those days were all
engineers. On Sunday afternoons they would go down to the open closed-throat, and closed-throat tunnels choked at about Mach .85. Since

meadows adjoining the airfield, a senior branch chief like William Hewitt Gilruth couldn't get data on transonic speeds in the wind tunnel, he had
Phillips alongside a brash junior engineer like Max Faget or a local to create something that actually went faster than the speed of sound.

Halnpton boy like Caldwell Johnson or a gangly silo1)technician like Jack Gilruth calculated that a properly streamlined shape dropped from a
Kinzler. Each would bring his latest creation, a marvelously crafted sufficient height would break the sound barrier. He and his engineers
machine with design touches that might be years ahead of their time. created such a shape, added some instrumentation, and dropped it from a

They paid no attention to rank, only to how the airplane performed and B-29 at 30,000 feet. The idea worked. The bomblike shape achieved a
how it could be improved, velocityof Math 1.2and RobertGilruthprovidedthe Americanaviation

From this strange mixture of ambling Southern pace and obsessive industry with its first good look at the transonic flight environment.

peffectionisln, family-like closeness and devotion to w)cation, Langley Then it occurred to Gilruth and his engineers that if they mounted their
turned out gems of aeronautical research. "It wasn't like NASA," supersonic shape on a rocket, they could drive the Mach numbers much
reminisced Caldwell Johnson, who would become one of the lead higher. That was an attractive prospect to the N.A.C.A. and the Air

designers of the Apollo spacecraft. "The press didn't care about it--to Force, because the X-l, the first plane intended to fly faster than the speed

them, it was a dull bunch of gray buildings with gray people who worked of sound, was already on the drawing boards. In early 1945 Gilruth was
with slide rules and wrote long equations on boards." But to thc given a small supplementary appropriation to open a testing facility. He

engineers within, it was a unique and wonderful place. "Just a splendid chose a site at Wallops Island, Virginia, a deserted stretch of Atlantic
organization," Johnson remembered fondly, and that's the way all the coast across the Chesapeake Bay seventy miles northeast of Langley.

old Langley hands talked. Langley in those years became a kiml of Space flight still had nothing to do with it. Gilruth, now running a unit
Elysium for young engineers in love with aeronautical research, called the Pilotless Aircraft Research Division (P.A.RD.), was just

trying to get data about heat transfer at high Mach numbers.

On the same day that NASA officially replaced thc N A.C.A., Keith But there wasn't much to do at Wallops in the off-hours, and Max
Glennan, NAS A's lit'st athniuistr;ttot, anuottuccd thai thc tlnited St:lies Faget had a collectk)n of Astounding Science Fiction that cvcrybody kept

would put a man into space. Thc Russians were openly working toward swapping around, Gilruth as enthusiastically as anyone. Besides, it was
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impo,_ :. to fire rockets into the sky for long without beginning to think authorized only Project Mercury, in which a man riding in one of the
about space flight. During the late 1940s and early 1950s, as P.A.R.D. Space Task Group's capsules atop one of yon Brann's Redstones would
began working with multi-stage rockets, Gilmth and his engineers be lobbed into the upper reaches of the atmosphere; on subsequent
became the American civiliaus who knew more than anybody else about Mercury missions, he would be launched into earth orbit on the Air

how to build a craft that could be put on top of a rocket and survive the Force's Atlas. No one knew what was supposed to happen after this initial
dynamic stresses of launch and then the heat and deceleration of entry, series of launches. No one even knew whether men could function in

When Eisenhower decreed that military experts on these topics were space. No one knew whether there was anything useful for them to do
out of bounds, Gilmth became the natural choice for the person to lead an even if they could function. And the whole thing was going to be
effort to send a man into space. He was appointed director of a small new unspeakably expensive, with no obvious return on the investment. To
entity created on November 5, 1958, and called the "Space Task most of the senior engineers at Langley, manned space flight had the

Group._' earmarksofa fad.
Nor was it just that manncd space flight was a risky career path. To

"That famous Space Task Group is akin to the Mayflower," one man many of the Langley engineers, it was an unattractive way to spend one's

who wasn't a member pointed out, "considering how many people tell time. "You must remember," said Chris Kraft, the man who would later
you they were in it." As a matter of historical record, there were just become famous as the manned space program's director of Flight
forty-five in the first boat. From Langley, there were twenty-seven men Operations, "thai 'space' was a word that wasn't even allowed in the
(all engineers) and eight women (all secretaries and "computers," as the N.A.C.A. lihrary. If it was anything that had It) tlc)with space, that didn't
women who worked the calculating machines were called). Another ten have anything to do with airplanes, so why were we working on it?" To
engineers were assigned to the Space Task Group from Lewis Lab in one young engineer in P.A.R.D., it seemed as if the people who went to
Cleveland. theSpaceTaskGroupwere"outcasts." A seniorLangleyengineercame

From thc beginning, thc Si)ace Task Group had a catch-as-catch-can to him and told him not to go with the Space Task Group. "I have a job

quality. Half of the men assigned to the Space Task Group from Langley for you in my division," I_esaid to the young man. "You don't want to
were handpicked by Gilruth. But Tommy Thompson, the director at mtn your career. There's nothing going to come of this, and you're going
Langley, didn't want his laboratories stripped of their best men. Gilruth to be hurt by it."

recalled later that Thompson "was all for me, because he knew that if we It just wasn't the Langley Way, this business of "implementing a
didn't succeed, NASA wouldn't succeed. But when I gave him my memo manned satellite project," as the order creating the Space Task Group
of all the people I wanted he said, 'Okay, Bob, but for every one that you charter had phrased their mission. Langley didn't "implement" things;

want to take from Langley, I want to add one that 1 want you to take from Langley did research, and it did everything itself. This manned space
Langley.' "And so that's how it worked out. "Ail of them to this day project was going to contract work to the outside. It would turn its

wonder which half they were in," Caldwell Johnson wryly observed, engineers into bureaucrats. Gilruth remembered colleagues coming up to
Practically everyone was young. At forty-five, Gilmth was the old him during the first years and asking him, "Well, have you let any good

man. His deputy, Charles Donlan, was forty-two. The head of engineer- contracts today'?" Far from envying him his new position, most of his
lng, Max Faget, was thirty-seven, as was Chuck Mathews, head of flight peers thought that he had chosen "a horrible fate," and none of them

operations. The rest were mostly in their early thirties or twenties, ali the took the same road. Not one of the other engineers of Gilruth's age orolder Iranslcrrcd into thc program. "They wanted to support us," said
way down to the baby of the original forty-live, Glynn Lunney at
twenty-one, one engineerwho went to the SpaceTask Group, "but throughthe

They were uuiformly young partly because so few of the senior staff traditional research avenues." Thus, in the years that followed, old-line

from the old NA.C.A. wanted to be part of the Space Task Group. In Langley personnel would decisively affect the decision on how to get to
1958 and 1959, manned space flight did not look like the kind of venture the moon and would help to develop the lunar-landing trainer at Langley.
on which to*bet one's career. So far, Congress and the President had But they did not .join up.
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The old Langley stafl' were right to be suspicious. The Space Task

Group was going to cut corners and ignore protocol itl ways that pained supposed to put a man into space. Moreover, "there was this gap," asLunney put it. "We had these super generals and these super privates
those trained in the Langley Way. It was going to contract out much of who were learning how'to be corporals. But we didn't have a hell of a lot

its work. And it was going to abandon airplanes, the only proper flying of guys in between."
machine for a Langley engineer to work on. The Space Task Group was And that's where Owen Maynard came in. In the spring of 1959, as the

going to do something that had never been done bet\)re. Space Task Group's burden was threatening to overwhelm it, the
Glynn Lunney later realized that the ignorance of these early days was Canadian government unintentionally gave the American space program

bliss. "A lot of the senior engineers thought the project was crazy, and its luckiest break since Wernher von Braun had surrendered to the
they were knowledgeable enough in the ways of the world to ask whether Americans.
they wanted to risk their reputations," Lunney recalled. "I fortunately
was unknowledgeable in the ways of thc world and said, 'Gee, that looks
like it would be a hell of a lot of fun to me--let's go do that!'"

Jack Kinzler reacted the same way. In the year before the Space Task 2
Group was formed, Kinzler, one of the master craftsmen in whom

Langley took so much pride, had begun to get excited about space. For several years, the Canadian aircraft corporation A. V. Roe, known as
Wernher yon Braun had come up from Huntsville to Langley and given AVRO, had been designing and building what was expected to be the
a talk about space flight. P.A.R.D. had given some in-house seminars. "I most advanced interceptor in the NATO inventory, a long-range, all-

got so consumed with space 1 was just waiting for somebody to initiate an weather, fly-by-wire aircraft with a combat speed of Mach 1.5, expected

actual program," Kinzler said later. "So when I was asked to join the eventually to increase to Mach 3.0. The plane was called the Arrow,
Task Group with Bob, I said I would drop anything to do that." As the known to the engineers as the C.F.-105. A prototype had flown its first

word spread, Kinzler was overrun with applicants. "I'd have fellows test flights in October 1958, and by February 1959 the Arrow had reached

come up to me and say, '1 want to go with you, Jack, I've been reading a speed of nearly Mach 2.1 and was within a few more test flights of
about it, I've been hearing about it.' So I got the dedicated guys who read setting several world's records. But then the Conservative Party under
all the space magazines and cared about the program." John Diefenbaker won a parliamentary majority and replaced the Liberal

Sometimes, it wasn't such a calculated decision. The workload facing government. The new government decided to cancel the Arrow. The
the Space Task Group was so overwhelming that it exerted a kind of decision was announced in Parliament on February 20, 1959, at eleven in

gravitational pull. John Mayer, for example, one of the original forty- the morning. Four hours later, AVRO, in a move that was intended to
five, had formerly been part of the Aircraft Loads Branch, along with embarrass the government and force the issue to a head, announced over

Carl Huss and Ted Kukunsky, who weren't. But no more than a week its P.A. system that 14,000 employees--virtually everyone associated
after the Space Task Group had been formed, Mayer was back visiting the with the Arrow--were being laid off. The government responded by

Aircraft Loads Lab in the West Area, asking his fi'tends to do some forbidding AVRO to spend another cent on the project. Within a few
computer runs for him. The branch chief of Aircraft Loads said okay, days, crews with cutting torches were in the Malton hangars, slicing up
Carl and Ted could bootleg a little work to help out Johnny. And within the Arrows for scrap.
another two weeks, Huss and Kukunsky were doing more work for Mayer The cancellation turned into a political scandal of huge proportions and

than they were for Aircraft Loads. "Ted and I sat across front each other brought anguish and economic hardship to many of the 14,000 employees
at the same desk," ttuss recalled. "One clay we looked at each other amt at AVRO. But there was a bright side, if you happened to be Bob Gilmth

asked why we didn't transfer over to thc Space Task Group. So we did." and desperately short of talent. Four thousand engineers who had
The first group was young and enthusiastic, but it was also tiny for such designed the most advanced supersonic airplane of its day were suddenly

an ambitious project. By February 1959, Ihe original forty-live had looking for jobs.
grown to only a little more than a hundred people, and yet they were Jim Chamberlin, chief of design for the Arrow, had visited Langley a
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few yearsearlier.It had beenduringthe flyingsaucercraze, and

Chamberlin, who had designed a real flying saucer, a pancake-shaped about it later. "We thought of taking more of your crowd from AVRO,',]Gilmth said to Roberts, "but we figured twenty-five percent aliens in the

thing with jets, came down to Langley to talk about it. When the Arrow American space program was sufficient." ':'.
was canceled, Chamberlin thought of the Space Task Group and talked to The Canadians (as they were known, despite the mix of Scotsmen,

his chief engineer, who got in touch with the Canadian government. The Welshmen, Irishmen, and even a Frenchman) never gained much public

Canadian government got in touch with NASA, and within a few recognition for their contribution to the manned space program, but to the

it had been concluded that some of the AVRO engineers would s people within the program, their contribution was incalculable. "They
years working for the American manned space program before returning had it all over us in some areas just brilliant guys," one of the original

to AVRO (when, presumably, AVRO would have new work for them). Space Task Group engineers remembered. "They were more mature and
This would be good for the United States, which needed the talent, and dignified and they were bright as hell and talented and cordial and

good for Canada, whose engineers would return with experience in a new professional. To a man." Glynn Lunney, like many other Americans who
technology.* were with the Space Task Group, marveled at the serendipity of it all,

AVRO let Chamberlin put together a book with background informa- with the Canadians "washing up on the shores of Langley Field" at the

tion on approximately 150 of the best people in his design team and take critical point. They were, thought Lunney, "the leavening of the bread."
it down to Langley. Gilruth, Donlan, and two other Space Task Group

managers flew up to Ontario and interviewed seventy-five of the But when Owen M;_ynard trove into Langley for the first time, he was

candidates. They offered jobs to thirty-five of them. just a young engineer trying to find his way in a strange place. Finally he
One of the thirty-five was Owen Maynard. Maynard was interviewed found his destination, Building 58, tucked in beside the nineteen-foot

on a Saturday morning. On Sunday morning, he got a call from Gilruth wind tunnel on Dodd Street. It was a two-story red brick building with a

offering him a job and asking if he could please let them know whether little portico in front, built back in the 1920s as Langley's first

he would be accepting the job by, say, one o'clock that afternoon? It headquarters and still called the "Administration Building." By 1959 it
didn't take Maynard that long--not only did he want to help build the had long since been second-rate space, used for the East Area's cafeteria
Mercury capsule, he wanted to fly it, and he enthusiastically touted his during World War II and subsequently for miscellaneous storage and

experience with the Mosquito. No, Gilruth said hastily, they weren't office space. Behind it was Building 104, called the Technical Services
recruiting flight crews on this trip. But they were glad to sign him on as Building, said to be the oldest structure anywhere at Langley. Also made
an engineer, ofred brick,it was so obscuredby its newerneighborsthat it wasonly

Others hesitated. "You have to understand," Rod Rose, one of several partially visible from the street. These two buildings constituted the sum
Englishmen in the group, pointed out, "there's considerable prejudice total of the facilities of Project Mercury.

north of the border about coming south of the border. South of the border Maynard parked his car and went into the Administration Building.
is a big ogre." So at first Rose refused the offer, but Jim Chamberlin gave The little lobby inside the door was charmingly old-fashioned, a small

him a two-hour pep talk and persuaded him that his future lay at Langley. rotunda with painted murals of the history of flight--Icarus, the Wright
Twenty-five of the thirty-five accepted jobs right away and another five brothers, and Professor Samuel P. Langley himself. The offices radiated

came along later--in all, thirty men were added to the Space Task Group, from it, and they too had a certain shabby elegance, with floors of oiled
which at that time still numbered not many more than a hundred people, oak and ceilings twelve feet high. But the building was pathetically

Gilmth and his interviewers returned from Canada elated. However humble compared to thc AVRO facilities that Maynard had just left.
improbably, Project Mercury had skimmed off the top layer of talent at The Technical Services Building in back turned out to be humbler yet.

AVRO. Tecwyn Roberts, a Welshman, remembered Gilruth laughing It felt like a wt_ru-oul jnninr high school building, with antique lighting.
a roof that leaked during rainstorms, and creaking risers on the old

· This two-year arrangement never took hold. By the time the AVRO engineers were heading
south, they had been given green cards, good for an indefinite stay in the Stares. and few of them wooden stairs. The nineteen-foot wind tunnel next door made a terrific
were thinking in termsof returning, racket. There wasn't any air conditioning, and Maynard would soon find
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that in the heat and humidity of the Virginia summer, he had to take care
lest the perspiration from his arms ruin his drawings.

As Maynard looked about and made inquiries and listened to the

talk, he found that it came down to this: About 140 engineers (including
the Canadian contingent), most of them youngsters, with borrowed _
quarters and a strained budget, were supposed to put a man into space and
redeem America's technological prestige in tile eyes of the world. I le was

still adjusting to this realization when, a few weeks later, he met a strange
fellow named Max Faget. Faget, he discovered, was not content with just
getting a man safely into orbit in the Mercury capsule. He was thinking CaAPTER
about putting a man on the moon.

"I could picture the astronauts
looking down at it with

binoculars"

Immediately to the north of the White House stands Lafayette Square,
a formal park of grass and trees crisscrossed by brick paths. During the
first half of the nineteenth century, when wealthy Washingtonians built
townhouses along the three sides of the square facing the White House,
Lafayette Square became the most fashionable address in the city. One of
these houses still stands at the northeast comer of the square. It is one of
the larger houses, washed in a pale lemon, with a handsome bay window
overlooking the park. Built in 1820, it was given to the widow of the
fourth president of the United States, in payment of a debt owed to her
husband, and it has been called by her name ever since: Dolley Madison
House.

In thc spring of 1959, Dolley Madison House was the headquarters of
NASA, an organization still so compact that its entire headquarters staff'
could be housed in that one townhouse and a small adjoining office
building on H Street. One spring day not long after Owen Maynard's
introduction to Langley, Max Faget walked up the front steps on H Street

37
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and was ushered into the Federalist drawing room that now served as 1 model for this character? One of them said yes, we used to have a fellow
office of the NASA administrator, like that around here. But he hesitated. Would it be okay if he was bom

Faget had come up from Langley at Keith Glennan's invitation to malt, in British Honduras and got his degree from Louisiana State? .,
a presentation to an informal seminar that the administrator From an old Louisiana family of French extraction, Max Faget was
convened on an ad hoc basis. "It was almost like a symposium," Fa bom in British Ilonduras because his father, an eminent physician in the
recalled, "not to deal with management issues, but more or less Public Health Service, was conducting research there on tropical
blue-sky things." Wernher yon Braun was attending that day, up from diseases. The young Faget got his engineering degree from Louisiana
Huntsville. He wasn't yet part of NASA, but Glennan liked to call on him State in 1943 and went from there to combat duty on submarines in the

for advice, and yon Braun, who longed to be part of the space program, Pacific. After he was discharged, he and a friend from L.S.U. stopped
was glad to oblige. William Picketing, director of the Jet Propulsion by to interview at Langley on a lark. Faget didn't know a thing about
Laboratory, had flown in from Pasadena. Representing headquarters, aviation, Bob Gilmth remembered later, but "he was bright and he was
besides Glennan himself, were Abe Silverstein, director of Space Flight interested," and Gilruth was impressed by someone who would
Programs, and Donald Ostrander, director of Launch Vehicle Programs. volunteer for submarine duty in wartime. So Max Faget was hired, the
It was as august a group as little NASA could assemble, man who went on to become the principal creative force behind the

In 1959, Max Faget was chief of the Flight Systems Division of the development of American manned spacecraft from Mercury through the
Space Task Group---a top position within the Space Task Group, but one shuttle.

that left him far junior to the others in the meeting. Yet Glennan had It was not immediately apparent to people who first met Faget that he
ca/led him up from Langley, because Glennan had an exotic problem for was a budding legend. "l was being interviewed by a guy about where I'd
the group to blue-sky. Already, Max Faget was becoming known in the like to work," recalled Tom Markley, who went to Langley in 1956. "It
flight engineering world as a man who could do that like nobody else. was just my first week out of college, and so I said, 'l don't know.' He

said, 'You've got a physics background, l think maybe you ought to work
for Max Faget.' I said okay. So he called Max down and pretty soon this
little guy in a pair of jeans and a white T-shirt walks in. I thought, What

1 haveI gottenmyselfintoT"
At that time, Faget was first making his name in the world beyond

"Maxime Faget" is a wonderfully felicitous name for a spacecraft Langley as the man who developed the "blunt-body" shape for the
designer, calling up an image of some quirky artisan genius at Cartier or Mercury capsule.* It was a considerable triumph. Others, notably at
Dior--not an inaccurate image for describing the real Maxime Faget. Ames Research Center, had been arguing for a lifting body, a shape with
Faget would never be able to compete with yon Braun or the astronauts some of the characteristics of an aerodynamic wing. Faget demonstrated
for public recognition, but within the space-flight fraternity he would that the blunt ballistic shape not only would be simpler and faster to
acquire a unique reputation. A story is told about a time in the 1970s implement (an exceedingly important consideration after Sputnik), but
when a famous author sought out some old-time Langley engineers to ask would also have enough lift to be maneuverable.
for their help with a novel about the space program. The famous author Markley first realized what Faget was up to sometime in 1957, before
had envisioned a central character who was an engineering eminence, the Space Task Group was formed. Markley was walking through the
The engineer would have graduated with highest honors from Princeton, P.A.R.D. shop at l.angley when he looked up and saw Max, all by
the nation's preeminent aeronautical engineering school, and have been a himself, standing on a balcony overlooking the shop. He was throwing
Rhodes scholar at Oxford. Then he would have returned to Princeton, this what looked like paper plates out over the balcony. "1 thought he was
time to the Institute of Advanced Studies, from which he would become ' H.JulianAllenandAlfredJ Eggers oftileAmesResearchCenteroriginatedtheblunt-body

the anonymous genius behind the American space program. Could the concept in the e;irly 195Os for use in ballistic missile nose cones. Faget developed the use of the
blunt-body shape for manned spacecraft, wherein the spacecraft entered the alroosphere with Ire

Langley engineers think of a person whom the author might use as a broadendofthecone absorbing theshockandheat.
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crazy at first," said Markley. "1 just stood there and looked at him." He left his hands. He didn't go to see them launched. He could have--he
finally walked up the steps to the balcony. As he got closer he could see ! wasn't required in Mission Control the way Operations people were--but

that Faget had taped pairs of paper plates together, back lo front, he always managed to be too busy with something else. In later years he
"Max, what are you doing?" Markley asked, relented and went to see one of the Apollo launches, but only one.* Even

"I think these things will really tly. We have sonic lift over drag in this when he was in the Control Center, Faget seemed indifferent to the

thing," Faget answered, as he sailed another pair of plates out over the flights. [t was an outgrowth of the traditional cleavage of design people
shop floor. Down on the floor, tile shop technicians continued to work and operations people in the world of aviation. "Max completely hated

mq:,erturbed. They were used to this sort itl' thing h'olil IMax. Operations, one said. Caldwell Johnson explained: "Max always pissed
Standing only five feet six inches tall, slight, natty in his bow tie when and moaned about the Operations guys--about how you design a good

he got dressed up for outsiders, Faget looked deceptively boyish and spacecraft, and then they come along and screw it all up. And that's not
harmless. This impression usually lasted only brielly, however. "He was so. That's not so at all. But it's kind of a built-in professional

opinionated, completely outspoken--he wouldn't pull back an iota," said disagreement."
John Disher, who had to deal with him from headquarters. "If you had Faget seldom bothered with a drafting table. He worked from ordinary

a dumb idea or he thought you were dumb, he'd tell you to your face." coordinated paper, the kind sold at the comer drugstore. And while he
Along with that bluntness went supreme self-confidence. "It never occurs knew what all the alphas and epsilons of the engineering world meant, he

to him that he can be wrong," said his closest collaborator, Caldwell didn't start with them when confronting a problem. Once when a visitor

Johnson. "A lot of people have got a great deal of self-doubt, they asked him whether he was an "intuitive" engineer, he answered,
hesitate to do things, because they're not all that damn sure they're right.
Max is never in any doubt in his mind whether he's right or wrong. And I think I'm an intuitive engineer, yes. There is such a thing as a talent for
that's good. Goddamn, if you don't have a few people like that, you're " things. I think I have a talent for it.... You know, it depends on how you
not going to get anywhere." wanttouseyourtools,andhowyouwanttodoyouranalysis,l canalmost

And yet, oddly for a man of such strong opinions and large ego, Faget go in a trance .... I can get fully absorbed in a problem, to the point of
seems to have been liked by just about everyone who worked with him. "A almost--well, you really have to distract me to get my attention.

sweetheart," said Owen Maynard. "He was always laughing and joking,"
said Markley, "a great guy to grow tip tinder." "Max was a very likable How long does this last? he was asked.
guy, Disher confirmed. "lie just detested higher authority."

Perhaps the best way to describe Faget's style is cheerful ruthlessness. I don't know. I really don't know. Oh--sometimes days and weeks. You

His associates recalled knock-down, drag-out technical arguments with can't stand il but so long. I won't say a trance--you know, you just stare
him. Faget's voice would rise, his face would flush--and then it would at the wall. Your brain is working, I know that. It takes energy: You're

pass as quickly as a summer store! and Max would be off on something tired after you've come out of it.
else. The only thing you had to remember when you were around Faget
was that once he got absorbed in something, you were well advised to To his colleagues, the products of Faget's trances sometimes seemed

keep a safe distance. One engineer who used to play squash with him in more like imaginative leaps than solid, precise engineering--one of them

the astronauts' gym at Houston recalled that Faget would "beat the hell used to claim that Faget stood for "Flat-Ass Guess Every Time." But the
out of you with the racket if you didn't watch out." The two men were consensus of the engineers who worked closely with Faget was that his

the best of friends, had been for years--but, nonetheless, "you hall lo batting average was astonishingly high. "Max had brilliant ideas, and he
play defensively, because Max didn't make any ell'ort whatsoever to was usually right," said John Disher, and that was the way that he came

avoid hitting you. And you'd lose a [or of points that way." to be perceived throughout NASA. "This country has owed a debt of

On tile other hand, once Faget's absnrptiml in soluethiug was linished, ' Nor did Itc change in later years, even after he retired from NASA. Max Faget, the Icad designer

that was it. He was curiously detached about his spacecraft once they had of the shuttle, as of the end of 1988 had never gone to Cape Canaveral to watch a shuttle launch.
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gratitude to Max for a long time," maintained Glynn that they would go straight in, and here was Faget, an engineer.who
Operations man. Forty years after he was first hired at Langley, a worked for Bob Gilmth on the Space Task Group, saying to himself that

colleague since N.A.C.A. days would describe Max Faget by saying, this didn't make any sense at all. !te was trying to picture it in his mind.

"The United States could mn for the next hundred years on the ideas Max If you went straight in, you would be coming in at almost 10,000 feet per
had while he was shaving this morning." second. You'd have to conserve propellant, so you wouldn't want to

retrofire until about a hundred miles above the lunar surface. At 10,000

feet per second, a hundred miles takes about fifty-three seconds. That
wasn't a whole lot of time. If the engine didn't fire right away...

2 "It would be a pretty bad day if when you lit up the rockets, they didn't
light," Faget observed. Picketing bnlshed it aside. "We'll have done this

On this sunny spring morning in 1959, Faget was still just a creative a number of times!" he said. "We're already working on the teeh-
young engineer, and on that basis he had been chosen by Glennan to niques!" And he went into a discourse on the kind of rocket they would
make a presentation on how a manned lunar landing might be accom- use to slow down and the kind they would use to land. It would all be

plished. "It was the first time I can remember actually considering it," worked out. Faget, not ordinarily bashful, confined himself to murmur-
Faget said later, "and I really hadn't thought about it very much before lng, "Well, gee whiz, you know . . ."

the meeting, to tell you the truth." But the problem seemed fairly "The thinking at that time was very primitive," Faget said later. But
straightforward to him, at least in its broad outlines. What you'd want to it was interesting as hell, and Faget began to think about it more and
do, he told his audience, was to take it in stages. "l thought of first flying more--especially what the spacecraft would have to do, and how it would
out and looping around the moon to get a look at it, at least get out of have to be configured.

earth orbit and get a look at the moon a little bit closer. I could picture the
astronauts looking clown at it with binoculars," Faget remembered,
laughing. "Just gonna go whipping on by and come back. The next time,
afterwe got that underour belts, we ought to try toorbit themoon.The 3

nice thing about that would be that you'd be able to fly over possible
landing sites and pick one out from your reconnaissance photographs." As the spring of 1959 wore on, Glennan decided that it was time to start

Finally, on a third mission, Faget told the group, the spacecraft would thinking about a lunar mission in a more organized fashion. He set up a
go into lunar orbit and check out the landing site "just like anybody that formal panel called the "Research Steering Committee on Manned Space

flies over a new field before they land on it. And then you would go down Flight." To history, it is known as the "Goett Committee," after its
and land, one or two orbits later." At that point, Faget remembered, chairman, a NASA engineer named Harry Goett. Each center was told to
Picketing and yon Braun began objecting. What was all this business nominate a representative. The Space Task Group got to send a

about going into orbit around the moon? "Max, you're completely representative, too, and Bob Gilruth chose Faget. At its first meeting at
overlooking all that we're going to learn in the Surveyor Program," yon Dolley Madison House in late May 1959, the Goett Committee wrote
Braun said. Surveyor, an unmanned lunar probe, wasn't going to orbit, it down a first cut at the list of priorities. They listed nine steps in manned
would just go straight in and make a sol't landing. And after that had been space flight, in order. A lunar landing was far down the list, at number

done a number of times, and the risks were understood, they would do the seven, for this was a sober, realistic committee, not a group of dreamers.
same thing with the first lunar landing. But two members of the committee were less sober and sensible and

Faget didn't know quite what to say. Here were Picketing and von argued tenaciously for a lunar landing as NASA's next objective. One of
Braun--respectively, director of NASA's most advanced engine lab- them was Max Faget. tte was joined by another young engineer who had

oratory and thc most celebrated rocket engineer in thc world--assuming come out of I.cwis rather than t.angley, not a member of the Space Task
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Group, but the man who was destined to be tile guiding hand for the lunar Committee went on record as saying that a manned lunar landing should
program as a whole as Faget was for the spacecraft design. His name was' _: be NASA's next objective after Mercury. But it was one thing for a
George Low. ' research committee to say such things, another for NASA to make it

official policy, and 1959 was too soon. Low and Disher found that out in

In those unbuttoned days, it was hard to tell who was running what. July when they tried to get Abe Silverstein to go along. They were
George Low was putatively NASA's top man for manned space flight, working on a draft of a paper entitled "Space Flight Development,
Any organization chart would make that clear: NASA's administrator was Advanced Technology, Manned Space Flight: Long Range Plans,"

in the top box, and then below Ihal was ii iow of boxes representing which would eventually be their official statement of plans and priorities.

"Offices," one of which was Abe Silverstein's Office of Space Flight It included eight pages describing a manned lunar landing program, with
Programs. Under that was George Low, who was "Program Chief, a funding schedule that would land men on the moon by the late 1960s.
Manned Space Flight"--a title which would seem to indicate that Bob Abe Silverstein, who was politically more savvy than his enthusiastic

Gilruth, head of the Space Task Group, worked for him. young assistants, read it warily. Silverstein himself had nothing against
In reality, Low was in Washington with his fancy title only because he going to the moon. But the Eisenhower administration was cool to

had been dragged away from what he really wanted to be, which was an manned space flight and frigid on large spending programs. There was no

assistant division chief under Max Faget. Low had held that job for a few point in jeopardizing the programs that NASA could reasonably hope to
weeks earlier in the year, commuting happily from Cleveland to Langley, see approved. Besides, as the latest progress reports from Cape Canaveral
until Abe Silverstein, Low's old mentor at Lewis, called Gilruth and told were showing, NASA was still a long, long way from being credible. As

him that he needed Low up in Washington. "I'm not the Washington of the time Silverstein was being asked to put a lunar mission on NASA's

type," Low said to Silverstein. "Yes," said Silverstein, "but I need agenda, the Space Task Group team down at the Cape couldn't even get
you," and so Low reluctantly agreed, exacting from Silverstein a promise its first rocket off the ground. Silverstein bounced the draft back to Low
that the assignment would be temporary, and Disher with instructions to take out the part about the moon.

Then Low turned around and did the same thing to his old friend and
colleague from Lewis, John Disher. In what Disher remembered as "one

of the few slightly underhanded things I ever saw George do," Disher
was also reassigned from the Space Task Group to Washington against

his will. There they were, sitting in their offices in the Dolley Madison
House, supposedly managing NASA's manned space program. But what

it really amounted to, Disher remembered, was three men_eorge Low
("Program Chief, Manned Space Flight"), Disher himself ("Chief,
Advanced Manned Space Flight"), Warren North ("Chief, Manned

Satellites," meaning Mercury)--and a couple of secretaries.

Austrian born, thirty-four years old, to all appearances the most

mild-mannered and professorial of men, George Low wanted NASA to

go to the moon, the sooner the better. Not only did he want to go to the
moon, he wanted to land on it. Alter the first meeting, he lobbied his

colleagues on the Goett Committee, reasoning with them in his quiet,
precise voice still tinged with an Austrian accent. Manned space flight

needed a goal to sustain it, he argued, a dramatic fi)cai point. A lunar
landing was that goal.

Low made converts. In its second meeting in Jtme 1959, thc Goett
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the Air Force, which played host to the many agencies operating out of
Canaveral, was supposed to provide them. Simpkinson reported to'the
Air Force people in charge of the Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, who
took him over to Hangar S in the industrial area of the station. .:

Hangar S had been built by the naval research outfit that had belatedly

put up the tiny satellite on Vanguard, and they were still there working on
their missiles. Never miml, Simpkinson recalled the Air Force people

telling him, "you're just a nose cone, you call go in the back." They put

cHnmeg up some stanchions and roped off a portion of the floor of Hangar S for
the Space Task Group to use. The Space Task Group's office space

consistedof a narrowstoragearea barely wide enoughto fit theirdesks

end to end--whenever the draftsman at the far end had to get out (he sat

by the only window, so that he would have enough light to draw), the
other engineers all had to get up, push their chairs into their desks, and
walk out into the corridor to let him by.

day of Down on the floor of Hangar S, conditions were even worse--"Those' 'Those s were out the dayswere out of the Dark Ages," remembered Joe Bobik, a mechanic

D ark Ag es" from Lewis who had jnmped at the chance to come down to the Cape withSimpkinson. They had no White Room, the immaculately clean and

protected area in which later spacecraft would be checked out and
prepared for flight. The technicians were not yet dressed in the white
smocks, hats, gloves, and booties that technicians always wore in the

On June 9, 1959, the first contingent of Space Task Group engineers presence of a spacecraft in later years. The Mercury capsule just sat on
disembarked from a chartered D.C.-3 at the Cape. They were thirty-five the concrete floor of the hangar and technicians in mechanics' overalls
strong--six engineers, a draftsman, twenty-seven technicians, and a worked on it.

secretary, the only woman, Emily Ertle. The little party was led by Scott None of them had ever experienced these conditions -the day-in,

Simpkinson, who, like almost all the rest of his crew, had come to the day-out hours, plus the heat, humidity, and mosquitoes of the Cape in
Space Task Group from Lewis Research Center in Cleveland. midsummer. "They had an ammonia cooling system on the launch

Their job was to launch "Big Joe," an Atlas missile carrying the first vehicle," Bobik recalled. "We were working sixteen, eighteen hours a

Mercury capsule. The capsule was a test article, not the real thing--what day, as many hours as someone could work, and the mosquitoes were so
they called "boilerplate," with the shape and weight of a real Mercury bad at night that we'd get that ammonia and spray it around to kill those

capsule but none of the electronics or environmental systems that would mosquitoes so we could work." In retrospect, Bobik would be appalled
be installed for a manned flight. Lewis had assembled the bottom half, ("Ammonia is dangerous! It's toxic!"). But that's how bad the mosqui-
Langley the top half. The purpose of the test was to see whether the heat roes were. There were other improvisations--lacking a refrigerator in

shield would keep cabin temperatures at an acceptable level during entry Hangar S, they used the tire exlinguishers to cool their Cokes. As if to
into the earth's atmosphere. The capsule would be shot to an altitude of show them just how far behind they had left civilization, a Florida panther
160 miles, then thc Atlas wuuId pitch over and accelerate the capsule came up Io thc chain link Il'ncc iic_lr I langm S every evening ;md sat

back into the atmosphere at a top speed of 17,000 m.p.h. Thermocouples there, peering in---"like a zoo m reverse," one veteran commented.
attached to the capsule's titanium shingles would measure the heat. The Air Force continued to treat tile Space Task Group as a bunch of

The Space Task Group had no facilities of its own down at the Cape; amateurs (which they were, in space llight) with a low official priority
46
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(which was all they had). This attitude had its positive side iu averting plywood and then lashed the capsule onto the top. Pictures still in the files
tensions between the Lewis and Langley members of the team ("The Air attest to the story, showing a battered pickup with a spacecraft on

Force made us get together, because they treated us like we were all mattresses pulling up to the pad where an Atlas rocket stands waiting.
incompetent," a Langley man said). But Simpkinson couldn't get any "Of course, we got a lot of ridicule," said Kinzler. "But it worked
equipment from them. "The Air Force treated us like dogs down there," fine."
Simpkinson remembered. "About all the Air Force would give us was After they had hauled the capsule to the top of the Atlas with a crane,

pencils." That got Simpkinson's back up, and he began taking matters they found that the capsule wouldn't seat. Somehow, the heat shield had
into Iris own hands, been made about half' an inch bigger than the diameter of the Atlas. When

It was a natural role for him. A congenital loner m a business where they tried to lower it onto the rocket, it perched on the top like a bathtub

teamwork was almost a religion, Simpkinsou had been chosen to prepare plug slightly too large for the drain. By now it was the end of June and
the Big Joe shot because of a strange combination of qualifications. He Big Joe was supposed to launch on the Fourth of July. If they sent the heat
had a long history of testing experimental engines. He had worked with shield back to its maker, the General Electric Corporation in Philadelphia,
rocket-driven supersonic shapes. He was versed in pyrotechnics. Also in it would be two or three weeks before they got it back again.
his inventory of talents, though less obviously pertinent, he was the The solution that Si,npkinson and Kinzler contrived in 1959 would

proprietor of an off-hours television repair business and played the have been unthinkable even a few years later. As they stood on top of the

trumpet in swing bands that toured the clubs around Cleveland.* gantry and contemplated the oversized capsule, it occurred to them that

Transcending these specific skills, Simpkinson possessed an unteachable only the heat shield was too big, not the capsule's metal frame. The heat
ability to "smell a problem a mile away," as one of his colleagues put it. shield was made of a kind of plastic material. It didn't contain any
The technical term for his expertise was "failure-mode effects analysis," electronics. It wasn't carrying any structural loads. So Simpkinson and

but at bottom what it meant was that Simpkinson was an engineer who Kinzler called for the crane, lowered the capsule to the ground, and

was intimately at home with the hardware. He understood machines, transported it back to Hangar S in the pickup. Simpkinson jumped in his

Simpkinson was also tenacious as a tick and didn't mind antagonizing station wagon, drove to the Sears store in Orlando, used his checkbook to
people if he felt the occasion called for it. Rather than waste time trying buy a router, and drove back to the Cape. Meanwhile, Kinzler had made

to get along with the Air Force, he convinced Merritt Preston, his Space up a device with a pivot mount in the center of the heat shield. Kinzler
Task Group supervisor up at Langley, to arrange for Simpkinson to have attached the router to the pivot mount and hand-walked the router around

his own $50,000 government checking account. When one of his the perimeter of the heat shield, measuring and routing, routing and

technicians needed a stepladder or a hammer or a lathe, Simpkinson just measuring, until he had shaved off half an inch. They took the capsule
went to a Cocoa Beach hardware store and wrote a check for it. back to the pad and hauled it up again. It fit, and they went on with the

None of the members of the team that Silnpkinson led to the Cape had preparations for launch.
ever checked out a spacecraft; none of them had ever launched one. With Despite these heroic improvisations, Big Joe was launched two months
neither equipment nor experience, they made it up as they went along, behind schedule after _,11.The power supply had been improperly
There was the matter of getting the capsule from l'langar S out to the pad, designed: The first time they hooked up power to the capsule, transistors

['or example. They didn't have a vehicle tbr that purpose. No one had popped, readings were crazy--nothing worked the way it was supposed

thought of it. But Jack Kinzler, the shop foreman from Langley, had just to. They had to send the capsule back to Lewis, and it wasn't until
driven down to the Cape in a ilatbed truck to join Simpkinson's group. September 9, 1959, that the 1tight finally took place.
Simpkinson bought some mattresses and two sheets of plywood with his "And of course it failed," Simpkinson sighed. The lirst stage of the

magic checkbook. They put the mattresses between thc panels ol' Atlas perlbrmed beautifully, lifting off into a clear night sky. But the
Atlas didn't stage properly, the nitrogen thrusters on the capsule didn't

* Simpkinson's work at Lewis sometimes seemed to be more his hobby than a job his get a chance to demonstrate that they could align the capsule properly for
colleagues would run across his N.A.C A. paychecks sitting in hi_ desk drawer, uncasbed,

sometimeshalfa dozenofthemat a time. entry, the entry speed wasn't as high as it was supposed to be. Nothing
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went quite right. The preparation and launching of spacecraft at the dawn on, the larger rockets were launched out over the ocean from Cape
of the space age turned out tobe a laborious business, and the Canaveral. The yon Braun team itself was moved to Huntsville, 'Ala-
were still amateurs sitting at the bottom of the learning curve. "We were bama, where the Germans used the facilities of the Redstone Arsenal.
greenas thumbs," Merritt Prestonused to say. In contrast to the uneasy relationship between the engineers'at

Langley and the local Virginians, the Germans and the Alabamians got
along fine from the beginning. The Germans were delighted to be out of
the arid Southwest and in a wooded, hilly area that reminded many of

1 them of the German countryside. The Alabamians were intrigued by
these foreigners and entertained by their eccentricities. The assimilation

Two months after the flight of Big Joe, on November 2, 1959, President was extraordinarily fast. By 1952, only two years after the Germans had
Eisenhower signed an executive order transferring Wernher yon Braun's arrived itl Huntsville, former Luftwaffe sergeant Walter Wiesman was
rocket engineers at the Army Ballistic Missile Agency in Huntsville to president of the Huntsville Junior Chamber of Commerce, elected by a
NASA. It was the indispensable step for making NASA legitimate, membership that was 70 percent World War II veterans ("So am 1!"
giving that young and uncertain agency an infusion of talent it could have Wiesman pointed out). As time went on, Huntsville became intensely
gotten nowhere else. proud of its Germans, and especially of its most famous German of all,

The division of responsibility was clean: The Space Task Group had Wernher yon Braun.
jurisdiction over the spacecraft while the people at Marshall had juris-
diction over the launch vehicle.*' The development of the working Von Braun was the only non-astronant in the space program who became
relationship took time, and there would always be rivalry. But with the a household name. In Congress, his prestige was enormous. Movie-star
addition of the Germans, it became possible to go to the moon. handsome, with all expansive smile and European charm to which he

added a touch of Alabama folksiness, he could dominate a congressional
By 1959, von Braun's rocket team had been in the United States for hearing as easily as he donfinated the media. Other senior people in
thirteen years following their surrender to the U.S. Army at the end of NASA envied him and in some cases resented him ("That damned
World War Il. At tirst they had been sent to White Sands in New Mexico, Nazi," one was known to mutter when he had had several drinks),
where they were put to work showing the Americans how the V-2 intimating that yon Braun spent too much time worrying about his public
worked. Then in 1950 the Army decided that an inland site was too image and that the real work at Marshall was done by others. What was
confining, a decision prompted in part by an unfortunate occasion when hard for some of his NASA peers to swallow was that von Braun was a
the German team put a V-2 into a cemetery south of Juarez. From then natural. He was exceptionally good at being a public person, and none of

* Here, in one place, are Ire genealogies and official nomenclature of the NASA centers Llleother engineers of Apollo could c(nnl)c'te.

p_incipally involved in the space program: (I) For the spacecraft: The manned space program began With the fame came a price. In some circles, yon Braun was assumed
Langley ResearchCenter,wherethe,Space Task Groupwasan organizationally independent to be a Nazi who had escaped judgment only because of his value to theemily. In November 1961, the Space Task Group became Ire Manned Spacecraft Center tM.S.C.)

k_.'ated at Houslon. Texas. In 1973, M.S.C. was renamed the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center United States. No such cbarges were substantiated. On the contrary, his
(Johnson. or J.S.C.). (2) For Ire launch vehJcJe: In the 1950s, yon Braun's group was part of the history reveals a man who from his Icens had a passion for rockets andArmy Ballistic Missile Agency located at Redstone Arsenal in Huntsville, Alabama. In 1959, when
w*n Braunjoined NASA, it became the nucleus of Ire newly named George C. Marshall Space Flight space travel, ils oblivious lo politics in tile 1930s as America's Apollo
(?enter (Marshall. or M.S.F.C.). (3) For launch operations: The area around Cape Canaveral served engineers were oblivious to politics during the 1960s. During the height
i_ a launch area for an of the armed forces during Ire I950s. The initial launch group from ttuntsville
v,as called the Missile Firing Laboratory. In 1959, when Redstone Arsenal became Marshall, the of the war, yon Braun was briefly jailed by the Gestapo for insufficient

Missile Firing Laboratory became the I.aunch Operations Directorale, slill administratively under ardor in making weapons. But even among those who bore him no ill
yon Braun. In 1962, Ire Launch Operations Directorate became an independent cenler, the Launch will, jokes were inevitable, given thc contrast between yon Uraun'sOperations Center. lc was renamed the John F. Kennedy Space Center (Kennedy, or K.SC} al Ire

end of 1963, immediately after Kennedy's assassinalion activities during tile war and his transftirln;.llion into an American bero.
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When a movie about von Braun was entitled I Aim at the Stars, the * * *

underground version of the title quickly became I Aim at the Stars but The working end of the rocket team at Redstone Arsenal was divided into

Sometimes 1 Hit London. * eight laboratories, and a German headed each of them. Another German,
Von Braun was not a creative genius--to that extent, the public image Kurt Debus, headed the Missile Firing Laboratory at the Cape. They ran

misrepresented him. It is not possible to think of "von Braun concepts" these labs in a way that often seemed to caricature the precise, methodical
that changed the development of rocketry in the same way that "Faget rocket scientist of the popular imagination. Their colleagues were
concepts" changed the development of spacecraft. Instead, itc was a "Mister ----" or "Doctor -----" rarely "Chuck" or "Bill," even

natnral leader and lechnical mmmgcr. Kml I lcinfimlg, chicl ol thc when they had been working together I'or years. Everything had to be
Testing Lab, explained how yon Braun went around looking fi)r new done with a meticulous exactness and order. Debus, for example, was
ideas, which he would then take to his associates. Heimburg would listen known toe making the rounds of his subordinates' offices after hours,

unimpressed and explain to yon Braun why something wouldn't work. sweeping papers and books from desks that didn't meet his standard of
And then Heimburg would find himself saying, "But we could do it in neatness.
this other way," and an innovation that he had not considered would have The Germans were extraordinarily conservative in their designs, with

opened up before him. marginsthatwere lavish even by aerospacestandards---everycomponent
In general, yon Braun seems by the testimony of people who worked had to be able to bear far more weight, tolerate far higher temperatures,

for him, ranging from senior colleagues to technicians on the pad, to have withstand far higher dynamic pressures than the rated performance of the

been just about as good as his publicity made him out to be. He won from vehicle required.* When preparing the hardware, the Germans for many

them loyalty and affection as well as professional respect. "lie was a years had no separate inspection function. Each engineer inspected the
noble type of man," said one American at Huntsville. "That's thc only work of his own technicians, and he was expected to be a good enough
word I can think of to describe him." machinistorelectrician or hydraulics mechanic in his own right to be able

Ultimately, von Braun won admiration, though st)mctimcs grudging, to know whether the work was done correctly. The Germans' testing

even from his peers in the other centers. Robert Gilruth, who got far less programs were excruciatingly thorough, "to the point of being ridicu-
attention from the press and who in the early days had to struggle to keep lous," said one American observer with both exasperation and envy.
the Space Task Group from being eclipsed when von Braun was brought What made this Germanic conservatism and precision remarkable was

into NASA, had ambivalent feelings about his counterpart at Marshall. that by the late 1950s most of the people from Huntsville who were
But once, after yon Braun died in 1977, Gilruth was listening to ant)ther behaving this way weren't Germans at all, but the Americans who had
senior NASA official talk abot, t a technical problem on the shuttle. "1 been hired to work with them. Most of them were men from the small

wish Wernher were still around to ask about this," Gilruth broke in towns of the deep South, graduates of nearby engineering schools like
suddenly. "You know," the NASA official reflected, "that was probably Auburn and the University of Mississippi and Georgia Tech. The result
the greatest tribute yon Braun ever got." And then the NASA official was a combination of Germans like Eberhard Rees or Karl Heimburg or

proceeded to give yon Braun the only compliment that really counted in Walter Haeussermann distinguished and courtly, talking about "ze ray

the Apollo fraternity. When you ignored all the PR. stuff, he said. "yon ye do sings," very models of the rocket scientist--and Americans like
Braun was actually a pretty good engineer." Alexander A. McCool of Vicksburg, Mississippi, an esteemed propulsion

· It was an awkward situation to which the Germans remathed sensitive I_mg alter they had * When during Apollo the spacecraft kept exceeding its weight limits, NASA officials from
become naturalized Anlcrican citizens. During the early years of racial integration, an Anlerican headquarters went down tO Huntsville to find out whether there was any way that yon Braun's people
engineer once overheard someone asking Hans Greene, head of Launch Vehicle Operatim]s at the could cut some weight from the launch vehicle and thereby raise its performance beyond its original
(:ape, how he felt about having a black live on his block "1 have no problem.' (iruene replied "1 rating. Sure, one American remembered them saying "We can cut three thousand fvounds, four
wonder what he thinks of an ex-Nazi living on his?" By that time. many of thc Germans [tad beconle thousand pounds--it won't make any difference.' This was at a time when the spacecraft people
more American than the Americans Ray Clark, Kurt Dehus's deputy t_)r administration al [l_e(7ape. were trying to shave ounces. The German margins also let them uprate the performance of the
recalled gatherings after work at which (;tuene and I)chw, w4mhl gel Inh_ t:_mVel_alltmsi_h_mt engines of the lifst ,stage of thc Saturlt V from 7,Sf)(h[X)4) pounds of thrust to 7,650,000. This
America's heritage and its lulure thai lilt)lc (hall OllC¢went on Ulnildawn Ihcy knew lilt)re ab_ltl( Ire rescrvtlir of extra periomlance that thc (Jerlnans built hlto the launch vehicle c_llllCit) the program's
UnitedStatesthanhe did, Clarkoftenthought rescuemorethanonceduringApollo.
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expert, talking about "that thang" (meaning the rocket) which "haulex :: Soon after, Silverstein tried out his idea on Gilmth, Faget, and Charles
tail." Somehow, everyone understood what everyone else was talkin_ ' Donlan, Gilmth's deputy director in the Space Task Group. The four men
about. _ were discussing the new post-Mercury spacecraft over lunch at a little

restaurant near Dolley Madison ttouse, in the middle of the meal
Silverstein said suddenly, "There ought to be a name for this that stands

out in people's minds. You know, something like 'Apollo,' for example.
2 I'm not saying you ought to name it 'Apollo' necessarily, but something

like that." And then throughout the rest of the lunch, Donlan recalled, he

Coincidentally with the addition of von Braun's team to NASA, momen- kept calling this new spacecraft "Apollo," seeing how it would wear. It
turn behind a lunar program began to build. On the same day that wore pretty well, and the spacecraft became Apollo. Silverstein didn't
Eisenhower signed the executive order creating Marshall, Bob Gilruth have to bother with things like public relations departments. "I had the

held a management meeting at Langley. It was time to begin the whole program," Silverstein said simply. "l was naming the spacecraft
preliminary design of a multi-man spacecraft, he told them. They should like I'd name my baby."*
think in terms of a crew of three. The mission would probably be a
circumlunar flight, but they should keep other possibilities open. Bob
Piland would direct the group.

A few months later, on the first Thursday of the new year, 1960, Keith 3
Glennan gave his approval to the Goett Committee's final conclusion.

Henceforth, the agency would take the position that, following Mercury, But even as NASA began to lay plans to send men to the moon, launching
NASA should aim in the direction of a manned lunar landing. Just one one man into earth orbit continued to be a struggle. The original date for

week later, Glennan got a letter from Eisenhower: "You are hereby the first manned flight, a suborbital flight once scheduled for January
directed," Eisenhower wrote, "to accelerate the super booster program 1960, had come and gone, and the revised goal kept slipping later and

for which your agency recently was given technical and management later into 1960. Both Atlas and capsule were plagued with problems, and
responsibility." That meant the Saturn.* It was the first signal that no one was promising much in the way of improvement. The chilling
Eisenhower might support a manned space program beyond Mercury. message that the Air Force continued to pass on to the Space Task Group

That same January of 1960, the Apollo spacecraft was baptized by Abe was this: By mid-1961, when the first manned orbital flight was planned,
Silverstein, head of the Office of Space Flight Programs. Silverstein had the reliability of the Atlas would still be only 75 percent. The Space Task

named Mercury a year earlier (Silverstein liked the image of a messenger Group could expect to lose one out of fimr Atlases during the launch

in the sky), and since yon Braun had named his new launch vehicle phase.
"Saturn," another Greek god seemed to Silverstein like a natural This gloomy projection seemed vindicated on July 29, 1960, when
choice.'{' He remembered from his grade-school days the story of the god they tried to fly M. A.-1, the first time that a production Mercury capsule

who rode the chariot of the sun drawn by four winged horses--Apollo, (not just a boilerplate model) was mated to an Atlas. T They launched after

the chikl of Zeus. Silverstein, the meticulous research engineer, went a heavy rain, under overcast skies. M.A.-I lifted through the overcast,
back to his old book of myths and determined that Apollo hadn't done engines roaring, everything looking good. Then a minute into flight, out

anything that "wouldn't be appropriate." of sight beyond the clouds, it blew up during the period of "max q,"
maximum dynamic pressure, at an altitude of about 32,000 feet. No one

* "Saturn" was the generic name for the super booster. The Saturn came in many combinations
from the Saturn I to the ultimate version, the Saturn V used for the lunar missions. "I" and "V" are * As events lranspired, Gernini. tile [wo-nlan capsule, was tile next spacecraft after Mercury.

Roman numerals, so "Saturn V" is pronounced "Saturn five." Similarly, the Saturn V's S-IC stage Gemini had yet to be concei._ed at the time Silverstem was naming Apollo.

was "S-one-C," the S-II stage was "S-two." and the S-IVB stage was "S-four-B." t In Project Mercury, the missions were labeled according to the initial of the capsule (M for
+ Von Braun named his rockets after planets, which in turn were named for Greek gcxls, The Mercury). the initial of the launch vehicle (R for Redst.ne or Afc, r Atlas). plus a number indicating

German team had already built a Jupiter, and Saturn was the next outer planet in the solar system, order. Thus M A-I was tile lust launch of a Mercury spacecraft on an Atlas booster
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knew why. All they knew was that two signals to abort the flight had beel
sent, by sensors monitoring electrical power and thrust. Their ass i:i more than enough time to get to the moon and back. The proposals weresubmitted on October 9, 1960.
had to be that both the Atlas and the Mercury were still seriously llawed
vehicles.

It was then, in the second week of October 1960, that a lunar landing
moved from being an ambition to being a project. For one of the two men

involved, Abe Silverstein, it was the natural next step--"the time had
come," he said later. And perhaps it was as simple as that. The other of

4 the twomen,George Low, wasaskeddirectlyabout it less thanfour years

later by an interviewer. What motivated him to act then? "I knew you
NASA continued to plan for the future ill tile teeth of present adversity, would ask that question," said George Low, "and I don't know ....
The very day that M.A.-I blew up, steps toward Apollo were being taken This was the time, of course, that we were beginning to discuss with

in Washington. NASA had called together representatives from the industry what the Apollo Program was .... And we felt it would be most

aerospace industry to introduce their plans for the sequel to Project important to have something in the files, to be prepared to move out with
Mercury. The day before the launch, they gathered in a State Department a bigger program, should there be a sudden change of heart within the
auditorium that John Disher had borrowed for the occasion--NASA administration."

wasn't big enough to have an auditorium of its own---:md Deputy And yet it wasn't quite as simple as that either. For George Low, the
Administrator Hugh Dryden used the name "Apollo" fi)r tile lirst time in most composed and deliberate of men, had an audacious streak, a
public. George Low made a speech, telling his audience that during the fondness for the bold gesture that would break out repeatedly throughout

1960s NASA hoped to build a space station in low earth orbit and to his career. So probably it was a little of both. The time had come, but

conduct a circumlunar flight. Perhaps during the 1970s, if all went well, George Low also took it upon himself to give time, and history, a little
NASA would land on the inoon, nudge. Abc Silverstein's recollection was that Low brought him his

On the second day of the conference, July 29, even as recovery teams proposition sometime during the second week of October. It was the kind
were preparing to retrieve the pieces of M.A.-I from the ocean floor, of thing to which Silverstein had said no in 1959, but with planning for

Max Faget addressed the group on the topic of a lunar landing. In the the new spacecraft under way and with the Saturn under development,
middle of his speech, Faget signaled to a confederate. The auditorium enough had changed that they could go ahead now. The two of them came
dimmed to a half-light that was somewhat darker than a heavily overcast to an understanding and Low wrote it up in the form of a memorandum

day but brighter than a moonlit night. ("Paperwork was created to act as scenery for what we had already
Faget waited while the audience murmured. When there was silence, decided to do," as Silverstein once put it). Sixteen years later, when Low

he told them that this was what earthlight would look like to an astronaut retired from NASA, the original was framed and presented to him; it

standing on the moon in a lunar night with a full earth shining above him. hangs on the wall of the little study where his widow keeps some of his
It was at that moment, sitting in the twilight of the auditorium, that John memorabilia. Presumably one day it will hang in the halls of the
Disher realized fi)r the lirst time that they really were going to go to the Smithsonian, for it is the closest thing the nation has to a birth certificate

moon--someday. forthelunarlandingprogram.

Space station and a circumlunar flight: That was thc immediate agenda. IVlEMORANDUM for Director of Space Flight Programs
To get plans moving, NASA announced in August that three $250,000

contracts would be let for design studies of thc Apollo spacecraft. The Subject: Manned Lunar Landing Program.

Request for Proposals specified that the spacecraft had to be compatible 1. It has become increasingly apparent that a preliminary program for
with the new Saturn and it had to be capable of a fourteen day mission-- manned lunar landings should be fommlated. This is necessary in order to
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provide a pm_r justification for Apollo, and to place Apollo schedules and
technicalplansona firmerfoundation. _'

2. In order to prepare such a program, I have formed a small working
group, consisting of Eldon tlall, Oran Nicks, John Disher and myself. This
group witl endeavor to establish ground roles for manned lunar landing
missions; to determine reasonable spacecraft weights; to specify launch
vehicle requirements; and to prepare an integrated development plan,
including the spacecraft, lunar landing and take-off system, and launch
vehicles. This plan should include a time-phasing and funding picture, and
should identify areas requiring early studies by field organizations, CHAPTER

3. At thecompletionof thiswork,we planto briefyouandGeneral ,4
Ostrander on the results. No action on your part is required at this time; Hall 4will inform General Ostrander that he is participating in this study.

George M. Low
Program Chief

Manned Space Flight

"He would rather not have
Scrawled at the bottom of the memo is Silverstein's reply:

Low done it"
OK

Abe
It all depended on one's perspective. Abe Silverstein and George Low

Low would later marvel that something so monumental could have might think it was time to begin planning for a lunar landing, but for Bob
been started so simply: "OK. Abe." Seamans, NASA's associate administrator, the prospects for the agency

that October were looking distinctly gloomy. He was beginning to
wonder whether leaving a secure and more lucrative job at R.C.A. had
been a good idea after all.

When Low wrote his memo, Seamans, then forty-two, had been in
NASA for only two months, brought to the agency by Keith Glennan to

be its highest-ranking nonpolitical appointee. He came out of a different
background from the one that had shaped the N.A.C.A. people. As a

young man he had been a prot6g6 of Charles Stark ("Doc") Draper, the
genius of inc_lial guidance and the founder of the Instrumentation l,ab at
M,I.T. Seamans had been something of a prodigy in his own right, an

M.I.T. lecturer at the age of twenty-two and the designer of aeronautical
control systems that later became the basis for the guidance systems used

in ballistic missiles. His first task upon arriving at NASA had been to
learn something about the organization, and so Glennan had sent him off
on a tour of the centers.

59
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Seamans had been dismayed when he got to tile Space Task Group at him personally. Max Faget would still have an embassy-sized official

Langley. In Seamans's opinion, the manned space program was central to portrait of John Kennedy behind his desk. For Rocco Petrone, the
NASA's future, and yet it was pathetically undcrfunded and under-i decision to go to the moon would still be quintessentially Kennedy,
manned. Bob Gilmth's people "were just working their hearts out to pull ' emblematic of the spirit and style of the man. And there is no doubt that,

the thing off," he recalled, but it was hard to imagine them succeeding ii once the decision to go to the moon had been made, Kennedy developed

unless headquarters could muster more support, a lively interest in the space program. But to Bob Seamans, trying to read
Getting that supporl was going Io be no sm:dl I't':ll The I!ist'nhow the tea leaves in the weeks after the election, it looked as if manned space

administration continued to be misympalhctic that hdl ol 1900, and ill fact flight was not only not at the top of tile new President's agenda, it might
slashed NASA's overall budget request for the next liscal year. One of the not be on the agenda at all. And he was right.

casualties in tile budget was the second stage of the Saturn. an t";pccially Certainly Jack Kennedy tile senator hadn't been interested m space.

disheartening turn of events. Just ten months earlier, lke had directed Doc Draper, Bob Seamans's mentor, remembered the time a few years
Glennan to accelerate work on the super booster; now. he was reversing before the election when a mutual friend had brought him together with

himself. Without the Saturn anti its heavy lift capability, manned space John and Robert Kennedy for a social evening at Locke-Ober's restaurant
flight was going to limp along in low-earth-orbit flights indefinitely, in Boston, hoping that he could get the Kennedys excited about space

Worse, there nfight be nothing at all after Mercury. A note attached to flight. The meeting had been a disappointment. The Kennedy brothers
Eisenhower's last budget request for NASA said that Mercury was an had treated Draper and his ideas with good-natured scorn. According to

experimental effort and added onfinously that "further tests and cxperi- Draper, Jack and Bobby "could not be convinced that all rockets were
mentation will be necessary to establish if there arc any valid scientific not a waste of money, and space navigation even worse." Hugh Sidey,
reasons fi_r extending manned space flight beyond thc Mercury pro- watching the new administration in its first months from his vantage point

gram." And this was a softened version. Originally, Eisenhower had as Life's White House correspondent, would come to think that space was
wanted to say flatly that there should be no commitlnent of any sort to Kennedy's weak spot. In Sidey's opinion, Kennedy understood less about

manned space flight beyond Mercury. "Well, it's been very nice working space than about any other issue when he entered the White House. The
for the government," Seamans remarked after one session with the explanation wassimple, said JeromeWiesner, Kennedy's science adviser:
Bureau of the Budget, "but it may not last much longer." "He hadn't thought much about it."

Then in November John Kennedy was elected President. Seamans,

along with everyone else at NASA, looked anxioffsly to the new
administration.

1
During the election campaign, John Kennedy had used America's failures

in space as a campaign issue--a "space gap" to go along with the Against this backdrop of changing political tides, NASA approached

"missile gap"--but he had remained silent about what hc had in mind lor the first launch of a Mercury capsule on a Redstone booster. M.R.-I,

his own space program. Many in NASA had hoped 10r more. Space as the mission was labeled, would be the critical unmanned test preceding
flight, and especially manned space flight, had the dash and drama that the first suborbital manned flight, now scheduled for early 1961. Like

would have seemed to tit perfectly with the spirit of the Kennedy everything else that they had been doing at the Cape, it seemed to be
campaign. But Kennedy was only being honest. At that time, he really jinxed. They had gotten within twenty-two minutes of launch in early

wasn't convinced that manned space Ilight had a place iu hi', vihit,u of tile October, when a malfunction in the reaction and control system forced a
New Frontier. postponement. Then they aimed for November 7, the day before the

Jack Kennedy would become all enduring hero to the men of Apollo. presidential election, and missed that one.

Twenty-five years after his death, Robert Gilruth would still speak By Monday, November 21, the men at the Cape were running on
emotionally of how important Kennedy was lo the space program and to coffee and adrenaline. Marry Cioffoletti, then a young engineer with
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McDonnell, remembered that his own record during that period, vehicle on a television camera. They saw the smoke and flames and 'an
mented in his engineer's logs, was 135 hours in one week--an average object shooting upward. The camera panned up, trying to track it..Then
nineteen hours and seventeen minutes per day. Exhaustion was the camera stopped, searching for the missing Redstone; finally it palmed
be such a problem that Walt Williams, director of Flight back down to the pad. And there, wreathed in smoke, the Redstone still
the Space Task Group, had to issue a directive that no one was to stood, thc Mercury capsule still atop it.
for more than twelve hours in a single twentyffour-hour period. In the blockhouse, Ed Fannin was on duty at the firing panel from

The capsule on this launch was no boilerplate, but a fully confi which the firing command is given. His dials showed that the engine had
and equipped spacecraft off the McDonnell production line, and it was ignited and was climbing toward full power. "But then I heard all this
going to be checked out just as for a manned launch. The booster was to unusual noise," Fannin said. "I looked up and the rocket was still there.
be the Redstone, a man-rated vehicle. The flight plan was identical to the: I could hear the other thing still going." The "other thing" turned out to
one that would be used for the first manned flight. It was critically" be the escape tower attached to the top of the Mercury. It was streaking
important that M.R.-I should succeed--for the sake of public opinion, I several thousand feet straight up into the sky. "Ed, get cutoff," ordered
the opinion of the President-Elect, and the morale of an exhausted group' Ike Rigell, then the networks chief. Fannin pushed the cutoff button,
of engineers and technicians who yearned for something to go right, which was supposed to safe all the electrical circuits. "All I got were

crazy indications on the panel, totally abnormal," said Fannin.
What had happened, they later determined, was this: The main engineEveryone who was at Cape Canaveral for the brief flight of M.R.- 1 seems

to have remembered what happened in excruciating detail. No other had fired normally. The Redstone had lifted off its supports (there were no
event--not Al Shepard's first manned flight, not John Glenn's first orbital hold-down arms in those days). As it rose the first inch, the tail plug--an
flight, not even the first lunar landing--engraved itself more deeply in the electrical plug--on the umbilical connected to the base of the rocket
memories of those who watched, pulled out, as it was supposed to, putting the Redstone onto internal

On November 21, 1960, most of the leading figures in the American power.
space program were gathered at the Cape. Over at the blockhouse beside Terry Greenfield was the man who had to go out the next day and look
the launch pad were Wernher yon Braun, Kurt Debus, and the rest of the up the bottom of the Redstone so they could find out what happened.
senior German officials from Huntsville. Over at the brand-new Mercury "That was our first big lesson in configuration management," he
Control Center were Bob Gilruth, Chuck Mathews, Walt Williams, Chris reminisced years later: "how you make sure that the 'as-designed'

Kraft, and the rest of the fledgling flight operations team. Outside, a few drawings equal the 'as-built' drawings." The tail plug, which was reused
hundred yards away, were all the technicians and engineers who weren't for many launches, had two prongs. During the preparation of one of the
needed for the launch. For many, it would be the first rocket launch they preceding Redstone launches, a technician had found that one of the
hadeverseen. prongsdidn'tfitquiteright,sohehadfiledabouta quafferof aninchoff

The countdown was smooth. When the clock reached T - 0 ("T - 0" the prong and didn't tell anybody. Thus one prong of the plug discon-
is spoken "T minus zero") and the launch sequence began, everything nected a few milliseconds earlier than the other prong. A quirk in the
seemed at first to be going well. The thin umbilical tower fell backward, circuitry of the Redstone was such that the engine would shut down if
away from the Redstone, as planned; the engine ignited and smoke bil- only one of the prongs disconnected and if the rocket was not electrically
lowed up from the base of the rocket. And then something took off _fast. grounded to the earth. With prongs of two different lengths, the
"1 saw that thing go," remembered Joe Bobik, "with all that smoke and conditions for sending a enroll' signal existed during that snippet of time

as the rocket lifted off' when the first prong had disconnected but thefire and a big whoosh/I shook my head and l said, 'That thing coukln't go
that fast, could it?" Marty Cioffuletti had thc same thought--he had no idea second prong, a quarter of an inch hmger, hadn't. Because the tail plug
those things climbed so quickly. Sam Beddingfield was standing beside had been used for many Redstone launches without a problem, no one
Gene McCoy, their mouths gaping in astonishment, recognizedthe potential danger.

Over in the new Mercury Control Center, they were watching the On this launch, however, the extra weight of the Mercury capsule now
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to addriding on the Redstone slowed its acceleration slightly, just enough in which the vehicle might blow up---most immediately, if wind filled the
one additional, tiny fraction of a second to the time elapsed before th parachute and pulled the stack over. But even if that didn't happen, the
second prong disconnected. Now there was just enough launch team was acutely aware that the fuel tank vent valve was going to

twenty-one milliseconds before the disconnect completed--for the open automatically when the onboard batteries decayed. If the bulkhead
circuitry to get the message through: Shut down your engine. So the! between the LOX (liquid oxygen) tank and the alcohol tank on the
Redstone obediently shut down its engine and after a journey of two' Redstone had been cracked when the Redstone settled back on its points,

inches seltled back down ont_ its t'_mr SUpl_ll points, m_w completely then when the vent valve opened the likely result would have been an
unconnected with the ground, explosion. And they didn't know how hmg they had before the batteries

Meanwhile, up in the capsule, the spacecraft's tirol, ils had determined would decay.
that the Redstone engine had fired normally (as indeed it had, for about They thought of all sorts of plans. Al Zeiler wanted to get a high-
three seconds). The conclusion, as far as the spacecraft was concerned, powered rifle and shoot holes in the LOX tank to depressurize it--he'd

was: I'm flying. Then it got a message that the engine had shut down. had to do something similar during World War II, at the Germans' rocket
Conclusion: Powered flight is over, and it's time to do the programmed center at Peenemiinde. Others considered bringing in a cherry-picker to

sequence of actions for the spacecraft, beginning with the ejection of the cut the shrouds on the parachute. Finally, not sure what to do, they
escape tower. So, zoom, off went the escape tower. Thus the confusion prudently decided to do nothing.

among the onlookers on the nearby roads. The launch team crept out of the blockhouse by twos to minimize the
The more experienced hands grasped the implications of all this faster casualties if the Redstone blew. The day passed, and the night, without

than the newcomers. Sam Beddmgfield and Gene McCoy, recently an explosion. The next morning, having determined (they hoped) that the

arrived members of the Space Task Group, were marveling at the speed bulkhead had not been damaged and that all the LOX had vented, Zeiler
of the launch when one of the experienced Redstone mechanics standing took Fannin and a group of pad technicians out to the Redstone and safed

nearby said, "Yeah, but that thing's gotta come back down," and /'_i the vehicle. Greenfield went out and found the disconnected plug.

crawled under a nearby truck. Cioffoletti was mesmerized by the iill1t Beddingfield went out and disarmed the pyrotechnics on the capsule.
disappearing escape tower. "Then I turned around and there was nobody i! Then they all went home to read the newspapers and find out what was

standing with me. Everybody was running over the dunes, hiding behind being said about the American space program now. At NASA headquar-
cars." A few seconds later the escape tower smashed into the beach about ters, everyone had the same question: How would Kennedy react?

30{) feet from where Beddingfield was standing.
Back at the launch pad, the capsule still thought it was flying.

Presently, a package containing aluminum chaff (used to help in the radar · _.
search for the descending capsule) popped out of the trip, as the capsule 2

detected that it was in a gravity field (not noticing that it had never left :,_ . , . ,
one). Then another pop, and the drogue chulc emerged. Then, at _,_ lhe President-Elect s staff had caused palpitations at NASA even before

precisely the planned interval, there was still another pop, and the main i!_ the failure of MR.-I. By law, the President was supposed to be thechairman of a body called the National Aeronautics and Space Council.

chute deployed, hanging down to the ground l¥{>mits long shrouds and :i.,_.! President Eisenhower had never liked the idea (he dozed off during the
then beginning to billow slightly as it filled with the morning breeze. .!_ second meeting of the council when a debate about NASA's logo draggedIn the blockhouse, the launch team was confing to terms with the fact :};_{
that somehow they had lost control of a fully fueled vehicle _till sitting on on) and had planned to drop the council altogether. Theodore Sorensen,

who began meeting with Eisenhower officials shortly after the election tothe launch pad a hundred yards away--"Your worst contingency plan
could never have accounted for that situation," Fannin said. Their plan the transition, agreed with the Eisenhower plan. The Kennedy

administration would disband the National Aeronautics and Space Coun-embarrassment aside, they were thinking of the half-dozen different ways
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cil. At one stroke, NASA was about to lose its one clear channel working on it were knowledgeable about the subject, and it was a fairly
communication into the Oval Office and its one clear symbol of Iow priority anyway. There were half a dozen major defense issues that
prestige as well. Kennedy wanted Wiesner to get sorted out before the inauguration, and

Fortunately for NASA, Vice-President-Elect Lyndon Johnson Wiesner just didn't have much time to think about NASA.
like this decision at all. It had been only a few months since Johnson, From NASA's perspective, Wiesner's disengagement looked like a
majority leader in the Senate, had blocked exactly the same plan, and calculated slight. As time went on and no one from the committee con-
wasn't going to put up with it now. Johnson, who was fascinated by s tacted the senior NASA people, Seamans began to fear the worst. In
flight and had been the space program's best and most powerful friend: January, two weeks before the inauguration, the blow came. Wiesner and
Washington since it began, met with Kennedy on December 20 and bis committee submitted what came to be known as the"Wiesner Report,"
the decision partially reversed. The Space Council would continue a devastating attack on NASA and especially on the manned space pro-
exist, but its chairman would no longer be the president. Instead gram. The only parts of the U.S. space program that Wiesner found
council would be headed by Vice-President Lyndon Johnson-- reasonably satisfactory were the scientific, unmanned space probes.*
for NASA insofar as Johnson was such an ardent friend. But Manned space flight, according to the report, was an expensive and risky

pointed out that Kennedy was not going to give away the chairmanshi public-relations gimmick. A confidential version of the report was espe-
the Space Council if he expected space to be a center of attention, cially biting on this point. It recommended that Kennedy be especially

The pessimists soon got more evidence that they were right. Kenned careful not to "endorse this program [Mercury] and take the blame for its
appointed a number of ad hoc task forces to review policy areas. To head possible failures." The task force put the conclusion in italics: "We should
his Ad Hoc Committee for Space, he chose Jerome Wiesner of stop advertising Mercury as our major objective in space activities. In-
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Wiesner had served on the deed, we should make an effort to diminish the significance of this
President's Science Advisory Committee (PSAC, pronounced "p-sak") program." Upon accepting the report, Kennedy announced that he was
since Eisenhower had created it in the aftermath of Sputnik, and PSAC appointing Wiesner to be his Special Assistant for Science and Technol-
had not been bashful about its opinion of manned space flight. "The ogy, the President's gatekeeper for all matters having to do with space.
Science Advisory Committee was very much against manned exploration Furthermore, Wiesner persuaded Kennedy to keep the same members for
of space," Wiesner recalled, "because it was our view that you wouldn't his Science Advisory Committee. PSAC would be as opposed to manned
gain anything, and you'd pay a hell of a price .... You put a man in space flight under Kennedy as it had been under Eisenhower.
space, and you suddenly have to provide a life-support system. If you Morale in the upper echelons of NASA hit bottom. "I remember
have an instrument, every time that the man moves, the satellite wants to having lunch with Johnny Johnson [NASA's general counsel]," Seamans
react in another direction, so you have to put in an enormously said, "where we just plain discussed, 'What is really going to happen?'
complicated stabilizing system that you wouldn't have to even think And we discussed it not from the standpoint of who the next administrator
about if you didn't have a man." Manned vehicles were more expensive might be, but was NASA itself going to continue."
than unmanned ones by orders of magnitude. If science was what you NASA was going to continue, as the White House saw it, but manned
wanted, Wiesner told Kennedy, unmanned exploration was unquestion- space flight had only the most precarious of footholds. "We talked about
ably the way to go. Privately, Wiesner imagined a NASA run by [the manned space program] a lot," said Wiesneroftbe time immediately
scientists, not by engineers; he was unimpressed by the N.A.C.A. people after the inauguration. "{Kennedy] couldn't put it aside, because be was

who still ran NASA. * In retrospect Wiesner would think that "we were to_ cavalier" towardNASA and the space
Keith Glennan told his staff at NASA headquarters to put together programinthe Wiesner F.ep_l_tBut nonethelessit wouldbe incorreclto conclude fromthis account

briefing materials for Wiesner, which they did. But neither Wiesner nor t_t he WiesnerRepor_waswnmg. Il Wiesner had been successful in gettinghis way, the mannedprogramw,_uldhave been ranchqmaller, if it had survivedat all. But Wiesner's job wasspecifically
any of his people asked to be briefed. From Wiesner's point of view, the to giveadvice about science, and his arguments alyoutthe relative scientificproductivityof manned

reasons were innocuous enough--they had just a few days, the people ,ndunmannedflights were never seriously contested.
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being pressured. But 1 call tell you honestly that he would rather not havl missions taking place in 1967-1968 and the lunar landings taking place in
done it." 1969-1970.

The palace intrigue that was worrying Robert Seanlans down on thai On Thursday, January 5, 1961, Low's group faced its first majorreview by top NASA officials. On the basis of the review, they would
ground floor of Dolley Madison House could have been taking place on': decide whether to pursue the lunar mission aggressively under the new

Mars as far as George Low's little task force was concerned. Oblivious to administration or to table it instead and take a less ambitious, more

the new administration, Low's team plunged ahead with its phms to go t6 self-protective stance. Low and his confederates gathered at lunchtime on
the moou. : Tuesdayto rehearsetheirpresentationon Silverstein.

John Disher recorded events in the stenographic notebooks he carried First, they decided, no more of the "man-on-the-moon" language they'
everywhere. His book for the fall of 1960 reveals that tire first meeting of had been using--it was too slangy, too likely to be ridiculed. "Manned '"

George Low's working group convened on Friday, October 21, 1960, at: lunar landing" would be the phrase for what they wanted to do. It was

2 V.M. From then on, the pace steadily accelerated. By November 8,1 also obvious to Silverstein that they had better not pretend to be farther

Disher's notes reveal, they were talking about spacecraft weights. On the along than they really were. In fact, Silverstein said, they ought to

twenty-second of that month, they met with Milt Trageser of M.I.T. emphasize that this was not a coordinated set of presentations. This was
about the requirements for the navigation and guidance system, known around NASA as "the country-boy treatment," Disher explained

At the end of November, Faget called with encouraging news from his later. "You could have been spending your life on it, but you go in and

latest visit to the Marshall Space Flight Center: '_M.S.F.C. are eager," say, 'This is just something we threw together.' It helped disarm people
Disher recorded, meaning that yon Braun would throw his weight behind sometimes."

a lunar landing. By December, the group began discussing the question Low followed his instructions (the minutes of the review specify that
of artificial gravity. Would it be needed on a hmar mission? If so, should the nine presentations were only a "first cut"), and Glennan gave Low

it bc continuous or periodic'? And then what about radiation from solar what he wanted, a go-ahead for lunar landing work to continue. Glennan
flares? Could a solar flare be predicted'? What were the odds that a big one even made the group legitimate, converting them into the "Low

would occur during a mission'? What would happen to the crew if it did? Committee" with a mandate to answer the question "What is NASA's

Low's people also worried during these first weeks about the nature of Manned Lunar Landing Program?" For Low's people, it was exhilarat-
the lunar surface. Was it finn and rocky'? Or was the surface covered with lng. At the same time that Bob Seamans was fretting about NASA's
several feet of fine dust, so that a spacecraft confing in fi_r a landing future as an agency and John Kennedy was wishing that he could get rid

would sink without a trace? There were advocates for both posilions, and of Mercury, John Disher thought that they were halfway to putting a lunar
nobody really knew. At least linding a llat landing phtce didn't seem to landing program on NASA's schedule.
be a problem, Disher noted: "Good pick of landing sites this side of

moon." BobSeanmnsknewthingsthatotherpeopledidn't, and itdidn't improve

Fvcrything was new. Low's group held few formal meetings, but they his spirits as the inauguration approached. Administrator of NASA is a
would call in people who looked as it' they knew something about the political appointment. In new administrations, people are supposed to be
problem at hand, quiz them, and then add the infimnation to their eager to accept such appointments, but this was not the case for the

growing store of data. The committee itself kept expanding to include NASA post. "The administration was getting a little desperate," Sea-
others iii NASA who were becoming interested, mans recalled, "because quite a few people had turned the job down."

By the 13th of December, they bad a piece of pape,' with a Proposed By Lyndon Johnson's recollection, a total of seventeen men had said they
Flight Schedule on it. It was presumptuous, trying to delinc a time weren't interested in running NASA. "Of course," Seamans continued,

schedule for a task they still only barely understood. This tirst, almost "we knew that too"--that people were refusing the NASA job--"and

completely uninformed but prescient estilnation showed the circunfiunar that was another thing that was demoralizing. You said to yourself, 'Why
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would anybody turn it down? It must mean that the plans for NASA a were dead set against the manned space program. Webb had decided that
being pulled in.' "* he "would not take the job if I could honorably and properly not take it..':'

The inauguration came and went, and still there was no But he had an appointment to talk to Lyndon Johnson that Monday

administrator. Finally, Kennedy called in Wiesner and told him to morning at the office Johnson still kept in the Senate Office Building.
something--this was getting to be an embarrassment. Wiesner, "When I arrived at the Vice-President's office, Hugh Dryden was already
that the pool of qualified scientist-managers had been pretty there," remembered Webb. "He'd been invited by the Vice-President to
depleted by the refusals, turned to a man who wasn't a scientist but meet me there. So I talked this over with Hugh. We got away from all the
been in and out of Washington for more than twenty years, secretaries, and I said, 'Hugh, I don't really think this is the thing for me
prominently as Tmman's director for the Bureau of the Budget and to do.' He said, 'I don't either. I don't really believe you're the right one,
asUndersecretaryofState.HisnamewasJamesE. Webb. "

From that moment on, NASA seems to have been watched over by '; or that you'd want to do this.' Then another acquaintance, Frank Pace,came into the anteroom for a meeting with Johnson. "Frank," Webb
solicitous Providence. Time and again, seeming misfortune turned out to said, "Hugh and I don't think I'm the right one to do this. You've been
be the best thing that could have happened, or the right person turned in the missile business. Do you agree with that?" Pace vigorously agreed.
at the right time, or a malfunction that would have been disastrous on o "All right," Webb said to Pace, "you're the messenger. When the
mission happened on another where it was not disastrous. The Vice-President comes in, instead of my keeping my appointment, we'll
instance of NASA's serendipity was that only because Kennedy was be outside. You tell him I'm not the right one."
indifferent to space did Jim Webb end up in the administrator's position.

If the earlier candidates had known that four months later NASA woul d` Webb and Dryden retreated into the echoing corridor outside Johnson'soffice and waited. After a few minutes, Pace abruptly emerged. "He
become a custodian of the nation s honor, most of them would probably came out like he was being ejected from the office," Webb remembered.
have snapped up the job. If the men in the White House had known, they "The Vice-President just threw him out."
would not have chosen anyone like Jim Webb. Webb was marched into Johnson's office and given the full Johnson

For this was the era when Robert McNamara came to the Pentagon, treatment. As soon as he got out of there, he called his friend Clark
Robert Kennedy came to the Justice Department, and McGeorge Bundy Clifford, an influential Kennedy adviser, and said, "Clark, you've got to
came to the White House--a new generation 0t[leaders. Jim Webb could try to get me out of this." Clifford laughed and replied, "I'm the one who
hardly have been more unlike these other New Frontiersmen. Stocky and recommended you. I'm not going to try to get you out of it." Finally,
voluble, Webb at fifty-five was from a different generation than most of when Webb said that he would not accept the job "except by direct
the others in the new administration, and from a different world. Instead invitation of the President," an appointment with Kennedy was arranged
of Harvard and wire-rimmed glasses, clipped accents and dry wit, Jim for that afternoon. Webb got no promises from the President that the
Webb was University of North Carolina and rumpled collars, corn-pone United States was going to make a major effort in space. But in the end,
accent and down-home homilies, a good old boy with a law degree. Webb found he could not "honorably and properly not take" the job.

Webb wasn't about to accept the NASA job just because it had been Though the manner in which Webb came to NASA was not auspicious,
offered, any more than the first seventeen. After Wiesner called him, a case can be made that James E. Webb was the Kennedy administration's
Webb flew to Washington and spent a weekend talking to trusted most effective appointment. He would have his share of problems and
associates about the prospects/'or space under the Kennedy administra- make his share of mistakes, bu! in Jim Webb NASA got that strange

lion. "By the time Monday morning came I had a pretty good picture of Washington hybrid, the politician-manager--a man who could run a large
what was going on"-malnely, that Wicsner and the men around him organization and know where all the bodies were buried, a man who

* Wiesner suggested that the real problem was Lyndon Johnson, the new chainnan of the National could play congressional appropriations committees with the finesse, the
Aeronautics and Space Council, who insisted that he was going to hire the new administrator, hard-eyed calculation, and, when circumstances required, the deviousness
Johnson would call candidates, and Ihey would turn him down. When Wiesner checked with some of a Lyndon JnhltSOll himself. The role Itc played [ronl then until hisof them later to find out why, they seldom mentioned fears about the furore of NASA. "Mostly, the

people would report to me that they didn't want to work fi_r Lyndon Johnson." resignation in thc fall of 1968 was indispensable. Many of the engineers
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of Apollo, often men with little use for politicians, will tell anyone who./ they needed. But when the Control Center was half built, one of the other
asks that of all the people who got the United States to the moon by them computer companies got wind of this and started to raise a fuss. This was
end of the decade, Jim Webb was among the most important, hl all the more inconvenient because the General Accounting Office had just

People could get badly burned if they paid too much attention to issued a directive saying that no one was to buy I.B.M. equipment except
North Carolinaaccent and the country-boy pose. "You must remember via a competitive bidding process. But if NASA Went through the

a close colleague once said, "that Jim is a very complex fellow, and hei competitive procurement process, the entire Apollo program schedule
has many hats. He jams on his lawyer hat, then he pulls his Marine flyer;! would slip disastrously.
hat down over his ears. Then. his businessman hat. What he said with one A nonpolitician would have bought the I.B.M. computers and em-
hat on doesn't always agree with what he said with another." Jim Webb broiled NASA in a scandal, said Elms. A careful, cover-your-ass

was one of those men who could keep two contradictory ideas in his mind politician would have followed the rules, let the program slip a year, and
at the same time with no trouble at all. blamed his subordinates. What Jim Webb did was to call in the chief

Webb never tried to make technical decisions himself, but he would executive of every major computer company in the United States,
sometimes override a technical decision for nontechnical reasons. Despite including the one who was complaining. As each came to his office,

this, and even because of it, he eventually won the respect of most of his Webb told him (as Elms reconstructed it, in a convincing drawl), "I want

engineers. To Ken Kleinknecht, an engineer's engineer, this politician to thank you very much for comin' here. You know, I got a problem I'm
("a talker" is Kleinknecht's label .for such persons) always remained a facin', and I want to share it with you. President Kennedy has said we are

little exotic and incomprehensible. "I could listen to him talk for to get to the moon in the decade and get back, and Mr. Elms and Mr.
forty-five minutes, and when he got tinished, you know, I really didn't Hitbum here have persuaded me that if we don't buy some computers
know what he'd said. But you listened every minute!"* And Kleinknecht from Tom Watson Junior, we ain't gonna be able to do it! And the

thought Webb made good decisions. Kleinknecht remembered when G.A.O. said if I buy those computers from Tom Watson Junior they're
Webb canceled a seventh Mercury flight, a three-day orbital mission by gonna put me in jail!" Webb then put it to his guest: Was he prepared to
Shepard. "We weren't very happy about it," Kleinknccht recalled. "But come back in two weeks and sign a fixed-price contract for the computer?
Webb argued, 'If you do it and it's successful, it doesn't mean a hell of With that, Webb sent him off to be briefed on the Control Center's

a lot. If we were to have a failure, we couldn't recover. It might stop the computer requirements by Elms and Hilburn, who were waiting next
manned space program.' And you know, he was a hundred percent door. "And they came back in a couple of weeks," Elms chuckled,

right." For Kleinknecht, thinking back over a career that took him from "including the chap who was so upset. They shuffled around a little bit
manager of Project Mercury through troubleshooting thc lirst launch of and they said, 'What you'd better do is buy computers from Tom Watson

the shuttle, "Webb was the greatest thing that ever happened to NASA." here.' "The computers were installed on schedule and nobody's nose
Jim Elms called Webb a "politician in the best sense of the word." He was {)ut of joint. That, said Jim Ehns, is a politician.

told a story in later years that encapsulated this fi)r him. Ehns was down

in Houston as Gilruth's deputy after the lunar program had heen approved

and the Space Task Group had moved to Texas. They were trying to get

the Control Center built. Fresh out of industry and not understanding how
government funding worked, Elms and Earl Hilbum had laid out the 3
Control Center on the assumption that I.B.M. computers were going to be Back on the third floor of Dolley Madison House, Low was sailing ahead
installed--at that time, only IB.M. was making the kind of equipment with his mandate to answer Glennan's question--"What is NASA's

Manned I,unar Landing Program?" Although Webb was still barely

* Webh enjoyed talking. A colleaguefromanotheragencywhoregularlyhadlunchwithWebb aware of it, a growing cadre within NASA was assembling a detailed planonce bet his secretary that he could get through an entire lunch without saynlg a word lit: succeeded,

substituting grunts for hello and g_xlbye. It was one of the hc_t lunches theCd I ti together, Webb for the lunar landing mission. On St. Patrick's Day, March 17, 1961,

remarked cheerily as his guest left: "1 learned so much" they convened at Wallops Island for a strategy session.
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They were now working toward the goal of convincing Webb :_
Seamans to approve a lunar landing and then seek permission from 1 ::
White House to let a contract for spacecraft Apollo "A," the first
of the program.* Disher's notes for the Wallops meeting take
pages in his stenographic notebooks, a record. On the fifteenth
jotted down Silverstein's marching orders. The first key date was April
10, when the Apollo Technical Liaison Groups would convene to be'
briefed by the lunar landing people on the status of their work.

These "Liaison Groups" had been formed back in November. At that
time, theyhadbeena wayof tappingintotheexpertiseofpeopleat Ames cu^vmR
and Langley and Marshall who weren't part of the Space Task Group.: _1
Now, they were going to be used for the big push to get approval for a Olunar program. So, Disher noted, between now and the meeting with
Technical Liaison Groups, they were to do "missionary work." Then, if
the meeting went well, they would use the resources of Liaison Groups to
help them write the specifications for the Apollo spacecraft.

"We' re going to the moon"Only five day_; after the Wallops Island meeting, Webb and Seamans
met with the President, requesting appropriations for several items on the
NASA wish-list. A few, including funds for the second stage of the
Saturn, were approved. But funds for the detailed design of the Apollo
spacecraftwere refused and put on indefinitehold. In the second week of April 1961, John F. Kennedy was enjoying a

The lunar enthusiasts, refusing to be deterred, gathered as planned a halcyon spring, a time that Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., would later call the
few weeks later for a three-day meeting of the Apollo Technical Liaison hour of euphoria. In fact, things were going so well that some of the new
Groups. As they assembled in the old Administration Building, they president's admirers were beginning to worry. "The Kennedy buildup
could have had no idea how justified their optimism was. The day was goes on," James MacGregor Burns wrote in The New Republic that
Monday, April 10, 1961, and all the equations were about to change, week. "He is not only the handsomest, the best-dressed, the most

articulate, and graceful as a gazelle. He is omniscient; he swallows and
digests whole books in minutes; his eye seizes instantly on the crucial
point of a long memorandum; he confounds experts with his superior
knowledge of their field. He is omnipresent .... He is omnipotent ....
He's Superman!" Bums disapproved. The buildup was too much, too
fast. The drop, when it came, would be all the more precipitous. But
Bums's was a lonely voice. Ted Sorensen, Kennedy's White House
counsel, renmmbcred Iht heady feeling lhal Ire new administration could
do no wrong. To Sorensen, just twenty-six years old, it still seemed as if
they had "the magic touch."

As that second week of April began, the glow was as bright and warm

* By this time they were lhmking in terms of a two-phase program: Apollo "A," a configuration as ever. On Monday, tile lt.)th, the President had invited the Boys' Club
of spacecraft ami hmnch vehicle thai w<mldhave the capabilily for hmar tobit, anti Ap_llo "B,"
wbich would be able to land and return to earth 'lifts divisi,m of dm ira,gram would have an echo "Boy of Ihe Year" who was visiting the Oval Office to come with him
in the actual "Bkmk 1" and "Bl{:ck Il" versions of the Ap_[lo spacecraft to the seaso i s baseball opener at Griffith Stadium. The dity was cold and
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overcast, and the hometown Senators lost to the Chicago White Sox 4-3 Gagarin, had completed one full orbit of the earth and was said to be
but the young man reported to the press that sitting next to Mr. feeling fine.

in the presidential box made him feel "fifty feet high." Despite the chill, As in October 1957 when the Soviets orbited Sputnik, the nation
the young President remained hatless and coatless, as was his custom looked at the skies and saw a calamity. Perhaps Shepard would have
Meanwhile the First Lady was acting as hostess to a lunch for 200 beaten the Russians into space, were it not for a few minor technical
newspaper reporters, which--Time reported--swept those tough delays. No matter. Appearances could have a reality of their own, The
ladies off their feet. WashingtonPost editorialized in its Thursday edition: "In these matters,

On Tuesday, Al)ril I 1, Ibc Kemlcdys donmmtcd thc nation's prime- what people believe is as important as tile actual facts, and many persons
time television ratings in an hour-hmg NBC special sponsored by Crest: will of course take this event as new evidence of Soviet superiority." An

toothpaste. Reporter Sander Vanocur interviewed the First Lady; Ray influential congressman/'rom New York announced that he was ready to
Scherer interviewed the President. The First Lady was at once elegant and call for a full-scale congressional investigation--the American people
shy, talking earnestly about the difficulties of giving three-year-old must be "properly alerted" to the need for wartime mobilization.
Caroline and four-month-old John-John a normal childhood in the White Abroad, an independent newspaper in Manila reported that the people in

House. The President talked about his hands-on management style and its part of the world "see in all this the supposed superiority of the
reflected on how much more subtle and complex judgments looked from Communist way of life, economic system, and materialistic philosophy."
inside the Oval Office than they had from Capitol Hill. Egyptianpresident Gamel Nasser had "no doubt that the launching of

For the nationwide audience, it was one more moment in that magic man into space will turn upside down not only many scientific views, but
Kennedy spring. In reality, this was its moment of apogee. Even as the also many political and military trends."
program was being broadcast, Kennedy knew that his first major defeat as Overnight, a gap in Soviet and American rocket technology that had
Presidentwas only hours away. beenyearsinthemakingbecameKennedy'spersonalfailure.Asa writer

for 'lTwNew YorkTimes pointed out, such events would inevitably be

It was no secret that the Soviet Union was trying to put tile first man into compared with the President's efforts to present himself as a "young,
space. A month earlier, a Newsweek story had predicted that a Soviet active, and vigorous leader of a strong and advancing nation." As if to
manned shot would beat Alan Shepard's suborbital Mercury flight, which underscore how the youthful image could backfire, a political cartoon the
now had been postponed until early May. On this very day, the day after Gagafin's flight showed a gleeful Nikita Khrushchev bouncing
intelligence warnings had become quite clear. A Soviet launch vehicle a rock-sized spacecraft off the head of a confused and boyish-looking
was on the pad; it was being prepared for immediate launch; it would be John Kennedy.
manned. A presidentialpressconferenceon Wednesdayafternoonrevealedto

That morning, press secretary Pierre Salinger had been so sure a launch all the world the end of the honeymoon. People were tired of seeing the
was coming that he had prepared a special presidential statement. Later in United States second, one reporter complained. What was Kennedy going
the day, Wiesner asked Kennedy whether he wanted to be awakened todo about it? "However tired anybody may be, and no one is more tired
during the night when the launch was detected. "No," thc President than I am," the President responded, "it is a fact that it's going to take
answered. "Give me the news in the morning." sometime and I think we have to recognizeit." The news was goingto

At 1:07 Eastern Standard Time on Wednesday morning, April 12, get worse before it got better, he went on. He hoped that there would be
1961, U.S. radar recorded the launch of an R-7 rocket from the Baikonur some other area besides space where the United States could be first. But

Space Center on the steppes of Kazakhstan in tile south-central part of the not space [n fact, Kennedy said emphatically, the nation would not try
U.S.S.R. Wiesner called Salinger at 1:30 to report the launch and again to match Soviet achievements in space, choosing instead "other areas
at 5:30 to tell him that Moscow had announced a st,ccessful recovery of where we can be first and which will bring more long-range benefits to
the spacecraft Vostok I. Its passenger, cosmonaut Yuri Alexeyevich mankind."
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But as the world's reaction to Gagarin's flight built, it became ' how the White House planned to respond to Gagarin's flight. Sidey, who
that it didn't make much difference whether there were other arenas enjoyed unrivaled access to the Kennedy White House, had asked to see
which the United States might be first. It didn't make much Sorensen to try to find out. rte arrived in the West Wing late Friday
that unmanned flights with scientific instruments were a more afternoon, shortly after the weary task group had assembled in the
way to explore space than manned flights. In a way that transcended an_i' Cabinet Room to brief the President.
detached scientific assessment, a historic event had occurred, a sou!:i Sorensen came out to see him. No, he couldn't answer Sidey's

stirring step--and it was the Russians who had done it. "This is the end' question, he said, but he had some people who could; and he took Sidey
of an uncomfortable day," Edwin Newman commented on Wednesday with him back into the Cabinet Room. Kennedy rehashed the discussion
night as he closed a news special on Gagarin's flight. "No matter how for Sidey's benefit. "Now let's look at this," Kennedy said. "Is there
you add things up, today belonged to the Russians." any place we can catch them? What can we do? Can we go around the

Kennedy began to feel the same inexorable pull toward manned space moon before them? Can we put a man on the moon before them?" The
flight that Eisenhower had felt in 1957. On Thursday afternoon, one hope, Dryden explained, was a crash program, like the Manhattan
President asked Sorensen to review the options for the space program. Project that had developed the atomic bomb. And even that would have
Sorensen scheduled a meeting for Friday, April 14, a day that Sorensen only a fifty-fifty chance of beating the Russians. Sidey described the
later came to regard as the single most crucial day in the decision to go moment:
to the moon. It was a small meeting in Sorensen's office overlooking the
South Lawn, with just five men talking and arguing for several hours: Kennedyturned back to the men around him. He thought for a second.
Sorensen, Wiesner, budget director David Bell, NASA administrator Then he spoke. "When we know more, 1can decide if it's worth it or not.
James Webb, and Webb's deputy, Hugh Dryden. If somebodycanjust tell me how to catchup.... "Kennedy stopped

Wiesner was opposed to trying to compete with the Soviets in what he again a moment and glanced from face to face. Then he said quietly,
regarded as technological stunts, just as he had opposed the attention that "There's nothing more important."
was being given to the United States' own Project Mercury. But this
afternoon was no longer the time to make that case. A consensus emerged As the meeting ended and the others were leaving. Kennedy turned to
that if the United States was going to try to compete, the options were Sidey.
extremelylimited. "Haveyougotallyouranswers?"he asked.

For the next few years, the Soviet Union had a lead in launch vehicles "Well, yeah," Sidey said, "except, what are you going to do?"
that the United States could not possibly close. The Soviets could put more Kennedy told him to wait, and disappeared into the Oval Office with
weight into orbit, and weight was critical. The American launch vehicles Sorensen while Sidey looked over his notes in the secretary's nook that
that were going to be available for the next five years were going to limit connects the Cabinet Room with the Oval Office. After a few minutes
the United States to small spacecraft flying in low earth orbit. To the five Sorensen emerged. "We're going to the moon," Sorensen said. It would
men gathered in Sorensen's office, it seemed likely that the Russians were have been an immense scoop, if Sidey could have used it. But he
going to be the first to put crews of two and three into orbit, the first to understood the rules well enough to know that this confidence was not
establish a space station, the firstto circumnavigate the moon. If the United expected to show up in the next issue of Life.
States wanted to compete, it had to jump to the next step, to pick a goal that
would use the next generation of space technology. As the meeting wore Vostok I was not the only crisis on Kem_edy's nfind that day. Even as he
on it became clear to Sorensen that the United States had only one chance met with his advisers to talk about space, a brigade of soldiers composed
to be first, and that was a mannedlunar landing, of refugees from Castro's Cuba was asselnbling at jumping-oft'points in

Guatemala, awaiting Kennedy's linal approval for a hmding at the Bay of

Hugh Sidey, Life's White House correspondent, was under the gun. His Pigs. Two days later, at the last go/no-go decision point at noon on
managing editor in New York, Ed Thompson, had demanded to know Sunday, he authorized the expedition to proceed to the beaches.
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The Cuban brigade landed in the pre-dawn darkness of Monday Schreiver and Vice-Admiral John Hayward, asking them for replies.
ing, beginning what Pierre Salinger would remember as the thre, Then he called in three close personal friends: the president of CBS, a

days of the Kennedy presidency. From the first hours, Castro's vice-president of an electric utility, and the co-owner of a large Houston
responded to the invasion with unexpected efficiency. By the evening construction finn.*

the first day, the invasion forces were far behind schedule. By Tuesday Johnson brought them all together for a meeting on Monday, April 24.
morning, they were stalled and trying to hang on. By Tt, esday afternoon,. Von Braun, Schreiver, and Itayward made presentations. After they
they were encircled by 20,000 Cuban army troops and Ibc White ltouse finished, the group talked for a while among themselves as Wiesner and

Situation Room began a death watch. At a midnight mccting that didn't _ Webb looked on in disbelief. Wiesner would laugh al)out it later:
break up until two o'clock Wednesday morning, the President rejected "Johnson went around the room saying, 'We've got a terribly important

last-minute proposals for U.S. intervention and accepted the inevitability decision to make: Shall we put a man on the moon?' And everybody said
of defeat. It was just a week to the hour since the flight of Vostok I. t yes. And he said 'thank you' and reported to the President that the panel

On that disastrous Wednesday, as the world learned of the full extent said we should put a man on the moon." To Webb, this kind of pressure

of the Cuban debacle, President Kennedy called Vice-President Lyndon was disturbing. "Johnson had them in a meeting room . . . around the

Johnson to the Oval Office. The topic of the meeting was the space table talking about what should be done, and [Johnson] pressing for

program. They conferred alone for about half an hour. The next day, action," Webb remembered. "I'm a relatively cautious person. I think
Johnson received a memorandum from the President. "In accordance when you decide you're going to do something and put the prestige of the

with our conversation," Kennedy wrote, Johnson was to bring him United States government behind it, you'd better doggone well be able to
answers to five questions. Number one on the list was, "Do we have a do it." To Webb, this wasn't the way to decide.

chance of beating the Soviets by putting a laboratory in space, or by atdp But as Webb talked to Seamans and Low about the pieces they had
around the moon, or by a rocket to land on the moon, or by a rocket to been putting together that spring, it became increasingly clear that they
go to the moon and back with a man'? Is there any other space program could in tact do it. If the Saturn booster worked, and von Braun said that

which promises dramatic results in which we coukl win'?" Kennedy progress was going well, then landing a man on the moon wouldn't
wanted answers "at the earliest possible moment."* require any new technological breakthroughs. All it required was a lot of

The next day, Kennedy held another press conference. This time when money, and all that required was a lot of congressional support.
he was asked about space, his tone from the week before had shifted

dramatically. Now he said, "If we can get to Ibc tnoon before the
Russians, then we should." On May 2, the prospects for a lunar-landingprogram had reached the

point where Webb and Seamans decided to appoint William Fleming to

Jim Webb found himself on a roller coaster. Just days earlier he had been chair the Ad }loc Task Group for a Manned Lunar Landing Study, a

fighting for a bigger space program against the resistance of a skeptical thirty-day crash effort that would take all that had gone before, synthesize

White House. Now he was faced with a Lyndon Johnson who was racing it, and tell the President whether NASA could in fact get to the moon and
ahead faster and farther than Webb was prepared to go, and Johnson was how much money it would take.'}' If Webb had had his way, he would
impossible to control. "He just picked up the phone and called everybody have waited for the results of that study before making a recommendation
that he thought was tops, independently," said Webb. "lie called in to the President. But he was not to get his way. By the meeting on May
Wernher yon Braun without even asking me yes or no about it." Johnson 3, according to Webb, "the Vice-President was very close to demanding
also sent a copy of Kennedy's April 20 memorandum to General Bernard that we come forward with definitive programs." The Vice-President

would be leaving for a two-week tour of Southeast Asia on Monday, May
* The other four questions were: "2. How much additional would it cost'? 3 Are we working 24

hours a day on existing prugrams? If not, why nut? If not make recommeudamms lo me as to * The three were Frank Stanton (C.B S.), Donakt Cook of the American Electric Power
how work can be speeded up. 4. [n building large b_,)slels should we put om empha_,i_,,an nuclear, Corp{)ratu)n, and George Brown of Brown and Rool
chemical, or liquid fuel, or a combination of these three'? 5. Are we nxaking maximum cf[on? Are t Low was not chosen for this job because he had become too clearly idcnldicd as an advocate,

weachievingnecessaryresults'?" whereasFlemingwaspresumablyneutral.
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8. He demanded that he have a set of formal and detailed recomme: It did not fail. Shepard was launched on Friday morning, MaY 5, 19611

tions to give to tile President by then. i! and landed safely after a flight of fifteen minutes and twenty-two seconcls2
With the Shepard flight safely behind him, Kennedy's decision to go to

On May 4, 1961, John Disher was at Dolley Madison House, sitting in the moon was for practical purposes a foregone conclusion. "Kennedy
a meeting the likes of which he could have only fantasized about six found himself confronted with three choices," as Wiesner summed it up
months earlier. He and the others were being briefed by Seamans, and he later. "Quit, stay second, or do something dramatic. He didn't think we
scribbled furiously, could afford to quit, politically, and it was even worse to stay second.

And so he decided to do something where we had a chance of really

Next 30 days. FIcnfing will chair this effort. Rothrock 2nd. Administrator beating the Russians."

wants to be better informed as each day goes by. UN Conference Room, H 'ri But the merits of the decision continued to bother him. At a state dinner
Bldg. ABSOLUTELY DISCREET! for Tunisia's president Habib Bourguiba the day after Shepard's flight,

Wiesner was standing in a comer chatting with Bourguiba when Kennedy

Seamans repeatedly emphasized the need tbr self-discipline. They joined them. "You know, we're having a terrible argument in the White

were to come up with a bare-bones program based on what must be done '_ House about whether we should put a man on the moon," Kennedy said

to get to the moon, not on what they would like the program to do. The to Bourguiba. "Jerry here is against it. If I told you you'd get an extra
schedule was breathtaking. Twice a week, they would hold an interme- billion dollars a year in foreign aid if I didn't do it, what would be your

diate program review. Once a week, they would have a full-blown advice?" Wiesner watched as Bourguiba stood silent for several mo-
program review with Abe Silverstein. They could expect Abe to make ments. Finally Bourguiba said, "1 wish I could tell you to put it in foreign
decisions and sign off on their work as they went along, aid, but I cannot." "Kennedy went around probing like that all the time,

Ncxt Seam:ms described the guidelines that were being passed down: to get a feel for what he was doing," Wicsner said. And the probes kept

They should assume direct ascent to the moon---one rocket, carrying a coming back with the same answer. The United States did not have the

unitary spacecraft with the built-in capability of landing on the lunar sur- option of withdrawing from the space race.
face and returning to earth. The target date for the first landing was 1967. Wiesner was resigned to the inevitable. The decision to go to the moon
The plan had to be honest (Disher wrote that down in capital letters)--no was "a political, not a technical issue," as he would later put it, "a use

overexuberant pronfises, no wishful thinking. They weren't to throw up of technological means for political ends." Wiesner made certain that he
an abbreviated flight schedule. This was not going to be some one-shot met his professional responsibility as the head of the President's Science

deal, but a systematic series of flights with all prudent intermediate steps Advisory Committee, telling Kennedy that PSAC "would never accept
in between. They should not spend any time thinking about nuclear- this kind of expenditure on scientific grounds." Subsequently, he would

powered engines; the technology was too immature. But they hadn't made take some satisfaction in noting that the President hardly ever tried to
up their minds yet on liquid versus solid fuel; they should look at both. justify Apollo for its science.

Disher's penciled scrawl got bigger and bigger, until finally these last

two notes took up thc whole page: Three weeks later, Kennedy stood before the joint session of Congress
and asked the nation to go to the moon, and the engineers at NASA began

WHAT IS MINIM tIM AMOUNT NEEDED IN FY 62 TO I)O JOB? to understamt that the frenzied activity of that spring wasn't going to stop.

9:00 AM TOMORROW DEADLINEON EVERYTHING. During the summer and fall of 1961, NASA moved decisions through the
system with a speed that today seems unbelievable.

The remaining hurdle was the first U.S. space shot, Alan Shepard's In June and July, dctailed specilications fi_r tbe spacecraft hardware
suborbital flight. It' that tailed, coming after the one4wo punch of the were completed. By the end of July, the Requests for Proposals were on

Gagarin flight and the Bay of Pigs, no one could anticipate what direction the street.
eventsmighttake. In August, the first hardwarecontract was awarded to M.I.T.'s
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Instrumentation Laboratory for the Apollo guidance system; NAS

selected Merritt Island, Florida, as the site for a new spaceport
acquired 125 square miles of land.

In September, NASA selected Michoud, Louisiana, as the

facility for the Saturn rockets, acquired a site for tile Manned S i;

Center--the Space Task Group grown up--south of ltouston, anti_ i:
awarded the contract for the second stage of the Saturn to North America_l

Aviation.

In October, NASA acquired 34 square miles for a Saturn test facility in
 ississippi. BOOKII

In November, the Saturn C-l was successfully launched with a cluster
of eight engines, developing 1.3 million pounds of thrust. The contract

Aviation.f°rthe command, and service module was awarded to North American BUILDINGIn December, the contract for the first stage of the Saturn was awarded

to Boeing and the contract for the third stage was awarded to Douglas
Aircraft.

By January of 1962, construction had begun at all or' tile acquired sites
and development work was under way at all of thc contractors.

The speed was startling even to the people who were doing the When they said, "Let's go to the moon"--hell, everybody
pushing. John Disher finished the statement of work for the guidance didn't stand around saying, "What am I supposed to do?"
contract and turned it in just one day before he left for a brief vacation, or "Send me a directive," or "What's thc procedure for

Not a week later, reading a newspaper on a beach at Lake Michigan, he going to the moon'?"
saw an article reporting that M.I.T. had been awarded the guidance _Thomas (Jack)Lee
contract for the Apollo moon project. "I could hardly believe we could

move that fast," Disher recalled. "In those days, yon could do things
with a half-page memo."

* The gumdrop-shaped spacecrali iii which tile crew rode was c_lllcd tile "cmmnand module"

(C,M.). The cylinder behind it, carrying the rex:kef and propellants, oxygen tank_, and thc rest of the
environmental and support equipment, was called thc "_crvicc module" (S M ) Thc :lllit ',,,ils called
the "command and service module" (CS M)
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6
"The flight article has

got to dominate"

For Rocco Petronc down at Cape Canaveral, June and July of 1961 were

so many lost weeks. 11was a time so frantic, he recalled, that meetings
were scheduled for 2:30 and 3:00 ill the morning. "1 only wish we'd had

someone sitting ill tile comer inking notes," he said wistfully. Petrone, a
history buff, wanted lo reconstruct the events of that period, but couldn't
"because so much happened and it happened so fast. It was almost like

being in an accident." For Petrone himself, the summer of 1961 was the
pivotal moment itl hie career when he emerged from obscurity lo become

Kurt Dcbus's point man for Apollo.
When die Ihmlsvillc organizalhm had joined NASA, Debus, head of

yon llratm's I;umch learn, had become head of Marsh,'dl's Launch

Operations I)ircctot;tlc ;ti thc ('ape. Now Ilo phi Petrone ill charge of the
newly crc;lied I leavy Space Vehicle Syslems Office. Petrone, the Army
major who gave up his military career to stay at Canaveral, was the son
of Italian immigranls and a West Poinlcr. I'_bullient and blunt-spoken, he

looked the way hie name sounded--big and strong and Italian. }lis new

assignment was to ovcrsec Ibc planning and construction of the ground
facilitics dial woukl hc required to put a man on tile moon. As of June,

87
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Petrone suddenly had three gigantic tasks before him: Decide on a site, distances frmn tile launch pads. II Md, in fact, to be huge. Second, the
decide on a launch system, and then get everything built, site had to he dislanI from major populali6n centers, so thai if an errant

Saturn did "get outside tile gate," as the engineers euphemistically put it,
il would m)l immolale a large number of people. Third, hecause tilings
could go wrong at any lime in thc litst I;cwminutes of llight, tile site had

1 toborderonseveralhundredmilesof uninhabitedspacedown-range--an
area so vast that only an ocean woukl do. Moreover, the ocean had to be

The launch vehicle--the "flight article," in Cape parlance--would come to the east of the launching site, because, for reasons of orbital
to seem anthropomorphic to Petrone, as if it were a giant to whom mechanics, it was much more efficient to launch eastward against the
Pc(tone and thc thousands of workers at the Cape were bound like rotation of the earth than to launch westward. Also for reasons of orbital
servants to a demanding master.* "You can't be saying to him, 'I'm mechanics, the closer to tile equator the site could be, tile better.
sorry, you can't have that much propellant,' or 'You can't have that much There were more restrictions. For security reasons, the site had to be in
juice or that much wiring,' "said Petrone. "He's going to get what he an area under the control of United States. For cost reasons, it had to be
wants. The flight article has got to dominate." And because Goliath's within reasonable proximily to Ihe manufacluring facilities that would be
demands were going to be so outrageous, the machines for tending him producing the hmnch vehicles and support equipment. For logistical
would have to follow suit. Launching Saturn Vs involved the management reasons, it had ILlbe adjacent Itl adccp harbor or large river, so that it
of extremes tile biggest anti the smallest, the hottest and the cold/:st, could receive barges carrying Ihe huge components of tile Saturn.
wispy fragility and colossal strength--and in the design of the Launch On April 25, as the administration shoved NASA into high gear, Bob
Operations Center, form followed function. But they were bizarre forms Seamans Iohl l)elms Io begin looking for some place better than
to fit an outlandishlyextravagantfunction. Canaveral. During May, the criteria for a sile were developed and

Cumberhmd Ishmd itl Georgia came under serious consideration. In June
After Kennedy's speech, finding a site was the tirst item on the agenda, and July, Pomme and the other staff members of what was known as the
NASA already had use of the Air Force facility at Cape Canaveral; the "Debus-l)avis Committee" analyzed the options.* On August 1, after
obvious course would be to graft the Apollo facility onto it. But in many another of Ihcir all-night marathons, they flew up to Washington with

ways Cape Canaveral was not a good place to launch large rockets. In their report.
1961, the local labor force was too small to supply the manpower that By this time. they had considered eight locations: Merritt Island
would be required for the construction. The Cape coast was prone to rain, (adjacent to the existing Canaveral facilities); an offshore site near Cape
lightning, and strong winds throughout the year and hurricanes duringthe Canaveral (to be built over thc water, like an oil-drilling rig):
fall. Worse yet, the weather was unpredictable, a nasty problem with a Mayaguana Island in the Bahamas; Cmnberland Island off the coast of
large vehicle sitting out in the open on a launch pad. Even when the Georgia; a mainland site near Brownsville, Texas; White Sands Missile
weather was sunny, tile humidity and the salt air corroded metal and Range in New Mexico; Christmas Island in the mid-Pacific south of
insinuated gremlins into delicate electronics. Cape Canaveral was not an Ilawaii; and Soulh Point on the island of Ilawaii. The Debus-Davis
ideal place, report said thai Merrill Island was by far tile best of the lot--or, ils Jim

But alternative sites with better weather and M'ger labor forces had to Webb slalcd ;il Iht lime, Mcllill Isl;md was tile worst l)lace itl thc world

be considered with this in mind: The destructive equivalent of a fair-sized except for everywhere else. The facilities on Merritt Island would be
nuclear weapon might one day explode on the premises.l' This meant, known its Iht Merrill Island [,aunch Annex. or MILA (pronounced
first, that the site had to be large enough for its facilities to be built at safe "mile-a").

* A "lest article" is a mockup of the real thing, suitable for testing certain systems but never * * *

intended Io fly. A "flight article" is the real Thing

I The Salurn V had the explosive [_atenfial of a million p_)unds iff TN.T. * "l),vis" _as (;cm'r;d I cighhm I)avis. corem;ruder of thc Air I:<,t e Missile ]'est (:enTer
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The more d/fi'/cult task facing Petroue's Heavy Space Vehicle Systems The klea of il mohile launch system for tile Cape began to move from
Office was figuring out how to prepare and launch a Saturn. it was a informal shop talk ltl a rmlimentary plan. ill February 1961, Debus called

complex task made still more complicated by Debus's and Petrone's his team together and assigned one of his associates, Georg yon
detertninalion to use a r:tdically new hnmch system. TJesenhausen, lo prepare a delailed discussion of mobile launch alterna-

A year before Kennedy's speech, wm Brann's Future Projecls Oll'ice m lives. It was a lucky thing, Petrone (houghl later. If the mobile launch

Huntsville, envisioning a large space program and costs-per-launch that system had still been a brand-new idea on May 25, they would never have

might drop as low as $10 million, had told Debus that lie should be prepared considered it--.mobile launch would have been "introducing another
to launch as many as a hundred C-2 Saturns a year. In retrospect, the unknown into what already was a big unknown" at a time when it seemed

prediction seems absurdly high. At the time, Debus thought it was at least imperative to simplify. But when the lunar frenzy began in late April and
possible; and if nol il hundred vehicles, then the total might easily be thirty Debus was summoned to Hunlsville lo confer with Bob Seamans and von

or forty. The lowest plausible figure in the Future Projects Office's pro- Braun, he was able to go lo Seamans with wm Tiesenhausen's plans in bis
jection was twelve per year--and even lhat number could barely be handled briefi:ase.

by the Cape's current and planned facilities. Debns briefed Seamans on April 25. The associate administrator was

This prospect set I)ebus to thinking about how tile Launch Operations receptive Io the mobile concept. The atmosphere was dranlatically
Directorate might cope, and that in turn led him lo reminisce. Just over dillcrcut l?olu earher meclings, when every new plan had to be scaled
fifteen years earlier, in Germany, Debus had been launching large back because of the difficulties of getting funding from the administration.
numbers of V-2 rockets quite efficiently despite continual Allied bomb- Now, when Debus went through the cost comparisons of mobile and fixed

lng. He had done this by preparing the rockets in a hangar. After a rocket systems, Seamans waved them aside. The way things were shaping up,
had been checked out, it was loaded horizontally onto a Miellerwagen he told Deltas, thc mosl important tiling was to come up with a system
and trucked ou_ lo the launching pad where it was erected, fueled, and /hat was going to be able to launch large boosters on a rapid schedule.
launchedin a fewhours. Costwassecondary.

Debus had continued to do some of the preparatory work in hangars

with Redstones and Jupiters in the United States, but the process had By summer, Petrone was pushing ahead with plans for a mobile launch

gotten slower as more and more work had 1obe done on the pad. His team system, but by doing so he had locked himself into a set of requirements
could set up a Reds:one on the pad and get it off in about a month, maybe that were increasingly absurd. The tiight article was getting bigger and
three weeks if everything went well. But for the Saturn I they were bigger, more and more demanding, and harder and harder to satisfy.

planning to do all the assembly and checkout on the pad itself, and they One requirement led to another. The point of a mobile launch system
were looking at a launch cycle of twelve weeks. For the larger launch was to prepare the rocket away from :be pad. For V-2s and Redstones,

vehicles to follow, they had to expect that the cycle would slow still this meant a Iow building where these vehicles could lie horizontally
further. Debus wondered whether somelhing like the mobile launch while technicians bustled around them. That was now out of the question.
system at Peelmmiinde might not be used at the Cape, for the Saturns. "With tbe size of tile vehicle we were looking itt over three hundred and

Then in December of 1960, around Chris:mast/me, Debus's musings sixty feet long--and lhe umbilical lower it had to have," Petrone said,
werejolled by inlelligence reports that somehow the Soviets were recycling "we just could not see a wily to i)reparc il horizontally and then in its
their large launch vehicles on a much more rapid schedule than tile United entirety put it up vertically." There would be bending effects, all kinds of

Slates. This got under tile skin of Debus's young Army associate, M_[jor stresses on tile vehicle. And lhey had no choice but to put it up in its
PC:lone, who had not been at Peenemfinde bul had seen a lot of airphmes entirety, because if they disconnecled Ihe umbilicals, then they would
take off, and who knew that you didn't try to check out the airplane on tile lose nmch of Ihe work Ihey hall doue in preparing it.

runway. You checked it out in the hangar, and only when it was ready did So they needed a place Ihat wi>oh] accomnlodate not just a 363-foot

you take it out Io the runway, rev it up, and send it off. Petrone wanted to vehicle slandmg vertically, but its assembly as well. Huge pieces of
do thc slunc ihmg wifll rockets --including tile Saturn. hardware would have Iobc lolled to great heights by a crane that itself
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would have to be considerably above the height of the entire assembled lo prevent clouds from hnmmg inside. Wrong on both counts: The V.A.B.
stack. "The height was really dictated by what we call the 'hook height,' was not air-condJlJonecl, and clouds tlidn't'tkmn anyway. It was also
the need to have that hook iof the crane] at a distance of four hundred and generally believed that Ihc V.A.IL was designed to accept the Nova, which
sixty-five feet above the Iloor," Petrone said. Add in the structure and the is why it was st) nmch taller Ihan any rocket that ever occupied it.* Wrong
roof, and you've got no choice: "Once you decided to do it vertically, again. It was assun)cd i, 1961, when thc V.A.B. was being planned, that
that set the height. So we've got a five-hundred-and-twenty-five-foot the Nova woukt be assembled on a fixed pad out on the beach, feasible
building." becauseonlyoneortwoNowlswouldbelaunchedperyear.

But what kind of building? "We asked ourselves the question--must it It is ironic but tree that the most accurate legend, the building's sheer,
be enclosed?" Petrone continued. "Could we just build large derricks to unbeliewtble size, is at once both thc most factually correct and appears
which you could bring the launcher?" No, that wouldn't work. They to be tile feast so. Thc building is immense. Its floor covers eight acres.
would be working where winds of fifteen, twenty, twenty-five knots were Its walls extend upward 525 feet (the Statue of Liberty is 305 feet high),
common, and such winds made it difficult to perform delicate assembly Each of thc four doors of thc V.A.B. is 456 feet high, tall and wide
operations on a 363-foot vehicle--never mind rain and thunderstorms, enough to admit tim United Nations' headquarters building. The V.A.B.
Furthermore, it had to be a building with elaborate shops and support is secured to Florida bedrock by 4,225 piles driven down 160 feet to
facilities, for this would not be a simple matter of hooking together some prevent il from taking oil like a Irox kile in a hurricane.
stages and setting the spacecraft on top. Yet conveying this size itt ways olher than numbers tums out to be

"You must remember that thc stages never see each other until they impossible. Ray Clark, who ran thc Cape's support facilities in the 1960s,
arrive at the Cape," Petrone said. "You've got stages and hardware recalled that as the V.A.B. was nearing completion, NASA wanted to

coming from all over the country." The stages had to do more than just show the public how big it really was. But nothing their photographers
fit together (as thc old Mercury heat shield and the Atlas in M.A.-I had produced captured the immensity. NASA got in touch with Life mag-
not); they had to talk to each other. The Instrumentation Unit of the azine, whose editors replied loftily Ihat NASA need not worry, Life's
Saturn, its brain, was located at the top of the third stage. Thousands of photographers knew bow lo do that sort of thing. The Life photographers
signals and sensors and microswitches from the top of the stack down to flew down and set up shooting positions from every conceivable angle.
the bottom had to make their connections without electrical interference They shot hundreds of rolls of fihn and went back to their labs in New
or change of signal strength. All this was bound to take a matter of a few York. "A while later Ihey came back to see us," Clark remembered.

months, including the checkout and test, even after they got good at it. "They said, 'We don't know how to do it either. There's just no way to
So some kind of enclosure was essential. How many Saturns should portray photographically, or any way we know of, what the building's

they be able to handle at one time indoors? Here, Kennedy's goal forced really like.'"
the issue. Reaching the moon by the end of the decade had clear For there is no scale. The V.A.B. sits out on the flatlands of Men-itt

implications for test schedules and launch rates: The building had better Island, summnded by a few small buildings. Approaching it, the human
be big enough to prepare at least four Saturns at a time. mind converts what il sees to a manageable set of dimensions. On a small

Hence Rocco Petrone found himself recommending to Kurt Debus and part of one side ttf Ihe V.A. Il., an American flag was painted; and while
headquarters that NASA construct the largest enclosed space in the world visitors are Iold tirol cat:h stripe in the flag is wide enough for a
on top of sandy soil in a place periodically swept by hurricanes. The flight Greyhouml bus lo drive tm ii, Ihe comparison doesnt reg'ster. "Nope,"
articlehad dominated, saidClark,"there's no scale.If youcouldsee a manin the photo,that

might do i/--bul totget Ihc whole building, you've got to get back st) far
The result--the Vehicle Assembly Building, the V.A.B.--is one of the you can't see tile man."

man-made wonders of the world, but at the time of Apollo it was *TheNIwawasthevehiclelobebuihfora directascenttothemt_on,wilheight F-I engines in
celebrated mostly for things that weren't true. The most widely accepted the first stage (the Salum V had live), developing 12milli,mrnmnds(ff Ifim.sl.Thmugbont the tint

legend was that the V .A.B. was so huge that it had to be air-conditioned haveYearofloPhmninglaunchIIftstheIm,nsle[MU'Alacililic,..PelronehadIomakeallowancesforthep,.)ssibilily thathemight
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ftc was still living in Huntsville, fo_y-one years old, when he got his

2 assignment from I)ebus and Pelrone. Altogether, Buchanan had the

The logic that Pctrone and the other planners had to bring to their job had responsibility for designing tile launch platform itself (Buchanan called it
an Alice in Wonderland quality to it. They were required lo believe any simply "tile Iai mher' ), tile umbilical tower, tile flame deflector, the
number of seemingly impossible things every day. If they wanted a support arms, Ihe hold-down arms. and whatever il was that would

vehicle big enough to send a spacecraft to the moon, then it had to be the transport tile Saturn V from thc V.A.B. to Ihe pad.*
size of the Saturn. If they wanted a vehicle the size of the Saturn, then

they had to have a building with the size and capabilities of the V.A.B. As with a Chinese puzzle, one piece was the key to assembling the rest.In the case of the hmncher, the key was the flame dellector. When a
And if they wanted to use a mobile launch capability for this vehicle, then
there was the one remaining problem that had been on everyo _e s mind rocket was branched, something Ilad to deflect the engine's flames so that

from the beginning. It was elementary, as Petrone pointed out: "You their b:lck-pressurc (a bouncing effect) did not destroy the base of the

gotta move the bird." More specifically, the system required that they ascencling rocket. For the Redstone, the flame deflector was a little iron
take a vehicle the size of a navy destroyer, stand it on end, transport it pyramid with tkmr sides which a strong man could pick up and carry. For
three and a half miles, then set the whole stack on the launch pad. the Saturn V, the Ilame deflector was a metal wedge almost forty-eight

Rocco Petrone went to an engineer named Don Buchanan and told him feet wide, seventy-eight feet long, and more than forty feet high. The size

to design the appropriate equipment for doing all of this. "And let me tell of the deflector then dictated the dimensions of the elements in the launch

you," Petrone said later, "he'd rather not have drunk from that cup." complex which had m fir over it: umbilical tower, mobile service
Buchanan's first reaction was that Petrone must be out of his mind to want structure, and launcher.

to move that thing. "Well, Don," Petrone said to him, "we've got to do On top, stretching into the sky alongside the Saturn V, were the

something different." He urged Buchanan to consider the glory of it all: umbilical tower on one side and lhe mobile service structure on the other.
Nowhere else in the world would there be anything like it. Buchanan The mobile service structure, as tall as the launcher, had five work

suggested perhaps there was a reason for that. "Don was a bit negative," platforms which gave access to the launch vehicle and also contained
acknowledged Petrone, but Petrone kept at him, for he considered several enclosed mon_s ill ils base. It was moved up to the vehicle after
Buchanan the best designer of ground support equipment anywhere, the launcher wits in place, then moved back again to its parking area more

Finally Buchanan accepted what Petrone thought of as the heart of the than a nfile away from the pad eleven hours before launch.The launcher itself was the platfi)ml on which the Saturn sat, a steel

burden in preparing the Cape for the Saturn: the design of the crawler and box 25 lcel deep, 1611 feel hmg, and 135 feet wide. The engines of the

of the launcher. Saturuwerepositionedover a 45-foot-squarehole in the middleof it.

Don Buchanan was a great rarity, perhaps unique, in being both a Beneath lhe whole slmclure was the wedge-shaped flame deflector, which

Langley /nan and a Marshall man. He worked at Langley from 1949 to sat in a trench between endmnkments <meither side. So from ground level
1956, and then Iransferred to Iluulsville where he remained until he on up, thc addilion went like Ihis: 48 teef for the flame trench, 22 feetbclwcel/ thai and Ihe boll(mi of IJte hnancher (to make room for the
became part of K.S.C. in tbe 1960s. A Virginian--the name is pro-
nounced "Buck-anan"--he was a gentle man who looked as if he might Iransporlcr), and 25 ti:et lor thc launcher, which finally put Buchanan,

be the president of a small-town bank and whose only eccentricity was an staring itt his drawinl,.s, al Iht Zero Deck-- {)5 feet above the ground,
astonishingly large repertoire of limericks, mostly unprintable. In his roughly the heighl o1' a seven-story buikling.

professional life, Don Buchanan was the kind of engineer of whom other Then above the lannchcr was the 380-foot umbilical tower, structurally
engineers say, "tie works with a sharp pencil." No matter how large his integral with tile launcher. Thc tower had two high-speed elevators to carry
office bccalnc, it always had a drafting table in tile comer where Buchanan * Later, he would als(_ lake over whm proved to I_ one of the most difficult tasks in the entire

spent most of his time. He was a man with a vocation, utterly absorbed in inventory Iffglound SUpl_Ut equilmlenl ((i.S.E,), Iheswing arms Ihalconnectedtileumbilicallower
the practice of designing workable machines for unlikely tasks, to thchm'h vd_icle
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men and equipment to the nine swing arms that carried electric, propellant, the caual--a twentieth-century versiou of the mules that used to pull barges

and pneumatic lines to tile Saturn. The swing arms themselves were along cam, Is a century earlier. Il woukl work. but it was also making the
massive, wide enough to drive a jeep across and averaging about 24 tons systeul much more. c,unplicated and expensive.

in weight--but also movable, designed to disconnect from the Saturn and Then they discovered that it was going Itl be impossible Ii) steer tile

swing away from it in tile first few seconds after the engines ignited. Atop barge: The Saturn and tile tunbilic_ll lower would act like a huge sail,
the umbilical tower was a 19-foot-high, 25-ton hammerhead crane, and forcing the barge to the banks ia a cross breeze. The rail system would

atop that was a 48-foot retractable lighting mast. Thus, the total height from have to be modified so that il not only pulled the barge, but kept it clear
the base of tile llame deflector to the top of the lighting mast was 542 feet. of the canal banks. And there were other little things. If they had a

As they began to work on the designs for the launch pad in more detail, three-and-a-half-mile canal cutting through the middle of the Merritt
Buchanan began marking up the side of their office building, a converted Island facilily, they wonld have lo build a system of drawbridges, which
cotton mill in Ihmtsville, putting yellow tape where the different levels of wouhl be complicalcd and expensive. A canal going into the V.A.II.
the structure would be. It got his people "thinking in the right propor- would create high humidity ill a place wherc they wanted as little

lions," Buchanan said. Then, to make sure that they really understood humidity as possible. Contending with that would also be complicated

what they were up against, Buchanan got a large photograph of the tallest and expensive. And after liguring out solutions to all these problems,

building in Huntsville, the Times Building, 107 feet high. Buchanan Buchanan had to decide whal to do when the barge and its stack reached

superimposed on the photograph a sketch of Launch Complex 39. The top the launch pad. No matter how Buchanan tiddled with different ideas, it
of the 'rimes Building was only 12 feet higher than Zero Deck of the came down to the same choice. F.ither he had to jack the whole launcher
launcher. Buchanan would show the picture to his Huntsville friends, and up a hundred feet so he w(mld have room lo lint a Ilame deilector under

they reacted more or less as he had when Petrone first gave him the job. it, or he had lo evacuate thc water out to a depth of a hundred feet, like
"Well, you're probably crazy to even build that thing," they would say a big baflm]b. "Neither option was all that attractive," Buchanan said
to Buchanan, "but then we know you're crazy when you say you're going dryly. As he looked hmg and hard at tile barge option, he began to think
to moveit." thattoonmchhadbeenassumedtooquickly.

By the end of January 1962, Debus and Petrone were still committed

In the beginning, Debus :md Petrone hadn't been that worried about how to tile mobile hmnch concept for _lsons thai by now had nothing to do
to move the Saturn to the pad. They knew they wouldn't be able to move with the speed of launch. They want6O, lhe flexibility that a mobile system

it horizontally, but they had always assumed that some sort of barge gave them, the protection from the elements, the room for growth. But

system would he the solution. Barges were a good way to carry great the underlying technical rationale for tile system had originally been that
weight. And so from the earliest planning through the summer and fall of it would be tile most efficient way to launch large numbers of vehicles,
1961, the plans called for a canal to be built from the V.A.B. out to the and the break-even point had generally been calculated as twelve. By this

launch pad. A huge motor-powered barge would carry the assembled time, realism had prevailed. There was no more talk of a hundred
Saturn and ils umbilical tower, launches per year m' of $10 million per..launch costs. On tile contrary,

But after Buchanan was put to work on tile problem in October 1961, he headquarters was now contident that the lunar program would require

found that tile inure they worked on the barge design the more problems considerably fewer than twelve large Samm launches per year.

they encountered. The onboard propulsion system they had planned con- Two studies by NASA c{mtraclols had ah'cady come out recommending
sisted of a set of large outboard motors. But tank tests revealed that they a lixed system. Dcbus kncw fmthcr that a systcms analyst at headquarters
couldn't use such a system in a canal of the planned width using a barge had put a three-man team to work reassessmg the hmnch system and that

of the required dimensions. There would be so much backwash that more their thinking was moving in thc direction of a lixed system. If the mobile
motors would be needed than they had places to put them, and they couldn't system was going to survive, they nmst pin its pieces in place, which

widen thc canal enough to get rid of tile backwash effects. The next version meant reaching a lirm decision on tile mode of transport. At a meeting at

ofthe plan scrapped tile outboard motors for a rail system running alongside Huntsville on Tuesday, .January 3(). 1%2. l)elms made it clear Ihat he
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wanted a decision, he wanted it soon, and unless they had something and weighed a ton. F,ach belt--eight in all--consisted of fifty-seven shoes.

better, then they would have to go with tile barge. Describing the st'ale of his citation, J_,IlCfiananused to suggest that his

On Friday of the same week, one of the men who had been in the listeners imagiuc thc mfiekl of a major-lcagt, e baseball diamond being cut
meeting, O. K. l)nren, got a call from a man named Barry Schlenk. out and made into a platform. Thcn Ihcy should imagine the platform,
Schlcnk was at lluntsville that day talking to some people about ali elevated on its nnlnstcr treads, moving ahmg a track for three miles. Now
overhead crane k)r the Titan system. Schlenk had overheard someone all Buchanan's listencrs ha(I to tit) was imagine the elevated bascball

talking about Marshall's problem with moving the Saturn down at thc inlield moving ahm? a track flu' three miles carrying two-tfiirds of the

Cape. Did Duren know that Schlenk's company, the Bucyms-Erie Washington Monument on top, coming to a five-degree slope, and then
Company, had a rig that was being used for mining in the Kentucky climbing it. Last of all, they must imagine that as the assembly climbs the
coalfields? It crawled along the surface of the ground on tank treads, slope, tl)e baseball infield is hydraulically .jacked so that it remains level

stripping the overburden from the mining area. It was huge and it was througlmul tile citron Tin, was the crawler.
self-leveling. Would Duren be interested in hearing about it? Duren It was a marvel for which Buchanan was honored with some of the
would, and the two spent the afternoon looking at pictures of the most presligious awards in the engineering fraternity, but the ways in
machine. Duren was enthusiastic and called his boss, Albert Zeiler. which it was a marvel are for the most part too technical to be appreciated

Zeiler told Debus about the shovel, adding that it was the dumbest by anyone except tither engineers. For the lay reader, perhaps this is

thing he'd ever heard of. But Debus told him to take a couple of people enough: I)uring its w)yagc from the V.A.B. to the launch pad, including
with him and go up and look at those shovels and come back and tell him its climb up that live-degree slope, the tip of the Saturn, 363 feet above

why they shouldn't consider them. Reluctantly, Zeiler took Theodor the platform, never moved outside the vertical by more than the
Poppel, head of the Launch Facilities and Support Equipment Office, dimensions of a baskethall.
Duren, and Buchanan up to Paradise, Kentueky--a most inaptly named All this Buchanan promised l)ebus that spring of 1962, and he got his

place, in Buchanan's opinion--to see this machine. The story that was chance to make good on it. Debus and Petrone were not to be stopped:
passed down in Cape lore in later years was that they went out to the They overcame thc objections of the Office of Manned Space Flight and
coalfield and climbed onto the vehicle and examined it, and then Zeiler Congress alike and received permission to proceed with the mobile

and the others sat down, grabbed onto the nearest handholds, and said, launch system. _""--

"We're ready! You can start!" And their puzzled hosts said, "What do

you inean? We've been moving for a couple of minutes now." "We often looked at tfic launch site and those things on the ground that
The shovel was too slow, only twenty feet per minute, and the leveling don't tly ils Stage Zero Jof tl)e booster J," Rocco Petrone said. "You had

technology wasn't up to aerospace standards. But the fact remained: Here to have all the intricacies of a stage, Ihings like swing arms, hold-down

was this great big machine transporting an extremely heavy weight with arms, li:eding tfie gases in, all the propellants. When you've released,
no vibration. Buchanan began to look into it more carefully. Studies were your Stage One is Ilymg, hut if you haven't done all these things on Stage

conducted, technical comparisons were made, and only four months after Zero, Stage Onc would ncver get a chance to fly." The Cape's task was

the NASA engineers had so skeptically gone to Paradise, Debus approved to design all this cvcn as tile Apollo-Saturn stack itself was being
Buchanan's reconnnendation to discard the plans for a barge and to designed. "That was a hell tit' a challenge," Petrone continued, "and, I

proceed instead with a gigantic transporter-crawler, think, a challenge not very well tmderslood, itere you have the [launch
Because of its much larger scale, the final result bore only a passing vehicleJ stages going down the road with the spacecraft, and they develop

resemblance to the big stripping shovel in the Kentucky coalfields. But needs for more juicc, more wire, more propellants. You've got to be in
Buchanan used its basic design--a platform with a "truck" at each of its the right rhythm, because wlIen ifiey come logelher you mllst all be at the

four corners. Each truck looked rather like a tank, with a double set of crossroads al lite same lime."
belted links, or "sfioes" (known to the engineers familiar with the budget

its "them gohlcn slipl)ers")- Each link, or sboe, was nearly eight feet long
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cost of the program because, as Johnson pointed out, "if you can afford

to lose half of thc spacecraft and half thc men, you can build them a danm

sight cheaper." On Ibc other hand, Johnson continued, "in this country
you just don'l ,ROarOlllld killinv people. So we had lo pick a uunlber.

Piland, hc didn't dare pick it. And God knows [ wasn't going lo pick it.
Nobody wanted to pick lhe sltlmbcr. So one day we walked down to see
gilruth and we said the lime had come to bite the bullet."

Max Faget was there. Fagel didn't have much respect for this reliability
analysis--it was okay, he said, except thai it depended upon data thai

CttAm'Jm didn't exist. In this straightforward objection lay a controversy that would

fester for the next two years.

The process for computing reliability was simplicity itself. If a
machine has a part that fails twenty out of a hundred times, its
reliability--the probal_ility Ihal it will work--is .80. If the machine has a

second part that will fail ten times out of a hundred, its reliability is .90.

The probability that both parts will work is the multiple of the two

"We had more harebrained ,,d,vidua, rcliabilities..gO× .90, or .72. The complete machine (if it
consisls of just the Iwo parts) will work seventy-two times out of a

schemes than you could shake a hundred.
In a spacecraft, there would be lens of thousands of parts that all had

stick at" to work in order to c,,mplete thc mission successfully. To compute tile
overall probability of mission success, it was necessary only to know the
reliability of each of those individual paris, and then calculate their

combined product, which could be done in a comparatively short time on

In the months following Kennedy's speech, Bob Gilmth would occasion- an ordinary calculator. Some smaller number of parts all had to work just

ally remark to the others in the Space Task Group that everything to get the crew back safely (a less demanding task than completing the
Kennedy had said in that speech was fine except for that one little word mission successfidly). For the probability of getting the crew back, just

"safely," as in "and returning him safely to earth." "That's not multiply the reliability of all those parts.

sinlple," Gilmth would say to the others. "We don't know how to do The problem facing the Space Task Group people who were supposed
that." That was why he had been aghast when he heard Kennedy's to be estimating the reliability of their spacecraft was that, to know

speech. Gilrulh was confident that NASA could get a man to the moon whether a part truly lunclionx eighty lilnes ()ut of a hundred, they had to
safely--eventually---air that they could get a man to the moon within the test il several hundred times. In fact, the individual parts lor the
decade il' they were willing lo take Ii pretty high chance of killing him. spacecraft were supposed Io have reliabililies of .99999, or .999999, or
But iix of 1961 they still didn't know how to do it both safely and within sonleli]ncx .999g_)gq. ()n a I_robilbilily basis alone, there was iio way to
thc decade, makesuchclamlsonIhebasisofstalislicalevidenceunlessthe engineers

It was hard enough just deciding what "safely" meant. Caldwcll tesled the paris millions of limex.
Johnsoll and Bob Pihmd, who wrote the work statement tbr the Apollo Testing a part millions of limes wasn't economically possible. It wasn't

spacecraft, decided they had to have a number stating how reliable the necessary either, iii the view of nlosl oJ' the engineers in the program:

spacecraft must be. That one demand would make a huge difference in the l)esign it right and fabricate it per the print, and Ihe component will work,

I0O
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every time. Engineers of this persuasion, Faget among them, argued that J
their time was much better spent searching for design flaws than

mindlessly rtuming tests. On lira other hand, when you have tens of The truism about NASA during the Apollo years is that thousands of

thousands of parts aud arc working witll high-energy systems and are people were inwtlvcd itt evcrytlfing, atttl this was as true of the design of

trying things that have never been tried before, the chances that the Apollo spacecraft as anylhing else. Still, at the core of the spacecraft
something is going to break down somewhere along the road are high. design was the unique presence of Max Faget, and always at Max Faget's
"Max was sorl of all for saying, 'Gee, if we are successful half of the elbow was his closest collaborator, Caldwell C. Johnson, Jr. "Collabo-

time, lhal wouhl be well worth it,'" Caldwell Johnson remembered, raters" isn't really an adequate word. Tbey were sometimes Wilbur and

Gilmlh said that 50 percent was a little too Iow. When it came to Orville Wright, sometimes Tom Sawyer and ltuckleberry Finn, and

complcling lite mission successfully, nine out of ten seemed about right sometimes Don Quixote and Sancho Panza.
to him. As far as the safely of the crew was concerned, he hated to put Caldwell Johnson- tile lirst tmme is pronounced "Cadwell" in the

a number on it, but to lose one crew out of a hundred sounded reasonable, Virginia manner--was small and slight like Faget and just as blunt and

given such an intrinsically hazardous mission, opinionated. They were both men whom olher engineers consistently
About that time, Walt Williams, the Space Task Group's depuly called "inluilive." But Johnson was a man of the Tidewater peninsula

direclor for Flight Operations, joined the discussion. He thought that they from birth, the sort (ii' fellow who looked at first glance as if he ought to
were being ridiculous. Losing one crew out of a hundred was a reasonable be whittling a slick on lite porch of a counlry slore. Twenty-five years

goal but they couldn't afford to say so--it didn't put enough pressure on after moving to Houston, he woukl still talk ill a rich Virginia accent and
the contractors and tile operators. Thc Range Safety people use one in a an untamed down-home vernacular.
million, Williams pointed out, in deciding what chance they would accept Johnson, who didn't have an engineering degree (he dropped out after

of a rocket landing in a populated area. Wily ,.hotuse that? his tirst year al the University of Virginia, partly for financial reasons and
Gilruth thought that was unrealistic. "You ought to say what you partly because he was bored with school), had grown up within shouting

honestly want," he reasoned. "In the long run, that's a better way than distance of Langley. Ile had walcbcct the Brain Busters and imitated

to try to kid yourself. It's like setting your clock up when you know them, and in the process Itc became an unexcelled builder of model

you're going lo be late." They compromised. The probability of getting airplanes. With a minor repulation even in aeronautical engineering
the crew back safely was set at three nines (.999), or 999 times in a circles as the kid who had won a variety of awards in model-building

thousand. Thc probability of completing the assigned mission was set at competitions, he was hired as a model-builder for P.A.R.D. at the age of
two nines, 99 limes in a hundred, eighteen. In later years, it was a recurring headache for Bob Gilruth to

And that, Johnson recalled, is how it happened, in a ten-minute talk. promote Johnson to thc nexl Civil Service level. The Civil Service people

"We wrote those numbers down, and they had a most profound effect on kept insisting that because he was not an engineer he couldn't go any

the cost of the program. If you took one decimal point off of that thing, further. After ail, il was right there on his r6snm6: just a high school

ill thcury you could probably cul lite progranl cosl ill half, If we'd added degree.
one more, there's no way in tim world we could ever have done it That sort of obsession with credcnlials made Johnson cranky ("The

--there's not enough money itl lite world I, cio il."* kind of stuff yon learn m school ain't worlJl a pinch of shit anyway"), but

But having set thc requirements for the spacecraft's reliability ill itl any case his rdsum6 never secmcd It*bother Ihc cngiuecrs who worked

getting to tile moon and back did not help to answer the deeper question: for him. As ()wen Maynard, who had become one of Johnson's section
How the hell were they actually going to do it? chiefs, said, "You didn't go around slmnping Caldwell on some little

* 'l'lsc j.ke Ihat made Ire mtmds of NASA was that the Saturn V had a reliability rating of .9999. piece of physics (ir acl-ll,,Jynalnics thai you'd learned ill college." But
In the starry, a gr,nLp Imm hcadqu;nlers goes down to Marshall and asks Wernher von Braun how mostly, people renlenlJ)Cl'ed .JOJlllSt)n's abilily lo lake an idea and translate
reliable Irc Saturn is g.lng Io he, Yon Braun lurns Io fruit of Isis,lieutenants and asks. "Is there any it into an elegllnl design. "Caldwcll's the sorl of guy who's Ihe artislic

reason why il wlm'l v.'.rk?" I- v,h ch Ihey answer: "Nein." "Nein." "Nein." "Nein." Von Braun
then says Io Ille men from headquarlers. "Genficmen. I have a reliability of [ouf nines," designer as opposed lo Iht engineering designer," remembered one
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colleague. "He says, 'Well, dammit, if it doesn't look right, it's not Caldwell Johnson was once reflecting on Ihe accounts he had read of

right.' And he'll come up with something that looks right and it'll how the Apollo spacecraft came to he. "Thc way the history books saythings came ;fl)out," he said, "ihcy didn't conic ahout that way. The
work." official records ;md ail, that's a hmg way o[ explaining a lot of things.

Working for Johnson was not likc working for a run-of-the-mill

engineer, especially during the early days when the Space Task Group il turns out Ih:ti the thing was done by people, not by machines, anti
was still back on the Chesapeake Bay and Johnson's home fronted on the people have a way of coming Icl a very rational conclusion in a very
James River. Owen Maynard used to get to work and lind a note on his irrational manner."

desk. "There's three ducks and five flounders in the refrigerator for By the time they hegan Io design thc Apollo spacecraft, Faget and the

you," it might say, and alongside that would be another note listing half others who had been doing thc preliminary work were told that this time,
a dozen technical tasks for Maynard. Johnson had been out on the water unlike the early Mercury days, they couldn't .just lay out the design they

before daybreak, doing his thinking on the boat. Often, the notes were in liked and let a contract for somchody to build il. This time, they would
the form of drawings. Johnson's ability with a pen was legendary in be more systematic. This time, they would take advantage of industry's
NASA--Johnson drew freehand sketches that looked like engineering accumulated cxwrlisc.First, lhey would complete their own prelinfinary studies, developing
drawings and engineering drawings that were works of art.

Johnson detested higher authority every bit as much as Faget did and some broad guidelines. Then NASA would pul out study contracts withthree private aerospace lirms, and these lirms, each with its own team of
he instinctively disagreed with anyone whom he considered a smartass.

When they were youngsters together in P.A.R.D., Faget discovered how engineers, woukl independently develop their own more detailed coring-

to gel Johnson to do his best work for you. If you just gave him a sketch urations. And then, with all these options in hand, Faget's division would
and asked him lo work it up into an engineering drawing, your work assess the situation, choose the hest design, and prepare the Request for

would hmguish on thc hottoln of his stack--Johnson was swamped with Proposals (R.F.I'.) that w,mfid lead lo the linal design and production

engineers wanting him to do their drawings for them. What you had to do contract.
was lo design something yourself in detail-_lown to the last nut and Whal actually happened adhered to Iht letter of the process, but .just
bolt--and then tell Johnson, "I've got a pretty good design here, just barely. Faget's division produced a preliminary design for a spacecraft.Then NASA awarded Ihe three study contracts to Convair, General Elec-

" tric, and Martin.Butwhile thesefirmswereearnestlygoingabouttheirdraw it up the way it is ' Johnson couldn't stand that. "It would

inevitably bring out the best in him," Faget recalled, as Johnson set out
to show Faget how he should have designed the goddamned thing, tlc work, kaget s division was continuing to develop its own design.* The

was, Fagct concluded, "undoubtedly one of the orneriest guys you coukl others never had a chance. "We had no intention of ever using the otherthree, as far ax I know," sakt Johnson. "Al least, I didn't." Of course,

workwith." Johnsonadded,"we couldn't lose.Wecouldwatchall threeof thembut
Of his hmg and spectacularly successful partnership with Faget,

Johnson once said, "We need each other. He has some pretty good big they couldn't watch cach other or us. So everything good they did, we

ideas, and he really isn't too red-hot in turning them into good would sic;il. But cvclythmg good Ihal wc had, they didn't know about."

engineering things. And I'in pretty good at turning big ideas into good When it canlc lo thc choice of the Apollo shape, they didn't even wait
engineering things. I don't like to go aronnd dreaming tip new big ideas." to see what Ihe olher conlractors c;nuc up with. Before the study contracts

Many observers have been surprised timt two people so opinionated and had been awarded. Fagcl called them t,)gethcr and said, "Let's quit
so ready to argue were able to work together for more than forty years, messing aronnd and ;ngumg about Icnticular shapes, or this shape, or that
But Owen Maynard, who watched them during Apollo, shrugged off such shape. We're going to pick one." And the one they picked was the
considerations. What you have to understand, he said, is that Faget and gunidrop-shapcd spacecraft known to history, with its three-man crew,

Johnson couldn't have a real disagreement. "Their minds are a]nlost * Faget and Johnson agrcc Ihar it is imlm;sible ti) specify precisely who designed the Apt)Ih)spacecrafl, but, Sill[ OIIHlhllg Ill;lily who played ;Ill inll_pl]llrll role. these oilier men were als() central
to thc efl'o_l: il.h Pilarld. Kurl Slrass, Owen Maynard, Uol, ,{'hilton. Jack ileDcrlig, Alan Kehlet, and

interconnected." nryanF.rh
· * $
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gently rounded corners, and gleaming metallic skin. By the end o[ Ilew, the Ilight conm)llcl_, (tit tit,,' t,l(utnd could monitor the cai)in systems
October 1960, Johnson had drawn a picture of it that to a layman is continuously and tile astro[laufs conld l()[l(iw a nlore natural pattern of

indistinguishable from tile spacecraft that flew to the moon. sleeping and working at Iht samc time. so Ihey no longer needed tile third
When after six numths the three firms presented their painstakingly man to keep wa(ch but they did need him now to carry out the

developed proposals, Max Faget accepted them, thanked the contractors lunar-eclair rendezvous.
for their hard work, and announced that the Space Task Group would use An even better examplc of Johnson's principle is tile way that Apollo

its own design. "It was kind ora gutsy thing to do," Faget acknowledged, came to have those gracefully rounded comers· "You'll talk to some

"to say, 'Well, we paid them all this money to tell us how to build this aerodynamicists, or some heat mmsfer people, and they'll explain to you

thing, and riley each c;une out with a different design, and we still want tile marvchms characlerJs/ics of Ibis rolmded corner, and why it was this
a design .just like tile one we've been using all the time.' But that's what way, and all," saitl Johnson. "That's a bunch of nonsense. When I first
we did." laidthatthingout, il wasa conelikeGeminiand Mercury.Andthere's

Not everyone was happy with that bit of Faget chutzpah. "It was a real a good reas(m filr it, I<)o. That's a nice clean separation of flow on those

shock Id the peoplc who }lad worked on the studies," said one man close sharp co mrs. ' And, imperatively, thc diameter of tile bottom of the
to the process. "Their Apollo shape had no real maneuverability. As it spacecraft was no bigger than the diameter of the third stage of the launch
turns out, we didn't need it. They didn't realize that then, though .... A vchicle--16() inches tim( Marshall was developing.

lot of these things were just gut decisions on the part of people like According to Johnson, dtings were going linc when they got a call from
Caldwell Johnson and Max Faget, saying, 'We don't have time for that' yon Braun saying dmt Marshall had reduced tim diameter of the third

or 'It's going to cost too much money' or 'We don't like it' or 'Congress stage to 154 inches. "We said, 'Jesus Christ, now we can't leave this

won't buy it' or something. But they had no technical basis." sonofabitch hanging ()tit (wcr Ihe edge like that, and we can't change the
Max Faget told anyone who wanted to listen why this kind of talk was mold lines, because thai'Il cut in on thc interior space.' So we said to each

nonsense. Oil maneuverability, he said, they had good evidence from other, 'Let's.just round the comers, nobody'Il ever know the difference.'

preliminary guidance studies that the spacecraft would be entering the Anti thal's bow that command module got rounded. I don't doubt that the
earth's atmosphere within a narrow ten-mile corridor. "Matter of fact, it rounded corners are very bcnelicial mid all that, hut that was not the

was a danmcd good thing we didn't put more [maneuverability] in it than driving reason when it was done."*

we did," Faget said. "We really spent most of the time getting rid of the To add to the irony, all diaz liddling would have been unnecessary had
damn fifi-to-drag ratio by banking back and forth." And through the they procrastinated a few more months. After struggling to make the

backward-looking lens of history, Faget had the strongest of all arguments capsule lit a Saturn thai had been reduced from 160 inches to 154 inches,
ell his side: The spacecraft he wanted got built and flew successfully Marshall changed its mind again and replaced the planned third stage with
within tile time schedule. Still, Johnson's own point about history and the another, larger one. The Space Task Group could have made the volume

way decisions got made ("People have a way of coming to a very rational of the spacecraft just ahout as big as it wanted, after all; but by that time
conclusion in a very irrational manner") also had a lot to do with the the design had been locked into tile 154-inch configuration. This is why

the adapler atop tile third slagc of lhe lillaJ Salum/Apollo stack slanted
process.

The choice et' ;, three-hum crew, for example, turned ()ut to be perfect: inward · lo make tile r_)ckcl diameter small enough to Iii the sl)acecraft
Two men were needed for the lunar exploration activities and a third man diameter Iha! .h)hnson ;nnl Faget had reached.

was needed to operate tile command module while the other two were on · * ·
the lunar surface. But at the time they were making decisions about the * owen Maynard. who w;_. al,,c, inv,dvcd in deciding on thc configuratitm of Ibc spacecraft,

tllou_ht tile r;ItJl)n_ll ;tClt,dylllltttW I(';INOIl%W('TI' Ill()l[* I_'rMlltSive thltll Johnson acknowledge([ in this

size of the crew, the designers hadn't thought about such things as lunar lemalk. [hit Mayna[d, [tm, :u;smned s{m_e iln,lit,,];dhy in Ih(_ ew,lution of the deqgn: ()ne ()ir his

modules. They just ligured that they would mn tile duty shifts as (lie Navy nonaerodyrmmicreasonsh, r,ulmlmg¢hccc}fner_wax{hathe kcmwIh¢designwotddinevitably· ;icctlfl[ttllate wet)Iht fly. [illlC v,cnt Oil. lie ;t%sllnl('tl Ih;il .4{_illl{-l'()r litter Ihe Y,l)acccrltl'l wou[0 "have tile

did, It)ur hours on, eight off, which iBcanl they needed three astronauts to density nf wmcr," ;.id t)l;ll Ibc m)ly w;_y t,, limit Iht _cigbl w;l_ h) IJll)il Iht' an_ollnl of si)ace thal the

CBsure that an astronaut wuuld be on duty all the time. By the time Apollo engineers,.'mildsluflnewdim.esmit,.R_mnding the ironers hellmd.
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Because Apollo's basic dcsign was laid out before the lunar landing great spinning space si:ilion) would hecon_e known laler as tile "earth-
mission had been given to it, the spacecraft did not have the capability to orbit rendezvous mode," or E.O.R.

get down to the moon's surface and up again. As talk about a landing The advantage of F,.O.R., when NASA came to study it, was that i1
nlission becanle more explicit, Johnson went to Owen Maynard one day required a snlaller launch vehicle than did direct ascent. The vehicle that

and told him to put his Systems Integration Section to work devising a hmded on the moon (it was assunled) had to be a large, self-contained

spacecraft capable of a lunar landing and liftoff. But as Maynard and his rocket syslenl, complete with crew quarters, on-board life-support
team went to their drafting tables and began to try out ideas, it soon systems, equipnlent for exploring Ihe hmar snrf;lce, enough fuel ltl escape

became apparent that designing such a vehicle would be a baffiingly the moon's gravity for Ihe return to earth, and a heavy heat shield for
difficult thing to do. The usual assumptions about how man was going to surviving the 25,000-nl.p.h. entry into the earth's atmosphere. Liftingthat much weight in a single hmnch called for a mammoth vehicle. If
land on the moon didn't seem to work very well. instead Ihe spacecraft could be launched from earth in two or three

components and assembled in earth orbit, tile lunar enlerprise inmtedi-
ately becanle nmch ntorc realistic.

The disadvantages of E.O.R. were considerable, however. First of all,

2 how easy was it to rendezvous itl space? In thc carly 1960s, no one knew

For many years, small boys pretending to be Buck Rogers knew exactly yet. But presuulably those dill'iculties could be overconte "Rendez-

how to get to thc moon. First you got a big rocket with fins on it which vousing in earth orbil was not the problent." Faget explained, "but
took off from earth, and then when the rocket got close to the moon you [rather] the business of, after you rendezvous, how do you put together
turned it around anti used its rocket engine as a brake. You got out and the wherewithal to go to tile moon?" At the time of Kennedy's speech,
climbed down a htddcr, explored for ti while, climbed back tip the two nlam variations were bcmg considcred. In one of them, the

ladder, and took off for earth. When you got close to the earth, you did propellants for tile lun;ir.journey would be pul into orbit by one Saturn V,
the same thing all over again. In the parlance of Apollo, small boys then a complete lint unfueled spacecraft would be hmnched by another

pretending they were the first man on the moon opted for the "direct Saturn V. Another variation called for the spacecraft itself lc)be launchedin segments and assenlbled in space.
ascent mode."

In 1952, a new idea was shown in spectacular full-color pictures in the These sounded straightforw:ml enough, but actually doing theln would
Collier's issue of March 22. A panel of scientists headed by Dr. Wernher be a tricky business. If the E.O.R. schelne called for rendezvousing with

yon Braun told how a space station, a great spinning shining ring, filled the propellants, then exactly how could they transfer these large quantities

with workshops and living quarters and observation posts, with artificial of volatile liquids front the storage tanks to the spacecraft in the

gravity, serviced by a fleet of space tugs, could be built within the next weightlessness and vacuum of space? And if instead the E.O.R. scheme
ten to fifteen years.* Among other things, such as promoting world peace called for pulling tile spacecraft up in two or three segments, what were
("It wouhl he the end of Iron Curtains wherever they might be"), the the actual cnginccring devices whereby these segments were to be

space station would be an intermediate step for getting to the nloon. A connecled in t)utcr space, tcady I'or a hmar w_yage? "Every tinle you'd
spacecraft wouhl be assembled in space, using components launched tell them what was wrong with one way of doing it, they'd tell you, well,
separately from earth. This new way of getting to the moon (minus thc they were going to do il Iht other wily." Max Faget recalled. "As far asI know, those problems never gol solved." For a long time, direct ascent

still seenled simpler Ihan Ii. OR.
* It wasparlofa serie_ofarticlesab.trotspacetravelwhichhadasignificanteffectonpromoting

interes_inthespace_m_gram_ManyNASApe_p_edated_h_irinteres_in_h_s_acepr_gramf_mthe FnrtheHllOre, by Iht early 1960s direct ascent was no hmger all
timetheyreadthesearticlesas teenagersor youngengineers.AndyPickett.whowouldbea senior impossible drealll. Thc I:- I engine for powering tile Nova, the same
engineeratIbeCape during AF_fih), rememberedreadingtheCollier;sseriesanddroppingeverything engine actually used for thc Salllrn V. was already in deve]opnlent by tile
to drivetoHuntsvilletoapplyfor a job.
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time of Kennedy's speech. Von Braun's rocket scientists had the booster
itself, called Nova, on their drawing boards. It was nlammoth, hi one 3
typical configuration, Ncc)vawas planned to have eight engines clustered Whichever way lite choice went, dilecl ;]sccnl or L:.O.F',., the problem
in its first stage (the Saturn would have five) developing 12,000,000 filcing Maynard and his loam was the same. Whether it was lifted in one

pounds of thrust; a second stage with four engines developing 4,800,000 piece or assembled in earth orbit, the spacecraft had to be able to escape
pounds of thrust; and a third stage with 200,000 pounds of thrust.* Many Earth's gravitational field, cross 240,000 miles of empty space, execute
people in NASA thought the Nova should be built (Faget was an a landing ou a surface of uncertain terrain and composition, execute a

especially enthusiastic proponent), and as late as June 1961, when the lifioff from the lunar snrl_lcc without ground support, survive entry into
Fleming Commiltee submitted the first post-speech phm for Apollo, the the earth's atmosphere, and Ihen serve ;ts a boat after it landed in the
recommendation was for a Nova configured in three stages, capable of ocean. It was one thing lc) lalk about such a vehicle in the abstract; it was

boosting 160,000 pounds into orbit, quite another to create one that an astronaut could actually tly.

But there were daunting obstacles, too. "It would have danm near sunk "As an example," Maynard said, "fcc),'branch, you wanted the guy
Men'itt Island," one engineer observed of Nova, not entirely kidding, lying on his back sci that tile escape system could haul him away from the

The designers of Nova weren't even sure that they could launch Nova hnlnch vehicle tit as high an acceleraticcm -',s he could stand." 'They also
from a land-based launch pad because of the noise and vibration it would had lo be watching Iheir displays, so that they could monitor all the

generate. They were thinking about launching it from barges built several command module's systems. They had to be able to look out a window,

miles offshore from the Cape. It was this kind of complication that kept so thai they coukl see a horizon and have secondary sources of
getting in the way of making the decision for Nova. It seemed to be an information abot, I lite attitude of the spacecraft.

unearthlyvehicle in many ways. The dit/'icuhy the designers faced was to make the resulting layout
Oddly, it was Marshall that took the lead in opposing Nova and (about which they had virtually no choice) work when the spacecraft

supporting E.O.R. in its place. Nova had an obvious attraction for the clime in for a landiug on the moon. Al lifts point in the/light, as Maynard

people at Marshall--it would have been the ultimate new toy for people described il later, "1 want tile guy ti) be able it) see where lie's landing,
whit loved Icctdesign rockets. Nonetheless, they pretcrred Ilia Sitturn. to bc silliu t, uprighl ,,villi his spine aligned ,,villi the cugine axis. That
Earth-orbit rendezvous would still require a huge booster, but Saturn- means I've now got to turn him arcoccmdninety degrees, and re-orient his

sized. Von Braun argued, with growing support, that E.O.R. would be a displays and controls. This made you have either very complex arrange-
faster, surer way of getting to the moon· ments of displays or Iwo sets of displays." Maynard and his people tried

Some of the people in the Space Task Group, which was favoring direct everything, including swiveling couches and displays. Nothing worked.
ascent, suspected ulterior motives for Marshall's position. Earth-orbit "There's no way you could see the surface ;ill the way clown without
rendezvous would multiply the number of launch vehicles that would be putting the astronaul out on a porch," said Faget. "So it was a hard

needed, thereby increasing Marshall's role· But the argument openly used spacecraft to land if ycciuwanted to eyeball it, and there was certainly

by von Braun anti his people was plausible: Going directly from Redstone every reason to believe Ihat lhe astronauts would insist upon having eye
and Jupiter vehicles to the Ncc>vawas too big a step. Building Saturn seemed cccmtact witll Ihc surf acc at tile lime of landing."

to be a nmch nmre orderly and prudent advance ill rocket technohogy.';- As the oil{hms dinsimshcd, Ihey finally were driven ltl lhmking about
* ny way of cmnparl_.on, the shuttle has a total lifioffd._st o, aboul 6.4(10,0<Xlpoumls, only a giving tip eye L'o,IliWI wilh lilt.' MI,face. bill il uevcr gol tar enough lo lake

little ,nore than half the [hmsl of the Nova's first .qlage shine, till the aslrf)n,_lnts-- -urine col' {be designers ,'cally wa,tied to do it. "But that

f If they hadn't been lalking about a Nova-class vehicle. Owen Maynard once pointed out, the was the only other alternative," Faget said. "So we were really at anhuge Sa,urn would itself have seemed impossible: "The facl (hat we could pos,ulate Nova wi,h
somewhat of a straight face automalicafiy made the five-eighths;-size Saturn credible." Ice'sone ol ,itc impasse. Maynarccl fell he was Iryiag lo overload the spacecraft with
Iricks engineers somelimes use on dlemselves, he said. lo maneuver themselves inlo taking on ,asks functions.

that wc,uld otherwise be lerrifying. They did lo;Hi;igc Ii) cc, ille ,ip Will1 st)tile dcsigus {hit{ weFe supposed to
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be able to do I/re job, but all of 01em were getting too big and awkward
and heavy. "It was like landing a Mack track instead of a small sports

car," said Maynard. And landing was only the half of it. Assuming you
got down in one piece, there was still tile problem of lit'ting off. "It just
got dicey as hell," said Caldwell Johnson. '"that stage that landed was

a big clumsy thing .... If you land with the cylinder upright so you can
take off again, the sonofabitch will fall over. And if you land it flat, it

won't take off again. So it wasn't only the crew's position hut ail the
mechanics of tile whole Ihing. We had more harebrained schemes than

you could shake a stick at." ('IIAI'II_R

For Walt Williams,in charge of trying to launch the Mercury
astronauts on tile Atlas even as the Apollo concept was being developed,
the whole thing began to take on an ominous parallel. The spacecraft that

Johnson and Maynard were coming up with was about the size of an
Atlas, ninety feet long, and Williams shuddered at the notion of "backing

an Atlas back down on the pad." They were having enough trouble ' 'Somewhat'as' a voice t'ngetting the Atlas to go the other way, he thought, without trying to land
one,

Finallytheymovedtowardaschemethatsolvedsomeofthetechnicalthe wilderness. "
problems. Instead of trying to land a ninety-foot-long cigar on the surface

of the moon, they would build a "lunar crasher." The assembly would
consist of a command module with a comparatively small engine and
propellant tank, along with an additional stage especially designed to take Tom l)olan's team at Vought Astrtmantics was lire tirst to come up with

out most of the velocity on the descent. The additional stage--the the notion of using a second spacecraft to descend itl the hmar surface.*
"crasher"--would slow the rest of the spacecraft until it had reached an Dolan, a farsighted fellow, read the accounts of the new Project Mercury
altitude of about 10,000 feet above the surface and a velocity of 1,000 back in December of 1958 and decided that it would surely be followed

feet per second (about 680 m.p.h.). Then--and here things got a little by something more ambitious. }lc assembled a teatn of engineers at
tricky--the crasher would separate and crash onto the lunar surface, Vought to try to get a head start on tilt competition. By the middle of
leaving the rest of the spacecraft to usc a smaller, lighter descent engine 1959, they were already concentrating on how to get to tile moon.

to get the rest of tilt way down on its own. The chief barrier lo getting to the moon and back again was the
Hairy frs it sounded, tile lunar crashcr was the most plausible "energy budget." l)ulling a pound of payload into earth orbit takes a lot

arrangement they came up with. "We went to headquarters and argued of energy coming oil' lite latmch pad, which means a lot of im_l_elhmt;

long and hard for the hmar crasher," said Faget, "and as a matter of fact taking a pound all the way to tilt moon requires that much more; taking
we did sell tim ctmccpt." But it wits so ctunbersonle, so inelegant, so a pound all the w;ty fo Iht' moon and hack agai[i requires the most of all.
downright ugly. None of their schemes, including the lunar crasher, gave Dolan and Iris men tlcvclopcd a solution: I)csign the spacecrali so that
Maynard that "warm feeling" that he liked to have about a design, you can Ihrow away paris of it as yon go along. The I)olan team called

* J[islorian_ [lave found ('illJi{'r teJ/.rellces h_ Ihe [Ullar-olJ,i( r/2nde/vou% concepl. Yuri Konratyuk,

a Russian rocket theorelician, had wrlXlen a paper suggesliug an analogous scheme back in 1916, and
It. I';. Ross. a nrilish sclenli_l, had described one iii 1948. Tile people who worked on the lunar-orbit
idea in the 1,9_Os{il* no( sccllJ Io have {_.-efl aware of Ihi_ work. t_llan's learn get_; crcdil flit being the

lirst to prol_}se lullilr-i_lhit It'lldclvous ;lllcl ;I hltla( [lllltlillg bqUiUllC a live technological possibility.

Ill
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it a "modular" spacecraft, in wlfich different segments were designed This lookcd really inlercsting, they agreed. They ought to get ()ut and tell
exclusively fi_r ccr_ain (asks. When tile task of one module had been someone rilThlaway. And al ten o'clock II)at very morning, l_rown would

completed, it would be dc{ached from the remainder of the spacecraft and recall ruefully. Ihey were scheduled for a presentation by a team of
discarded, ending its drain on the energy bmlgel, engineers from Vought led by Ton) Dolan. "And, dam, they got up there

In explurmg how lo make thc most efficient modular system, someonc and they had the whole thing laid out .... They bad scoopcd us. Bill was
in the team came up with itl) idea {)neday that was not at all obvious: After going around wilh his face hanging down to the floor."
you had gt)llcl] Iht spacecraft {)ut to tim moon, suppose that you didn't Mich:,els wenl ahead ami wrole up Iheir analysis in a I.angley working

hmd thc whole thing? Suppose that instead you designed a second paper entitled "Weight Advantages of Usc of a l'arking Orbit for Lunar
spacecraft exclusively for the purpose of going down to the lunar surface Soil Landing Mission," which Langley circulated in May 1960. At about
and returning to the mother craft? this time, another name for Ibc technique began appearing--"lunar-orbit

ri'hey ran the idea through their slide rules and came out with rendezvtms." or I,.O.R. But at that time only a handful of people in
revolutionary results. A second spacecraft built specifically for {be hmar NASA were thinking seriously about a hmar landing anyway, and no one
landing woukl not have Io carry the heavy heat shield necessary for paid much attention.
entering the earth's atmosphere--a big savings. It wouldn't have to carry Even alter NASA did begin m lhink seriously aboul a lunar landing in

thc propellants for rcturning home--another big savings. A lunar lander late 196t), no tree would lake I..().R. scriously. An cngineer frmn the
could be constructed of light materials, because it wouldn't have to Instrumentation I_aboratory at M.I.T. remcmbcred being down at Lang-
contend with much gravity (only one-sixth of earth's) and would Icy during this period. Someone there described to him this idea of
encounter no atmosphere at all. The weight savings of this method were detaching a lil(le bug from thc main spacecraft. The engineer went back

enormous. There was one difficulty, however. To take advantage of this to M.I.T. and told his colleagues "about this nut who had suggested such
method, the astronauts on the moon would have to rendezvous success- an outlandish thing, and wc all chuckled." 'Flint's what everybody

fully with the mother craft orbiting overhead, and no one knew how to do thought the first time they beard it: Those guys couldn't possibly be
that yet. Furthermore, the rendezvous would have to be conducted serious. "It's like putting a guy in an airplane without a parachute and
240,000 miles ()ut in space, far from any hope of rescue, having him make a midair transfer." John Disher scoffed to John Bird.

No, Bird replied, it's like having a big ship moored in the harbor while

At about the same time Dolan was putting his team together at Vought a little rowboat leaves it, goes ashore, and comes back again. But no one

Astronautics, a Langley engineer named Clint Brown believed, mistak- was persuaded.
enly, that a new little rocket called thc Scout might be used to put a

two-pound payload into orbit around the moon. He and his colleagues
began lo play wifll lunar trajectories. They soon realized that they could

never use the Scout for that purpose, but they had become intrigued with [
the problems of lunar trajectories and continued to work on them. "We
had a very nice coral)Ct)lion going between the two divisions at Lang- I1'il hadn't bccn Ittl John IIoubolt, Ihal mighl have been thc end of it,*
Icy," Brown recalled, with John Bird over in the Flight Research Division The Langley engineers on Brown's team bad done what Langley did best.
and Bill Michaels in Brown's own Theoretical Mechanics Division work- * IlereiuliescontenlionIn Iq60.al IhelimeofIht lirstm{xmlanding,Lifemagazinerana long

lng through the theory of getting into and out of lunar orbit. After a while, articlethatFl_rlrayedJohnItoul_ollasIvolhthecrealiveforceandlonelycrusaderforL.O.R.Thiswasanexaggerafinn,perhapsCllStl)tnaFy ill glossymagazinesbutscandalousloLangleyengineers,who
they began to postulate manned spacecraft intheir theoretical analyses, werealwaystinJckyal_mtqueslion'_of scholarlyattribution.Subsequently.Rot,eftGilruthwas1o

Early one inorning in February 1960, Bill Michaels came into Glint becomeIheleadingproFamcntof ;mallernativeinterpretationofhistory,thatIlnubtdt'scontributkmreallywasn'tIh[l{ imll(.tala I.().R wmddhilvewonon it_ engineeringnleritsanyway.It isof
Brown's office with some new calculations on what they were calling a courseimpossibleto be s,n: wire!sw,uldhavehaplv..'ncdwilhoulHouh_lt.bulIbctextreflectsour

"lunar parking orbit" for use in a manned landing. Michaels's figures ownreadingofthis history:Itouhfilwasnotthe originatorofthe L.O.R.concept(nordidheclaimtobe),bulIsisadwv.'acywa'.crucial,probablydecisive,in leadingtoIheadoplionof L.O.R.There
indicated weight savings fitr beyond anything they had realized before, is a faschu,lin}td_loraldi,.';.c,tali.nyelto he wi)lienonriffsepis_.le,however.
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They had explorcd an interesting research problem, prepared a technically Ithe figuresl did lie. The critics ill the early debate murdered Itoubolt."

careful discussion of it, and published tile results in a Langley paper. If The crux of tile problem, wm Ih-mm said. was whether the savings that
the practitioners cared to use their work, they were welcome to it. If not, L.O.R. promised wctc worth tile pi}ce. "Ji}hn l'hmholt argued that if you
that was their husiness. But by that time John Houbolt had gotten leave part of yom- ship in orbit and dou'l soft-land all of it on tile moon
involved, and fly it out of the graviiationaJ liekl of thc moon again, you can save

Houbolt was a Langley engineer who headed up the Rendezvous Panel, takeoff weight ou earth." wm Ih;mu sltid. "That's pretty basic. But if the

a group established in 1959 at Langley to support the planning for a space price you pay for }hal capability means that you have to have one extra
station. Houbolt had been working on the general subject of space crew comparmmnt, pressurized, and two additional guidance systems,

rendezw)us since 1957. In the course of these investigations, Houbolt too aud tile electrical power supply tot all that gear, and you add up all this,
had begun to think about rendezvous in lunar orbit, and at about the same will you still be un tile plus side o[' yonr trade-oil'?"
time that Dolan and Brown were doing their work, Houbolt independently In these early pi'osculations. I loubolt and Brown were talking about

did what he called "back of the envelope" calculations that revealed the three possible lunar ntodulcs. "phJsh," "economy," and "budget." The
large weight savings to be gained by use of a second spacecraft. "budget" model was a slripped-down, 2,500-pound version in which an

For Houbolt, what happened next was like a conversion experience, astronaut descended on an open platforul, and it attracted ridicule--the
"Almost spontaneously," he wrote later, "it became clear that lunar- astronaut would descend "wJlh a silk scarf around his neck," it was said,

orbit rendezvous offered a chain-reaction simplification on all back Nobody in the Space Task Group seriously considered the stripped-down

effects: development, testing, manufacturing, erection, countdown, flight version. Fagot argued that tile wcighl of even the plush model was
operations, etc. All would be simplified. The thought struck my mind, underestimated. Later, he enjoyed pointing out that the configuration that

'This is fantastic. If there is any idea we have to push, it is this one!' I actually llew to the moon had a total weight (command module, lunar
vowed to dedicate myself to the task." module, and service module combined) which approximated their initial

The scholarly John Houbolt became a crusader. Beginning in the calculations for direct ascent.*

summer of 1960, he wrote memoranda and letters, talked informally to Apart from the questions about the weight savings, there was that
anyone who would listen, and tenaciously tried to get across to NASA rendezvous 240,000 miles frmn home to worry about. "We had never

that a wonderfully simple way of getting to the moon was open to them, demonstrated a rendezwms," George Low pointed out later. "L.O.R.
if only they would take a fresh look. Nobody paid much attention, involved doing a rendezvous a quarter of a million miles from home. It

In December 1960, when a lunar hmding was beginning to be taken seemed like an extremely far-out thing to do." Far-out, and dangerous.

seriously, Ilot, holt finally got his first chance It) brief an important Low's early task group Ihought it had to be more dangerous than either
conference. Virtually everyone was there, including Glennan, Seamans, direct ascem or I£.O.I,t. Direct ascent, il' they had a big enough booster,

and von Braun. Iloubolt and Brown put up a large chart and went through would be the safcst of all by virtue of being the simplest. And if direct

their argt, ments. When Iloubolt finished presenting his estimates of ascent was uol possible, then thc rendezvous in earth orbit had to be
weight savings, Max Fagct spoke up fi'om thc audience, even blunter than safer. If Ibc rendezvlms failed itl an I';.O.R mission, Ihe astronauts in

usual. Iloubolt _cmcmbcred his words its "Ills ligures lie, he docsu'l Iht manned spacecf;dl could lilt their relroq'ockels and return safely It)
know wllal he's talking about." Others recalled "a prominent Space Task earth while tile uuuuluucd segment coutinucd to orbit. Or il' for some

(Jroul) cugiaeel"' sltying "Your ligures lie." ht either version, (he words reason Iht m:umcd ,q);l{'ccf:dl w;is slramh'd in earth tobit, ii was itl least
were shocking. Even in a private bull session they would have been conceivable thai a seCOlld spacccrall could be launched Itt rescue them. If
provocative. In an open meeting, in [rout of floubolt's peers and a rendezvous failed ill lunar orbit, the astronauts in the hmar lander were

supervisors, they were a brutal thing for one Langley engineer to say to dead.

another. * Houboll thought Ihe weighl uf Ihe aclual Al_fllo hmar module was excessive. But he also made

When von Braun (who ultimately was convened to L.O.R.) was once the point thai. if they'd sl;uled wilh direct ascent, lite weight of that configuration would have grown
just as draslically, tx'cause _*1Ihe "back ellevf' lira( keeps forcing up weights in all developmental

asked about Faget's alleged remark, he shrugged and answered, "They em,,_.
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Furthermore, even in those days, NASA was already beginning to Next came the Heaton Committee, which had a charter to explore
formulate the primal rule of manned space flight: Do not commit yourself earth-orbit rendezvous. "1 wax in a strange position," Houbolt recalled
any earlier than you absolutely have to. If there is any way to give later, "because l was one of the staunchest believers in rendezvous in the
yourself a way I, back mil, keep it. E.O.P,. kept all so/ts of options open country. I'm not against ca!Ih-orbit rendezvous; I am in favor of it." It

longer than L.O.R. did. In earth orbit, the astronauts and ground was just that Ilouboil was so sure that L.O.R. was an even better way.
controllers could check everything out while they still retained the option "What upset me tm the lie:mm Committee," Houbolt said, was that

of canceling the mission and coming home. With L.O.R., some of the E.O.R. "was becoming a beast. The configurations [Ihat the other

inost critical maneuvers of the flight would have to be clone after members of the committee] were colning up with involved putting
committing the spacecraft to a circumlunar trajectory. Still others would together live pieces of hardware. It was getting to be a great, big, long
have to be performed after committing the spacecraft to a lunar orbit, cigar." Houbolt couhl hear engineers reading the tteaton Report and

There was no question about it: Maybe L.O.R. would save some weight, saying to themselves, "The guys on rendezvous are nuts like I always
maybe it wouldn'L but it was still too crazy for serious consideration, thought they were." So lloubolt pressed on.

For Houbol! and Ihe other Langley people who were continuing to "That smmner of 1961 was probably the bt,siest sumrner I've had in

work on the L.O.R. problem, the criticism proved to be a stimulant, my life," llouboh said. "1 wax living half the time in Washington, half
From the end of 1960 through Kennedy's speech in May of 1961, the time on the rea!l, dashing back and fimh." In the early fall, he was
Houbolt and his colleagues worked to find answers to the objections they asked to !hake a presentation on L.O.R, befi_re the Go]erin Committee,
were hearing. They prepared studies tin lunar landers, landing gear, the group that was supposed to recommend the boosters to be chosen for

descent and ascent trajectories, and rendezvous maneuvers. The more Apollo. For the lirst time, Il crack appeared in the united wall of
they explored L.O.R., the more convinced they became that it was not opposition, as Nick (;olovin (who, ironically, would later become a

just ,'lfilster way to get to the moon, it was also safer, major antagonist lo I,.O.R.) saw seine inerit in Itoubolt's arguments. But

Houbolt persisted. Just a week before Kennedy's speech, Houbolt it was only a crack, and Itouholt decided that they weren't going to get
wrote a letter directly to Seamans, skipping over half a dozen bureaucratic anywhere until they put togcther such a thorough documentation of the

layers in the process, pleading for a fair hearing for L.O.R. A few weeks argument for L.O.R. that it couldn't be ignored. Houbolt, John Bird, and

later, when Seamans appointed Bruce Lundin from Lewis to investigate Arthur Voge]ey put together a two-volume report describing the concept
alternative inodes for getting to the moon ("mode" is the NASA word for in full technical detail.

it, so that the whole lengthy process is now remembered as the "mode Finally, in November, Houbolt wrote another letter to Seamans, once
decision"), Seamans made sure Houbolt was on the committee, again leapfi'ogging bureaucratic channels. "Solnewhat as a voice in the

The Lundin Committee, however, was another rejection for Houbolt. wilderness . . ." he began this nine-page plea from the heart. It was
He explained L.O.R. to the other members and got what was by now a written in haste and ignored the staid conventions of NASA internal

standard response. "They'd say, 'Oh, that's good,' "Houbolt recalled, memoranda. "Il ix conceivable lhat after reading this you may feel you

"ami fllen the next day they'd laugh." In its report, the Lundin are dealing with a crank," lloul_oll conceded in the opening paragraphs.
Conrail!Icc pul L.O.R. al Ibc bottom of ils list ahmg wilb "lunar-surf)ice "Do not he afraid et this. The thoughls expressed here may not be stated

rendezwms," a scheme whereby the astronauts would land on the ,noon in as dipltnnatic a fashion as Ihey mighl be, or as I would normally try to
with elnpty tanks and then do their own refueling from a fuel cache do, but tiffs is by choice and at the moment is not important. The

landed earlier. In lloubolt's view, lunar-surface rendezvous was "the important thing is that you hear the ideas directly, not after they have
most harebrained idea I'd ever heard of."* That the committee put it in filtered through a score or inore of other people, with the attendant risk

the same category as L.O.R. was degrading, that they may not even reach you." lloubolt proceeded to make an

* The most harebrained idea o1[all, however, was to land astronauts on the moon with a few impassioned plea for NASA to rethink the mode issue, and attached to it
years' worth of fixedand oxygen and leave them there while the people back on earth figured out how a copy of the two volume report Ihey had prepared down at Langley.
to gel them home again -actually proposed to NASA, thlmgh never seriously considered. , ,
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Seamans had been keeping track of L.O.R. ever since he had first heard foreman li)r tile sprawling hmar progranl and, when required, an
lioubolt's spiel ,n a visit to l.angley a year earlier. Seamans had never eufiircer.

forgotten Ihmholt's conclusion that 50 percent of tire launch weight of the For thc ncxl two months, O.M.S.F. cast about for such a person.
spacecraft could be saved by using L.O.R. Before joining NASA, Finally one of llohnes's advisers remembered someone he had known a

Seamans himself had done rendezvous work al both M.I.T. and R.C.A, few years ago irt Bell Labs who lit thc requirement perfectly. He was
and he was convinced that the rendezvous techniques for L.O.R. were young, he had the right kind of experience and file right temperament.
within Ihe slate of lire art. And when i)c.plc talked al)out him. they all said lire sa,nc thing -"a

He passed the letter on It) Brainerd llohnes, who had just taken over brilliant engineer," Ihcy said, as il' "Brilliant Engineer" were his title.

from Abe Silverstein as head of Space Flight Programs, now renamed the Ile was hired shortly after Chrislmas 1961. For his lirst assignment,
Office of Manned Space Flight (O.M.S.F.). Holmes didn't like the letter llolmes and Seamans decided, why not let him sort out the mode
at all, and he told George Low so when he passed it to Low for his decision?

opinion. He didn't like the style and he didn't like Houbolt jumping over And st) Joe Shea came to Apollo.
channels like that. In a memorandum of his own, Low wrote back

diplomatically that he of course agreed that Dr. tloubolt hadn't followed At the end of 1961, Joseph Francis Shea was thirly-five years old, within

procedures. "Nevertheless, I feel that Houbolt's message is a relatively months of tile same age as George [.ow, tile man whose career in Apollo
sound one and I am forced to agree with many of the points he makes," would be so intertwined with his. Shea had grown up in a working-class
Low told llolmes. Among other things, "I agree that the 'bug' approach Irish neighborhood in thc Bronx, tile oldest son of a mechanic with the

may yet be the best way of getting to the moon and back." Low subway system. He had gone to a local Catholic high school and
concluded by recommending that Holmes invite Houbolt to come to graduated at sixteen, exceedingly bright but with no aspirations beyond

Washington to present the L.O.R. scheme in detail--and that "you might getting a secure job. Itc was a good runner, and mostly he dreamed of
alsoconsideraskinghim tojoin your staff." being a track star.

It was December 1961 when Holmes pondered this politely mutinous It was 1943 when he graduated, wartime, and Shea heard about a

response. The hardware contract for the Apollo spacecraft had been let. special Navy program Ihat would send him to college. He applied, was

Tile facililies at tile Cape were being laid out on the drafting tables. And accepted, and tile Navy scut him off to Dartmouth College in the
the Office of Manned Space Flight still didn't know how they were going mountains of New t lampshire. The young man from the Bronx discovered

to go to tile moon. A decision had to be made soon. hills and forests and deep, pristine snow that squeaked when you walked

on it. He also discovered engineering, and that he liked it. Then the Navy
sent him to M.I.T., and after that to tile University of Michigan.
Gradually he began lo realize that the engineering courses thal his friends

2 found so difficult wcre, for him, simple.
For the next sevcral years Shca moved back anti forth between

About this time, Il{times hired a new deputy director of O.M.S.F. Since Michigan, where he eventually oblained Iris engineering doctorate, and

ltolmes had come on board in October, he and Seamans had been looking Bell Labs. It was au educational odyssey thai took him from engineering
for a specilic kind of expertise in systems engineering, someone who mechanics lo electrical engineering Icl theoretical mathemalics to physics
could oll'cr what Seamans called a "systems competence"--a person to inertial guidance. "The nouns change but Ille verbs remain the same"

with the technical expertise to keep up with the Fagets, the pertinacity anti became one of Shca's sayinps as he wcnl from one sl_eciahy to another.
ego to deal with thc yon Brauns, arrd tire capacity lo make tire many Then m 195¢_ Shea Iound _._tl!how il all Iii Iogclher. At the age of
pieces of Apollo interlock both at the grand managerial level and down in twenty-nine, Shea was named syslems engineer for a radio guidance

Ihe trenches. To put it even more roughly, ttolmes needed a technical project connccled wilh Ihe Titan I. "1 didn't know what 'systems
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engineer' meant," Shea said, but he learned quickly, traveling around to Armed wilh his/'ed socks aud his puns and all emerging sense of how

the subcontractors on the Titan 1, becoming a member of the small good he was ge(ting to he itt this sort of engineering, Shea set out to
fraternity of engineers who were coming of age in this new field. At night rescue the lagging Titan contract. He moved into the plant, and for five

after work lhey would gather at a bar near the plant where they had been days a week, all three shifls, he was Ihere, catching catnaps on a cot set

working that day. They didn't even drink that much, Shea recalled, they up iii his office. It was ii pattern hc would repeat later, during Apollo. The
were so busy talking--about testing, grounding, vibrational spectrums, reasons were partly motivational--people work harder when they see the

weights, stability, electrical interfaces, guidance equations, all the boss working all three shifts. "]hlt il also lels you find out everything
myriad elements of the system that some lucky guy, like a systems that's going on," Shea said. "Things l'd lind out at night, I'd get
engineer, got to orchestrate, corrected during the daylinle." Shea began handing out red socks as an

By 1959 Shca had acquired enough of a reputation within the ballistic award for good pcrfornmnce, tits enthusiasm and energy were infectious.
missile fraternity for General Motors to hire him to run the advanced Shea pulled it off, making up the six montlls, bringing iii the contract
development operation for its A.C. Sparkplug Division, which was trying on budget and tin time. In lhe world of military contracts, that kind of

to wedge its way into the missile business. Shea was in charge of performance got attention, and soon afterward, in August, T.R.W. /tired
preparing a proposal for the inertial guidance contract for the Titan II. Shea away frtm} G.M. and out to the West Coasl.

After the proposal won, Shea went back to administering the advanced With the move to California, Slwa had promised his wifi: and five

development office. But a year later, in September 1960, the contract he daughters lhat they'd slay put for a while. But when he got a call from

bad won was six months behind and Shea was called away to rescue it. NASA itt early December. asking him to interview for the job as

Shea began to discover that he had a knack for leading. His was not a Holmes's dclmty , he couldn't rcsisl. "I could see they needed good
gentle style, but if lie was tough on people who fell short, he was people in thc space program." he recalled, "and I was kind of cocky in
generous and loyal to those who didn't. And for engineers tired of those days." lie flew to Washington ready lo listen, There was some

working for bosses who had forgotten their engineering, working with patriotism iii it, but also ii hit of Joc Shea. The experience with the Titan

Shea was refreshing. It didn't make any difference what your specialty I1 had created in him an appetile for high-pressure jobs where great things
was. Shea's maxim was that if you understood it, you could make him had to be accomplished anti _he ,_chedule was falling behind and Joe Shea

understand it--and once he did, you never bad to explain it again. The was/()Id to rescue the whole unwiekly, out-of-control mess. The Apollo
only problem was keeping up. Program sounded as if il had that kind of job available, anti Shea wanted

It was about this time that Shea discovered the uses of what lie would the action.

come to call his "COlmolled eccentricity." When lie was still at Bell, his

wife had bought him a pair of red socks aKa joke. One day in a meeting

he absentmindedly put his feet up on the table, getting some laughs and
loosening up the meeting. So Shea started wearing red socks, not all the

time, but to important meelings. Eventually the socks were accepted as a
good-luck charm Io wear to presentations. Even senior management tit

General Motors. where putting one's feet on a desk was discouraged and
wearing red socks was unthinkable, got used to the idea.

Shea had other eccentricities as well. Puns, for example. Shea loved

plays on words, and puns would come spilling out every few minutes, or

sometimes seconds. Good puns and bad puns, subtle and obvious, double
enlcndres, triple entendres--Sbea's punning subroutine (his phrase for it)
was not discriminating, il just kept producing them, and it became

another way to keep things loose.
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he listened t, Ihe I_riclin_.. it seemed Io him that Ihe dala for L.O.R.
weren't so bad.

John lloubol( watched SJlca closely ils he wcnt through his pitch yet

one more time. and lie began to hr)pc -"Shca grasped thc thought and

seemed lo bc rcccl>livc." I I,ubol( _ccallcd Shc_t saying to the Space Task
Group. "l.ook. whal's g,ing on here? Why haven't you been thinking

about this Illing longer? Looks preUy good to me."
The reaction Shea gol was nt)t quile wllat he expected. Gilruth and

Faget did not risc up It) denounce I..().R. Inslead. as the day wore on. it

CIIAI_q'ER became increasingly apparenl to Shea lhal their message, still tentative.

g was that. actually. Ihey had been doing some more Ihinkingabout

lunar-orbit rendezvous and. ils a matter of facl. tlmy were beginning to

think il was a good itlca,

"What sonofabitch thinks it l
isn't the right thing to do?" In later years, Gih'uth minimized Ilouboll's role in promoting L.O.R.

"John Iloubolt just assumed that he had to go to the very top," he once
said. "lie never talked to ]lie, you know .... Actually, we at the Space

"1 came into the agency tile first week in January of '62," Joe Shea Task Group had not decided on a;ty mode to go, anti I was very much
reminisced. "1 still didn't know how disjointed the program was. Hell, I interested in tile hmar-orbil remlezvous, and we were the guys that really

was still learning the names of the Saturn stages. One day Brainerd sold it. It wasn't Iloubolt's letter lo Scamans."

came into my office. Somehow we wound up with Seamans, who'd This attitude mystilicd and hurt I-h)ubolt. "1 talked to Gilmth

gotten the famous letter from John Houbolt, and Seamans said to me, many times," he recalled. "If just once he had said, 'Look, John,
'Anything to this?' 1 said, 'Well, I don't know.' He said, 'You know, I l'nr on your side. You can slop lighting, we'll take it from here,'
don't think we really yet know how we're going to go to the moon.' then I would have tlecn salislied. But he never said anything

I said I was beginning to get that same suspicion." And so Shea de- like that." Nor did Scamans have any indication throughout 1961
cided to go talk It) the people down at Langley to find out what was tim{ Gihmh was interested in I..().R. Ill his mind, the notion that the

going on. Space Task Groul} really sold L.().R. was "baloney." In any case, it
When Shea walked into the Langley conference room in Building 58, seems clear thai tlmnlghout 1961. the Space Task Group's public

he had a casual preference for earth-orbit rendezvous. He hadn't worked position remained lirmly hostile It) any sort of rendezvous. In
it out in detail, but the Nova looked unnecessarily big. You didn't need September. for example, Gilruth wrote il letter to headquarters argu-
that nj{ich J)()oslcF It} get lo Ihe ino()ll, SI)ca lhou;t'Jll. Anti if yotl didn't gl) lng that all I'cntJt'7vi)tlS M'ht'lttt's WCl'C suspect. Rendezvous of lilly

direct, then car{h-tobit rendezvtms was thc obvious alternative. But Shea kmtl w,,hl "dt'l',lHtJt' Illi5.F.l(tll ,'JiM"lily mid Iliuhl safely," he
didn't have it connnitment to E.O.R. tlr an aversion to any of the other wrt)lc, alltJ lit' vs,;llllt.,tJ (hill "lt'lldc/VOllN sc:llelnCS may lie used as ii

modes. Shea prided Ilimself on going wherever the data took him anti. as Cl'lllCJlIt) achievc et, ly plannctl dales filr launch vehicle availability, and
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to avoid the dJfi'Jcully of developing a reliable Nova-class launch didn't tell tile to tit) il, or even give il special consideration," said
vehicle."* Maynard. "[t wits just one more of sixteen Ihousand ways of getting to

And yet, hidden from public view, minds at l.angley were changing, the moon." So Maynard ami Kurt S{r;.tssand lloh O'Neal went to one of
Insofar as il can be pieced h)gcthcr from me,tortes consulted a quarter of llnulmlt's many brielings. "1 gness Ihal a minute afler tile meeting we

a century later, the reality seems to have been that in 1961 the Space Task probably thought it wasn't il very good idea," Maynard said, and Bob

Group was increasingly divided on the mode controversy, but kept quiet O'Neal wrote a mcmn afterward saying so. But Maynard, struggling with
about it. 'File Space Task Group's official position throughout tile year his sketches, kept coming hack to tile L.O.R. idea, and he found that
was It) favor direct ascent. In tile meantime, the Lundin anti Heaton "when you take all of tile different ways of doing things into consider-

Committees Itl'} iii Washington were eommg out in favor of earth-orbit alien, when you've got il chance to digest them, and ask a few thousand
rendezvous. Tim)ugh all (his, (he people closest to the design of the more questions, il begms to make more sc ise. ' As the weeks passed, he

spacecraft were doing pretty much as they pleased, and Houbnlt chatted Ii'om lime to lime.
This kind of independence was a hallmark of early Space Task Group Maynard began to realize that hmar-orbit rendezvous was not so much

hchavior. In die early 19(t0s, NASA headquarters was theoretically like harder than sonic of Ihe things lie was already considering. He bad lately

headquarters in any large bureaucracy, which is to say that it established been playing with the idea of leaving the propellant tanks in lunar

policy and enforced it. In practice, from Ihe viewpoint of tile centers, orbit--they were heavy, so wily nol leave them up there instead of
headquarters was an el!jeer of disdain. "You'd do everything you could carrymg Ihetll all Ihe way dt)p,,n h} Ihe surfitce and back up again? lie had

to keep headqttarlers frt)m knowing what the hell was going on," one liked the idea, except Ihal its he explored il lie lound that il' he wanted to
Space Task Group engineer said, "tlr letting them participate in it, if rendezvous with a propellant lauk, lie had Itl devise some sort of docking

you coukl help it." Later, (.)wen Maynard conldn't even remember what mechanism, pills a lot (if other complexities. And it' you were going to
tile official headquarters policy toward the mode was supposed to have have to add that much complexity allyway, why not go Ilouholt's route'?

been during Ihat period. "Well, headquarters did what they did," he You mighl its well buikl il completely indclmndcnl second vehicle with a

sitid pugnaciously. "And I didn't give il shit. I had no respect for these separate set of displays ;md contlols (ha( were just fin' landing on tile
people itl faraway placcs." lie would design whatever seemed lo work, moon nad coming back up again. It wouldn't need a heal shield. It
as long as Max Faget and Caldwell Johnson didn't mind, and what wouldn't have lo survive acrodynmnic pressures. It wouldn't have to have
Maynard knew after struggling with this beast of a spacecraft was that any aerodynamic controls. It could be small and light and maneuverable--
earth-orbit rendezvous was a lousy way to try to get to the moon and that sports car lie was looking for, instead of the Mack truck.
direct ascent wasWt much better. He wasn't looking at trajectories and "1 got convinced pretty quick," Maynard said, "within about a month

propellant loads and lifioff weights in the abstract, lie was trying to of that date in tile Bob O'Neal menm." lie was much tho far down the
design a real, functioning llying machine, and that dose of reality made ladder to worry about selecting the mode, so he kept making sketches that
a big difference, eventually led to the lunar crasher, but he was sketching some lunar

Maynard was in thai frame of mind when, in January of 1961, modules on the side.
Caldwell Jolmstm told him to go listen Itl a presentation by Hnubolt. Maynard also remcml)ered Gilrulh lislening sympathetically to his

Johnson dJdn'l slty much more than that, positive or negative--'"Fhey problems in designing a workable spacecraft, and that Gilruth was
* 'lherc were ;sis{)inlet-center rivalries involved in these calculations about the m{v3e. As part of becoming intrigued by I ,.O.R. sotm after Maynard himself did. That jibes

a nlanagcment slrtlgglc ill headquarters, Abe Silversle/n left his job as director of Space Flight with Gilruth's own tnenlory of an e,xchangc with Faget shortly after the
Programs in the fall of 1961 and wenl back to be center directc,r of Ix:wis. at just about the same time
that lhe lunar crasher h_oked as if it would he thc winneL Thc word around NASA was thai lxwis Kennedy speech. Gilruth had discovered that Faget had told people at
would be given the "cradmr" slage el the hmar crab,her as parl of an effort tt_placate Silverslein. But headquarters [hat the Space Task Oronp was I t interested in lunar-orbit
t,either Gilt, th nor Fagcl liked lhe idea of splilting management respousibility for the commaml and 7 '
s_rvic_u``_du_e``_ithas_c_d`:_'`ter.^lso_siiv_rstei_haa"_ade_os_cr_t_f_isopi_i_d`atGdr"th rendezvous, aud he was ttrtcharacteristically abrupt: It wasn't Faget s
was not the right man to become director tff the new Manned Spacecraft Center to be built at prerogative lo tell them thai. (;ilrulh recalled telling tile designer--and
IIouston. Gilmlh wax not inclined to do Silverstein any favor% '_ncb as giving him parl of the

rcspm_sihility for the spacccndl, if hc could help it. besides, they oug]ll lo he looking hard at L.O.R. themselves. Later,
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Gilruth would slty Ihat it wasn't until lie became convinced that
lunar-orbit rendezvous would work that he truly began to believe that they

could get 1o the moon by the end of tile decade.
Al Kehlel and Chuck Mathews began some new in-house analyses for

Ibc Slx*ce Task thou I)on thc lunar-orbiT remlezvons option and convinced
themselves that there was a lot fo it. As Faget watched Caldwell anti

Owen struggling with ways to make one spacecraft do all the different
functitms of a hmar landing, he tou began to appreciate the merits of

having a second, specialized spacecra['! to make the landing. He still
tbought that Ihmbolt's Iigures on weights were wrong, but hmar-orbi!
rendezvous was lurning out to be the miIre elegant engineering solulion.

If FageI was c)pmimmlcd and stubborn, lie was also irresistibly attracled

lo clcganl soluliims. Faget, formerly the apostle of direct ascent, the man
who had st) grievously insulted Houbolt, began to co)ne around lo the
conch]sion lhat, in his own words, "lunar-orbit rendezvous really looked

like the lhmg lo do." }toubolt could never gel over Max's gall--not only
did Im become an advocalc, but a few years later at cocktail parties, Faget Strange roles h)r the Apollo east..I.F.K., ytmng and inodern, was the

would come up to him and say, "Oh, anyone who thinks about it for live skeptic about inanned space Ilight. I,.B.J., Iht deal-making politician, was thc
minutes can see that lunar-orbit rendezvous is the way to go." visionary. Jim Wcbh (scaled hu' Icli), self-described country boy. was a

superb administrator o1'high-loch NASA. They arc wilh two of the ill,,)y,I
important ligurcs al Iht Cai)c: Kud I)cbus. Iht di_ccmr tff NASA's launch
operations, and Rocco I'clrtmc (standing far Icl'0, filen m charge of building
Ire Saturn V's suplx)rl I'acilJlJcs. (NASA)

2

These conllicting views about the mode were still being untangled when
Caldwell Johnson drove out to Langley on Tuesday, September 19, 1961.

It was overcast, a gloomy fall day. Hurricane Esther was moving up the
coast toward Hatteras and storm warnings were out for the Tidewater

area. But Johnson was in good spirits. He had recently moved into his Two of the Foun(ling I;athers.
The man on the right is I_,obcrt

dream home, situated on a bluff over the mouth of the James River, Gilrulh, head ol' thc Space Task
looking out over eighl miles of water, with good lishing off his dock and Gl'otlP, ill Ill;Iny Ways lilt' (;col)to

his duck blind live minules away. Washingtonol Amclica's
lie was schednled laler that lnorning for a briefing by some engineers maimed space im,lu:im\Vilh

working on Suivcyor, a Im[jecl lo soil-land ifil unlalaalaled slIacecra[I !.)al him is (;C(ll_[l' 1.4_w.x_l.o m
thc moon ;.laid send back information about the lunar surface. Thc 1960 pushed NASA into

engineers had come to Langley to ask what the Space Task Group needed planning i'_r a lunar landing lllld
from Surveyor. As it happened, Johnson needed a great deal. Regardless in 1967 took over ASI'() aflcr

of whatever ulodc was eventually chosen, the craft that touched down on Ihe fire--on everyone's shozt lisl

the moon was going lc) need landing gear, and Johnson had been fretting of people wh_ ,e.ol Iht I lnilcd
about how lc) design it. State%h) Ihe Tn()()n (NASAl ..t
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For som_ on, the Air Force down at Cape Canaveral thought that the f
people in the Space Task Group were a bunch of amateurs .... 1

/

"Those days were out of the

Dark Ages." Space Task Group
technicians on the floor of

llangar S, working on the
boilerplate capsule to be
launched on Big Joe. Jack
Kinzler is at far right. (U.S. Air
Force, Pat Shea)

America's first spaceship on its way to
the launch pad, cushioned by a
mattress, perched on the back of a
Langley flatbed track. (U.S. Air Force,
Fred Santomassino)

The father of the Apollo spacecraft,
and Mercury and Gemini as well, this is
Max F:_get--4:heerfully cocksure,
endlessly creative--holding thc
blunt-body spacecraft he pioneered.
"Max," Joe Shea used to say, "with
your personality, every one of your
spacecraft designs is going to be blunt,"
(NASA)

I

"Their minds are almost
interconnected." When Faget
arrived at Langley in 1945, he found

Scott Simpkinson's team, along with visitors from Langley. Scott this young man, Caldwell Johnson,
Simpkinson is to the right of Emily Ertle, the only won]an in the team. college dropout, master
Directly behind him is his boss, Merrill Preston. Standing above Preston is model-builder, unequalled draftsman,
Chuck Mathews (striped shirt). Max Fuget is in the T-sitar, I'm left, thhd who would be his closest collaborator
row. Jack Kinzler is in the botton't row. far left. (U.S. Air Fore'e, Bob "; [k_[more than four decadeq.

Special) (Courte.s'y t;[ Killy Johnson)
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2 ENGINE

T
_aoclut;
10;T ?iN

- SECOND STAGE (S-I_} F_eh_l_

SERVICEPROPUL_QNSYSTEM I

-2 ENGINES

. iNTERSTAGE

The Apollo spacecraft. Thc command module is "A voice in the wilderness." Trying to land the
the gumdrop-shaped top portion, topped by the command and service module on the lunar surface
escape tower which was jettisoned a few minutes would have been like trying "to back an Atlas back

-FIRST STAGE(S-lC) after launch. The rest is the service module, down on the pad," and no one had figured out how

crammed with the equipment that kept the crew to do it. But there was a strange and probably crazy
alive and on course. Note the location of the idea called lunar-orbit rendezvous, promulgated

cryogenic storage tanks and fuel cells, where relentlessly by this man, John Houbolt. (Arthur

Apollo 13's near-catastrophe originated. (NASA) Schatz, Life. Copyright © Time Inc.) [6ELOW] ,,_,

The Saturn V. The Redstone that took Alan Shepard into The result was this unearthly machine, the lunar

space would have come to the black stripe halfway up the module. This one is Apollo l l's Eagle, on thc lunar '_X,,.
first stage. Total length, 363 feet--like launching a navy surface with Buzz Aldrin standing to the side. Note

destroyer, ti.WEINsP^cEArtwork hy George Bell © 1983 the landing gear, designed by Caldwcll Johnson and

Time-Life Books lac.) Owen Maynard, who obstinately assumed that thc _I
nroon had to be just like Arizona. (NASA) I^novv]



"He was a noble type of
man," said one Intense and brilliant, Joe
American who worked Sbea was the catalyst for
for him, and just about the decision to go with
everyonewhoknewhim lunar-orbitrendezvousand
seemedtoagree.Wemher ' theramrodformovingthe

vonBraunstandsbeside _: spacecraftfromdesignto
the business end of the hardware. (NASA)
first stage of the Saturn V
with its five F-Is looming
above him. This is one of

the few pictures that
conveys the size of the
machine that yon Braun's

vision had wrought.
(Space and Rocket
Center, Huntsville,

Alabama)

Paul Castenholz,

co-director of Rocketdyne's
Combustion Devices Team.

His goal was to make the
F-1 continue to function
even when the team

exploded a bomb in it.
(North American Aviation)

The inferno within the F-1 defied subduing. Jerry ]llomson

"somehowgotpicked"by Marshallto seethatthecombustion ---.--_
instability problem was solved. Thomson, at the Icl't, stands ._----
beside the J-2 engine that powered the second and thtrd stages Then came the lire .... Four top headquarters people in the Apollo
of the Saturn. With him is Elmer Ward, ()nc of Karl Program, in an unhappy moment, testifying before a Senate investigating

Ileimberg's propulsion engineers in the Testing Laboratory. committee after thc fire. From left to right: Bob Seamans, Jim Webb, George
(NASA) Muellcr, and San) Phillips. (NASA)
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_';_?_;_" "He seemed like a bull."

The gentlemanly engineers
of Langley needed some

:,.k help in getting Flight
Operations organized, and
they got it from Walt

.. )_ Williams, a legend in the
'" flight-testbusinesseven

before Mercury. (NASA)

5

The embodiment of Flight

Operations. When Mercury
began, Chris Kraft was a
frustrated young Langley

engineer with an ulcer. By the
_" '"' time the Apollo flights began, hc

was synonymous with Mission
"Nope, there's no scale." This may help: On the road beside the crawler is Control and the model of

a large fire truck--almost too small to bc picked up in this enlargement. Thc flight-controller cool that
launch vehicle is thc first Saturn V, A.S.-501. on its wa)' from the V.A.B. to everyone else tried to emulate
Pad 39. (NASA) (NASA)
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A covey of Flights, in a shot taken just before the launch of Apollo l 1. The
three in thc center defined the job for succeeding generations. From left: Cliff
Charlesworth, the riverboat gambler; Glynn Lunney, the quickest mind in the
MOCR; and Gene Kranz, "General Savage." They are flanked by two of the

The first flight director alter next additions {o the llight directors' cotl_s, Milt Windier (left) and Gerry
Kraft. Blue Flight, Johu Griffin (right). (NASA)
Hodge, from England by way
of AVRO. During Apollo, he
moved out of the MOCR into

'_' planning Ior the J Missions.
i '%_ '4(N43'4)



Three of the inner sanctums.

SPAN. This unprepossessing room in Building 30 is where the most senior
technical people in the Apollo Program orchestrated the nationwide support
system for the Apollo flights. SPAN manager Scott Simpkinson talks to Owen
Maynard while Dale Myers (eye patch) examines a schematic. (NASA)

One second before launch. Kurt Debus and Rocco Petrone awaiting the
launch of SA-8, a Saturn I flight in 1965. They are in a blockhouse next to
the launch pad, similar to thc arrangcmcnt at Pad 34 where the fire occurred.
Wernher von Braun is at the rigbt periscope. (NASA)

"We didn't need any fancy damn consoles." This is the MER, the Mission
Evaluation Room, unknown outside NASA but famous within it, a place for

diagnosing and fixing hardware problems a quarter of a million miles away.
Don Arabian, "Mad Don," is oil the phone. (NASA)



..;.

"To always be aware that suddenly and unexpectedly we may find !z_

ourselves in a role where our performance has ultimate consequences." ? t--Foundations of Missions Operations
,L

The Firing Room at the Cape, a few minutes after the launch of Apollo 12.
Unlike the blockhouses used for earlier rockets, the Firing Room for the
Saturn V launches was three and a half miles from the pad. (NASA)

_. Whenlightning
struck Apollo 12,
John Aaron, EECOM,

knew exactly what to
do even though no one
knew quite what had
happened. (NASA)

When a program alarm sounded on the first lunar
descent, the man standing in the center, Steve Bales,
Guido, had to decide whether to tell Flight to continue
or to abort. A good view of the Trench, this picture
also shows Gran Paules (closest to the camera), who

was Yaw during the first landing and, at the far end of
the Trench, Retro John Llewellyn, "Butch Cassidy

born a hundred years too late." (NASA) Mission Control to the outside world, the MOCR to the controllers, as seen
from Management Row. Thc windows at the right look into the sim room.

This picture was taken during the Apollo 13 crew's teleca_;t five minutes
When the oxygen tank exploded on Apollo 13, Sy betbm the oxygen tank exploded. Astronaut Fred Haise is on the screen. Gene
Liebergot, EECOM, was at the focal point of the crisis Kranz's back is to the picture. The top of EECOM Sy Lk:bergot's head and
in the MOCR, wilb no way to slop the hemorrhage of G.N.C. Buck WJlloughby's profile are visible in the row ahead of Kranz.
cryogenics. (Courte_T of Seymour Liebergot) Their quiet evening was about to turn into a nightmare. (NASA)
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130 ^t,_J].Lo "Wh,;I .sont?/_d_ilchthink.sit isn't ttle right thing re do?" 13l

one of the Space Task Group engineers. "It was my intention never to go Glenn on tile first nunmed Atlas), and just as the Apollo Program was

to Hnuston." Ilampton might not be perfect, but most of them had homes beginning lo grow exponentially. Caldwell Johnson went too, leaving his
there, and children in scilool. There was the Chesapeake Bay nearby, and native walers itlltl his heauliful new home behind, For one thing, he had
Norfi)lk across lite new bridge. And if they couldn't stay in Hampton, overheard a senior Langley engineer speculating that Johnson would

why nol g. lo Florida, or Denver, or somewhere nice? never agree ,i leave Ilampton. Johnson didn't like being predictable.
Why Houston? Well, Tom Markley once explained with a straight Also, he ligtu'ed. "I'd eat my hcatl ()tit it' I stayed there and let all these

face, therc were ti}ese criteria that NASA had established for the site of olher guys colnc Io Ihulslon ;tilt[ tit) this. I would've kicked myself fifty
the new Manned Spacecraft Center, and, lo and behold, Houston won. Ihonsand tinlcs." Si)Johnson went It) l louslon. Almost everyone ill the
For example, the site had to have water transportation. "Clear Lake had Space Task (;rtmp did.
a foot anti a half of water in it, so Houston met that one." And it had to

be, as the site selection committee put it, in a climate "permitting Two days after ('hrislulas, Tom Mmkley arrived itl Ilouston to oversee

year-round, ice-free water transportation." No problem--"l guess Ihms- tile transition. "()kay, Tom," (;ilrulh had said to him, "you get dow}}ton, with ninety-one degrees average temperature and a hundred percent
there and lake over the site while we get our arms around Mercury."

humidity, met th:ti criterion," said Markley. Gilrulh and tile others woukl stay at Langley until the Glenn flight had
There was more. For example, another criterion was the availability gotten off. Markley had said okay--since bis house had already been sold

of 1,000 acres of land--and, by what the official Apollo history calls a anyway and his household goods were being packed up for shipping to
"politically arranged gift," an oilman just happened to offer precisely Baltimore. It wotfidn'l be hard to reroute them to Houston.* "What are

1,000 acres of salt-grass pastureland south of Houston to Rice Uni- we doing'?" his fanlJly asked. A change in plans: "We're going to move
versity if Rice would in turn agree to donate it as a site for the center, to Ilouslon, Texas!" Markley Iold them. "What'll we do with your
The oihnan, as it happened, also owned several other parcels of land stuffY" tile Mayllower moving people asked. "I don't know! Take the

adjoining the site. But it wouldn't cost a penny out of the taxpayers' track down there, and I'll call you when l get them!" said Markley. "So
pockets, wetookoffand wentto ttouston,Texas," as Markleyrecountedit later.

In truth, there were eight criteria and a solemn selection process. But "Got down lherc, and Ihe place was chaos. I'd never seen anything like
it was also true that Albert Thomas, the chairman of the House it ill nly life."

Independent Offices Appropriations Committee--NASA's appropriations Ii1 1962 alone, M.S.C. would hire 2,000 new people, nearly quadru-
committee----came from Texas, and his district included Houston. And piing its size. When Marklcy arrived, hardly any of tile supervisors were

the Vice-President of the United States, the space program's staunchest in place to interview the candidates; people were being selected by
ally, was named Lyndon Johnson. Yes, acknowledged Charles Donlan, matching their academic records against the qualification lists. By
deputy director of the Space Task Group, they dutifully went through this comparison, it ntade the previous hectic hiring at Langley look like a

site selection process, "but it's as though you went through a maze careful, reasoned process-?Anybody who knew how to spell 'Apollo,'
knowing all the time what door you were going to come out."* we took them," said one veteran of those clays.

So Houston it was, and offthey went, 700 engineers and their fanfilies, Meanwhile, the skeleton staffs Illal had been sent clown lo Houston
from Virginia to the Gulf Coast of Texas, in the middle of the most were independenlfy runnnaging through the Houston real-estate market

frenzied period of Project Mercury (they were trying to hnmch John trying h) lind places lo pul ;ill Ihesr I)eW bi,flies. When Marklcy sat down
* RummsIhatThonlasandJohnsonmademoneyoutofthechoiceofHoustonIhroughlanddeals for his lit'st (lily iii thc .job. Itc kepi gelling calls fronl people he'd never

circulaledinNASAfromthedaythedecisionwasannouncedbulIheyremainonlyrumors.'l'hm_as's heard of saying something like, ' 'Well, you just acquired two thousandinfluence _ver IhedecisJoo is generally conceded lo have been enormous, however, and was probably

evenmoreimportantthanJohnson's.GeorgeLowlaterrecalledameetinginAbeSilver.gteln'soffice more s(illare I'cel of rcnla] splice out here ill.... "Chaos. "my God,

whereSilvemein(whowasthebehind-the-scenesprogenitorofso muchinthespaceprogram)said whal's gl)Jug on'?" Markley asked hinlself. "So I go back to my diktatIhal"a programlikeAv.fllocomesalongonceina lifetime,andonlyonceina lifetimewillwehave
anopl_rtunilytobuiklanewcenlerlikeIris." Andthen.whentheyhaddecidedtotryIopullit (*ff.

IhtIh'siIhingAimSilver',leinsaidwas,"1 wonderwhereAll.ri Thomas'_disldctis?" * F.r fi,c,,l_t,,'_}1whykl;ukh,y hadthoughlhewouhlbe m_vingtoBallim_r>m.seeChapter12.
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from Oilrutll and it nays, 'Take charge!' l called a staff meeting ill one of comparing it wilh tile imlitFerence of tile llamptonians tow.,u Langley.
the hangars down there and said, 'Will you guys all introduce yourselves? "They didn't think we were worth xchmatzback in Hampton, Virginia,"
'Fell me who yo}, are and what you're doing here.' God's Inllh. So they mused one of Ihem. "In Ihmslon, there were hig billboards welcoming
did, ami I said, 'Okay, well, first thing is, where do we have office space vs. This Ii(cie jerkwater town hadn't cared for tls at all anti the

now?' They started showing me a map, and I couldn't believe it. We were sixth-biggest oily in thc U.S.A. was welcoming us." llouston really was
all over that town." During February and March 1962, as the rest of the after all, a pretty goo( p ace lo pul lhe Manned Spacecraft Center.
Langley staff migrated down to Texas, Markley sometimes felt like the
wagon masler for a particularly unruly train of settlers.

Tile twist to ti}is story is that Houston was by all accounts a line place to
put the Manned Spacecraft Center. "Moving it to Houston was magnif- 3
icent," said the same person who refused the subscription to the Houston Shea's mandate from Bnlinerd llohnes was twofold. He was supposed to
newspaper. "We got away from the old fogies. We got down there and wring a mode decision out of tile centers. And he was supposed to do it

created a whole new thing with a bunch of twenty- and thirty-year-olds, in a way that helped unify NASA. As tilings stood, the tensions among
Iloly smokes, that move to Houston is what made the program." the cemers--and the erstwhile Space Task Group wan now a full-fledged

Some of thc selection criteria had been absurd (especially the one about cenler- --were lerrible. They were united only iii their mutual distrust of
"water access," which was unnecessary and eliminated otherwise Washington and thc new hrced of systems engineers who seemed lo be
attractive landlocked sites), but one feature of Houston that wasn't on thc taking over.

list turned out to be crucial: Houston was about halfway belween the Joe Shea knew thai lie waxan emblem of this new order, and so he set

coasts, only throe hours from North American in Los Angeles or M.I.T. off in early February lo visJl the centers lo try to build alliances and allay
in Cambridge, Massachusetts. And if the climate was scorchingly hot, fears. If/lie folks down in lluntsville and tlouston were worried that Shea

Hobby Airport in Houston didn't get snowbound or clouded over in the was going to huild a Washington empire, lie would defuse this anxiety by
way that, Kay, Stapleton Airport in Denver did--not a trivial point for peopling his own staff will{ personnel from the centers--a few from

people who were to live on airplanes for the next several years, ttoustou, a few from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (J.P.L), a few from
As lo the most obvious question of all--why not just put the Manned Marshall, a few from Lewis. They wouldn't have to come to Washington.

Spacecraft Center at the Cape?--the answer is that NASA didn't want the They woukl retx)rt to Shea, they would be his technical resource, but they
facilities of the M.S.C. al the Cape. The launch facilities had little lo do would remain af the cent(rs, under the eyes of the centers. It sounded to
with the work of tile Manned Spacecraft Center. The flight controllers him like a great idea.

spent their time preparing for and running flights. The people in the }te went lirst lo Marshall lo meet Wemher yon Braun. It was Shea's

engineering and design division and the program offices spent their time first personal contact with him. Von llraun wax extremely gracious and
working itl drafting tables or in laboratories or traveling to visit courteous to the ncwcomer frmn Washington, Shea recalled. Both yon
contractors--many of whom were on tile West Coast, a continent away Braun and his chief of staff, Ebcrhard Rees, briefed Shea on what
fron}Canaveral. When tile astronauts trained, they used simulators, and Marshall was doing, took him {)iia tour of the Center, listened to what he
the people they needed to talk to before, during, and after the flight wanted to do in Washiughm. And when Shea asked for some technical
weren't Ihe Jauuch teams, but tile IlJght-conlrol people, support fi'om Marshall, they sltid linc, and came through with Arthur

Il must be addcd that Houston helped its own case considerably when Rudolph, one of yon Ih'aml's most senior people. "Overall it was a nice

the newcomers arrived. One longtime Virginian vividly remembered his day and lite opening up of what turned out to be a good relationship,"
first starlled impression of Houston, that everything out there--the Shea said. lie left Marshall impressed by yon Braun's grasp of the
houses, the stores, the cars, the streets--glistened. And Houston piled on program ami a little surprised Io lind II}atvon Braun wasn't just a pretty
hospitality il} Texas-sized po(ti{ms. The old N.A.C.A. people kept face after all. Shea flew on to Houston to meet Gilruth.
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Gilrulh and wm Bratm played the same gcneric role at their respective were!" For while hc had g-lien along a Iol heUer with Marshall than with
centers but interpreted it m different ways. Each was the paterfamilias, Houston, they seemed equally stubborn on tile issue of how NASA
presiding over a family. Each of them was indulgent to a degree. But should proceetl wilh Apollo. By this time, M.S.C. was openly behind
whereas wm Braun was the German father who expected everyone to be lunar-orbit rendezvous while Marshall remained attached to earth-orbit
at the dinner table every night to give an account of his day, Gilruth was rendezwms. Afler his visits Shea reported to Ilolmes:
more like the American dad who was satisfied if they called home now
and then. When Shea proposed his plan, it was not Gilruth's style to call
in Max Faget and tell him that he thought it was a good idea and Max Most of the MSC pcople scem enthusiasticabout LOR. llowevcr, I don'tfeel they have a good understanding of tile rendezw)us prohlem, and their
should take care of it. The technical resources that Shea wanted were weight esfimatcs for the I,ORoperationseem quite optimistic.... MSFC
under Faget, and therefore Shea should go talk to him. Shea did. [Marshall]has not paid any atlcnlion to I,OR and was not in a good pos)-

It was the first encounter between these two outs)zed talents and egos. ,ion lo colnlllcnl oil tht_mode. Thci_ instinctive reaction, however, was
They got together over in the old Farnsworth Building where Faget had negative.
set up his temporary headquarters. Caldwell Johnson and the director of

the Apollo Spacecraft Program Office, Charlie Frick, were also present. Even the two centers' plans for earth-od, it rendezvous were at odds: "In
"l said, 'Max, I need half a dozen, maybe eight or ten guys, who can pad essence, each centc,r has its equipnlent doing most of tile work, and
out my operation,' "recalled Shea. "And Max, God bless him, said to completely ignores tile capability of Iht other's hardware."
me: 'Look, we don't need Washington, we don't need any technical

strength in Washington, we're bigger than you are now, we'll always be Shea decided to hire a conlractor to do an independent study of how
bigger than you.' In effect, get lost." Thinking back to the same meeting, heavy a hmar module would have ltl he--until then, tile main source of
Faget acknowledged that, yes, he explained to Joe "in great detail" that contention he)ween tile mode adversaries. Meanwhile, he also set
"Washington didn't do anything very useful." Houston and Ma,'shall lo work on additional studies directed by his off'ice.

At this point, memories of the meeting diverged. Caldwell Johnson To guard against puffery, the analyses of L.O.R. were assigned to
recalled Shea making some rejoinder to the effect that "Just because you Marshall and Ihe analyses of E.O.R. to Ilouston.

guys have done Mercury, you think you know everything." Shea didn't Shea worked fast. He had the Request for Proposals out on the street,
remember it quite like that, but he did remember remarking that his shop proposals snhnfitled, and a winner chosen within about a month.

didn't need to be bigger than Faget's. Just smarter. And he added that Chance-Vought won, au offspring of tile same organization that had done
being smarter than Faget and his bunch shouldn't be too hard. the earl)esl work on L.O.R. back itl 1960. They came back within another

"And God, we got hotter than a hornet then," said Johnson. "Max month with their preliminary rest,Its, which showed a lunar module

said something like, 'Well, what the hell have you ever done?' About that weighing about 29,000 pounds, significantly heavier than ltouston's most
time, Charlie Frick jumps in and says, 'Max, I'd like to talk to you a recent esl)mate of 20,000. There remained a substantial weight difference
minute, it's something private,' and then he turns to me and he says, between the two modes, however, and it came down Itl tilts: If NASA
'Wily don't yon go on back to Ihe office?' And so he broke the tiling up. went via c;uth tu'hil [czLdc/.vons, Ihey w.uhl need Iwo hnmches of the

You nlighl say it ,lever did start right." Or ils Shea put it in an official Saturn V. If they went vill hnmr-o['bit reudczvous, they could do il ill one.
interview with NASA historians, "We started off with an antagonistic By this timc, Shea was also pushing tile centers Itl come ltl grills with
interface." the mode issue through iL scrics of incctings that he sponsored. The

principals frnnl l lot,sion and Marshall would come together in the same
It was in this context that Shea set out to satisfy Bra)nerd Hohnes's room, Shea presiding, and Ihrash out a sci of technical issues related to
mandate both to midwife a mode decision and to bring the centers one of the modes. Then they would hc sent back to their respective
together. "And I scratched my head," Shea recalled later, "and said, centers to conduct more detailed studies, which Shea continued to assign
'Well, how do you do it? These guys are so parochial'--and they really according lo Ihe rule of hostile testimony: Marshall did the studies
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transparencies and the lights went up. The packed conference room The Houston people were a litlle optimistic in their reading, for Wemher
wits quiet. To Caldwell Johnson, it was the kind of uneasy silence thai von Braun had not yet decided linally in favor of L.OR. The data
falls aftcr a long argument is over and no one knows how to say the presented al Marshall Ihal day reprcsented many of the facts yon Braun
obvious. To him, tile meeting had made it clear that "we had to go had been wailing for, ht_wevcr, and lie medilaled on them. He himself
lunar-orbit rendezvous; it just wasn't gonna work any other way, no dated his commmncnt to hmar-orbit rendezvous from a trip to Houston a
matter what the politics were." But no title knew how to say it, how to few weeks later when his Marshall team presented its most recent
end the meeting, thinking tin m,rth-odfit rendezvous. "I think that was the occasion when

John Paup, North American's program manager for the Apollo some people felt lhnt I had walked away lmm mir proposal," lie recalled
spacecraft, found himself itl an awkward siluation. North American, later. "On that Ilight hack from Ilouston there were a couple of
holding the main cnntract for the command and service module, had a disappointed guys on lhe phme, that I remember." But if that was
corporate interest in earth-orbit rendezvous. If earth-orbit rendezvous was actually when von Braun changed his mind, it was a closely hekl secret.
chosen, presumably North American would build the expanded space- A month later, ill a Itmg afternoon's meeting with Joe Shea, von Braun
craft. If, tin the other hand, lunar-orbit rendezvous was chosen, there was gave no hint that he had decided in favor of lunar-orbit rendezvous.
a good chance that a separate contract for the lunar lander would be Like Gihmh, von Braun would always smmgly deny that he had
written and that some company other than North American would get it. changed his mind about anything. "1 wasn't committed to earth-orbit

l'aup and HmTisonStorms, general manager of North American's Space rendezvous very strongly," he later said. "I'd always taken the position
Division, had been stubbornly arguing for earth-orbit rendezvous and that we in Marshall woukl investigate E.O.R. and Houston would
resisting every suggestion that the command and service module might investigate L.O.R. Ijust wasn't ready Il/vote at all until I had the facts."
have to be adapted for an L.O.R. mission. But now Paup had to wonder Of a puhlished repro1 limt "von Braun cllangcd Ills mind" about the
whether it made sense to keep on fighting it. Abruptly, he spoke into the mode, von Braun said shortly, "That's a lot of crap."
silence: "I've heard all these good things about lunar-orbit rendezvous," The linal act itl tile drarna of NASA's decision on the mode occurred
he said. 'Td like io hear what sonofabitch thinks it isn't the right thing on June 7, 1962. The place was once again tile conference room at the
to do."* Von Braun tlilttm, this time at a review arranged by Shea's office. For

There was anothcr long pause. Owen Maynard remembered seeing one Shea, who had had a long discussion with von Braun about the mode
of the Marshall people at the back of the mom stand up and von Braun decision just a week earlier, it was a singular experience, one that taught

quietly gesture for him to sit down. Charlie Frick remembered Storms him a lot about how von Braun ran Marshall. For six hours, members of
saying, "No, everything looks great. That's the way to go," and yon the Marshall st_lffstood up and gave presentations that were markedly
Braun making "a very gracious speech thanking us and saying he pro-E.OR. "And linally, at tile end of the day," Shea recalled, "yon
understood thc advantages of the system." Faget came away with a vivid Braun stood up and said, 'Gentlemen, it's been a very interesting day

memory of vim Braun "very generously throwing in the towel," without anti I think tile work we've done has heen extremely good, but now 1
any rancor at all. Caldwell Johnson rememhered just the long pause, and would like to tell you Ihe position of Ihe Center.'" And then he
then Paup saying, "1 guess that's tile way we're going to go, lunar-orbit announced, it) Shea's surprise and to the apparent stupefactioll of most
rcndczvtms" '1'o .ltfimstm,everyhody seemed happy and relieved that it of tile mcn frtm! M:uslt:ll.I, lira( while all of the leading mode :alternatives
was twcr with. were Icasible, hinal {_lbil i'ende,_vtms "tfilels Ihe highest couJJdencc

, · * factorof successfulaccmnplishnlentwithinthis decade." Engineering

· WhenChatlicFrickrecalledI'aup's wordsfor thc NASAhistorians,they came out as "Il looks elegance had won ont: "A drastic separation of these two functions
to me likewe're all convinced.Is there anybodythat wants to speak against this, anythingIhat's [lunar landing and entry into tile earth's alnlosphere] is bound to greatly
negative'?" The version given in Ihe text is Owen Maynard's recollection, Caldwell Johnson simplify tim development of tim spacecraft system JandJ result in a very
independently recalled Paup's words almost identically as "Who's the sonofabilch in here that's not

for }unar4_rbil rendezvous'!" J.fllnson added that we would never find any official minulcs lo c,,miilm substanliai saving of titnc. ' '

tht)_e words. Il[il [Jlllt'_ _Jlal Ihcy were. _: * *
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A few weeks later, John Houbolt was at NASA headquarters on other when hc heard Ihal Wiesner was gmng to hire Golovin. When Wiesner

business and saw a number of M.S.C. people gathered in the hallway, asked hinl for a recommendation, Scauums'cautioned that Nick "wasn't

What's going on'! he asked. Didn't you know'! they replied. They were always wrong, but his thinking could be colored by some of the

having a rehearsal brieling for Seamans before presenting the L.O.R. relationships over here in NASA." The oilier problem was professional:

case to Webb. Iloubolt, stunned that he had been so completely ignored, Golovin and Shca ,.vcs'ediametrically opposed in their stances toward that
asked if he could watch, and Charlie Frick said of course he could, recurring issue in thc Apollo I'r_gram- -.what is the meaning of "safety"

Shea was the presenter. It seemed to itoubolt that Shea and the or "reliability" when going to tile moon? Gohwin believed in ii statistical

I-louston group were managing to discuss all the advantages of L,O.R. method (test tile comtxmenls unlil you have a stalislical basis for

without any reference to the people who had been voices in the assessing reliability), while Shea assigned reliability estimates to corn-
wilderness. But at least at the end, there was Bob Seamans turning to him portents on tile basis o1' design considerations (given the mechlmism, the

and saying, "Well, John, how does that answer your letter?" materials, ami Ihe cnvmmmenl m which Ihey are operaling, wbal's a
reasonable estinulle of Iht COllll)(.)lleBl's vulnerability ltl t'aihu'c?) and then

Shea ami his stall' prepared tile technical, budgetary, and scheduling compared tile rcsul{s _tcross difl'erent modes.

analyses that once and for all laid out the alternatives side by side in
complete detail. Their conclusion, like yon Braun's, was that all of the Joe Shca lirsl hcazd that something had gone awry in tile approval of
alternatives were feasible but L.O.R. was the best choice. Holmes was thc L.O.R. decision tm July 3. a week before the press conference. He

convinced, Seamans was convinced, and Jim Webb accepted the judg- had a meeting with Golovin scheduled for two days later and had

men; of his technical people. By early July, NASA had made up its mind, already sent over a prelinlinary typescript of the linal, delailcd mode

and called a press conference for July 11. Four men would be on the comparison, lie was sitting with one or two others in his office at the

platform representing NASA: Webb, the administrator; Seanlans, tile end of thc day whcn, at about 6:15, Ibc phone rang. Il was Jim Webb.
associate administrator; Holmes, the head of the Office of Manned Space "Now look," hc said Itl Shea, "Jcrry Wiesner just called mc and he's

Flight;andJoe Shea. in a highly emotionalstate; he thinks L.O.R. ix tilt worst mistakein
tile world, and we're risking these guys like mad--get over and see
him."

Shca walked lilt I'ew blocks to tile Executive ell'ice Building and fotuld

4 Wiesncr in his office with Goloviu. As Shea recalled it, Wiesner was
furious. I_unar-orbit rendezvous was a "technological travesty." Even

NASA had made up ils nlind, but NASA had not reckoned with Jerome NASA's own analyses showed that it was. "Look at that," he said to
Wiesner and the President's Science Advisory Committee. They had been Shea, pointing to a pagc in the draft rcporl, "even your own numbers say

watching from the sidelines, and were perplexed and disturbed by that it's wrong!" lusle:ld of tile im_hahility of mission success of .4 that
NASA's decision. M.S.C. had calculated. (;olovm, m checking Shea's work. had come out

Al tile oulsel, PSAC's response was similar to the initial reaction that with a probahility of .3.*

everyone had toward lunar-orbit rendezvous: It had to be more compli- "1 said I didn't think tile numbers were wrong," Shea recalled, and
ca;ed and more dangerous than earth-orbit rendezvous. Wiesner assigned * nt)gh mlmber_ wi'f(' un;,ccel_l;_ldy fray aq lice t. SllllUltcs of inissil,ii suc,.feM., bill Ihis lx)inl!, (oa

one of his own people to conduct a study of tile mode problem, and he dislincli_mthaineedsIohenuule:Inomni)agingIwo,m,.les,thequeslion was. m_lwhetherIheabsoluteri,liaBilities were cc}Ill'ct, bill whclht'r lilt' Iigllrt,s h_ LOlllpllfe rt,li;d*ilitit,s were COIIqiMCITL T(i simplify

chose for that job Nicholas Golovin, a mathenlatician and former NASA for i,mlmses ,,f ilh,strmi_m. ,I didn'l ,n:,k{. any ditlc'xc,we whelht,r Ihe real p,t,l,ability (,I a successlrul

employee who had preceded Shea as Hol_hes's deputy a year earlier. Sac, n, v Imlmh w;,s ,I _,t 95. as hms as lilt' sm,,e i,u,l,al,ilily vsas used h,r the analysis of Imlhrmvdes. Shea .'llld Iht (dllers Ilsin,_ these illlrnbets teTI I_ll et the ¢slilllales of mission success welt

Two problems complicated the situation. One was personal: Golovin unrealistically h)w m mi ahsc_lule sense. The p_sition of Wiesner and (}olovin was lhal even the
comparalive rt,li;ibililies were llllllllSti'.llrthv beCtluse t'llCh Mode had soffit, events lb.'Il were unique lo

had been openly encouraged Itl resign, lind had left NASA with what one Il*al nitric. ;_iRI flit- /ll.llbP/,, it.j,tcst'titilil_'lllL' /m)b. bilily el sm't'e_n i,f t)ll)qe tmitiuc events were

of his colleagnes called "bitter gall" in his throat. It worried Seanmns essenliallymadeuI,
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looked at the draft for himself. Then he discovered what had upset said. Von Braunacknowledgedthat this was the case."We werehaving
all intelligent discussion," Wiesner recalled. "I was starting to tellWiesner. In the typescript, which hadyet to be proofread, therewasan

error in the calculations: 'File one that was wrong was the safety number Kennedy why I though! Ihcy were wrong when Jim Webb came up, saw
sununarizingthe L.O.R. alternative, us talking, Ihough!we were arguing,and began hammeringawayat me

Wiesner and Golovin did not remember it that way. "We pointed this for being on tile wrong side of thc issue. And then I began to argue with
out to them," Wiesner recalled later, "and in a week they came back Webb."

The dispute ;tl_oultile tootle, which Iht press had hitherto seen as awith a new set of numbers which [still] showed that L.O.R. was

better .... My recollection is not that they made a mistake. It was just Iow-key technical issue, was suddenly in the open. There, in the middle
that they added another nine to the cycle of things they multiplied to get of a Marshall hangar, with the press corps bunched behind thc ropes a
[their reliability estimatel, to get the number up where they wanted." dozen yards away trying m make out thc words. Wiesner and Webb were

That evening in Wiesner's office, Shea went over for Wiesner anti each saying heatedly lhat Ihe other fellow was flat wrong.
Golovin the reasoning that had led NASA to the L.O.R. decision. Yes, On the way to his next destination, Kennedy predicted tile eventual
it was true that effecting a rendezvous in lunar orbit carried a risk, but so outcome. British prime minister Macmillau's science adviser, who had
did everything else. Shea remembered that Wiesner kept saying, "No, listened ltd the confronlitlion, was with Kennedy and Wiesner on Air
it's got to be more dangerous than earth-orbit rendezvous," and that he, Force One and asked how it was going to come out in tile end.
Shea, finally said, "Look, your background is electronics. You ought to "Jerry's going m lose. it's obvious," said Jack Kennedy.
understand it better than most guys in the program because they're not in "Why?" tile Englishman asked.
electronics." But after an hour and a half, they were at an impasse. Shea "Webb's got all the money, and Jerry's only got me."
could not understand why he could not convince Wiesner. Wiesner was Nonetheless, Wiesner was not ready to give up. He continued to
convinced that NASA had done a shoddy analysis of the modes.* complain about the L.O.R. decision until, on October 24, Webb wrote

Many factors made up tile muddle Golovin's history at NASA, him a tart letter, saying in effect that the L.O.R. decision was as sound
Shea's cocky confidence in his own numbers, Wiesner's conviction that now as it had becn in July and they were going to go ahead with it. If
lunar-orbit rendezvous was intrinsically more dangerous no matter what Wicsner wanted to stop il, he was going tu have to get the President to
the numbers said. But the core of the controversy continued to be the dis- stop Webb. Wiesner couldn't very well do that right away, because on

agreement on how to estimate reliability, and on this point the divisions October 24, 1962, John Kennedy was m the midst of the Cuban missile
were deep and irreconcilable. Is reliability to be based on the statistical crisis. But he did what he could. Wiesner asked to examine all the
analysis of repeated trials? Or is it to be based on judgments about the contractors' materials relating lo the mode decision--and was refused, on
hardware's design and the adequacy of the ground testing? grounds that much of the material was proprietary. Golovin and his staff

prepared a brief fi)r a twomlan lunar mission using earth-orbit rendezvous;
Shea and his staff blasted it for going back to techniques that had beenBecause of PSAC's objections to L.OR., NASA hedged at the press

conference on July I1. The choice of hmar-orbit rendezwms was found un;tcceplable nmnlhs bcfore, after exh;mslive analysis. Finally,
tentative, Webb said. More studies would be conducted, conceding thai I,.t). R. ,,vas;t leasiblc nmde for going lo Ihe moon--4dbeit

Throughout the summer and into the fall, PSAC mounted a persistent an inferior one--Wiesncr decided to lei the issue die.
campaign to have the decision reversed. The issue came to a head in On November 7, 1%2, Wcbb announced lo the press that he was
September, at Huntsville, when John Kennedy was on a tour of NASA's confirming the lentative decision of July, and that the Grumlnan Engi-
facilities. Von Braun, Wiesner, and the President were looking at a neering Corporation had bcen choscn to buikl the hmar module. Eighteen

mockup of the lirst stage of the Saturn V at Marshall. "1 understand you months after the nalion had dccidetl It) go ltd tile moon, NASA had
and Jerry disagree about the right way to go to the moon," the President decided how.

* Wiesner remained convinced thereafter--years later, Seamans recalled, Wiesner would say "I

still think you made the wrong decision" when be encountered Seamans on the M.I.T. campus.
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rendezvous mission m two launches; and live F-Is, producing 7.5 million

pounds of thrust, conld lmrmit a hmar landing itl a single launch by using
lunar-orbit rendezvous.

The question itl the spring of I%1 was whether the F-I was in fact
feasible--not even the Russians with their large boosters had an engine

half its size. On April 6, 1961, a week before Gagarin's tlight, a

prototype thrust chamber for the F-I had achieved a peak thrust of
1,640,0(X1 pounds. But this was a brief nne4ime test of a prototype,
which was far from being a functioning engine. Kennedy's May 25

CIIAIrrER decision to go to thc moon had to be based on the prediction that

0 eventually thc F-I ,,vould work. Il' it didn't, the Apollo Program would

have to conic to a halt until an alternative conld be developed.
This predictiml, moreover, was by no means a sure thing. NASA's

rockcl engineers had chosen 1.5 million poumls of thrust as the goal for
thc F- 1 not because they knew it was within their capabilities, but because
that's what they needed I'or a [annch vehicle that could be used to build

"Il-- agea- me, -1' m sure" space stations or go to tile moon, the missions that yon Braun had in
mind. "They were cavaliers and they were pioneers," said an American

engineer of the Gcruums. "They were willing lo say, 'Well, okay, it's
going lo be une ami a half million pounds.' They didn't go through

On June 28, 1962, the same day Jim Webb learned that the centers had mountains and mountains of computer programs to try to ligure it out. A

agreed on lunar-orbit rendezvous, NASA's first F-I engine destroyed lot of personal judgment went into il." Despite the progress that had been
itself on a test stand at Edwards Air Force Base in California. made by the spring of 1961, the F-I was still a gamble. The early

development work that had produced the brief 1.64 million pounds of

The F-I engine was the heart of the Saturn V and the individual thrust had also been troubled by persistent problems, A number of senior
technological achievement that more than any other made Kennedy's advisers, including at least one member of the President's Science

lunar cmnmimlent possible. At the time Kennedy was considering his Advisory Connnittee, were arguing that the F-I was .just too big to work.

decision to go to the moon, Low's task group was calculating that thc Rocketdyne, thc contractor fi)r the F-I, was located al Canoga Park in
spacecraft and rocket for a direct lunar ascent would weigh at least 10 the San Femando Valley north nf Los Angeles. The company had a long
million pounds. While this didn't necessarily mean that they had to build and successful history of collaboration with von Braun's team, and during
a rocket with more than 10 million pounds of thrust (if they decided to go the remainder of 1961 and into lite lirst half of 1962, it looked as if the

to the moon hy earfll-orbil rendezvous instead of direct ascent, they could F-I would bc ;modmr [hmou_,hgoing success. Btu the initial tests of the

split the Joad up), it did demand tin engine that was a quantum leap ahead engine were t[one iii small incmmcnls, with little high-frequency instru-
of the largest one in the Ainerican inventory.* mentalion, and Ihrtmgh,ut this opiimislic period thc engine was shut

Marshall had already let a contract with thc Rocketdyne Corporation down at the lirst hint iii' problems.
for such an engine, the F-I, when these calculations were being made. Thc Rocketdyne engineers tested their engine at Edwards Air Force

Engineered to produce 1.5 nfillion pounds of thrust, eight F-I s in a single Base, 120 miles east ol' Canoga Park, where a gigantic test stand for the
lirst stage (the contemplated Nova) could lift the required payload for F-I had been anchored deep in the Iloor of the Mojave Desert. It was

lunar landing via direct ascent; four F-ls could achieve an earth-orbit there, on .lunc 28. 1962, Ih;it riley Ici Ihe F-I run k)ra few seconds longer

* In 1961. ;tn upraled It-I engine was Ihe largest in operation, with 188,000 pounds of Ihmsl. than before ;nnl it dcstrtlyed itself. "l)esm*y" in this case meant melting

144
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through thick, high-strength steel plate in a quarter of a second. But that about four inches lilick, weighing 1.000 pounds, called the "injector

wasn't tile worst of it. The F-I failed not because of a faulty weld or a plate."* The mjeclor plale was pocked with 6,300 holes less than a
flaw in an alloy. Those kinds of failures were comparatively easy to qnarler of an inch m dJameler lhnmgh which Ihe kerosene and LOX
remedy. Inslcad, the F-I destroyed itself because of "combustion entered the cmnbuslion chamber. Most of tile propellant streams were

in,stability." a[rangcd iii groups of tire. Two ttf thc fivc, bolh kerosene, impinged on
each other al a calcfuliy delined dislancc below tile top of tile plate,
Iorming a I)m-shal)Cd splay. The olhcr three itl each live-hole group were
of LOX. These also impingcd on one another, fornfi,lg another fan. The

] two fans intersecled.There, giventhe presenceof a flame,they would
combusl.

In principle, liquid rocket engines are simple, far simpler than the internal in the F- I, the combustion chamber was il barrel about thirty-six inches

combustion engine. Liquid fuel is pumped into a combustion chamber in wide and 0m'ty inches long, closed at one end by the injection plate and

the presence of liquid oxygen and a flame and is made to burn. That's all opening into a nozzle at Ire other cud. A few seconds before ignition,
there is to it. There are no crankshafts to turn, no pistons to drive, The four small pre-burncrs m the combustion chamber--pilot lights, in

burning fuel produces energy in the form of gases that exit through the effect--were lit. providing a Ilame at tile point of impingement. As the
rocket's nozzle. The lorce the gases produce against the top of the engine pumps screamed up Itl spced, valves snapped open and more than a ton
is called thrust. The thrust is transmitted through the rocket's structure of kerosene and two trois of liquid oxygen burst into the combustion

and, if it is greater than tile weight of the rocket, the rocket lifts off. Put chamber. Per second. 'File gases produced by their ignition roared out

in its most basic terms, for any rocket to work there are two things that through the "thmal," tile open bottom of the barrel, into the cone of the
must be done extremely well: The propellants must be brought together, nozzle below. In the course of tile few seconds from ignition to full power

and then they must burn smoothly. (mainstagc), the interior of thc conlbuslion chamber went from ambient

In the F-I, just pumping the propellants to the combustion chamber temperature to 5,000 dcgrees Fahrenheit. At the face of the injector plate,
raised unprecedented demands. The F-I used liquid oxygen (LOX) and pressure went from zero to 1,150 pounds per square inch. Given that

R.P.-I, a form of kerosene. The pumps, one for the fuel and one for the combination of propellants, pressures, and nozzle design, the force

LOX, had to deliver the kerosene from the tankage to the combustion generated totaled 1.5 million pounds. In tile first stage of a Saturn V, five
chamber at thc rate of 15,741 gallons per minute, and the LOX at the rate F-Is were to ignite shnultaneously and suslain mainstage combustion for
of 24,811 gallons per minute.* Driven by a 55,000-horsepower turbine, 150 seconds.
the pumps had to operate at drastically different temperatures: 60 degrees

Fahrenheit for tile fuel, - 300 degrees for the LOX, while the turbine By the early 1960s, creating an engine to withstand the temperatures and

itself ran at 1,200 degrees. To complicate matters, the whole assembly the pressures of tile F-1 was. thanks to new metallurgical and engineering
had to be light and compact enough to tit on board the rocket and techniques, not in itsell a formidable problem. The difficulty was to
nonetheless slurdy enough Itl resist tile presstn-es, vibrations, and other achieve whal tim cngmccrs called a "snulolh flame fi'unt," in which the

slresses of launch and flight, keruscne and oxygen ct)mbincd and burned at a uniform temperature
l)evelopmg tile pumps, however, was still not as hard as solving tile across thc face of Iht injcctol plale.

second basic problem of rocket engines: making them burn smoothly Acl_ieving this slahle combustion with an rejector plate three feet in
once they had reached the combustion chamber. The pumps brought the

* '['h_ keri)sene alliVt'd by ;i tiltlllh)Els lO[llC, film ;Idlllg ils Il _'_M_lall[ rl)r thc2 enghie shall by

kerosene anti the [.OX to a circular metal slab three feet in diameter and passing Ihr,.mgh a labyriml_ of tubing mi Ihe walls of the combustion chamber and no;,21e. The
kerosene carried off heat from Ibc walls ut Ihe engine, h made for a much more complicated pumping

* Thc LOX pump wmdd have filled a swimming pool Iwen,y-five feet long, leu feel wide, nad sysfem, bul it also saved weight-- an cngine made of me(al strong enough to withstand the
six feel deep in al)tall Iwcnly-scvcn seconds, lelnpqraltlreS of tile [:-I l}llO[i,_hlnll launch wmlld have bqen prohibitively heavy,
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diameter created unprecedented problems. If, for example, the boles in combustiml chambers. By 1%2, his aptitude was such that "somehow,"

the plate were drilled so that one side of the flame front had a slightly as Tllomson put it, he "got picked to resolve this cmnbustion instability

higher oxygen content than the other side, the high-oxygen area would situation." NASA headquarters and Marshall considered the problem so
get hotter ;md produce higher pressures on that side. in a smaller critical that Thomson was tohl to turn over tile operation of his branch to

combustion chamber, this imbalance might not create difficulties. But in his deputy and move out to Canoga l'ark.
the F-l, there was plenty of room for a "racetrack" effect to get started, "It aged me, l'in sure," lie later said with a sigh. While Thomson
in which a higher pressure on tine side of the chamber would bounce, represcnlcd NASA, I'aul Castcnholz, a propulsion engineer, and Dan

starting a wave front that would begin careening around the perimeter of Klute, a Ph.l). m mechanical engineering research, headed up the
the barrel. Wilhin milliseconds, the heat fluxes inside the chamber would contractor learn for Rocketdyne. Like Thomson, Castenholz and Klute

be bounding back and forth across the combustion chamber, reinforcing had a special talent for the half-science, half-art of combustion chamber

each other, going out of control, and destroying the engine, design, and like Thomson tl}ey had been pulled off their management
"The slightest thing could trigger it," said one of F-l's engineers of duties as scnior engineers at Rocketdyne to work full time on the

combustion instability. This was a vexing situation, because the inside of combuslion inslability problem. In all, about lifty engineers and techni-

an F-1 combustion chamber during launch was prone to develop a variety clans were assigned to what they called 1lie Combustion Devices Team,

of "slightest things." If the pumps cay)tared and failed to supply the augmented by technical support back at Marshall and consultants from
propellants to the injector plate at an absolutely uniform rate, the streams universities, other NASA centers, and thc Air Foree. Within Rocketdyne,

of propellant and LOX impinged at the wrong points and could disrupt the Castenholz remembered, they gel whomever they wanted, to do whatever
burning process. Thermal shocks as the engine went from ambient they asked, whenever they needed it--thc Combustion Devices Team had

temperature to 5,()00 degrees could disrupt the burning process. Acous- the highest priorily in tile company.
tical shocks that hit the chamber at the moment of ignition were the most As a process, the attack on Ibc F- 1's combustion inslability was a
troublesome of all. With the sole exception of a nuclear explosion, the model of government-contractor collaboralion. Neither side blamed the

noise ofaSatum launch was theloudestnoiseeverproducedbyman. The other for the th)lures; both sides worked together as it' for a single

only sound in nature known to have exceeded the noise of a Saturn V was employer. Thc ln'occss was line: its only defect was that for nionths
the fail of the Great Siberian Meteorite in 1883. Sound waves of such thereafter it showed tow signs of producing a solution.
force tended to disrupt the burning process. At lirst, the team Ihought they could resolve the problem without

having to redesign Ibc whole system. They concentrated on the system's

Combustion inslability had been a problem in rocketry ever since hydraulics--Ire Ilow ralcs of the fuel and LOX and the patterns of the
Peenemiinde days, and it had been solved for each generation of rockets holes. When they had completed a modified version of the combustion

through fixes that were more or less ad hoc. With the F-I, all the usual chamber, they tried it ()ut at the Edwards test stand. Alter a few tests it
difficulties of fixing combustion instability were compounded by the too went unstable and did not recover. They redesigned again, tested

enormous size of the engine. No one had ever tried to cure combustion again, anti again the engine failed.
instability under remotely comparable conditions. There was no pattcrn 1othc iuslability, and it would occur "for reasons

On June 28, 1962, Jerry Thomson was working as chief of Marshall's we never quite umlerslood," 'l'hmnsml said. "It could initiate soon after

Liquid Fuel Engines Syslems Branch. Thomson, a soft-spoken, small- you got tile engine started, Irc engine would go unstable and destroy
town boy from Bessemer, Alabama, had conic to Marshall by way of the itself, or it might occur Ioward thc end of the run. It just depended on the
Marines, wbere he had been a seventeen-year-old rifleman in World War cnndJlions thai perpetuated Ibc inslalfilily."

II, and Auburn University, where he had gotten his degree in mechanical By January 1963, thcir Icsts had completely destroyed two more engines,
engineering. Early in the 1950s, Thomson had chanced into the rocket and Brainerd l lorries called Ihe NASA-Rocketdyne team up to Washing-

engineering business and discovered that he had an aptitude for designing ton. I tohnes was prepared to ask Cmlgress for funds to begin ti parallel

j?_i
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development effort on another system, he informed them. This was not the hydraulics wouldn't be enough. By the spring of 1963, the Combustion

time for false pride. The program depended on making the right decision. Devices Team was rcacty to acknowledge thai they must completely
}te were around the table, asking each man what he thought. Each in turn redesign the injector plate.
told Holmes that a parallel effort wouldn't be necessary--they would fix They began by inserting baffles--copper plates extending from the

the F-I. And back they went to Canoga Park. injector plate into thc combustion chamber that wimld interrupt the

They set a new goal for themselves. It was useless, apparently, to try rebounding waves. They tried using thin, uncooled blades at lirst, "and
to design the F- 1 so that it never began to go unstable. The engine was too it bent those baffles over like a tornado went through," said Thomson.

big and subject to too many disturbances. Now they would consider it They replaced the Ihin blades with massive "dams" of solid copper
tolerable for the engine to initiate instability--all it had to do was achieve protruding about fimr roches from the injector plate, more than two inches

what they called "dynamic stability," which meant that it would correct wide al tile base and tapering ltl abont half au inch at thc top, cooled by

itself. After instability began, the engine must (according to their goal) kerosene tlowmg through orifices in tile ball]cs just as kerosene flowed

damp il oul within 400 milliseconds, through orilices in tire rejector plale. "Everyone thought that the baffles
In addition, they decided that for testing purposes they must "be able would be enough," said Thonlson. But they weren't. They did help, and,

to initiate this instability at our command," as Castenholz put it. Nature, if unperturbed, the new design worked quite well. But the bombs could

left to herself, wasn't producing instabilities frequently enough for the still imlucc runaway instability.
team to learn how to control them. Therefore, they decided to explode a "That's when wc tried every trick that we could think up," said

bomb in the combustion chamber while the test was in progress--"If that Thomson. He lost col.lnl of the design modifications they tested--forty or
didn't drive tile engine into instability, then nothing would," they fifty of them, mayhe. They wouhl have one that they thought was going

reasoned. Then they could concentrate on making the engine damp out to be good, and in tire tirst tests it wonld work. Then, unpredictably, it
the instabilities they had induced, would fail. One of Ibc Marshall engineerswho specialized in sensors, Jim

The Combustion Devices Team set out to master the peculiar art of Mizcll, was sent out to Canoga Park to help measure what was going on

exploding a bomb inside an inferno. It wasn't easy. The bombs they inside. He watched as the combustion inslability team kept trying to find
made were little cylinders about three inches long containing a black a fix that workctl. "11 gill so bad that the engineers couldn't come up with

powder charge, heavily insulated to keep them from burning up before a theory for the plate that they hadn't tried before," he recalled. "They
they were exploded. But even so, it was a problem to get a bomb inside turned it over to a bunch ill' craftsmen in back of the plant." Mizell was

an operating F-1 engine and detonate it at the right time. "We tried to out there one night and saw them "boring holes like crazy." Mizell
pop 'em up through the throat, and that didn't work very well," recalled finally said to them, "What are you guys doing?" They replied, "Well,
Castenholz, so they eventually devised a way to insert the bomb inside we've got this plate and we're supposed to bore holes ill there until we get
the combustion chamber ahead of time, running the detonating wires tired, and yon guys are going to take it out to the test stand and fire it for

through a tube that extended from the injector plate down six or eight us." They had code-n;uncd this particular injector pi;lie the "Kitchen
inches into tile combustion clmmber. They attached the bomb to tile end Sink," they told Mi/.cll.

of the tube. stood hack, and started tile test. The bomb would go off and Jerry Thomson bristled when it was snggestcd that things ever went

tile chamber pressure wonld suddenly itnnp froln J,150 to as much as that far. "We resorted to prayer but not Itl anything quite that wild," he
4,000 pounds per square inch. Il was a terrilic way to induce combustion said. "We had cn_,,mccring h_gic lot all Ihosc things that we tried. Now

instability, youcallsay thatIbcengineeringlogicwasn't veryscicntilic,andthat1do
Getting tile F-1 to rnn under normal conditions had been an unprece- admit, but wc wereWt just preaching holes to see what happened." As the

dented challenge; now they were trying to design an F-I that would run months went on, though, and a solution continued to elude them,
normally even if someone set off a bomb in it. it was an extraordinarily Thomson and Castenholz sometimes wondered whelher it might come to

severe test to lint to their new designs, and simply modifying tire that.
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ycar). Why not move itt a more leisurely pace? Why not, perhaps, rethink
2 whetherthe nationreally wantedto do this at all'?"It is probably too

Inuch lo say, its some of NASA's Inert panicky phil}sans have, that lite
By now, it was the middle of 1963 and the Apollo I)rognnn was

whole U.S. space program now stands ill inortaJ peril," began an article
foundering. Or at least that's what The New York Times said, with a

in Fortune that fall of 1963. "Nevertheless, NASA and the spaceheadline for its article of July 13, 1963, that read "LUNAR PROGRAM
IN CRISIS." The trigger for the outcry wasn't the unsolved combustion pnlgram have reached a critical stage .... "

instability. Ilowever crucial to the success of the program, that kind of

probkm was too esoteric to get nmch attention unless NASA publicized It was in dtis context ttutt an engineer named George Mueller moved into

it, something that NASA was not about to do. Rather, the uproar in tile Itohnes's office itl Seplember to take over lhe Office of Manned Space
press wits over Bra}nerd ilohnes's resignation in late June. Flight. John l)isher, one of tile few who had been in O.M.S.F. through

hoth the Silvcrstein and I lolmcs regimes, was still there, working ill tile
Hohnes, head of the Office of Manned Space Flight, wanted authority Advanced I)rvjects Section. A few days after Mneller arrived, lie went to

to run Apollo with a free hand, the same kind of authority that Abe Disher's office.

Silverstein had sought and been denied in 1961. Holmes and Webb had Mueller--he pronounced it "Miller"--had an assignment for Disher.
been sparring for months, with Webb continuing to refuse Itolmes's key It was to be fast turnaround, ulterly discreet. Disher and another old hand
request, thal the center directors report directly to him. Finally, Hohnes
took a stand on an issue (he wanted Webb to submit a $400 nc}Ilion at headquarters, Del Tischler. were Io conduct a private assessment of

where the Apollo schedule stood. They were not to pay any attention to
supplemental budget request) on which Webh had tile President on hie the official schedule. Mucller wanted realism. Disher and Tischler were
side. [tolmcs tried to force the issue and lost. lsohued and demoralized,

to make their best estimate, based on everything they had learned from
he left under circmnstances that were officially described as Holmes's

Mercury and Apollo so far, on how long things would really take.
personal decision to return to private life for financial reasons. For two imense weeks, Disher and Tischler worked tin their eom-

Hohnes wax highly regarded in the engineering fraternity anti had
mission. On Sepleml)er 28, Ihey went into Mueller's oil}ce to bricf Ilim

gotten a good press as well. Time had put Ilim on its cover, hilling him
on their lindings. For a program ah'eady under siege, those findings were

as the managerial mastermind behind tile BMEWS early-warning radar
devastating. Afler running through an elaborate analysis of tasks andnetwork, ils a "restless, dynamic worker . . . a scientist who lis} not
schedules, costs and probabilities, they cante to the last page of theirafraid to work with his own hands," and as a man under whom

· S ,i

"ambitious workers" were "clamoring to work." So when a politician brieling, tile one hcaded "Conclushms and Recommendanon,. The first
conchtsion on their list was that "hmar landing cannot likely be attained

like Wcbb ousted this eminent engineering nlanager, much of the press within the decade with acceplahle risk." The second one was that, in
inferred that Webb was jeopardizing the best interests of Apollo out of

personal pique. Missiles and Rockets entitled its editorial about ltolmes's their best estim:ue, tile lirst attemt)t to land men on tile moon would
probably lake place in late 1971. The two engineers added their own

resignation "An American Tragedy." personal guess fiult tile odds tit' getting to tile moon I_efore 1970 were
But Hohnes's loss lo the program was only part of the story. The larger about one in ten.

reality was tllal thc nation's romance with Apolh> had cooled. In tile
press, in tile puhlic opinion polls, and even in the White House, pcople They lin}shed tile bi}cling. Then "Gcorge took [)el and me hand inhand and we went ovcr to Iloh Seamans's off'ce, Disher remembered.
were asking wily all this money had to be spent st) fast on such a distant

"He wanlcd to give fi_e report lo Scamans, ohviously jnst to say. 'Well
goal with sc) little payoff'. Congress had held a series of hearings that here s the si ,us of th' _gs ils I'm taking over.' "Disher and Tischler went

spring where a parade of scientists had derided the Apollo Program's through Ihcir p_cscntatiml again, and once again came to that stark last
sc}entitle value. The competitive urge had faded tls the Soviets failed to

show signs that tile United States was in a race. There were obviously page o[ conclusions.Seam;ms lislcned without comnlent. When Il was over, he told Mueller
other priorities that needed money (ill mid-1963, cancer research and

he wanlcd lo speak with hint privately and I)isher and Tischlcr left tile
foreign aid lopped lite list; poverty would not heconle an issue for another
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room. ltl a few minutes, Disher recalled, Mueller came back alonc and
told them that Seamans wanted them to destroy the material. Seamans

didn't remember asking anyone to destroy material, but he did remember

thinking tile results were unsatisfactory and telling Mueller to go back to
file drawing Imard. Trying ltl Imld NASA together itl a time of troubles,
Seamans needed something a lot more imaginative than a study saying
that NASA couldn't get to the moon belore 1971.

George Mueller, on the other hand, was content. Disher and Tischler

had just given him the two-by-four he needed. He was about to ram CIIAlYI'F,R

through the most radical decision in the whole of the Apollo Program, a

decisionthatwasinstrumentalin gettingthe UnitedStatesto the moonby t t
the end of the decade. 1 1

"It sounded reckless"

Engineering is rightly regarded as one of the most pragmatic of

professions, but even engineers have their creeds and dogmas. Thus when
Joe Shea once was asked to adjudicate a Marshall-Houston dispute over

the correct way to do a certain type of soldering, he declined. "That's not

technology," he said of the warring views. "That's theology." Now

?: George Mueller was going to propose a plan for rescuing the Apollo
schedule that would horrify Marshall and Houston in equal measure, for
it would violate a taboo.

I

Looking back on lite program as a whole, Shea would see Apollo as the
story of threc cullm'es. Tbe dilt'erenccs among tile groups he had in mind

went far beyond just "points of view" or "schools of thought." There
were tile (;ermans from I_eenemiinde, the old N.A.C.A. hands from

Langley and I,cwis. and tile systems engineers from the I.C.B.M. world,
each band with its own tribal history ami folkways and prejudices and
dialect.

155
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In the early days of the space program, the Gemlans and the N.A.C.A. motor, and the engineers wot, Id gather test data to be taken oack to the

hands lived logether peacefully if suspiciously. True, the Germans had office for analysis; lhen, another day, the pilot would taxi the aircraft, and
seniority and the N.A.C.A. people struggled to achieve parity, but they thc: engineers wuuhl look carefully at all those data; then, on still another
had in common not only their love of engineering and of things that flew, day, Itc wnuhl reach ncar-takcott' speeds' until finally, cautiously, on a
but also a Iradilion of craftsmanship. The Germans and the N.A.C.A. day with perfect weather conditions, the plane would lift into lite air on

hands were essentially builders of tine machines, its first Ilight. And this would be true even with a plane that had
Mueller, like I tolmes and Shea, was part of the third tribe, the invaders perftmncd supcd*ly in the wind Immel. nul all that different from other

from thc world of systems engineering, socialized by the experience of designs Ihat had been llying safely for years. Out of their different

building missile systems and early-warning radar systems for the Depart- experiences, the N.A.C.A. hands and the Germans came in the end to
ment of Defense. They, too, were craftsmen, but ora different sort. Their similar poinls of view tm flight testing.

craft was not building hardware, but machining the managerial equipment The syslems engineers looked up{m this philosophical alliance with a

for huge, highly technical, highly complex tasks, certain disdain. "Thc systems guys were given a very different chore,"
Another difference that separated the systems engineers from the as Jim Elms once pul it. "Their chore was, it' we have a billion dollars

Gerlnans and the N.A.C.A. hands grew out of the disparate circumstances and live years, what's thc best way to get the most pounds of atomic
under which their crafts had evolved. The Germans had grown t,p bombs over some place like Moscow?They had a choice like, 'Let's see,

alongside the rc;,cketry they were inventing. There was no such thing as we can Imihl a Iltotlsand missiles with a reliability of seventy-tire percent.
rocket technology when the young Wernher yon Braun teamed up with That means we can get seven hundred and lifty of those missiles to
the young Arthur Rudolph and Walter Reidel and Bernhard Tessman. actually go there fi)r that billion clollars. Or if we want to make them
They had only embryonic ideas and grand ambitions. They had to inch perfecl, we might be able lu get twenty of Ihem over there.' So their goal

their way forward. Failure was their tool for making progress. Further- was to figure out where they wanted to be on that reliability scale."
more, the Germans began at a time when the equipment for diagnosing When they came to the Apollo F'rogram, the systems engineers

failures was still primitive, and telemetry of data was almost unknown, accepted that they had one parameter---the safety of the crew--that was
When rockets failed, they did so spectacularly, in fireballs,_bliterating sacrosanct. But the mentality they brought to the program led them to

recording equipment and sensors in their explosions. Often, the Germans approach the problcm of safety in different ways than the Germans and
found, you couldn't even be sure what had failed, let alone why. the N.A.C.A. hands. Cast out all taboos, they said, and take a fresh,

One of their reactions to this experience was their fabled conservatism, cold-eyed, analyfic look al the problem, following the implications

giving each pan and each system within the rocket a generous margin of wherever lite dala lead. The results led them lo fly in tile face of
extra strength or capacity. Another reaction was to compartmentalize everything that file {.;ermans and the N.A.C.A. hands believed about
their testing and development programs into the smallest possible flight testing.

packages, so that each new step involved testing.just one new item. Each The idea camc out of experience on thc Titan II and Minuteman
step was repeated many times before going on to the next. Their programs. Shea had ah'cady broached it lo I lohnes, but Itohnes had said
pmcedt, res were methodical, Germanic----and successful, no--Ihey could never self il Itl Ihmlsville and I Iouston, he thought.

The N.A.C.A. hands grew up in the flight-test business. Unlike the George Mucller, who like Shca had cume out of the Air Force ballistic
Germans, N.A.C.A. engineers had the advantage of working with an missile program, didn'l worry about whether he could sell it or not.

already reliable machine, the airplane. Their chief shaping influence was Huntsville and Ihmslon wonld learn to like it tlr else. Iq_r flfis is what his
the fact that human beings rode in their machines. Failures, however rare analysis had led hint to:
in statistical terms, were tallied in human lives, and so the N.A.C.A. Point number one: They were never going to be able to fly enough

engineers too learned to proceed on a painfully slow incremental Saturn Vs to hc ctmlidcnt of thc vehicle because of the number of times
schedule. They wouldn't think of taxiing the prototype uf an untried i: it had wurked. So whal it' Ihey tcsled the Saturn V six times instead of

design out to the field and taking off'. First the pilot would run up the four? Or eight limes instead of six'? Statistically, tile extra successes
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(assuming they were successes) would be meaningless. All they would No one disputed Mueller's technical capabilities. John Disher, who
have done is to use up two pieces of hardware that could have been used remained in O.M.S.F. with Muellcr fi_r many years, put him a notch
for real missions. The only way they were going to man-rate a Saturn V above even Silvcrstein. I)isher's olhcr hero, .'is the "only bona-fide
was by having confidence in the engineering and the ground testing that genius I've ever worked with." Sam Phillips, who ran the Apollo
had gone into it. There was no other choice. Program Office under Mueller, could never understand why the histories

Point number two: This business of testing one stage of the rocket at a of Apollo paid so little attention to Muclier--he Imdn't ever "gotten the
time, as Marshall always did, didn't accomplish what people thought it credit that he really deserves fi_r die success of Apollo."* It wasn't just
accomplished. You didn't really build brick by brick any more; all that the big things, like the :,Il.up decision, l_hillips emphasized. Mueller
did was to waste time. Whenever you added a new stage, the ground could work thc Hill one day, then go otf and supervise a highly technical
support equipment was different, the checkout procedures were different, task force to deal with problems in the tlight operations software. People
the countdown was different, the hardware was different. You had to like George Low and Chris Kraft, who would clash repeatedly with
relearneverythinganyhow. Mueller,readilyconcededhis strengths."I've neverdealtwitha more

Point number three: The step-by-step approach locked you into an capable nran, in terms of his technical ability," said Chris Kraft, who

assumption that you're going to fail. For example, Marshall had dealt with everybody. Nor was Mueller an office tyrant. On the contrary,
scheduled four test flights of the first stage of the Saturn I. The first stage he was considerate with his own sta_getting along with him was "a

had worked perfectly on the tirst flight, and as Rocco Petrone remem- piece of cake" for John l)isher, who found Mueller lo be always
bered, even they had asked themselves, "What the hell are we going to pleasant, a pleasure to work for. Bu! when Mueller was dealing with
do with the next threeT" Mueller wanted a testing program that put senior people from Ibc cenlers, il was a dilTerent story.
NASA in a position to "take advantage of success." It wasn't that he woukl try to Immiliate people, as another senior

Therefore, what Mueller proposed to do was to scrap the plans for manager in NASA had been known to do. Rather, Mueller appeared to be
incremental testing of the stages and to condense drastically the testing almost inhumanly rational, unmoved by any argument that was not
schedule for thc spacecraft. This was called "all-up" testing--"up" scrupulously logical and grounded in data, indifferent to the human

meaning that a stage is a flight-ready piece of hardware, "all-up" content that was so much a part of even the i¥1osttechnically abstruse
meaning that everything on the Saturn V would be a real, functioning struggles during Apollo. "If you saw a meeting and were not tuned into
stage the very first time they launched it. the content," said one man who knew him well, "he would seem to be

reasonably charming and affable. But there's a coldness there," Disher

George Mueller, the man who purposed riffs and then saw it through, is made the sanre poinl: Mueller was "always the epitome of politeness, but
one of the most elusive figures in the Apollo story. For the most part, you know down deep he's just as hard as steel."

Apollo was led by men of great ability, often colorful and occasionally You had to remain on your toes, no matter where you were in the
eccentric; but always they were men who plainly bled when they were NASA hinterhmds."llc never hesitates to pick up a phone and call Joe
pricked. With Mueller, it was harder to be sure. Schmo and challenge him in Ihe greatest technical detail on a technical

In background and imellcct, Mueller was like Shea or Ibc other way problem, and ninety uinc dines out of a hundred he'll wrestle the guy to
around, since Mueller was Shea's senior. Mueller was a newcomer to the the ground in his specially," remarked one of his colleagues. "Once in
inanncd sp;icc pr(qtr;lill, as Shea had been. Like Shea, he had worked in a while one of Ihc y.upc, vixols who hay,been I)ypassed gets real disturbed.
the I.C.B.M. world. Like Shea, he was a systems engineer. Brilliant like lie might bring it lip 10 (;Col'ge and (.iCOl'gC will say, 'I'm so sorry.' lie
Shea. Intellectually arrogant like Shea. They had even worked together smiles and says, 'So sorry about that.' But completely unperturbed, you
before, first at Bell Labs and then at T.R.W., where Mueller had been know."

Shea's boss. But whereas Shea had an open complement of human Mueller's way of imlting people down wasn't obvious, another
vulnerabililies, Mueller kept his well hidden. Some of his colleagues

* Olhef; made Ibc_amcpoint ahlmlMucllcr I,ulusually addedSam Phillips'snanle as Iheother
wcren'l certain bc had any. most undcrapplccialcdpclson in lilt'SUCCess{d Al_filo. in tCUll_of public credit.
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engineer observed. He didn't shout at people, didn't call them names, but F-I engine (which was slill experiencing combustion instability), the
he was a master of the intellectual put-down. It's like the joke about the second stage (which used hydrogen as a fuel_ involving new and tricky

knife fight, the engineer said, where the guy says "Hah! You missed!" technology), and the third stage, tile S-IVB, all together, on their first
and then discovers be can't shake his head because it's been severed at the flight. Mrazek snorted. Il was impossil_le, lie asked sarcastically, "And

neck. Mueller cul you like that. how many launches arc you going to have before you put the man on?"
Let there be provisos and caveats to that description, for Mueller was Disher said, "One successful." Mrazek said, "You're out of your

a complex man. When he was once asked what the highlight of the mind."

Apollo Program had been for him, his answer had nothing to do with
honors or awards or thc moment of his own most personal triumph, the On November 16, 1963, President Kennedy llew on Air Force One to the

successful flight of the first Saturn V. The most memorable moment of all Launch Operations Center al Cape Canaveral, where he inspected the con-

his years on Apollo, George Mueller said, had been the surprise birthday stmction sites for the V.A.B. and Pad 39. saw mockups of the hardware

party tbat his staff gave him after Apollo 1I. Or there would be the night to come, and was briefed by senior NASA officials on their progress
after tile Apollo lire, when the supposedly implacable Mueller would toward the goal he had set two and a half years earlier. On the following

twice put aside technical arguments in order to help a troubled Joe Shea. Wednesday, the Senate cut $612 nfillion from his budget request for
The people who saw Muefler at closest hand seem to have admired him NASA, another sign of public disaffection with the space program which,
the most, which is onc of the ultimate compliments. But at least this much The New York Times ohscrved, "raises a serious question of whether the

may be said without qualification: He was the undisputed boss of manned Administration can count on tile budgetary support necessary to achieve

space flight from the day he walked into the office in 1963 until the day a lunar landing by lite 1969 deadline." Kemmdy responded the next day,
he leftsix years later, warmly commendingtile space program ill a speech at Sail Antonio,

Texas, where he had begun a three-day political fence-mending trip. That

same day, he flew to ltouston and attended a testimonial dinner for Albert
Thomas, the ntan who did most to bring M.S.C. to Houston. Kennedy

2 spent the night in Fort Worth. The next morning, Friday, November 22,
he flew to Dallas. Six days later, less than two weeks after Kurt Debus

Mueller didn't so much sell the all-up idea as dictate it. He had arrived at had taken President Kennedy on a helicopter tour of the Launch

NASA at the beginning of September. At the end of September, he got Operations Center, it was renamed the John F. Kennedy Space Center in
the Disher-Tischler briefing. Two weeks later, he canceled four manned his memory. Work on the Apollo Program continued without a perceptible

flights of lite Saturn I. On lite 29th of October, at a Manned Space Flight break.

Management Council meeting, he told a dumbfounded audience from
Houston and ltuntsville about the all-up concept. Lest there be any doubt, Despite Marshall's consternati(m, Mucller was immovable. Arthur Ru-

he followed that up two days later with a priority teletype message dolph found Ihat out when Boh Seamans and Mueller visited Marshall in

spelling ()tit the new Ilight schedules, lie asked for responses by early December. Rudolph showed Seamans a model of the Saturn V next
November I 1, and annuunced his intention to post "an official schedule to a model of the Minuteman missile, which the systems engineers had

reflecting the philosophy outlined here by November 25, 1963." It was successfully tested all-up. Rudolph carefully walked Seamans through the

a way of putting things that didn't leave a lot of room for argument, enormous differences between a small solid-tirol rocket like tile Minute-
The people at Marshall were incredulous when they first got wind of man and the complex, state-of-0m-art Saturn V. Use all-up for the Saturn

the allup decision. John Disher was the first to tell Willy Mrazek, the V? Rudolph looked al Seamans: "Now really, Ilob!" he said, pleading
head of yon Braun's Stmctures and Propulsion Laboratory: Instead of for understanding. "1 see what you mean, Arthur," Seamans said.

testing each of tile stages, they were going to fly the first stage, using the Rudolph, thinking that he was making progress, got Mueller over beside
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the models and went through the same pitch. The complexities of the headquarters ill Washmgtou wilh strict management controls or, depend-
Saturn. The size. The unknowns. He finished with a flourish and looked ing on your point of view. stilling interference.

at Mueller hopefully. "So what?" said Mueller. Of nmre immediate imlmrlance in those early months of Mueller's
Marshall never really did "agree." Von Braun and Rees granted reign, however, were two key management moves. Walt Williams,

Mueller s cc )tral point: Without all-up, they couldn't possibly get to the deputy director at I iouston and one of the chief reasons for tile success of

moon by the end of the decade. Marshall could not dispute, except Mercury, was brought to Washington, where he was effectively removed
emotionally, Mueller's contention that the Saturn V would be as safe for from power. Joe Shea took over the Apollo Spacecraft Program Office

manned flight (as far as anyone could tell) under all-up as under the more (ASPO), lite office at Ihmston ,'esponsihle fin' producing the spacecraft.'File two events were not uure[;lled.

extended--but still inevitably limited--testing process. Left without a

good objection, yon Braun went on record supporting all-up testing,
overriding the vocal objections of many of his senior staff. One of them, The preceding spring, a l_aw nnmths hcfore Braincrd llolmes lost his
Dieter Grau, later wrote, "I'm not aware that a consensus was obtained bureaucralic duel wilh Jim Webh, Charlie Frick, head of ASPO in

on this subject ill favor of the all-up concept." What happened, he said, Houston, departed. The spacecraft contract with North American was
was that "just as Dr. Mueller could not guarantee that this concept would falling badly behind ami wits beset wilfi other troubles that were only

succeed, thc opponents could not guarantee that it would fail." Von beginning to surface. ()n top of Ihat, Ifiere was a big new contract with
Braun, in Grau's view, decided that Marshall "should share the risk with Gmmman for Ific lunar module that had to he managed. The whole efforthad acquired a slapdash quality that wits worrisome to Gilruth and
him."

In later years, yon Braun would write good-humoredly about how · headquarters alike. In March, ASPO was reorganized in one more of the

"George Mueller visited Marshall and casually introduced us to his attempts to bring Apollo under control. Frick left in April, half of his own

philosophy of 'all-up testing.' . . . It sounded reckless," yon Braun said, accord, half pushed, physically exhausted. In May, when ASPO was
but "Mueller's reasoning was impeccable." Moreover, the leader of the reorganized still again, Bob Piland, omc of the early members of the
German rocket team continued, "In retrospect it is clear that without Space Task Group, agreed to serve as acting ntanager.

all-up testing the first manned lunar landing could not have taken place as When it had become obvious that Frick wasn't going to be aroundmuch longer, Jim Efins had come tip with an idea for Bob Gilruth to
earlyas 1969." consider.Efins,Gilruth'sdeputyat llouston, hadknown Shea sincehis

Titan days, had worked with him at headquarters, and had been

impressed with tile way thai Shea had taken hold of the mode decision.

Elms suggested to Gilrulh: Why not bring Joe Shea down to Houston to
3 mn ASPO? It sounded good to Gilruth. lie broached the idea to Brainerd

Mueller also moved quickly to accomplish what had eludedSilverstein Holmes, who quickly squelched it. It turned out that Shea himself had
and Ilohnes before him: Webb finally gave in to a reorganization of already come to ltohnes, asking for the ASPO job, and had been refused.

NASA that would have the center directors reporting directly to Mueller l)idn't Sfica realize Ihal il would be a denu_lion? Thai in tim ASPO job
on matters affecting manned space flight. And it was not to be merely a he'd be two or tfirec layc,s farther down in tile organization than he was

paper triumph. For better or worse, Mueller was the man from headquar- itl his presenl i)osilion as associate director of O.M.S.F.? Ilohnes
ters who finally pacified the independent duchies that had come together wouldn't hear of il.

to make up NASA. Brainerd Holmes had made a few inroads, but when By fall, I lohnes was gone. Bob Piland, still serving as acting manager
Mueller took over, tile centers were just about as feisty and independent of ASPO, had already mid Gilrntfi tfial he didn't want ltl continue in the

as they had ever been. Mueller brought them to heel, even Marshall, the job. When Mueller was making his lirsl tour of tbe centers, Gilmth asked

proudest and most independent of them all. Under Mueller, manned Mueller about sending Shea to Ilouston. Displeased with what he was

space flight bccame much like other federal bureaucracies, run from the hearing about the progress of lllc spacecraft, Mneller phoned Shea from
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Houston and asked whether lie wanted it. Sure, Shea said. There were, Mueller. Six weeks later, George Low left O.MS.F. for itouslon, where
however, cerlain things that Shea wanted changed. In a memorandum he took over the deputy direclor's position vacated by Ehns, who wanted
dated September 17, 1963, he wrote to Mueller, "1 think you know that to return to private industry.

I would be enthusiastic about the assignment" if certain conditions could These changes marked ;tn end It) Ihc Iwo years of personnel ins and

be met. And he proceeded to set out a mighty set of ifs. outs ami revised organizam_n charts that had beset Washington and
There was the problem with Walt Williams, deputy director for Houston. ]'he dmmatis personae for the Apollo Program from then

Operations at Houston, who, according to a senior person close to the through the spring of 1967 was now set: iii Washington, Mueller, running

situation, "wanted so badly to be the head of this organization [the all of Manned St)ace |;light with a disciplined hand; also Phillips, running
Manned Spacecraft Center] that it overcame his better judgment." There a centralized Apollo Program Ol¥icc under Mneller. In Houston, Low,
were reasons for Williams to think he deserved the job; to many of the deputy to Gilruth; and Shea, ,-amrod for the spacecraft.
people who saw Prqject Mercury in its early days, Walt Williams was the
man who saved it from disaster. But Williams was not an easy man to get

along with; lie made enemies in a way that the easygoing, more
diplomatic Gilruth did not, and key people at headquarters couldn't see
Williams in the center director's chair. To Joe Shea, the point of all this

was that he wasn't going to go to Houston with Williams there. "Joe

didn't want to be in the middle of it," George Low said. Thus Shea wrote
to Mueller in lhe confidential memorandum that he would accept the

ASPO job in Houston only if Williams were shifted "to a position in
Washington in which he can be effective but not dominant." Shea added
that Elms's authority should be augmented so that Elms could pull

together "all elements of Houston to support the program."
There were other conditions as well, aimed at centralizing the authority

of ASPO at Ihe factories, at Houston, at the Cape--all in all, a pretty
cocky set of conditions. It didn't faze Mueller, however. His mind and

Shea's were working in synchrony--the things Shea wanted done were
things that Muellcr wanted done anyway. And he also was aware, ;is Shea

would admit later, that Shea's memo wasn't really much of an ultimatum.

Shea would have taken the job no matter what, even if Mueller had done
none of the things Shea had asked. He wanted it that much.

On October 8, NASA announced that Joseph F. Shea was being
reassigned from thc Office of Manned Space Iqight to the Manned

Spacecraft Center in Houston, where he would manage the Apollo
Spacecraft Program Office. Two weeks later, George Mueller had

another personnel announcement to make: Walter C. Williams was being
reassigned to Washington and promoted to the position of deputy

associate administrator for Manned Space Flight in O.M.S.F.
Two more important changes followed in close order. On the last (lay

of 1963, Sam Phillips, a brigadier general in the Air Force, became

director of Ihe Apollo Program Office within O.M.S.F., working under
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At tile linlc thc R.F.P. {or Ibc Apollo connnand and service module
(C.S.M.) was distributed, in late July 1961, North American Aviation

was one of tile leading aerospace companies itl the United States. It

boasted an especially strong record on military and experimental aircraft:
North American had designed ami produced bolh the F-100 and F-86, and

more recently had built the experimental X-IS, which in its initial flights
was proving Io be a surpassingly line aircraft.

The man who had managed the X-15 and who ran North American's

other space-related projects was I larrison Storms, known universally as
CttAPTER Stormy--a nickname his fi'lends thought to be descriptive of the man.

2 Storms was not enthusiastic about bidding for the C.S.M. North
American had a grab bag of subcontn, cts on the Mercury and Gemini
programs and was front-rtmner to win the contract for the second stage of
the Saturn--a contract which was in fact awarded to North American in

early September. It is an understood thing in tile government contracting

"Hey, it isn't that complicated" world thai the goodies arc spread around, and il seemed to Storms thattheir chances of winuing thc C.S.M. conlract as well were "pretty much

impossible." But he figured that 's'nce we were training these people to
be a Space Division, and since we needed the exercise and we could

always go subcontractor, then it was a very worthwhile exercise for us to
"I went to Itouston in November '63," Shed recalled, "and we'd made go through the motions of bidding," Stol-ms said later. "So we went
the decision to go to the moon L.O.R. in November '62. And there was ahead and bid."
still no design for a command and service module compatible with

Five companies submitted proposals: Convair, General Dynamics,
lunar-orbit rendezvous. No design. I found it hard to understand." And Martin, McDonnell, and Norlh American. On October 9, NASA's
so Shed hegan to see firsthand what came to be the closest thing to an Source Evaluation Board, heavily loaded with Space Task Group people,
out-and-out scandal in the Apollo Program, the origins and first years of

met at the Chamberlain l lotel at Old Point Comfort, near Langley.
North American's contract to build the spacecraft. Tom Markley was secretary for the subcommittee evaluating "admin-

istrative capacity." Itis snbcommitlee rated Convair first, Martin second,
and North American last. A few days after his subcommittee had finished

its work, he got a call from Bob Piland. "The scores on your
1 Management Subcommillcc look a little skewed," Piland told him.

"We'd like lo have you evaluate some olhcr criteria, in addition to what
In awarding large contracts, the federal government uses a standard you guys ewdnated ah'eddy."
procedure. First it publishes a Request for Proposals in which it describes This seemed a litllc odd lo Marklcy. Wily hadn't they thought of these
the work to be done and names a time and date by which proposals for other criteria beforehand? Well, he was told, the Source Evaluation

this work must be received. Companies that wish to bid submit proposals Board thought it ought lo give a littlc more weight to the bidder's
by that date. The government evaluates the proposals. The contract is experience in producing CXl_erimcntal aircraft. The other subcommittees
awarded to the proposal scoring highest on a prearranged formula that

got similar instructions: Restore the proposals, giving more weight to
weighs the technical approach, the personnel the bidder will use, the experience with experimental aircraft. And so everybody did.
bidder's corporate expertise in this area, and so on. The result of the restoring helped North American considerably, since
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the leading example of an experimental aircraft was the X-15. North shady had gone on, hut thc coincidences were noted and tile rumors
American was still ranked fifth on the "business" criteria. It was ranked persisted.
fifth on "technical approach." But in "technical qualification" it had

risen to first by a thin margin over Martin. Overall, the summary score After finishing his w,rk wilh lite s,bcommil/ee, Toni Markley was
put Martin first, with Convair and North American tied for second. The offered thc job of rcs}dent manager al lhe C.S.M. contraclor's plant (he

Source Evaluation Board was unequivocal when it turned in its rec- would be resident for ASPO, Ilence RASI)O). Markley agreed and, since
ommendation: "The Martin Company is considered the outstanding he knew that tile boartl had recommended the Martin Company. Markley

source for the Apollo prime contractor," it wrote in its report to Webb. went to Baltimore, where Martin had its main plant, to start looking for
a house.

The rescoring wasn't thc only ftmny tiling that had been happening with In a few days, Malklcy got auolhe,' call J','tl,nPihmd. who now asked

the C.S.M. contract. One Space Task Group engineer was assigned ti>a Tom whether lie would be willing to take the RASPO job it' thc place
review panel along with astronaut Al Shepard. During the panel meetings, "turned out to be a warmer climate." Marklcy was perplexed.
Shepard was openly contemptuous of the rigmarole they were being
asked to go through. "This is all a waste of time," he kept saying. "It "There's no place in Florida they're going to build this," he said."What about Southern California?" Piland asked.

doesn't make any difference what the score is. North American is going "/lob. General Dynamics doesn't have a chance," Markley said.
to win." Another man who had been with the Space Task Group for "And there's no one else itl (Talifornia who coukl win (his thing."
about two weeks remembered walking to lunch during the oral presen- "Well, ] jnsJ wanted h) kllow your opinion," said Piland. "What if it
tations, before North American had even given its pitch yet, and hearing ....s Ct I for 1 a,
another astronaut, Gus Grissom, say to his companions, "By God, I'm

Markley linally got thc drift, l lc paused, and Ihen lie told l'iland that

going to do everything I can do to make sure North American gets this in that case lie didn't lhink Ilo wanted to go. lie just wouldn't be able to
contract." Thc man was shocked. What kind of outfit am I in, anyway? start nit' with the right attitude.
he asked himself.

Others recall the ways in which, in those years, North American Wehb had set aside thc rccomummlation el' lite Source Fwaluation Board
seemed to act as if it had the government in its pocket. One senior NASA and given the C.S.M. contract to North American. But he had done so not

official remembered being present in Brainerd Holmes's office when at the behest of North American's powerful political allies; rather, he had
Holmes told a senior executive from North American that he would not followed the advice ill' Ilol_ Gilmth, George Low, and Walt Williams.
be permitted to bid on the lunar module because of North American's Piecing together various accounts, it seems ti) have happened more or less
backlog of work. The executive is supposed to have said, explicitly, "If like this:

you don't let mc bid, I'll have your job"--which seemed to the observer After the Evaluation Board had finished briefing Webb on its assess-

to be a strange thing for a corporation executive to think he could say to ment, Webh look Seam}ns and Dryden into his office to talk. Probably
an official of Ihe government. Brainerd I I,hnes was calh'd in h,o. Then afler a while Webb called in

Then there were ct,rious coincidences involving Bobby Baker, still Gilrulh, Williams, and l_ow. and asked them whether Ihere were any
operating under the unofficial patronage of Lyndon Johnson and retained factors (>filerthan those presenled by the Evaluation Board that he should

as North American's Washington h)hbyist, and the powerful senator take into accounl, tiihulh and Williams promptly saklthat they felt North
Robert Kerr of Oklahoma. Baker had begun a company (Serv-U)with the American was more quaJilied than Martin, and Low indicated that he
help of a bank closely connected to Kerr. Serv-U then got a big contract agreed.

to place vending machines in the North American plants. Shortly after And thercin lies Iht complication Ihat keeps this from being a simple

being awarded the C.S.M. contract, North American moved a large part story of favorilism and rtullors of shady dealings. A lot of people within
of the Apollo work lo a phmt in Tulsa. No one ever proved that anything NASA wanled Ninth American to win because they Ihought North
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American would do the best job. George Low said later that when they interested in pumping tile pr()granl up rather than in what the program
saw the Source Evaluation Board's report recommending Martin, "we really wus." Shea wa_ not alone in his opinion. During the first years of
didn't believe il." lte and the others told Webb and Seamans "to think the C.S.M. conlra_,:t. North AlltCt'icall ;icqnh'ed a very bud repulation
of liltsspacccr;d'las ;m outgrowth of IBOFCconventional Ilying machines." around NASA

They worried that Marlin could not do what North Arum'lean had already It wasn't all NomtlsAlllcliclu)'s {ault. Thc Apollo Sl:,acccrafl was a
proved it coukl do with planes like the F-86, the F-100, the B-70, and the completely new machine and more complex dian any aircraft ever built.
X-15. The X-15, lhe closest analogue to the command and service The Mercury capsule had heen much simpler--yet McDonnell Aircraft
module in an aircralL loomed especially large. "It flew like a bird; it was Company had run inlo tile same kinds of problems that North American
nmre or less within cost, within plan, on time," Caldwell Johnson would was stumbling over n,w. For ils first year, many at NASA had thought
say later. "They weren't just l_,lkingabout it, they had done it and there McDonnell was a money-grubbing, incompetent contractor that was
it was." That sort of thing ineant a lot to the old N.A.C.A. hands who, shipping half-linished, misbegotten capsules to the Cape where they had
:d_oveall. were persm_ded by evidence tha_ someone could make a lille lo be rehnih ['l'OmSClalch. By lhe lime Mcl)onnell was making Gemini
Ilying machine, capsules, it had goJteU SO good iii ils job Ilia{ tile Geminis routinely

Webb listened carefully to all these argtiments. By this time it was late arrived at the Cape in launch-ready condilion, and McDonnell had in
Friday evening, lle said hc wanted to sleep on it over the weekend. NASA's eyes become a paragon of corporate virtue.
Monday morning, he told them his decision. North American won thc Nor should it he forgotten Ihut nlany of thc NASA people who were
contract, and with it trials and tribulations that would not fully end until managing the hardware comructs had come out of Langley. When Sam
1968. Phillips came to tile Apollo l:'rogrum a{ file end of 1963, at the same time

Shea went lo I-Iouslon, he was slarlled lo lind such u con'tplete contrast
The tensions between NASA and North American began the night of the between "a tremendous technical capability land] a very, very thin
award, when someone at North American made up some baseball caps capability to manage a large-scale program activity," and this was
with "NASA" embroidered on the front. That infuriated a number of nowhere truer than at Ilouston. No one had learned how to manage
NASA engineers: The moon program was not supposed to be business as contracts at Langley, because there weren't any. The men of the old
usual. There wax also the problem of staffing: North American was Space Task Group were engineers in bone and spirit, and suddenly they
already strained to the limit with its new contract for the Saturn S-Il stage, had become managers by decree. Some of lllem became good managers,
Simultaneously, North American was involved in trying to develop the but it took them a while. Many never were comfortable in that role. Was
paraglider that, it was then thought, would be used for the Gemini there ever a less plausible manager than Caldwell Johnson--without a
capsule's landing system. So dnring the early months of the award, North shred of diplomacy, a hmer, a natural designer who by his own admission
American's Apollo spacecraft team was often understaffed and studded lost interest in his designs once they were "pretty well patted into
with inexperienced people, shape"? Yet when Shea arrived to take over ASPO, there was Johnson,

Time would not soften Joe Shea's judgment about the situation he managing NASA's C.S.M. contract with North American, poring over
found when he went to ASPO in Houston two years after North American work schedules and imm charges and management systems. (Shea shifted
began work. "[ do not have a high opinion of North American and their him back lo a design job forthwith.)
motives in tile early days," hc said many years later. "I think they were Lee Atwood Ihoughl thai nluch ol'tllc criticism of North American was
more intercsled itl the tinancial aspects of the program than in the really part of an inevitable charade {o which contractors must reconcile
technical COll{Cnlof the program. I think Slorlns was a very had general themselves. "The c_lllr;t_:lor is always lhe underdog when something
manager, I think Atwood INorth American's presidentl had dollar signs comes up," lie said later. "lie has 1o ubsolb the crilicism." NASA's
in his eyes. Their first program manager was a first-class jerk .... There technical people love to think they invent things: "That's kind of a
were spols ,l' good guys, but it was just an ineffective organization. They handicap for Ihe ctmlraclor's technical people, hecause they are being
had no discipline, no c(mccpt of change conm)l. If anything, they were second-gucssc(I by a large gathering of technical people in NASA. If the
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work goes wrong, tile contractor is wrong. If it goes right, the NASA notebook, and should include not only what had been done in the last
technical nlan gets his medal (ir whatever." sevcn days hut also comparisons against the, programmed schedule and

But however thc blaine is parceled out, tltc fact remains that the first costs.
years of Norlh American's effort to buikl tile command and service And so Markley went away lo produce the tit'st edition of the loose-leaf
module were rife with wasted effort, lack of coordination, and intermittent notcbook that he and his slal/would prepare G)r Shea every week for the

warfare between contractor and customer, next 165 weeks. Each notebook ran to more than a hundred pages and
was on Shea's desk by close of business Thursday. Shea would get up at

4 A.M. Friday and start to annotate it, usually with technical comments
and ins[fuel[ohS, occasionally with remarks such as "You've gotta be

2 kidding." ifc would work on (he notebook intermittently from Friday
morning through Ihe weekend ami return it to Markley on Monday

To gel contrnl of the program, Shea called in his new assistant, Tom morning. By Monday afternoon, everyone in the ASPO network would

Markley, and said lo him that sonlehow they had to keep this thing on have gotten his response front Shea.
track. "Go out and fix me a nlanagement tool," he told Markley. With Ihe annotalcd nt)lebook in }lis )rands, Markley becanle the action

Markley sent his men out to look at the major aerospace companies and ofl'icer. "I'll lake this notebook, and [lien I'd fan ii back out very

their sophisticated management control centers. Then Markley himself quickly and say, 'llcy. we've got these questions and I want the answers
went to visit what everyone said was the best of them all, at the Martin . in the notebook by this Thursday.' We'd get the answers back and then

Company. It was beautiful, Markley thought, sort of a management war we'd take Joe's marked-up notebook and start off in the front, that
room. I lc figured he would set something like that up for Joe--which would he lite Iii-si [}in'tof thc iiolcbt}ok, _mylhing lie had marks on. We'd
would be a big relief to Markley because, until he did, Shca was have tile answcrs Ihcrc. And Ihen we'd have the brand-new section with

expecting him to know all the answers. Whenever Markley didn't know the newest status too." Thc scrawled notations to anti fro were a way of

something, he had to live with Joe riding the living hell out of him mltil keeping up "a running conmmnication," in Shea's words, without
he found out--"so it was best if I got a good system going." having to type up krug menlos. "Even il' I didn't see [the project

Shea turned the Martin model down flat. Markley submitted a revised officersl directly, I'd at least been in touch with them, and they'd been
plan, scaled down a little. Shea turned that down flat too. This is back in touch with mc,"

ridiculous, Markley thought, so linally he walked in and asked Shea what "I'd never seen it done before and [ haven't seen it done since,"

kind of management system he wanted. Shea told him. "What he recalled rite project manager for tile LEM. "Shea came into the
wanted," Markley said, "was to get a notebook every Thursday night, organization and lie said, '1 want only those things that you want me to

and in it he wanted the entire program structured, meaning all the read and that you want some kind ill'answer on. Just don't tell me things

interfaces with Marshall, everything going on with the command module, are going ahmg greal, bul if you Wahl some decision, do il through your
everything going on with the service module, everything going on with weekly activities report.' St_ we'd send them in on Thursday and on
the SLA, everything going on will[ guidance and navigation, everything Monday morumg you'd have your copy back with his comments on il."
going on widt Iht I,EM, everything going on with the launch pad, the lie could never Ii,mm' out where Shca go[ thc tittle.

ground support cquipment, with General Electric, everything Boeing was By now, itt 196,1, thc ira[gram had exploded itt size. Faget's
doing, everything everyone was doing."* All this was to be in one engineering division alonc employed 1,400 men, serving (among other

* LEMrefers_t_e_narexc_rsi_nm_du_e_he_unar_ander_Thew_rd``excursi_n_.wasinsisted } duties) as ASPO's technical resource. At North American's Downey,
upon by Owen Maynard and olhers at Langley who wanted to emphasize ils limitations. Eventually Califoruia, phult, 4,000 engineers were working on tile command and
headquarters _h,:wlencdthe official title to lunar module, and the official abbreviation was shortened
to LM, Everyone conlinued to call it the "leto." so we have compromised with purity by spelling service nlodule. (_[UltlntaiI was going full speed on the lunar module.
it "LEM" tlmmghom the Ixx'.k. The "SLA" was the spacecraft lunar adapler, the slanted seclion Other coulraclors were making (he space suits, lite guidance and

just below the C,SM. that contained the hmar module during the launch. SLA is pronounced navjgatiotl sy,sIetDs, il/ill ;i il()zen oilier itllijDr sysIems, ll()t to mention ifc"slaw," as in cole,
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months at I louston, an item that Shea had decided against would be

hundreds of smMler contracts and subcontracts.* All of these systems brought up at annther meeting. "I want. to tell you that an adverse
were being designed, developed, and assembled simultaneously. The decishm is not a decision delayed," Shea icily informed an engineer one

most minute change in one system was likely to require a cascade of day, and after that the practice stopped. "l never ran the Change Board
changes in tithers. The complexity of the program and the coordination as a democratic process," Shca admitted.
required to keep all the pieces growing in harmony increased "The better is Ihe enemy of the good," Shea tokl them again and

expunentially, again.*Thc biggestproblem with a new productin its developmental

phase, Shea thoughl, was that a good engineer could always think of
The coordinating power for the spacecraft was in Shea's hands, and he ways to tnake it better. This was fine, except that they couldn't keep

exercised it without a blink. As huge as the program was becoming, with changing the spacecraft lorever. Sooner or later they had to lock it into
ils growing paraphernalia of collective decision making, any decision one configuration, so that they could make that configuration work. Keep

about thc C.S.M. or the lunar module ultimately came to Shea, and Shea the changes down.

didn't worry about getting a consensus. In the fall of 1964, for example, Keep it simple - that was the other half of tile Shea doctrine. To Shea,
he established a Configuration Control Board (known as "the Change it seemed as il' everyone were saying, "Apollo is tile most co,nplex job
Board") that would systematize and limit the changes being made to the itl the world; therefore, every part has to be as complicated as poss'ble. '

spacecraft. But when it came to the final decision, the one man whose And that was exactly backwards. What they should be trying to do was

opinion really counted was Joe Shea. An engineer who had to deal with figure out how to do things as simply as possible, with as few ways as

Shea remembered what it was like. If you had a change you wanted to possible to go wrong.
propose in the spacecraft, and if it got by the Configuration Control Fuel gauges, for example, in the tanks itl tile reaction anti control

Board, tile last step itl the process was to go into Shea's office on the system on tire spacecraft. Okay, Shca agreed, it's tough to measure how
seventh tloor over in Building 2 at M.S.C. You'd walk in, and there Joe much fucl you've got itl a tank when you're in zero gravity. The usual
would be, by himself, behind his desk, and you had to explain to him devices don t work. Anti furthcrnmre, it was vital that they keep enough

what it was you wanted and why it was absoh, tely essential that this fuel itl Ihose tanks right up lo tile end of the tlight, because tile R.C.S.

change be made in the spacecraft. And then Joe would begin to grill you. was what put tile spacecraft itl the right attitude to enter the atmosphere.

There was no point in trying to sidestep or fudge an answer. It made no But the people wilt) wrote the specifications for tile fuel gauges had
difference if Shea wasn't a specialist in your area. "If you understand it, reasoned that, because it was so important, they needed a highly accurate

you can make me understand it," Shea kept saying, and you had better fuel gauge system. Thc way they would do it was to build a Geiger-
understand it absnlutely cold or Shea would dissect you. counter arrangement that would infer the bulk of fuel left in the tank by

Also, you had to keep ahead of him, which could be difficult. "He'd the attenuation of radiation sources that would be transmitted through the

stop you in the middle of a presentation and say, 'You're going to have fuel. It was a challenging bit of technology, no doubt about it--so

to include thai you need four batteries in the circuit,'" one engineer challenging that tire ?auge they had developed so far was accurate only to
recalled. "And you'd say, Tnt going Itl ?et around to that.' And he'd about 10 i/ctcenl and il kepi failing quality tests for reliability.

say, 'Well, tell mc right now why tile hell we need four batteries. And Shea lei this process run for a couple of months find then stepped in.
goddamn it, il' you can't tell mc wily we need four, then you ought ltl "This Ihing tlocsu'l inakc flit), sense Io inc," he said. "We don't need
come back anti see me next week. You're wasting my time.'"

At the end of the meeting, Shea would say yes or no. And that was it. * There are variant; on the phrase, which has been popular among engineers for many years. Bill

It took people a while to get used to that, and sometimes during his first Donovan. head of die OS.S dmmg World War II, liked to say Ihat "tbe perfect is the enemy of thegot_l." Shea's version enjoyed a voguc during Ihe AF_)IIo I'rogram. Jim Webb and Robert
McNamara bolh used it, always relerriug to il as an t Id Russian prt verb, One historian of the Alx.)llo

· This was just Joe Shea's shop, having nothing to do with the equally large and complex Program, Robert Sbenod, was able Io track a variatkm hack lo Voltaire ("le mietor est rennemi du
organization being nln mit of Marshall lo build the Salum V, and a third one at the Cape to build the bien"). Voltaiw in Iron ';cemed I. Ihink il was ;Ill {*ltlIlalian adage
VAB and Colnplex 39.
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anything thatcomplicated." SheahadaKarmannGhiawhichdidn'teven with tile spccilicalions that ctmmmn sense got lost in tile shuffle.
need a fuel gauge, because it had a little reserve fuel tank that he could tloneywell, fi>r example, was hue in delivering the auto-pilot for

switch lo. And that's what they ended up doing for the R.C.S. fuel tanks, spacecrafts OI 2 and {114: tile reason, they Iokl ASPO, wits {hat they were
They had a big tank that they used during thc mission, and a little tank, redesigning some connectors and printed circuits to pass Shea's Immidity

not to be touched unlcss tile big tank ran out, but that could get the crew spec. Ilow badly had it failed? Shea asked. Well, actually, they hadn't
home salely. No more nuclear gas gauge, even tested il itgainsl thc humidity spec. What they were doing was

There was lite problem of the heat shield. Thc specification Ihe Norlh immersing thc conncclm board in walcr, so _ltcy would bc sure of passing
American engineers were trying to meet required, logically enough, that the Innnklity test when Ihcy gel lo it. and they wcrc having trouble getting

the heat shield maintain its integrity under the extreme shifts from cold to it to survive the immersion.
heat that it would experience on its way to the moon and back, depending

on whether il was in sun or shadow. But when they began testing tile heat Keep il simple. Keep h) lite schedule. 1)o your job or get out of the way.
shield material under entry conditions, they found to their consternation Shea's inelhods could bc abrasive and tough, bttt they could be cxhila-
that after exposure to severe cold it began to crack and craze and flake, rating. It all depended on your point of view, ami tire people down ill
They were going lo have m create a new heat shield material, which tlouston had all sorts of opinions of Joe Shca.

would take untold quantities of money and time. Shea asked how long it lie was too hard on people, leo hard-driving. "Reminds you of a

took for thc heat shield to cool down to the point where the problems military guy," said onc engineer: "Take that hill ired don't worry too
began. The answer was about thirteen hours. So why did the spacecraft much about the casualties." No. said anothcr. "If you came itl and had
have to stay in the same attitude for that long? Wby couldn't il rolale, the righl story, and il' you didn't Iry to bnllshil him--because be was leo
so the heat shiekl woukl remain nice and warm all the time? And that was darned smart to bc l'nolcd - he treated you pretty well." That was the

tile origin of what came to be known as the "barbecue" mode, or passive key, said another. "Shea had a big ego, but he was extremely shaq_ and
themlal control (P.T.C.), in which the spacecraft rotated once an hour he was fitir, lie just wanted to know lhat yon knew wha( yet, were talking
all the way out to the moon and back. Keep it simple, about." Wait a minute, another said: "Shea wits an egotist, very much

In Shea's mind, nothing was sacred about the specs for the individual so. If you buttered him, you got the gravy jobs." But he was watching
components of the spacecraft. There were only three sacred specs, and from afar, he added, and "other people that I got to know real well after
they were man, moon, decade. "If those are the real three things you've I transferred over m ASPO lhought he was great." Yes, but he was push-

gotta do, then everything else can be traded off underneath," he would lng too fast on the hardware, said others, lle'd be out at Downey during

tell them, ami so he kept going back to the why of things: Why these thc graveyard shift, signing olT on things .just to keep to thc schedule.
nl,mbers and not others on tile spec? Was the product good enough to do That's right, saki one of Ihc inspectors: "l lc was out there telling North

tile job it was supposed to do? Was the job it was supposed to do in the American, '}icy. hurry nix don't worry aboul Ihat little stuff, those lilllc

spec the job it would have to do on the flight? "Because if we fail a qual things.' Joe was pushing kind of hard." But then, of course, he added.
test and if I have to send il back to redesign," Shea explained, "lhen I "You had lo They'd have never got anylhmg out el' that plant if hc

have a less malurc product when it comes back than I had already gotten wasn'l pushing." Al leas(, said still another, there was m} doubt about
up to that point." The better is the enemy of the good. who was rmmmg ASP(): "Shca wanted complete control, and he had it."

Again and again he preached: "Hey, it isn't that complicated. It is very And what of .loc Shea and Max Fagel'? "Well," said Shea later, a little
understandable. Thc engines work this way, the guidance system works abashedly, "Max grew tm mc." Despite dmir rocky beginning, Shea and

Illat way, the transistors work this way, so don't get yourself in a state of Fagct forged a friendship. Professionally, they worked out a system
mind tlfinking that it's leo complex. It really is very simple. It's piece by whereby Shca in ASI't ) Iai)pod into Fa?cl's expertise over in F,ngineering
piece." It's awfully big, that's all, Shea kept saying. Piece by piece, it's without either el them slcpffing on the olhcl's lees. And it turned out that

simple. Nancy Faget and Beu'y Shea liked each other too, so as lime went on tile
Sometimes il seemed a losing baltic, as contntctors became si) obsessed finnilies became friends.
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It was always to be a friendship with an edge, as could hardly have
been otherwise with two men as competitive as Faget and Shea. One
time, after Fagct had started jogging in his spare time, they were on a

plane to Washington and Faget announced to Shea that, although Shea

might once have been a runner in school, Faget was getting pretty fast
himself. In fact, Fagct thought that he could beat Shea. Shea doubted
that. Later that day, pedestrians walking near the Georgetown Inn could

see two men in early middle age, one tall and one short, racing up the
crowded sidewalks of Wisconsin Avenue in a hundred-yard dash. Shea

won. "It was that kind of relationship," Shea said, and they had a lot of Ii ('nAmer
fun with it.

St) Joe Shca became part of Houston, and as time went on he thought "1 4[ _
of himself less and less as a headquarters man. lie found himself liking IOthe N.A.C.A. hands, even though he insisted on continuing to call them

the "Fly-Boys," and liking the organization. "Houston was the only
place l've ever seen," he recalled, "where every guy was comfortable in

his job. He didn't want a promotion. There was no jockeying for position, ' 'We Wa!l[ you to go fix it"there was real rapport."
Shea never became fully part of the Space Task Group family--that

was probably impossible for anyone who hadn't been at Langley or
Lewis--but it wasn't necessary. These were Joe Shea's glory days, and In tile first half of 1964, while Joe Shea was taking hold of ASPO, the
whatever the swirl of opinions about this gifted, enigmatic man, he was Combustion Devices Team out at Canoga Park doggedly continued to

taking an effort that had been foundering and driving it forward. This, work on tile injector plate for the F-I. Management at both NASA and

said Tmn Markley later, was the reason Shea walked into a staff meeting Rocketdyne began to wonder whether some sort of compromise might be

{)neMonday morning to find everybody sitting there, feet up on the table, possible. The combustion chamber with tile baffle usually worked--not
all with red socks on. "What that showed was our love for the guy," on every test, but on a high proportion of them. Jerry Thomson began to
Markley said; and he then paused to reconsider his choice of words. Not hear things like, "Wily not just accept that once in a while one will go
"love" exactly--Joe didn't let many people get that close to him. They unstable?" This school of thought held that a failure was unlikely in the
wore the socks out of deep respect and admirafiolr for Shea, he said. "tie lirst place, and thai even il' an engine did fail. lire lirst stage of tile Saturn
was a walking encyclopedia, a design guy, a systems integration guy, and V had an "engine-out capability"--it coukl continue to lly on four of its
not only thai. bid hc could understand contract negotiations. And he live engines. Thc missnm inighl bc icop;mlized, Imf lire crew would be
could handle SCllllhns and COlrgrcsslrlcn when they came down, just Irs satk:.
well as he could handle his own design people." Joe Shea could do it all. But Ihe vehicle would cmdinuc to tly and the crew would be safe only

Ami when file picssurc got Ioo high, Ihey h:ld one olhcr illin[., going for
il' a lUllaWlly ('nt',liit' ',,]iii[ ilsclt down bclolc il catlsCd ;ill explosion

them. "Down at Itouston we could argue like hell," Shea recalled. "But which it might or might m_l bc ahlc lo do, depending ou the nature of the

afterwards we would be out in the parking lot and look up at the moon and instability. Thomson thought tire danger was substant' fi-- 'If you had

say, 'You really want to go there?' "And the answer was always yes. gone unsi;,ble on lire F-I engine, you'd have lost the bird." He and Paul
Castenholz continued to resist that they would deliver a dynamically

stable injcctor that wonhl daml_ in no more than 400 nfilliseconds.
They wcrc now pnisuing another linc of attack, bon'owiug from some
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test results on another engine, the It- I, which had been developed for five F-I engines, mtmnled as they would be in flight, were ignited on the
earlier versions of the Saturn. Though inuch smaller than the F-I, the H-I tluntsville test sland. During tile course o1' lire 6.5 seconds of ignition,

had also been troubled by combustion instability. The problem had finally they generated 7.5 million pounds of thrust.
been solved by changing the impingement angle of the propellant
streams. 'File angle of tile holes through the injector plate had been altered
so that lite fans of LOX and of kerosene were formed farther down in tire

combustionchamber, l
There were some disadvantages to this modification, mainly involving

the efficiency of tile engine. The farther down the streams impinged, the At tile Cape, the lasl half of 1965 and the beginning of 1966 saw the

less completely they burned before being expelled through the throat. It pieces of tile launcll complex linally begirt Itl come together. In October,
was not a Irivial loss--when the Combustion Devices Team tried this Iix tile lirst imrlions of tilt' I ligh Bay in lite V.A.B. were occupied.* In

with an appropriately modified injector, they did indeed find they had cut January 1966, thc crawler, which had been giving I)on I_,uchanan fits for
the efficiency of the F-I by a few percent. But some decrease in efficiency almost four years, successfully returned the inobile launcher to the
could be tolerated (that German conservatism once more gave them V.A.B. (for six months, Ibc launcher had been stranded a mile and a half

precious leeway), and with the new angle of impingement, plus the away, where the crawler had taken it and then broken down). In March,
redesigned baffles, they found that they had reduced the occurrence of the first stage of a full-sized Saturn V test article, called tile Saturn 500-F,

instabilitysubstantially, with thc same tankage and uml*ilicalconnectionsils a real Saturn V, was
More months went by, and much tine-tuning. They modified the angle lifted to a vertical altitude in lite V.A.B. Ten days later, the second stage

again and they increased the orifice size by a fraction of an inch. They of the 5(XI-F was lifted 200 feet into the air and mated to the lirst stage.
fiddled and nudged, and the incidence of instability decreased still filrther Five days after that, on March 30, 1966, the crews in the V.A.B. mated

until, by late 1964, they weren't getting it anymore. The bombs would the third stage, then a test-article version of ttle C.S.M., and for the first

explode, the pressure in the combustion chamber would skyrocket--and time the people of Apollo saw what a Saturn V really looked like when
then the engine would be running smoothly again, not just within the assembled--all 363 gleaming wlfite fcet of it, standing under the harsh
400-millisecond goal the team had set for itself, but within 100 millisec- lights of the V.A.B. On May 8, the last of tile swing arms which had
onds. causedso muchtroublewasirrstalledon theumbilicaltower.

The men who had worked so singlemindedly and so long on solving the On May 25, 1966, live years to tile day after John Kennerly had made

combustion instability problem in the F-1 had no moment of triumph, no his speech promising Ibc moon within the decade, the giant doors of the

equivalent of tile splasMown party that other people in the Apollo V.A.B. slid open anti lire crawler emerged, bearing on its back a
Program enjoyed. They never knew for sure tMt they had finally won. launcher, an umbilical lower, and a full-sized, full-weight mockup of the
"There was an apprehension that something would happen that you Saturn V. The crawler took its load out lo Launcb Complex 39, reaching
didn't know about," Castenholz said. "1 think you'll lind lhat with l"ad A al dusk. I;ivc weeks later, Rocco Pelrone, leaving his job as

lt]niosl all rocket engineers." J::or Caslenholz, it lingered throughout program irlanager J(ll' the Apollo facilities at tile Cape, moved over to

Apolhl, even afler lire hmar landing. It w_sn t as if they had ever bec(mm director of J.annch ()pcralions. If Marshall ctnlld give them a
managed to write tile equations that explained exactly Imw combuslitm vehicle and J ltmslon could give them a spacecraft, Stage Zero was ready

instability could bc done away with. All they had done was redesign until to fly.
it was gone. But though they conld nol know it then, it truly was gone, *The VAB. i_,n,,l rcall'_a box ']he "lligh n:,v." _,_,.fl.et hlgil.'is Ibctall [n,tlionof the
never to reappear in tiny F-J that evcr flew. v./\.ll. Lessn,,li_cai,lcisa wing¢}1'thcV.A.B.calledlite'Tow Ilay." whichis a mere210 feet

Ill January 1965, tile injector for Ihe F-I was rated flight ready by high.FirsHimevisihusI,,IhcVA Ii ,llcn domd*calizeIlmy;tlcemeringIhroughIht LowBay.. Theymarvelalhowbig Ibc huihling is, onlyIowalkilm_dieIlighnay amirealizeIhalwhalcame
Marshall Space Flight Center. On April 16, 1965, a full complement of beforewas ,relyd,e Hide,h,-d,,,, It,,,si,lt..
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The tensions between NASA and North American were not over,

2 however, l,ale itl 1965, Sant Phillips 'and his staff, prompted by

By August 1966, Joe Shea's ASPO was nearing achievement of Hous- continuing problems and delays, had conducted an extensive investigation
Ion's part of Ibc bargain. During 1964 and 1965, eight boilerplale of the status of NASA's contracts with North American for the C.S.M.

spacecraft had Ilown on Saturn Is and Big Joes. Only one was a failure, and the S-II stage of thc Saturn V and prepared a highly critical report that
that one because tile launch vehicle blew up.. In 1966, three unmanned later would become famous as tile "Phillips Report." "I am definitely
command and service modules had been launched so far, their flights not satisfied wilh the progress and outlook of either program," Phillips

including a high-altitude abort test, a test of the compatibility of the had written Itl l.ee Alwtrtxl, and listed a long set of needed changes.

spacecraft and the launch vehicle, and an orbital test of the S-IVB third Eberhard Rees, yon Jtrann's deputy center director at Marshall, was near
stage. All three had been unmanned versions of what were called "Block despair over Ihe slalc of the S-Il. ltl itconlidential memorandum with only

I" spacecraft, meaning that they couldn't link up with a LEM.* three copies--hlr Phillips, von Braun. and his own files--he wrote, "I
ASP() still did not have a lunar module ready to fly, nor did it expect believe NASA has Io _esort lo very drastic nleasures," including the

to have one for another year. There had been a multitude of problems possibility of shifting to a new contractor. "For me, it is just unbearable

with the LEM; indeed, after the F-1 problem was resolved, the LEM had to deal further with a non-perft_rming contraclor who has the government

become the "pacing item" in the program, the one that would hold back 'tightly over a barrel' when it comes to a nlultibillion-dollar venture of
all the rest unless it made up time. But Gmmman was by common such national ' n lint ce.'

consent the finest prime contractor that NASA had. When problems arose But Rees was referring Io the Sdl. Thc C.S.M. was titling rrmch better,
with the LEM--no surprise in a vehicle so unprecedented in its function as North American began funneling some of its best people into the

and design--ASPO found that Grumman got on top of them as fast and Downey plant. North American's director of engineering, George Jeffs,

as energetically as anyone could wish. Within NASA there was confi- a rising star with a professional reputation matching any in NASA, was
dence that, one way or another, the LEM would be arriving pretty much sent over Io reinforce progranl manager Dale Myers as his deputy
when Grumman saki it would, and that when it arrived, it would work.'J' manager and chief engineer. Jeff's brought with him a small cadre of his

The relationship between ASPO and North American had reached a own people and cut the number of engineers in the program from 4,000
modus vivendi. At tile engineering level, some close working relation- to 2,000. "We had lots of areas to clean up," Jeffs recalled, "lots of

ships bad been established. Shea found that Dale Myers, who had areas to get down to the meat and potatoes, and get rid of some of the ice

replaced John Paup as the contractor's program manager for the space- cream," and he proceeded briskly. Itouston, remembering the early years
craft, brought the same frame of mind to Downey that Shea brought to of the space program, hoped that the experience with North American
Houston. They had joined forces during the first year redefine the Block was going to turn out like Mcl)onnell on the Mercury and Gemini

" d capsules--a slow start, then accelerating progress as they moved over theII spacecraft-- gange up on the rest of the world," Myers recalled,
"and saki we're going to have some specs [for Block Ils] that are right hump of tile learning curve.

and meaningful." They had pushed thenl through, and subsequently had

seen tile Block II spacecraft come close to completion. On August 19, 1966, spacecraft uuml)cr 012. the tirst Apollo designated
for a manned mission, was ready for the Contractor's Acceptance

*Originally.theApolloProgramhadplannedtoflyfourmannedBlockIApollospacecraftinIow Readiness Review (CA RR). This was a major event in file life of every
earlhorhihusingtheSaturnIamilB asthelaunchvehicles.ThesewerecanceledaspartofMueller's
all-updecisioninNovember1963.Asel. 1966.onlyoneBlockI spacecraftwasscheduledfora spacecraft, the nlonlonl when it was ollicially judged to have met the
manned flighl, A S.-204.withGrissomcmnmanding, spccJlicatious of Ibc ,,:oUllacl alld becatllt.' lbo property of tile United States

t ()ne NASAengineerwonderedwhetherthedifferencesweregeographic--"Youcouldlook government.
acrossthecounlryl,roreIheEastCoastlo theWestCoastandwatchIhe personalitychange"among
litecontractors,hethoughl.ContractorsontheEastCoast(GrummanwasheadquarteredonLong The CARR for spacecraft 012 was held at tile North American facility
Island}hada goget-'cm,do.it-rightaltitude:thepeoplein lite Midwest(McDonnellwa_inSt. in l)owney, a sprawling colnplex of haugars and mamlfacturing plants ten
Louis)weresmnewhcrein thcmiddle;"andthefolksiiiCalil,omia--well, we hadlopushIhenla hit miles east of Los Angeles hllernalJonal Ah'port. Joe Shen presided overinCalil,.rni:_"

i
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the meeting, which was held in the low fieldstone building of 1940s flight plans, and otlmr paraplmrnalia they had nowhere else to keep. The
astronauts had also gotten into tile habit of customizing their spacecraft,vintage that served as office space for the North American executives.

The astronauts who would fly 012 were there: Gus Grissom, one of the putting a pouch in ex;icily such-and-such a place (and having it made of
such-and-such a cuhlr- some of Ihe aslronauts became quite fussy about

original seven astronauts and the second American to fly in space; Ed
these details of interior decoration) for a particular puq'}ose. The problemWhite, the lirst man to walk in space; and a rookie astronaut, Roger
was that Raschel nelting and Vetcro were Ilammahle. They talked aboutChaffee. Also present were Faget, representing Engineering, Chris Kraft,
it at the CARR for several minutes. Shea ended the discussion by notingrepresenting Flight Operations, and a dozen other senior people from

Honslon, pins all the senior North American execulives responsible for tersely that the fire rules fc)r the spacecraft prohibited anything that was
the C.S.M. contract, potentially Ilmmnahle front being chlser Ihan four inches to anything that

could create a spark, lie told North American lo see that the cabin was
Shea opened the meeting by saying, "This is not a meeting to bring up

old bitches. It's a meeting specifically concerned with spacecraft 012 and cleaned up.
A munth later, on Seplcmber 26, North American submitted a memo

its suitability to leave the plant and begin the checkout procedures and
listing its CARR Action Responses l_)r C.S.M. 012. Under Section 14,

booster mating procedures down at tile Cape." He cautioned everyone
Problem 14.7.2, "Pl_OIJI,EM--Flammable Materials in CM," North

not to get "ourselves all tangled up between design changes and the
American reported that a "walk-through" inspection of 012 had been

specific checkout of this spacecraft as it is presently configured."
Spacecraft 012 had been moving slowly, Shea acknowledged. "It's still performed and the results were docmnenled in NAA IL 693-300-

040-66-1009, deled August 22, 1966. It added that "specific NASA
not completely through all its tests and tile CARR is in that sense direction . . . on the findings musl be made to N.A.A." Shea told his
somewhat provisional but I intend to go ahead with it anyway." He was

in high spirits that day, clicking through the items, punning, arbitrating staff to prepare a dire)lion. They did, and put il into the pipeline. But
disagreements. The atmosphere was relaxed, with wisecracks and laugh- there were lots of dire)roms going out, and Shea didn't try to keep track

)erpunctuatingthediscussion, of this particuhu'one.
Most of the problems raised at the meeting were minor, or had been In early Octoher, Shea rcccived a two-page lctter t'rom llilliard W.

hashed over already in previous sessions. Even so, the list of items to be Pa)ge, vice-president and general manager of the Missile and Space
reviewed was scl long that the CARR went on for six hours. As the Division itt General F,lectric. Pa)ge was writing to express his concerns

about the possibility of a lire in the spacecraft. It was a friendly "Dear
meeting wits winding down, Gus Grissom asked for the floor and pulled

Joe" letter; still, Pa)ge wits worried. "1 ti() not think it technically prudent
out two photographs fi'om a large enveh)pe. They were identical, but with

to be unduly inlhJenccd by the'gronnd arul Ilight snccess history of
different inscriptions. The picture showed Grissom, White, and Chaffee

seated behind a table on which a small model of the Apollo capsule Mercury and Genfini under a 10(1 percent oxygen environment," he
wrote. "The lirst tire itl a spacecraft may well he fatal." Pa)ge suggestedrested. Their heads were bowed, hands steepled in a caricature of prayer.

Grissom gave the first copy to Stormy Storms, general manager of the testing the ability of man's senses to detect a lire or an incipient fire
North American Space l)ivision. "We've got one for Joe Shea also," condition. Also, ASI'O n)ight cons)tier lmlting some sort of fire extin-
Grissom said, and passed the second photograph down tile table to him. guisher hi lite cabin. I lc add)ti a handwritlcn postscript saying that he

hoped Joe would personally review the mailer,
"Joe aclvised tls to practice our backtzp procedures religiously, so here we
are practicing." There was loud laughter. The picture, signed by all three Shea called in ASP()'s Roi)ab)lily. Quality, and Test I)ivision aud
astronauts, wits inscribed, "It isn't that we don't trust you, Joe, but this asked for a review of Ihe mmmetallic materials control program. Seven

time we've deckled Itl go over your head." weeks later the chief of lite divishm, Bill Bland, submilted his report to
Shea. They had md bccn able ltl schcdtllc the review ih;it Shea had

At one point dr]ring Ihe CARR, the question of flammable materials in tile requested because of "our usual press of I)usiness with more signilicant
cabin came up. Since Mercury days, the astronauts had used Raschel problems." But Bland iminted mil thai they had just completed technical
nelting, attached wilh Velcro, for rigging up puuches to store the pens, assessments o1' Ihc liic hazard in the crew comparmmnt in the comnland
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and lunar modules. He attacheda copy of thc: two assessmentsto his friends, and each was inclincd to seethe problemsas being the other's
memo, noting theconclusionthat "our inherenthazardsfrom fire in the fault. Wily had Shea let North Amc:titan.ship a half-finished bucket of
spacecraftare k)w." They should of coursecontinueto review their fire bolts to K.S.C.? Why couldn't Petrnneget his launch teamsto get the
hazard potential. Shea wrote:back a "Dear Hilly" letter to Paige, sending spacecraft checked out tm schedule? It was, Shea remembc:red, "a

knockdown and drag-out." Itl l'etrone's opinion, Shea hadn't spentcopies of thc: evaluations of thc commaml and lunar mtldules "so you
may see how secure we are." Shea, too, added a handwritten postscript: enough or' his career with hardware to unde,'stand the nature of the
"The problenl Js sticky--we think we have enough margin to keep tire pn)blems the Capc faced.
from starting--if one ever does, we do have problems. Suitable extin- On Thursday al'teruoon, Wally Schirra. the backup for Grissom, was
gnishing agents are not yc:tdeveloped." chatting with Shea when he came up with an idea. Why didn't Shea get

The exchange of lctters was duly tiled away in tile rows of lile cabinets into tile spacecraft himself and go through Iht countdown test with the
of letters, analyses, and memoranda involving the spacecraft, crew'? That way be could lind out what it was like from their point of

view. Shca had nc:ver done such a thing, hut he liked tile idea and asked

the K.S.C. technicians to wire up a lburth comnmnications loop into 012.
Shea went off to have dinner with Cate and then linished the evening by
having a couple of drinks with Schirra. Itc: changed his airplane

3 reservations so that he could stay through the test.

As 1967 began, Joe Shea was beginning to be a celebrity outside of the The next morning, Friday the 271h, Shea was at breakfast with the crew
confines of NASA. When Shea took a few hours off to watch his favorite when the K.S.C. communications people reported that they couldn't

team, the Green Bay Packers, beat the Kansas City Chiefs in the lit'st Rube Goldberg a fottrlh cnmnmnicalitms loop in time. There wasn't a
Super Bowl. he sat with Walter Cronkite. He was in demand as a speaker fourth jack in the spacccrafl, an extra loop would have to go through the
and was increasingly looked upon as a spokesman for tile Apollo hatch.... It was too complicated.
Program. With the rc:dsocks and thc:puns, the quicksilver mind and the Grissom still wanted Shca to he with thern in the spacecraft. The
intense, Black Irish good looks, Shea linally gave Houston a plausible practice countdowns just hadn't been smooth enough. Things didn't flow,

competitor to wm Braun for a place in the public imagination, and when they said something into their headsets, the spacecraft didn't
Time magazine was about to stamp its imprimatur on Shea's emerging get an answer right away. The subsystems didn't check out as well as they

status by putting him on tile cover. The story was to coincide with the shouM. "It's really messy," Grissom told him. "We want you to go fix
launch of Apollo 1, now scheduled for late February. Shea had already it." But ii' he couldn't have a headset, Shea didn't see the point. "You
undergone tile obligatory lunch with the Time editors, and by the last think I'm going ltl sit at your feet li/r four hours and not be able to
week in January there remained only some wrap-up reporting. When communicate?" Shea said to Grissom. ' Yot 're nuts. You go through the
Shea llew to thc Cape nn Wednesday, the 251b of January, Ben Cate, test; 1'11go back to llouslon and I'll come back Monday and do it in the

simulator with you."Time's Ilouston correspondent, lagged along ltl grab interview time on
the plane and ;ti meals. Al ab(lttl ch.'yeti()'clock, Nht'a ;tad l'ctrtme wcnl ont t(t Pad 34 with the

Shea spent Wednesday and Thursday huddling with Rocco Petrone, crew and look a look ;ti 1112for thcutselvcs. Both of theln noticed that
trying tn work out tile problems that had plagued spacecraft 012 since: it some polyurethane p;tds were still in the spacecraft---the technicians used
had arrived at the Cape.* Shea and Petronc had never been the best of them when they were it) the spacecrali Itl avoid damaging tile wiring.

Petrone directed IItal they be removed, except for one that Ed White had
* Later, thc story v,,otfid spread that Grissom had hung a lemon tin 012 as a sign of his disgusl asked thenl to lc;irc. White, sitting iii thc center scat, was the one who

with it. Apparcndy he in fact hung the lemon on Riley McCafferty'a simulator at the Cape, not the

spacecraft. 'rhc spacecraft was changing so fast that McCafferty, chief of Flight Crew Operations al opened the hatch itt thc end ()f tile test, ;lilt] lie wanted to be able to stand
MILA, always had at least 15n or 200 new m_xlificatJons thai hadn'l yet been incorporated inlo the on the pad while hc did it so that he wouldn't step on tile wiring,
simulator. The ones that did gel patched into the software usually had bugs at first, so the simulator Shea went hack It) [he blockhouse while tile crew was sealed into 012.
was ill a con,da)it _tate of incipienl breakdown.
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and the countdown began. He called Ben Cate and told him he was going
back to Houston with him after alt--there was no point in hanging around

if he wasn't going to be in the spacecraft. They caught the 2:30 National

Airlines flight from Melbourne and arrived a little after five in tile
afternoon, Houston time. Cate headed for home after arranging for tile
Sheas to come to dhmer on Saturday. Shea went to his office at M.S.C.,

arriving there at about 5:30. With the one-hour time difference, that made
it 6:30 P.M. back at the Cape.

('llAl"l liR

14
"Did he say fire' ?"

Among tile people of Apollo, it is known simply as the Fire, needing no
other label. Twenly years laler, after a visitor had questioned him about
it, the Fire would still keep I)on Arabian from getting to sleep until three

in the morning, turning the data over in his mind, trying to make all the

pieces lit. Marty Ciofi'oletti's wfice would still tighten when he remem-
bered having to listen to the tape of the crew's voices, again and again.
Some of thc men who had been on tim consoles would still be unable to

talk about it, stopping in mid-sentence. The histury of Apollo is divided
into two time periods, Before the Fire and After the Fire.

1

Scott Simpkinson was Ihe engineer in charge of disassembling the

burnt-out spacecralL I lc also acted as edilor of the official NASA account
of what happened, Report qf tlw Apollo 204 Review Board. Sitting in the
card room al Ihe Baywood ('ounlry ('lub where Simpkinson spent his

days after he retired, he settled back Io discuss Ihe lire once again, after
twenty years. The queslion was pul to him: l)id they ever find out exactly
what caused il':'

189
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"There was no positive proof," Simpkinson replied. "it was tile 'most spacecraft ever since thc first Mercury flight. And there were so many
probable cause,' I believe we stated in the report. Of course, I have my roles. And this was .just a practice countdown, not a real flight. And no

own opinion, which was shared by many of the people on the board." one had focused on how highly flammable the netting was in a
He pulled on his cigarette, trying to decide how to explain it to an pure-oxygen environment.

outsider, then took out a pen and sketched tile floor plan of the Apollo Simpkinson surnlJse{l Ihat lhe hol spol in the netting moved horizontally
spacecraft on a napkin. "The commander was on the left," he began, al first. Or it could have }usl Inmg there, slowly growing larger. Possibly
"On the pad he would be lying on his back. And right here"--lhe pen it created an acrid smell. For about thirty seconds just before the crisis the

etched a delicate X--"in the side of the spacecraft beside him was a crew wasn't saying any0fing but White and Grissom were moving
compartment for lithium hydroxide, which takes out the CO 2 so the crew around, doing something. ()ne explanation is that they were trying to
can rebreathe the oxygen. It had a metal door with a sharp edge . . ." determine where the smell was coming from.

Heat rises. The glowing spot reached a vertical strand of the netting

The door opened irm) Ihe Environmental Control Unit (E.C.U.). Just and began It) climb, rising in temperature as it fed upon itself, finally
underneath it was a cable, part of the E.C.U.'s instrumentation harness, bursting into an open flame. It was at this monlent, 6:31:04 v.M. (as later
The cable was wedged against the bottom of the door by other bundles of determined by the Medical Analysis Panel), that the sensors attached to

wires benealh it. Each lime the door was pushed shut, the edge of the Ed White registered "a marked change in the senior pilot's respiratory
metal door scraped against the cable. The slight but repeated abrasion had and heart rates." A second later, the first message came over Black 3, the

exposed two tiny sections of wire in the cable. Something--maybe crew's radio channel: "Fire." Grissom said, or perhaps it was "Hey."
Grissom opened tile door--caused a brief electrical arc between the Two seconds later, Chaffee said clearly. "We've got a lire in the
exposedportionsof wire. cockpit." Ills runewas businesslike.

Even M01 tile pure oxygen environment, the spark from tile short

would not have caused a conflagration. But it also happened that, .just One hundred and eighty-two fi:et below, R.C.A. technician Gary Propst

below the two scuffs in the cable, a length of aluminum tubing took a was seated before a bank of television monitors. He was trying to adjust
ninety-degree turn. This particular ninety-degree comer joint, one of the brighlness on Camera 29, one of tile dozens of cameras that

hundreds in tile tubing that interlaced the spacecraft, probably had sprung continuously lctl piclures into the Operational Television (O.T.V.)
a leak. The joint had passed redundant inspections, but it had been subject control racks during arty smmlation or launch. Some of the cameras were

to "creep" from sh'ess at remote points in the system--the spacecraft was focused on critical components of the launch process--the swing amis on
constantly being worked on, and things got bumped around. Certainly the mobile launch tower, thc umbilical connections on the Saturn. Others

even a small leak would help explain what happened, because the tubing covered the exterior of the entire vehicle, not because anything particu-
carried a glycol cooling fluid which, when exposed to air, turned into larly interesting was expected lo occur, but for the same reason that
fumes. The liquid was not flammable, bul the fumes were.

cameras record every public appearance of a president of the United
The scuffed cable wedged against the bottom of the door was not States--just in case. There was no camera inside tile cabin.

originally intended Io cross the tubing at tile joint nor was it originally The monitor inmlediately above and to tile left of the one that Props{
intended to lie quite as close to the tubing as it did. But there had been was working with was fed by Camera 24, located in the White

thousands of changes in thc Block I spacecraft since the phms had been Room--lhe enclosed end {}J'thc swing arm. immediately adjoining the
drawn, and the changes had put many cables, this one among them, in spacecraft on Level A8 of tile lower. Operated by remote control, it

different positions from the ones that had originally been thought out at showed activity m the While Room; or. ii' zoomed in on the porthole in
the designtables, thehatch, it coukl providea partial, shadowyviewof the interiorof the

There was also some Raschel netting near the scuffed cable, closer than spacecraft as it looked fi'om behind and above the center couch--in

it should have been--ASPO's directive about enforcing the fire roles had effect, showing the view over Ed White's shoulder. Propst's primary

not yet been acted upon. Besides, astronauts had been customizing their communications I_op was Black 7, but he also monitored Black 3 to keep
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itl touch with events in the spacecraft. Itc heard the call of "fire in the pilot's pulse lc:, tile explosion that slanuncd Jim Glcavcs up against the

cockpit" and shifted his attention to tile monitor for Camera 24. orange door, just eighlccn seconds had passed.
At first, all l'ropst could see was a bright glow within the normally dim

spacecraft. Then lie could see flame flickering across the porthole and Ed
White's hands reaching above his head toward the bolts that secured thc
halch. There was a lot of motion, Propsl observed, as White seemed to
ftnnhlc wilh sontelltJng and then quickly pull his re'ms back, Ihen reach

out again. Another pair of arms came into view from the left--llmsc A plugs-out test wits a nukjor event in thc preparation for a manucd hmnch
would have been Grissom's--as the flames spread from the far left-hand and as such it required the combined ministrations of three widely

comer of the spacecraft toward the porthole, separated control centers. Onc wax Mission Control in Houston, which
It seemed Itl Gary l'ropst that the crew's agony was endless. Four days oversaw thc simulated post-ignition phase fi'on) the time thc vehicle

later, testifying before the Review Board, he would estimate that he cleared tile lop of Iht launch tower until insertion into orbit, whcn the
watched movement within the spacecraft for about twominutes before the simulation cndcd. But lite mare pinposc of a plugs-out test wits to

spreading flames blocked the view. Bitterly angry, he wondered why no demonstrate that thc systems of lite hnmch vehicle and the spacecraft
one was getting them out. worked--that a givcn switch turned front "()Il"' tO "On" l)rotluced the

Up on Level AR, Don Babbitt, North American Aviation's pad leader desired consequences in lite innards of lite machines. So for a plugs-out
on the second shift, was standing at the pad leader's desk when he heard test, the two control centers at the Cape had most of the action. Their
Grissom's first message over the comm box. The spacecraft's hatch was duties were split at the joint that divided the people at tile Cape into one

only twelve feet away, across a swing arm and through thc White Room. of two primary groups, the yin and yang of manned spaceflight--the
For Babbitt, tin)e felt speeded up. He couldn't make out thc whole world of the launch vehicle and the world of the spacecraft.

message, but he registered the word "tire." He told Jim Gleaves, his lead The checkout of thc launch vehicle, ensuring that the hundreds of
technician, to get the hatch off and then turned from the desk toward the valves and pumps and tons of propcllams woukl produce a controlled
comm box to call George Page down in the blockhouse. As he turned, explosion of precisely tile required magnitude and characteristics at
there was a venting sound, a sort of WHOOOOSH!, followed by what precisely tile right moment, wlts entrusted to tile Firing Room. In 1967,
seemed to Babbitt to be a sheet of flame shooting from the spacecraft and at Pad 34, the Firing Room was m a concrete blockhouse located only a

arching over his head, charring the papers on the desk. few hundred yards from thc launch tower. Meanwhile, thc tests of the
Glcavcs was already moving toward the White Room when he heard spacecraft's systelnS wcrc clmducled by the Automatic Checkout Equip-

the noise. To Gleaves, it sounded as if Grissom had dumped tile cabin ment (ACE) Control I_,oom, located itt lite Operations and Checkout

pressure. Then there was a flash, indicating to Gleaves that "something (OTC) Building a few miles from the launch complex.
was fixing to happen," and he turned away to run just as the heat shield Only one person in each control room was authorized to talk directly to

raptured, spaltering him with fire and debris. "It was like when you were the astronauts. In the A(TF,Control Room, It)al person was Skip Chauvin.
a kid alld you put a firecracker itl a lilt can," Gleaves said in his testilnony tile spacecrali Icsl Cl)ltthlclor. At 6:31:04. Iht tcsl wits itl a scheduled hold
lo the Review Board, "anti it blew thc whole side out of tile tin can with at T- I0 minules and (?hauvm was examining tile next page itl Ihe test

Ihe flamcs shooting <tut." The fk)rce of tile blast knocked Gleaves up protocol, thinking about wh:,l came next, his pen poised to make auolher

against the roonfs ()range door ("which," he would pointedly tell the note. Like Babbitt up on the tower. Itc didn't really catch ttle lirst
Review Board, "1 might say opens the wrong direction"), message, just something about ii lirc. Thc voice was cahn and matter-

Gary Propst's recollection notwithstanding, the rending of the space- of-fact. Chauvin looked np at the TV numitor, but Ihe picture wasn't
craft took place with merciful speed. From the first call of fire to the final much help--stmmthing was burning, Chauvin could tell, hut his lirst
scrcr,ml on thc communication tape, from tile sudden rise in the senior thought was Ihat Ihe lire was onlside Iht spacecraft.
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John Tribe, North American's lead engioeer on the C.S.M.'s reaction cations when they hcard a multled comment from the crew. Petrone,

and control system, was sitting at a console a few rows in front of looking at one of the three television monitors at his console, saw what
Chauvin. I lc was taking advantage itl' the hold to scribble out a procedure looked like a shadow moving in lite spacecraft. Then, to his puzzlement,
he wanted to run the next day when Itc too heard the word "lire" on hie he noticed that attolhcr monitor, focused on tile service module beneath

loop. Tribe wm,n't ,',mc that Itc had beard right. "Did Itc sity 'tire'?" Itc the spacecraft, showed thai thc cables attached to the service module were
asked the man next to hint. Yes, that's what he had heard too. "What the swaying.

hell are they talking about?" Tribe wondered. Slayton saw tlames armuul Ibc hatch area. but it was hard lo make out
Then Chaffee's wfice again, agitated now. "We've got a bad lire-- what was going on. The television picture added to the confusion--it

let's get out .... We're burning up!" There was a short scream, then changed quickly front llames into a blinding white glare, then subsided
silence, into flames and smoke again. When Slayton heard the frantic "We're

Chauvin was calling to the crew on Black 3, getting no response. He burning up," his first impression was that the pad leader was crying for
shouted across the room to the people at the electrical power consoles to help, that a fire bad broken out on Level A8 in the White Room.

power down the spacecraft--startling many, for the composed Chauvin "And then things just went crazy," recalled Ed Fannin, sitting at one
nevcr shouted. To Chauvin, as to Propst, everything during those of the Environmcnml Control Unit's consoles. One of lite spacecraft
moments seemed to take forever. Unlike Propst, he recognized how people called hint on thc loop asking for him to increase the flow of air

illusory his reactions had been--when he testified before the Review into the service module. Fannin didn't think it was a good idea, since they
Board a week later, he would refuse to make time estimates for specific didn't know yet what was going on up there, but he did what they asked.

events, understanding that he was trying to remember a nightmare. It was pretty quiet in the blockhouse after that, he remembered, "except
At tile time, tile significance of what they had seen ami heard took a for thc communications going over the loop. Yon coukl hear guys out

while to sink in. Mostly, people were bewildered. Only a few had been there saying 'It's too hot, it's too hot, you can't touch it, it's too hot.'"

watching the television monitor--Tribe couldn't even see it from his As they listened to Skill Chauvin calling helplessly to the crew and saw
console--and those who were in a position to see couldn't make out the image on the monitor cloud over with greasy smoke, Slayton thought
much. After a few minutes, Tribe was sure at least that he was going to he knew what they were likely to find when they opened the hatch. He

bc working late that night, lie took olT his headset and went lo phone his arranged for the medics lo get up thc tower, then picked up the phone to
wife, telling hcr he wouldn't be home for a while. She wasn't to worry get things crankcd u1) back in Ihmston in case this wits as bad as Itc wits
if she heard about some [lap out at the Cape. No, he couldn't say any beginning to fear.

more, but site shouldn't worry, he was okay. After he hung up, one of

Tribe's friends came over and picked up the telephone. "Hey," he asked, Up on Level A8, the situation was slowly stabilizing. When spacecraft
"what's the matter with this phone?" Nothing, Tribe replied, he had just 012 ruptured and flame and debris spewed into the White Room, Babbitt
used it. Thc man shook his head. "It's dead." Tribe turned arnund and and the men with him scrantblcd across thc swing arm into the main tower

saw ii guard al the door of the ACE Control Room. Rocco Petrone, where a crew was standing by lite elevator, waiting to participate in the

watching thc test I'ro]n lite blockhouse, had ah'eady nloved to seal off final stage of Ihe plugs-oul lest. Bal')bill shouted lo lite elevator tcchnician
Kennedy Spacc Ccnter. to tell thc blockhouse that lite spacecral't was {tn lire, and to get some

help. Meanwhih', riley looked I_}l'gas masks so Ihey conld get hack lo the

Petronc was over in thc blockhouse beside the pad, sitting beside Dcke spacecnd't.

Slayton, one of tile original seven astronauts chosen for Mercury, now the "I became scared," l,. It. Reece tokl the Review Board, the only
director of Flight Crew Operations. Nearby was Stu Roosa, acting as person in all thc Review Board testimony who openly acknowledged that

Stony, thc person in the blockhouse who communicated with the crew Level A8 was a frightening place to be at that moment. Smoke was
(Ibc position called CapCom in Mission Control). billowing out of lite nml_.ilicalarm and secondary fires were burning not

Pctronc and Slayton had been talking icily about the erratic communi- only on I,evcl A8 but on I.cvel A7 ils well. Though the Sitturn's
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propellant tanks wcre empty, tile spacecraft was still a bundle of had happened to bc on his way up to l,evel AR when tile lire occurred, to

pyrotechnics, with cxplosive materials packed into all kinds of places, go ill and help get tile hales oil'. Thc live of them--Babbitt, Ilawkins,
And fastened to the top of the cotnmand module was the escape tower Clemlnons. Recce. and Rogers t'onlimled their frantic relay, working

assembly, powered by a solid-fuel escape rocket with greater initial thrust for as many seconds as they could in tile choking smoke, rtmning back to
than a Redslone. To be on Level A8 was not unlike being in a fire at a the umbilical tower to hrcalbe, running back Io the hatch to wrestle with

dynamite factory, with the added thrill of being 200 feet high on an open it some more. Finally Ihey managed to push il a little way into the
tower. Nonetheless, Babbitt and his men returned to the swing arm. spacecraft and to one side.

Jim Gleaves tried first, heading back ioward the White Room ainu)st A wave of heal and sml_ke porn'cd from Ihe opened spacecraft tls the

immediately after reaching the umbilical tower, but he was stopped by the hatch gave way, llawkins and Clenmsons peered into Ihe blackness. The
smoke and llames before he could get to thc spacecraft. In the meantime, small tluorescent lights near tile aslronauts' headrests were still lit,
Reeee had found tile gas masks. Some didn't work at all and the ones that glowing dimly in tile roiling smoke and ash, hut the two men could make

did weren't much help--they had been designed to screen toxic gases, out nothing wilhin. They had lime only to lean into tile spacecraft and try
not thick smoke--but the llames had died down enough so that Babbitt, to feel with their hands fi,r lite ash'onauls I)efore being driven outside for

Gleaves, Jerry llawkins, and Sieve Clemmons took the only fire more air.
extinguisher they could lind and went back into the White Rotan. L. 1). Reece was winking his way toward the spacecraft ;ts l lawkins
ltawkins managed to put out the tire around the hatch area of the and Clemmons staggered by. As he approached, he thought lie could hear

spacecraft before tile hose of his gas mask came off and he had to retreat the astronauts calling out for hell). I lc got to the hatch and leaned in as far

again. Presently, Gleaves tot) had to flee the White Room, coughing as he coukl, feeling around lite cenler couch, lie fell nothing. Still
badly, convincedhe hadheardthecrewcalling,he tookhis maskoffand yelled

To get /he astronauts out, Babbitl anti his men had lo remove three several tJraes inlo tile blackness, l lc was choking now, st) he dropped his

separate hatches: the boost protective cover (B.P.C.) that would shield mask on tile center coucll lind lied back to Ibc swing arm.
the command module during launch, the ablative hatch, and the inner Finally the smoke thinned and Ibc ash settled enough to see. Two days

hatch. After one of the early trips, Gleaves returned, again choking from later, citing an unnamed "official source." The New York Times would
the smoke aud fumes. "1 got the B.P.C. batch," he told Hawkins. "Get report a charnel house of horrors, wills incinerated hodies consisting of
the otlmrs." It took several more trips--they could stay beside the little more than bones, with liugernail scratches and shreds of flesh

spacecraft fi)r only seconds at a time. On what he thinks was his third trip, embedded in Ibc metal of tile hatch where Ed White had scrambled
the smoke had cleared enough so that Babbitt could see his headset where frantically to get out. The reality was not quite so dreadfid as that. There
it had fallen to the floor. Miraculously, it still worked. Thereafter, each was Ed White's haml print on Ihe batch, outlined in ash, but no scratches

time that Babbitt left the side of the spacecraft to get some air, he paused in Ibc racial, no lorn llesh. Thc aslronatfls were not incinerated. 'File

to report to George Page, giving the blockhouse and the ACE Control flames had extinguished themselves quickly and the suits had provided
Room their first reliable information about what was going on. substantial protection. Grissmn had sustained burns tn his leg and Chaffee

Thc smoke was still so thick that they were working mostly by feel. to his back (frnm the pad that White had asked be left in the capsule), but

The ablative halch finally came off. The face of the inner hatch remained they were survivable. The crew had died of asphyxiation, not burns, and
too hot Il) touch, bul Ihe haudles were cool ell<ll, lgh In hold on to. Even so, they had nol Sllll'clCd I<_lll', "Il is eslimaled lsat cousci_.;,usncsN wits lost

they couldn't rotate it tu get it out and they couldn't seem lo push it between lifteen and tlmty sccontls afler Iht Iii'st [astronaut] suit failed,"
straight into tile cabin. To ntake matters worse, Babbitt and his men were the Medical Analysis Panel concluded, and. Ihe first sui! had failed no

near collapse. Gleaves, almost unconscious from the smoke, had to be later than tile mptmc of the spacecraft---file Medical Panel knew that,
ordered to leave. Ilawkius and Clemmons weren't in much belier shape, because a porli_)n of (;riss_,m's s_fil hall been bh)wu Ihrough the breech in

Dodging back into Ihe unfi)ilical tower on <)tlcof his trips for air, Bahl)itt the spacecl;lll, lamlin_,. /irt' [cci oulsidc lilt' Cl_lUlUalld m<xlulc on tile
asked Recto and I lenry Rogers, a NASA quality control inspeclor who White Room Ih)or.
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Still, it had been a terrible few seconds. Grissom was lying on his back hc was going to supclvisc. They were going lo sinlulale an emergency to
on the floor of the command module, where he had crawled to try to see how fast lite ;,stion;n[ts cottld get ot]t of thc spacecraft.

escape the lire. White had in the last moments given up his attempt lo

open the hatch and was lying transversely across the spacecraft just below
tile hatch. Chaffce was still (in his couch.

Babbitt went back to his headset and called to the test conductor. In 3
pain from smoke inhalation and flash burns, his eyes red and puffing shut,
his voice down to a rasp, Babbitt tried to concentrate on how he should 'Fo John Ilodgc, Iht flighl dircclor in Houston's Mission Control that
handle this. Some part of him said be shouldn't be saying that the crew night, tile fire will always bc sonlething that happened early in the

was dead over an ollen loop. St) when he got to the headset he said simply morning. Flight simulalions were so realistic Ihat IIodge would find his
that the hatches wcm open and "I cannot describe what I saw." palms starling Io swe;u at T- 3 minutes, and according to this one's

From the time when tile lire was first reported to the time when Babbitt schedule they wcrc ne;uing lire moment of an eitrly-morning launch. But

first reported that the batch had been opened, five minutes and twenty- in fact il was Iht end of ;t long day. This was not one of the hair-raising
seven seconds had elapsed, flightsimulations, it had been going on fin'a long time. there wasn't that

much for thmston lo do in thc in'e-launch phase, arid at 5:31:04 Houston

Petrone watched the televised picture of the open hatch on his monitor, time, Hodge was presiding over a leanl of flight controllers who were

There was nothing lo be seen, just a featureless black hole in the side of about ;ix sontnolenl ;is IlighI conlrollcrs ever gel.

the spacecraft, tte couldn't make himself take his eyes off the monitor, John Aaron, sitting al the EECOM console, knew immediately that
couldn't bear to hlok at it any longer. He turned to Paul Donnelly, his test something was terribly wrong.* Aaron wasn't even supposed to be the

supervisor. EECOM that night; his buddy Rod linc was. llut January 27 was Loe's
"Paul, have 'cra cut tbat camera off." The black hole was everywhere wedding anniversary anti his wife, Tina, had arranged for some friends to

in the blockhouse, oll perhaps thirty screens, ct)nm over ,'md play poker. So Loc and Aaron had traded off, and it was

"Roe, that's life," Donnelly said. Aaron who was sitting itt Iht EL:COM console when the data llickering on
"Yeah, I know that's life," Petrone said, "but 1 want that camera his screen abruplly showetl a bulge ill the cabin pressure, then disap-

off." Thescreenswentblank, peared.
John Frere, sitling al a C()liSOlC ill (lite of lite computer rooms at the

Sam Bcddinglicld, driving up tile narrow access road to Pad 34, saw Control (?crlJcl', Wits hcarlsick. The Conlrol Center was still working out

exactly what he expected to see as he returned from his dinner in Cocoa the bugs in its ctmmumications system with the Cape, and recently they
Beach: tile unlbilical tower rising beyond the blockhouse alongside the had been having a mysterious problem. For no apparent reason, a

Saturn 1, lite conical spacecraft gleaming in the spotlights against the last cmnputer at I Iousttm would occasionally send a CCmlmand to the Cape--a
rcnulants ol twilight, lie was returning m lite blockhouse to conduct tile valid, co]_cctly flu m;dk,d tolnn_;md IhaI no one itt I ltmsttm had intended
linal item ill Ihc checklist. There wits no hmTy. I lc had phoned I'rom Ihe Itl send. I Ic Iclcphoncd his boss, ]'t'lc t 'Jcmcnls. who ',viisout al I';llmglon
reslauranl and learned that countdown was far behind schedule, just as Air Force Base. Clcntenls raced his car lo the Control Center, thinking to

Beddinglieldhad expected it to be. llimself that somehmv his colnptt[cr had caused this thing, whalever it
So why were the guards at the gate waving at him like that? was. Frere ran out to meet Clenlcnts's car ils he pulled into tile parking

Beddingfield wondered. Then he saw in his rearview mirror that he was lot. "It's nol us! It's nol us!" lie shouted.
being ovcrlakcn by an ambulance, lie pulled aside and the ambulance lh)dge was gelling calls front his controllers that they had lost

raced past him toward tile launch tower. Beddingfield pushed his car back telemetry, bul hc crmhln'l make out what was going on. One minute

into gear and drove up to the blockhouse, wondering what had happened they'd had the loop. then cante "a great jumble of talk. difficult to
and whether it would interfere with that last item on the checklist, tile one *Thc I_liCOMpo,il,on ,,n,nht,rcdIhccnxif,,nmClll;,I;milcl('¢hical;y;Icln; im thc spacecrafl
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understand." Then nothing but silence. Hedge called to the Cape on his lo live with the knowledge Ih;it riley might have done things differently.
loop to tell them that Ilouston had lost its telemetry. "Stand by one, This could be ntore painful Ih;m dying, Shea had said. Presumably, most

tlouston," tile Cape said--that's what the Cape would say whenever of his audience Ihoughl Shea had been exaggerating Itl make a point.l louston called and they were busy. That's about all they got for a while,

said Hedge. "We could surmise that something serious had happened,
but we didn't think in terms of ;ill thrce of them being killed." lie called
Chris Kraft, who came over immediately. Shonly thereafter, George Low
and Joe Shea walked into Mission Control. 4

By a smmgc coincidence--Iht lire was strcwn with strange coin-
Normally, Shea would have gone straight home from the airport, but he'd cidences--lhe top executives of tile whole Apollo Program were in the

been away front the office for three clays and wanted to leaf through the same rotan when tile lire occurred. Wchh. wm Braun, Gilmth, Debus,
mail. He was at his desk for only a few minutes when Low called on tile Phillips, Mucllcr, plus Iht chief excculivcs of tile companies that held the

squawk box that linked the senior staff in Building 2, saying that there prince contracts for Apollo---North American, Grumman, Boeing, Mar-

had been a fire in the spacecraft and that they had better get over to the tin, Donglas, Mcl)mmell--were all together, in one room, celebrating a
Control Center. Shea swore briefly. It was one damned thing after successful day.

anolher, and Ihis accident, m) matter how trivial it tnrned out Io be, was Some years earlier. Mud/er had established what was known first as

going to mean a delay, the Gcmini I:xccittivcs (irt)tip, later as the Gemini-Apollo Executives

He and Low walked quickly across the M.S.C. grounds to Mission Group, At this meeting, with the (;emini flights successfully completed,
Control in Building 30. The spacecraft's hatch was still closed when they it would bcconlc thc Apolh) I{xecutives (.Croup. It wits tin elite club that

got them---4_r at least, that was the last word they had had from the Cape. Mueller liked lo bring logelher four limes a year. Friday was the lirst day
They watched, and waited, and occasionally asked aquestion. "Stand by of a two-day meeting, and tis of tlinncrtime it had been especially
one, Houston." Finally the word came through that the astronauts were glittering. Sixty anlbassath)rs had signed an international "space treaty"
dead. in tile Easl Room el' thc While thmse l]laI afternoon, and Webb had

Shea arranged for a NASA plane to fly him to the Cape that night, and obtained President Johnson's pern)ission to bring the Executives Group
then he drove home. By the time he arrived, his wife and daughters had along for Ihe recepfimL* It had been quite irnpressive--"ii spine-tingling
heard the first bulletins over the radio. Shea took his wife to their affair," Lady Bird Johnson wrote ill her diary. Among other details, she
bedroom to explain what had happened and momentarily allowed the recalled "Jim Webb's happy face."

anguish Ihat was to consume him to burst into the open. But he stopped Tile Executives Group had left tile White House for dinner at the

it there and packed quickly and went back to his office long enough to lnternatiomd Club on 19th Street a few blocks away. Vice-President
give Tom Markley some instructions. Shea would be working out of the ltubert Humphrey attended, along with members of the Senate and House

Cape fi)r a while. Ton) would have lo protect the program in llouston. It who held key positions on tim Space and Appropriations Corem)rices.
was going lo be a dill')cult time. Shea left filr Ellington Air Force Base to They were still standing around with drinks iii their hands when tile calls

catch tile plane, began coming in. No one is sure who got the firsl one--probably Kurt
Debus, I'mm P,occo Pch'onc m lhe bh)ckhouse. Lee Alwood heard via a

It was the beginning of a long trip for Joe Shea. Some months earlier, phone call from Slormy Sh)rms ;ti l)owney.

speaking to a U.P.I. correspondents' dinner in Dallas, Shea had specu- Storms said abruptly lhal there had been a bad lire at tile Cape. The
laced on what this moment woukl be like. Sooner or later an astronaut capsule had bnlncd. Atwood's lirst though( was lit;ii tile whole notion was
would die, he had told them. That was inevitable. The odd tiling was that incredible-- -how collld a c'a[)stde bttrtt? J'{tlteven as he turned to hand the

in a way tile effecls might be worse for the people on the ground. The phone lo Gifi'ulh, thc wailer was paging Gilruth Ibc another call, this one
astronauts would be dead, whereas the people on the ground woukt have · Thcsi,acctrealyJoTh;idclist oJ¢.j_;iL-cIor mil)lacy pnTposes
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from Kraft. Atwood felt someone grabbing his arm. It was Webb, who over. He started switching channels while Simpkinson turned on the radio

wanled to introduce Atwood to one of the senators. Atwood told him tile and scanned thc dj;il until linally he I"ound another newscaster quoting the
news and Webb left to call tim White Ih)use. tirst bulletin, it was ttnspcciiic, ahuost cryptic: "Tlmre has been an

The word sprcad slowly amlmg the rest i)f the guests. Lew L:vans iff accidental lire at l.annch Complex 3,1. There is fatality. More will be
Grununan knew thai stmlcthing awful had happened--just watching Bob announced alter next-el-kin are notified. Thc prime crew was in the
Gilruth's and Lee Atwood's faces told hin} that. But the rUl}lOrSwere spacecl'a[t." There was no ethel' information.

confused a lire in the stack, that's all that they knew fi)r sure. Webb Simpkinson picked up Ihc phone lo dial it closely held mnnber that
fiually callcd for quiet and broke the news officially. After that, l"gvans would connect him directly with Mission Control ill Itouslon. }.lilt it was

recalled, "all tile conversation was deep from the heart." Tim contractors as if thc phone had gone dead -there wits no operator, not even a dial
who didn't have hardware that wits involved remained at tile International tune. Finally Sinlpkins_m said hello bile Ihe silent receiver and fottud that

Club. Thc olhers hnrriedJy left to lind airplanes lo take them to the Cape. Robert (;ilrulh was on Ihe oilier elltl.--he had rung Simpkinson's motel

Gilnflh, Mucllcr, and Phillips caught a ride with Debus. room at thc precise ,noment when Simllkinson had picked up the receiver
to call Mission Conlrol. Years earlier at Lcwis, Simpkmson had studied

the ways in which airplane tires propagate aflcr ii crash. Now, they had
urgent need el his expo)list. (;ih'uth told him to get to the Cape as soon

5 aspossible.

It had taken an hour fi)r NASA to put out the lirst bulletins, until 7:40 in
the evening Eastern time, 4:40 ill tile afternoon in Downey. Scott

Simpkinson was sitting in his room itt the Tahitian Village, a gaudy motel
with a go-go club decorated itl a South Sea island motif. It was a great 6
favorite of tile NASA engineers working at the North American plant. And so the word spread, and NASA changed forever. It was not only

In the years since Simpkinson had led tile pioneer team of Space Task three astronauts who died on that evening in January 1967: Some of the

Group engineers down to Hangar S at the Cape, he had become a space program's lightheartedness and exuberance died tot>. Things had
troubleshooter for the manned space program. During Gemini, Simpkin- been changing all along, of course, as Apollo swelled It) thousands, then

son had managed the Office of Test Operalions, a job that required him tens of thousands ill' workers. Things had had to change. Already it had
lo prepare tile post-Ilight technical report on each Ilight. Gemini's last been a long dmc since Abc Silvcrstein could name Apollo as he would

Ilight had been two months earlier, anti Simpkinson had linishcd the name his baby, a hmg tinlc since Max Faget had thrown paper plates from
report just the week before. Upon his transfer Itl ASPO, Shea had Kent a balcony at Langley or .lack Kinzlcr had lashed a spacecraft onto the
him directly ti) Downey ltl assess tile production situation for tile Block I back of a Ilalbed truck. But the lire was a dentarcalion of tile loss of

t'Ollnllalld nlodLfles, innocence. Never again would imlividuals bc allowed m take sc) nlnch

Al ,1:,10. Simpkinson and Andy Ih)bokcn wele going over thc memo responsibility onto Ihcmsclvcs, to place KC)nmch laitb m their own

Ihey had prepared lbr Shea. Il was Friday, they lignred they couh[ gel the expericnce and Hltll,nlcnl II 5' lilt' hmo _*1'lilt' lire, Ihere were :ih'early

linal vczsio,i _1 Iht memo icl Iht mail IIlal night, and they wcrc talking ntany bo,,ks el i ul,..'_;Io ),.t_by. ;lilt] Ihencch_llll thc people who Inld writlen

about renting it car and driving lip to the ski resort at Big Bear Lake for the rules would d}cmselves have to be governed by them. Nor would
the weekend, there ever again be so nlany new tlfings lo invent from scratch. Before the

The television was on in the background as the two chatted; it took a fire, there had been a sense ill which Marshall was still Wernher yon

rnoment before "lire" and "spacecraft" registered when the first bulletin Braun's lillle band of (icrlnaus grown larger, tile Cape still Kurt Debus's

was read. Thcy looked iii each ()tiler, wondering if they had beard right, launch lean} grown [alge]', I [otJsh_n still Bob Gih'uth's Space Task Group
TI'mn tloboken ran Ltltile TV to turn np the volt]nm, but the bulletin wax grown larger. Nil more.
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For many of the Apollo people, the night of the fire was also when they Conmfi Center to drive Itim home. P,od and Tina Loc would have no
stopped believing in their invulnerability. "With a young guy, you don't celebratory poker party fhat night.

realize sometimes you can't do something, so you go ahead and do it," Some of Iht other controllers who had been on shift in the Control
said one (/ape engineer. "As you get older, you get more cautious, and Center went to Ihc Singing Wheel, a nearby roadhouse that was a favorite
you have a fear of how you would look if you failed." The night of the hangout. They usually welt! Ihere to wind down after simulations or to

lire, the young men of Ihe space program suddenly got much older. After celebrate sphlshdowtls. Ilut they discovered that nighl thai lite Singing
that night, there would always be a heightened sense not just that things Wheel was also a good place for a wake. They sat at the bar, drinking and
coukl go wrong (they had always known Ihat), but that things might talking quiclly until Ihe small hours of tim morning.
aclually go wrong, SOlnelhing that had been hard fi)r the young o,ms to

recognize.
But these were changes to be discovered in retrospect. That night the

people of Apollo grieved. It made no difference how many thousands of

people were in the program, it made no difference that only a few of them
had known the astronauts pemonally. That night, the astronauts were
mourned as family.

At thc Cape, it was the numbed grief of people who have to carry
on--hardly anyone on the vast Merrill Island reservation got home before

the early hours of Saturday morning, and many didn't get home h)r days.
Thc reaction was worst fitr the North American people: It was lheJr

spacecraft and they were the people who had certified that it was ready to
fly. Marly Cioll'oletti was by now working on the reaction and control
system for tile command module. He and a half dozen of the other North

American engineers, people who had been working together for years,
close friends, gathered in one of the North American offices. Emotions

ran high. "People started saying, 'It had to be your system, because 1

know my system was clean.' "Cioffolctti recalled. "Those guys knew

each other, and they would have staked their lives that the other guy

wouhl do tl)e righl lhing in an emergency; and here they were, ahnost
coming to a listlight that night over whose system was to blame. And

nobody knew whose system was to blame--Jesus, it was only an hour
after tile Ihing Imppened!"

At tlouston, fi_r I'rom the scene, with nothing for most of them to do,

Ihe grief was more uncomplicated. When Jerry Bostick drove into the

parking lot outside Ihe Control Center--he knew only that "something
pretty bad had happened"--tlle lirst thing he saw was his friend Dutch

yon Ehrenfried crying uncontrollably in the parking lot, saying over and
over, "II's horrible! It's horrible!" Bostick was mystified. He wondered

whether I)utch had experienced some strange kind of breakdown. John
Aaron, who would be so dispassionalely in control during moments of
crisis in Apollo 12 and 13, was so shaken that Rod Loc went to the
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Sbea dccided lalcr that nighl Itl move into tile astronauts' quaffers. This
was not normal procedure. File siren it s qmmers on the third floor of

the Operations and ('hcckoul Buihling were Ireated by everyone as the

astronauls' private propcrly--"a sacristy usually ]nv'elate, ' in Shea's
words. But now SI,ell fell I)]al's precisely where he had to stay Itc was

already shJfling inlo Ihc mode he had used for Ibc Titan project when it
had fallen behind, for the Apollo spacecraft wllen it was stalled out at

Downey: Move omo fl,c site, work all three shifts, understand what has

gone wrong, Iix il. That's what he intended to do now at the Cape.
C,t^FrER She;, Ihen went down lo a meeting with Gilmth and Mucller and Low.

5 First they decided wh,i was going Ill he on lite investigalivc panel. They

inoved quickly through most of thc names, but got into an argumcnt when

it came to ctloosing an aslrouaut for tile panel. Gilruth wanted Wally
Schirra, GrissonCs backup for Apollo 1. Shea was opposed--Scilirra was

a good astronaut, Shca said. but he was not ils immersed in tile details of

thespacccrafl's design as were .Jim McDivill and Frank Borman, Ibc prime

_; (rhe Crucible" candidates for tilt' lit'si hlnar landing. The wily Deke Slayton's rotation
system was set up, it looked ils il' Mcl)ivitt might now be tied up preparing
for the lirs! Apollo Ilight. Tbat Icft Borman. The rest were persuaded, and

Borman was put on Ihe panel. Shea linally got to slecp ;it 4 ^.M.

The tirst of the small planes touched down at the K.S.C. airstrip sboffly

before midnight after the two-hour flight from Washington. Gilruth,
Mueller, Debus, Phillips, and Atwood were aboard. The plane from

Houston carryingFaget, Shea, and a half dozen of the key technical 1

people in ASPO arrived an hour later.
They gathered lirst in the ACE Control Room, listening on headsets as Scott Simpkinson caught a lc]l-eye from [.tls Angeles and got to

the ACE controllers talked to the men on the tower who were removing Melbourne in thc p,c-dawn darkness. I lc rented a car and drove to the
the astronauts' bodies. For some of them, it was a time of belated large, hangar-like areas m ihc O&C Building where the spacecraft were

revelation. Lee Atwood, president of North American, found himself checked o1.11,lie arrived ill about eighl o'clock ltl lind a collcclion of

"slaggc,cd" when hc found out what the lest conditions were--"locking people hegira,ins ltl scl up the invcsligation.
Ihosc n,cn iii a spacecraft, imtupmg sixteen pouuds of oxygen on Ihem, .......,, pre_,_;urehi olhtl iV;L,, Ifil] v ;thlkUl oln' Iblld lilt' IIIC_tLh' ;d SV;Ib'vcl NOl IlllL]Iii] ;il thld JlICXSUI¢tb}l.'Ml't

and telling fllenl to operate complicated electrical equipmeqt . . · It all have enough oxygen Io su_.t;lin lilt' lei sen Icve[ tll_Cl31ioIIh . Ihe miS]hal Me]cury capsule had pure

secnlcd st) obviously wrong to hilll----now. And yet they had hcen doing oJtygen itl the _nif Icuq} and m_mtal _ca-k'vcl ;rtmo,_phew m Ibc cabin, nla a test [_i}ol for Mcf)orlnel}

countdown tests in pure-oxygen environments since Mercury. They had (and htmhe, el Wa,H.t, N,,lfl,. ,.,,h,, ,, ;c. m Lb;. F ' el ;,_ho :, _ i;,llll g 111Ihu s , ) ahn ,s li'd tit r ga Ie_t involving lilt' _14.'lt Lily k;ip_lth' i_t('t'i_t'l_ t)t'q ;ul%c (It}l ;i t'olnpht.';ilct[ thailt oJ It,¢tnlit, it] IC;INL)n_)

sealed astrunaUls into spacecraft for pure-oxygen ground tests throughout the cabin was not flt_*dcd ,.vilh pine oxygen, rhis led lo Ihe initial decision to keep thc cabin at pure

Gemini. Thc designers of tile Apollo spacecraft had weighed the pros and oxygenonIhegloundaswt'lllis ]n:,pate 'lh:u hiqm¥,plusweightandmliabilltydisadvantagesofI two-gas systeln, allotted Mll)st'qllt![ll t c _,lql dt'tisi_llS during (icillini filial ^pollo A Y.illli]llr

COILS of changing to a two-gas system. There seemed to be too maoy cons, balancing of dangers had to ;ilk'nd Ihc dccisi,m aller the lire lo convefl the hal,:h into an

and finally they decided to leave it as it was.* oulward-c,r, cning one The nc'..'.' design was safer tb;m all inward-opening hatch while lhe astronautswere on tile grollnd II wa_ le_s ,.ale x_h('ll Ihe aslrOll;lUfS '.X'ele ill space, and ellOllgh heavier that il

· As ill inally list',cots Of ApoJlo. all of the altemalives had dangers associated with Ihem. Pure required a redt'slgn 14 Ill{' ]l;llilCbllh' N_M¢III. _bkh m nlm ill'..olved il host i_l t.'tulqx_litlg

oxygen was esscnli;d tn orbit (anti accordingly was. retained in orbit even after the lire) becanse cabin consideratilms hi I'_.' _l'ighcd ;uld b;dnn_cd

206
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Nobody was really running the meeting. Tommy Thompson, center fire and no one wanted lo lind out what would happen if the structure
director al I,i,ngley, had already been named as head of the Review cullapsed. Ileddinglicld's job during tile night had been to rig Ihe crane on

Board, but he was still on his way down from Virginia. Shea was there, the launch tower so thai it look {tlc weight of the escape rocket off the

awake again al'ter il few hours of restless sleep. Faget was there, anti the spacecraft. Itc slill had to decide how lo detach tile slrnts of the escape
others who had crone in from !touston. The assignment of tasks could be rocket from the body o1'012 without joslling anything.

roughed out without waiting for those who hadn't arrived. They told Simpkinson had known Bcddingliekl fronl Iht old days. Ill fact,

Simpkinson that lie would be in charge of disassembling the spacecraft, Simpkinson had inlcrvicwcd Iht young Air Force llight-test engineer
and that lie was to take it apart in such a way that every component of when he had applied for a job al the Cape back in 1959. Litter. he had sent

every system could be exonerated or implicated as a cause. It was the Beddinglicld to Picalinny Arsenal lo study pyrotechnics. They hadn't
kind of meticulous job Simpkinson had made his reputation on, but this worked together si{icc Mercury. bul Simpkinson remembered Bedding-

morning, with the world watching over their shoulders, everyone was on field as "one of tile few guys I could give a ,job to and il got done," ,'md

edge. They kept emphasizing to Simpkinson that he must lind a way to so it came about that lleddingiield found Ilimself drafted for membership
disassemble 012 without destroying even a fragment of potential ev- (m the Disassembly Panel.

idence. Simpkinson had never liked people telling him his job, and after Simpkinson and l_,cdtlinglield returned lo tile O&C Building to ligure

putting up with this for a while, getting more and more irritated, out how to get inlo the spacecraft. By the end of the day, they had come
Simpkinsonleft for Pad 34. up with a solution. They would use thc four vertical struts on tileoutside

By the Saturday morning after the lire, a thick blanket of security had of tile spacccraft that supportcd thc Iai,ncr escape tower as tile suspension

alrcady been pulled over the Cape. Entry into the Merritt Island points fora cantilevered Lucile llom-, The lloor would be hinged, like an
reservation was open only to people with high-priority official business, end table, so that il could lit inside thc batch of 012 and then be unfolded

l,aunch Complex 34 was off-limits to anyone who was not directly to cover tile mt{rim' of tim spacecraft. That way the investigalors could
involved in the investigation. Nobody got to Level A8 of the umbilical crawl on hands and knees around tile inlcrit}r, looking and photograplfing

tower except someone like Simpkinson. lie was alone as he took his tirst but not touching anylhing.
lookat 012. "If youwantedsomelhmgmade,it golinadebeforeyoncouldblinkan

Itc touched nothing, of course. No one had touched anything, except eye," recalled Simpkinson. All tile resources and every employee of the
for the medical team who had removed the bodies of the astronauts in the Kennedy Space Cenler--as well as any {if the other centers and the

early hours of the morning (a grisly job made worse because the heat had contractors--were al Ibc disposal of Iht investigating teams, day or night.
incited the material in the suits and fused it to the couches and the cabin Simpkinsml wanled a l.ucite tloor? Cantilevered but strong cnougb to

Iloor). Even looking into the spacecraft from outside the hatch, however, hold the weight of a I'cw men itl ii lime? Sctdpted to lit the inside of the

revealed tile problem he faced. Everything had to be examined lirst spacecraft? tlingcd? The contraption was designed, fabricated, and
without being touched. But the interior of the spacecraft had been baked assembled wi{bm thc next two days.
into a friable crest. Simpk'nson's dilemma was that he couldn't get into

the spacecraft without messing it up; and he couldn't examine it without

getting inlo il. Simpkinson shivered itl Ibc chill January morning, waiting
for an idea. Finally he got back into the elevator and went looking for 2

Sam Beddingtield.
Like many of the staff at Kennedy that morning, Beddingfield had Joe Shea went from the meeting itl the O&C Building to the offices in the

worked through the night, grabbing a catnap on his desk as dawn broke, front of the building to brief Bob Semnans, who had just arrived. By that
Itc was a pyrotechnics expert, and sitting atop the mined spacecraft at time, Shea wlts ahle to recilc Iii Seanums a large number of Ibings that
Pad 34 was a fully operational Apollo escape rocket. No one knew how probably hadn'l c:mscd the lire; Ibc aclu;ti cause i'elllilJiletJ mysterious.

badly tile support structure of the escape rocket had been weakened by the Shea also ordered Ih;il _,lmC'cclal'l ()1,1 {mi ;fl l)owncy be shipped to the
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Cape--Ol4 was nearly a duplicate of 012. It would be used for practicc breathing space ill its schedule, but that tile all-up test for the Saturn

in taking apart tile burned spacecraft. V--Mueller's cenlral concern --wouhlgo ahead as planned.

Those tasks {)ut of the way, Shea went back to the working area ill the That rcsolvcd, tile next queslion came nt): Who would represent the
O&C where endless slrips recording the data from Friday's Countdown Office of Marmed Space Flight dmmg tile investigation of the fire?
Dcmonstralion Tcsl (C.D.I).T.) now pap{red the walls. It was there that Mueller was head el manned space flight lor all of NASA, but he couldn't

Shca, with Slay(on and a handful of others, first listened to the recording do it; lie would have to slay in Washington to represent ().M.S.F. with

of the astronauts' voices ill tile last moments. Everyone ill the room was Ihe administraliml ami ('ongrcss. Sam I'hillips. Muellcr's deputy and
carefully clinical, l lad tile astronauts had ally earlier indications of head of the Al)olio Program Officc al headquarters, was the logical
problenls? No evidence of that {Itl Ihe Iapc. Perhaps more sophislicaled alternative, l'hillips had a[icady said st) Io Mueller. Bul Shea wanted the

analysis might be able to tease it out. job filr Ilimself. lie proposed a In'eak and took Mueller aside.

Shea spent tile rest of that Saturday arguing about the schedule with ASPO was his respmlsibility. Shea Iohl Mneller, and ASPO was going
Mueller and Phillips and Gilruth. The lire was going to set them back. to take reSl)Onsibility for the lire. lint if ASPO was going to take
Mueller wanled to make up the time. The easiest way to do it would be responsibilily, then Ihe puys from ASPO had to be "tile catalysis to solve

to put the all-up philosophy to work again. Instead of flying a repeat of the problem." That was the only way tilt tllem to work through this thing.
the Grissom mission--Grissom's crew was to have orbited the earth in a So Shea had to be O.M.S.F.'s lead man. Shea added that he wasn't

command module, without a lunar module aboard--Mueller argued for "going to sleep anyway until I underslotld what had happened." For the

skipping it and going directly to an earth-orbit test of both the command . second time in twenty-Iron- hours, Mueller accepted all argument based
module and tile lunar module. Gilruth was opposed. If Apollo I had been on emotional considerations. Shea had tile job.
a useful mission (and if it wasn't, why risk tbree men?), then they owed _:

it to the program and to the memory of the lost crew to do the mission. ;: At mid-afternoon on Sunday, Shea left for tlouston and still, after almost

It was ultimately all emotional argument, Shea thought, but Gilruth's forty-eight hours, his work for dmt weekend wasn't done. He went home,

strategy was right for the wrong reasons. Shea had been part of the trauma changed, and spent Ih{ rest of Snnday with his wife, driving from home
at Houston .jusl twenty-four hours ago. The next flight was going to have to home ill Clear Lake, visiting the widows of Gus Grissom, Ed White,
everybody on edge anyway. Adding a LEM to the first mission after the and Roger Chaffee. Then back to tile Cape.

lire would be an unnecessary stress on an organization that was already Early Monday morning, he threw himself into tile investigation with an
scraped raw. Make it as simple as possible, Shea thought: Use a Block II intensity that eclipsed even his previous episodes on the Titan and

C.S.M. on the lirst flight, but leave the LEM behind. Apollo--he was "on high blower," he would say later, a jet on
Shea found himself taking Gilruth's side against Mueller, which didn't afterburner. He broke off only once during the first week, to return once

happen often, and "the arguments on my side were all qualitative, more to Houston to brief a meeting of the Apollo contractors. "What is

nonanalytic, lhe worst kind to try to win with Mueller," Shea said. done is done." Shca began, and he clicked off a brisk summary of where
Mueller was intransigent al tirst, I'mt (;ilruth and Shea kept qt it. At two the program stood. I lc discussed how they must guard against overrenc-
o'clock on Sunday morning, Muellerwenltobcd, saying perhaps it could tiun. lie con{hi(lcd with a call to do better as fidlilhnent of their
be worked oul. Shea, wlnl had now been functioning almost continuously ohligalion to Ihe dead clew.

smcc hc had had I)rcaklast wilh Ihe Apollo I crew on Friday morning, The speech was I)al;mccd and disciplined dispassionalc without being
still couldn't sleep, tlc stayed up again until four {)'clock, talking with cold, optimistic without being sanguine. Seamans watched him and
Sam Phillips. thought Ihat Ihe words sounded line, Imf Ihat Shea looked exhausted.

By eight ()'clock Sunday morning, Shea, Mueller, Gilruth, and Phillips Something in Shea's tone bothered l)eke Slay(on, too. He telephoned
were conferring again, pinning down tile details of their decision of the Shea at h(nne that night, just lo say he had heard the speech and was
night before. It wits a three-hour job, linally ending with agreement that worried that Joe might bc taking the accident too personally, lie shouldn't
the next Ilight would be a Block I1 C.S.M., Grumman would get some do that. Slay(on said. I:,vcryone had conlidence ill him. Shcathanked him
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for his concern, and went back to tile me(ting he was having ill his living the right part and thc right Imrt nmnbcr, recording Ids results on his copy

rnmn with Charles Berry, tile chief of the Medical Division. Shea got to of tile T.F'.S. The Nollh American insl)ector would hand il to tile NASA
bed about midnight, ftc was up before dawn to catch a plane back to the inspector, wilt) wt)uld record his obscrvalions. The photographer would

Cape. take a picture of' tile part. The engineer would then put the screw in a
On tile way to the Cape after the speech to the contractors, he wrote plastic bag, label it, aud lake it to the appropriate repository.

down in his technical diary an eleven-point agenda for getting the If in the course of this process you ftmnd that an unanticipated step had

program back on track. At the end of it, he wrote a note to himself: "1 to be added, or a planned step changed, everything came to a halt while

may be over optmfistic (as usual) but the above seems like it is so obvious the revised T.P.S. was sent lo thc Review Board for approval of the
now that it has to go. Get memo dictated in detail today & assignments deviation--"even Ihough you were the one who wrote the procedure in

going. Begin to fi)cus Board redesign suggestions so good guys can the lirst place." This, for a screw. Il was, Cioffoletti said, "tile most
concentrate." excruciatingtechnical dissectionof a machineI could ever imagine

happening."

It drove some of dm astronauts to distraction as well. They knew tile
interior of thai spacecraft. 11was a secoutl home. They knew what it

3 looked like aud felt like. how you ml)vcd around in it, tile things Ihat got
joggled and bumped and scrapcd. If only they could get to 012--but there

Up on Level AS, and later in the cavernous Pyrotechnic Installation . was Scotty Simpkinson, tile Cerberus of tile disassembly hangar, growl-
Building over near the O&C Buihling, Simpkinson's disassembly of lng al anyone wilt) fried ltl gel close without following procedures. In

spacecraft 012 was under way, an investigation that would be remembered retrospecl, Simpkins(m was sympathetic. "They .just got disgusted with
by many as tile most intense single effort during the Apollo Program. the riglnarole you had to go through to take a look ill an idea you had, you

It was a tortuous experience. Marty Cioffoletti, the young Nmlh know. 'What if this happened? Well, il' we could just see that thing, we
American engineer, remembered writing Test Preparation Sheets could tell if it dkl.' Then (hey'd have to go through badge,q, and certain
(T.P.S.s) for taking out the engines from the command nrodule and times of (lay, and all (hal kind of stuff. And it kind of got them upset."

disassembling the propulsion system. He explained the process. Suppose But there wasn't any choice, Simpkinson said. "You just cannot go
the disassembly was approaching the point where the team would be haphazard al an accident review, that's all. Just can't do it."

ready to take out a screw in one of Cioffoletti's systems. Before And through it all, the North American engineers kept saying to
Cioffoletti or any of his technicians could touch it, Cioffoletti had to write themselves, Please don't let it he iny system, please let my system be
a T.P.S. The T.P.S. would specify the physical action (unscrew the clean, please let it be somcone else's responsibility. "1 hate to say that,"

screw). The part number of that particular screw. The torque thai was Cioffoletti said, "but you really thanked God it wasn't your system, that

supposed to be necessary to break the screw loose, it was somebody elsc's, and you could breathe easy again."
With the T.P.S. in hand, Cioffoletti, the presiding engineer, would Once tile data had been pulled I(igelher and one could be fairly sure

read an instruction. A North American quality insl)ector would move into about what evenls hail occtlrred, ill what (n'dcr---Simpkinson's Disassem-

place. One of NASA's inspectors woukl move into place. A photographer bly Panel was jusl one of twenly-one panels working on the overall
would bc calle(l over. A North American technician would get into the investigation Ih(re icmaincd the I)roblcnl (If deciding tile cause. A lire

burned-out spacecraft (observing whatever specilic precautions were has three requirements: oxygen, llanmnlhle malerials, and an ignition

detailed for getting to that particular part of the spacecraft at that soume. The spacecral! had oxygen in al)undance, pure and under
particular stage of the disassembly process) and then, using the speciticd pressure. The spacecraft also conlaincd Ilammable materials, more than
mechanical device, take the screw out. The engineer would record the anyone had intended. All Ihat the investigators needed to do was discover

torque necessary to break it free. The technician would hand (tie screw lo the ignition source.
thc North American quality inspector, who would make sure that il was The panels on ll_e invcstigati(m kepi we(drag out possibilities until
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linally two tilings bccame clear. First, they would never be able to prove Petrone couldn't th_ thai. This was latc Fchruary, only weeks after tile
exactly what had happened, though a short in the cable bundle near the tire, and fi)r NASA to Ici it bc known that the ncxt spacecrati was being
E.C.U. was thc pr;mc suspect. Second, this had not been aone-in-a-million sent back lo thc factory was tantamount to killing tile North American
freak accidcnt that could never happen again. There were lots of ways a fire contract--Congress, gearing up for its own invesligation, was unlikely to

could have gotlcn started in that spacecraft. Combustibles? Therc were accept ;mylhing [c_,_. While I'cw al NASA wmHd gricvc l_._rNorth
5,000 squarc inches of Velcro m a cabin that was supposed to have American, I_) switch Iht spacct:_al't ctmtr;icl lt_ a new company would
contained 500. A source of ignition? Unless the elements of the electrical mean a long delay in Iht inoo[_ Iai)ding two years iii least, probably

system were ms<ailed immaculately, the tangle of wiring in the spacecraft more, pushing il inlo tllc 1_)70s. M<lrc than that. thc program ;<sell' would
could be a scattering of match heads waiting for something to scratch them. be in jeopardy.

North American quickly came under scrutiny. The next spacecraft iii A flurry of vigils tt_ Slxlcecrat'11117 followed. Shea came over from the
line, C.M. 017, intended for tile lirst all-up llight of the Saturn V, had disassembly alta I<_cxiunme il. IIohik would remember seeing Icars iii

arrived at the Cape two weeks before the fire and been subjected to tile Shea's eyes as lie loll. (;ilruth llew in frl)m Ilouston. Norlh American

standard inspection before being taken to the V.A.B. for mating with the people Ilcw m From l)owncy. And /really. Sam Phillips. chief of the
launch vehicle. After the tire, it was removed and taken back to the O&C Apollo Program Oil';ce al NASA hcadqua;lers, tlew in from Washington.

Building's While Room for a new and more thorough examination. "1 took him m the sp:,<'ec_all. I smiled show;ri' him all this stuff." Bobik
Like cveryone else at the Cape, thc inspectors waited for the 204 Board said. "lie ditln't km_w what I<_say. Very <ltlieI. (_Jame <)tit, didn't say

to complete ils work, fearful that the fire had been caused by something . anything. Nol one word m' nolhm'. I knew lie didn't like il, but 1couldn't
they had missed. Now, with that possibility still on everyone's mind, the figure out what hc was going m do or say."

inspectors went after 017 in a state of mind that bordered on obsessive. On the 2nd of March, ASI'() Il>Id headquarters that because of many
They hegan finding skinned wires and called Joe Bob;k, the Cape's chief wiring discrepancies for, mi iii Apollo spacecraft 017. "a more thorough

inspector for the spacecraft. Bobik went to the White Room and looked inspection was i'cquired." and :ill twelve mare display control panels
for himself. '"/lie more 1 looked, the worse it looked. The wires weren't were to be rcmllvcd. '['he "more lhorough inspection" eventually

routed neat, they were crisscrossed in a junky way. That kind of stuff. I revealed I,,lt)7 crm,'s.
went to P,occo IPelronc] and 1 said, 'ltey, Rocco, we've got a problem.

I want to inspccl that whole vehicle.'" They were finding too many
skinned wires, he told Petrone--twenty or thirty already. Petrone was

incredulous. "Yeah," Bobik told Pc<tone, "don't look too great, either; 4
worknumship's not the best."

"We can't take out any instrument panels," he remembered Petrone The colleclive grief lhal had sh'icken Iht Apollo Program on tile night of

saying. "You take them down, and you've got to redo all the tests. Do the lire hung on for weeks. "Thc morc we probed for answers, the more
you know what you're asking?" depressed Ithe pea)pie in Ihe invesligationl got," Frank I_,orman wrote

"Yeall, but we go<ia take 'em down," Bobik said. "Just too many later. "They'd take dt_wllcl's I<_case the pain of guilt and uppers so they

problcnls. Can't Ily that way." could face thc nexl da'/." The depression all'et<cd thc Cioll'olettis down
P,occo I)elrone came down to the White Room in the O&C to see the near the boJJOl)) iii' Iht svslen) ill)ti ii al/ccied those ;il the lop. One oI' the

vehicle. I lc Iookcd, and shook his head, and swore. The more Joe Bobik NASA public-relations men renlemberctl joining a gathering of the senior

thought about it, the more he bcgan to think that even taking down the people iii Ihe lirogram ill a Cocoa Beach bar less than two weeks after the
instrument panels wasn't enough, lie had been bothered for some time by tire. People who hardly ever drank were drinking martinis, steadily. To
the cvidcnce of people "pushing too hard" out at Downey--skinned Frank Borman, one o1'the mosl straight-arrow of the astronauts, "getting

wires, shippy work. "Senti it back," he told Petrone. "Send tile damn drank seemed like a good idea." Max Faget. abstemious by temperanmnt

thing back ti) thc factory. It's that bad." and usually Ioo wrapped til) in his lalesl idea Ill have lime for a drink
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anyway, ended up doing a handstand on a chair as a go-go dancer it was precisely because of tile connotations of "crucible" that he had

continued her act a few feet away. They ended the evening throwing chosen it. Webb and Gilrulh had forbidden him to talk about Apollo (the

glasses against the wall--it reminded Borman of an old war movie, investigation was still ongoing), so Shea had tried to build a talk using
It was tile gaiety of a wake, and lasted only as long as the party. Later historical analogies for whal he wanted to say: that technological

that night, Shea (who had also been part of the group) went back to development is "a severe, searching test"--a dictionary definition of
Borman's room at the Holiday Inn, where they talked somberly until 3:30 "crucible"--and the fire had been just such a test. Webb called Shea to
in the morning. Shea was up again at 7:30. his office and persuaded him to change tile title to "Research and

That was his schedule during the first three weeks--work for sixteen Development in Perspective." Shea consented, reluctantly. He in his turn
hot,rs or so, sleep for four or five, and use the rest to play handball or go was frustrated with Webb and Gilruth and tile rest--in his view, he at

out with friends or drive at high speeds oil Merritt Island's narrow roads, least was trying lo confront the larger truths of what had happened. The
using physical depletion as a drug. Even exhaustion wasn't always others were trying to back away from it.

enough, and Shea too found himself using Seconals and scotch to help Read in cotd imm, Shea's spccch is a densely textured discussion of

out. But the hours paid off in progress, and four weeks after the fire he the ways in which human beings go about advancing their technology.
moved back to Houston to pick up his work at ASPO, confident that the interspersed wilh quotations lmm Mmmiigne and Milton, with historical

investigation had gotten on top of the situation at the Cape. references lo Galileo's 77w Star O, Messenger and to tile anthropological
To some of die others in NASA, Shea seemed to be fraying at the discoveries of Louis Leakcy. On top of everything else, Shea added some

edges--he was too exhausted, too driven. Shea himself didn't feel .puns to tile speech, h-ying for tremor, lie concluded with a passage from

exhausted iii all; if anything, he felt as if he had almost too much energy. Shelley's ]'rrJznr'/lt('u,vt'/nln_ttttd. [t was not a run-of-lheqnill engineering
His colleagues' worries were compounded when without warning a senior lecture.

executive for one of the contractors, a man greatly admired within Lislening to it thai evening in Washing(on. seine of Shea's colleagues
NASA, suffered a nervous breakdown in Shea's office during the middle stirred uneasily in Iheir seats. 'file puns didn't work, not now. The
of a briefing. Shea accompanied the executive home on his company's delivery, by a driven ma,, had an mmerving edge to it. This was not the
plane. JoeSheatheyknew.

Shea's relationship with Gilruth, which had been cordial but never Webb played a fatherly role with Shca during February and March.
close, was also deteriorating. Just a few days after the contractor had When Shea came to Washington for tile Goddard Lecture, Webb

broken down in Shea's office. Gilruth asked Shea why a certain set of personally picked him up al the airport and persuaded Shea to stay at his
data wasn't ready yet. Shea snapped thatit wasn't ready because (a)he home. Shea had come without his topcoat and it was still cold in

wanted it really right, and (b) he took an extra hour's sleep one night. Washington. Webb insisted that he lake an old topcoat from Webb's State

Gilruth was disturbed. As the investigation continued, Gilruth decided Department days, an elegant black one. Shea was touched, and he Wore

that Shea hadn't kept him informed about what was going on before the it for tile nexl monfil, Ihinking of it as a symhol of Wehh's caring and
lire. ;,[Itl began Io wonder whether Shea Ifimself was heading for a protection.

breakdown. Wcbb's sympalhy wa.s aulhcnlic, bn! lie also had a Iough problem

In mid-March, Shea was scheduled to deliver the annual Goddard filcing him: P,olh hollSeS el ('ollgrcss wcrc ab{mt lo convene hearings on
Lecture, part of a presligious two-day event within the space fraternity, iii the fire, and thc I'ale of thc Apollo Program hung on their outcome.

Washington. Wcbb and Seamans saw a copy of his draft and were Senator Walter Mondale of Minnesola, who had become a prominent
disnmyed. Shca had entilled tile lecture "The Crucible of Development"-- critic of NASA, had already lei it be km_wn what they w(mld be like,

"crucible," with its connotalkms of tire and molten metal. It had been a charging that NASA's cngineers--presunmbly meaning chietly Shea--
deliberate choice of words. Shea had been thinking about the speech for were guilty of "criminal ncgli?ence." In Webb's opinion, Shea was

weeks, ever since tile accident, jotting down phrases and topics, and the under tot) much sllcss lo Icslify. Wcbb and Berry, Ihc physician, insisted
concept of "crucible" had been one of the first to occur to him. Indeed, that Shea take a vacation. Shorlly after Ihe Goddard Leclure, Shca look



his wife and children up to a place itl central Texas, planning to stay for the mountamtol_ , Shes decided lateE, slier Ilk:had already accepted the
twoweeks, jobinWashington.

After only a week, Berry came up to visil Shca at bis vacation retreat.

The news tlc brought was that Scamans ired tlown down to Houston front The reality was Ihat thc top nmnagcnmnt of NASA had determined to

Washington and llad sent Berry to tell Shes that riley wanted him to take get Shea ou! of ASPO and out {ti' tile line of Ih-e Seamans's carl;er

an extended leave. All announcement to dial effect would be released trip (o Houston, when Shea had been examined by tile psychiatrists,
tomorrow mornhag. Shea It>Id Ilim that itl that case they could announce had been undertaken wifh two pnrimses m mind, one open and one
his resignation instead. "You've beenworkiugonhalf-truthsandrumors covert. Thc open one was (o annonnce Shea's extended leave of
and things you don't understand," he said. lie and his guys down at absence. That plan had tit be scrapped when Shea halked and then the

Houston were doing line. They were responding to the crisis, coming up results of the psychiatric examination thwarted diem. The covert purpose
with fixes, and weren't going into a state of shock. It was the people was to come Icl an agrecnmnl with Gih'ulh and George Low, now the

above them who were in shock, not the troops. However, Slma told deputy director al lhmston, that Shca would have Icl bc replaced. The
Berry. he would abide by the decision of any competent psychiatrist. "If covert purpose w;is accomplished. Perhaps the psych;air;sis were right
tac lhinks I laced ;m R&R, I})en we'll discnss it. But I don't like anlaleurs that Shea h;rt m> psychosis. Ilut thc ,qucslion fin' ,qeamans ;lilt[ Gilruth
judging my psyche." and Low wasn't whcthc_ Shca was sane; il was whether hc shi_nJd

They set up a session for that very evening at the Houston Medical continue to run ASPO. They saw that as a judgment that the
Center, with two Itouston psychiatrists chosen by NASA doing the psychiatrists weren't competent Il/ make. For that matter, some of the

evaluation, Shea spent two and a half hours with them. Their conclusion peOPle who knew Shea had a lceling that the psychiatrists hadn't quite
was that Sllea wax trader strain, yes, but without a psychosis. In fact, the realized what they were taking on when they interviewed him. One of

psychiatrists Iohl Slma, he had so thoroughly analyzed the experience for Shea's friends talked to the psychiatrists just after they had finished the

himself that he was probably psychologically stronger than before the examination, lie would laugh reef idly when he recounted the story later.
accident. Gilruth had been worried that Shea would come apart if another "The psychiatrists came back saying, 'lie's scl smart! lie's so
crisis occurred, but the psychiatrists disagreed. Shea did react strongly to intelligent!' Ilerc loc was, ready to kill lfimself, but hc could still
such events, leading to a purely physiological problem of high blood outsmart the psychiatrists."

pressure, but Ihat could easily be treated with medication if another such Shea fell he had passed that stage weeks earlier. Then and in later

crisis occurred. These findings were fed back to tile waiting NASA years, Shea's own assessment was that tile psychiatrists were right. He
officials. Shea declined to take extended leave and the press release was had been deeply saddened by tile fire, he acknowledged, but he believed
canceled, lie thought "the thing was absohilely put to bed." that after a difficult beginning he had come ltl terms with it. To Shea,

another factor was ;fl issue. Shea Iklt strongly, and was saying so at the

A week or scl later, George Mueller called. He wanted Joe to move up time, that it would be a mistake to go hack into the Apollo spacecraft and
to Washington and be his deputy. I lc made it sound enticing. Seamans make sweeping changes. Thc appropriate fixes were straightforward and

called Shea, ;lilt[ told hiIIt how tnttch he wanted him Coaccept--Seanlans limited; do nlme (hah that, ami dm prcqtram risked toni;rig out ill' tile
and Mueller hml been drawing apart, Seamans said, and they needed Joe process with a less mature spacecraft itl which new problems might be
to serve as a Illidgc. Jim Wcbb .ironed thc ,,.:hol'tl5,.Jt)c lind silent enough hiding.

time on Ihe detail level, Webb told hint. It was time for hiin to be Shea had lew all;cs. 'l'hc prevailing, wew was that a sweeping re-
working at the policy level. When Webb and Shes happened to be on view of the entire spacecnlft was in order, and that fixes should not be

the same phmc with agriculture secretary Orville Freeman, Webb limited in the way Shca wanted. These dianmtrically opposed views of

introduced Shca lo Freeman by saying that lye wanted Shea to interact the appropriate strategy made keeping Shea complicated for a variety of
"wilh all y.m calmlc( i)coplc. '' Wcbh knew how ltl lake people up on masons. At thc s;une lime, .qhca's scnhu' ctdleagues hi NASA were
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convincedthat Shea hadbeen too deeplyaffectedby the fire to manage 5
its aftemlath, and believed that it would be best for all--including

Shea--if he left ASPO. Even as Shea was assuming that the problem So passed Ihe lire. For dmse who weren't ill die program, it was soon

had been "put to bed," tile others were deciding on the man to replace forgotten. Pad 34. far to tile sonlh of tile huge complexes where theylaunched the Saturn Vs. is mit a stop tin tile bus tour of Kennedy Space
hinl. Center,anddtereisn't muchto seeanyway.Thesqualdronedblockhouse

On Monday, April 7, 1967, a House space subcommittee opened remains, padlocked. The gl'cai slab of the humch pad is still there, grass

hearings into the causes and impact of the Apollo fire. On the same day, growing Ihrongh Ih¢ cracks in Ihe concrete, as are the rusty railroad tracks
Shea left ASPO Itl become deputy associate administrator for Manned once used lo bring till Ibc ganlry. The concrete flame tleflectors, too

Space Fligbt at NASA headquarters, three years and five months after he massive to inovc, arc off Itl mit side, wilh faded painted stenciling--ABANI)ON IN I'I,A('F, ()thcrwisc, Ihcre is just scrub and sand and tile
had gone to Houston.

The next day, the lead editorial in The New YorkTimes was devoted to sea.

a commentary on the report of the Apollo Review Board which had been Tile ironies surroumling the lire make il the stuff of fable. The
released a few days earlier. The Times was appalled at "the incredible astronauts, a few weeks from confronling the perils of outer space, died

complacency" of the NASA engineers. "Even a high school chemistry on top of an unfuelcd hoosier silling <ltlthe pad---thai is tile most obvious
student" should have known not to use a pure-oxygen enviromnent. The irony, lh,I there arc others.

editors' judgment was austere and unrelenting: "The dry technical prose Consider tile cast' oft;tls (;rissnm and his appointment in Samarra. The
of the report convicts those in charge of Project Appollo Isicl of lirst spacccrafI, Iht Mercury capsule, had an explosive device on tilehatch so thai Ihe aslzonaul could escape quickly itl an enlergency. If
incompetence and negligence." there had been such a device on the Apollo spacecraft, thc crew would

During his tirst few days in Washington, Shea was excited about his new have blown off' the halch as soon as the fire started to spread, tile pure

job, eager to work as Mueller's deputy. But then Mueller told Shea that oxygen under pressure in Ihe spacecraft would instantaneously have been
of course Shea must realize that Sam Phillips, head of the Apollo replaced by ordinary Florida air. and the fire would have guttered. The

Program at O.M.S.F., would not be reporting to Shea, and Shea decided crew would Ilave gotten a scare and (;risson! might have gotten a singed
he'd been had: Mueller's office was a good place to keep him tucked leg.*

away dnring the congressional postmortems on Apollo. But at Ille end of his suborbital Mercury llight ill Liberty Bell 7, Gus
Shea became uncomfortable at headquarters, and trying to work on a Grissom's hatch blew and Gfissom nearly drowned. Grissom insisted that

few pet projects there didn't help. iris wife and daughters were still in the hatch had ntislircd on ils own. Because of that, the explosive hatch
Houston. He found himself sitting alone in his office for hours on end, was reckoned Itl be too dangerous, and the designers of the hatch for

reading the newspapers. Sometimes he would walk out into the streets of Apollo focused on making sure that tile hatch was safe fronl accidental
Wasbingmn, always alone, prowling the museums, sitting on a bench in opening, nol mi ensuring thai it could be opened quickly. Thus. when the

thc gardens of I)umbarton Oaks. The l'hillips Gallery becante a favorite fire broke ocli, (hiss(mi ,,'ellssillin,u inside a spacccra[I whose halch was
haven in those clays, quiet and serene. Sometimes, he found himself secured hy six bolts.

wishing he had been in the spacecraft on that Friday evening in Consider Ill{: str;mgcly inlcrlwincd sequence of events that Sam

Finally, in July 1967, six months after the lire, Joe Shea left NASA and Beddingtield was left Itl contenlph_te on quiet evenings. Sam Bedding-
took a job as head of engineering for a company up in Boston. field was ;in oki friend of Grissonl's. l lc had been disturbed after Liberty

Anolher six ttn)nlhs passed. ()tlc winter's day in early 1968, as Shea · Rcflecling m_ Ihis, Itotc_, I'cu,mc i,omk, d m,t tll;ql he plobably wouldn't have permitted an

talked to someone un tile telephone, Berry Shea heard her husband laugh, explosive hatch Io be ;tuned f',. a ground {esl. because of lhe lmlenlial danger to the ground crew inthe White Room which opens a whole new set of what-ifs (one may imagine l'emme's unenviable

It was the first time she'd heard him do that in almost a year, she ponilicm afterIhtlire.in th;iicilsc) 'Iht Apollo h;flthas redesigned afterIhelire'.vasnot explosive.

remarked when he hung up. Shea thought that it seemed longer. :_i_, butcouhlbe openedi,,d,ce scccmds
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Bell 7 by how ready the astronauts and the engineers were to blame flight schedule, there would have hcen delays anyway. The lunar module
Grissom for the blown hatch. Itc believed in Grissom's composure and wasn't going to be ready for its first scheduled flight. The fire gave

honesty, so he had approached his job as one of the investigators of the Grununan a chancc to catch up. Thc Flight Operations Division was still
Liberty Bell accidcnl with special zeal. It was Beddingfield who had in the process of re-cquipping Iht (;onlrol Center to support Apollo
idenliiicd two specitic, documentable scquenccs of events that indeed missions: they would have been hard prcsscd lo kce l) to thc schedule Ilia!
could have blown the hatch ill tile manner that Grissom described. It was NASA was using befiu'e Iht lilc.

largely bccause of that work that the hatch was discarded for Gemini anti And thcre wcre Ihe Vclcro and tile Raschel nclling: If it hadn't been for

Apollo. If Beddinglield had been less motivated by his friendship with the fire on thc ground, th,re might well have been a tire in space. Tom
Grissom, wouhl those alternative explanations have been found and Markley grieved for what tile lire did lo Shea, but he remembered tot) the

demonstrated? If they hadn't been found, would Grissom still have been day a week after the lire when Caldwell Johnson came running into his

on flyingstatus during Apollo? officeand set up a movie lm_jector."Let me show you how tiffsdamn
There were two smaller, bitter ironies for Beddingfield tls well: The staff explodes in Inuc oxygcn," Johnson said. and turned on tile

plugs-out countdown on January 27 was to have ended with a test of the projector. Markley was "lotally aghast" hims,If. "Il just went ZOOP/It
emergency egress system--as it certainly did. And Sam Beddingfield was unbelievable. The stuff burned like you coukln't ,mag'ne. ' It was
himself was to have been the supervising engineer. Markley's opinion thai "il' we had had thc Apollo lire ill orbit or going to

Consider lifts elusive overarching irony: Might it not, after all, have the nloon, we wouldn'l have llown for anolher decade."

been a good thing for Apollo that tile fire occurred'? Many ill NASA For Joc ,"';hca, lilt' accidenl's mm,es achieved thc dimension of tragedy.

thought so. Shea himself decided that the lire provided a better and more Cnnsider thc paradox itl Shca's narrow escape, when only a technical

gentle ---ins word--ambience at the top. "The fire could have been, hitch kept him from being in thc spacecraft dnring the lire. St* lucky for
and for a lot of people it was, a unifying force," he said. "It brought him, it first seems, fluff they couldn't hook up the headset in time. So
home how the things we used to bitch about, the trivia, the hi,picking, morbid of him, it first seems. 1o wish occasionally that he had been in the

any of those it,y-billy tilings coukl cause a Imlblem." After the tire, there spacecraft afler all. And ycl il' Shea had heen ill tile spacecraft, he would
was more of a "we're all in this together" feeling, Shea thought, have been sitling in Iht bay beneath the astronauts' couches--down

A senior ASPO engineer once talked about the personal loss the fire beside the E.C.U. and lhe nelfing ,hal probably first caught tire.

represented to him--as Houston's project officer for the LEM, he had Furthermore, Ihe fihn ,hal Caklwelt Johnson showed ltl Markley also

gotten to know Grissom and White well--but, still, "from an overall showed that tile hot si)el would have remained there like an ember for ten
standpoint of tim lirogram, it might have been ()ne of the best tilings that seconds before il went ZO()I' ten sm:mi{Is for Shea, lying with his head
could have happened." It is a tough judgment, he recognized, but "1 think a few feet from Ihe Ii.{.'. t I., to sc, thc glow anti smother tile lire with his

we got too complacent in the manned program .... The fire really woke hand or shoulder. In the months after Ihe tire. Shea, brooding about that

people up." Another engineer thought that the fire gave the Apollo Pro- possibility, even came to an estimate. It was better than all even chance,
gram sonic time it was unwilling to give itself: "The Apollo design had he decided, thai he woukt have seen it and have been ablc to react in time

in-ogrcsscd to a point where il lot of things wcre put up on the shelf as being to sulofller il. "Ami I really thm'l Wanl Io Ihink aboul il any more," he
Ihe kind of Ihing--'Well, let's not worry about that right now, we'll pick said, "because you can'l gel any more dala."

it up lalcr.' "IIc said il wasn'l so much thai Apollo I wonkl have been Consider how difft'rt'nlly lilt' dicc fell for lilt' nlcl, who followed Shea.
dangerous il' they'd Ilown it, but rather that "once the lire occurred, the Eighteen lUonlhs allot Iht lilt, (;colge [,OW Iicrsu;uled NASA to lake Ihe

flight schedule came to a screeching halt and everybody stopped and took audacious step of sending Apollo 8 lo tile moon on a circunfiunar flight,
stock." People then had the time to go back and work in a less pressured arriving at the moon on CThrislnms live, 1968. Shea would have fought
fashion on "all of these things that everyone had in their back pocket that the decision--too big a risk. But il was it brilliant success. And yet,

thcy shoukl have worked on, and hadn't had a chance to." suppose thai Iht accidenl which would occur Oil Apollo 13, when the
There were other considerations its well. If tile lire hadn't delayed the oxygen lank t'xploded, had occul,ed on Apolh_ 8 instead. Apollo 13 used
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ils lunar modulc as a lifeboat lo keep tile crow alive during tile return to in retrospect. The obvious queslion is 'Jesus, wily didn't you guys sce
earth. Apollo 8 had no lunar module. ]'he crew of Apollo 8 would have thai?.... I'bal is Ihe question Shea refused to quit asking of himself. Forbeen dead when tbe spacecraft reached the moon on Christmas Eve, and
George Low would be remembered as tile man who took a crazy chance years after, as he neared tile top of one of tile nation's largest high4eeh

corporations, he kepi Ihe photograph Ihat the crew of Apollo I had given
.just Io get lo the moon by an arbitrary deadline, him displayed prominently near tile front entrance of his house. Shea

Or Ihere was Apollo 12, two and a half years after the fire, when the il would not lel himself so much as enter or leave his own home without
spacecraft was struck by lightning a few seconds after launch. Every passing by Ihe inscription: "It isn't that we don't trust you, Joe, but this
system ill the spacecraft was battered by a gigantic charge of electricity, time we've decided to go over your head."

But the llight conlrollers checked out the systems while the spacecraft John Ilodge, tile Ilouslon flJghl director on duty during tile lire, onceremained in earlh orbit, and, when all seemed to be in order, Chris Kraft

and Rocco l'etrone approved their recommendation to send Apollo 12 to reflected on how thc fire brought out a difference between engineers like
Shea who came out of thc world of missiles and systems engineering, and

the moon. It was another courageous decision, and tbe rest of the mission those who had come out of tile tlight-test busincss. For a Joe Shea, therewas nearly flawless. Yet, if the electrical surge had weakened one of the
systems in an unsuspected way and a catastrophe had resulted--for that must always he a way to do }1l'J_zht, st) /hat nohody gets hurt; it's just a
matter, even if something unrelated to tile lightning had caused a mailer of being smart enough ami carchd enough, and ii' you aren't, it's
catastrophe--then Kraft and Pelrone would be remembered as the men your fault. Ilodge shook his hcad itt that thought, comparing il with tile
who insisted on sending men to the moon in a spacecraft that had been hit attitudeof thc peoplc wilt)had come out of Ilight4est. "You understand that
by lightning. · thatriskisthere,"Hedgesaid,"andwhenithappensit's terrible,youwish

it didn't happen, you wish you wcrc smarter, but you know it's going to
happen and st)you learn to live with that. You worry about it a lot and you

For Apollo 1, a spark ilecame an ember, the ember became a hlazc, and think about it a lot but when it does occur it doesn't kill you." There is a

Shea held himself responsible. Dispassionately, he could review the truth that his friend Joe Shewcouhln'l accept, I-lodgesaid, that few people
events leading up to the fire and conclude that lie had not been pushing the outside the business can: "You lose crew. Pilots die flying experimentalprogram at tile expense of safety; that, strictly speaking, the fire was not aircraft."
his fault. Nonetheless, he refused to grant himself absolution. Years later,
the question was put to him: What then was the mistake for which you
wouldn't forgive yourself? "For me, it isn't as simple as 'the mistake'--
it goes back to a concept that wheu you are responsible for a project, there
are no shades of gray," he wrote in response. "You may not know every
detail, but you should construct an environment where nothing can fall
through the trucks. For Apollo, that was rigorous ground test and closing
out all aclion items before the real, irreversible danger begins at launch.
Ironically. cron Ihal l)hilosollhy worked. The lire did indeed occur in
?round lest. The flaw was nol recognizing thc danger of the plugs-out test
in pure oxygen al atmospheric pressure, and closing out Ibc critical
actions before that test."

"It's anolher lesson ill life," Glynn I.unney once said, thinking of such
tilings. "Boy, you call think you're Ihe smartesl sonofabitch anybody
over saw, hut IJlerc's SO many events that occur that can affcct one's

perfi_rnlance or one's role in life. You still can't stop people from stuffing
rags in pipes ;lilt]tilings like thai, all of which make somebody look dumb
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Mueller had been talking ii over Ihemselves anti had decided on another

person for Ihe job. The pcrson they had decided upon was George Low.
Low was nonplussed. Thinking back on it later, Mathcws, who was

one of Low's closest friends, retleeted Ihat hc was putting Low into an
unusual posilion. Gct)rgc l,uw always preferred that things proceed in an
orderly process and Ihal Itc. George Low, be in control of that orderly
process. Usually, hc was. Chuck Malhews was supposed lc) take thc job,
that's Ihe way Low had planned it all out. "He had never, I guess,
experienced a situatitm like this one," Mathews said, "where someone

CHAPTER put the linger on him and he didn't have control." Finally Low said,

6 "Chuck, I've got the worst headache I've ever had in my life." Mathews

suggesled they go for a walk.

Theystrolled m Ibc spring twilight along the quiet residential streets of
Georgetown, talking intently. The new job would be a demotion, of

course, fronl nunlber4wo nlan al ]Jouslon [0 manager of a program
office. But Joe Shea had laken a theoretical demotion when he went to

"Yott' ye got to start ,sPo; so had Low, whcn he went from headquarters to the deputy

Ott-'t'ngsomew'ere"n director's.io ,atMS.C.^pt,,,,,manag r.,,t,uneedaroundthehierarchywithout paying nluch allenlJon lu Ihal sort of Ihing. Low in particular had

never been a man who "worried aboul the color of the carpet on the
floor," in Malhews's words, and he knew that ASPO was the critical job

right then no mailer whal the organization charts said. Still, Low had

During dm years when thc spacecraft was being designed and built, the carefully decided what ought to happen--Mathews would manage
man who managed ASPO was the fulcrum of the spacecralt side of the ASPO_and il look a long time lot him to reconcile himself to a different

Apollo Program, with an influence far beyond his place in the organiza- plan. They walked for hours, Malhews remembered, getting back lo the
tion chat1. This had been apparent in the fall of 1963, when Joe Shea went Inn late al night. Ihfl linally l.ow agreed lo lake lhe job.*
to ilouston, and it remained true in the spring of 1967. On Sunday

morning, April 2, Robert Gilmth and George Low flew to Washington to
recruit Joe Shca's replacement.

Their choice was Chuck Mathews, a founding father of manned space 1
tlighr-- one of thc Space Task Group's original forty-five, thc first
director of Flight Operations for Mercury, the man who rescued Gemini By good luck as nmch ;ts anything else, the Apollo Program seemed to
when it encountered managerial troubles. With the successful completion get the right men at Ihe right lmm. In 1963, they needed an impatient,

of Gemini, Mathews had recently been promoted out of Houston into charismatic inan who would seize thc spacecrafl and pull it Ihrough North

Mueller's office at hcadquarters. Oilruth and Low checked into the *TherefollowedIhehex!morningacnriouscharadeHlalhaggoneintothehislorybooksas the
Georgetown Inn and invited him over for a talk. _ality.Itwasconsiderediml_fiilictopresentWebl:.wilha filitaccompli.So Mathews'srefusalwas

They ran into a stone wall. Mathews had just moved lo Washington [N'csenledtoWehbalongwilhIhesuggestionthatwhaltheyoughtlodonowwaspemuadeLowtoIltkethejob. Wehh_hought it wasa lerTificidea. andnothingw_._uhldo but thatthey callPage
and pronlised his family Ihat this was it--m) more moves for a while, no Terminalat NationalAirportandhavethemhold(iiln,h's plane(whichwa.qabouttovelumGilrulh
nlore weeks ()il end when he hardly saw the children. The ASPO job was _ LowtoItoushmLWcbb.Se_m_al_s.Pbiilq_s. an,.IMuel_etaa piled intoWebb'aofficialcat andtheywentoultotheairl'_Trtalld '*lwlSlladed" (;corecI._w InrecountingIhtstorylater.I_)wnever
lenlplJng, bul he .just couldn't accept. Anyway, Mathews and George waveredfromtheal,provedvcl_.i,m

226
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American. Because much of Houston was preoccupied with Gemini Marshall. But he was spccilically suited for a particular kind of
during this period, they also needed a man who liked to do everything leadership, the leadership of engineers.

himself. They got Joe Shea. In 1967, they needed a "knitter of people," He was. first of Fill, unwaveriug{y faithful (o good engineering when he
in Glynn Lunney's graceful phrase, someone wilt) could win the trust of made decisions, ("To bc friends with somebody is one thing, but when
the disparate elements in Houston anti bring them together as a working you're itl tile technical i.'cna, it's technical. I dtm't give a danm whether
whole. They got George Low. I play golf with you or whatever, lhat's a di/'tcrcnt world. Low knew

Except in ability, l,ow and Shea were mirror images. They were both that.") He added to that an mt;niCe capacity fi)r detail. ("George was the
bom in 1926, but instead of Bronx working-class Irish, Low was kind of gu5, that if you gave him a job emptying wastebaskets, he would

Viennese Austrian, the son of a well-to-do manufacturer, educated in stretch it into overtime, m)l because lie was loafing, but because he'd find

private schools m Switzerhmd and England before his widowed mother more lo emplymg waslebaskets than you ever imagined coukl be there. ")

brought Georg Wilhelm to Ibc United States in 1938. Instead ufa systems He had a memory tltat was by ;il{ accounts l)henomenal. ("itc'Il tell you,
engineer working on nuclear missiles, Low was a Lewis man, with the 'You wrote me a menlo a year and a half ago and you told me that the

N,A.C.A, from 1949 on, who wrote papers on esoteric problems in oxygen flow rme was going to be 7.6 poumls per hour, and why is it 7.3
boundary layer theory and heat transfer. While Shea reveled in pressure now?' What can you say Io a guy like dmt?") Anti he had a gift for
and complexity ami ttle clash of personalities, Low sought order and organization and managenlt, ul that verged on genius.

harmony. Low had an ell'cci on his fellow engineers itl Apollo that mighl have
In personal manner, Low was unassuming ltl the point of diffidence, been hard for an outsider lo appreciale. About a year after l,ow took over

Back in the late 1950s, Caldwell Johnson reminisced, when they were ASPO, one of Webb's dcptJCies i. Washington got a call from a friend

fabricating the lirst Mercury capsule in the Langley shops, they roped off who had just arrived in Ihmston. The man m Washington was sufl'iciently

the area in,nediately around the capsule so that visitors wouldn't get in amused by the call ltl jot down the exchange verbatim immediately
the way of the engineers and technicians. One day Johnson noticed that afterward. "1 hope you do,i) think l'm nuts, but I want to tell you
a fellow had ducked under the ropes and was right up next to the capsule, something," {he caller said. "Wc had an Apollo briefing in the
even running his hand over the metal shingles. Johnson went over and ninth-floor conference room and George Low spoke to us. God! It was the

reprimanded him. "You know you're supposed to stay behind ropes, most exciting, lucid, thrilling, dynamic thing I've ever heard ....
don't you?" Johnson said belligerently. The man apologized and obedi- Honest It) God, it was .just l_mtastic. Itc didn't even have a note. He held

ently went back behind the ropes, us all spellbound .... So help me, ii' he had said 'Let's go' l'd have
Johnson returned to his work. Another engineer came over and whis- followed him right off' a el;Il'!" An observer who wasn't an engineer

pered to him. "You know who you were talking to?" Johnson didn't, would have sec.)just a courteous man, speaking quietly.
"That's George Low!" Johnson looked over again, and he was still

there, peering intently at Ihe spacecraft--a young man with a kindly face,

tliin, a little stooped, lit was NASA's Program Manager for Manned

Space Flight, and lie was standing quietly behind the ropes as he had been
told. lie never lost Ihal quJelness. Later. in tile days when he ran ASPO, 2
subordinates would sometimes call the Low home late in the evening for Taking up Ibc ASP() lob ia emly Al, il. I.t,w I_et.an dictating il daily
advice on some new problem, and they would hear a soft voice answer memorandum to (;ilruth. ust,ally two or three typewritten pages, sum-
the phone. "May I speak to your father.'?" they would ask George Low. mar;zing the day's activities.* A few weeks Il,er. returning from a trip to

And yet Ibis same man took some of the boldest initiatives in the

,nanned space program, succeeding in thenl because he wax a leader, * [:(filowing lite ,ifc. (;ilmlh madc il km_wn to others Illat Shea had not kept him informed ab_mt

classically dciined--men fbllowed him, as they followed Shea before whal was going on I hr' "Al,oil N, les "i,, i,,,, Mh-d Ihcm. we,c pall oil ow's way oi avoiding llmt
problem. I. Ibc pu_cs% hc ;dso pu,vidcd hisColians _ilh a Ilmque day-by.day ImiTative The

him, Kraft in Flight Operations, Debus at the Cape, and von Braun at "A._*llo Notes" ;.c m_w p;.l *,l Iht C;coLee M Low }';*[_'rs at Rc._;qclacr Polytechnic ins(;mit.
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the North American plant in Downey, he wrote: "My general impression an hour and , half. Ilem: Low's people had seen it take as long as
after Ihis week's visit ix that Dale Myers, Charlie Feltz, and George Jeffs four hours lo install one washer. Rem: The wire harness for spacecraft
arc trying exlremely hard Io do tile right things .... The next level below 101 was not even started until live weeks after it was supposed to be

lhcm, however, disturbs me." Frank Borman, writing of that period in cornpleled. Someone ;ti Norlh American had to starl doing somethinghis autobiography, put it more bhmtly: "North Anlcrican was positively abou! this.
schizophrenic, populated by conscientious men who knew what they
were doing and at least an equal number who didn't know their butts from

third base." aaer Ikmr years of prodding and pushing from ASPO and

headquarters, even after the embarrassment of the Phillips Report, North
Americanremaineda I)roblem.

Borman was in a position'to know. Gilruth had appointed him as head The man mos! _hviollsly on tile spot at North American was Stormy
of a "tiger team" (an Air Force term for a small group of troubleshooters) Storms, head of Nord, American's Space Division. I lc was a proud man

to go out to Downey and be in charge of redefining the Block Il spacecraft with a proud history, ll_e engineer who had guided thc development and
with Noah American. Borman took Aaron Cohen as his design engineer production of die X- 15. hut the tire had happened on his watch and the

and Simpkinson as his quality and reliability expert. For the next four pressure was relentless. While Gih'uth continued to think highly of
months, they spent every d;,y ill thc North American offices, with virtual Storms, I.ow, Phillips, and Mueller were agreed that Storms had to go.
carte bhmche from Gilruth and Low to carry out the redefinition strategy Storms himself though( he was being "tm nstifiablv crucified." in Ihe

that ASPO had decided upon. words of one of his ch)se associates. "There's mil a goddanm thing
Houston also kept trying, as it had htr years, to get some changes in the wrong with those spacecraft." he remembered Storms saying shortly

way that Downey operated. After a few days there, Borman noticed that after tire lire. "If they wanl Io lly one this l)ecember, it,st fly what we've
manyof the techniciansweregoing across the streetandhavinga few got."

beers at lunch. Outrageous, when you're working on a spacecraft, Few others agreed, and dfc face that Storms could think nothing needed
Bonnan told North American; and everyone, management and unions and fixing was persuasivc evidence to them that he wasn't the man to rescue

the technicians themselves, agreed. The practice stopped. Jack Kinzler, the contriver. Wehh called in Lee Atwood, now North American's
the craftsman from Langley who had been heading the shops for the chairnmn, and told him thai Slorlns had lo go or NASA would turn to
manned space program since the earliest days of the SI)ace Task Group, another conlraclt_r. I[owcvcr umcalistic the threat--il- carried out. it
wiss dispatched to Downey to look around thc shops. Kinzler identified would, have hurt NASA as badly as North American--die word around

thirty or forty things that offended him--sloppy handling of materials, Downey wits that Webb had ah'eady hekl preliminary meetings with
confused demarcation of work spaces on the shop floor, lots of wasted Boeing for just that purpose. Storms was retired from his position as
time--and wrote them up. Gilruth sent a copy to the president of North prcsklent of the Space Division.

American. Thc ol'fensivc practices i,ot fixed. The man whom [.ct; Alwt_nJ t:hm, c ltl rescue Iht silualiotl was Bill

But other problems of scheduling and efficiency that had persisted for Bergen. For Ihjrly yc;n's, Bergen had been one of the star engineers at the
years at lirsl seemed as impervious to solution as Ihey ever had. In M;nlJn ('mnpany thc Cmnl_any thai had originally hcen recommended

another "Apollo Note" to Gilruth, with "No other copies to anyone htr thc Slmceclall conllac( hack in I%1. When thc Apollo lire occtuTed,
except RRG" scrawled in big letters across thc top, Low listed the kinds he had jusl become corporate vice-president at North American for the

of things he was finding when hc went Io Noah American. Item: Up to ,Space and I'mlmlsiou (;mUl) ' mc;ming Ihal Stotmy Storms's Space
live people could work productively in a command module at any one Division came trader him.

time, but out at thc Downey plant, Low and his managers rarely saw more Bergen was at an air show in Phoenix when lie got a call from Lee

than two or three; often only one. Item: The industry average for a wire Atwood. Bergen volunteered to give up tile Space and Propulsion Group
terminamm was six minutes. At North American, they were taking up to and lake over lite Space Division--to demote himself, just as Low and
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Shea had demoted themselves before him. "God bless you," said perpetually at war with him. "He was a driver, a real driver," said Buzz

Atwood. Bergen took over his new job on April Fool's Day. Hello. "There are very few people down'here that work as hard as Tom
"People think 1came in here and turned this place around like crazy," O'Malley, and woe bc unto thc man who tries to pass some short story off

said Bergen later. But he claimed that he hadn't. "1 think if you look back on him, because he has probably been there himself a little earlier in the
at it, soberly, there were very few changes made, but some very key morning and stayed a liltle later al night. Feeding him a short storyis..." "Death?" asked Itello's interviewer. "It's worse than that,"
ones." One of the first of them was to send Bastian llello, known as
Buzz, to take over NorthAmerican'sCape operation, said ilello. "It's torture and dealh."

There was not a whole lot of this "(ot, gh lint fair" business about Tom

Buzz ttelh) arrived at the Cape on May 7, 1967, to find a place where, in O'Malley, eilhcr. On Ihe contrary, "he tended to t'ornl opinions [about
his words, "morale had sagged like a clothesline with ice on it." The people] on limited data points sometimes, which bothered me," said a
North American people at the Cape were the people who had somehow Cape engineer who wt)rked closely with him. "Fie got on fine with mc
burned up three astronauts. "They had no way of knowing where they because we'd been together a hit ill tile past, st) he had me calibrated and
had failed, what they had done wrong," llello recalled. "They had lost 1had him calibraled. But sometimes it' a guy didn't say the right thing tile

very close friends of theirs in tile spacecraft .... The whole world had first timc he mci him, Ihat guy was domncd." What O'Malley had going
turned against them." There was no one particular thing that had to be for Iron was a ruthless integrity about getting the job done, as well as an
fixed. "You .just sort of wade into it," Hello said. "It's like a gigantic absolute inditl'crcnce al)out wholn he offended in the course of doing it.
piece of cheese--you've got to start biting somewhere." And that's why Ilello hircd him.

Hell{)saw that somehow there had to be a "welding together" of his O'Malley soon decided fin, Norlh American had been nmning what hc

people. It could take the form of small psychological tilings, like a called a "ctmnlry club" down al linc ('ape. ()ne of the lirst days after he
campaign to keel) all the workplaces immaculate. Or of organizational took tile job an engineer came lo him to get a routine signature on a travel
things, like designating a separate room for tracking the status of each order--he was going out to a convention of retired Air Force officers in
spacecraft, a place where that spacecraft's schedule, test preparation San Francisco. O'Malley tokl him tMt they weren't doing business that
sheets, engineering orders, and test results could be posted and tracked-- way any more. The engineer was outraged--those conventions were an
"so it's perfectly clear who's doing what to who and who's holding the important way for a company like North American to tie into the old-boy
bucket of water." Or of training things, like "Crew Qualification," in network, and such Irips had always been one of the perks. Itc got hold of
which each person who worked on the spacecraft had to undergo a "stand an ex-general who was a senior executive at Downey. The ex-general
board," appearing before a board of three or four of his peers to be complained lo Bill Bergen. Bill Bergen chewed out the ex-general for
cross-examined on the workings of his system. But the most important interfering with O'Malley, and said that anyway O'Malley was right. The

thing that Buzz Hello did to turn the situation at the Cape around was to word quickly got out flint the old days were over.
hireTomO'Malley. O'Mallcywasout at thepadoneday, watchingliquidoxygenbeing

By 1967, Thonms .I. O'Malley had been working at the Cape for ten pumped from a tank itl*onto tile umbilical tower. Itc asked the engineer
years. First lyehad run Cony; 'r s Cape elf ice for the Atlas program. In where Iht IA)X was being immped to. "It beats tile hell out of me," theengineer replied. "()ncc it gets up there, I don't know what happens to
Mercury days, the man with his linger on the launch button for the Atlas it." Shortly after Ihal, ()'Mallcy called a meeting. Thencef{'_rth, every
launches was 'ronl O'Malley. During Gemini, O'Malley had been with

General Dynamics on the Atlas-Agena, then was promoted away from the engineer was expecled It/ learn everything about the system he was
Cape to the foggy precincts of New London, Connecticut, to be a senior running--where the stuff came from, where it was going, and all the
manager in the General Dynamics Electric Boat Division. Now, Hello things thai might go wrong in belween. And they did. "You understood
wanted him for North American and O'Malley wanted to come home to it from the very heginning of the tank farm to tile last nut and connector

in Ihat system," said one engineer, "and you could just about close your

thespaceprogram, eyesand drawa schematicof tileelectricaland mechanicalsystemsby
"A bellerin' type," said one of the spacecraft inspectors, who were
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heart. Everybody had a tiling called a 'Smarts Book,' and in that Smarts you're willing to pay [or il, okay, Mr. ('uslomer." If NASA wanted the
Book each system engineer had every fact that you could possibly collect spacecraft built, I lealey Iold lhcm, Ihey had m stop asking R)r so many
about that system th;ti you worked on .... You understood that system changes.
from womb to lomb and them was nothing in that system you couldn't "Anti then," l lealcy reconnled, "I turned around and h)oked at all the

recite by hearl, including lorqne rabies, s;ifety wire specs--you name it North American guys smiling, and said. 'Now let mc clear some things
and a system engineer down there could tell you what it was. Those guys up for you guys. You can'l kccp on freely reacting to tile customer's
were terribly intense." directions just because they seem to agree with your own idea of what you

If O'Malley was not always the most judicious and fairest of men, he want to do. You think they're a problenf. > Well, you're an equal
was mmcthcless tile most loyal when lie respected someone. "if i'd asked problem.'" And so on. Ilcaley had a wonderfnl time that day--

my guys to push that V.A.B. building over, they'd be out there trying to "rammed all kinds of new assholes." lie said.
do it," O'Malley said. "You couldn't get a hunch like I had." And those Out {itl thc assembly file;lily. I lealcy came lo grips with a peculiar
who workcd for O'Malley assumed that, if he had asked them to push reality of assembling a spacecraft: "Thc thousands of people involved ill
over the V.A.B., somehow that's what they would do. "O'Malley is the progrmn were.jmmned right up rolo a small opening in a funnel of five

unique in this program," said John Tribe, who worked for him from people ill tile command module"--for that was Ihe most that could lit into

Mercury days through Apollo. "lle's rough, bluff, crude, calls a spade a the spacecralt, l lealey [igured th;il at any given moment, thc time of Iht>se
spade, language is pretty bad at times, but by golly, he knew what had to five was more precious limn anyone else's, and he went down onto the
be done itl 1967." shopfloorand told that Iiitile technicians.No longerwouldthey have to

get out of the conmmnd module Ill find a new drawing or tool or part. He,

Out at Downey. Bill Bergen went looking for John Healey, another of his John Itealcy, would makc sure Ih;l( Ihcy got tile st,pport they needed so

old colleagues from Martin. Bergen had decided to put a senior manager they wouldn't have lo waste Ihal kind of lime. "I tokl the working people
in charge of each vehicle, "one guy who was Mr. Spacecraft 101, one that, and they kind o[ smiled. I said, 'No. I nlcan iL. I'll do it.' "And he
who was Mr. 102, and so forth." For the lirst manned vehicle, spacecraft did. If a wekler working itl the spacecraft had a question that needed to

ifil---upon which not only North American's future but the future of the be answered by tile chief enginccr, then tile chief engineer would break

Apollo Program depended--Bergen chose Healey, a forty-five-year-old off whatever he was doing, get himself down to the assembly room, climb

engineer. As tJe,-gen reminisced, "John became really quite a controver- the steps up to tile door of tile conmland module, and deal with it. "1 had
sial person for a while.... " vice-presidentsclmsing phms so the workers could slay itl the cmmnand

There was, for example, Henley's lirst brieling by North American's module," Ilealey remembered.

Apollo managcment team in Downey on September 29, 1967, when "to The momentum picked up ahnosl instantaneously. Just a week after

get their attention for the century," as Healey put it, "1 said, 'Hey, I ; Healey came on board. I_ow was writing lo Gilmth regarding some of the
think you guys are full of shit. You're in trouble, and you ought to stop ' problems that Grummaa was having with tile hmar module and saying

acting like it's going to go away.' "There was, for example, I lcalcy's that Grumnum "tlccds a [Icah'y" 1o gel Ih;rigs back cm track. Oil May 29,
titst rattling with NASA bmr days later, when he annouuced to Phillips, 1968, eight mouths ;tile,' J lenity look over spacecraft 101, it left l)owney
Mneller, l.ow, Roes, and (}ih'ulh--most cfi Apollo's senior manage- on a transport plane ami arlived lhe next day al Ihe Calle. A few days
ment--thal NASA had all unwo,'kahly unwieldy system, with multiple later, Ihe Jcccivmg iuspccl_U's [cpo[lcd Io Ilouston that they had found

directions and parallel activities. Effective that day, Healey said, NASA "fewer discrepancies than any on ;lily spacecraft previously delivered to
had a choice. F.ither they timid let the subsystems people call him direct Kennedy."

or they could assign one guy to work with him. But nobody who had

anything they wanted done with spacecraft 101 could go through anyone Telling Ihe story of North American's recovery from the lire from the
but ttealey. And by the way, Healey added, he was tired of all these vantage point of Bergen and Ilello and (3'Mallcy and Itealey captures
modifications thai NASA kept asking for; from now on, no more "If only one small fragment. There is Kenny Kleinknecht's story, as he
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became ASPO's point man for the C.S.M. Or the story of Max Faget's

engineers, who workcd through the redesign issues after the fire; or of
Frank Borman's tiger team; or of Eberhard Recs's team from Marshall.
'File measure of ;ti] their successes is this:

Spacecraft 101 wits the first of fifteen manned Apollo spacecraft
launched from the Kennedy Space Center. Those fifteen spacecraft

functioned irt space for a total of 280 days--in earth orbit, lunar transit,
lunar orbit, docked with Skylab, and in rendezvous with a Soviet

spacecraft on the Apollo-Soyuz mission in 1975. One was hit by lightning

during the launch phase, another (through no fault of North American) c.ar, n_R
lost most of its electrical power halfway to tile moon, had to be shut down ,m_lI _
for more than three days in the cold of space, and was powered up again 11just before entry. All the astronauts returned safely, riding a spacecraft
they had come tu love.

"And then on launch day
it worked"

The stages fi)r lite first Ilight of lhe Saturn V began arriving at the Cape
in August of 1966, even before the tire. The third stage, the S-IVB,

arrived by air ill a special bulbous plane called the "Super Guppy." The
S-IVB was tile only stage that would arrive by air; indeed, the other two

stages couldn't arrive even by grouml. They were too big to be

transported by either Iruck or train, so they were barged in--the S-IC
from the big plant buill especially for Apollo at Michoud, Louisiana, and
the S-Il from North American's facility at Seal Beach, California.

On Seplember 12. 1966. Ike Rigell, Petrone's right-hand man for

launch vehicle operations, watched as the S-lC stage of the Saturn V
arrived on tile barge I'oseidon itt lhe Saturn Unloading Facilities on the

Banana River. Teams of technicians sw;mned over the S-IC, checking 1o
make sure lhal none of ils elaborate wrappings and protections had been
damaged during transit. The sole, specialized task of the men Rigell

watched was to mect Saturn and Apollo hardware when il arrived at the
Cape anti sec that it was safcly lransported to the O&C Building (for the

spacecraft) or the V.A.II. (Ior lite Saturn).
Only about ten years earlier, Rigell rellecled, he and a dozen or st)

237
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others in Kurt Debus's launch team had done the whole thing themselves, hook with such delicacy Ihat tile hook could be stopped after it was
from loading tile rocket up in Huntsville to the launch itself. A couple of touching the object below, bul before il exerted even the pressure that

Ihem woukl slay with file Redstonc as it snaked its way down through the would crack a raw egg.* Once the two sulges were aligned, it took a team
]Jllle country towlls of Alabama and Georgia on a long Army flatbed of engineers ;ind technicians eight holu'S to join the S-lC ami lhe S-II. The

track. Tile rest of Ihe group would slow lhe launch consoles in lbe trunks two stages were ironed not wilh wehls, but with pins: three 12-inch pins
of their cars and drive down to the Cape, where they would meet the at 120-dcgrce inlelwds around tile pcriphery of Ihe stage and 216
Redstone, check it out, launch it, and go home. But it had been a different 1VMnch, high-strength fasteners iii 6-inch intervals.

kind of bird in those days. Four men could stand at the base of a Redstone This process was repealed for tile third stage, the S-IVB. Then came

and join/uulds around it. Now, Rigell stood beside thc S-1C lying on ils the lesls of the asscnlbh, d ]am_ch vehicle's electrical networks, tire

side, his eyes al the level of the exhaust nozzles of engines I and 2; detection, telemetry. Iracking, gyroscopes, onboard computers, pumps,
engines 3 and 4 were two stories above his head. engines, transducers, valves, cables, phlgs, hydraulic lines. There were

NASA's official designation for George Mueller's audacious first-time 456 sllch Jests alh)gclhcr, and they took weeks -just how nlany weeks
all-up test was A.S.-501: "5' for the launch vehicle, "01" denoting tile depended on how things wcnl. In thc case ol' 501, a new vehicle with
number of thc flight. Within NASA, the flight was being called simply birthing pains, the tests took almost four months.

"five-oh-one." To tile public, the forthcoming flight was known as In the O&C Building, the command and service module for the first
Apollo4.* SaturnV Ilight,thespacecruft017thatJoeBobikhadexaminedwithsuch

indignation after Ibc tire, was undergoing the same kind of testing and

preparation. On .hme 2IL Ig67, live months after the fire, spacecraft 017
was gingerly loaded inlo its own specially designed cradle--no more

1 plywoodanti mattresses--and mmsportedfrom the O&C Building to the
V.A.B., where it was mated to the top of the stack. For the first time,

'File S-IC was taken first to the Low Bay of the V.A.B., where the there was now a completc Apollo/Saturn flight article.

components that would become inaccessible when the Saturn was stacked The tests and tile inspections in thc V.A.B. went on for another two

were examined and tested. After the test conductors from Launch Vehicle months. By now the test conductors were checking to see how the

Operations were satislied that the first stage was ready, it was moved into componems and subsystems of the launch vehicle, spacecraft, and ground
the High Bay, where lines were attached from the crane far overhead and support equipment worked logelher. Suppose that al Ibc moment of

the S-IC was slowly lifted into place aboard tile mobile launcher. Later launch one of tile umbilical tower's nine swing arms failed to disconnect.
the second stage, tile S-II, went through the same preliminary checkout in Could the vehicle shut down safely? Answering Ihat question required ten

the Low Bay. separatetests.Supposethat thehold-downarmsfailedto release.Another

On February 23, 1967, they stacked Ihe two stages, an operation that set of Icsls. Were lhe hundreds of wires connecting the three stages
epitomized tile extremes of large anti small in the Cape's work. First thc correctly .joincd? Wccks of Icsls. Was each pin ,mlong the blmdreds in the
S-II, 90 leet hnlg, was lifled by crane 280 I'¢et into Ihe air; Ibcu II was ulnhilicltls' tier'il if;il itllt'l J;ices clnnlt'cl{'d lo Ihe COl'l'¢Ct socket within tile

settled down onlo the top of tile S-lC with a precision measured itl vehicle? Mole lexis. Slowly, laboriously, thc verilication seals and the
millimeters and ounces--the crane operators were trained to lower tile sign-offs acctmmlalcd ;LSeach of tile Ihonsands of items was checked off

the list.
· The Grissom crew's flight was A.S.-204 (fourth AV_IIo fiighl on a Saturn Il). After the fire, al

the widowC requcsl, "Alxfilo I" was reserved for Ihe flight thal never took place. Then Low
sugge,,led retroaclively nanfing Ihe three unmanned Al_llo/Saturn Il flights Al'_filo IA, Apollo 2. and
Al_fllo 3, respectively. While thai was being considered, A.S.-501 was named Apollo 4; * The irople at Ihe ('ll[te love hllcll Ihal slory, mid il is technically correct rcgmding the precishm
subsequently, NASA headquarters decided not to rename the earlier flights after all. Thai i_ why of Ibc cr_nc operalols ;i/itl Iht' cr;wkmg [m'ssurc ol eggs. Bill it appears, xa(fly, Ihat they never
Al_filo 4 was Ibc firm flight in thc Apollo series, condueled the exercise with It!;ll eggs
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2 oxygen, and liquid hydrogen into tile equivalent of' a thirty-six-story
building. Then, every time tile C.I).D.T. hit a snag and had to be

Oil August 2,ti, Ihe crawler carried the 501 stack to Pad 39A. Petrone stopped, and most of thc .fliers on tile hnmch leant wenl off to get some
announced dial Ibc Cot, ri{down Demonstration Test (C.D.D.T.) for flight rest, tile propellants per,pie had to stay ill tile Firing Room and off-load,

501 wotdd begin on September 20. A week later, he rescheduled it to which was even im.e ledious Ihau loading. For then1, thc Iow point of the
begin on tile 25dr. It actually began on the 27th. C.D,D.T. canl¢ on October 4. the eighth day. when they got ltl T-45

For later flights, a C,D.D,T. fi)r a Saturn V lasted four days sixty minutes, tantalizingly chlse to tile end. Then a computer failed, and they
hours of actual tests and dlirty-six hours of planned holds. Expecting had to off-load 502,01)0 gallons of kerosene and liquid oxygen from the
some lirst-tinle delays, Petrone planned for lhis first C.D.D.T. to take six first stage.

days. It took seventeen. Exasperated, (h'ady ('_ml, chief of Fannin's Propellants Branch,
As in the old days with the early Atlases and Redstones, nothing wasn't even sure that the effort was going It/accomplish anything. By his

worked quite the way it was supposed to. The devices for regulating the own admission, he was one of file Cape's "great disbelievers." Standing
flow of propelhmts and gases into the Saturn's tanks kept giving them at the top of Ihe tower, he would look right straight down along the great
problems: Thc regulators were designed lor such heavy flows that they length of tile rocket to lite launcher 363 feel below and know dmre would

didn't know how to handle small ones. The piping had to be mod}tied to be "no way in thc world for that thing Io Jilt off." lie was not joking, and
trick the regulators into behaving properly. Computers were now in he was not the only person who worked on Ibc Saturn V who felt that

charge t)f monitoring the propellant loadings, and the software was full of way. It .it}st didn't seem possible that sllmedfing that big, that compli-
bugs. The Insmm_ent Unit, the brains of Ihe Saturn V, wasn't keeping the ' ca{ed, with so malty things that could go wrong, would really work when
black boxes of electronics as cool as planned. Cable connections on the the time came Ill lighl it.

S-Il stage shoaled out because of humidity and moisture around the pad. Day after day, tile C.I).D.T. crept on. The hnmch team would gain a
It wasn't any one dfing, but an unending series of delays in almust few hours, encounter a new prohlem, gather m tile "woodshed" (a little
everything dray tried to do. "If I asked a guy how long something would conference room off tile Firing Ruonl, so called because of the nature of

lake, he'd tell me ten minutes and it would crone up maybe an hour," lite enconnlers people lended to have wilh I'etrone when riley were called
recalled Rocco Pctrone, who was directing it all. "Everything about the there), devise a iix, scl the clock back. and rchu'n to thc count.

Saturn V was bigger. Getting anywhere was bigger. If you had to pick up On October 9, thirteen days alter lhe (7.D.I).T. had begun, the count
a valve, you couldn't pick it up by hand, you had to get a forklift truck! [ was again gelling close. It/ within T - 5 hours, but thc lauuch team was
Everything was one or two dimensions bigger." Pctrone began phmning nearing cxhilnslJOll. J}CJlOIIChin,self I)cgan h_ lose track tit time. I lc

his schedules in terms of what lie called the "Saturn V minute," which looked down at tile consoles itl tile }:}ring F',oonl aud saw Ernie Reyes,
he calculated was about five times a normal minute, one of the senior engineers fro' Spacccralt Operations.* Thc spacecraft

For Ed Fannin, who was by then chief of Mechanical and Propulsion people were having a comparalively easy time of it--they had already
Systems I'or I,aunch Vehicle Operations, it began to seem as if the straggled up lheir own learning cra'ye on lhe Ibree nnnmnned Apollo
C.I).I).T. had bccn going on all year. The delays were especially tough flights launched on S;iJl)ln Ills. ]'tin}nc marveled nt Rcyes-- hc looked so

mi tile propelhmls team. I.oading propellants was an intricate operation, clean! Reyes hild Pelrol)e Il}al he'd gone home, slept all night, shaved,

with dozens ,l' procedures required In prcpm'e the cryogen lines (for LOX and come back hi work I'ch,nc h;l(In't rap/iced (hal by now he and ulany
and liquid hydrogen), pumps, regulators, and the tankage; all of the of tile launch vehicle people wclx: iii die (wculiclh hour of one hmg shill.
valves and settings at the pad had to be set so that the actual loading, the "We just can't go any fudher," Pc{rune told them, and sent the launch

most dangerous part of pre-launch operations, could be. conducted by team home for ii Iwo day recess. They cante back m work on October I I,

remote control il'om tile Firing Room. Once loading began, there were whereupon a battery hca{er in die S-II stage ill}led. It was about then,

dozens ulorc proccdnres, and tile process took hours--after all, they were * I'clnmewagdileclor ,d' Iau,,th ()l..nali,m,,I,aunchVehicle(Ir,erali,msand Spacecraft
pumping thc eqnivaJcn[ of 144 trailer-track loads of kerosene, liquid operations,v.hichp,eparedIhc Saltonamilis,:Ap.Ih,._eSl_,C,vcly,Ixqhrcl',,.rwdIoI'cmme
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Rige[I recalled, that tile question had to run through your mind: "Call we stack. To a Ness, York 7¥mes rep(mcr, tile Saturn looked like a crystalline
ever get that baby t/Il"?Can we ever get all the green lights at one lime?" obelisk. To visiting Soviet poet Yevgcny Yevlushenko, the Saturn and

the red umlfilical t_w,,cr with its swing arms wcrc a white maiden clasped

()11tile aftermxm of October 13. the count kept getting closer to T - (/. It by a nlons(rotts [t_hster I'_,occo I'etmnc wits reminded of a cathedral.

passed thc '1' ,15-nmmle mark, their previous best. Then il passed Ihe Petronc walchcd thrtmgll binoculars Irom across tile marshy lake that

completion of the power transfer test at T-26. Then it began the separated the Launch Ctmtrol Cenler from Pad 39A. The wind was
chilldown process for the thrust chambers in the S-II and S-IVB engines, blowing hard out o[ tile north; even fronl where Petrone was standing, he
Then, miraculously, they were at the beginning of the automatic sequence could see the wind meier spinning at Ihe top of the tower and bits of
lit T-3 minutes 7 seconds. Petrone sat back in Management Row, the debris swirling around. The winds were exceeding thiily-two knots, too

raised row of consoles lit the back of the Firing Room, and watched the high to linmch, but I'Ctl'one's weather chief assured him that they would

clock get cl.scr to T-0. At this moment, the Saturn V on thc pad was be within limits by lam_ch time. Pctrone ordered the propelhmts team to
a fi,eled, checked-out, fully operational vehicle, doing everything it begin loading. I Ic ['clnaincd ill tile Launch Control Center throttghout the

would do on launch day except light the igniters. As the clock counted night, walching thc tower. An hour before dawn, the wind began to fade.
down toward T - 14 seconds, the point al which the countdown was to be
halted, Petrone turned to lke Rigell. It was an informal tradition between When they had launched thc first Rcdstones m the early 1950s, Albert
them at this moment in countdown demonstration tests. "Ike," Petrone Zeiler had crouched beside the s'li! window in file little blockhouse by the

said, "lire you sure we got all the igniters out of there?" And Rigell pad anti watched as lhe engine lired up ill pre-stage (with too little thrust
assured F'etrone, as he always did, Ihat the igniters were out and this bird ' lo move tile vehicle). IIc was deciding from tile c{':,lor of the flame
wasn't g{fing t{}Ily away just yet. whether the mix of fuel ami oxidizel looked righl. If the color was wrong,

Tile hmg ordeal had finally come to a close. The men in the Firing Zeiler told Debus (who stood beside him--tile whole blockhouse was
Room, too weary to cclebrate, drifted out to go home--except for the only a dozen feel square), and they shut down the engine and tried to

propellants team, who still had to unload all the propellants. Finally, figure out what the problem was. For the first launch of a Saturn V, 450
twenty-eight hours after he had come on shill, Orady Corn announced to engineers anti controllers were assembled iii tile Firing Room at the
Ed Fannin that lhe propellants were off-loaded. "I think I've suffered K.S.C. Launch Cmllrol (?enter. working at eighl rows of consoles in a

permanent brain damage," he added, room 150 feet long and 90 feet wide. There was no human within three
"We got through it." Petrone said, describing the C.D.D.T. as one and a hall' miles of the vehicle itself, mir had there been since Corn's team

mighl recall a baltle which one had unexpectedly survived, "and we had begun lo load tile propellants eight hours earlier.
learued a lot. I mean, we learned." For Petrone, it was a historic event, George Mueller wailed in the large glassed-in viewing area set off at an

whether {ir not the rest of the world knew about it. At the Cape, those angle toward the back of the Firing R{_om. Four years and one week had

seventeen days were when "the program came to fruition." They were passed since he had sent his teletype to Marshall instructing them to fly

the days when Immch Operations came to terms with the Saturn V. the first Salurn V all lip. With Mueller sat tile others from headquarters,
Seamans ami Phillips among Ihenl. Not Wehb, however, who always
consklered it his job to remain in Washinl:t{m to cope with tile political
heat it' solnething wcnl wrong.

3 In the large Marshall contingent, silting near Wernher yon Braun, was
Arthur Rudolph. Rud,lph had been with von Braun for almost thirty-five

At 10:45 tin file night of November 8, 1967, not yet ten months after the years. The two of them had shared bachelors' quarters in the early 1930s,
204 lire, the first Saturn V stood on Pad 39A awaiting a launch time of and talked about going to Mars before they could even get their first

seven the next morning. As every night, Ihe tower and the vehicle were liquid-fimled rocket, four and a half feet hmg, off the test stand. It was

bathed in lights, scl off by scarchlights that intersected at the apex of the Rudolph's sixtieth birthday.
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Like everyone else at Marshall, Rudolph had thought that the all-up would know it be£ore the flews could reach the Firing Room, and the
decision was madness--it was Rudolph to whom Mueller had said, "So Saturn V wouhl shul down its engines without waiting for sluggish human

what?" But whether all-up was madness or not, Rudolph was the man who beings to instruct thenl. So now tile men in Managenmnt Row simulta-

had to implelnent it, fi)r he was thc program manager for the Saturn, and neously swiveled around in their chairs--they got stuck if they didn't tit)
therefore was to Marshall and the Saturn what Shea and now t,ow were ltl it at the same time--and put binoculars to their eyes. Through the bank

Houston and the spacecraft. To get to this moment, Rudolph had sur- of windows at the hack el file I,aunch Control Center, they watched Pad

mounted years of engineering crises--the combustion instability on the 39A. Pelrone kept his haml near thc button that would close protective
F-l, the immature technology of the hydrogen-fueled J-I engines in the louvers over thc windows il' the Saturn V blew up, though he always

upper two stages, endless difficulties in the construction of the S-II stage, suspected thai, il' it happened, he would just kee l) watching instead.
Ever since Mueller's decision, Rudolph's worries had been augmented by

the knowledge that, when this day came, he would be flying two stages that As soon as tile sensors within the combustion chambers of the F- Is
had never flown even once and a third stage that had never flown in this determined that lite igniters were Ii(, Ihe ma)ri LOX valves opened,

configuration. He hoped that he had been wrong and Mueller right, releasing liquid oxygen into each combustion chamber where it combined
Petrone was watching the countdown from his command post on with a fuel-rich and comparatively cool combustion gas, an exhaust

Management Row. After the trials of the C.D.D.T., this countdown was product from the lurbine. The gas was comparatively cool--only 800

proving to be startlingly smooth. In fact, as they approached T-3 degrees Fahrenheit--and would help cool the nozzle during tlight; now,
minutes 7 seconds, they were right on schedule, it prepared the interior of the cl);nnller for tile thermal shock to come. This

Process took three sectmds. The combustion of tile exhatist' gas produced

Some of the press buses didn't leave the motels in Cocoa Beach until six a thick orange smoke.
that morning, but tie one on board seemed worried about being late. Even At T- 5.3 seconds, ;is sensors within each combustion chamber

if they got held up in traffic--not unlikely, considering the nmnber of determined that the pressnrc itt thc face of the injector had reached 20

people trying to get onto Merritt Island to see the launch--it was pounds per square inch (p.s.).), the main fuel valves opened and a torrent
inconceivable that A.S.-501 would launch on time, if it launched at all of kerosene burst through the painstakingly sized and angled orifices of

that day. During Ihe last few months, everything involving the Saturn V the injection plate, past and through the copper bar)les that had been
had been late. As seven o'clock approached, the buses were still inching redesigned so often. Thc slreanls of kerosene (a Ion per second per

theirway tipRoule3. engine)and liquid oxygen (two tons per second per engine) then
impinged, formed their fans, and, mingling, igniled.

At T - 3 minutes 7 seconds, control of the launch process was turned over

to the computers. For almost three more minutes, Pc)tone woukl be able The viewing area for the press and V.I.P.s was across the road from the

to stop the launch manually if he had to, but now the Saturn V was busy Launch Control Center. Bleachers were set up, with a corrugated iron

preparing itself to fly, receiving through the umbilical hoses still roof to ward off stol and rain. At the top of a slight rise beside the
connecling it with tile ground the Imlimn that created the pressnres within bleachers, hloking like so many unpretentious beach cottages built for a
the propellant tanks necessary to feed the propellants into tile pumps. At view of tile sell, stood the little wooden studios with picture windows in
T- 30 seconds, the 55,t)O0-horsepower turbine that drove the S-IC's five front that Ihe television m'lwolks lind Ira)It I'nr their launch coverage.

engines powered up. At T- 8.9 seconds, an electrical signal was sent lo At T- 8.9 seconds, the people m thc bleachers could see an eruption
the igniters, and four small, silent flames lit within tile combustion of orange smoke pushing down and hotmcing off the flame deflector
chamber of each of the F-Is. under tile launchcr, then bursting out at either side. Then, a few seconds

later, the flame directly under the engines turned Itl ;in incandescent white

From that moment through liftoff, there was nothing Petrone or anyone as the orange smoke billowed oulward amt upward, beginning to envelop

else in the Firing Room could do. If something went wrong, the sensors the rocket. Still 501 didn't move. Astronaut Mike Collins, who was
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hoping to ride a Saturn V sonic day, wondered momentarily whether this Saturn V to tile hold-d_,.,.,n arnls wilh soft steel bolts. Each bolt was an
one was just going tu sit there and be consumed in the holocaust, inch in tliameter and prottndcd into a belbshaped socket attached to the

The noise of lite preparatory bnrn that had created the orange cloud was Saturn V. As Ihe rocket began Io Iii't, the soft steel was extruded through
inaudible ac,}ss thc I'our nliles separating tile viewers from the launch the sockels, giving Ille Salton V a Imgcring rtlease and attenuating the

site. Even ab thc engines went to mains[age and they saw the incandescent shock.
white flame, tile sound had yet to reach them. For the people sitting in the For tim ii[st n}illistconds of its asctnt, thc Saturn V retained its

viewing stand, the lirst seconds of thc pyrotechnic display on Pad 39A umbilical plalcs. These plah's, which hchl thc fucl lines and electrical
remained cerily silent, connections that would pmmit Iht l,atm,:h ('tmtl'ol Teanl It) regain control

over the Saturll V il' the cn?ines wine to shift down, relnaJned connected

The main fuel wdves in the S-IC's live engines opened at slightly until after liftoll:-a lessml learned from M.R,-I seven years before. After

staggered intervals, so that neither launcher nor vehicle would have to that instant of liftofi', howcvcr, the umbilicals could conic out, for there
withstand the pressure t}fall live engines coming to full power at the same was no possibility of lilt Salnrn V rising an inch or two and then settling
instant. Now, tis the fucl-injection pressure on each engine passed 1,060 uneventfully back onto Iht pad ils lhc Redstone had done. ()ncc the

p.s.i., a prcssurc switch sent a signal It) the Instrument Unit (I.U.) high Saturn V had m(ivcd cvcn hactionally, thc engines had to keep going or
in tile S-IVB stage of the stack, announcing that the thrust for that engine the Saturn wouhl fall back, c(_llapsc, and explode. As the vehicle left the
had reached 1.5 nlillion pounds. At ?:00:00, the I.U., having tallied five pad, it tripped two ltl[off switches. Whereas until that monlent it had been

good signals, sent a conunand froln the vehicle through the electrical imperative that thc unlhilicals renlaiu tightly connected to the rocket, it
cables still connecting it to the earth, asking to be released, was now equally inlperative that Ihey disconnect.

At the base of thc Saturn V, four hold-down arms restrained the rocket Most of the connectors hokling thc umbilicals rote the side of the

ils tile engines came up to inainstage power. The arms were massive, not Saturn V were of a hall-release type, mcaning that when ti pin within tile
so nmch to restrain tim Saturn V from lifting off (the loaded weight of the umbilical was withdrawn, the halls which had been held in tlhtce by the
Saturn V, over 6 million pounds, helped considerably to hold down the pin collapsed, nlaking thc connection slnall enongh to slip ont.* When

vehicle's 7.5 millitm pounds of thrust) ;is to lessen the rebound load on the liftoff swilchcs wtuc trilq)ed, tilt rods wtlc pulled, Ihe balls collapsed,
the launcher it' tile engines were to shut down after reaching full power, and the nmbilicals camc Irce.

Ill tlealing wilh a normal liftoff, finesse was tit least as important as Now the swing arms. which carricd tile undlilicals and had given tile

strength, lor till of tile forccs rcstraincd by the hold-down arms were Cape's workers access t. the Saturn V on the pad, had to get mit of the
transmitted back into thc structure of the Saturn V. To avoid putting stress way. For the Saturn V. there wire nme arms on the unlbilical tower, each

on Ihe body of Ihe Saturn, the arnls had been placed with great weighing between ten and thirty tons and designed lo be swung away--on

precision--Glover Robinson, the perfectionist engineer in charge of that a 73-degree arc for thc hotlont cighl, a t 35-degree arc m the ollposite

operation, had nscd optical equipment Itl sight them in--and they had direction Ira' thc Iopmost arm ctmtammg tile While Room. The arms had
been designed so thai there was absolutely no doubt whether they would given thc C;tpc mOl'Ctrtmblc Ihan any uthtr item in the ground snpport

sinnlllanctmsly and instanlaneously rclease the Saturn V npon command, equipment cxccpt thc c'tawler. Al Iht mmncnt of launch, four of thcm
Now, rcccivml' the signal from the I.U., a heliunl-gas pneumatic device were safely out o1' the way, ah'cady relracted. The other live were called
actuated the release, which occurred ill all fi)ur aruis within 50 millisec- "m Ilighl aims," mc;tnilllt Ihat IJley ICnlilillcd ill place nnllJ aJ'tt'l' lite

ends. If the pneulnatic actuator had failed, an explosive bolt in each h01d-down ;trills had i'eJcascd anti Ihe vcJtit:Jc was ah'cady in nlolion. First
hold-down aFnl would have triggered the release. * All iht ball :ch'axe dcv,t c., used ;m cvc,_ ,mmhc[ ,,I bMI, Nu [mc was quilt ;ute why. All I)m;

Still the Saturn V was not entirely free of the earth. When a vehicle Buchanankneww;l_dutthm,ea,m),x_llcllImlJtling Ihc Jupilcl, he hadbuilta three-balldevice.

producing 7.5 million pounds of thrust is suddenly and completely let go, watched il wink twenty-seven times m a row. then called ,,on Braun over to demonstrate it;whereul_m, on file twcnly-cighlh Iry, it hung up Sub',cqucnlly. nuchanan ami his engineers had

the release itself produces an abrupt shock load. Rather than shockproof determined to Iheir sam. facti.m Ih,q[ an odd number of ball_ didn'l always work whereat an even

the vehicle to sustain this brief, one-time jolt, its designers tethered the numberdid
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tile outermost section of each ann retracted, and then the arms themselves violently and plaster dus! was falling loose fi'onl tile ceiling of tile Launch

began to swing, accelerating rapidly to get safely away from the vehicle. Control Center onto his console. Now. ils Corn looked back up at thc
As the Saturn V slowly rose into the air beside them, the arms braked window, tile SaUn'n V came into view. rising majestically against a blue
ahrul/tly lo avoid smashing inlt) tile umbilical tower, sky, and (;rady Corn was cheering along wilh Ihe rest of tile team,

For l)on Buchanan, watching from tile I,aunch Control Center, the jubJlanl lhal Itc had been so wrong.

hold-down period had seemed endless, until he had finally begun to think Up itl the V.I.P. viewing area, yon Braun yelled, "Go, baby, go!"
that his hold-down arms nmst somehow have failed after all. Now, as the Arlhur Rudolph decided he had goucn the tines) birthday presel_t of his
Saturn lifted ami all five in-flight swing arms moved smoothly away from life. George Mueller looked pleased.
the side of lite vehicle, he began to breathe again.

Now Ihe I.t I.'s _,uid;mct' .sysh-m was ','ontlolbng lhe rockel. Massive ils

As the Saltlrn V ntoved off tile pad, thc sound linally reachetl across Ihe the ,_alnl'll V SCCIIICdIo ;In mllookcr, il wmlld nol llltttlrally go ill il sU'aight
marsh and slamnted into the viewing area. It came first through the line. On tile conlrary, lacking a guidance system il would have been as

ground, tremors that shook the viewing stand and rattled its corrugated unt)redictahle ils a child's skittering balloon. The job of the guidance
iron roof. Then came the noise, 120 decibels of it, in staccato bursts, system was to ensure that thc line of lhrust of the launch vehicle was

People who were there would recall it not as a sound, but as a physical aligned with lite ctmter of mass. To Ihal end, tile gnidance system
force, In the C.B.S. broadcast booth, the plate-glass window began to checkcd tile vehicle's pl_silion, allitnde, vch)city, propelhml levels, and a

shake so violently that Walter Cronkite had to hold it in place with his few dozen other variables every two seconds, and Ihen senl messages to
hantls ils Itc Ir)ed Ill continue his colnnlcnlaFy. Ihe finn oull)oard I,- Is Uhc center engine was lixed). If an onhx_ker conld

have goltcn ch_sc cnongh Io sec, and if he could have ignored the scale
One second after lifting off, only a few feet above the launch phi)form, of the machine, the hehavior of thc F-ls would have seemed ahnost

501 began to maneuver, yawing away from tile umbilical lower. For the delicate, ils each of the Rmr engines swiveled briefly in small, tightly
many viewers who didn't know this was supposed to happen, the Saturn controlled arcs, a Iow seconds here, a few seconds there, not just

seemed It) he tilting as ominously as the Vanguards and Atlases of only maintaining the Silltnn V in a steady climb, but guiding il tlmmgh a
it few years earlier. Even for the more knowledgeable viewers, it was a complex tnljectory that revolved progranuned changes in altilude as well
nervous moment. If everything was going nicely, why interfere by trying as constant, ad hoc adjustments to compensatc for wind.
to steer tile behemoth so soon? And yet that was what the I.U. was doing,

sending il preprogranmled command to tile engines of the F-I, which in At 135 seconds inh} Ihe Ilighl, ils t_hmncd, tile cemer engine nf Ihe S-lC
response were gimbaling and guiding the Saturn V away from the shut down. Fifteen seconds laler, tile outboard engines did tile same.

umbilical lower. Then it signal front Iht l.[J. exploded a cortl of explosive framer attached
At tile beginning, it seemed more a levitation than a fifioff--the Saturn around lhe base of thc S-II, crating away the S-IC. As the final act of its

rose st) ponderously that it took more Ihan ten seconds for it to clear the two-and-a-half-minulc liti,_lime, Ihe S-lC fired eighl small solid-fuel

lop nf Ibc umbilical lower. Then, as ibc Saturn got farther fronl the re)m-rockets, slowing Iht S-l(; so Ihat tile S-II would be safely separated
gmmnl, )hi' scale nf lhe F-Is' inferno became more fully apparenl: The when its )'Ii,flint's i)mi,'d Thc Itlcal S I(' quickly lost tile rcsl of its

rockel climbed, hul Ihe trail of Ilames conlinucd ltl bilh)w all thc wily upward nlonlvllllllll :lllll sltll c;ulying ils cxqmsilcly clallcd pumps aad
down Itl the base of the launcher. Not until A.S.-501 was several hundred piping and engines, fell hack to crash into (he Atlantic Ocean.

feet off the ground did its plume of flame lift from the launch platform. }ligh above, eight small "ullage" mo(ors on lite S-Il fired fi)r four

secomls Itl give lhe S-II a bnrsl of acccleratitm and settle l[le propellants
Grady Corn. siuin? on Ihe lower level of tile Firing Room in Propellant ill their tanks. Then thc live hydrogenglowered .I-2 engines of thc second
Row, wits down too far to see the Saturn on tile pad or the actual liltolr, slage came It>lilt, dcvclol)in/: ii total of il million i)OUlltlsof (hl'usl. As Ihe

All he knew was that the big windows in the Firing Room were vibraling S-II accelcrnlcd, ii ncc'trod lenglh o1' primer exploded, separating the
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"interstagc" tile sixteen-thor part of tile wall of the rocket that had

covered tile J-2 engines and connected with the top of the lirst stage.
The lirst Saturn V continned to perform perfectly. The live J-2 engines

tired for six minutes, constantly gimbalmg in their delicate minuet. They

too shut down precisely at tile planned moment, tile primer cord

exploded, the retro-rockets pushed the S-II back and away, and the single
J-2 engine on tile S-IVB stage lired.

Anti slill everylhing worked. The S-IVB lired for two minutes and

twenty-live seconds, putting itself ,'md the C.S.M. into a perfect orbit 118

miles high, with a speed of 17,40()m.p.h. BOOK III
Eleven and a half minutes alier it had lit'ted off the pad, A.S.-501 was

over for tile people at tile Cape. It wasn't over for the flight controllers at

ttouslon--they would relight tile S-IVB a few hours later, bringing the FLYINGspacecraft back into the earlh's atnmsphere al an entry speed of 25,000
m.p.h. But it was over at Cape Kennedy, where the 450 men crowded
into the Firing Room had cheered again with each new report of success
and were now a little groggy.

A.S.-501, which the newspapers called Apollo 4, made the headlines the m.m_MINI:;_)_mf_ ;'t ^N}_rI_^r'nl
next day. But there was no way that the papers could convey what a yon _,msrs_ mm' U;_Nam_M{_,N
Braun or I>etrone or Mueller--or, for that matter, a Rigell or Fannin or m;-,' u_,_.Am.

Corn--knew. Only a few years earlier, many of them had been hesitantly w}_t-^M_:.N ;'_^_'_.:_:_;_AH M^NKmD

trying, often riffling, to launch rockets with a single, small engine in each
stage. Today, in its tirst trial, they had launched a rocket tile size and --Inscripfion tm a plaque attachedtothe leg of thc hmar module Eagle
weight of a Navy destroyer, carrying eleven new engines, new filels, new
pinups, new technology of all kinds, anti had done it perfectly. There was

siinply no way to explain it. They coukl recite how heavy it was and how
powerful and how many parts it contained, but that didn't capture it. "We
fought that thing for seventeen days," lke Rigell said, remembering the
tortuous C.D.I).T. "And then on hmnch day it worked. It worked

beautiful." Thinking back mi it, Rigell, a man not given to excited

exaggeralions, could only shake his head and say, "It was lanlastic.
Unbelievable." It was that, and more. A.S.-5()I had opened tile way to
the moon.
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"interstage"--the sixteen-foot part of the wall of the rocket
covered the J-2 engines and connected with the top of the first sta

The first Saturn V continued to perform perfectly. The five J-2

fired for six minutes, constantly gimbaling in their delicate minuet.
too shut down precisely at the planned moment, the primer

exploded, the retro-rockets pushed the S-Il back and away, and the sin

l-2 engineon the S-IVBstagefired. '9
And still everything worked. The S-IVB fired for two minutes

twenty-live seconds, putting itself and the C.S.M. into a perfect orbit

mileshigh,witha speedof 17,400m.p.h. BOOK III
.ii

Eleven and a half minutes after it had lifted off the pad, A.S.-501

over for the people at the Cape. It wasn't over for the flight controllers

Houston--theywouldrelightthe S-IVBa fewhours later, bringing FLYINGspacecraft back into the earth's atmosphere at an entry speed of

m.p.h. But it was over at Cape Kennedy, where the 450 men
into the Firing Room had cheered again with each new report of success
and were now a little groggy.

i):

A.S.-501, which the newspapers called Apollo 4, made the headlines the HeRE_eN VR(mTH_Pi.ANrr _^m_t
next day. But there was no way that the papers could convey what a yon FIRSTSETFOOTUF4)NTHEMOON

Braun or Petrone or Mueller---or, for that matter, a Rigell or Fannin or JuLy z_69,̂ .v.
Corn--knew. Only a few years earlier, many of them had been hesitantly WECAMEINPEACEFORALLMANKIND

trying, often failing, to launch rockets with a single, small engine in each --Inscription on a plaque attachedto
stage. Today, in its first trial, they had launched a rocket the size and the leg of thc lunar moduleEagle
weight of a Navy destroyer, carrying eleven new engines, new fuels, new
pumps, new technology of all kinds, and had done it perfectly. There was

simply no way to explain it. They could recite how heavy it was and how
powerful and how many parts it contained, but that didn't capture it. "We
fought that thing for seventeen days," lke Rigell said, remembering the
tortuous C.DD.T. "And then on launch day it worked. It worked

beautiful." Thinking back on it, Rigell, a man not given to excited

cxaggerations, could only shake his head and say, "It was tantastie.
Unbelievable." It was that, and mom. A.S -501 had opened thc way to
Jho nlOOi).
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,_ "We're going to put a guy in
thatthingand light it"

In the fall of 1962, when Rice University gave NASA 1,000 acres of

salt-grass pasture south of Houston to build the Manned Spacecraft
Center, some of the university trustees thought that manned space flight
might not last. A clause was inserted in the deed specifying that if space
flight fizzled, Rice could reclaim the facilities.

Because the Manned Spacecraft Center was designed with this contin-
gency in mind, NASA built a facility that was neat, innocuous, and gave

no hint as to its purpose. Langley had its wind tunnels, Marshall had its
massive test stand, the Cape had the V.A.B. and the towering launch

complexes. M.S.C. had three dozen buildings, squares and rectangles of
glass and white textured concrete, scattered around the perimeter of a

central green with three irregularly shaped duck ponds. At the time the

manned Apollo flights began in 1968, the trees were still scrawny
saplings and the grass was patchy, burned to a dust-brown during the long
summer.

Day to day, most of the work of M.S.C. was as undramatic as its sur-

,: roundings. In the Center's tallest structure, Building 2, at the end of the

;(1 boulevard leading into M.S .C., Gilruth, Faget, Low, and the Center's other_3r

253
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senior officials worked in their suites on the upper floors holding And yet it didn't seem adequate to stand on the ground with just a voice
meetings, leafing through reports from the contractors, examining their link to see how things were going. The operations people at Langley
huge charts of task schedules, and dictating memoranda. Their staffs were began groping toward another, more ambitious understanding of their
scattered among the other buildings, at drafting tables and computer role. "I don't know how to describe it exactly," Lunney recalled, "but
terminals, carrying out the prosaic tasks that go into running a space we began to realize that, 'ltey, we're going to fly this thing around the
program, world!' and then a number of things began to emerge." There was

But on launch day, everything changed. Once the Saturn V cleared the already the matter of range safety, for example. If you were launching an
top of the umbilical tower, control of the mission shifted from the Cape unmanned rocket from the Cape, you had "range-safety limits." If the
to Houston. From that moment until splashdown, the sustained drama of telemetry told you that the rocket was outside the safety limits, you blew
an Apollo mission was played out at M.S.C., for it was at M.S.C. that it up before it descended on downtown Cocoa Beach. The Space Task

Group people began to conceive of similar kinds of limits that protected

Flight Operations made its home. "_'] not "the range" or the population of the Cape, but rather the man inside
'_i:'_ the spacecraft.

:_[ Thinking about them quickly led the Operations Division to realizei_!'.i that, whatever these limits were, they would keep changing during the1 2:'
: mission. For the first few minutes after launch, the capsule would have its

"Flight Operations was not born effective, it became effective," said one" escape rocket; then the escape rocket would be jettisoned and a new set
veteran. Back in 1959, when the Space Task Group was first struggling _ of procedures would come into play. A new concept which focused on the
to put the program together, nothing was yet Standard Operating alternative ways of getting the astronaut back at different points in the
Procedure. "We accept this Control Center and operations mode that we mission began to emerge. This was the concept of the "abort mode."
have now," said Glynn Lunney, who was part of the Operations Division "We began to realize there were some things we could make decisions
from the Space Task Group's first day, "but the troth is, it easily could about," Lunney continued. "Like: Was the capsule in orbit or not? If
have [evolved in] any number of other ways, and it could easily have not, we had to decide when to fire the rockets so it would land in a safe
beena failure." place.Howyouknewitwasinorbitwasabigproblematthetime.Now

In the beginning, preparing for Mercury, it wasn't clear how much we just say, 'You're go l_r orbit,' but then we didn't know how the hell
Operations woukl have to do. In the flight-testing of aircraft, which was to do that, or didn't know if we could do it fast enough or with enough
the closest analogue, the ground's role consisted of getting the airplane accuracy."
into the best possible mechanical condition, spelling out the day's test However they finally did it, they would have to have people on the
objectives for the pilot, and retrieving the data from the instrumentation ground processing the information, and so emerged the concept of a room
after the plane landed. During the flight itself, tile people on the ground on the ground with not .just a man talking to the astronaut, but many
talked to the pilot and kept track of where he was, but beyond that they people analyzing tracking data and telemetry data on the status of the
had a limited role. launch vehicle and the spacccraft. The name they eventually gave to this

Thus when the Operations Division al the Space Task Group began place was tile "Control Center."
thinking in early 1959 about what their joh really was, the possibilities To gel teal time tracking dala, Flighl ()pcrations had to lutve tracking
were vague and open-ended. Because none of Mercury's systems was stations. At lirst, the idea around Langley was to rent some truck-
actually operated from the ground, many from the N.A.C.A. envisioned mounted radar sets from thc Air Force and take them to sites around the
a flight-test operation that would check out the capsule before launch world. But they began to realize that it wasn't good enough to have
and then let the astronaut do the rest. It didn't make sense to acquire a isolated radar sets; tile people back at the Control Center needed a
lot of real4ime data on the ground it' nobody was going to do anything network o[ linked stalions, cai*able of receiving, processing, and reacting

';" to a wlriety of voice, radar, and telemetry data.withit. _..
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These people in the Control Center and at the remote sites were named Project Mercury needed to develop a close working relationship with the
"flight controllers." Because many different kinds of data would be Air Force and at the same time avoid getting pushed around, or perhaps

coming in, flight controllers would have to specialize. One man would even out. Abe Silverstein decided to call in reinforcements.
keep track of the launch trajectory, one would calculate the retrofire time,
another would monitor the performance of tile astronaut's life-support
systems. Thus the specific positions in the Control Center began to take

shap 2
The flight controllers would have to learn to use this infomration

quickly and harmoniously. To be trained, they needed some way to In 1946, the N.A.C.A. had sent a young Langley engineer named Walt
practice. Since they couldn't practice with real rockets, they would need Williams out to the Mojave Desert to open a facility for testing the X- 1,
a good make-believe alternative. Pilots had flight simulators; the astro- the plane in which Chuck Yeager would break the sound barrier. It was
nauts were getting a capsule simulator. Why not have something like that called the High-Speed Flight Station, using the Air Force facilities that
for the team on the ground? So began simulations for the flight would later become known as Edwards Air Force Base. On July 30,

controllers. 1959, Williams's fortieth birthday, Abe Silverstein called Williams to

It was a process of constant invention. Countdowns, for example. The Washington to try to persuade him to return to Langley to work for the

rocket people had countdowns for checking out pumps and valves and Space Task Group. On September 15, Williams reported to Langley as
pressures. But in 1959 no one had ever written a countdown for a Gilruth's associate director for Operations.

spacecraft. Tec Roberts, the Welshman who was part of the AVRO Williams was indeed the "very tough kind of guy" that the gentle-

contingent, recalled sitting down with Chris Kraft, then the assistant chief manly engineers of Langley needed to deal with the Air Force's brand of
of the Operations Division for "Plans and Arrangements, and itl three bureaucratic infighting. By 1959, Williams was already known in the

weeks creating the first countdown that had ever been written for the flight-test business as a man who could work, carouse, cuss, or fight as

Control Center. They looked at how the launch people bandied the launch prodigiously as any test pilot at Edwards. He was also tough in the other
vehicle count and applied the same philosophy to their newly emerging ways that Operations needed. "Irle had the ability to walk up to the

concept of a Control Center, relying mostly tin "a good ' n_ g'nat'on, in problem of putting a man on top of one of these Atlas vehicles, which are
Roberts's words, and making it up as they went along, really just big metal balloons, and not be cowed by it," said Lunney of

Williams.* "Williams just walked up and said 'Goddammit this' and

By the middle of 1959, as the Space Task Group struggled to launch Big 'Goddammit that,' and got everybody saluting and doing what they
Joe, train the astronauts, and decide how the flights were to be conducted, should do." He was a genius of sorts, Lunney reflected, "though if you

it thus became increasingly obvious that "operat'ons ' was difl'erent from had to go up against him, he didn't seem like a genius, he seemed like a
tile kind oil' thing tile l.anglcy people were used Io. ()pcralions wasn't a bull."

matter of good design and engineering m tbe Langley Iradi/ion. It wa_sn't In those days, he even h)oked like a bull--over 200 pounds, a powerful
even a matter of good nmnagement. What operations needed, in the man with a square head, dark, close-cropped hair, and heavy brows.
words of a Space Task Group member, was "a very tough kind of a guy Gene Kranz, who himself would scare a few people in his time, never

who's good at getting things flown, used to dealing with pilots, used to forgot his first encounter with Williams. It happened in 1960, just a few
the rough and tumble that goes with making a flight program work, weeks after Kranz had arrived at the Space Task Group. Kranz had been

making it safe, and not taking any horseshit." The Space Task Group sent over to brief Williams on some work he'd been doing. Kranz, who

also needed someone who could contend with the Air Force. Given the knew Williams only by reputation, got there early and slipped into a seat
slightest opening, tbc Air Force, which was making life nfiserable for Scott in Williams's office while another briefing concluded. Williams, who
Simpkinson's team crammed into half of Hangar S down at the Cape,

would be more than happy to take over manned space flight. Somehow, · The walls of the Al/as were So thin thai they would collapse unless Ihe vehicle was pressurized,whenceLunney'sreferenceloballoons.
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was slouched behind his desk chain-smoking Winstons, looked a little design engineers to be treated as pilots, not guinea pigs. Williams had

like Broderick Crawford in "ltighway Patrol"--big and rumpled and spent his adult life around test pilots, and was sympathetic. (in JUls;7

knowing, before being offered the Space Task Group job, Williams read in 'the
The men bricling Williams were not having a good day. Williams sat newspaper that the astronauts were complaining about not having 'any

behind his desk, scowling at the hapless briefers, and "whipsawed planes to fly. The Langley engineers should have known, he remarked to
them," Kranz remembered. "Just cut them up. Sliced them off at the his wife, that "you can't have tigers around and not have raw meat for
ankles, midcalf, knees, midthigh. They went down the tubes and the them.") I:urtherumre, it was Williams's view that the astronauts were the

thing was over." The objects of these attentions put away their papers most carefully selected people and probably the most talented people in
and filed out of the office, leaving Kranz and Williams alone. Kranz Project Mercury and it was foolish not to make use of them. From then

began his report, on, the astronauts were deeply involved in all aspects of the hardware and
Walt Williams had a curious habit of appearing to fall asleep in the flight planning. At the same time, Williams conveyed to the astronauts,

middle of meetings. Williams himself said that it was a device: "I listen and made it stick, that in manned space flight there would be a crucial
to the guy's voice," he explained. "If the guy's trying to bullshit you, or distinction between "command" and "control." The astronaut had

is uncertain, you can hear it in his voice. I don't want to see his bright .} control of the spacecraft, but the ground had command of the mission.
blue eyes or anything else." Did he ever really fall asleep? There were, ':!} This would mean a degree of minute-to-minute direction from the ground

after all, reports of the occasional snore. Well, Williams said ambigu- _i' that had no precedent in flight testing.
ously, when people had given him a briefing paper in advance, he didn't Williams radically altered the approach to preparing the capsule. No
"bother even listening to the buildup," but waited until the guy got to the :_: longer, be decided, would the engineers and technicians who made the

goodpart. spacecraftbe thesolejudgesoftheirownwork.An independentcorpsof
Kranz knew nothing of this. After a few minutes, he was getting into inspectors would watch every step and must literally sign off on it before

his material when he realized that Williams was starting to nod off. His work could proceed. Williams went down to Hangar S at Cape Canaveral

head was slumped on his chest, his eyes were closed. Unbelievable as it and pulled Joe Bobik off Simpkinson's crew to come up to Langley and
seemed, Kranz decided, Williams had gone to sleep, inspect the work on the capsule being assembled in the Langley shops.

"In a one-on-one session with a legend, who you have just seen "Hey, they'll throw me out of there!" protested Bobik, and he was

completely assassinate somebody, what the hell do you do?" Kranz almost right; but Williams's system stuck and eventually grew into the
would ask later. He decided that the safest course was to pretend nothing intricate spacecraft inspection system that Bobik would direct during

had happened and keep on talking. So he did, feeling more confident now Apollo.
that it seemed no one was listening to him. In fact, he was feeling When it came to flight control, Williams took a look at the paper-thin

confident enough to sidestep a small issue that he wasn't absolutely sure layer of experienced Canadians and the hodgepodge of young engineers
about. But what the hell, the man was asleep, beneath them, and promptly set up classroom instruction, using the senior

Williams always kept a roll of Necco mints nearby to soothe his engineers to instruct the neophytes on the details of the Mercury and
smoker's throat. As Kranz breezed on, Williams's hand reached out, Redstone systems--"how they worked," Williams said, "and more

groping slowly for the roll of Neccos. Williams shook out two of importantly how they didn't work." lle began talking about mission rules
them--eyes still closed--and chomped on them for a while. "And then and countdowns and operational requirements. Most of all, Walt Williams

he proceeded to ask exactly that question that I thought I had skated made everybody aware that this was not some abstract engineering
through very cleanly," Kranz recalled. "It was just absolutely intimidat- exercise. He had at least one astronaut altend every Ops meeting. "Look,
lng." whatyouguyshaveto remember,"Williamswouldsaytothem,"is that

Williams had that effect on the Operations Division as a whole. First, there's gonna be a bright, clear morning at the Cape, and that Atlas is

he gol together with the astronauts, who had been struggling with the gonna be sitting on the pad, there's gonna be a capsule on top of it, and

?ii
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we're going to put a guy in that thing and light it! This is not a hobby. Operations, and for Flight Operations.* Kraft was made director of Flight

This is real! This is what we're going to do!" To do it, he taught them, Operations. Ultimately, he would become the embodiment of Mission

would take not just knowledge and good faith, but also a hard-biuen Control.
tenacity and self-discipline.

"Walt Williams became like the father," said Lmmey. "We were all Walt Williams would throw out an idea and Kraft would pick up on it.

his boys and he loved that. He came knowing that an operations One of the earliest and most important of these was Williams's notion of
organization had to be set up and llaving a lot of the instincts ai*ont what "mission rules." "He said we had to have them," Lunney said. "We
characteristics it should have. Walt encouraged it to happen." lint didn't know what 'nfission rule.,,' nleant, hut we went out and made

Williams was too busy negotiating with the Air Force and taking care of them up." It was really just about that simple, according to Kranz.

the preparation of the Atlas launch vehicle to "make it happen" from day "Honest to God, I hadn't been on bnard more than a couple of weeks

to day in the flight control part of the business, Lunney said. "And then when they said, 'Hey, go down to the Cape and write some nfission
this young Kraft guy came along with a lot of clever technical skills and : rules.' I said, 'What are mission rules'?' 'Well, if something goes
the charisma to pull it off. Chris made it happen." wrong, we want to have some thinking as to what we're going to do

about it.' [ said, 'Jesus Christ, I don't even know where the Cape is,

His unlikely name was Christopher Columbus Kraft, Jr. tie was named much less how to go down there and write mission rules.' But it was

for his father, who had been born in New York City the week that unquestioned. We'd all muster out and go do it." Kranz and Tec
Columbus Circle was dedicated. Chris Junior was born in 1924 in Roberts and Paul Havenstein, a Navy officer seconded to the Space Task

Phoebus, Virginia, just up the road from Langley--his Uncle August had Group, flew down to the Cape on one of East Coast Airlines' creaky old

been one of the surveyors who had laid out the original runways at planes. They sat out on the porch of a house borrowed from an Air

Langley Field back in 1915. A standout baseball player in school, Kraft Force officer stationed at Patrick Air Force Base, just south of the Cape,
toyed with the dream of playing pro ball. But he wasn't quite good and there they made up mission rules.

enough for that, and he was rejected for military service during World Walt Williams had brought the notion of mission rules from Edwards,
War 11because of a hand that had been badly burned when he was a child, where they were used as a way of preparing the pilot to react correctly in
So after returning home with his engineering degree from Virginia situations where there was no time to think through a problem or ones in

Polytechnic, Kraft drove down the road fron! Phoebus to Langley and which he might intuitively do the wrong thing. Mission rules for space

applied for a job. He reported for work in January 1945 and was assigned flight were developed to help the controllers decide ahead of time, calmly
to William Hewitt Phillips's Stability and Control Branch, where he and deliberately, with plenty of information and time to think, what was

worked for anotber young engineer named Chuck Mathews. to be done in a critical situation.
In later years, Kraft would reminisce al)on! his years cinder Phillips Williams remembered meeting considerable resistance to the notion of

with a craftsman's pride in his work, but eventually hc began to scrape mission rules at first--"lt took table pounding." People argued that they

against the edges of the Langley mold. By 1958, Kraft was a quietly would never know exactly what to expect and that the rules were unlikely
frustrated young man with an ulcer. Then that hill, Malhews recruited lo work for a specific situation. That's not the point, replied Williams.

him into the Space Task Group as his assistant in the new Operations "If you'd worked your way through problems, then when you saw a
Division. One day, as Mathews remembered it later, Kraft came to him problem, whether you knew exactly what it was or not, you started

and said, "There needs to be someone in charge of the flights while
they're actually going oil, and I'd like to be that person." Matheu, s * Willi:mls'sarrivalmadea difficult_;ituationforMathews.Williamscameinas theassociate

director (Operations) ut the Space Task Group Kraft had already been given charge ol thc functions

agreed, and that was how the position of flight director in nlanned space that later became [:light Operations. Malhews remained, as before, chief of the Operations Division,

flight was born. After Williams came aboard and Malhews gradually but the positions overlapped so much that Mathews spent most of his time putting together thc
worldwide communications network fur Mercury and _,tepped aside tv let Wilhams and Kraft carD'

moved into the background, the original Operations Division was split on with the development of flight operations procedures. Subsequently Mathews became director of

into three new divisions, for Preflight Operations, for Flight Crew the Spacecraft Technology Division, then of Project Gemini, then deputy director of O.M.S.F.
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recognizing the characteristics of it--and understanding the system, you I the fuel cells, it was safer in the larger scheme of things to continue the

could work your way out of it." mission than to bring it home with its work uncompleted. ,_
Throughout Mercury and Gemini, mission roles continued to develop, If "safety before everything" was impossible, what then was the

and by the time of Apollo they filled a number of thick books. But over guiding principle for deciding to abort a mission? The canon was
time, the mission rules also took on the elements of a philosophy---or, as voluminous, but the unifying tenet was based on the ability to tolerate one
Lunney liked to think of it, a set of values. "It's like being raised by more major failure. As Lunney explained it: "You will continue [flying]
parents in some faith. You get a set of values, then when you're an adult, g_ only if the next thing that happens to yuu--and it's the worst thing you
you probably live by them most of the time. And it became like that with ·'_ can think of to couple with the problems you already have--is still
us." :3 survivable."Ifyouthoughtinthoseterms,theflightcontrollerspointed

The most generic of all principles was that the crew must be protected _:_ out, a great many of the more specilic rules fell tutu place. "Sounds
from dying. But the principle had to be more sophisticated than "protect _ obvious as hell," Lunney added, "but it took a little while to ligure that
the crew at all costs." Just as Owen Maynard and Caldwell Johnson _;'; out."
constantly had to make trade-offs between different kinds of risks, so also _i While these principles of flight control were evolving, two other
the controllers found that it wasn't possible to make decisions simply on :_: developments profoundly affected the way that llight operations would be
the basis of whether a procedure was safe or not. "When we first _: conducted during Apollo. One was a process lasting for years; the other
started," Lunney recalled, "people would say things like, well, the was a single, terrifying event.
spacecraft's got to be 'good' [before deciding to continue a mission]. But
what the hell does 'good' mean?" Slowly, the Flight Operations Division
wended its way toward a subtle and complex style of thinking about this

crucialthingcalledsafety.In thisprocess,KraftbecamewhatKranzand 3
some of the others called "The Teacher," developing precepts that

became the catechism for later generations of flight controllers. The process was the shaping of Flight Operations into a brotherhood.
The first of Kraft's precepts was simplicity itself: "If you don't know For an extended period from 1959 until the mkt-1960s, the new Flight

what to do, don't do anything." But it was simple as a koan is simple, for Operations Division was continually hiring new people. But whereas
flight controllers were trained and conditioned to solve problems; the other divisions within thc Space Task Group hired a mixture of new
temptation was for a controller to think that he knew what to do when he college graduates and people out of industry, the Flight Operations
really didn't. Tn, e wisdom in flight control lay in being able to recognize Division tended to hire predominantly new college graduates. Further-
one's own ignorance. Much of the training of the flight controllers more, Kraft h)okcd for a particular kind of person· lie wasn't worried
consisted of showing them how they could be fooled, about grades- -a 13or sometimes even a C average could be good enough.

Another ofKrafi's precepts was not at all simple. According to Kranz, In fact, the straight-A student wasn't likely to be right for Flight
"Kraft always believed that once you accepted the risk of launch, once Operations. Kraft wanted people who weren't locked into a standard
those engines ignited, you had bought a good portion of the risk engineering career path. lie wanted people who enjoyed nosing around in
associated with that mission. Once you got into orbit, what you wanted many dill;trent areas, and who knew that they were going It) have to work
to rio was exploit thc environment you were m. It was really a pifilosol)hy hind It) succccd Most o1' all, hc {ookcd I'm ;q,plica,_ls who wcrc
of risk versus risk and risk versus gain which we debated many, many fascinated by space llight and who couldn't believe thcir good fortune
times." For example, during the Gemini V mission, there was a risk of when thcy were given thc opporttmity lo work sixty-hour weeks at a Civil
losing thc fuel cells if the spacecraft remained in orbit. If Kraft brought Service salary--as long tls they were working for the space program.
the crew home, another crew would have to repeat the mission and accept When these youngsters, twenty-one and twenty-two years old, came to
the comparatively higher risks of the launch phase. Thc conclusion, work. they /'ound themselves m one of thc most ghm}orous jobs ill the
according to the Kraft philosophy, was that although it was risky to use program. They didn't sit ill drafting tables drawing electrical circuits or
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designs for valves; they were the guardians of the astronauts. They went Beach, for example), women (Australia was an especially popular duty
to exotic places--Hawaii and Bermuda; Carnarvon on the northwest coast station), and more beer. The controllers had their own legends of

of Australia; Kano in the interior of Nigeria; Tananarive in the Indian outrageous flight-controller behavior--Ed Fendell, John Hatcher, and
Ocean; ships and islands throughout the world--to man the remote sites, above al/John Llewellyn. They had their own language. While they were

They had as their leaders the redoubtable Williams, possessing everything working a mission in the Control Center, they communicated in short

to inspire awe in twenty-one-year-old males but a silk scarf around his bursts of acronyms and abbreviations and code words that made it
neck, and Kraft, who, as Williams Icfl more and m-re of thc daily impossible fi)r an outsider to have any idea what they were talking about.
operation to him, became the revered leader. After work, drinking beer at the Flintlock or the Singing Wheel, they

Kraft was the model for llight-controllcr cool, taking in bad news would add to the acronyms and the jargon their own figures of speech. A

without changing expression or tone of voice, making decisions quickly, Saturn didn't fly to orbit; it "went up the hill." One didn't make inquiries
controlling people and events as the situation demanded. He had the of someone; one "pulsed" him. To fall asleep was to "go to poo,"

indefinable quality called "presence" as well. "I've seen people argue referring to program P00 which reset the onboard computers to zero.
and argue and argue with him, trying to get their way," one controller Then, tbr reasons that remained unexplained, the controllers mixed their

recalled. "He'd look at them very casually, and he'd say, 'I have your technological slang with medievalisms--"yea verily," for example, and

input.' And it would just terminate the conversation--just terminate the "it came to pass," and "thou shall." Sometimes it seemed that the
guy into a dummy load, is what we used to say." controllers lacked only decoder rings and a treehouse.

"People idolized Kraft, and wanted to be like him," another controller Kraft consciously reinforced the band-of-brothers atmosphere in Flight
said, speaking of the youngsters coming into Flight Operations fresh out Operations. As long as you were part of the brotherhood, he would

of college. For a while back in the early 1960s, the young Glynn Lunney defend you against any charge to anyone outside. In one of the classic
wore the same kind of loafers, smoked the same kind of cigars, held his John Llewellyn stories, Llewellyn, who had been assigned to coordinate

cigar in the same way as Kraft. Gene Kranz, with his lighter-pilot the recovery team for one of the early missions, decided unilaterally that

experience, saw himself in his early days with Flight Operations as the Navy ought to add an extra ship to the recovery task force. The Navy
Kraft's wing man. He would arrive at Mercury Control long betbre Kraft did, and sent a bill for something like a million dollars to Gilruth. As the
and test everything on Kraft's console, check out every communications story is told by the controllers, Gilruth called Kraft to his office and asked

loop, then make sure his own console was prepared so that in the event what this was all about. Kraft got Llewellyn on the phone, listened for a

of a failure on Kraft's console, Kraft could step over to exactly the same while, hung up, turned to Gilruth, and said simply, "Pay the million."
setup on Kranz's. "I was probably overkilling it a bit," Kranz said, "but That's the way Kraft was with his people.

I wasn't going to let my lead guy get shot down." "lie's got to be the best motivator of people l ever had anything to do
So there they were--young, male, in a high-pressure job, often the with," said Rod Loc of Kraft. For example, said Loe: During Gemini,

only one they'd ever known, many of them single, spending most of their Loe, a flight controller for the environmental control system, was worded
waking hours together, often in remote overseas outposts, led by men about one of his subsystems. He couldn't get the contractor in charge of

they idolized. The result was more or less what one would expect of such it to pay any attention to him--he was just a little guy. Kraft somehow
a mix of circumstances--male bonding (a phrase no flight controller heard about this, and when a few days later the contractor people were

would be caught dead using) on a grand scale, and a kind of closeness that discussing another problem with Kraft, Kraft casually walked over to Loe
many of them would never know again. Ahmg with the excitement went and put his ann on his shoulder and asked, "What do you think, Rod?"
the hell-raising that groups of young men are prone to indulge themselves That's all tt took. "'Rod'? Who's Rod?' Those guys didn't know who
in. In Houston, where some had families and they were working all the 'Rod' was," Loe said. "But from then on, those guys started looking me

time anyway, it was pretty tame--volleyball and beer---4or reasonably up, to get my opinion, because they thought, 'God, Kraft listens to this
discreet. At the remote sites and the Cape, the hell-raising got a little guy.' "It didn't take many such episodes to build a lot of loyalty among

more exciting, much of it involving cars (driven into the surf off Cocoa Kraft's people.
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If, on the other hand, you were part of Flight Operations and decided Operations system. Shepard's and Grissom's suborbital flights, whtch

that it was time to move on to something else, you were likely to be cast preceded Glenn's, were lobs in a ballistic trajectory that lasted only about
into outer darkness. Who could want to leave the best place to work in the fifteen minutes each and involved little in-flight decision-making. For

whole space program? Kraft would let you know that you were making a Glenn's flight, the flight control team would have to determine whether
mistake. "Young man---" he would begin (to be called "young man" he was in a stable orbit and instruct him accordingly, monitor his systems

meant you had better listen carefully; to be called "sir" meant that you over a period of five hours, and do its part in bringing him safely out of
were already in deep trouble), and then he would launch into an orbit and into the landing area where 'the recovery ships were waiting.

explanation of all the reasons why you were better off in Flight The flight controllers had never expected it to be an easy flight. Based
Operations than in this other job, no matter how tempting it might seem on the Air Force's experience to date, they could expect to lose one out

from a distance. If you persisted, perhaps you could get him to agree, and of four Atlases during the launch phase. Moreover, the Atlas had recently

in that case he would help you get the transfer and maybe a promotion to been displaying a tendency to explode within a few feet of the pad, the
boot. But under no circumstances was it advisable to try to go around most difficult of all times to use the escape tower to lift the astronaut

Kraft and get yourself transferred without his blessing. A few people did safely away. And some of the explosions had been extremely sudden,

that, and soon thereafter they decided to leave NASA, or, at the least, to '_: giving less warning than they would need to activate the escape tower.
get out of Houston. Everyone worried about the launch phase. Kraft himself kept an eight-

It was all part of being m an exclusive and absorbing club called Flight by-ten photograph of an exploding Atlas under the glass of his desk.
Operations. "We were on all absolute high," Lunney said of those days. But when Glenn actually launched on Tuesday morning at 9:47 A.M.,
"You can't imagine how excited we all were." Also, being so young the Atlas worked fine. The problem came instead as Glenn was heading
helped keep the controllers from being awed by the fact that, after all, east over tbe Atlantic on his second orbit. A technician named Bill

they were only kids and there would be live astronauts up there. Lunney Saunders, sitting in a room to the side of Mercury Control, was scanning
again: "We had a few guys who came into Flight Operations who had the bank of meters in front of him when his eyes fell on meter number

been around awhile, and they had trouble believing that they were able to 51--"segment 51 "--which registered the deployment of the heat shield.

do what they were doing. 1had a guy who was uncomfortable with it, and In the Mercury capsule, the heat shield was designed to fall loose after
he used to ask me. 'tlow can you have the confidence to do this?' My entry into the earth's atmosphere so that a bag that would absorb the
reaction was, 'Well, how the hell do I know? I don't go around analyzing shock of landing could inflate between the deployed heat shield and the

that, I just do it!' The people who'd been around for a while maybe had bottom of the capsule. Saunders's needle should have been pointing at
been bhmted. Tbey didn't do tot) well. The people who came in new, out + 10, indicating that the heat shield was clamped to the bottom of

of school, they didn't know any better. They didn't know they shouldn't Glenn's capsule. Instead, it was pointing at + 80, indicating that the heat
do things or couldn't do things, or that life was going to beat them up shield was unlatched. "I've got a valid signal on segment 51 ," Saunders
sooner or later." The confidence and the closeness were to be indispens- said into his headset.

able to the way ti)at Flight Operations functioned during crises. An observer sitting itl the glassed-in viewing area behind the Mercury
Control Center would have seen nothing unusual, just Kraft conferring

with his controllers and Williams walking unhurriedly out the side door.
Williams himself would recount thc reality later, using the present tense:

4 "It's ahnost in)possibleto describe the raw tensionthat this news
introduces into Mercury Control and continues to build relentlessly

The single event that decisively shaped Flight Operations happened _m during tile rest of thc Glenn flight .... We are all in a state of shock at

the morning of February 20, 1962, when John Glenn made the United the em)tinily of the silualion." [;or il' tile heat shield had deployed, they
States' first orbital Ilight. believed at lirst, there was not a thing lhey could do about it. Soon, they

For practical purposes, Glenn's flight was the first test of the Flight would have to tell Glenn what had happened. And shortly after that,
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Glenn would die. What happened thereafter was all object lesson ill how over the phone with Mercury Control. Later, Joe Shea would be
different space flight was from ordinary flight-testing, and how nmch was fascinated when Faget recounted his thinking. Faget had a "first-order
yet to be done to make Flight Operations ready to do its job. feel," in Shea's words, that leaving the retropack on wasn't going to be

Their one hope during the first minutes of the crisis was that the signal a problem. Faget understood the nature of the pressures and forces on the
was false. Instrument readings were as likely to malfunction as the spacecraft, not by calculation but by apprehending theengineeringgestalt
systems which they were monitoring, and nothing had happened that of the situation.
might have triggered the heat shield to release. It was p_*sihle, even Eventually, Williams decided that leaving the retropack on was the
likely, that the signal was false--but they had no second data point in the lesser of the evils. They would tind out later that segment 51 had been
telemetry that would enable them to assess that possibility. Perhaps the inisleading them after all and that they could have conducted a normal
microswitch for segment 51 hadn't been properly set before launch--but entry, but by that time John Glenn was safely home, a national hero, and
they had no way of knowingthat. MissionControlwasbeing applaudedfor its cool professionalismunder

Then they realized there was a possible way out, even if segment 51 pressure. Professional, yes: The flight-control team had stayed calm and
was telling the troth. In the Mercury capsule, the retro-rockets that had done the best they could with the information they had available. But
slowed the capsule for entry were part of an assembly called the it had been an ad hoc, jury-rigged, scrambling effort, and from that
"retropack" that was held against the bottom of the heat shield by experience came a structure for trying to ensure that they would never
stainless-steel straps. The straps themselves were clamped onto the main have to make those kinds of guesses again.
body of the capsule. Normally, the retropack would be jenisoned after it
had slowed the capsule. Suppose instead that they left the retropack in
place during the entry? The straps holding the retropack to the space-
craft would burn through, but by the time they did, the forces from
the entry might hold the loose heat shield in place. It was at least a
hope.

Now they were faced with a classic dilemma: If the segment 51 signal
was valid, they would have to leave the retropack strapped on, because it
was the only hope for saving Glenn. But it' the segment 51 signal was
false and they left the rem)pack strapped on, Glcml could be killed. The
shock waves of the burning retropack ufight damage the heat shield. The
extra inertia created by the weight of the pack inight change the capsule's
attitude. In short, they had no safe choices.

To choose among the risks, Williams and Kraft needed to know what
the odds were that leaving the retropack on would cause a problem. That
kind of knowledge was not available in Mercury Control, so the calls
went out. Over at Hangar S, the McDonnell engineers feverishly began
laying out long strips of schematics on the hangar floor. Telephone
circuits were patched up with the McDonnell plant in St. Louis. Williams
called Houston, to confer with the man who had been thinking about the
aerodynamic characteristics of the Mercury capsule longer than anybody,
Max Faget.

No one had ever tested a spacecraft entry with the retropack attached;
no one had ever even thought about it. Faget talked through the problem



"There will always bc pcoph' who want to work itt that room"

Building 30 had two wings connected by a large lobby. One wing, which
overlooked the duck ponds, housed in its three stories the Mission

Planning and Analysis Division (MPAD, pronounced "em-pad"), the
Flight Control Division, and the Flight Support Division. The other wing,
which would have looked out over a parking lot and empty fields if there
had been anything to look out of, was a large, windowless concrete block

:_ three-quarters the size of a football field, also three stories high.
The working entrance to the windowless block was inside the lobby

! that connected the building's two wings. Equipped with the proper
CHAPTER badges, a visitor to this wing entered a slow elevator which rose to the

9 third floor and opened onto a short, nondescript hallway with an alcove

filled with vending machines. The short hallway debouched onto an

echoing corridor with mustard-colored walls and twelve-foot ceilings.
The lighting was flat and shadowless, and that, combined with a
knowledge of tile business of this place, could create an uncanny

Th ill I b opl feeling--for some, the feeling of being behind a grand stage set; for" ere w a ways e pe e others, a sense of entering a forbidden sanctum. For still others, it was
like returning to a battlefield.

who want to work in that room" The corridor formed a large rectangle. The outer perimeter of the
square was lined with large rooms containing a number of electronic
consoles with C.R.T. screens (cathode-ray robes, the kind used in
commercial television sets). These were the Staff' Support Rooms, known

During the rest of Mercury and throughout Gemini, the flights became as the S.S,R.s or more commonly as the "back rooms." On the interior

more complicated and so did the resources for supporting them. Begin- of the rectangle were other rooms, some filled with electronic equipment
ning with Gemini IV on June 3, 1965, control of the flights shifted from for supporting the back rooms. The SPAN was in this block--4)f that

the Cape to new facilities in Houston. Meters gave way to computer special room, more later--as was the room where NASA and Navy
screens. Ad hoc conference calls gave way to a nationwide communica- officials coordinated the recovery operation after the Apollo spacecraft

lions network. The modest goal of simply understanding what was splashed down. But the dom}nafing room in the interior of the rectangle
happening to the spacecraft gave way to ambitions for solving hardware was the large square chamber, sixty feet on a side. formally designated

problems while the flight was still in progress. By the time the Apollo the Mission Opera6ons Corem[ Room, known to the public as Mission
manned flights began, the Mercury Control Center that supported John Control, and known to the people who worked there as the MOCR.*
Glenn's Mercury flight had been supplanted by a system that was to For a place that came lo stand for advanced technology and played such
Mercury Control as the Saturn V was to the Redstone. a large part in the public's perception of the space program during Gemini

and Apolh,, Ibc M()('R was ,ol a cmnforlahle room ti) work in. The

* "MOCR" rhymes with "poker "()ncc ;Igal[i, lilt2 tUlulenclatore can he confusing. Usttally tile

people whu worked there called il tile MOCR. Bul solDclJnle!, they called il "M CC" (h)r Mi_shm
Control Cenler) tlr thc "('ontro[ Center" which, striclly speaking, is incorlecl, since M.C.C. or

Ctmtrol Center officiall3, designated the entire wing of Buikling 30 in which the MOCR was located

Actually, there were (and still are) two MOt_Rs Ail of the Aix*[Io missions except the first flight
were mn out of the MOCR on tile third floor, but there was a duplicate MOCR on the second floor,

During an Apollo mission, the action at the Manned Spacecraft Center right undemealh it, where the Gemini flighls had been flown. During Apollo, simulations would

centered in Building 30 on the northwest side of the central green, often be undel way on the second fltx)r even as an actual flight was being flown out of the third.

270
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C.R.T. screens were black and white, had poor resolution, and were hard like the Mission Director from Washington, the head of M.S.C.'s Flight

on the eyes. The decor, with its gray walls and the subdued lighting (to Operations Directorate, the head of ASPO, and the M.S.C. center
avoid interfering with the controllers' view of their screens), was not director. These were the "hummers," according to one of the flight
cheerful. The constant buzz of voices in the controllers' headsets often controllers--as information about what was happening was passed to

caused hearing loss. "Controller's elbow," a kind of bursitis, was a them, they would nod their heads gravely and say, "Hmmm." One of
common complaint. But none of this really mattered. As one controller them, the Mission Director, was intended to have an important role.
said, "There will always be people who want to work in that room. "They originally thought he was really going to be the director of the

Regardless of how many headaches it produces, no matter how physically mission," a flight director reminisced. "The controllers just said, 'Aaah,

painful, there will always be people who want to work there. It's in the get out of the way,' you know. They just didn't have any patience for
blood." that." TheMissionDirectorquicklybecamea liaisonpersonfortelling

The room was laid out like a small auditorium. The displays were on headquarters what was happening, mildly useful and no longer in the

the front wall, dominated by a display twenty feet long and ten feet high way.

that usually showed a world map while the spacecraft was in earth orbit, The viewing room was immediately behind the fourth row, separated
the lunar trajectory during the coasts between earth and moon, or a map from the MOCR by a large window. This was where important visitors--

of the moon during orbit. To either side of the world map were four _, it could seat seventy-four people--were permitted to watch the action.
ten-foot-square display screens that could be changed according to the Sometimes the viewing room would be filled with senior NASA people,

phase of the mission in progress. During a mission's launch phase, the sometimes with senators and assorted celebrities. A hummer could be

big twenty-by-ten-foot screen itself was replaced by two more ten- helpful in keeping them happy. Bill Tindall, a resident of the back row
foot-square displays showing trajectory plots, after he became head of the Flight Operations Directorate, recalled that he

Below these displays, mounted behind long benchlike working surfaces was useless in the MOCR from an operational point of view--the last
where the controllers could stack their flight plans, books of mission thing the guys at the consoles needed was help from the boss--"but the

rules, and the logs they used to record events, were four rows of C.R.T. glass would be right behind you, and you'd knock on the glass to whoever

screens, approximately ten to a row. The front row was at ground level was sitting back there and say [mouthing the words], 'It's all right,' that
and the other three behind were arranged on risers so that each row was kind of crap." The V.I.P.s ate it up.

higher than the one in front of it. The actionin the MOCRbegan in the thirdrow and, as a general rule,
got progressively more intense as the rows descended.

In the back row of the MOCR were tout' consoles, none or' which had At the far left in the third row was TelCom, the communications

anything to do with the minute-to-minute conduct of the mission. At the systems officer in charge of monitoring the instrumentation and commu-

far left, sitting underneath the stationary television camera that relayed nications systems on board the spacecraft.* For the lunar landing

pictures of the MOCR to the outside world, was the console of NASA's missions, TelCom also controlled the television camera on the lunar
public affairs officer, the P.A.O.* lle was "the voice of Mission surface (and of course became known as Captain Video). To his right was
Control" on the television broadcasts. The Department of Defense, the operations and procedures officer, who was constantly checking

which was involved in the landing and recovery operation and some of activities during the flight against the mission rules and mission tech-

the comnmnications support, had a console at the other side of the back niques established beforehand. The O&P officer also had a variety of
row. peripheraldutiessuchasoverseeingthcprojectionofdisplaysonthefront

The rest of the fourth row was reserved for senior management, people wall.
Next to the O&P officer sat the assistant tlight director, lilling the least

*Thc word"console"refersto the station,occupiedbyaparticularflightcontrolfunction.This popular job in the MOCR. "1 hated it," remembered one nlan who
mightinvolvemorethanone"position."orcontroller.Furthermore.onepositionmightusetwoor
eventhreeC.R.T.screens---allof whichexplainswhytherecouldbt:tenCR.T screensloa row * Duringthemiddleof Apollothenameof thispositionwaschangedto instrumentationand
whichhadonlyfourconsoles, commumcatlonssystemsofficer(INCO).
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briefly filled the position. "You weren't really an assistant flight director, Control Center and where the glory was, the systems guys had a oack

you were assistant to the flight director." It felt a lot like being a flunky, seat. We were the guys who were supposed to keep everything going and
something that no self-respecting flight controller could stomach, keep everything on line, so the flight dynamics guys could go roaring off

Next came the flight director's console. The flight director, called where they wanted to go." But it was no contemptible job, Aaron
simply "Flight" when addressed by a controller on duty, ran the MOCR continued. "When you look at EECOM being all the electrical systems,
and the mission, all the power systems, all the instrumentation, which is your eyes and

To the right of the flight director was the flight activities officer, a ears into that spacecraft, all the life-support systems, all the cryogenics,
representative from Flight Crew Operations who made sure that the _ all the fluids, you basically have to know the whole spacecraft. So in
activities being initiated from the ground were consistent with the _ order to be a good EECOM you had to know the whole spacecraft and
routines the astronauts were trained to follow. On the right-hand side of '7':u then know a lot about what the other subsystems did that you weren't
the third row sat the network controller, who coordinated the ground _,, directly responsible for .... To be good, you had to know how you
stations around the world that acquired the telemetry and tracking data for affected everybody else in case something in one of your systems failed.

transmissionto Houston. That builds a lot of capabilities." A good EECOM, said Aaron, must
In the second row, at the far left, was the Surgeon, the physician who above all be curious----curious "not only about what you were responsible

monitored the health of the astronauts in flight and tended to the medical
I for, but how you affected everybody else. The more curious you tended

needs of the controllers as well.* Next to the Surgeon and just in front of to be, the better EECOM you were."

the flight director was CapCom, the spacecraft communicator, still called ' The guidance, navigation, and control officer, G.N.C., sat next to
by the name he had held during Mercury days, when CapCom was short EECOM. G.N.C. didn't keep track of where the spacecraft was or where
for "capsule communlcator." CapCom was always an astronaut, usually it was going, but rather watched over the guidance hardware and made
one who had been on the backup crew for the flight in progress. He was sure that it was working properly. G.N.C. als() had to worry about the
the link between the crew in space and the people on the ground. The hardware for the in-flight propulsion systems such as the reaction and

flight director could speak to the crew if he chose, as could Chris Kraft, control system jets and the engine in the service module.
and occasionally it happened, but otherwise (save for the occasional Sitting to the right of the EECOM and G.N.C. were two parallel
presidential phone call) no one on the ground except CapCom spoke to consoles t_)r the lunar module. Their names were Control (the LEM's

thecrew. G.N.C.)andTELMU(theLEM'sEECOM).

Sitting to the right across a little aisle from CapCom was the controller Together, EECOM, G.N.C., Control, and TELMU formed the core of
in charge of the C.S.M,'s electrical and environmental control systems, what were known as the "systems guys," as opposed to the "trajectory

Known as EECOM (originally standing for electrical, environmental, and guys." The trajectory guys sat in the front row of the MOCR, which was
communications--another archaic acronym, since he no longer dealt with known throughout the Flight Operations Directorate as the "Trench."

communications), this controller monitored the spacecraft s I'fe-support, Three positions at the left-hand side of the front row were for the men
electrical, instrumentation, and mechanical systems. An Apollo EECOM, from Marshall assigned to Houston to monitor the performance of the
John Aaron, acknowledged that "in the context of the image of the Saturn V. The lead man, called Booster 1, sat in the right-hand seat of the

three. The three Boosters disappeared after the bum for translunar injection
* During Gemini and the early Ap_ffiomis_ion'L when the Flight Opcralion_ Directorate was ,,till

I;;mfing expermmc in its han,J(iV,.TXand prtvcethm:_, and wanted m',t;mt access I{_its ctmlrollers, the (*l'.l..I.), whcll thc last el' thc three stages on the Saturn V had been
F O.I). built a hunk room over fhe lohby of Building 30. The ro{)m had aboul a dozen hunks, expended. These outlandcrs I'rom Marshall were conceded by tile Ilouston

showers. _mda little cafeteria (with food c,f legendary awfulness). The remit was that the controllers trajectory people to Dc good folks, but they were only honorarily part of thehaunted the Comro[ Center they just wouldn't go home, and they refused to keep regular hours
/hey came oft shift still taut and keyetl tip; then when they finally got to sleep, they would constantly Trench. Thc real Trench consisted of (he [lCXt three consoles, Retro, Fl DO,

be awakened by people coming in or going out. To keep the controllers functioning, the Surgeon and Guido, all of which were part of the Flight Dynamics Branch.
dispensed "whoa and go pills," downers ant/ uppers. Some of the Surgeons. especially the o{der
militaW ones, th,, ugh the whoa pills were a lot of nonsense and prescribed little airline-sized bottles Retro, short for retrolire officer, sat next to Booster. The name Retro
_,f"m sson whskey" instead, went back to Mercury days, when Retro's main function was to calculate
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the time of the burn of the retro-rockets that would bring the spacecraft ascent and descent, and its rendezvous with the command module. The
back to earth. On the first two-thirds of a lunar mission, Retro had a astronauts were in control of the spacecraft (another reluctant concession),

psychologically strange job: He spent hours on end at the console making but the FIDOs decided where it was going and when.
plans that were continually becoming outdated, minutes after he finished Over at the far right of the Trench sat the guidance officer, "Guido"
them. If an emergency occurred that called for the mission to he aborted, infornlally, "Guidance" on the loops.* Guido was the ground navigator
it was Retro's responsibility to tell the flight director what had to be done for the spacecraft. It was Guido who monitored the position of the
to return the spacecraft to earth. Retro had to know tile altitude tile spacecraft as determined by the ground stations and constantly compared
spacecraft must assume, the burn that would be required, and how to ,,': it to the position shown by the onboard guidance system. Guido
work around the malfunctioning system. Moreover, _,11of these param- suggested stars for the crew to use in checking their attitude. Guido
eters changed continually as the spacecraft launched to earth orbit, left watched over the second-by-second performance of the LEM's computers
earth orbit and headed out toward the moou, passed the equi-gravisphere, and onboard guidance system during the descent and ascent phases of the
and entered lunar orbit. For the first part of the transhmar coast to the lunar missions, and prepared the command loads for the onboard

moon, the spacecraft could come back to earth on a direct abort, meaning guidance computers. The distinction between Guido and G.N.C., as one
that the command and service module would be turned around and the big controller put it, was that "Guido was looking at it from tile standpoint
S.P.S. (Service Propulsion System) engine would be used as a brake. As of 'Is the guidance taking me where I want to go?' and G.N.C. was
the spacecraft prepared for lunar-orbit insertion, L.O.l., Retro had to plan looking at it from the standpoint of 'Are those systems working properly
L.O.I. aborts--meaning, what do you do if, right in the middle of the and telling us the right information?'"
burn to put the spacecraft into lunar orbit, something goes wrong'? The provenance of the term "Trench" is shrouded in the mists of time.

Only when the spacecraft was safely in lunar orbit did Retro perform Some people think that it started in the old Mercury Control Center at the
the first task that he could be sure would be used, the planning for Cape, where the first HDO, Tecwyn Roberts, and the first Retro, Carl
trans-earth injection (T.E.I.) And then, when the spacecraft had success- Huss, sat off to one side of the room by themselves, facing their plotters
fully begun its trans-earth coast, Retro could finally begin overseeing the (there was no Guido then). Another theory is that it started after they
entry. In the case of a lunar mission, this meant working out the opened the MOCR at Houston, where these controllers first began to sit
trans-earth corrections needed to bring the spacecraft safely into its below everyone else.
narrow entry corridor at 25,000 m.p.h., getting the spacccraft into the The story with the most votes is that John Llewellyn named the Trench.
proper attitude prior to entry, and working with the recovery team to Llewellyn, who in other incarnations operated a flame thrower in the
selectthe bestoceanrecoveryarea. KoreanWar and tried to raise cattle in Belize, was a capableand

Next to Retro sat the fligllt dynamics officer, FII)O, the lead man in thc conscientious Retro within the walls of the Control Center and prone to
'French during a shift.* Among the members of tile Trcncll, it was the most outrageous adventures everywhere else---"Butch Cassidy born
assumed that FIDO was also the controller wilt) had tile most fun job itl a hundred years too late," as another controller described him. Even
the Control Center except (a reluctant concession) the flight director's, within the walls of the MOCR, Llewellyn had his own way of doing
During powered launch, FIDO constantly monitored the trajectory for things. For example, Retro was supposed to count down to retrofire in the
deviations and planned tile maneuvers to get to orbit in tile case of a usual "ten, nine, eight..." pattern, but with Llewellyn, you never
malfunction (while Retro was planning abort maneuvers itl case getting to knew. Once he started at fifteen. Another time he began "ten, eight,"
orbit was not possible). FID() planned the transhlnar injection. During anti, when the puzzled FIDO looked over at him, quickly added "nine,
translunar coast, he analyzed the trajectory anti planned the midcourse seven .... "Sometimes he got behind, and so thc count would end up
corrections and L.O.I. During lunar orbit, lie planned thc hmar module's

* During Genfini, Guido was called Guido all thc time. But during a simulation for one of the
* The 'T' in HDO didn't stand for anything. For some read,on, Iht same organization that could early Apollo flights, it was realized that "Guido" sounded tcvomuch like "FIDO" over the headsets,

pronounce "DPS" as "dips" without feeling obliged It) slick in an explanatory vo_vel usually wrote with potential for creating a mixup during a flight Thereafter, the guidance officer was always called
FDO as FIDO. "Guidance" during simulations and flights
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". ' . five, four, one, retrofire!" But he always got to "Retrofire!" at : 2 "
therighttime,and wasotherwisean exemplaryRetro--insidethe .'_
MOCR. Outside was another story, or dozens of stories. He is said to The function of the men in the MOCR was to mn the mission. The
have broken a few bones falling from a collapsing drainpipe as he difference between their role and that of the astronauts lay in M.S.C,'s
climbed back to his motel room after the front door had been locked on distinction between "command" and "control," as originally formulated
him at the Nigerian remote site--or was it in Australia? He is said to by Walt Williams: The astronauts controlled the spacecraft, the MOCR
have found a man with a lady friend, thrown him out of a second-story commanded the mission.
window, and then, intent on inflicting further damage, jumped out after The ground had to be in charge. The volume of information required to
him. There are at least three different stories, involving three different make many of the crucial decisions was so great that only a fraction of it
bodies of water, in which Llewellyn submerged cars. Llewellyn himself could even be displayed on the spacecraft's panels, let alone be absorbed
was no help in sorting out truth from fiction in all this, smilingly and acted upon by the three-man crew. Only one astronaut ever tried to
denying everything, occasionally throwing in a correction that was more question the ground's primacy, and not only did he never fly again,
improbablethan the originalstory, neither of his crewmatesever flewagaineither.* But while the flight

In any case, it is said that Llewellyn used to get mad at the O&P guy :'_ control team in the MOCR were in charge of the flight, they saw almost
sitting up in the third row of the MOCR. O&P would inquire of him _:i nothing of it. Few contrasts are as stark as that which separated the way
whether his retrofire times were completed yet, and Llewellyn would tell an Apollo launch looked to the outside world and the way it looked from
him belligerently, "Y'all oughta get your ass down here in the trench inside the MOCR.
workin' this instead ofsinin' up there," and the name stuck. However the The controller's whole world during a flight consisted of the white
Trench came to be, its members were clannish, cockily self-confident, } numbers on a black screen, the plots on the boards, and the Iow voices in
and on occasion well-nigh insufferable. They lit their cigarettes using his headset. At the moment of launch, there was for him no slowly rising
elegant cream matchbooks embossed in gold with "The Trench." Their Saturn V, no roar of engines, no Walter Cronkite. For the controller at
business cards had "The Trench" printed neatly on the line after their job liftoff, there was just an uninflected voice counting down and saying,
title. They thought of the systems guys as "mechanics" and the computer "Liftoff," and then some of the numbers on his display beginning to
guys as "electricians." If the flight controllers in general had the esprit change.?
of men in an Army combat unit, the members of the Trench were the A problem seldom announced itself. For a few of the most important
Marines. potentialfailures,thecontrollerhada specificwarninglightthatwould

The Trench got its swagger from the fact that they came closer than flash on his console. But hundreds of things might go wrong for which no
anyone else on the ground to actually flying the spacecraft. "You know," light would flash, and the controllers didn't have the luxury of a computer
said Retro Chuck Deiterich, "the flight dynamics job is the neatest job in smart enough to state clearly that a diode was overheating or a circuit had
the Control Center. It's even neater than being flight director. The failed. Usually, the only sign given to the controller was that a number
systems guys, they watch the systems, and as long as the systems are was not what it was supposed to be.
working right, they don't really have much to do. I'BULLSHIT!' an old Discerning that thc number was wrong was made difficult by the fact
EECOM exploded upon hearing of that remark. IBut trajectory guys, they * The aslmnaul was Wally Schlna, on Apollo 7, and his crewmales were Walt Cunningham and

get to say, 'Well, we're gonna do this kind of maneuver today, this kind Dorm I-isele Most ot the controllers liked Schitra as a i,er',.m and admired him a_;an astronaut. But
for v,'hatcvet reasons, po,,_ibiy aggravated by a miserable cold Ihat lasted for most of the fiigh! of

tomorrow, do this. do thai.' They're actually doing stuff all the time to Apollo 7, Schirra gol inlo a runlung battle with the grmmd over a nuulber of malters, lopped off by

control the trajectory." Indeed, another nlenlber of the 'French recalled, one (_casion when he retched to a fiighl director's instm,:hons as idiotic.
_' Telcvisillrl wa_; rmltincly proiected imtl> o/lc of Iht' large screens for lun:lr surlace activities and

sometimes you got thc spooky feeling that you were actually flying the on orbit aclivities in which Il*,' vi,.u:d mm ee was an Important source of dala. The people in the back

spacecraft, down there in the fluorescent gloom of tile MOCR, with the row had Ire leisure to watch a Iclevised image of the launch ilself, and it was somelimes piped into

big ten-foot-square plot displays in front of you and all the other the flight dirct:toCs c'otrx_fie as well But the early flight direcmr_ frow*ted on the use of televisionunless there was a compelling reason for it -they belic_,ed Ihe televised image of a launch was just
controllersoutof sightbehindyou. adistraction
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that the screen was filled with numbers. It was made more difficult still well, in bursts of a few words at a time, usually in the form of

by the fact that many of these numbers were constantly changing. It was abbreviations. Seldom did a controller hear a full sentence, for sentences
up to the controller to notice that one number among the dozens wasn't take time, and to speak unnecessarily was a breach of loop discipline. The
right, functionof theflightcontrolteamwastoprovideessentialinformationto

Even when the controller had pinpointed an errant number, it seldom people who had to have it and to react to situations that required a
told an unambiguous story. The computers were often overloaded ami reaction, not to chat about how things were going.
slow to get the data up on the screens, and the signals from the tracking So even though no one said more than a few words at a time, the
stations were sometimes erratic. One set of numbers on thc controller's combined volume of information constantly being fed into the controller's
screen could be fifteen seconds old while all the other numbers were headset was formidable. Because the messages were so brief, the entire

fresh, creating the illusion of a problem. Therelbre, in the midst of content of one could be buried under the sound of another. And because
everything else he was worrying about, the controller had to remember to much of the information was not specifically intended for him, he could
check his data-source slots at the top right-hand corner of the screen to see not expect another controller to make sure he had heard. He had to be able

if any of them had an asterisk under them, which woukt indicate that the to pick up from the many voices on the loops that one murmured bit of
numbers associated with that source were no longer updating. And then information that was pertinent to what he was seeing. Naturally, the

he should glance at the clocks on his screen--if a broader problem were volume of information and the confusion of voices became greatest when
affecting all of his data, then the clocks would have stopped counting, something unusual was happening, which was at just that moment when

If the controller was reasonably sure he had an anomalous number on the controller had the most urgent need to concentrate.
his hands, its meaning had to be deciphered in the context of several other Once the controller thought he had identified a problem, he could not
numbers that were changing--or failing to change. It was also possible go to the tlight director with it too quickly, for Flight's attention was a
that other numbers that might explain the conundrum would not be precious and limited resource. Even if the controller did have a problem

showing on the current screen, and he would have to call up one of the that Flight needed to know about, he had to be aware of the other
other displays that were available to his console. Perhaps they would not 'problems that were already on the flight director's plate, to understand
even be on displays that nommlly belonged on his console, so the (without asking)if his problem could wait longer than some of the other
controller nmst have prepared for that portion of the flight by specifying problems, and to remain quiet until the appropriate moment came. The
other displays, normally on other screens, that he coukl call up, or by flight controller also had to be aware that if, during a time-critical phase
knowing which other controller to ask whether one of thc numbers on that such as launch or lunar descent, he spoke too quickly and was wrong, he
controller's screen was changing, or failing to change, in a particular could set off a chain of reactions that could ultimately lead to the needless

pattern, abortof a mission.Nor,of course,couldheaffordto be tooslowin
The controller was also plugged into a set of communications loops, reporting a problem to Flight, for there were times when the gap between

One loop was the llight director's, another was the air-to-ground loop. A the onset of a disastrous problem and the time when it was too late to do
third was always one of those rooms on the outer perilneter of the sqt,are anything about it was measured in seconds.
corridor, the controller's back room where specialists were w:ttching the For the flight controller, that was about all there was to it. All he had
data affecting the controller's job in much more detail than the controller to do was recognize a problem hidden in his displays, assess it correctly
in the front room could watch for himself. The number and choice of in the context of a mass of additional information, be neither too

other loops that the controller would plug into depended on a variety of precipitous nor too hesitant in reporting it to the flight director, and be
factors, all of which changed as the phases of the flight changed, prepared to do all this instantly for hours on end.

A controller might easily have a half dozen or more loops buzzing in
his ear at one time. He would have turned the vohnne t,p about three

decibels on his primary loops, so that words spoken on them stood on[,
but voices from all the rest of the loops would be constantly talking as
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possibly read the technical situation during the course of a flight as well
as he. ' ;z:2'_!;

Along with the power of command came breathtaking exposure in the
event of error. The lunar missions were, after all, landmarks not just in
the history of the United States, but--without hyperbole--in the history
of humankind. A flight director prepared for the manned Apollo flights in
the knowledge that his decisions during the course of his shifts in the
MOCR could put him at the center of the world's attention. And yet the
rewards for success and the penalties for failure were not symmetrical.

c}_av'mR With success, the flight director remained comparatively anonymous. On

0 theotherhand,ifacrewwereeverlostthatcouldhavebeensavedbythe

flight control team, a flight director had to be aware that he would be
testifying before congressional committees and explaining his actions to
boards of investigation, in addition to trying to live with himself.
Formally or informally, he would be marked forever as the man who had

failed to save the astronauts. "It is the finest job in the space-flight

"The Flight Director may take bus,ness,"sa dOeneKranzoftheflightd,rector'spost ,utitwasnot
one for just anybody.

any necessary action"

1
At the vortex of the MOCR, third row center, sat the flight director--
"Flight." EvenbeforeMercuryhadended,ChrisKrafthadbecomethemodelof

It is difficult t9 think of another role in the modem era that is the the flight director that all the others would try to copy throughout Gemini
counterpart of flight director for an Apollo lunar mission. Many other and Apollo. He underplayed his work, advertising his theory that the
jobs carry with them some measure of the same unrivaled power--the flight director was like the conductor of an orchestra. "The conductor
captain of a navy ship, for example. But even that comparison is inapt, can't play all the instruments--he may not even be able to play any one
for the captain of a modern naval vessel exercises his power under the of them," he would say. "But he knows when the first violin should be
orders of others who are in constant radio communication with him. The playing, and he knows when the trumpets should be loud or soft, and
Apollo flight director experienced no such direction during the course of when the drummer should be drunnnmg. He mixes all this up and out
a flight. By explicit statement in the mission rules, the flight director's comes music. That's what we do here." Around the MOCR, it was
authority was sweeping: "The Flight Director may, after analysis of the known as the piccolo theory ("The conductor doesn't have to know how
flight, choose to take any necessary action required for the successful to play the piccolo . . .").
completion of the mission." Theoretically, either Flight's immediate All this was nonsense, according to his controllers. When Kraft was
boss, the director of Flight Operations, or the Mission Director could talking to one of his controllers and began the sentence by saying, "1
intervene. And when there was time, a flight director would as a matter don't understand your discipline that well, but .... "the controller
of courtesy tell the senior executives in the back row what was would cringe, waiting t_r the zinger that was about to come. The fact
happening. But none of them, not even Chris Kraft, ever changed a was, in their opinion, that Kraft knew exactly how to play the piccolo; he
flight director's decision, for all of them knew that they could not could play every instrument in the orchestra if he had to. One FIDO
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remembered that Kraft would come down to the Trench during his director Gerry Griffin, a former G.N.C., was absolutely convinced

off-shift and pull up a chair and sit there and chat about something that that his G.N.C. ought to call for a certain circuit breaker to be pulled.
had come up on the preceding shift or about something he knew was It was a crucial situation, and Griffin wanted the G.N.C. to make

coming up on the next--revealing in the process an intimidating technical the call. He hinted. He nudged. He prodded. But he would not--_-as
knowledge of what the FIDO had done or was about to do. Or when he he could have--unilaterally order the circuit breaker to be pulled.
was at Flight's console up on the third row and not much was happening, Finally his G.N.C. decided that was the thing to do, and things worked
he'd sit there and bring up the displays that were showing on youi_console out fine.

(he could do that with every position), just to keep his hand in. "Kraft is Give a lot, expect a lot: That was the credo Kraft left for the other flight
incredible," said another controller. "Mind-boggling. Here was a man directors. "Chris Kraft was the kind of guy who would leave you alone,

running a whole directorate. Every mission was different, had different and let you do your job," FIDO Jerry Bostick said. "But without him

ground rules, different flight rules. Each one had different things that ever saying anything, you knew you'd better not screw up. You'd better
were set up that way because of different constraints that went with them. get it right. Don't try to fake it. Because he didn't give people a second
And we'd be in a meeting discussing them before we deployed out to a chance." The key was not so much being perfect--the nature of the

site, and one of the crewmen would say something, and Kraft would say, controller's job meant that sometimes he was going to make a mistake.

'No, we're not going to do that. Here's what we're going to do, and The key was being smart enough to recognize the mistake, correct it, and

here's why we're going to do it.' I'd sit there and say to myself, Where then never repeat it. ("To err is human, but to do so more than once is
the hell did he ever find time to be able to do that? Where did he lind time contrary to F.O.D. policy," was another of Kraft's sayings.) And above
to understand all that'?" The other flight directors followed suit, making all else, when you found out you had made a mistake you had to admit

self-deprecating jokes about their own ignorance of thc controllers' it immediately. "The flight director's looking at a lot of data, and

specialties even as they unobtrusively burrowed into the nuances of every sometimes the information [to be inferred from the data] is not clear," an
consolein the room. EECOMonce explained. "Your data are one thing, informationis

Kraft also set the tone for one of the umst striking featt.rcs of Flight another. So if you were trying to tell Kraft something that he might

Operations, unquestioning trust--not of superiors by subordinates, but use to make a critical decision, like reenter the spacecraft, you had to give
the other way around. In the flight control bus(ness, where the conse- him very tailored, specific information. One day I saw a guy actually

quences of mistakes could be irretrievable, this level of trust was give him some bad data. He just tried to bullshit his way around a
sometimes an awesome thing to receive. Kranz remembered his first shift problem. And Kraft knew. Kraft went down and put his hand on the back

as Flight, on Gemini IV. "I was looking for a handover, some general of this guy's neck and told him to leave the Control Center. That was it,
sense of direction, because I was picking up the shift from Kraft. And he for that guy."
left no handover. He didn't brief me. He just said, 'You're in charge,'

and walked out." During Apollo 5, which was an unmanned mission

testing out the lunar module's descent engine, an early engine cutoff
triggered a set of convoluted contingency plans. Kranz, the flight 2
director, was coping, but he was being stretched to the limit. Kraft
walked over and stood beside Kranz's console for a few moments. Finally Kraft was the first flight director in manned space flight and the only one

he said to Kranz, "I don't know what in the hell you're doing. I don't until the last flight in Project Mercury, Gordon Cooper's. Cooper was

know why in the hell you're doing it. But I hope to hell you pull it off." scheduled to be in orbit for thirty-four hours, which was longer than even
And he strolled away, while Kranz did. Kraft could handle on his own, so he appointed his deputy, Englishman

The trust that Kraft confided in his flight directors was to character- John Hodge (part of the AVRO group), to be the second flight director.

ize the relationship of flight directors to controllers. Thus during the They adopted colors to identify themselves. Kraft was Red Flight, so the

launch of Apollo 12, after lightning had struck the spacecraft, flight men working his shifts would be the Red Team; and Hedge was Blue
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Flight. When Gemini began in 1965, Kraft added three more flight at any given time," said one FIDO. "There are always several soluti.°i_
directors. The first two were Gene Kranz, White Flight, who had been to a given problem, and when Glynn was on, the controllers would all be
acting as Kraft's assistant flight director during Mercury, and Glynn furiously attacking every solution, at the same time." _:,.._
Lunney, Black Flight, the youngest of the original members of the Space Lunney, only twenty-eight years old when he became a flight director,
Task Group. After Gemini Vll in December 1965, Kraft stepped down as had a sunny personality and an open exuberance about his work that made
a flight director to leave more time for his responsibilities as head of the him a favorite among the controllers. If sometimes Lunney got ahead of
Flight Operations Directorate. Cliff Charlesworth became the next flight them, they didn't get upset--' 'People who worked with him over a period
director,choosinggreen as his color, of time becameawarethat he wasjust doing what'snormalfor him," a

In early 1968, John Hodge left to work on pest-Apollo programs and colleague said. "He couldn't help it if it's not normal for everybody
three more flight directors were added: Gerry Griffin (Gold), Milt else."

Windier (Maroon), and Pete Frank (Orange). There were other additions The third member of the triumvirate, Gene Kranz, was similar to
and subtractions before Apollo ended. But just as Kraft provided the Lunney only in his open relish of the job. Lunney looked as if he
master model of the flight director, Charlesworth, Lunney, and Kranz belonged in a Campbell's Soup ad, whereas Gene Kranz looked like a
defined the basic subtypes, drill sergeant in some especially bloodthirsty branch of the armed

forces--hair cropped to a regulation military brash, with a wedge of a
Of the three, Charlesworth seemed the closest to normal. A Mississippian, face cut into rough planes.
Charlesworth was a little older than the others (he had reached the Kranz was as relentless as he looked. "If nothing was going on, he
advanced age of thirty-five when he was promoted), and in many ways would invent something," said one of his controllers. "If there's five
acted older as well, with a lazy voice and a deliberate manner, minutes of spare time, then he'll think up something else, another
Charlesworth didn't give much away, watching and reacting rather than contingency. There was almost a constant chatter on the flight director's
trying to get out front and pull people along. "Cliff is a very wise man, loop, talking to somebody about something." During Gemini, Kranz
in a student-of-human-behavior kind of way," one of his colleagues acquired the nickname "General Savage," after the hard-driving hero of
observed. "He could have been a pool shark or a Mississippi riverboat a contemporary television series (earlier a movie), "Twelve O'Clock
card player." As a flight director, Charlesworth was what another High."* When an anonymous controller made a stencil of the name and
colleague called "the laissez-faire flight director," leaving his controllers hung it outside his office door, Kranz left it there as long as he was in the
aloneuntil a problemarose thatrequiredhim to act. office.He loved it.

In contrast, Glynn Lunney's problem, if it was a problem, was making Yet despite the hard, unyielding aspect of his reputation, Kranz wore
himself hang back long enough to let his controllers figure things out for his heart on his sleeve more than any of the other flight directors. A
themselves. By common agreement among controllers and the other flight devout Catholic, Kranz didn't hesitate to pray for help before going on
directors, Glynn Lunney had the quickest mind in a business where shift. An unabashed patriot, he played tape recordings of "The Star-
quickness was a supreme virtue. "Lunney was always so quick that many Spangled Banner" and Sousa marches every morning in his office. They
times the controllers would get behind Glynn," said another flight got him pumped up, ready to give his all, which was the only throttle
director. "Any time we'd get into a simulation, whether it be in the selting mt (;cue Kran,"s personality.
systems area, or trajectory, or whatever, Glynn would start pulsing the Mt_rc th:m lite other Jlight tlJrccl_)rs, Kranz had a fierce loyalty to his
controller with questions and leading him into paths to look at." Since a team, the White Team. even though its members changed from flight to
main point of the simulation was to see whether the controller would

* In tile movie l'wch'e O'('lock Itigh. the unrelenting General Savage replaces a sensitive

figure it out for himself, this got in the way of the training. But it was hard command,:rwirewaxlovedbyhispilots even thoughunderhisleadership theycouldn'thittheir
for Lunrtey to rein himself in. "Lunney could whip everybody up into ta,,_e._ and got shot down in larg. e mmfivers (hmcral Savage mrn_ the squadron around and is tinally

i{,t ogni/c4[ Il} IR- 11 h,flilic guy L c ne I i h _, ot B, cxh-d_r KiIiiL/ had ill fact Ilown F 86s and

following more lines of corrective action than you really want to get Jnlo F.lOOsh,, thcAirI:ozce,lum,gthemidlU5Us.
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flight.* Early in his career as flight director, he began wearing a different about a problem before the problem demanded an action. And then,
white vest for each flight, sometimes new vests for important shifts within having asked the right questions, Flight had to listen carefully to every

a flight. After a while, this put a strain on his wife, as she combed the word and nuance of the answers. "The most likely error we can make in
Houston fabric stores trying to find a white brocade or silk or twill or the business is not listening," said Kranz. "We've got very smart people

something that she hadn't already used to make one of Gene's vests. But [in the controllers]. We breed them to be very smart, we breed them to
it was all part of Kranz's abiding attachments--to God, country, family, give opinions. We breed them to work in an arena of conflict. Sometimes
his band of brothers in the Flight Operations Directorate, and the MOCR they may disagree with you. Sometimes they may not be too smooth in

words. Sometimes they may come in on an untimely basis and disrupt
itself.

In an odd sort of way, Kranz was also a democrat. "Gene assumes that your train of thought." But none of that can interfere with your listening

everybody knows as much as he does," said one controller. "He doesn't and understanding precisely what it is that you are hearing. If you can't
think that anybody's dumber than he is; he doesn't think anybody is not listen to each person and understand exactly what that person is saying,
as involved in their job as he is. That's the way he looks at people. So he said Kranz, "we're going to screw up. As you get down to having to

assumed you were doing everything he was doing." But asking of others work a problem in twenty seconds, you've got to have that relationship

only what he demanded of himself could in his case be scary. Kranz's with the people."
credo, what Kranz labeled "premise number one," was stark: "Any To coordinate the work of the entire MOCR, a flight director had to

error that a flight director or a team makes is unforgivable." keep in his memory a prodigious amount of material. By the time of theApollo flights, for example, the mission rules books ran to hundreds of

It was an intimate business, this directing of space flights--or, as Kranz pages. Neither Kranz nor Lunney nor Charlesworth can remember ever

liked to say, "You've gotta be knowledgeable of the human." When having to refer to those pages during the course of a flight. This does not
John Glenn was waiting to launch in 1962, Walt Williams told Al mean that the flight directors had literally memorized them.* Actually,

Shepard, the CapCom, to chat Glenn up a little---Williams wanted to different flight directors had different attitudes toward the written-down
listen to Glenn's voice, calibrate his state of mind, as later flight directors roles. Tec Roberts, the first FIDO and a mentor of both Kranz and
would listen to the voices of astronauts and flight controllers alike. Each Lunney, put it this way: "Glynn is a freewheeling kind of individual.
crew member or controller was a little difl'erent in personality, in the 'Rules?' he'll say. 'What mles?' If they make sense or suit what he's

systems he knew best, in the way he put things, and the tlight director had doing at that moment, they're tolerable. If they don't, they're obviously
to take that into account. "In some cases, yon might know you were meant to be ignored. For Gene, everything is by the book." Of course,

getting a little out on the fringe of what the guy really might be able to put Roberts reflected, when it comes to Kranz you have to remember also that

together and give good recommendations, so you took a little more time he wrote the book.
with it," Lunney recalled, "to be sure that the facts were there and the But at least the books were always there if they had to be used. The

guy had thought it through. There were other guys who were just like this more critical demand on the flight director's memory had to do with
[Lunney snapped his lingers] and I'd pass it through almost as they said short-term memory. All of the complexities and ambiguities of the
it. It was a calibration process that everybody engaged in. The controllers controllers' understanding of what was happening were being funneled

did the same thing with flight directors." into the flight director's ear. "All sorts of different considerations
"I think the biggest role of the flight director was asking the right apply," said Lunney. "You have a problem with the life-support systems

questions, which is an art more than a science," said Gerry Griffin. "It's and you have a problem with the landing weather, so when are you going
anticipating what questions need to be answered." Thc objective was to to come down? And don't forget you had this problem with a jet earlier."

stay as far ahead of the spacecraft as possible, to have already thought All these things had to be cranked into the decision. "The flight director's* The memories of the best flight directors were extraordinary, however. Years later, Kranz

Team members would change from mission to mission (for particularly specialized functions, insisted to a visitor that he had a poor memopff. Lunney had an amazing memory, he said, but not* · . he. This was said a few minutes after Kl'anz had referred with total recall to a minor point that the
a controller might even work on different teams during the same mission) But the intense training visitor had raised in a conversation eight months earlier.
that preceded each flight caused its different teams to meld and cohere into distinct working entities.
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role is to integrate all that stuff and make it come out right and then order
it so that what goes up and down to the crews is also ordered." And

always, under the pressure of time. "You've got a limited window,
you've got to get it all done. You've got to really think through doing
things in a priority order. They might not even be the most important, but
they're the things you have to get done now."

And once Flight had remembered, calculated, ordered his priorities,
and made the decisions, he had to communicate them. "It's very

important to be able to communicate what you want to get done in as few
words as you can," Cliff Charlesworth observed. "I used to spend time c_nvrER
on my own thinking about how to do that--'How can I say what I want _,,_/
to say so that this guy will understand in the fewest words?' Because you
didn't always have a lot of time to sit there and laboriously go through
it." Thinking about what to say "slows you down," Charlesworth
continued. "1 used to sit ]beside the flight director's console] when, say,
Glynn was on the console, and even as quick-witted as he is, I'd get

ahead of him sometimes, when the problems started coming in. I'd ' 'There was no mercy in
scratch my head and say, 'Why is that?' It's because I wasn't having to

ta,k.andhewas" those --aays"
So it wasn't just the authority and the visibility that set the flight director }
apart, but the job itself. It was the flight controller's job writ large: Know
in technicaldetail one of the most complex machines evermade. Master By the fall of 1967, the apparatus for controlling manned space

a complex flight plan and a huge body of mission roles. Piece together tiny flight--the MOCR, its support network, the mission rules, the skills--
and often unconnected bits of information from multiple sources coming had been evolving for eight years. Mercury had been elementary

to you at the same time. Do all this under the gaze of the world in situations school, teaching the neophyte flight control team the rudiments, and
that might give you only seconds to make life-and-death decisions, occasionally showing by harrowing example how much remained to

If it was not a job for just anybody, it was also a job that had no equal, be learned. Gemini, consisting of ten manned flights with two-man
Reminded of all the ways in which working in the MOCR was tiring and crews during the period from March 1965 through November 1966,
even physically painful, Lunney once replied, "I can only say that I loved had given the controllers a chance to become proficient in advanced
it. I thought it was wonderful. Remember the Patton movie? He's concepts such as rendezvous, extended flight, and extra-vehicular
standing by the tank with the battlefield full of dead soldiers and he says activity.*
something like, 'May God help me but I love it.' And when he said that Despite all that had been learned, however, and despite the sophisti-
I said to myself,I can relateto that." cared apparatusthat was itl place by 1967,it retnainedfor the Flight

Operations Directorate and ASPO to learn how to fly the Apollo
missions. North American Rockwell (as it was known by the end of

* Gemini was conceived as a preparatory program for Apollo. Many of the design and ASPO
engineers thought it a waste of time: Focus on getting the Apollo spacecraft ready first, they argued,
and practice rendezvous and E.V.A. with the hardware you're going to use for the lunar flights. The
Flight Operations people vehemently disagreed, contending that the ten Gemini flights were an

_ indispensable training ground for them.
i

c 2OI
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1967) had produced a new, much more complicated spacecraft: an told. The name that waseventually attached towhat he did was "Mission
Apollo command module with myriad capabilities--switches could be Techniques."* ..,..,!_
thrown, dials turned, data computed, thrusters burned, engines lit, in Bill Tindall had been in the space program since Mercury days, when
numberless pemmmtions. Grunmmn was producing a hmar module he had helped to set up the communications network. In the Gemini
that was even more novel and equally complex. These ntachines were program, Tindall had been the man who had figured out how to do a

going to be the first in history to carry men out of the earth's environ- rendezvous in orbit. The mathematics of orbital mechanics and of
ment and to an alien place. The question to be answered was: Now rendezvous itself were well known (Buzz Aldrin, the Apollo I1 lunar
what? modulepilot,hadwrittenhisM.I.T.dissertationonthe mechanicsof

rendezvous). But no one had applied these theoretical findings to the
world of hardware and tracking stations, where it was essential that the
ground he able to monitor and control a rendezvous. Bill Tindall was

responsible for solving what proved to be an extraordinarily complex
1 task. "It was a big deal," said an official close to the process, "in my

First, all the maneuvers and activities had to be planned down to the last mind, one of the major accomplishments of the space program."
switch setting and data entry. Then everything had to be orchestrated During Apollo, Bill Tindall had continued to be a troubleshooter,
between the crew and ground control, because, in effect, each spacecraft officially attached to the Mission Planning and Analysis Division but in

had two cockpits: the one in space and the one in Building 30. "lt got to reality a free-floating resource. At the time that the Mission Techniques
be a big flap," said Jerry Bostick, who as a FIDO was in the middle of task came up, he had been babysitting the arduous and often tangled
it, "a really bad situation between NASA and the contractors and development of the spacecraft's computer software.
between the flight controllers and the astronauts about who does what and Tindall had the exuberance of a seven-year-old on his way to a circus.
who gives who what data before the flight and during the flight and who His friends were "super" and "gangbusters" and "giants" and "really
does what on the ground and who does what on board and how much neat" and "just absolutely outstanding," and he didn't seem to have any
onboard data do you need to put on telemetry to give to the flight adversaries worth mentioning. He saw the Apollo Program as one great
controllers, how much do they need displayed .... The whole thing was long stretch of fun that had by some miracle been given to him instead of
a bigmess." work("It's just incrediblethat we'dget paidto do whatwewere

So George Low created a new job. On August 3, 1967, he posted a doing!"), and all the stories about the brutal hours and travel schedules
memo on the bulletin boards at the Manned Spacecraft Center announcing as just a cover for men on a lark ("We weren't working overtime, we
that Howard W. (Bill) Tindall, Jr., had been appointed to a position were playing!").

called "Chief of Apollo Data Priority Coordination." It was a typical In the process of working with M.I.T. on the guidance software,
NASA title, one that coukl have meant just about anything. "Spccifi- Tindall had arbitrated among the FIDOs and Guidos and the software

cally," said the announcement, "his job is to detemrine the operational people about what displays had to be available to what places. This
rules and procedures for properly utilizing the Apollo systems, including experience turned out to be ideal for planning mission techniques, partly
primary and backup systems; to investigate the system capabilities and because computer capacity was at the heart of deciding how to run a
constraints and to evaluate their accuracies; to establish the criteria for mission, and partly because the process of designing the displays had

system selection during various phases of the mission; anti ti) establish the been so contentious. Apollo-era computers had severely limited storage--
proper spacecraft and ground displays and use of these displ ys. ' It went the computer capacity of the mainframes in the Control Center was
on like that loc a few more lines. In short, Bill Tmdall was supposed to smaller than that of some of the desktop systems of the 1980s, and the

figure out how to fly tile missions, ttis function CUt across ASPO * Tindall was working for George Low and ASPO, but he drew Flight Operations intothe process
as well. OveJr in F.O.D.. Rod Rose was performing a complementary role for Chris Kraft, as head

functions and Flight Crew Operations and Flight Control Operations. of a smaller group that met monthly and was called Flighl Operations Panel, or F.O.P. Rose's group

How he was to do it wasn't quite clear to anyone. Just do it, Tindall was '(_ outlinedthemissionforF.O.D.witha nmchbroaderbrushthanTindall's.

;?i
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onboard computers in the command and lunar modules had less capacity wanted to put in their two cents' worth, they had better be there. It led to

than some modern pocket calculators. So the competition for room was a madhouse, sometimes, but Tindall loved playing lion tamer to a room
fierce. "Every time we'd get a new capability in the computer systems, packed with arguing engineers. ;:,

the flight controllers would start laying their requirements on it," Cliff For one of the big meetings, there might be as many as a hundred
Charlesworth said. "In short order, we'd overflow the boxes.* And Kraft design engineers, astronauts, controllers, and mathematicians from

would get mad. He'd say, 'Goddammit, get it back there where it'll fit, MPAD crowded into the conference room in Building 5, thirty or forty of
we can't get any more computers!' So he'd go get Tindall and he'd say, them crowded around the long table and another fifty or sixty sitting or
'You go fix that.'" standing around the perimeter of the room, sometimes spilling into the

Tindall had started holding what were known as "Black Friday" projection room as well, their faces peering out through the little projector
meetings. All the people competing for computer capabilities would windows. They'd hammer away at each other for hours, filling the
crowd into one of the conference rooms over in Building 30 and explain blackboards with numbers. "It becanle a battle for the blackboard,"
in fervent detail just why their particular needs were crucial to the success Tindall recalled. "Whoever would get the blackboard and the chalk,
of the mission and the safety of the astronauts. "We'd all get in there and -:_! that's the guy who could win. I was really good at that."

defend our requirements, and then Tindall would cut them," Charles- i_. In all, there were twelve distinct phases to each lunar-landing mission:
worth continued. "And then we'd cuss him." And Tindall would grin, ._._ launch phase, earth orbit (while they checked out the C.S.M.'s systems),
and cuss back, and laugh his loud, infectious laugh, and keep right on ¥ translunar injection (T.L.I.), nfidcoursc on the way out to the moon,

going. _ lunar-orbit insertion (L.O.I.), lunar orbit (while they checked out the
Tindall took from that experience a conviction that the only way to :_0 LEM), lunar descent, h,nar ascent, lunar rendezvous, trans-earth injection

resolve so many competing interests was to get everybody into the same (T.E.I.), another midcourse phase, this time on the way back to earth,
room and let them fight it out. There was a method to the madness he and entry.* Each phase had dozens of specific elements to be worked out.
created. For John Aaron, then a young EECOM, Tindall's technique was By Tindall's estimate, only about I0 to 20 percent of the work involved

a model for his own use in later years when he became a senior NASA specil)qng the techniques to be employed under nominal circumstances
official and had to do the same thing. In Aaron's view, Tindall recognized ("nominal." in NASA, means "withou! abnormalifies"). Most of the

that what matters most to people is not that they get their way, but that time they were worrying about mission techniques under abnormal
they feel they have had a chance to make their case. Somebody would circumstances--which in turn drove most of the specific mission rules for

voice an idea, and Tindall would field it, treating it seriously and yet at the Apollo flights. When is a failure a failure? Tindall's meetings had to
the same time managing to dispose of bad ideas quickly without putting ask. If the guidance platform is drifting, but not completely wacko, how

anybody down. Ideas that weren't so bad were improved on around the much drift is acceptable? flow much of the backup capacity has to be
table without bruising egos. Tindall was able to get some very proud available to pruceed to the next step'?

engineers to say "Well, I'll be damned" when it turned out that their pet Tindall raced from one question to another. "He'd take people like me,

ideas weren't as good as they had thought they were, Aaron remembered, from Operations, and the theoreticians, and the contractors, and they'd sit
They nfight walk into Tindall's meetings "polarized and cultures apart," in his meetings R}rhour after hour after hour," recalled Steve Bales, one

but Tindall built them into teams, of the Guidos who attended. "1 le'd say, 'Okay. look. We've just got to
Tindall himsclt c{mtessed to no such cercb,'al theories. As far as he was thc motto.' And he'd dlaw :t Ifil,.t:ircJc ttll Ifc bl;ickl_oard. '()kay, here's

concerned, the real secret to his meetings was that people weren't just Rev I Jibe first revolution around the nfoonJ--what are you guys going to

sitting around making recommendations to forward to the higher-ups, do?' "And they would begin m work out in exacting detail everything
"Everyone knew we were making decisions right there," he said, that needed to bc done during the lirst revolution around the moon--

decisions that woukl govern the way the missions were run, and if people which was one small part of one portion of the lunar-orbit phase of the

* "Overflow the boxes": Put in more requirements than the COlllpUter vIICnlOfy and comptllillg * '['indalL did rlol h;l_.C h* de;il v. ilh filial Mlrtilt:t' ;tt.'h_.ittcs, which wcrc pla[incd i_rinlari]y out of

capacity could hamlle thc Flight Crew Operations l)uechuatc
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mission, which was in turn one small portion of the mission as a whole. The present LM* weight and descent trajectory is such that this light will
"Then," Bales continued, "he'd have another meeting once a week that always come on prior to touchdown. This signal, it tums out, is connected
said, 'Here's what we're going to do in the ascent phase, from LEM to the master alarm---how about that! In other words, just at the most
takeoff to insertion.' Another meeting two times a month on 'Here's how critical time in the most critical operation of a perfectly nominal lunar

we're going to do the rendezvous.' One on 'Here's how we're going to landing mission, the master alarm with all its lights, bells, and whistles will

do guidance procedures on the surface.' The guy was incredible. Had a go off. This sounds right lousy to me. In fact, [astronaut] Pete Conrad tells
thousand-ring circus going all the time." Not all the meetings had a me he labeled it completely unacceptable four or five years ago, but he was
hundred people at them. He would have smaller ones, almost daily, of probably just an Ensign at the time and apparently no one paid any

half a dozen people. For critical phases like the final descent from 47,000 attention. If this is not fixed, I predict the first words uttered by the firstastronaut to land on the moon will be "Gee whiz, that master alarm

feet to touchdown, he might hold special meetings twice a week until they _ certainly startled me."
had nailed the techniques down the way he wanted.

Out of these meetings came Tindallgrams, so called because they read The humor and the breeziness of the Tindallgrams were window
like no other memoranda in the Apollo Program. They owed their origin dressing for a serious endeavor, however. From the first Mission

to a secretary, Patsy Saur, assigned to Tindall soon after he came tO Techniques meeting in October 1967 through the first lunar landing in
Houston. "You do dictate, don't you'?" she said to Tindall the first time July 1969, Tindall's collected works comprised eight thick loose-leaf

she met him. "No, I don't," said Tindall. "Well, you'd better learn, volumes of highly technical memoranda. These were backed by stacks of

because I'm not going to lose my shorthand proficiency," she announced compilations of specific techniques broken down by mission phase.
peremptorily. "I'm a meek guy and she was tough," Tindall reminisced, During Apollo 11, this is what Guido Gran Paules carried with him to his
and for a few days he wrote out his memos the night before and then held console in just his "Descent" binder alone:
them under the desk the next morning, pretending to dictate. But finally

he got used to the idea of dictating, and then he found that the memos "Apollo Mission Techniques, Mission G, Lunar Orbit Activities"
were sounding the way he talked. They became a sensation around "Apollo Mission Techniques, Mission G, Lunar Descent, Revision
M.S.C. A"

Who else but Tindall would, in an official NASA conmmnication, "Mission G, Abort from Lunar Powered Descent and Subsequent

describe the magnitude of a required change in spacecraft velocity as Rendezvous, Techniques Description"
"teensy weensy'"? Who else would entitle a memo "Vent bent descent, "A User's Guide to the LUMINARY Lunar Landing Programs"
lament!" or "Let's move the recovery force a little," or, simply, "Some "Ground Monitoring of Guidance Velocity Residuals During Powered
things about ascent from the moon"? What other engineer at Tindall's Descent"

level would, in an official NASA communication, call a top NASA "Topography Profiles of Potential Apollo Lunar Landing Sites"
official's proposal "unbelievable" ami proceed to treat it as if it were the

workof a crackpot'? Inserted into these volumes were another hundred pages of dense
The main thing about Tindallgrams was that they said what they meant, technical memoranda updating and revising the material in the books.

"They were wonderful," Bostick said of the Tindallgrams. "They didn't

have any bullshit, this bureaucratic stuff." Since everyone loved them
(including George Low, who refused to let his secretaries give him a

summarized version of anything Tindall wrote), one might have thought 2
that everyone would have started to imitate them. Some tried, but they

quit after a while; it sounded as if they were trying to be cute, while a It was impossible that anyone should sit down, absorb this Torah of flight

Tindallgram just sounded like Tindall. About a fuel warning light on thc control, then go out and be a controller on a mission. Nor could anyone
lunar module display, Tindall wrote: * By dris time, the written designation for Ire lunar module was "LM," still pronounced "leto"
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expect to l,,_u it all through actual mission experience. As Apollo was about simulations---nobody did_but somebody had to do it, am,, .as_h_

gearing up for its first flight in 1968, there had been no manned flights later recalled, he didn't know enough to say no. He began to put together
since November 1966. What the flight control team needed above all else a team---Dick Koos was one of his early additions---and they tentati_,'/dy

was practice, and it was to this end that the simulation people plied their began to build digital tapes that would, for example, simulate a trajekt6ry
trade, thatwasnotquiteup to orbit.Thentheywouldseeif the tapeproduced

The Simulation Control Area (S.C.A.) was a room to the right of the realistic effects on the flight controllers' meters (in those days, everything

MOCR proper, down on ground level with the Trench. A long picture was on meters instead of C.R.T.s, which were not yet available).
window opened onto the MOCR to let the simulation controllers in Sometimes it worked and sometinles it didn't. Lightning from the
the S.C.A. watch what was happening to their victims. Inside the room afternoon thundershowers at the Cape, attracted by all the antennae on the

were two U-shaped work areas of consoles that looked just like those in roof of the Mercury Control Center, would produce power surges that set
the control room. This was where the simulations--sims--were played the meters back to their zero state. The computers broke down. And

out, making the mission rules and tile mission techniques come to life. )_ sometimes the men in the sim room broke down: Because they didn't yet
The simulation supervisor, called SimSup ("Sup" rhymes with "loop"), have programs that could automatically adjust the scenario to respond to
was for the controllers what the flight instructor is for the novice pilot..,, the actions of the flight control team, the simulation controllers had to do

The simulations had four distinct functions. First, they were a way of :{ it by hand, frantically turning knobs on a panel, trying to calibrate their
keeping in shape, the equivalent of five-finger exercises for a pianist. _- responses so that the telemetry streams looked reasonably plausible to the
Second, they gave everyone a chance to see whether the mission rules and people in the control room. They got more adroit as time went on, but it

techniques that worked on paper also worked when put to a test. Third, remained pretty rough.
they gave the controllers experience in how to deal with the particular set The remote sites gave the Mercury and Gemini sims a special flavor as
of emergencies portrayed in a particular sim. And fourth, they made the well. Though Mercury Control at the Cape had voice links with the

controllers familiar with fear, putting them through such hair-raising, remote sites, they couldn't transfer flight data back and forth in real time.

gut-wrenching adventures that nothing they encountered in an actual Each remote site therefore had to be a miniature Mercury Control, with
flight could seem more terrifying or hopeless, its local director and FIDO and CapCom, passing on instructions from the

The one point emphasized by everyone who was in the Apollo MOCR Cape but also prepared in an emergency to take action on its own.
is that simulations never felt like games, or even practice runs. Their For the sim guys, the absence of a data link meant that they had to

verisimilitude, and the seriousness with which they were taken, repro- prepare separate data tapes for each of the remote sites. They would
duced even the emotions of the real thing--controllers swore that, with have a worldwide countdown, so that the tapes would all begin at the

momentary exceptions, they felt no more anxiety during missions than same moment and everyone around the world would have a view of the

they had during the sims. To Gene Kranz, the sims were the reason the same problem at the same time. But this also put a considerable burden
missions succeeded. "I could say it's hard work, perseverance, all of on the SimSup to anticipate events during the course of the sim. "The

those things. But it was the training process that did several things to you. SimSup had to guess what you were going to do and when you would do
First of all, it humbled yot,. And you'd have your successes too, and you it," one of the controllers recalled, "which was the tough thing to do.

felt good about them. You learned to pay exquisite attention to detail. You'd make a decision to abort now, but the tape didn't say abort now,
You learned the nuances of the voices that are talking to you on these so the damned thing would keep flying."

loops. By the timc you'rc linished, they have worked you over so much In those days, simulations were also a prime place for practical jokes.
and so well and so thoroughly that you never considered failure." As the space program grew, the jokes tapered off, but in the early years

nobody was sacrosanct, not even Chris Kraft. Things happened in the

In Mercury days, the sims had been primitive, ltarold Mille[', a yuung Mercury and Gemini sims that would have been unthinkable five years
Langley engineer from Tennessee, had been put in charge of develop- later. For example: Chris Kraft's console in the Mercury Control Center
lng Project Mercury's simulation capability. He didn't know anything included a screen that showed a live television shot of the launch pad.
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During sinmlations, tile Redshme or Atlas of course jttst .sat Ihcrc, but thc It still would have been okay, except that, back in ttouston, Shelly nad

camera was nonetheless always turned on. One day a controller named forgotten to tell Chris Kraft that it was all a charade. For the next few
John Hatcher substituted a tape of a launch for the live picture. Hatcher hours there were messages coming in from Houston inquiringsolicitously
synchronized the tape with the simulated countdown and waited for the about the status of Fendell. "Later on, of course, it came out that it was

moment of launch. As always during Mercury, Chris Kraft was the flight all pan of the sim," Fendell said, "and Kraft just went berserk. He like
director. At T-0, as Kraft pushed tile little gear lever that started the to killed Shelly."* But it worked, Fendell added. "The CapCom took
clocks, the Redstone on the television screen belched smoke and fire and over, ran a series of passes, and we had a good time."
lifted off the pad.

The gear lever wasn't hooked up to anything that could conceivably For all of the jokes, the sims were deadly serious business, no more so

have launched a rocket, but the sight was too contpellingly realistic to be than in the elemental, life-and-death decision named "abort." An abort
discounted. "Look at that!" Kraft yelled in dismay to Kranz, who was during Mercury and Gemini usually meant de-orbiting and coming home

sitting beside him at the assistant flight director's console. Kranz, in on early. An abort during Apollo could mean coming home early or it could

the joke, sat expressionless. "Did you see that'.)!" Kraft cried out again, refer to halting an attempt to land on the moon and returning the LEM to
pointing insistently at the screen, and a story was born that would be told the command module in lunar orbit.

and embroidered upon for years to come. _! The worst abort situation would be during powered flight, with the

The sobering presence of Chris Kraft normally kept such behavior astronauts strapped to a Saturn rocket that could kill them within seconds.
within bounds. Out at the remote sites, life was more unbuttoned. Ed "1 approached each launch and rode through each five minutes of

Fendell was one of the many free spirits sent out to run a remote site. As powered flight in a state of petrified terror," recalled tough old Walt
local director at the Hawaii site during sims for Gemini VII, he was Williams of the Mercury launches, and it didn't get any easier for

dissatisfied with his CapCom, an Air Force officer in training for what the people who controlled the Gemini and Apollo flights. Of all the
was expected to be the Manned Orbiting l_aboratory (later canceled). The possibilities of catastrophe during powered flight, the worst was what the

guy thought that all he had to do was to pass on what Fendell told him; simulation people called "the pad fall-back case," in which the booster
he couldn't understand that he had to dig in and learn for himself how the lost power within seconds after liftoff.

systems worked. So Fendell took it into his head to show the Air Force If that were to happen, things would go bad quickly. If the booster was
CapCom that he had to learn how to take charge. Fendell got on the phone only a few feet off the pad, it would explode as soon as it hit the ground

with Carl Shelly, a SimSup back in Houston (where the Control Center again. In that case, the decision to fire the escape rocket would probably
had moved after Gemini 111), and arranged that during the next sim have been made by sensors within the booster that were supposed to

Fendell would fake a heart attack. Shelly gave his approval. Fendell told detect the incipient catastrophic failure, even before the Control Center or
his Surgeon what he was up to. At the appropriate point during the the astronauts had time to react.t

simulation, Fen&Il clutched his chest, groaned loudly, and toppled out of If the launch vehicle was a few hundred feet above the pad, then
his chair. The Surgeon rushed over, announced that Fendell was hors de Booster had about four seconds to look at his data, decide something was

combat, and motioned for CapCom to take over. wrong, and call an abort. Booster therefore had an independent abort

The indolent CapCom was shaken. "Honolulu, this is Gemini Seven; capability on his console, consisting of a toggle switch with a red cover
tlonohdu, this is Gemini Seven." he called in confusitm, and began to to light the onboard abort light and a voice link with the spacecraft (all

lind out why he was supposed to be on top of thmgs. Fendell was * Kraft, who was sometimes said to lack a sense of humor, played his own role of exasperated

pleased. In fact, he was loving it, until a second physician waiting tt) leader so perfectly for so many of these shenanigans that one wonders whether he wasn't engaging

come on shift, an ehlerly Navy doctor whose l)tesetlce Fendell [tad not ina littlesimulationof hisown.t' Could the astronauts on a Saturn V have survived an explosion of the fully loaded three stages
anticipated, rushed over to examine him. Fendell held his breath. "l lined up beneath them? Difficult as it is to believe, the answer is probably yes. The escape tower on

think he's dead," the old' gentlenum annotlnced, lind beginl It) ildnlinisler the Apollo generated 134,000 pounds of thrust on an I 1,000-pound spacecraft for three seconds--an
experience that would have left the astronauts battered by the g forces, but would have gotten the

cardiopulmonary resuscitation, spacecraft away from the Saturn before the fireball engulfed them. Or so the designers calculated.
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aborts required both cues). To Kranz, "that was the worst, worst case," modes: return to earth using the escape tower to separate; at ilzgher
and the sims included one every so often, to keep Booster mentally altitudes, separation without the escape tower; and, in the latter stages of
prepared to give up so abruptly on the mission, powered flight, "abort to orbit." In Apollo, there were six separate

After the vehicle had gained some altitude, the abort decision became instances of powered flight: the launch phase, translunar injection,
more leisurely. Two people in addition to Booster had abort switches, and lunar-orbit insertion, hmar descent, lunar ascent, and trans-earth injec-

now they played decisive roles. One was of course Flight himself. The tion. During all of those phases except lunar ascent and trans-earth
other was FIDO. Neither one of them actually caused an abort to happen , injection, there were multiple abort modes to worry about. In Apollo, the

by flipping his switch; instead, they lit an alarm light informing the crew flight control team had to be prepared to fly two completely separate
that an abort situation had arisen, leaving it to the crew to take the action spacecraft, each with its own maze of systems.

to initiate the abort. The abort itself could take one of two forms, Against this backdrop, the SimSups began to prepare the flight control
depending on the situation: separating the spacecraft from the rest of the team and the astronauts to land on the moon. Since Mercury, all the sims
stack and firing the escape rocket, or casting off a malfunctioning first or .::?j had become "closed-loop," meaning that the computers driving the sims

second stage and continuing to ascend on the S-IVB. Unlike Booster could react to the controllers' actions, changing the scenario as the sim

during the first moments of launch, FIDO did not have the authority to _! played out. Occasionally, they ran long-duration sims, where the goal
call an abort unilaterally. His switch was to be reserved for situations in was to exercise the flight controllers in a routine, systematic fashiort---
which Flight and the flight crew had already decided to abort but were give them problems that were not imminently mission threatening or life

waiting to reach a particular range and velocity before they did so. In such threatening, and make sure that everyone was fully on top of his system.
a case, FIDO would use his switch to tell them when that moment had But the computers' increased sophistication was more useful for the
arrived, otherkindof sim,theonesthatfocusedon thefourmostdifficultof the

But these were only a limited subset of the many situations in which an mission phases--launch and entry, ascent and descent--and left control-
abort might become necessary. During powered flight, the rule of thumb lets damp with sweat.* Now the SimSups could double and triple and

was that the flight controllers had from about fifteen to twenty seconds to quadruple the load on the controllers. A failure in the EECOM system
make an abort decision. For anything more exigent than that, the crew could be followed by an independent failure in the reaction and control

would take action based on their onboard displays. But for a problem that system, and that one could be followed by static in the primary voice link.
involved control of the vehicle--multiple engine failures, a hard-over The point was to load the flight control team with several problems at the
engine (meaning an engine that had gone out of control and gimbaled to same time, to approach the controllers' absolute capacity to absorb and

its limit), or trajectory deviations--the astronauts would have, in Kranz's react to a constantly deteriorating situation. "They always tried to run

words, "no clue in the world what the hell had gone on," and the those in double-time, or close to it," said one controller, throwing
controllers would have to take the lead. If the controllers took longer than perhaps two dozen problems at a single controller in the fifteen minutes

twenty seconds, a spacecraft caught in a turning motion would probably prior to landing. You had to field the problem, snap out a call, and move
break the tension ties that held the C.S.M. to the rest of the vehicle, and on to the next problem almost instantaneously, or you were going to be

then they would have a whole new set of problems to worry about. "So working on an old problem while a new one had caused the LEM to
what we had to do was get our timing down for that case where we had crash.l' The logic behind this brutal routine was that just such a
lost control just due to engine hard-overs," said Kranz. "And we had to combination t)f fifilures wotdd create a disaster in a real flight.

get the crew off before we had structural failure." The SimSups "kept * In flight operations for Apollo, the words "descent" and "ascent" always meant specifically
working, working, working that case." descent to ami ascent from the lunar surface, never the earth's surface. Several similar potential

confusions of wording had tn be resolved during thc Apollo missions. The oki familiar "go" and
"no-go" convention, for example. What wmdd Ire message "go" mean lo a crew Ihat had just landed

The difference between the earlier manned programs and Apollo was that on the moon? That all systems were "go," meaning okay? Or thai they should "go," meaning leave?

all of the old problems had multiplied. In Mercury and Gemini, there had Tindall decreed that "stay" and "no-stay" be substituted while the LEM was on the surface.
t A "call" refers It) the information that a controller gives to Flight about a specific event. It

been one period of powered flight, the launch phase, and three abort might bea diagnosisof Iheproblemor a recommendationforaclion.
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The simulation controllers liked to think of themselves as being its circuit breaker. So Holkan got hold of one of the MOCR's main~.
imaginative and creative. To the controllers, "devious" and "sneaky" tenance men and arranged with him to come in early one morning.
seemed more apt. But the men who devised the sims had to be that way. Together, they pulled up some of the floor panels, ran a nylon cord from
They could assume that any controller who was promoted into the MOCR the S.C.A. up into the back of the Guido console, and wrapped the end
was cool and quick or else he wouldn't have gotten to the front room. of the cord around the circuit breaker. They replaced the floor panels,
There was no point in simulating the obvious malfunctions, because he hiding the cord, and Holkan retired to the S.C.A. to wait.
would swat those down instinctively. A good sim was one in which the Steve Bales was Guido that morning, and they were running a
nil[Ul'Cof the problcnl was masked, icl which Ihcl'C was fluobvious answer simulation of the ascent fronl the uloon. At the right moment--which is
(wrong), a more subtle answer (still wrong), and a right answer which to say, at the most delicate part of the ascent phase--Holkan pulled the
only the most suspicious and persistent mind would see as a possibility, string. "And goddang, if it didn't work."

The one constraint on the SimSups was that, by unwritten role, they "I heard this big pop," Bales recalled, "like somebody shot a gun in
could not give the flight control team a problem for which there was no front of me, and the whole console went blank." He had to do

answer. No matter how bad things got, the controllers could always say something--he was sitting in a critical chair for that part of the
to themselves that somehow, somewhere, it was in their power to save the mission--"but I couldn't. I froze." He looked at Jay Greene, the FIDO
lives of the crew. Within that single constraint, the SimSups could subject who was sitting next to him. Greene shrugged; he was busy with his own
the controllers to any combinationof horrors, problems. "I've lost my console," Bales told Flight forlornly, and then

"We would dig into the system and find little things," recalled Dick just sat there for about thirty seconds, frantically casting about in his mind
Koos, who ran sims from the first Mercury days on into Apollo and was for something to do. He had never encountered the obscure musical-
nominated by one veteran controller as "the most devious SimSup." chairs rule that Holkan had found, but the SimSup always left you a way
Koos would flip through schematics of the systems, looking for some out, he told himself. He finally thought to ask the O&P controller to put
obscure little diode, and then work out what would happen if that diode the Guido screen up on one of the ten-foot-square displays at the front of
should fail. The more utterly unconnected the diode and the resulting the MOCR--not the prescribed solution, but a fine demonstration of
failure, the better. The more work it made for the controllers, the better, controller ingenuity. Holkan smiled at the memory. "We went to great
"Okay, that'll keep 'em real busy for a while," Koos would say when he lengths to put malfunctions in."
found a good one, and watch with anticipation from behind the window Usually these were "integrated sims," in which the astronauts would
in the Sim Control Area to see how the controllers reacted, work from their full-scale simulators in Building5 or at the Cape, and the

Just because a failure seemed impossible didn't mean that the SimSups flight control team would interact with the crew just as they would during
couldn't go ahead and make it happen anyway. Thus one ebullient and a real flight. By the time of the Apollo flights, the simulators for the flight
notoriously inventive SimSup, Bob Holkan, was poring through the hardware--both the command module and the LEM--had become highly
procedures books looking for arcane roles, and found one fi)r console realistic. The astronauts not only had working versions of all the
failure in the MOCR. The procedure said that if a console riffled, spacecraft's switches and levers, they had a view out the window of the
the controller at that console was to move over to the next console, anti LEM simulator showing the lunar surface as it would appear during the
so on down the line, the theory being that the last controller, Retro, would descent phase. In another section of Building 5, M.S.C. technicians had
move onto Booster's console, which was empty after the launch phase, built a plaster-of-Paris model of the lunar landing site. As the LEM
Holkan found that the way to create the "maximum motion," which was simulator descended, a camera mounted above the model of the landscape
his objective, would be to cause a failure in Guido's console at the far would mimic its movements. Occasionally, this became gulpingly
right-hand side of the Trench. But Holkan couldn't figure out how to realistic. There was, for example, the time when the sim scenario called
make it fail; not surprisingly, the designers of the consoles had gone to for a radar altimeter failure: The astronauts descending in the LEM were
great lengths to prevent such an event from occurring. I led to believe that they were at a ridiculously high altitude for that point

Holkan found that the only way to shut down a console was to throw I in the descent. Failing to recognize the hardware breakdown, the crew
I

!
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acceleratea ,..,ar descent so much that they were unable to recover when, preached. "Never accept the fact that it's a sim screwup." Ax,_ _o the
in the last few seconds, watching the lunar landscape come rushing up at flight controller would call down to the back rooms and get readouts.on

them, they realized their mistake. The camera came down so hard that it obscure possibilities. Finally, when the controllers had thrashed around
smashed the lens against the plaster of Paris. To the astronauts, the long enough and had proved to their satisfaction and Flight's that the

impending crash looked all too real. situation in the spacecraft couldn't possibly look the way the AstroSim
Sometimes the sims proceeded without the astronauts in the trainer, had told them it did, the AstroSim would say, "Oh yeah, I just found out

and one of the people in the S.C.A. had to serve as an AstroSim. The I hit this other switch with my e.lbow when I was over here getting out my
AstroSim was, by the rules of the game, supposed to be able to do lunch." The sims had to be survivable, but they didn't have to be fair.

anything a real astronaut could do. His job was not a sought-after one.
"An astronaut's got literally hundreds of switches," Bob Holkan Each simulation was followed by a debriefing, also known as the
observed, "and he's got valves he throws, and he's got sixty pounds of "wake." The simulation team remained behind their picture window

flight-data file that he responds to. This guy [the AstroSim] is sitting while Flight went to each of the controllers and asked him to describe
there, he's got a C.R.T., and the ground controllers are asking him, what had led him to make the calls he had made, and whether in

'Would you reconfigure the switch on panel A47 And could you tell me :_ retrospect his calls were the best ones. It was a group confessional, with

the status of the little talk-back over on the left side, and while you're :!5 one controller telling his story, another chiming in to explain how his
there, throw the valve.'" That's the way they tried to do it during a ? remarks had influenced the situation, the people in the back rooms

flight--wait until they had several items to package, so they didn't talk to _ describing through the intercom what had been coming up on their
the crew too much. "Well, that's nice if you're in the spacecraft and _: screens--"cleansing their souls," they called it. The debriefings could be

you're floating around doing it," Holkan continued. "But the AstroSim's as harrowing as tile flight, especially when they still had the remote sites.
got this one C.R.T., and he doesn't know where in the vehicle this stuff "If you were sitting down in Australia and you screwed up," Ed Fendell
really is. And he's asking all these other guys in the sim room, 'What do recalled, "Mr. Kraft, Mr. Kranz, or Mr. Hodge would get on the line and
I tell them? Whatdo I tell them?'" commence to tell you how stupid you were, and you knew that every

In these situations, the people behind the picture window were not switching center, every office at Goddard, ships at sea, everybody and his
above lying--"Well, just tell them the switch is already in the right post- mother, everybody in thc world was listening. And you sat there and took
tion," they'd advise the AstroSim. What could the poor flight controller it. There was no mercy in those days."
know? "There's always the possibility that it was a transducer problem, Day after day they went on. one after another, eight or ten launches in

or telemetry problem," a FIDO pointed out. "The system had enough a day, eight or ten lunar descents, each with hideous, multiple failures,
nodes in it that there was always a possibility that the crew could be each with its debriefing and one's shortcomings laid out for inspection.

telling you one thing and your data could be saying something else and Bill Tindall was not a flight controller, but he couldn't stay away. "I used
there was a logicalexplanation." to plug in and watch them go," he recalled. "It was like going to an

Therein lay the continuing, inevitable advantage of the simulation exciting movie, watching those people work. Talk about exhausting!

people over the controllers. Under the tough flight directors--Kranz was Handling of emergencies in the missions was an absolute piece of cake by

especially strict on this point--the controllers had to assume that the comparison. The real missions were easy."
problem was real. Once in a while, however, an AstroSim would carry
things too far. There was, for example, the AstroSim who, during a
Gemini sim, was asked by Guido to look out his window and report the

position of a particular star. The AstroSim, with no idea where that star

was supposed to be, claimed that he was unable to comply with Guido's
request because of cloud cover. That one didn't wash. But short of that,
the AstroSims could get away with a lot. "Play it as it happens," Kranz
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or race riots. Had one of Chris Kraft's flight controllers been asked about

the most important event so far of 1968, he would probably have said that
it had occurred on January 22, when the unmanned Apollo 5 had carried

a lunar module on its first test flight. Today, Apri! 4, was going to be the
next important date of 1968: the unmanned flight of Apollo 6, the second

flight of a fully operational Saturn V.
That morning, Bob Wolf was Booster 1. The Boosters, whose job

lasted only tile eleven and a half minutes of powered llight it took to reach

CIIAPTER orbit on a Saturn V (plus another six minutes for translunar injection, for
the lunar missions), were always in an odd position in the MOCR. Just

2 when the rest of the flight control team was getting down to work, the

;,
,: Boosters went home.

Bob Wolf had been pressed into service for this flight only a few weeks
before. But he had been working with the lead Booster for several months

and felt no special apprehension as the countdown approached zero. Jay

"You've lost the engines ?" Greene was FIDO, Nell Hutchinson was Guido, and Cliff Charlesworthwas Flight.

At one second past seven o'clock in the morning, Cape time, the five
F-I engines on the Saturn S-lC lifted the spacecraft off Pad 39A. All five

engines operated nominally at first.

The morning of April 4, 1968, was one more day ill a year that was turning At the 125th second of powered flight on the first stage, the acceler-
the United States inside out. The Tet Offensive, which had so intensitied ometers in the S-IC began recording lengthwise oscillations in the launch

the debate over the Vietnam War, had occurred two months before. Six vehicle, producing a chugging motion like a car with bad spark plugs,
weeks before, Minnesota senator Eugene McCarthy, running tbr President decelerating and accelerating. This type of vibration was known to rocket

on an antiwar platform, had shown surprising strength against Lyndon scientists as "pogo," after the motion of a pogo stick.
Johnson in the New Hampshire primary. Just the preceding Sunday, on Pogo had been encountered in earlier space flights. The Titan that flew

March 31, President Johnson had announced that he would no_ seek the Gemini spacecraft had experienced pogo. The Saturn V on Apollo 4
reelection, and in the days since then the newspapers had been filled with had shown a mild pogo effect. But never had the pogo been so severe.

speculation about whether New York senator Robert Kennedy would enter The vibrations on Apollo 6 were vicious, alternating backward and
the race. Also in the news, though less prominently, was Dr. Martin Luther forward at the rate of five or six cycles per second, producing stresses on

King, Jr.'s current efforts on behalf of the striking garbage workers in the order of p/us or minus 10 g's. The pogo continued for ten seconds,

Memphis, Tennessee. This Thursday morning, King was in Memphis, then stopped. The only people who were aware of the pogo in real time
awakening to the new day in his room at the Lorraine Motel. were the Marshall engineers in Huntsville, who were watching the

Within thc world of Apollo, the outside world looked completely detailed data coming in to their own version of the MOCR, the HOSC

different. "I missed the entire Vietnam War," said one, typical of many. (Huntsville Operations Support Center). The rest of the S-lC burn was
"I watched no television, read no newspapers, came to work at six in the uneventful. In the MOCR, everything looked normal.

morning and worked until nightfall, six or seven days a week fi)r years." The Saturn V staged and the five J-2 engines on the S-Il ignited and ran

Fhe people of Apollo were barely aware that the Viemam War was going up to full power. Into the fourth minute of the S-II bum everything still
>n, barely aware that this was a presidential election year, barely aware looked normal. Then the screens in the Trench began acting up, showing
Ihat there was such a thing as a War on Poverty or L.S.D. or Sgt. Pepper erratic data. This was not unusual. The Trench got its tracking data from

308
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several s, cs, and one of FIDO's main jobs during a normal launch was "That's affirmative," said Wolf. _'._

to work with a controller who sat downstairs in Building 30's Commu- "Roger. It's your action." i,,;,i
nications Center, selecting the clearest channel. As FIDO Jay Greene In the unmanned Apollo flights, pushing Booster I's abort switch
shifted to a new data source at four and a half minutes into the burn of the would actually cause the Saturn V to abort. Booster I had the authority
S-II, Wolf's console began showing data that might either reflect a data

to push it on his own initiative. Given the point of the burn at which the
problem or indicate that engine 2 was faltering. He couldn't tell which, shutdown occurred, the mission rules told Wolf to do so, But as he
Seconds later, the console showed that the engine had shut down
altogether, watched the trajectory tracing on the big screen, the deviation wasn't as

This was bad enough, but then came the shocker: 1.3 seconds later, bad as the analyses had predicted. There wasn't any tumbling.Three seconds of silence passed, as Wolf tried to figure out what was

without any warning, engine 3 shut down. "That was beyond anyone's going on.
imagination," Wolf said later. The chance of one of the five engines on "Are those adjacent or opposite?" Charlesworth finally asked. The five
the S-II stage shutting down were small. The chance that two of these engines of the S-il were hung from cross beams in the same arrangement

independent systems would shut down simultaneously was infinitesimal, as the F-Is in the first stage, with the fifth engine in the middle of the cross

Jay Greene got his first word "over the airwaves," as the controllers beam. If the two engines which had shut down were opposite each other,
referred to speech not spoken into headsets. "We got two engines out!"

exclaimed an off-duty Booster standing behind Wolf. Wolf was staring at _ control would be easier to maintain than if the engines were adjacent. Theywere adjacent, unfortunately, but Wolf was too busy to answer. Another

the screen, thinking he had to be getting bad data. Then he looked up at three seconds of silence. Finally Booster 2 came on the line.
the trajectory plot board. Until then, the course of the Saturn V snaking "Flight, Booster 2, we seem to have good control at this time."
its way up and across the plot board had overlain the planned trajectory :, "Roger."
almost exactly. Now, it was visibly deviating, falling under the expectedaltitude. "Guidance system performingnominally,Flight." It was Nell

ltutcbinson chiming in from the Guido console.
Because the likelihood of a dual failure was so remote, the Marshall "Roger," said Charlesworth, who by now hadn't heard from Booster

engineers had not spent much time analyzing how the Saturn V would I for an eternity. Charlesworth prodded him:
behave with two engines out. But even the preliminary analyses seemed "You sure, Booster?"

to indicate conclusively that the vehicle would tumble out of control. The language of the MOCR was one of the most economical in the

They had a euphemism in the space program for such unlikely failures: world, for encapsulated in those three words was a long list of questions.
"a bad day." You didn't bother to plan for bad days. By definition, they "Are you really sure that the Saturn V is under control, Booster?"
were the kind of thing that the gods did to you sometimes, and the best Charlesworth was asking. "Are you sure that you shouldn't hit that abort
thing to do was go home and have a drink and come back the next day to
pick up the pieces, switch, Booster? .... Are you sure you know what you're doing,

Booster?" All of that and more was in those three words. But from his

Back in the third row, Charlesworth had not heard the exclamation tone, Charlesworth might have been asking Booster whether he really
from the off-duty Booster. Wolf's voice finally came over the flightdirector's loop. wanted another cup of coffee.

Down on the front row, Wolf had been going through quiet agonies.
"Flight, Booster," That was the protocol: Say the name of the person The philosophy of the (;erman team at Marshall, instilled in each of itsyou were calling on thc loop, then identify yourself.
"Go." Americans as well, was all m o,m direction: Be disciplined, be pro-

fessional, and don't improvise, especially during an actual flight. The
"We've lost, uh, engine two and engine three." Wolf's voice was

expressionless, heritage of Marshallwas unmanned, automatedvehicles, and "the

"You've lostthe ' . ,, Marshallguys were very nervousaboutthese flightcontrollers," as one
engines? Charlesworth said, with a perceptible "ohshit" tone in his voice. Marshall engineer recalled. "The idea of somebody being able to send a

command to the Irocket] was a little bit strange to them." On the first
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all-up flight of the Saturn V the preceding November, Booster had sent plan, and the spacecraft was returned safely to earth, but there remained
just such a command, not planned in advance, when there had been a two sobering, unassailable facts: The pogo in the first stage was so severe
little glitch in the propulsion system of the S-IVB. "He did the right that a crew might have been injured, had to abort, or both; and three
thing," the Marshall engineer said, "but it was a little bit questionable at separate engines had failed.*
the time and some people questioned it." They questioned it so much, in
fact, that Booster I for that flight had had a nervous breakdown, and Later that day, in the early afternoon, Martin Luther King was shot and
that's why Bob Wolf had been pressed into service so abmpfly, killed as he stood on the balcony of the Lorraine Motel, and the United

In this case, the pre-planned, disciplined, by-the-book action was States moved from a time of troubles to one of domestic crisis. The rest
clear-cut. Two adjacent engines out is an abort situation. But, contrary to of the world paid little attention to the Apollo 6 flight one way or the
all the predictions, the thing seemed to be flying. So, in response to other. Insofar as anyone noticed, it looked like a success--NASA
Charlesworth'squestiorv--"Yousure, Booster?"--Wolfjust said: "Data announced, accurately, that all of the mission's major flight-test
indicatesit, Flight." objectiveshad been achieved.WithinNASA,Apollo6 was deeply

And they rode it out. The guidance system oll the Saturn worked better /?Z disquieting.

than anyone had figured it could under such circumstances. They ._extended the burn on the remaining three engines for a minute, using the
propellants that hadn't been used by the two silent engines. Then they
staged,andthat'swhenFIDOJayGreenebegantoearnhismoney. 1

After the two engines had gone out, thc vehicle had maintained il
pitched-up attitude known as "chi-freeze" for far longer than it would Slowly, each of Apollo 6's malfunctions yielded an explanation. The
have' under ordinary circumstances. "Well, the S-IVB lit up," Greene pogo effect had occurred because the natural vibration of the thrust
recalled, "and the first thing it said was, 'Omigod, I've got too much chambers on the F-I engines, approximately 5.5 hertz, was too close to
altitude.' And so it pointed its nose straight at the center of the earth." the structural vibration of the vehicle as a whole, which peaked at about
This battle between the guidance system and thc gimbal limits on the 5.25 hertz. A system of "shock absorbers" was installed to de-tune the
engine continued h)r about eighty seconds, with Greene getting closer engine frequencies, in effect, so that they would never again get into
and closer to an abort call of his own. When the S-IVB finally gave up synch with the structural frequencies.
trying to get to the altitude it wanted, it had a flight-path angle that was The pogo did not cause the engine failures, however. The S-IVB
unacceptably low. "So then the little devil said, 'Well, this is bad, I've engine failure and the first of the two failures on the S-II stage had both
got to pick up the flight-path angle,' so it started pitching up, and as it occurred for the identical reason, raptures in a six-foot length of
started pitching up it said, 'Now I'm overspeed,' so it actually went into stainless-steel fuel line, five-eighths of an inch in diameter, that in each
orbit thrustingbackward." stagecarriedliquidhydrogento thestartercupof a J-2engine.The line

The plot boards showing where the Saturn had wandered looked as it' had two short vibration-absorbing "bellows" sections in it, and the
a drank had been drawing the trajectory. It was without question the most bellows sections had a wire braid shielding on the outside. When the line
exciting powered launch anybody in the MOCR had ever witnessed. "A was tested on the ground, it worked perfectly, but only because--
fascinating flight," Greene said tersely--his very first shift in tile MOCR. unbeknownst to the engineers--the liquid hydrogen running through the
What was he doing all this time? "Puckering." line causedfrost to form on the braided shield, helping to dampen the

There was more to come. After waiting for two orbits, it ciune time to * Stillanotherproblemt,'ccurredup in thc SpacecraltLunarAdapte[.the SLA. the _.ectionwhich
relight the S-IVB for a simulation of translunar injection. And it didn't during a lunar missioncontainedthe LEM--a section of it rippedaway shortlyafter the Ix)go
relight. The S-IVB had now failed, and the contrnllers used the smaller problem. Fora time, it was thought that the cause of this problemmight havebeena cause of one

or more of the launch vehicle's problems as well. but it turnedout to be an independentevent,
Service Propulsion System (S.P.S.) engine on the service module as a difficultto diagnosebut comparativelyeasy to fix once the natureof the structuralfailure in the
substitute. They managed to complete most of the maneuvers in the flight honeycomb materialoftheSLAhadbeenfound.
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vibration in the bellows. In the vacuum of space, where there was over Clear Lake to the east of M.S.C. In the reception area were his mree

no moisture to form a protective frost, "those little old bellows just secretaries, headed by Marilyn Bockting.* i., ':,;%:

sang like a rattlesnake," as Jerry Thomson described it (the veteran of During the week, the three secretaries worked in overlapping shifts,'
the F-I fix was called in on this one too). They quickly fatigued and with Judy Wyatt arriving first at about 7:15, a little after Low, and the last

failed. The bellows section was eliminated in favor of a new, stronger :_ of them leaving at eight in the evening, usually before Low himself went
design, home.On Satnrdays,l,ow workeda shorterday, onlyuntilfiveor six.

The third of the engines that failed hadn't really failed at all. Through The secretaries traded off Sattmlays.

a manufacturing error at the Michoud Assembly Facility for the S-II, two On one spring Saturday in 1968--probably shortly after Apollo 6,
wires connecting engines 2 and 3 in the S-II stage had been crossed. The though she couldn't recover the exact date--it was Judy Wyatt's turn.
shutdown of the sick engine 2 had triggered the shutdown of a healthy Frank Borman, the astronaut who was in charge of the "tiger team" that

engine3. ASPOhadsentouttoDowneyafterthefire,wasinHoustonthatweekend
Each of these diagnoses and fixes took many weeks--NASA later and wanted to report to Low on the status of the redefined Block I1

calculated that 125 engineers and 400 technicians spent 31,000 man- command modules that were being produced by North American. Wyatt

hours on the pogo problem alone. And no matter how exhaustive the i_ arranged a thirty-minute appointment for nine o'clock. Borman was intests, the fact remained that while the flight of the first Saturn V had been there an unusually long time. When he finally emerged, Low called her

splendid, the second one had been a cripple that by all rights should have ? into the office to take some dictation.
tumbled into the ocean. Had there been men on board Apollo 6, the crew Wyatt usually enjoyed taking dictation from Low--he was the only

probably would have aborted the mission during the pogo, when they man she had ever worked for whose subjects always agreed with his
would have been so violently banged around that they couldn't have verbs--but this day she was fretting over the mess that Borman had made

operated the spacecraft. If the pogo hadn't happened, Charlesworth of the Saturday-morning schedule. It wasn't until Low was finished that

probably would have had the crew abort when the two engines on the she realized what she had been writing down. The memo was to Chris
second stage shut down. It was all right for Wolf to wait and see what Kraft. Recent progress at Downey had been faster than they had hoped,

happened with an unmanned vehicle, but it would have been dangerous Low was saying. Borman thought that the command module was about
to do so with a crew on board, ready to go to the moon. WouldChris Kraft please get together a small

It was in the context of all this that, shortly thereafter, George Low group of people and find out very discreetly where they stood on this
decided that the next launch of the Saturn V should carry men--that it possibility from a Flight Operations standpoint--lunar trajectories, mis-

should carry them, in fact, all the way to the moon. sion techniques, and so forth? Low told Wyatt not to make a copy even
for his own files, and to tell Betsy Bcdnarcyk, Kraft's secretary, that this
was an "007." Low was a James Bond fan, and "007" meant that after

Kraft read the memo, his secretary was to destroy it.

2

Between flights, the center of gravity at Houston was in Building 2, the

nine-story headquarters building at the south end of the complex. The 3
higher the floor, the higher the position. Thus when George Low became
manager of ASPO, taking a demotion from his old position as deputy Owen Maynard had devised the flight schedule for Apollo through the
director of the center, his office shifted from the top floor, the ninth, first hmding, assigning a Icuer to each type of mission. "A" designated

downto the seventh, the unmannedSaturnV test flights(Apollo4 and 6 were both "A"

Like other senior staff at M.S.C., Low had a suite. It included a large, * MarilynBocktingv,asa secretarywitha reputationsoawesomethatwhenshediedanannual

paneled office with space for a conference table and windows looking out "Marilyn Btv.zkting Award" for the top secretary at M.S.C. was instituted in her honor.
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missions) and "B" was the unmanned test of the LEM, Apollo 5. "C," fly before the end of the year. None of the subsequent missions could be

scheduled for the autumn of 1968, was the first manned mission, a repeat skipped. Therefore, why not switch the order of the D and E missions?
of the one Gus Grissom was to have flown. "D" was the first manned They wouldn't have a LEM by December, but they would have a good
mission using both the command module and the lunar module, in low C.S.M. and a Saturn V to lift it. They didn't need the lunar module for

earth orbit. "E" was another mission using the command module and that first deep-space mission. They needed to obtain deep-space experi-
LEM in combined operations, but in a high earth orbit that would take the enee in translunar navigation, lunar orbit, communications, and thermal
spacecraft as far as 4,000 miles away fi'om earth. "F" was the first conditions, and all of that could be gained with a crew in the command

mission in which a spacecraft would go to the moon; it would enter lunar module. So: They could fly the E Mission, but without the LEM, in 1968,

orbit and exercise the LEM but not land. "G" was the first lunar landing, let the D Mission slip until early 1969 when the LEM would be ready,
Each mission had /ts own reason for existence. None could safely be and then proceed directly to the F Mission. That was the logical half of

skipped. Low'splan.The audacioushalfwas thatGeorgeLowwasproposingto
In the spring of 1968 when Low sent his 007 memo to Kraft, he had fly to the moon on only the second manned Apollo spacecraft, the first

been thinking of making E Mission into a lunar-orbit flight instead of a manned Saturn V, and the first Saturn V to fly after the failure-ridden

high earth-orbit flight, something that he and Kraft had been discussing Apollo 6.
off the record for some time. By May 24, Low felt ready to tell Gilruth

in his daily "Apollo Notes fi_r Dr. Gilruth" that "Chris Kraft and I During the first half of the week after he got back from the Caribbean,
agreed.., that we would pursue an E Prime Mission which would be a Low called Scott Simpkinson, now promoted to ASPO's assistant

lunar orbiting mission." But as early as June, another more radical program manager for Flight Safety. Could Apollo 8 go to the moon
possibility had occurred to Low, which he still kept to himself. At the end without compromising Simpkinson's safety rules? Looking at the hard-
of July, he left lot a vacation in the Caribbean. On Monday, August 5, ware, Simpkinson couldn't see any reason why not. It looked to him as

he returnedto the office, if the real problem was navigation,which wasn't his specialty. Low
called Bill Tindall, whose specialty it was. Tindall thought the idea was

"He came back on Monday morning, and things just started popping," gangbusters. As for navigation, they were in great shape. His Mission

Judy Wyatt recalled. "He said, '1 can't tell you what it is right now, but Techniques meetings had already worked through the procedures for
I want you to keep a log of people I talk to. And I want it kept under a launch, earth orbit, translunar injection, and entry. All they had left were
secret cover sheet.' "Over the next few days, an she kept the log, she the techniques for midcourse corrections on the way to the moon,
began to see a pattern. One morning she was in the washroom, brushing lunar-orbit insertion, and trans-earth injection to come home again, and

her hair, idly thinking over the people her boss had been seeing, when it Tinda/l told Low those would be a piece of cake.

hit her. Wyatt dashed back into the suite. "Marilyn, we're going to the Low talked it over with Chris Kraft. Kraft, who had always been
moon!" she said. Bockting, one of a handful that Low had lei in on the Low's ally in trying to shift E Mission from high earth orbit to a lunar

secret, laughed and said nothing, mission, wasreceptive, but what Low was asking now--for Kraft to get
his flight controllers ready for a lunar mission in only four months-

'Fo George l.ow, thc rcasoning was simple. Wally Schirra's crew was presented a new magnitude of difficulty. Pledging them to secrecy, Kraft

going to tly thc first manned nfission, C, known pt, blicly as Apollo 7, in met with Jim Slokes and Lyn Duuseith, his two leading experts on the
late September or early October. Low assumed it woukt be a success, that status of the computer software for a lunar mission. If the software

the C.S.M. would come out of Apollo 7 certified flight-worthy for a lunar couldn't be ready by December, there was no point in proceeding. Stokes
mission. To get to the moon during 1969 and meet the Kennedy deadline, and Dunseith went off to conduct a private inquiry.

the D mission certifying the flight-worthiness of the [.EM had to lly On Thursday, August 8, Low flew to Kennedy Space Center for a
before the end of 1968. But to fly.D, they had to have an operational lunar meeting on work schedules, still saying nothing about his idea. He let
module, and the LEM was running behind schedule; D couldn't possibly Rocco Petrone do his work for him.
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Petrone was getting frustrated. At Mueller's last program review in prime." For the time being, the code phrase for it would be ":Sam's
Houston, it had sounded to Petrone as if Mueller still wanted Petrone to budget exercise."

push for a December launch of a spacecraft with a LEM, and Petrone The only two NASA officials who didn't express their enthusiasm were
knew it couldn't be done--the LEM just wasn't going to be ready. But so Jim Webb and George Mueller, and they were 4,000 miles away

far he hadn't gotten the message across. Mueller's Apollo Program attending a conference in Vienna, Austria, on the peaceful uses of outer
manager, Sam Phillips, was giving him the meeting at the Cape to space. In fact, nobody told them what was happening. The enthusiastic
convince him--and through him, Mueller--that December was impossi- cabal in yon Braun's office decided that there wasn't any point in

ble. Petrone called together his staff and told them to prepare a bothering Webb and Mueller with this new idea quite yet, not until they
straight-out briefing. "I don't want any emotion in this thing," Petrone had all had a chance to take a closer look at it.
told them, "and I don't want you picking on anybody, because then they

always feel you're trying to shove a hot poker up their ass. Just lay it all
out for them." So they did, and Phillips listened. "Sam," Petrone

concluded, "there's no way that thing is going to launch before the first

of February; I don't care if you give it to God." Low flew back to
Houston reconfirmed in his determination to send a LEM-less Apollo 8 to
the moon.

Early Friday morning, Kraft gave Low another green light. Dunseith '_
and Stokes had determined that the schedule for the Control Center

software was tight, but it could be met. At 8:45 that morning, August 9, c

Low walked from his office up the two flights of stairs to Gilruth's office !i
on the ninth floor and for the first time revealed his plan to the center

director. Kraft and Slayton came in and added their endorsements. By :_

temperament a cautious man, Gilruth nonetheless thought this was a great
idea "It took me ten seconds to respond," he said.

Low called Phillips, who was still at the Cape, while Gilruth called von

Braun. Phillips was intrigued, but he reserved judgment. He suggested
that they convene a meeting of the program's key people to discuss it. In
a remarkable demonstration of how rapidly NASA could react in those

days, a meeting was arranged for 2:30 that same afternoon in Huntsville.

Only five hours after anyone outside Houston had heard of the idea, most
of NASA's senior officials were gathered in von Braun's office--Sam

Phillips and George Hage from O.M.S.F.; Kurt Debus and Rocco
Petrone from K.S.C.; Eberhard Rees, Lee James, Ludie Richard, and yon

Braun from Marshall. Representing Houston were Gilruth, Low, Kraft,

and Deke Slayton.

Low's plan was an easy sell--the initial reaction, Phillips recalled, was
"guardedly positive." Von Braun promised that the Saturn could be

retargeted ("It doesn't matter to the launch vehicle how far we go").
Debus promised that the Cape could be ready for a lunar launch by
December 20. The mission would be designated C', spoken as "C-
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was crazy when Low first suggested it. He just wanted Bostick to think
aboutit untilMondaymorning f.

"I left there still thinking that, geez, I've heard of some stupid things,

_1 but that's crazy," said Bostick. He spent Sunday with a few people 'in
:_ MPAD (the Mission Planning and Analysis Division) who had been

_{ alerted. They decided they wouldn't have time to get everything into the
_ Mission Control Center computers by December, but that was okay.

MPAD could run the calculations off line, in their own computers, and
then feed the data into the back rooms. It wouldn't be perfect, the Trench

(:_^vrEa wouldn't have all the displays in front of them that they might like, but

3 the MPAD people could walk the hard copy from the office wing of

Building 30 over to the MOCR, and they could read it off the printouts.
"By about noon Monday," said Bostick, "! had concluded that, yeah,
we can do that."

Slowly, still limited to a few key people, the word spread, and the

"It was darn scary" effect was electrifying. Years later, Aaron Cohen remembered as thehighlight of his illustrious career the day when Low called him and said
he wanted to "pull off a coup" on Apollo 8. Cohen, then working as

Owen Maynard's top engineer for the C.S.M.'s systems, was directed by
Low to see whether the C.S.M. was ready to take on a lunar mission. Rod

By August of 1968, Jerry Bostick was holding Glynn Lmmey's old job as Loe, running the Communications and Life Support Systems Section in

head of the Flight Dynamics Branch, making him the leader of the Flight Operations, was getting too far up the hierarchy to act as a flight
Trench. If Kraft sent a spacecraft to the moon in tour months, it would be controller any more. His boss, Arnie Aldrich, kept threatening to move
the Trench that would be responsible lbr seeing that all the burns him out of the MOCR andinto the Spacecraft Analysis Room, the SPAN,

happened at the right times, for the right durations, with the spacecraft in a more senior position hut less fun. Loe had been resisting. After a
the right attitudes. It would be the Trench that would have to oversee meeting in Kraft's office where Loe first heard that they might be going
navigation to and from the moon and prepare the dozens of abort circumlunar on the December mission, Loe and Aldrich walked back to

contingency plans. So Bostick was among a very small number of people their offices in Building 30. On the way, Loe made up his mind. Just let

who were let in on the secret. Cliff Charlesworth, in whom Kraft had me be your lead EECOM on this flight, he said to Aldrich, and he would
already confided, called Bostick on Friday evening after the Huntsville never argue with him again about going into the SPAN. Loe would go
meeting and told him to go to Kraft's office the next morning. "It's about there for the rest of his career, he said, if only he could be in the MOCR
the C Mission," was all that Charlesworth would say. "l think you'll find for this one.
it interesting."

It was a small meeting that Saturday--Kraft, Charlesworth, Kranz,

Arnie Aldrich (chief of the C.S.M. Systems Branch for the Flight Control

Division), and Bostick. Kraft told them that George Low wanted the next 1
ttight to go circumlunar. Aldrich thought it sounded like a "clever

strategy." Bostick was shocked. "How do you think we're gonna do Sam Phillips had gone back to Washington after the Huntsville meeting
that?" Bostick protested. "We're not ready to do that!" to tell Tom Paine, the acting administrator in Webb's absence, about the

"No, don't take that attitude," Kraft replied. He, too, had thought it idea. "Sam," Paine said, "we've been arguing whether we could put a

32O
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man on ,.._ Saturn V. The last time, it had pogo troubles, the SLA came NASA; if it were a failure, he would not only be the obvious t,-_;et of

apart, and three engines shut down.... Now you want to up the ante. recriminations, he would have to respond without the resources of,the

Do you really want to do this, Sam? .... Yes, sir!" Phillips said. Paine administrator's office to support him. Staying with NASA as of the fall (Sf
instinctively liked the idea, but it seemed too good to be true. Yet 1968 was for Jim Webb a high-risk, low-gain proposition. ",'½),.'

Phillips's judgment was always solid, and if he was this enthusiastic then On September !6, Webb went over to the White House and renewed a
C' must be feasible. "We'll have a hell of a time selling it to Mueller and suggestion he had made before, that perhaps it was time for him to retire.
Webb," Painesaid. L.B.J. took him up on it, suggestingthat Webb resign immediately.

When Sam Phillips finally got hold of him by phone on the Tuesday, Webb was surprised that Johnson wanted to do it that very day, but he

August 13, George Mueller was "skeptical and cool."* The risks were was glad to be released. James E. Webb, NASA's second administrator,

obvious. The technological gains of a lunar flight over an earth-orbit its longest-tenured, and in the minds of many its finest, left NASA on
flight were not immediately apparent. Mueller would think about it. October 7, 1968, four days before the first men flew in an Apollo

It wasn't until Thursday, August 15, that they reached Webb on a spacecraft. He was replaced by Tom Paine.
conference call to the U.S. embassy in Vienna. Mueller had not yet
mentioned C' to him. "Sam and I sat down in two offices and managed Rocco Petrone was sitting with Sam Phillips and George Low in the

to put over tile idea to Jim," Paine recalled. "He was horrified." "He Firing Room, watching a dry run with the Apollo 7 astronauts, when the
was pretty crisp and clear in his disbelief," Phillips agreed. "If a news of Webb's resignation came over the wire. It had been a rough day,

person's shock could be transmitted over the telephone, I'd probably have i Petrone remembered--the dry run had encountered the usual series of
been shot in the head." ': problems, unpleasantly reminiscent of another dry run with the crew of

For Jim Webb, Low's brainchild was more than he wanted to face. By i, A.S.-204, nineteen months earlier. Everybody was edgy. Then Jack

the summer of 1968, Webb had been administrator of NASA for more King, the Cape's public information officer, came over to Petrone's
than seven years, negotiating a path for NASA in the midst of Johnson's console and told them that Jim Webb had just announced his retirement.

growing preoccupation with Vietnam and increasing congressional hos- It came as a surprise to all of them; this was, they recognized, the passing
tility toward Apollo. Webb had borne months of criticism after the fire. of an era. Still, there was another side to it. George Low turned to Sam
Now, he was being asked to approve a mission that jumped the schedule Phillips and said, "This makes C-prime possible."

everyone had agreed to and that, if it were to fail, could fail in a It had already been announced that a new mission was going to be
particularly ghastly way, with astronauts marooned in lunar orbit at inserted between Schirra's flight and Jim McDivitt's test of the LEM.
Christmastime. Furthermore, Webb knew he was going to be out of his Phillips had given a press conference in late August, revealing that the

job on January 20, 1969--neither Humphrey nor Nixon would let him new Apollo 8 might be more than just a low-earth-orbit flight. NASA was

stay on through the first moon landing, preparing a "flexible mission," he said. Perhaps the spacecraft would
All this led Wcbb to two conclusions, mixing loyalty and political have a high earth orbit, with an apogee several thousand miles out.

canniness. If something did go wrong, he wanted to be able to defend Conceivably, Apollo 8 could involve a circumlunar flight, but Phillips

NASA and his engineers aggressively. If he were administrator, anything buried that possibility under so much talk about the "flexible mission"
he said would sound self-serving. Also, there was nothing to gain by that only Tom O'Toole of The Washington Post put the circumlunar

staying. If C' were a success, it would not add nmch to his experience at option in his lead. Most of the others came away from Phillips's briefing
thinking that a lunar mission was such a remote possibility that they

* [t originally had been planned that f)fiillips w,,)uld fly to Vienna to talk to Mue[ler, to avoid didn't even mention it.
Soviet interception of transatlantic telephone conversations One purpose (though not publicly
emphasized) of gning circumhmar so quickly was to beat tile Soviets lo the punch. By 1968, NAS/_ By the time that Apolh) 7 was launched on a SaluFn IB with Wally
was no h)nger worried ab(mt thc Soviets landing on the m(xm before thc Americans, but a Soviet Schina, Walt Cunningham, and Dona Eiscle on October 11, 1968, the
attempt to fly around the moon before the Americans landed seemed a very real possibility, Paine
finally decided Ihal for Phillips to show up in Vienna would scl off more warning signals than the press had discovered that the possibilities of a circumlunar flight were
lelephonecalls greaterthantheyhad realized.Then Apollo7 turnedout to be closeto a
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perfect mission, discounting the head colds that plagued all three : 2
astronautsandsomewranglingbetweenthe crewand ground.The '.'.
eleven-day flight gave the controllers a chance to wring {)ut all of the Reflecting on it years later, Mike Collins wondered whether the most
Apollo spacecraft's environmental and control systems. The S-IVB that historic moment in the Apollo Program might have occurred not on July
would have to push Apollo 8's spacecraft into a translunar orbit worked 20, 1969, when Nell Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin became the first men on
perfectly. So did the S.P.S. engine on the service module that would slow the moon, but at 9:41 A.M.Central Standard Time, December 21, 1968.
the spacecraft into lunar orbit and later speed it oul of lunar orbit and back On that morning, Collins was CapCom. If it hadn't been for a bone spur
towardtheearth, requiringsurgerythe precedingJuly,Collinswouldhavebeenup there

After Schirra's crew landed on October 22, thc speculation about a himself---he had been a crew member on Apollo 8 until the surgery had

lunar flight for Apollo 8 was fully in the open and sometimes being _'_i made him lose too much training time. Collins had been reassigned to a
;t,_ later mission, Apollo 11.treated as certainty. Within NASA, however, a final decision had yet to ¥

be made. Mueller had continued to play a skeptic's role throughout the .;_ Now, they were two hours and fifty minutes into the flight of Apollo 8,
fall, unconvinced that the gains were worth the risk. But the people at carrying Frank Borman, the commander; Jim Lovell; and Bill Anders. So
Houston kept coming up with counters to his objections. On October 28 far, George Low's imaginative leap had been vindicated. There had been
and 29, a critical review was held. After two long days of briefings, no pogo during launch, no premature engine shutdowns, no problems
Mueller said tersely that he had concluded that "there is no technical with the SLA. The spacecraft had been checked out in orbit and its
reason not to fly Apollo 8 as a lunar-orbit flight." attitude had been meticulouslyaligned and double-checkedfor the next

But still he was dissatisfied. On November 4, Mueller sent a letter to step, the procedure known as translunar injection. As CapCom, it fell to

Bob Gilruth urging one long last look. "There are grave risks to the Collins to pass up the word. "Apollo 8," Collins said into his headset.
program as a whole, not just to the Apollo 8 mission," he wrote. He was "You are go for T.L.I." From the spacecraft, Jim Lovell answered,
satisfied that the risks "from a purely technical aspect are probably "Roger, understand. We are go for T.L.I."
reasonable and acceptable," and he recognized that "the greatest single Collins, a man with a sense of both poetry and history, felt even as he
advantage" of flying Apollo 8 to the moon was the way it had galvanized spoke that the words weren't enough. Here is one of the most historic
people. "Yet," Mueller pointed out, "you and I know that if failure things we've ever done, may ever do, he thought to himself, and there
comes, the reaction will be that anyone should have known better than to ought to be some recognition of it. And what do I say? "Apollo 8,
undertake st_ch a trip at this point in time." you're go for T.L.I." But in the MOCR, that's just the way "Mankind,

Mueller got the additional long last look he wanted, but by this time the the time has come to leave your first home" was said. The S-lVB relit as
psychological momentum was nearly palpahle. On November 7, the C' programmed, firing for five minutes. It increased the spacecraft's speed
Crew Safety Review Board came in with its favorable recmnmendation, from 25,000 to 33,500 feet per second, sufficient to take the spacecraft
On November 10, the Apollo executives were briefed by Phillips, Low, out of earth's gravitational field.
and other senior NASA managers on the benefits and risks of Apollo 8,
and unanimously went on record in favor of a lunar flight {with the The flight to the moon was outwardly serene. During the third night of the
McDonnell-Douglas representative recommending that it be circumlunar translunar coast, the boys 'in the Trench entertained themselves by
instead of lunar orbit). On November 11, there was a NASA management calculating the precise moment when the spacecraft would reach the

meeting to go over everything one more time, then il smaller meeting of "equi-gravisphere," the balance point between the gravitational fields of
Paine, Mucllcr, Phillips, and thc centcr directors, then a third meeting of earth and moon. When the spacecraft reached that invisible point in space
just Paine, Homer Newell (the associate administrator), and Mt,eller. The at 2:29 P.M.,C.S.T., December 23, they called up hard copies of their
next morning, Tuesday, November 12, 1968, acling administrator Paine displays for mementos. But other than that, all seemed quiet. The course
appeared at a press conference and announced that Apollo 8 would be a was good and the television newscasts told that all was well until the next
lunar-orbitmission, bigevent,insertionintoa lunarorbit(L.O.I.).
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Elsewhere in the Control Center, however, there was a degree of "chewed me out something royal." Still, there was nothing else to uobut
concern. The first night out, CapCom had received a cryptic message incorporate the two corrections into the flight plan, and so at the last

· from the crew of Apollo 8 to listen to the dump of the onboard crew minute they did. · ' ,?w

conversations (periodically, the data recorded on board, including the When they did perform the two burns, they got a jolt when the
crew's conversation, were transmitted--"dumped"--back to earth), data revealed that the engine had not performed up to expectations: The

Charlesworth didn't get to it right away. A while later, the crew repeated degree of acceleration, known in the Control Center as delta-V, was a
its suggestion, and so Charlesworth went to a back room and listened to little short.* Teams at Rockwell and Houston spent "a pretty active three
the playback. The message the crew had recorded on the onboard tapes, days," as Charlesworth put it, while Apollo 8 was on its way to the

so that it couldn't be monitored by the world at large, was that the moon, assuring themselves that it was a minor problem· Helium bubbles
commander of the mission had a medical problem---vomiting and that had been loaded with the propellants were causing the engine to miss

diarrhea. Because Borman didn't seem a likely candidate for space during very short burns.
sickness--he had never been ill on his fourteen-day Gemini mission

one of the first explanations that occurred to Charlesworth and medical Ed Pavelka was sitting at the FIDO console when the time came to pass

director Charles Berry was that Borman's illness had something to do up the data for the burn that would put Apollo 8 into lunar orbit. This was
with the radiation belts Apollo 8 had traversed as it headed outward done by voice. Pavelka provided the numbers to CapCom, CapCom read

toward the moon. Much of the next day was spent playing through the them to the crew, and then the crew read them back to the ground to

implications if either of the other crew members were to come down with i_ verify· Pavelka had done it many times before during simulations, but he
the same symptoms, and rethinking the abort rules for medical problems. _ had a funny feeling about giving out the numbers for real. It was, he

But Borman recovered, and the crisis passed. _'_ decided, a sobering feeling.
By that time, however, the design engineers were getting fidgety about ,: It was a time for getting nervous about things they knew they shouldn't

the status of the Service Propulsion System, the S.P.S., the engine that be nervous about. Hitting the moon, for example. The people in MPAD

had to work to take the spacecraft into and out of lunar orbit. Just two i: had calculated the trajectories to fractions of degrees and independent
days before launch, engineers doing ground tests on the S.P.S. engine computer programs were constantly checking their answers· The algo-
had brought Aaron Cohen a disturbing piece of news. The S.P.S. engine rithms themselves had been tested and retested. "I know we have figured

had two legs, or routes, for feeding propellant into the combustion this right," Charlesworth kept telling himself. "And I know all our
chamber. Either alone would be adequate to do the job, but mission roles guidance systems arc accurate, and we tracked it properly, and all the
demanded that both be functional before the flight director committed the mathematicians in the world have looked at this thing . . ." Still, sixty

crew to lunar orbit. The problem was that tests showed a high spike--a miles was, in Charlesworth's mind, pretty close when you scaled

potential detonatiorv---if they initiated both legs without first wetting the sixty miles to the diameter of the moon, and Charlesworth, who was off

combustion chamber. "Wetting," which wasn't difficult, consisted of duty for that shift, continued to pace nerwmsly in the back row of the
firing the engine for a brief period, but no one had been asked to MOCR

incorporate the kind of wetting they needed using each leg separately-- John Mayer, director of MPAD, was in a back room that night--

into the flight plan, nor had any provision been made for firing the S.P.S. MPAD staff supported the consoles m the Trench---and he found himself
en route to the moon if the firing wasn't needed for a course correction, the center of attention. "Suddenly Mueller and Gilruth and Kraft came

They would have to be ready to fire the engine (a "burn") twice, using walking into the room, saying. '[tow sure are you we're going to miss the
each leg separately, and to arrange the two burns so that they canceled moon?' "Mayer remembered. 'Tm real sure." lie answered, laughing·
each other out. Such a requirement should have been planned and Emil Schicsser. one ol' Maycr's yotmg navigational whizzes, couldn't

incorporated into the flight plan and the mission software weeks earlier, figure out why people were so edgy. "Shoot, we had bccn to the moon
and Aaron Cohen had a few tense minutes when he told George Low · The Greek letter delta_ 5. is a mathematical convention signifying a change in the value of a

about it. In fact, recalled Cohen, the usually calm and measured Low variable;V is theslamlarcJreprescntalion forvelocity.
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with unmanned spacecraft on a number of occasions, had flown the lunar A lighted sign above the viewing room's glass partition began flashing
orbiter, and they were worried about us hitting the moon!" Schiesser "Quiet Please." Through the intercom, they could hear CapCom Gerry
said. "They never once asked us how we were gonna not burn them up Cart say, "Apollo 8, you are riding the best bird we can find." Jim
when we came back, and nobody had ever come back [from the moon] Lovell replied, "Thanks a lot, troops. We'll see you on the other side.?
before. I thought that was funny. Why were they so concerned about us Tom Paine, another of the watchers in the viewing room, muttered,
smattering them all over the moon and not worried about us burning them "Jim, I hope so. I hope so."
up?" Schiesser was referring to one of thc nmst delicate ithases of the
mission, the entry hack into the earth's atmosphere, which would occur Dick Koos, watching with a crowd of other SimSups through the window
at an unprecedented speed of 25,000 m.p.h., and which required the of the sim room, was as nervous as an expectant father. Up until then it
navigational system to bring the spacecraft into a narrow, ten-mile-wide had been fun. He had been brought in on the secret early so that he could
corridor. But somehow the entry was familiar, at least psychologically, plan the sims. If anybody had known they were preparing sims of
The flight controllers had brought lots of astronants back to earth before, lunar-orbit insertion, the word about C' would have gotten out, so they
ever since they had sweated out John Glenn's landing from orbit during had worked without telling even their own supervisors. Then after
Mercury. Entry was known terrain, whatever the new complexities, Schirra's flight, when the secret had come out into the open, there had
whereasconsigning a crew to hmar orbit was not. been the big push. Again and again they had run the T.L.I. sims, the

Mayer could understand why it seemed tricky to a layman. It was L.O.I. sims, the T.E.I. sims. The fall had turned to winter and the days
comparable to taking a rifle outside his oflice in building 30, he would had gotten shorter. Once an entire week had gone by when Koos, driving
acknowledge, and aiming it at a basketball in downtown Houston, some to work before dawn, running sims all day, never so much as stepping
twenty-six miles away. Actually, it was even tougher than that, more outside the windowless Control Center, driving home after nightfall, had
like aiming at a point that was one-sixteenth of an inch to the side of the not seen the sun. Now, as Apollo 8 disappeared behind the moon and its
basketball. So, yes, Mayer could see why a layman might think it was radio signal fell silent, Dick Koos felt lightheaded. He wondered vaguely
tricky. Pavelka, who wasn't a layman, decided it was legitimate to be whether he was going to faint.
nervous. "We had simulated the hell out of the stuff, but there was never Jerry Bostick was Retro. As director of the Flight Dynamics Branch,

proof that it all really lit together, you know'?" Bostick wouldn't ordinarily have been sitting at that position, since Retro
wasn't the senior console in the Trench. But Chris Kraft had asked

It was not quite four o'clock in the morning on December 24, 1968. in the Bostick to do it. Retro handled abort modes, and if the spacecraft
viewing room, a hundred people were packed into a space meant for reappeared on the other side of the moon after anything except a nominal
seventy-four. One of them was Robert Sherrod, a well-known journalist burn, Kraft wanted Bostick sitting at the Retro console. For Bostick, the
who had been covering the space program after a colorful career as a war moment when the spacecraft went behind the moon was depressing.
and foreign correspondent that had begun before World War Il. "l looked Controllers had something of the mother hen in them, and now they were
up at the big center screen beyond the banks of flight controllers' helpless. There weren't any data to watch, nothing at all they could do to
consoles," he wrotelater, helpthe astronautsif somethingwentwrong.Bostickdidn't reasonall

this through. He just felt a sense of loss.
Suddenly the familiar map of the earth vanished from the big plastic screen,
and in its stead a mapof the moonappeared.The effectwas overwhelming. Bostick was still brooding when he heard flight director Glynn Lunney
I can recall a few similar heart-stoppers in a lifetime of looking and say, "Okay everybody, this is a good time to take a break. Everybody
listening--the view of Angkor Wat's timeless,brooding temples by moon- back by 69:20." Bostick's first reaction was that, on the contrary, this
light, hearingGiuliettaSimionato leadingtheAnvilChores at theMet, seeing was a hell of a strange time to be taking a break. But by that time Lunney
for the first time the coast of Asia froma bomberat,er more Ihanthree years already had his headset off and was walking down the middle aisle in the
and many blood-drenched battles across the wide Pacilic. None of these MOCR. He stopped and put his hand on Bostick's shoulder. "How's it
equaledthe shock of seeing that illuminatedmapon the screen, going, Retro?" he asked, smiling at the notion of Bostick working the
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Retro console again, just like the old days. It finally came to Bostick that · God called the dry land Earth, and the gathering together of the waters He

it was no good being a mother hen just then, that there wasn't a damned called Seas, and God saw that it was good.'" Borman paused, _th'_n

thing to be done anyway. So he followed Lunney out the door and got in concluded: "And from the crew of Apollo 8, we close with goodfiight ,
line for the restroom. There was no shortage of people to cover the good luck, a Merry Christmas, and God bless all of you--all of you on
consoles while tile Black Team was gone--it seemed to Bostick as if the good earth."

every flight controller in F.O.D. had congregated in the MOCR for. th s Rod Loc, sitting al his EIiCOM console, working this last special flight
moment, as a controllerjust as ArnieAldrichhad promisedhe could, foundhis

No one lingered. Within a few minutes all the controllers were back, eyes welling over with tears. He bent over his flight log, embarrassed,
watching the digital clocks on the front wall to lime the exact moment of hoping that no one would notice.
the spacecraft's reappearance around the edge of the moon. Bostick had

set up two clocks: One counted down to the time when radio contact Religion and the Christmas season were on many people's minds during
would resume if there had been no engine bum behind the moon and the the flight. In its preflight coverage, Time magazine drew a comparison
spacecraft was on its way back to the earth on a free-return trajectory. The between the journey of Apollo 8 and the stations of the cross. There were

other was based on time-to-acquisition for a nominal bum that would put five key phases for the flight: launch to orbit, translunar injection,
Eight into the planned lunar orbit, lunar-orbit insertion, trans-earth injection, and entry. During the first

The moment when the spacecraft would have reemerged if there had three, there had been a way to abort and go home. It was the fourth,

been no bum came and went, and then it became a waiting game. Some _[' T.E.I., trans-earth injection, that had worried people since August. This

sort of burn had occurred, but what kind remained to be seen. Bostick had ?!i_i!i was the moment that some said had caused Webb to leave NASA. It wasnever seen the room so still. It was jammed with controllers, and yet there quite simple: The S.P.S. engine had to work, bringing the crew out of
wasn't a sound. Luuney stood behind his console, apparently unper- lunar orbit, or else the crew would circle the moon, with a nice, clear
turbed, radio link back to earth, for aboutnine daysuntil theiroxygenwas

The numbers on TelCom's console revealed that they had acquired the :_ exhausted and they {tied. For people watching around the world, this was
radio signal before the crew actually said anything. The timing was to the moment of the most awful fascination with the flight of Apollo 8.*
within a second of the predicted time for acquisition after a nominal burn. Accordingly, the S. F'.S. engine had been the object of morbid scrutiny
To Bostick, the exactitude of it was "like a religious experience" God, by the media. Diagrams of the engine were shown in popular magazines.

Bostick decided, had a lot on the ball. The silence in the MOCR was Reporters breathlessly described the meticulous checkout that the engine
broken as the controllers resumed nmrmuring into their headsets and was receiving. This, they emphasized, was the one system that had no
CapCom talked to the crew. redundancy. There was only one S.P.S. engine, no backup. If the S.P.S.

failed when a spacecraft was in earth orbit, the crew could use the small
On Christmas Eve, in lunar orbit, Frank Borman read a prayer for the jets in the reaction and control system to slow the spacecraft enough to
congregation at St. Christopher's Episcopal Church back in Houston. de-orbit, in hmar orbit, the same small jets did not have nearly enough

Later, on their television broadcast, the three crew members took tums power to speed the spacecraft out of lunar gravity into an earth-bound

reading from Genesis. It came as a surprise to the controllers in the trajectory.
MOCR, as it did to the millions watching on television, and it was just as Within NASA, confidence in the S.P.S. was high. "This is not to say

overpowering to the controllers as to the rest of the world, this that we didn't recognize there was a degree of risk in doing C-prime,"

magnificent poetry about the creation of the earth, read by the first men said Rod Rosc. one of Kraft's deputies. "In fact, I guess one of our basic

to see the earth whole. Frank Borman, the comnlander of Apollo 8, had * Thepossihdity of tileaslronauls being marooned preyedon everyone's mind.Afewdays before
the last verses: the flight, a senior official in O.M.S.F., still uneasy aboul the decision to go into lunar orbit, was

"'And God said, Let the waters under the Heaven be gathered heard to ask, "Just how do we tell Susan Borman that Frank is stranded in orbit around the moon?"
Tom Paine. a no nonsense type, heard of this remark and responded, "1 guess I would have sat

together unto one place, and let the dry land appear, and it was so. And down, held her hamt. and said. 'Susan. Frank is stranded in orbit around the moon.'"
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homilies that we drilled into everybody at every conceivable opportunity program, worse even than Glenn's entry after the heat shield problem.
was, 'l.ook, 1321lows,when you light up thc S-IVII fin' Iht second time F1DO Jay Greene reported the news: "Flight, we have U.S.B.'[upper
Ifor T.L.I.], you're going to be three days away from home, and don't side bandJdata. Initial residuals look good." .'
anybody ever forget it.' You've got to have that much more confi- Then came the first words from the crew. "Please be informed,','
dence in your systems." Especially, they had to have a lot of faith that the astronaut Jim Lovell intoned across the 240,000 miles, "there is a Santa
S.P.S.wouldfirewhenthetimecametoheadback.Buttheyhadreason Claus." ::'
fi)r faith: "We had three eminently successful Ilights as f,r as tile S.I'.S. In the FIDO flight log, Greene wrote in small, neat writing, "Burn
was concerned. We had burned the thing under all ulauucr ol conditions, status: l',tu'n time 3 + 23. Ignition on lime. Attitude noufinal. V_ -.5.
some of which it was never really designed to do." Vy+.4. VL0." And below that, in big, sloppy, joyous script, "WE 1S

Marry Cioffoletti, the Rockwell engineer who had helped disassemble COMING HOME."
spacecraft 012 after the fire, was by this time conducting the checkout of
the S.P.S. at the Cape. He thought that the obsession with the S.P.S. as For many of the people in the Apollo Program, Apollo 8 was the most
a one-shot, nonredundant system was a lot of hype. "When they say 'no magical flight of all, surpassing even the first landing of Apollo 11. For

i:; some, like Mike Collins, Eight's momentous historic significance was
redundancy,' that's a misnomer," he said later. "There was only one .( foremost. For John Aaron, an EECOM, it was simpler than that: "Whenengine bell, of course, and only one combustion chamber, but all the _'_
avionics that fed the signals to that engine and all thc mechanical ' you're twenty-five and caught up in the thing, and the MOCR's the only
components that had to work, like the little valves that had to be environment you know, you don't tend to view things that way." For
pressurized to open the ball valves, and st) forth, were at least single-fault Aaron, it was the sheer excitement of going to the moon for the first time.
tolerant and usually two-fault tolerant .... There were a heck of a lot of Or as FIDO Jay Greene put it, Apollo 8 was the time that they stopped
ways to start that engine." And of course they had indeed checked it out "just running around in circles. Apollo 8 went someplace."
carefully before the flight, but nothing they didn't do for any other Around the world, people looked at the moon with a special wonder.
mission. Sodidthecontrollers.InJayGreene'scase,it occupiedmostoftherest

All this was still correct as 6f Christmas Eve, 1968. And yet it of the night. He went home and took a bottle of scotch and some ice and
ultimately didn't make any difference to the way many of the people in went out beside the pool in his apartment complex and lay back on a
Apollo felt. Caldwell Johnson, speaking as a designer of the spacecraft, lounge chair for hours, all by himself, getting happily drunk and watching
explained it. He knew about the checks and balances and all the other the moon.
people working on the design who were bound to catch a major error. But Dick Koos wanted to do something like that, but he couldn't. On
still, he said, "after a while, you really become appalled that you've Christmas Eve after the reading from Genesis, Dick Koos didn't get back
gotten yourself involved in the thing. At first, it's an academic exercise, home from the Control Center until three o'clock in the morning. When
And then the first thing you know, there's people building these things, he did, he had to hurry to put together his five-year-old daughter's
and they are really getting ready to do it, and you start thinking: Have I Christmas present, a bicycle. Just as he finished, he heard a little girl's
made a real bad judgment somewhere, and the damn thing is just not voice say, "Santa Claus has been here!" He never did get any sleep that
going to work at all?" Marly Cioffoletti, despite knowing all the ways Christmas.
that the S.P.S. was supposed to be foolproof, concurred. For him as for
the most unsophisticated citizen watching on TV, "it was darn scary." The people of M.S.C. always waited until after splashdown and recovery
As the spacecraft disappeared behind the moon on its last rcvohJtion, thc were safely over to hold the parties, and so it wasn't until the afternoon
one when it would fire the S.P.S. to fi'ec itself of hmar gravity, the of December 27 that NASA I Boulevard exploded in a no-holds-barred
MOCR once again filled with off-shift controllers. Once again the room moveable feast that went on through the night. John Aaron and Rod Loe
fell silent. Chris Kraft later reported that waiting to reacquire the signal went to the Flintlock. They were taking a break, standing in the
was his most apprehensive moment since he had joined the space downstairs entrance as people streamed up the stairs to join the mob on
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the second floor, when a friend passed by. What was Rod doing down . :,
here? Why waSn't he upstairs partying? . ,,' '_: ,:

There were only four days left in that sad and chaotic year of 1968.

Things hadn't gotten any better after April 4. Since then, Robert Kennedy
had been shot and killed, the nation's cities had been torn by riots
and burnings, and unprecedented bitterness over the Vietnam War
divided Americans from one another. Still, at that moment all Loe could

think of to say was, "I'm just standing here being very proud to be an
American."

CHAPTER

24

[ "We we'regoo.that, Flight"

Dramatic as Apollo 8 had been, and as novel as the lunar journey had
made it seem, the crew had stayed in the command module and

performed the kind of maneuvers astronauts had been performing since
the first orbital flight in 1962. As 1969 began and preparations for Apollo

9 drew to completion, that was about to change. Beginning with Nine, a
brand-new spacecraft was going to be flown, one that functioned very

differently fi'om the command module--and, for that matter, differently
from any machine that alan had ever flown before.

1

The lunar module was a spidcry, llimsy contraption. Since the days when
Caldwell Johnson and Owen Maynard had drawn designs for the landing

gear based on tile assumption thai thc moon would be just like Arizona,
thc Gm]],man engineers working on the lunar module had taken the craft
through a series of incarnations.

It had been hard for the Grumman engineers to get used to the idea that,

335
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because the lunar module would function exclusively ill tile vacuum of upper portion, along with the ascent engine and its fuel tanks, was the
space, it could "be any shape it wanted to be," as one of the early cockpit where the astronauts stood while they descended to and ascended
designers put it. "The realization of this was slow to come for some of from the lunar surface. They also used this area to eat, sleep, and change
us, slow to come that it didn't have to be round-edged and smooth, that into their lunar-surface suits and backpacks. The descent engine, its tanks,
it could be square. It could have corners on it. Things could stick out at the landing gear, and the storage areas for the experimental apparatus (and
odd angles, it didn't make any difference." It was disorienting. "Sud- in later missions the Lunar Rover used toexplore the lunar surface) were all
denly we were in a very, very free-form world of engineering. There in thelowerportion. On liftofffrom the moon, pyrotechnics andaguillotine
wasn't any precedent. And we developed a shape that at lirst looked apparatus separated the two portions of the LEM. The ascent stage returned
ridiculous, and looked more and more ridiculous as we worked on it." to the command module; the lower portion remained on the lunar surface.

It wasn't just the shape that was different; the materials were also ;i' After the two spacecraft had rendezvoused and all the lunar samples had
different. The moon's gravity is only one-sixth of earth' s, and the stresses been moved from the lunar module to the command module, the ascent
that the LEM would have to endure were proportionately smaller. The stage was set adrift, and only the C.S.M. left lunar orbit for the trip homei
result was that the LEM's materials were so light they felt like paper to The lunar module was thus in and of itself a formidably complex
the workers at the Grumman plant. Because they were so light and flimsy, vehicle, a self-contained system designed to perform multiple functions
fittings often couldn't be stamped out without creating stress lines, so under unique, never-before-experienced circumstances. Apollo 9 was the
much of the LEM was made by hand, with the Gmmman technicians first of the missions to attempt to operate it.
taking a block of metal and milling it until it fit the blueprint. Apollo 9 was commanded by Jim McDivitt, the man many within the

To complicate matters, the propellants for the LEM were so incredibly Apollo Program thought should have commanded the first lunar landing.
volatile, one technician remembered, that he could dip a stick into the oxi- Jim MeDivitt was that good at everything. The luck of the rotation had
dizer and flick a few drops onto snow on the ground--and the snow would instead left him with Apollo 9.* This was too bad for Jim McDivitt, if he
catch fire. The internal pressure in some of the tanks was in tile neighbor- harbored dreams of becoming famous, but it was not such a bad thing to
hood of 6,000 pounds per square inch. This combination of lightweight have one of the best astronauts commanding Nine. In the judgment of
materials, caustic gases, and high pressures was particularly dangerous, people around MSC, Apollo 9 was, with the exception of the first landing
One day, a technician at White Sands working with a fully fi_eledtest article itself, the most difficult of the Apollo flights. It involved not only the first
was filling out a report and absentmindedly clicked the end of his ballpoint test of the LEM, with all the hazards and difficulties associated with a
pen on a fuel tank. The pen exerted just enough extra pressure on the tank maiden flight and a rendezvous, but also an extra-vehicular activity
to open a pinprick leak. Eventually, or so the story goes, they found the pen (E. V.A.) by astronaut Rusty Schweikert to test the backpack that would
embedded in a fence post, along with a nub of finger bone. The wire-thin be used for exploration of the lunar surface. Such E.V.A.s, known as
stream of propellant had sliced the linger off' as neatly as a scalpel. "space walks" to the media, were one of the few activities in manned

Because it was called the "bug" and because the command module was space flight that were even more dangerous than they looked. On top
thought of as the mother craft, people tended to think of the I.EM as being of all this, Nine would be flown in a low earth orbit, which, for
much smaller than the command module. In reality, it was twenty-three feet

* There was a long-standing disagreement between ASPO and the astronauts' office on crew
high compared to less than eleven for the command module, and with a assignments,Shouldthe crews be handpicked toe specific missions?Or shouldthey be assigned by
larger internal volunle as well. * It consisted of two separable parts. In the rotation'?DekeSlaytoo, who ranFlightCrew Operations, felt stronglythat anythingexcept arotation

system was an insult to the astronauts and destructiveof morale. Othersin ASPO and the Flight
Operations Directorate felt just as strongly that some astronauts were more equal than others, and it

* All spacecraft until the shuttle (discounting Skylab, which was not a spacecraft) were was foolish notto pick the verybest of the best foethe lunar landing.McDivittand Frank Burmah
claustrophobicallysmall The Apollocommand rmxlule,spaciousby cmnpari_onwithMcrcur)' and werethought tobe especiallystrongcandidates forthc hrst lunarlanding.Earlyin the flight planning
Gemini. had three men lyingshoulder to shoulder,with the control panelsonlya few t_et from their for Apollo.a rosterof missionshad beenlaid out so that the rotation waslikelyto turn up oneof the
faces, for up to fourteendays, The much-talked-about"lower-bay area," whichthe presssometimes twoof themforthatmission, butfirst the fireandthen the insertionof C' intothe schedule hadthrown
describedas if the astronautshad the equivalentof a littleroom to go to, providedenough extraspace off those calculations,and Slayton held out stronglyagainstsuggestionsthat the roster be revised. It
fi)r the astronauts to move ai_)ut--not much. but a liule_uring the cou[seof Ihe Ilight. In the is a measureof McDivitt's staturewithin NASAthat he waschosento succeedGeorge Low as head
Mercury and Gemini capsules, they could hardly move at all of ASP() when Low moved to the deputy administrator'sslot afterApollo I I.
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technical reasons involving both communications and navigation, was finally came for the first landing, the better. So despite '.some ,,pirit6d
more difficult than trying to carry out the same activities on a real lunar arguments within NASA itself, Apollo 10 with a crew of-Tom stafford:,
mission. Apollo 9, the D Mission in Owen Maynard's alphabet schedule, Gene Ceman, and John Young blasted off on May 18, 1969. Three days
was known within the program as the "connoisseur's mission." later, Stafford and Cernan undocked the LEM they had named Snoopy

Demanding, dangerous, crucial to the success of the program, and also from the command module and descended toward the lunar surface. ::,4
perhaps the most anonymous of the Apollo missions, Apollo 9 was One hair-raising moment in Apollo 10occurred then, with the LEM far
launched on March 3, 1969, carrying McDivitt, Schweikert, and David from the command module, circling Iow over the moon, as the crew tried
Scott. The mission lasted ten days, during which the LEM separated from to separate from the LEM's descent stage. One of the two astronauts had
the command module, fired both its descent and its ascent engines in a accidentally mis-set a switch, causing the abort guidance system to begin
variety of modes, and performed without a hitch. Technically, Apollo 9 searching for the command module, which threw the LEM into wild
was a resounding success. Outside NASA, the media and the public paid gyrations. "Sonofabitch!" Cernan yelled, disrupting NASA's unremit-
little attention. Within NASA, Apollo management penciled in the G ting effort to make the astronauts come across as squeaky clean in every
Missionfor a July launch. ,._, way.*Staffordtookovermanualcontrolof the LEMbeforethe guidance

; system locked altogether, and managed to bring it under control. The test
5

of the LEM in lunar orbit ended uneventfully, and Ten was another in
?

'_ NASA's growing string of successes.

2 ._ Allof the intermediatestepshadbeentaken.Morethanhalfof 1969
remained. To fulfill the commitment that John Kennedy had made eight

The F Mission, a lunar flight like Apollo 8, but with a LEM that would years earlier, the one remaining task left to NASA was an actual lunar
be manned and flown to within 47,000 feet of the lunar surface, came landing.
next.* It was a controversial mission. Many in the space program--
George Mueller among thenv-thought it foolish to go all the way out to
the moon, take all the risks associated with the journey, and then stop

nine miles short of the surface. If everything looked good, why not be 3
prepared to take advantage of success and go all the way down?

Owen Maynard hadn't included an F Mission in his original schedule. With the manned missions coming at the rate of one every two or three
As far as the hardware was concerned, there was no need for it. D and months, it was not feasible for a flight controller to work every mission.

E--or, as things worked out, C' and D---had exercised all the systems Each mission had three flight directors, with a fourth available to fill in
under all the conditions they would have to face for a landing. But occasional gaps, and each Flight had his own team for each mission. One
Maynard was part of ASPO. Over in the Flight Operations Directorate, flight director was designated the "lead" flight director for each mission,
Rod Rose and Carl Huss had been discussing the same problem and responsible for its overall supervision. The mission everyone wanted to
were insistent on having an F Mission. "We said that operationally we'd work was, of course, G. And within the G Mission, the shift everyone
like to have everything else S.O.P. from beginning to end so that [the wanted to work was the lunar descent.
astronauts] had a storehouse of experience and knowledge," Rose ('liff Charleswttrlh was thc lead flight director for lhe G Mission. He
remembered, and there was a good reason for it. Learning to take the
LEM from tile colnnland module down to 47,000 feet was a big job in * Cernan caused NASA's public-relations officials to blanch only momentarily. Other astronauts

caused months of lretting. One, a cheerfully uninhibited fellow who used fourdetter words as grace
itself, and Rose and ttuss felt that the less that was new when the time notes to his c',eryday conversation, was a special project, t.ook, they finally told him, hum instead

"The cutoff point was a natural one. This was the altitude at which the LEM would fire its descent of talking. (Another ver6on of the stray is that NASA actually sent him to a psychologist, who

engine for the final descent, the ahitude at which the LEM's landing radar became effective, and the hypnoti;,ed him and left him with the poslhypootic suggestion: Hum.) That's why, in the tapes of his
minimum al6tude at which it was feasible for the C.S.M. to come to the assistance of the LEM if it mission, one Ajxfilo astronaut can tm heard going "dura te-dum-te-dum-te-dum" a.s he bounces
were ti) bectlrll¢ disabled across Ibc lunar surface
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didn't hesitate in picking the flight director Ibr the lunar descent. It had the ground, the crew had three different ways to practice. One was in the
to be Kranz. Kranz had been Flight on Apollo 5, the first unmanned test simulators at M.S.C. and the Cape, which didn't fly but could rotate and
of the LEM. He had worked the LEM maneuvers on Apollo 9, the lirst tilt and show lunar views out their windows. The second was an

manned test of the LEM. No one else had nearly the experience with the ingeniously constructed tower facility at Langley, where the crew could

lunar module that Kranz had, plus something else. "Gene was the guy practice the final seventy feet of the descent in a simulator suspended
you wanted on the headset when there was trouble," Charlesworth said from the top of the tower in such a way as to duplicate one-sixth earth
later. "When the term 'flight controller' is used, tile lirst person I think gravity.* Finally, there was the "flying bedstead," a free-flying machine

of is Kranz." thathadgiveneveryonescaresfor thelastyear.FirstArmstrongandthen
That decision made, Charlesworth asked himself who had the most another test pilot had been forced to bail out when the machine crashed.

experience with rendezvous. The answer was Lunney, so Lunney got the It had been grounded for many months, and only because Armstrong
lunar ascent. That left the launch phase and the lunar-surface activities for insisted was he permitted Io resume using it for practice in the spring of

Charlesworth. Milt Windier, one of the three newest flight directors, 1969. To some degree, design faults made the flying bedstead liable to
would roundout the team. crash, but there was more to it than that: A machinethat trulymimicked

'_j._;' the task of flying a lunar module was going to be tricky to fly.
The experience with the LEM that Kranz's White Team brought to the G _

Mission was of course limited to the LEM systems and how the machine - Lunar descent was a complicated procedure, and there wasn't much
flew. But accomplishing the actual landing would be different. The flight time to practice. From the first Apollo flight through Apollo 11, the

profile after leaving the 47,000-foot level that Apollo 10 had reached was : people building the simulators were caught behind the curve. The flight
tricky even if nothing went wrong, hardware was always at least a little behind schedule, and it was always

The first key point was P.D.I., powered descent initiation, when being changed. The simulators couldn't be built to mimic the real LEM

the crew had to fire the lunar module's descent engine (DPS, -dips," the until they knew how the real LEM operated. Then, after the simulation
Descent Propulsion System). After that moment, the conmlaad module hardware was built, there remained the even more difficult task of writing

was useless as a rescue vehicle. If something did go wnmg, no matter software that would permit the SimSups in the Control Center to put the
what the failure might be, the astronauts wotdd have to use the LF,M to crews and flight controllers through their paces with realistic, multiple-
get back up again for a rendezvous, branch scenarios. In the case of the lunar descent, the simulation software

During the first part of the burn, the descent engine pushed forward wasn't completed until about two months before G was scheduled to be
against the LEM's momentum, to slow the orbiting spacecraft, keeping flown. But that was okay. The White Team was coming off Apollo 9 with

the LEM in a leg-forward position ahnost parallel to the moou's surface. "what we thought was a pretty hot hand," Kranz recalled, and they were
During this phase, the crew would be able to look down ;It the lunar ready. Two months was plenty for the White Team.

surface, but they would not be able to sec where they were going. At The lirst simulation of a landing on the moon, on May 29, was in itself
about four minutes into the burn, the LEM would rotate so that the critical a major event within M.S.C. The viewing room was filled with senior
radar systems would now be looking down, acquiring the data that would NASA officials. Low and Gilruth and Kraft were in the back row of the

guide the spacecraft to its planned landing site. At approximately six and MOCR. It was not the real thing, but it was exciting nonetheless. That

a half minutes into the bum, the crew would throttle DPS back to about morning, after all the years of preparation, they were going to practice
55 percent power. At eight minutes, now only 7,500 feet from the landing on the moon.
surface, the LEM would pitch forward so that it came nearly to the Down in the Trench at the Guido console sat Steve Bales. Bales, like

vertical, enabling the crew to see out their windows toward the landing most of the others in the front room, was, at age twenty-six, a veteran in
site. Then it would be time for the landing itself.

The LEM was designed to fly like a helicopter with a rocket engine * Thc lunar landing facility at Langley was the creation of one of the old Langley hands who had
stayed behind, William Hewitt Phillips, the engineer who had been the mentor fi_r Walt Williams,

instead of a rotor. And like a helicopter, the LEM was not easy to fly. On ChrisKraft,andChuckMathews(amongmanyothers).
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terms of experience (he had been in the Flight Dynamics Branch for five would elapse between the time the data reached earth aqd the time the
years). Bostick, Bales's boss in the Flight Dynamics Division, had Trench and its back rooms could see what was happening on its screens'.

watched him carefully over the last year, as had the flight directors. Steve Another problem was the "dead-man's zone," a label that official
Bales was still a kid in many ways, inclined to oversleep if you didn't get NASA didn't like at all and tried to discourage. But it was called the
him on the phone and make sure he was in an upright, conscious position "dead-man's zone" for a good reason. During a short period toward the
a few hours before his shift, given to enthusiasms and excitements. He end of the descent, the crew had no way of aborting if something went

was not the image of flight-controller cool--he would sit at his console wrong. During that period, only about ten seconds hmg, the combination
constantly twisting a lock of his hair at the back of his head so that it stuck of altitude (by now very Iow) and rate of descent (still fairly high) was
out like a small pigtail. But Bales was also a crackerjack Guido, quick, such that even if the ascent engine fired immediately after an abort
reliable, and knowledgeable, and now Bostick had picked him as Guido command, the lunar module would crash before the ascent engine could
for the G Mission, along with Jay Greene for FIDO and Chuck Deiterich overcome the inertia of the descent. The theory of how to minimize

for Retro.* During the descent, Guido's was an especially important crashes in the dead-man's zone had been worked out, but the White Team
console, because so many of the things that could go wrong involved found that it was exceedingly difficult to apply during the sims--

errors in guidance; on this first simulation of a descent, Bales was as especially with that 2.6-second delay, which kept astronauts and control-
nervousas he had ever been on a real mission, lers from stayingin synch.

The first lunar-descent sim, however, turned out to be routine. The Then there was the difficulty with the PGNS (Primary Guidance and

SimSup didn't try any funny stuff at all; he just let the flight controllers Navigation System, pronounced "pings" because sometimes the acro-
and Armstrong and Aldrin determine that they could indeed put the LEM nym was informally spelled PNGS). In the descent, if the PGNS found
down in one piece if nothing went wrong. And so it went for the first few that the trajectory was deviating from nominal, it was supposed to keep
days of sims, "shooting the nominals," they called it--normal bums, no balancing two competing desirable states of affairs: landing at the

major malfunctions, no disperse trajectories. "But then the simulation assigned target, and landing softly. During the simulations, the PGNS,
team started putting the meat to us," Kranz said, "and to put it bluntly, given a choice between the two, had an unnerving tendency to decide to

we started crashing." Or, almost as bad, they aborted when they didn't get to the target, come what may. "On occasion," Kranz said, "if you
reallyhaveto. werefarenoughoff inyour navigationstate, [thePGNS]wouldpoint the

Several novel difficulties made the descent simulations especially LEM directly at the target and try to approach it in pretty much the same
harrowing. The voice and data delay was hard to get used to. At the speed fashion that you would fire a projectile." This made for an extremely

of light, it took 1.3 seconds for a transmission from the spacecraft to hard landing, the kind that was euphemistically called "dinging" the

reach the earth, and another 1.3 seconds for au answer to return. That spacecraft, less euphemistically known as a fatal crash.
added up to 2.6 seconds between the time that an astronaut in the lunar Over in Building 2, the people on the top floors began to get nervous.
module reported a malfunction and his receiving the quickest possible At that time, the flight director's loop and the air-to-ground loop were

response. The ways in which that 2.6-second delay could screw things up piped into the offices of senior management, so they could listen to what
were legion, the White Team found. Tbe difficulty was compounded by went on in the MOCR. "I'd get calls from Kraft or George Low into the
the slow computers of the 1960s. The most critical data during the lunar phone behind the console," Kranz rememhcred, "dmt'd say, 'When are

descent involved navigational calculations based on complex radar data. you guys gonna get your act together? You've crashed another simulation.
Those calct, lations took time to pcrfornl, so Ihat four or live seconds What's wrong over Ihere? What's wrong with your team, or your timing,

or your judgment, or whatever it is'?' "Kranz began to think of the lunar
* Controllers wanted the lirst descent shift just as badly as astronauts wanted the mission with the

first hmding--some ol themalmost obsessively, h t¢x)kat least ()ne FIDO a long time to recover from desceflt as going into a cauldron.
beingpassed_verinfav_f_3rc_ne_tisindicative_f_hespiri_shared_ytheF._.D.managers(and The late start for tile G Mission had Incant that Bill Tindall's
managers in Apollo in general) that the men who could have assigned themselves to the descent phase
(Charlesworlh to Flight, Bostick to FIDO) did not do so, just as Kranz, as head of the Flight Control thnusand_ring M Jssion Techniques circus had been kept busy up until the
Division, couhl have assigned himself m be lead flight director for Ap_dlo II. last minute. The sinluJations kept bringing up new possibilities, which
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then had to be thrashed out. The Instrumentation Lab people from A seemingly unrelated event occurred in June, about a month before
M.I.T., the people with the main guidance and software contracts, had launch, when the M.I.T. people programming the lunar module's

been especially hard pressed, since the descent and ascent depended on onboard computer sent a Crew Procedures Change Sheet down to Flight
their new and still-untested programs. The flight controllers would go to Crew Operations.* The Change Sheet involved the mode switch for the
the meeting with "straw-man" mission roles, ones they knew weren't rendezvous radar.

good enough bnt which would provide a starting point, and Tindall would The lunar module had two independent guidance systems for homing on
stand up there with his chalk, exclaiming and exholting, and say, "Okay, the command module. One was the PGNS, which was used to bring the
M.I.T., what do you think of this one'?" M.I.T. would say they didn't LEM back up to the command module from the lunar surface. The other

have any data for making up their minds, and Tindall would get the } system, AGS (Abort Guidance System), was for guiding an abort should

SimSups, racing against the schedule, to crank a test of the rule into thc :_ one become necessary. The mode switch for the rendezvous radar used by
next simulation to see what happened. Tindall's final Mission Techniques ._; PGNS had four settings: Off, Auto, Manual, and Slew. The crew had been
meeting for Apollo I I was just one week before liftoff. Getting ready fbr instructed to set the switch to Manual before beginning lunar descent. But

G was a scramble, nowtheM.I.T. peoplehaddecidedtohavetherendezvousradarkeeptrack
of where the command module was during the descent, so that it could take

Some time during that harfied training cycle of 1969, no one knows over an abort immediately if that ever became necessary. The Crew
exactly when, SimSup Jay Honeycutt went to talk to the controllers in the Procedures Change Sheet specified that before beginning the descent the

Flight Dynamics back room. Jack Garman, a twenty-four-year-old mode switch for the rendezvous radar should be set to Auto instead.
controller working there--smart as a whip, computer hotshot--happened The associated changes in the software were loaded into the LEM's

to mention the "computer alarms" to Honeycutt. There were many such computer. Then, after further consideration, M.I.T. decided that the
alarms in the computer software, each designated by a number, alterations introduced too many new procedural considerations too close

The alarms hadn't previously come to the SimSups' attention because to the launch date. But the software changes had already been installed,

they weren't designed primarily for the controllers or the crew. Rather, and to go through the elaborate procedures required to change them back
they were debugging tools for the software engineers, and they were again would be time-consuming. Someone suggested that, if they didn't

buried "deep in the bowels of the onboard computer program," as Bill want to use the rendezvous radar for this purpose after all, they should
Tindall recalled later. "We had gone through years of working out how just withhold the radar data that the PGNS needed to do its abort

in the world to fly that mission in excruciating detail, every kind of failure calculations, thereby preventing it from tracking the C.S.M during the
condition, and never, ever, did I even know those alarms existed." And descent phase. It was a simple and apparently no-risk fix.

this was Bill Tindall, who was not only running Mission Techniques, but Two mistakes were made. First, no one realized that withholding the
betore that had been one of M.S.C.'s lead eugmeers on the onboard information didn't make the computer stop trying to read the rendezvous

computer and guidance systems, radar. All it did was give the computer the impossible task of trying to
Garman and the others working the operating system software knew find a match for a meaningless angle whose sine was 0 and whose cosine

that the alarms existed, but they hadn't paid any attention to them. As was 0; and because computers do not know when tasks are impossible,

Garman put it, "The problems that triggered the alarms were not they just keep trying to do what they have been told. The second mistake
problems that could reasonably happen during a mission." But there they was in failing to send down another Crew Procedures Change Sheet
were nonetheless, linked to the crew's onboard displays, which meant canceling the previous instruction to set the rendezvous radar mode

that an alarm during a flight would produce a flashing light on the display switch to Auto--no one thought it was necessary, because (or so they
and an audible alarm as well, just like the alarms inw_lving engines or

environmental systems. This wasjust the kind of thing that an enterprising * Nothing involving the Apollo hardware or the mission plan--not a switch, not a number, not

SimSup like Honeycutt was on the lookout for. a time---could be changed without the documentation of a Change Sheet plus format approval by a
Change Board. The incident described here is a classic example of how elusive the ramifications of

· * * changes could be, no matter how strict the syslem for trying to monitor them
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thought) ute original change had been disabled. These two mistakes rules," Garman remembered, "like 'If this alarm happens and it only

nearly caused the first lunar landing to fail. happens once, don't worry about it. If it happens repeatedly, but Other.
indicators are okay, don't worry about it.'" And of course,';if some

On July 5, just eleven days before the launch, the White Team came to alarms happen even once, or if other alarms happen repeatedly and the

the end of its training for the lunar descent. The crew was to be deployed other indicators are not okay, then they should get the LEM the hell out
to the Cape the next day, and the July 5 sims would be their last. By this of there. Trying to hold this list of permutations in their heads, the

time, the raggedness was gone. The astronauts and the White Team Guidance controllers went back to reviewing the many other more
weren't dinging LEMs any more, and they weren't aborting unnecessarily plausible problems they might encounter on the first lunar descent.

confidence was high. The Apollo 12 crew was in the simulator--a
normal procedure on the last training sessions, to let the prime crew
watch another crew in action, and to give the controllers more work,

promptinga crew that wasn't as experienced.Everybodywas expecting 4
an easy session. It was the custom for the SimSups to ease off on the
controllers on the last day of integrated simulations, to throw them some On Wednesday, July 16, 1969--2,974 days after John F. Kennedy asked

nominal sims with just a few minor glitches. The theory was that crashing the United States to commit itself to a lunar landing, 169 days before the
the last sim before launch would be bad for morale, deadline he had set--Apollo 1I was launched.

On the next-to-last simulation of the day, the scenario included one of : The Saturn V carrying Neil Armstrong, Buzz Aldrin, and Michael
the computer alarms that Honeycutt had discovered. When the alarm Collins lifted off from Pad 39A al 9:32 A.M., Eastern Daylight Time, the
went off, the controllers didn't know what to do with it. Steve Bales, precise moment selected months earlier. It had been just ten years earlier,

sitting at the Guidance console, saw it and didn't have a clue what was in the summer of 1959, that Scott Simpkinson and his team of forty-five

happening. The computer seemed to be saying, "I'm overloaded. I can't had arrived at the Cape and set up shop in one corner of Hangar S, that
do all the work I'm supposed to be doing." If that was really true, then Joe Bobik had sprayed ammonia to kill the mosquitoes so his men could
they had to abort--which is the call Bales made, at 10,000 feet, still work through the night on Big Joe, and that Jack Kinzler had carted out
mystifiedby the alarm, the Mercury capsulecushionedby mattresseson the back of a flatbed

At the end of the day, flight director Gene Kranz called the Trench truck.

together. The Control Center had no mission rules that covered these As it had for Apollos 8, 9, and 10, the Saturn V performed flawlessly.

computer alarms, and Kranz directed them to find out what every one of Then, in a maneuver that had become almost routine, the S-IVB sent the
the alarms was and how it should be dealt with. Time before launch was command module Columbia carrying the lunar module Eagle into its

so short at this point that there was no time for a formal Mission translunar trajectory.
Techniques meeting.

It was a pain in the ass, many of them thought, because there were so At eight o'clock on Sunday morning. Houston time, July 20, 1969, the

many failure modes on a descent that were much more likely to happen. LEM Eagle disappeared behind the moon and Gene Kranz's White Team
But they couldn't just leave the alarms dangling. Kranz's team got took over the MOCR to handle the lunar descent.
together with the M.I.T. people and began to work through them. As they Kranz had already been to mass early that morning, al,linc Shriue of the

did, they discovered a troublesome pattern. A program alarm could be Truc Cross near his home in Dickinson. He had listened to his Sousa
triggered by trivial problems that could be ignored altogether. Or it could marches. }te had brought a brand-new vest of white brocade with silver

be triggered by problems that called for an immediate abort. How to thread that his wife, Marta, had made for the day's shift. Now, as Glynn
decide which was which'? It wasn't enough just to memorize what the Lunney finished the handover process, Kranz carefully removed the vest
program alarm mnnbers stood for, because even within a single number t'rom Ibc plastic bag he had hung over tim back of his console and put it

the alarm might signify many different things. "We wrote ourselves little on as fastidiously as a matador adjusting the jacket of his traje de lutes.
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Kranz looked behind him at the viewing room. There, gathered behind i'j we're gonna go out and have a beer and we'll say, 'Dammit, we really did

the glass, were Paine, Seamans,von Braun, Silverstein,Elms, Petrone, ii.1 something,'" :.

Rees, Debus, Draper, the astronauts for the next missions, and some Kranz had been standing behind his console as he said all this. He sat
astronauts from years gone by. In front of the glass, in the fourth row of down, and, feeling a little abashed, switched back to the Flight lOOp.

the MOCR, were Bob Gilmth, Sam Phillips, George Low, George He'd really gotten into it. But if not now, when?

Mueller, Chris Kraft, and Deke Slayton. The rest of the MOCR was '_'_' As Kranz sat and waited to begin the descent, the NASA cameraman
packed with off-duty controllers. ;.. filming in the MOCRcaught a shotof him. In it, Kranzis leaningforward

Kranz caught sight of Bill Tindall squeezed into tile group in the ;_i:,_. expectantly, calm and cool. Behind the console, hidden from the camera,

viewing room. Tindall was Kranz's kind of gny- -a man who knew what ._ Kranz lifted his hand from a sheet of the flight plan and left behind a

he believed and wasn't afraid to get emotional about it, who tokl you perfect, soaking-wet image of his palm.
where he stood. Plus which, as Kranz saw it, Tindall had been sort of a

spiritual leader of the MOCR, their mentor in getting ready for this It took time to check out the LEM and to put it into the initial phase of
moment. Kranz beckoned to Tindall to come into the MOCR and plug in the descent, so the White Team had been on shift six hours when they

beside him, an honor that Tindall would never forget, approached the moment for powered descent initiation. The MOCR had
settled into its rhythm by that time, and Kranz sounded relaxed as he went

While the LEM was still behind the moon, Kranz directed that tile doors into a final check before P.D.I. Guido--to be called Guidance now that

to the MOCR be locked. The level of tension was such that Steve Bales, they were talking on the loops--was Steve Bales. FIDO was Jay Greene.

sitting at the Guido console next to Jay Greene, smiled to himself--was Retro was Chuck Deiterich. CapCom was Charlie Duke. TelCom was

Kranz trying to keep other people out, or the controllers form escaping'? Don Puddy. Control was Bob Carlton. Surgeon was John Ziegleschmid.
In fact, locking the door was only the visible part of putting the MOCR Kranz polled the controllers, called "going around the horn."

on "battle short" status, in which the circuit breakers in the Control "Got us locked up there, TelCom?"
Center were physically prevented form opening under an electrical load. "Okay, it's just real weak, Flight," Puddy answered. Getting good
Kranz was prepared to let a circuit burn up rather than risk a power radio communication from the moon was still a matter of constantly

transient that would cause a major Control Center system to drop off line. juggling signals and sources.

Then Kranz switched from Flight's loop to an auxiliary loop that the "Okay," said Kranz, who wanted a more straightforward answer,
people in the viewing room couldn't bear. The tape of what he said is "how ya lookin'? All your systems go?"

gone. As best he can recall, what he told his controllers was this: "That's affirm, Flight."
"Hey gang, we're really gonna go and land on the moon today. This "How about you, Control?"

is no bullshit, we're going to go land on the moon. We're about to do "We look good."
something that no one has ever done. Be aware that there's a lot of stuff "Guidance, you happy'?"

that we don't know about the environment that we're ready to walk into, "Go with systems," said Bales.
but be aware that l trust you implicitly. But also I'm aware that we're all "FIDO, how about you?"

human. So somewhere along tile line, if we have a problem, be aware that "We're go," said Greene. "We're a little low, Flight, no problem."
l'm here to take the heat for you. I know that we're working in au area "Rog."
of the unknown that has high risk. But we don't even think of tying this For the next twenty-two seconds, Flight's loop was silent. Then

game, we think only to win, and I know you guys, if you've even got a Kranz's voice came on again_

I;ew seconds to work your problem, we're gonna win. So let's go have at "Okay, all llight controllers, thirty seconds to ignition." Ills voice was
it, gang, and I'm gonna be taggin' up to you just like we did in the Iow and mellow, falling offlazily on the word "ignition" as if to say that
training runs, and forget all the people oul there. What we're _tbout to do it was just a stroll in the park, m) sweat. And the descent to the moon

now, it's just like we do it in training. And after we tinish this sonofagun, began.
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They had been having problems communicating with the LEM. FIDO the spacecraft. Paules had won that assignment for the descent,He was
intermittently lost data from MSFN ("misfin," the Manned Space Flight talking to Flight now, because Steve Bales had suddenly _become
Network), but they had tracking data from PGNS, AGS, and Doppler exceedingly busy. Paules's voice was firm, but obviously worded.-_' ,,
radar as well. Also it looked as if the spacecraft was going to land "Affirmative on that 12," CapCom said, confirming that Houston was
downrange from the planned spot--the mascons had played tricks with picking up the same alarm and also implicitly promising advice to come.
the navigation again.* That one was a little worrisome. The velocity was
20 feet per second fi.p.s.) too high the first time Bales saw data after These were the moments when flight directors were forced by circum-
P.D.I. began. "That really scared the hell out of me," Bales recalled--- stance to exhibit a capacity for divided attention. Bill Tindall had always
they were already more than halfway to an abort boundary of 35 f.p.s. He found Kranz in particular to possess this ability to an extreme. "It's like
could think of innocuous masons why the velocity might be too high, but he's got two entirely separate minds. Like two people. He's sitting there
he wanted to be sure this wasn't a sign of some deeper failure in the running these missions, calling these people, punching the buttons to
guidance computer. Bales watched the downtrack error closely, but it bring up the loops, thinking about what's happening, and at the same time
seemedto remainat 20 f.p.s, he's writingdowninthispreciseprintingofhis, likea telegraphoperator,

In a way, Kranz welcomed these problems, because they gave him a exactly what's going on all the time, keeping a total record of the whole
look at the way the team was responding to them. "I listened to what goddamned thing. It's just beyond my comprehension how anyone can do
they said, but I listened more to how they said it by that time." They _ anything like that." But a capacity for such divided attention was

were saying it just the way he wanted to hear it. The spacecraft yawed :_ essential precisely because of what now happened: Just as Kranz heard
on schedule, and the landing radar began acquiring data for the land- that a potentially mission-threatening alarm had just sounded, somebody
ing. The clock came up on five minutes and thirty seconds into the else also had urgent business for him. Chuck Deitericb's voice came over
burn. theloop

The landing radar had found the surface of the moon and begun "Flight, Retro."
calculating where the Eagle was. The radar recognized that the altitude "Go, Retro."
was too high and began automatically to adjust velocity to converge with "Throttle dowu 6 plus 25.'
the planned trajectory. Balesbeganto relax. Retrowas giving Kranzthe time, six minutes and twenty-fiveseconds

"Is he accepting it, Guidance?" Kranz asked Bales, inquiring whether into the burn, when the crew should be expecting the descent engine to
the crew had begunusing the landingradardata. throttledown to 55 percentpower.

Buzz AIdrin's uninflected voice came onto the loop over Kranz's "6 plus 25," said Kranz. In the shorthand of the MOCR, Kranz had
question. "1202," Aldfin said. He was announcing that a light on his just acknowledged Retro's message and at the same time given a tacit
panel was lit, an alarm buzzer was sounding, and the program alarm code direction to the CapCom (which the CapCom recognized as being a
1202was showingon his computerdisplay, direction becausehe knew this was one of the items of informationthat

"Stand by," said Bales, putting off an answer to Kranz. the crew must have) to pass Deiterich's message along to Armstrong and
"1202." It was Aldrinagain. Aldrin. Evenas Kranzconfinnedthe 6-plus-25,a voicefromthe LEM
"What's a 12027" an unidentifiedvoice inquired, was comingin over his words:
"1202, what's that?" asked another. "Give ns the reading on thc 1202 program alarm."
"12... 1202 alarm," said Gran Paules, sitting beside Bales. During Some abort decisions were made by the astronauts. Other abort

critical portions of a mission, Guidance had a second controller, "Yaw," decisions were made on the ground. In the case of a program alarm, the
so named because his function was to monitor the yawing movements of instrumentation in the LEM could tell thc astronauts only that an alarm

* "Mascons" were unexpected irregularities in the gravitational field of the moon, discovered by had occurred, and its nuulbci, Arnlstrong and Aldrin could know nothing
theunmannedLunarOrb//ermissionsin1966-67. else about whether i{was recurring (arhow serious it was, lind they knew
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that the ground would have to make the call. When Eagle said, "Give us his being fight. And so when Steve Bales made his call, he stammered

the reading," they were asking whether they should abort. It was now up slightly, and his voice was high. · .._

to Steve Bales. "We... we're go on that, Flight." ,:,
It was nineteen seconds since he had first told Kranz to stand by. Steve

When the report of the alarm had come in, Bales had half risen from his Bales, twenty-six years old, with some advice from a twenty-four-
seat, pulled up by a surge of adrenaline, his left index finger furiously '_31 year-old, given nineteen seconds to think it over, told Gene Kranz, Chris
twirling a lock of hair. He began talking to his back room, where Jack Kraft, General Phillips, Administrator Paine, President Nixon, and the

Garman also had heard the message. They still didn't have any data--it ; world--and, not incidentally, Buzz Aldrin and Neil Armstrong--"Ignore
would be another four or five seconds before the computer brought that up il the computer and trust me."

on the screen--but Garman was sure right away what the alarm was, and "We're go on that alarm?" Kranz wanted to make absolutely sure.

his voice came over the Guido loop quickly in an almost schoolmasterish Again Bales stammered. "If . . . if it doesn't recur, we'll be go."

voice, each word carefully articulated: "It's executive overflow; if it does Jack Garman's voice was in Bales's ear again, straightening out a
not occur again, we're fine." slight misunderstanding:"It's continuous that makes it no-go. If it

"Yeah," said Gran Paules in his Texas drawl, "it's the same thing we recurs, we're fine"--meaning, if it recurred with intervals of several
had"--referring to the sim of a few weeks earlier, seconds in between, they were fine. He continued to articulate each word

Actually, it wasn't the same thing they'd had. The simulated program carefully, slowly, confidently.

alarm had been one that was "possible" during a flight, whereas a 1202 "Rog," Kranz replied to Bales. "Did you get the throttle down,

alarm was, they thought, "impossible"--purely a debugging alarm, still CapCom?" Kranz had already put the alarm aside and was now checking
in the software only by oversight. But because of the simulation they had to make sure that, in the midst of the excitement, the 6-plus-25 time had
studied up on even the impossible ones, so the team was ready. Examined been passed up to the crew.
clinically, it was a textbook case of how the tlight control system was

supposed to function. A type of failure had been foreseen and simulated. A different computer alarm came back again later, just after Kranz
Based on that experience, rules had been developed. At the moment of announced--he couldn't keep a note of triumph out of his voice----that
crisis, the man in the back room, Jack Garman, had instantly retrieved they were go for landing at 3,000 feet.
from his memory the salient information and given it to his man in the "Understand, go for landing 3,000 feet," said Aldrin. "1201 alarm."

front room. It was cut and dried. "Roger, 1201 alarm," said CapCom.

Examined less clinically, the decision was not that clear. "I thought I "1201 alarm," said Kranz, an implied question in his voice.
was right," Bales said years later of the call he was about to make. Bales had already been talking to his back room: "What alarm, Jack?"
"Well, I knew I was right based on the work we'd done previously." And "Same type, we're go."

he trusted Garman, who Bales thought was the smartest computer guy Bales began to speak even before Kranz finished. "Same type," he
he'd ever met. And yet it still wasn't so simple. "1 knew I was executing said, confidently now, no stammer. "We're go, Flight."
what we'd decided to do previously," Bales continued. "But then you "Okay, we're go," Kranz said to CapCom.

could ask, well, what was the softness or firmness of that decision made "Same type, we're go," said Charlie Duke to Armstrong and Aldrin.
previously? And there was some softness in it. No one knew really what Listening to his very words echo through the network, Jack Garman,

was causing the problem. When you don't know what's causing the sitting in obscurity in the Flight Dynamics back room, had a feeling of
problem, you are never absolutely one hundred percent sure that the being suddenly, for that brief and crucial moment, truly connected to the
decisiou you're making is right. It's like trying to diagnose yourself and astronauts.

taking a pill just on symptoms. So 1knew I was doing the right thing from For the next minute Garman listened as the crew performed the final

what we'd previously discussed, and I knew darned well there was some maneuvers before landing. The adrenaline rush that had swept him during
softness in that decision." He also knew that two lives could depend on the program alarms faded, leaving him drained, with a detached sense of -
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watching e. .,s in slow motion. It was then that he heard Aldrin in Eagle couldn't move. Gene Kranz, the crisis over, froze. His left hana was

say, "Forty feet, down two and a half. Picking up some dust." Garman clutching the handle on the front of the console, his right was holding the
was startled out of his trance. Everything else had felt exactly like the pencil with which he wrote his tidy little telegraphic notes. Now, in his
simulations until then. But Aldrin had never said "Picking up some dust" frustration with himself, he smashed his right ann down on the desk of his

before. The image of the dust blowing up around the LEM made it real, console, breaking the pencil and bruising himself from elbow to wrist.
andthe enormityof it beganto sink in. Thatbrokethe spell,and he couldbeginagain.

"Okay all flight controllers, about forty-five seconds to TI stay/no-
Armstrong and Aldrin brought Eagle to the surface with a fuel tank that stay."
was nearly dry. With thirty seconds of fuel left, CapCom Charlie Duke He was back to normal. A few seconds later, irritably:
had made the only call that Kranz was permitting at this point of intense "Okay, keep the chatter down in this room."
concentration, a fuel call--' 'Thirty seconds," is all Duke said--and from
then on it had been agonizing for the MOCR. Perhaps they didn't have At four o'clock that afternoon, the White Team finally came off shift.
even thirty seconds--they calculated fuel remaining based on the average Steve Bales was told to go along to the press briefing in Building 1. As
throttle setting during hover, and the crew had started throttling well he emerged from the Control Center, blinking in the harsh sunlight of a
before hover. If the fuel went dry, the computers would automatically try Houston July, he saw a group of demonstrators, kids about his age, out
to abort the landing and fire the ascent stage--a maneuver that, this close on the grass beside the duck pond. They weren't making a fuss; they just
to the surface, left no margin for error at all. Every controller in the were trying to get attention for their cause, which was more food for
MOCR knew all this, and watched the clocks. Or most did. An off-duty hungry people, or something like that. It was 1969, but Bales had been
Guido sitting on the ledge behind the Trench just buried his head in his preoccupied for the last few years and had never seen demonstrators
hands, before,thoughhehadheardaboutthem.Theywerea greatcuriosityto

"Contact light. Okay. Engines stop." Buzz Aldrin followed this with _ him. He gawked surreptitiously at their sandals and the slogans on their
the string of procedures he and Armstrong were carrying out, "safe-ing" T-shirts and their long hair. It is unlikely that they noticed Steve Bales as
the vehicle. -; he hurried by, with his white shirt, his neatly tied tie, his NASA badge,

"We copy you down, Eagle," Duke said. pens in his pocket, square as could be.
"Houston, Tranquillity base here," Neil Armstrong announced. "The

Eagle has landed."
"Roger, Tranquillity, we copy you on the ground. You've got a bunch

of guys about to tum blue. We're breathing again. Thanks a lot."
Even as CapCom was saying to Eagle, "We copy you down," Kranz

was already on the loop to the controllers:
"Okay everybody. TI, stand by for TI."
There were circumstances under which the LEM might have to launch

immediately from the lunar surface, so the flight controllers had to make
stay/no-stay decisions at touchdown+ 1 and touchdown+2 minutes
(called simply "T one" and "T two"). But at this point Kranz had to
speak loudly, because the viewing room had erupted. They cheered and
stamped and applauded, and then the off-duty people in the MOCR broke
into cheers as well. And Kranz could no longer fight off the emotions that
were sweeping over him. He knew he had to be getting ready for 'Fl and
T2. But he couldn't make himself do it. tte couldn't say anything, he
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: !i considered to be primarily a test of equipment and procedures; the

scientists would get more attention in the later flights. Then they returned

to the Eagle to rest fitfully for six hours--the LEM, with its sYsf.ems

gurgling and whirring, was a noisy place to sleep. ' · ;_
When the E.V.A. ended, it was after midnight for most of the United

States. While the nation went to sleep at the end of a momentous day, a

relatively small group of Apollo engineers were working throughout the

night. They had had no time to celebrate the landing or to watch the moon
walk. Nor would they be able to rest any time soon. Even as the LEM's

stay on the surface seemed to move serenely forward, the support
CH^vr_R '_ network labored furiously to keep the mission from self-destructing.

1

"Well, let's light this sumbitch EverymannedspaceflightexperiencedwhatNASAcalled"anomalies."The signal that misrepresented the condition of John Glenn's heat shield

and it better work" had been a classic anomaly: Something potentially disastrous had hap-
pened, but no one knew exactly what that "something" was. Anomalies
continued to occur on the Apollo missions, but, like everything else in

Apollo, they became more complicated to diagnose.

The events of the rest of that day were watched on television by a The ground's first response to an anomaly, in Apollo as in Mercury,

worldwide audience estimated to be in excess of a billion people. Neil had to come from Mission Control. Only the MOCR and its back rooms

Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin told Flight Director Milt Windier that they were equipped for instant reaction. After their initial response, however,

wanted to postpone their planned rest period and proceed directly to the the MOCR could turn elsewhere. Sometimes they needed to have a better
E.V.A. Kraft, not surprised that the crew didn't feel sleepy, agreed. Cliff idea of what had really gone wrong (why did the S.P.S. engine show
Charlesworth's Green Team, which had trained for the lunar surface slightly less than its rated thrust during that course correction bum on

activities, was hurriedly brought on shift (not difficult, since most of thc Apollo 8?). Sometimes they needed a prediction of what was going to

team had been hanging around thfikling 31)all day anyway). At 9:56:15 happen in the future (how long could the ailing fuel cell on Gemini V be

P.M., Central Daylight Time, July 20, 1969, Neil Armstrong hopped from expected to limp along?). Often, the MOCR needed a way of actually

the bottom rung of the LEM's ladder onto the lunar surface, proclaiming, fixing whatever was wrong.
"That's one small step for a man, one giant leap for mankind."* Such was the case during Apollo 11 after the Eagle had landed. In

Buzz Aldrin joined Armstrong on the surface. Together they spent two quick succession, Eleven was faced with three important anomalies. To
hours and fimy nfinutes gathering twenty-one lunar rocks and deploying resolve them, the MOCR turned to two other rooms in Houston, SPAN

some simple experiments. It wasn't a long time, but thc lirst landing was and the MER, and to two distant rooms in Bethpage, Long Island, and

· That. at least, is what Armsmmg intended to say Either he forgot thc article "a" or a Cambridge, Massachusetts.
communications glitch blocked it out. because his sentence came hack to earth a_. "That'_ one small

step for man. one giant leap for mankind." Armstrong was nonplussed when he returned and found OUt the main door of the MOCR and around two corners was the room
out how his historic first words had been heard. I_)inting out that without the "a" the sentence didn't

make sense. He was right, but everyone knew what he meant anyway, called SPAN. SPAN stood for "Spacecraft Analysis," but no one

35_'_
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referred to it that way---Scott Simpkinson always swore he had worked that question had been defined, SPAN went out to search for an answer.
there for three years before he found out what "SPAN" meant. ' If it wished, SPAN could go directly to the manufacturers' plants. During

SPAN was staffed by a small but extremely senior group of engineers missions, North American in Downey, Gmmman on Long Island, and
and controllers. Simpkinson, by this time George Low's Assistant M.I.T. in Cambridge each had rooms with .engineers standing by
Program Manager for Flight Safety, directed SPAN's activities and was twenty-four hours a day, with access to all of their plants' arcbiees and
on shift as SPAN operations manager during the landing of Apollo i I. testing facilities. The dozens of subcontractors scattered around the
Sitting beside him and across the table were two senior engineers from country also maintained on-duty staffs. If, for example, Grumman
each of the major contractors. The night of the landing, they were the wanted to know the testing history of a particular LEM battery manufac-
men who knew their respective spacecraft better than anyone else: George tured by Eagle Pitcher in Joplin, Missouri, somebody would be standing
Jeffs, North American Rockwell's chief engineer for the command by in Joplin who could give Grumman the answer.
module, and Tom Kelly, Gmmman's chief engineer for the lunar module. But whether or not they phoned the contractors, SPAN's first response
Also at the table were equally senior representatives from M.I.T., where when confronted with a new anomaly was to write up a "chit" describing
the guidance and navigation systems had been developed, and from _* the problem and give it to a messenger who carried it two hundred yards
MPAD. Behind them was a row of consoles manned by supervisory ¢ across a courtyard to the third floor of Building 45. This was the Mission
controllers for Flight Dynamics, the C.S.M.'s systems, and the LEM's _ Evaluation Room -the MER--thc domain of Mad Don Arabian.
systems. ,,

SPAN was an interface--the jargon is precisely descriptive in this "The MER was famous," said one of Arabian's deputies, which was
case--which linked three distinct entities: F.O.D., ASPO, and the " both tree and false. The public had never heard of it. To them, Houston
contractors. True to Apollo's cavalier attitude toward hierarchies, these ? was synonymous with Mission Control. But it was famous among Apollo
senior managers were tucked away in a nondescript back room essentially design engineers, for whom it was the equivalent of Mission Control.
to act as traffic cops and dispatchers.* If any of the contractors or Indeed, many of them considered the MOCR to be comparatively trivial.
someone from F.O.D. or ASPO saw an anomaly (the screens available in In the view of these partisans, when a mission had a real problem, the
the MOCR were available on the others' C.R.T.s as well), the report place that solved it was the MER.
went to SPAN, to be assessed and passed on to the appropriate parties. Crowded, sometimes noisy, apparently disorganized, the MER was
SPAN's staff, therefore, had to have sufficient technical knowledge and everything the MOCR wasn't. During a crisis, up to a hundred engineers
be senior enough to deal instantly, without negotiation, with their own might be crowded around the MER's six rows of folding tables, the kind
organizations and to reach agreements among themselves without need used for church suppers. Each system and subsystem in the spacecraft
for approvalfrom higher-ups, was representedby an engineeringteam. The contractorsassignedsome

SPAN took the incoming information and, as necessary, honed it into of their top technical people to be in this room, as did ASPO.
a precise statement of the problem, with a question to be answered. Once Dozens of telephones littered the tables, for, as in SPAN, the engineers

in the MER were constantly on the line to their own backup rooms,
"The imlifference of many Ap_filo-era managers toward their status was one of NASA's most

endearing traits in those years. During one of the later Apollo missions. Jerry Bostiek was in SPAN, elsewhere on the M.S.C. campus or, for the contractors, around the
working the Flight Dynamics position. SPAN. llke the MOCR. always bad visitors, and one of them.
an unas,,uming gemleman who hx_ked. ',omeone once said. like a carving of a Black Forest elf, was country. The difference between SPAN and the MER was that SPAN
_tltmg between Bo_tick and the ImeUmadc nd;,e ti'nde9 Ibat noxlick used for semll.g messages lo t tmghly i(]ctlliJit.'(] I}tc Ilillllle o[' il [Ho}iii'Ill, V_JtCl't_aS tho MI:J{ was
the MOCR and back rtxm_s. Finally Boslick said. "[.m)k, l don't know who the hell you are or whal
you're doing here, bul you could make yourself useful and help get the messages out." And so the supposed to understand it and solve it while thc spacecraft was ill [light

man took off his coat and sat there the rest of the shift stuffing messages into the P-tube at aostick's and before the effects of the problem became critical. If, as was
direction. The next week one of Bostick's friends, just returned from a trip to Huntsville, told him
a story. Bostick's friend had attended the weekly staff meeting ofEberhard Rees, whoby that time sometimes thc case, that meant mobilizing thousands of engineers
had succeeded Wernher wm Braun as Marshall's center director. "Dr. Rees." someone asked. "how nationwide, so be it.
did you enjoy being over at Ilouston for the launch?" Rees is said to have replied, "Well, Ihey had
me m this little room, and lo be quite honest, I felt in Ihe way, it was so crowded. But then thi_ nice The MER was 11o! itself a high itch rt)tllll ("We didn't nectJ any fancy
young man gave hie a job and I really fe[t useful." damn consoles or anything," Arabian proudly declared). Sotnc of the
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"'i_ "Well, let's light this' sumbitch and it better work"engineers wore headsets and could plug into their choice of loops. Ten _ would work on it for a preliminary assessment, he would prowl back
television monitors with telemetry data hung overhead along the far wall. i,_ and forth in front of the blackboard, tall and lean, wide white grin,
One of the MER's staff was assigned to take Polaroid photographs of any _i_ flashing blue eyes, waving the chalk, stopping periodically to scribble On
particularly interesting screens, and those were the MER's "hard copy." :_;_ the board, talking rapidly, contemptuous of grammar. Once in a while he
The engineers brought in binoculars so they could make out what the ._. would stop suddenly, head cocked, eyes suddenly withdrawn, as he
distant numbers were during a busy part of the flight the MER presented ;' attacked some new line of thought.
a strange sight, with dozens of men wearing white shirls and ties, sitting Arabian was known as Mad Don partly because of his ideas and partly

in a closed room, holding binoculars to their eyes. because of his unrestrained enthusiasm in expressing them. According to

The assets of the MER lay not in the technology of the room, but in the an engineer who worked with him, when there was a meeting to hash out
brains of its members. Assembled in that one room was a vast storehouse a technical issue, "everybody always'shuddered when you got around to

of knowledge about how the spacecraft worked and how to jury-rig a fix Arabian, because we knew it was either going to be back to square one
that would pull the mission out of trouble. And no one exemplified the or off into left field--you never knew exactly where he was going to come

no-sweat, we-can-do-that confidence of the MER more than its leader, from." But he was too good an engineer for the others not to listen, no

DonArabian. matterhowcrazyhis latestnotionsoundedat first.
Arabian didn't give a damn about what anybody else thought. He had

"Mad Don" was only one of several appellations for him. Variations his own ideas about how things ought to be, anti he was sure he was right,
included "The Mad Man," "The Wild Man," and "The Wild Ara- and he didn't care if everybody else in the room thought differently.

bian." His real name was Donald Dionysios (that's the way his father "See, I'm one guy a lot of people are afraid of," Arabian said,

spelled it) Arabian. In 1949, he had gone directly from the University of accurately. "There's a reason for it, because if anybody does anything
Rhode Island to work for Langley, where he relished the precise and technically that's not according to physics, that's bullshitting about

elegant engineering-for-engineering's-sake that characterized Langley. something, I will forever be death on them. I mean, you'd better be exact,
Then in 1960 he moved over to join the Space Task Group. In 1967, you'd better show technical elegance. It doesn't make any difference how

shortly after heading up one of the panels for the 204 Review Board, he smart you are, you'd better not ever prostitute physics."
was chosen to be head of Houston's Test Division, part of ASPO. Physics was the one entity that Arabian would forbear from antago-

During a flight, Arabian ran the MER. After the flight, he orchestrated nizing. Good-natured and generous in his personal relationships, he had
the preparation of the sacred text for each mission, the Mission Evaluation pungent, mostly critical, opinions about everything in his professional
Report, and personally spent most of his time on one chapter in it, the life. Organization was just a nuisance ("You find out what the rules of the

"Anomaly Report." This chapter informed F.O.D., the rest of ASPO, game are, then you determine how to get around the ones that are
and the contractors which ones of the fifty-odd anomalies reported during detrimental to what you want to do"). People were problematic. A few,
a typical mission were hardware malfunctions and which were procedural mainly Low and Kraft, had his boundless admiration. Arabian also liked

errors by the crew or ground. The Anomaly Report analyzetl each of the and freely praised certain other engineers--Faget, Jeffs, people like that,
true anomalies and reported on what had been done to rectify the and most of the contractor engineers who were assigned to the MER. But

situation, ending each section with the imperious pronotmcement: "This Arabian thought that just about everybody else was in the way. This
anomaly is closed." tended to include his own subordinates in the 'rest Division ("I never

Arabian had a raised platform just inside thc doorway of the MER from wanted people to work for me. It just takes away from you"), NASA
which hc could look out over the long, narrow room. When a new executives from headquarters ("tlubcaps," useless ornamentation), se-
problem came over from SPAN, he would holler in his pronounced, nasal nior executives with the contractors ("Their goal is just to make a

Rhode Island accent, "All right, folks, we gotta problem here we gotta buck"), llight controllers ("They spend most all their time coming up

work, let's get goin' on it!" Then, having assembled the people who with flight rules. Then when something happens, they haven't the
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foggiest idea what you need to do"), astronauts ("A lot of them aren't a deep distrust of human performance. "See, the brain is very clever?!
too damned swift"), and, perhaps most eloquently, the Cape. This is Arabian said to all who would listen. "It can perceive things, it can create
vintage Arabian on Launch Operations: things, and all that. But it's the most undependable, unreliable,: unpre-

dictabledevicethatexists."* _'__:?

Those thousands of people in the Firing Room at K.S.C. are not needed. That was what made Arabian so good for the MER and so important to

We went and landed on the moon. Strange place, never before been there. Apollo. When an ambiguous problem came in, he wouldn't settle for an

Didn't know where the landing spot was gonna be. [Imitates the sound of explanation unless it fit all the conditions. He was always aware of "the
the LEM's engine shutting down.} They got out, they messed around, ate brain's" propensity to jump to convenient conclusions. "If something
lunch and everything else, and when they're ready to go they kick the rocks goes wrong, let's say, and there are ten-conditions that must be satisfied,
out of the way, brush themselves off. [Acts out parts of both astronauts.[ and this one thesis satisfies them all precisely, see, except one, okay?
They have no white coats on, there's no ground support equipment, there

then that ain't it. It's not 'almost': You're either there, or you ain't
are no consoles or anything else, and one says, "Okay, you ready to
go?'--"Yeah, I'm ready to go."--"Okay, you put the sandwiches there." Time and again during Apollo, Arabian's cheerful intransigence

turned out to be invaluable. Often the situation that the MER had to dealaway." And when they're ready to go they press a button. They call up
Houston and say, "}touston, we are go for liftoff." Houston says, "You're with was indeed a problem for which there seemed to be an excellent
go." If there's something wrong, Houston couldn't have done a damn explanation that fit all of the facts, all of them but one, and Arabian would
thing. That was all on their own, two guys, okay? And they did it six refuse to accept it until that last small, unimportant anomalous fact was
times--launched from the moon, strange environment, without any firing understood--when, frequently, it became clear that the problem and its

rooms or anything else. Then you say to yourself, "If they did it there, solution were quite different than bad been previously thought. In
what the hews goth' on at K.S.C.?" Houston, Arabian was sui generis--"a legend in his own time," Chris

Kraft once wrote. A knowledgeable observer in the F.O.D. that Arabian
All of these heterodox opinions were expressed with a big grin, without disdained, thinking about the people at M.S.C. who made the Apollo

personal animosity--and with absolute conviction, anywhere, any time. flights successful, decided that four men ultimately stood out: Kraft,
Arabian's particular disfavor was reserved for anyone who tinkered Low, Tindall--and Arabian.

with hardware once it bad been properly designed and built. He was a
relentless foe of the kind of testing they did at the Cape, which in his

opinion accomplished nothing except to take operational life out of the

systems.* He bemoaned the astronauts' preference for manual systems, 2
which he considered unsafe. But to come full circle, he also took

potshots at his own Test Division. The Test Division shouldn't exist, The anomaly that caused the highest pulse rates during Apollo 11
Arabian thought. Reliability and efficiency in a piece of equipment had occurred a minute after the landing, it was not mentioned in the press

to be designed in; there shouldn't have to be a separate organization coverage or in the official NASA history, probably because nothing came
to check that kind of thing. Build the hardware right to begin with, and

* Arabian included his own brain in this indictmem, citing the time he forgot to lower the landing
you won't have to bring all these unreliable human beings into the act gearinhislittleBeechcrafias proof ofthebrain'streachery. Arabianflewhimselfeverywhere during
I_ter. lfic Amfil(, yetis .nloMly alimn, however, because he tended to make passengers nelmous.

Anti there, linally, Arabian's view of the cosmos rested: He had faith Simpkinson renlembeted sitling in the copik_t's seal (me day when they got out to the end of therunway and discovered that title of the plane's magnetos was out. "Don't worry about it!" Arabian

in hardw;.u'c systems and ill designs that obeyed the laws of physics, and shouted to Simpkinson over the noise of Ihe engine as he proceeded to take off anyway. On another
occasion, after some mysterious epismles in which the Beecheraft's engine had been sputtering and

"In this discus_,im_,the we.rd "test" is being used for two different meanings At the Cape. thc backfiring, threalening to quit altogether. Arabian decided that he needed to do some systematic
test conductors tested to see whether the hardware for the next flight was operating according to troubleshooting. So he took the liltlc plane up near its ceiling, about 15.000 feet. where he would
specs Arabian's Test Division was charged with testing the equipment relative tn the functions it was have. in his words. ''plenty of time" and proceeded Io induce the engine problem, testing om
supposed to fulfill Or to pul it another way. the Cape tested the equipment, while the Test Division alternative explanations It was Imrt'ectly safe. he said - he made sure he was within coasting distance
tested thc design, of an aiq'_)lt
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of it, but for a few minutes it scared the living daylights out of the handful * * * :

of people on the ground who knew what was happening. The second anomaly occurred when Nell Armstrong, trying to maneuver
On TELMU's screen in the MOCR and on the lunar module systems in the LEM with his pressure suit and backpack on, inadvertently backed

screen in SPAN, readings showed that pressure and temperature were into the circuit breaker for the ascent engine's arming switch and broke it.

rising alarmingly in one of the descent stage's fuel lines. After the This was not a trivial matter, for the ascent engine ignition button
engine shut down, a blockage had apparently occurred--ahnost wouldn't work untilthe ascent engine hadbeen armed. Neither, however,
certainly, Gmmman's Tom Kelly in SPAN believcd, bccause liquid was it a crisis. It was a nuisance which provided an example of the
helium had frozen a slug of fuel left in the pipe. As they watched the versatility of the LEM's design. The Eagle didn't have a backup arming

screens, the residual heat from the engine (which had been operating at switch, but it did have such redundant wiring that, given time, the

5,000 degrees Fahrenheit when the Eagle had landed) was moving up Gmmmau engineers would be able to work out a sequence of switches
toward the frozen fuel, and the question bothering Kelly was what that would reroute signals in such a way as to arm the ascent engine, even

would happen when the trapped fuel suddenly got much warmer, without the arming switch. The MER and Bethpage figured out how to do

"There's no telling what it will do," he told Low, who by this time was _ it while the astronauts were walking on the moon. While the astronauts
on the phone with Kelly. The fuel was unstable when heated, and Kelly i! rested, they simulated the new sequence and passed the solution on to
saw a real possibility that the frozen fuel would explode like a small _,- SPAN, where it was reviewed and given to the MOCR for transmission

hand grenade, to Eagle.
The MER and the Gmmman control center at Bethpage had seen the

same pressure readings. Men in both rooms were on the phone to each The anomaly that resisted solution the longest concerned the program
other, trying to estimate what would happen if the fuel exploded. The best alarm. The people in the MOCR and the MER understood what had

guess was that even a small explosion was likely to squirt fuel or oxidizer triggered the alarm--the computer was failing to keep up with its
into the combustion chamber, which was still thousands of degrees hot. work--but even after Eagle was on the ground nobody in the MOCR,

Some of the people at Grumman argued for an immediate abort, SPAN, the MER, or at M.I.T. knew why. In a few hours, that same

launching the ascent stage and leaving the problem behind. But besides computer would be called upon to perform a lunar rendezvous, and the
mining the rest of the plans for the first landing, an immediate launch was possibility that troubled everyone was that the computer failure would
impossible: By the time tile problem occurred, ('ohtmbia was nut of recur in a more serious form.

position for a rendezvous. An option t'aw)rcd by Kelly was to burp the Determining what had happened took M.I.T.'s teams in Houston and
descent engine--restart it at 10 percent power for a split second--and Cambridge nearly the whole twenty-one hours that the Eagle was on the

relieve the pressure. By now all the phone lines were open--Low in the moon. Throughout the night and into the morning they burrowed deep
MOCR, Simpkinson and Kelly in SPAN, Arabian in the MER. Arabian into the computer system, searching for the mysterious something that

argued against burping the engine, at least until they knew more about the had been eating up computer capacity during the descent. They ran sims
attitude of the LEM on the lunar surface. If Eagle was already tilted at an of the software, sims of the hardware, and still they were unable to

angle, even a slight thrust from the descent engine at one-sixth gravity determine the source of the problem.

might push the LEM over on its side. On the morningof July21, GeorgeSilver, a heavysetman who looked
As they talked, they saw the pressure in the tuel line start down, edge more like a hard-hat construction worker than the software expert he was,

up slightly once more, then fall abruptly and for good. The blockage had walked into the Apollo Room at M.I.T.'s Instrumentation Lab to
melted or the line had ruptured without damaging anything essential. In supervise the ascent phase. Ordinarily, Silver would have been in SPAN
either case, the crisis which had flared so suddenly was over as quickly or the MER, but he was in the process of taking over the Systems Test

as it had begun. It was an object less,n in Krat't's precept about not doing Division at the Instrumentation Lab. When Silver arrived that morning,
anything if you don't know what to do. the team that had worked the descent was still there, unshaven and
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red-eyed, still working on the program alarm mystery. Something was to the crew before liftoff from the moon: Please set the rendezvous radar
stealing all the computer time, they told Silver. switch to "Manual." '_.:':'

Examining the printout, Silver was reminded of some simulations they
had run on the computer on LM-I, the first lunar module, flown

unmanned as part of Apollo 5 eighteen months earlier. At one point

duringthe tests, theyhad turnedoff the simulatorand "just let thelines 3
hang open." On that occasion, Silver had discovered that the computer
kept trying to find angles and sines and cosines that matched whatever the L.O.R. had been considered so unrealistic in 1961 because of the
signal might be, however meaningless. The situation with Apollo 11 maneuver that was now about to take place for the first time: a launch-
looked much the same to him. He asked the weary M.I.T. team whether to-rendezvous by a spacecraft 240,000 miles from home.
they had checked the rendezvous radar angles. Yes, they had, and the The first reason why that prospect had been so forbidding is that

angles were moving pretty fast. Every time they moved even a little bit,' spacecraft cannot move sideways any great distance. They can move up,
Silver reminded them, that was a cycle steal--the computer was down, forward, or backward, but for practical purposes they are locked

recalculating from scratch--and it could eat up as much as 18 percent of into the plane in which they have been launched--sideways movement

the computer's time. What might be causing the rendezvous radar to ,_ against that momentum is extremely costly in propellants. Therefore the
calculate angles so obsessively? They hadn't by any chance had the _ first constraint of space rendezvous is that the planes of the two
rendezvous radar set on "Automatic," had they? ,_ rendezvousing spacecraft be virtually identical. This requires, obviously,

: great navigational precision during powered flight to orbit.
Steve Bales had stayed up long enough to watch the E.V.A. and then _*!, The next problem is timing. Because spacecraft carry limited propel-
collapsed'on a bunk in the controller's lounge. When at ten the next lants, it is not enough that the two spacecraft be in the same plane; they
morning he took his place in the MOCR to work the ascent phase, he must also be reasonably close to each other when the second spacecraft

learned that SPAN still hadn't received an explanation of the computer . reaches orbit, which means that the second spacecraft must be launched
alarm anomaly. Bales was surprised--he wouldn't have thought that any within a narrow time interval. If both spacecraft are launched precisely

computer problem in the world could have stumped that team of people from the equator (of earth or moon) into an orbit directly above the
for that long, once they knew the symptoms. He was disturbed as well. equator, then the timing is fairly simple: Once each orbit, the second

In planning the flights, everyone had always assumed that the ascent spacecraft has a brief period of time when it can launch and be in position
would be more difficult than the descent. For a LEM going down, the to rendezvous. But if the plane of both spacecraft is anything except

surface of the moon was hard to miss. For a LEM going up, the C.S.M. precisely equatorial, then the timing of launch is complicated by the fact
was a small and elusive target. The prospect of lifting off with a computer that the earth and the moon rotate--the source of a phrase familiar to

that had been flighty and overburdened on the way down was not television viewers of launches at Cape Canaveral, the "launch window."
reassuring, and Bales was in no frame of mind for more dramatics. He A spacecraft which can launch to rendezw)us at time X cannot necessarily

had had enough excitement the preceding afternoon to last him for the rest hmnch to rendezw)us the next time the orbiting target spacecraft comes
of bis career, around;it mighthaveto waithoursor evenclays,dependingontheorbits

Bales was sitting at his Guidance console in the MOCR when the call inw)lved. On a hmar mission, both spacecraft had tightly budgeted
came through, just thirty minutes before the scheduled liftoff: Tell the resources, and couldn't all'nrd to wait long il' a launch window were
crew to turn the rendezvous radar switch to "Manual," and they won't missed.

have any more computer alarms. "I gotta believe you," Bales said, and Even after the second craft has lifted off at thc right time into the right

passed the word on to Glynn Lunney, who was Flight for the ascent, trajectory, the pair of rendezvousing spacecraft face a number of
Lunney had to believe it as well. It was one of the last messages sent up additional obstacles. If a spacecraft gets into orbit and finds itself in the
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identical plane as its target but just half a mile back, the pilot cannot had seemed at the beginning of the space program. The main concern
simply step on the accelerator to catch up, because increasing his speed now was that the ascent engine start. To that end, the ascent engine on.the

: ' LEM had been made as simple as a rocket engine could be, with only twowill increase the height of his orbit. The same principle holds true ., .
whether he is above, below, behind, or ahead of his target: He cannot moving parts in the entire assembly. It had a magnificently reliable record
point the spacecraft in the direction he wants to go and turn on the engine, in the ground tests.
Unless he is within a few feet of his target, the astronaut must rely on Nonetheless, the first liftoff from the moon was a tense moment for

precise tracking data combined with sophisticated computer programs to everyone, just as Eight's entry into the first lunar orbit had been. For Mike
tell him what direction to point, the duration of the burn, and what throttle Collins, circling the moon alone in Columbia, the lunar liftoff was the
settingto use. mostnerve-wrackingmomentin his longflyingcareer:Duringthesix

These are just a few of the reasons why, in 1961, space rendezvous was ?!. months since he had been selected to be the command module pilot, his

so daunting. Since then, rendezvous had been gradually demystified. In _?_ secret terror had been that he might have to come back to earth alone. ForAugust 1965, the first rendezvous in history had been planned for Gemini Glynn Lunney, waiting at the flight director's console, this moment was
V. Gemini V would release a pod with a small radar transponder, let it _::::r an odd mix of emotions. As at liftoff for any flight, he felt tense ("trying

in its flight, Gemini V i,'e to hold my breath for eight minutes"). But in an odd way, the ascent fromdrift away, and then find it again. But early

developed a problem with its fuel cells and the rendezvous attempt was '_': the moon was not as draining on the flight director as a launch from earth
delayed. By the time the problem was solved, the pod had drifted too far or any other phase of flight where there was a choice of aborting or going
away to be found again. Rather than waste months of training, Houston : ahead. With the lunar ascent, "there were no decisions to make, so in that
and the astronauts forgot the pod and rendezvoused with a point in sense it was easy. You just say, 'Well, let's light this sumbitch and it
space.* Bill Tindall cheerfully consoled the men and one woman of Ed : better work.'"
Lineberry's Rendezvous Section by telling them that, technically, it It did. After a stay of twenty-one hours, Eagle's guillotines slashed
amountedto the same thing.t the connectionslinkingthe descentandascentstages,the ascentengine

Four months later, in December 1965, Gemini VI rendezvoused not went instantly from a cold start to full power, the computer did all its

with a phantom, but with another manned spacecraft, Gemini VII. This work without lighting up any master alarms, and within three hours the
was followed by an unbroken sequence of successful rendezvous in Eagle was keeping station with Columbia, ready for an uneventful
Gemini VIII, IX, X, XI, and XII. The Gemini flights performed docking.
co-elliptical rendezvous and equi-period rendezvous; they rendezvoused
from above and they rendezvoused on the first apogee. These were
followed by the successful rendezvous of the LEM and C.S.M. in earth
orbiton Apollo9, and in lunarorbiton Apollo10. 4

Thus on July 21, 1969, rendezvous itself was not the fearsome thing it
At dawn on Thursday, July 24, 1969, Apollo 11 splashed down in the

* When at first it appeared that there would be no rendezvous at all on Gemini V, the bitterly south Pacific close to the Navy aircraft carrier Hornet. In the MOCR,
disappointed members of the little Rendezvous Section did the only sensible thing and retired to the
Flintlock. At about ten o'clock that night, Bill Tindall called them there with tile wonderful news: which had passed control to the recovery team in the adjacent room

The fuel cells were functioning again and they cc.uld do a rendezvous---albeit with a point in when the parachutes deployed, a television image of Columbia bobbing
space--after all. Tindall had it all worked out, and they should get back to Building 30 right away.
By that time, most of the members of the Section couldn't even navigate to the Flintlock parking lot. in the water was projected up on the right-hand screen. The MOCR was

let alone find their way to Building 30. As the story is told, the surviving members of the Section who .jammed with people, waving small flags and smoking the traditional
straggled back to Building 30 that night proved not only that rendezvous could bc done, but that you splashdown cigars. The large twenty-by-ten-foot screen, which for thedidn't even need to be sober.

* This is the first woman-- her name was Cathy Osgood--we have mentioned whose role was past eight days had been showing trajectories to the moon and
something other than wife or secretary. There were just a bandlul of others (Rita Rapp, who ran the lunar-orbital tracks, went black. In a moment, it lit again, with these
nutritional program for the astronauts, was apparentJy the highes[ ranking) Women engineers were
exceedingly rare either in NASA or on the contractors' staffs, words:
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I believethatthisnationshouldcommititselftoachievingthegoal.before. . _,_,;
this decade is out, of landing a man on the moon and returning him safelyto earth. ' / ; ' _ _'_?

John F. Kennedy to Congress, May 1961

Since Columbia had splashed down, the right-hand screen had been

displaying the mission patch of Apollo I I. Now these words appearedabove it:

Task accomplished. CHAFFER

July 1969. 26

?

; "I thinkwe need to do a little
more all-weather testing"

Walter Kapryan, "Kappy," looked unhappily through the windows of
the Firing Room at the skies over the Cape. It was Friday, November 14,

1969, the launch of Apollo 12 was scheduled for 11:22 that morning, and
Kapryan was directing his first launch since taking over the Launch

Operations Directorate from Rocco Petrone. Kapryan, a Langley man and
an early member of the Space Task Group, had been deputy director of

Launch Operations before his promotion. Petrone, who had moved into
Sam Phillips's job as Apollo program manager when Phillips returned to
the Air Force, had left Kapryan a daunting record to live up to. Petrone

had launched every Apollo flight thus far at precisely the planned
secondo-two Saturn lbs and six Saturn Vs: eight flawless launch
,_chcdulcs ill ;_ row.

The weather outsidc was iffy. Yesterday, it had been plainly unaccept-
able, with thunderstorms passing through the Cape all day. The skies had

cleared during the night and it had looked as if the launch was safe, but
now the morning had brought mole clouds and intermittent rain. The

pressing question was whether thc current conditions fell within the
weather roles fi)r a launch.

371
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Kapryan kepL planes and weather bzillotms at varying altitudes above group to be namedlead flight director and the first tobeFlight onalaur_ch
the Cape throughout the morning. He wasn't worried about the rain . phase. Still baby-faced at age thirty-four, an Aggie from Texas A&M
short of torrential downpours, the Saturn V wasn't affected by ratty--but with a high-pitched Texas twang, Griffin knew from the loops at the Cape

either high winds or lightning would scrub the launch. All morning, i_,_i that they were having weather problems in Florida and had doubted that
however, the word coming back to the Firing Room was the same: Winds :_; they were going to launch. As the countdown continued toward T-O, he

were light at all altitudes. The Swccncy meters they used for measuring :_i was pleasantly surprised.
In accordance with MOCR custom, he had no

lightning potential showed no problem. The countdown continued, television image on any of his console's screens, but he assumed that the
By eleven o'clock, Kapryan was still edgy. They were not in violation weather must be okay-.4)therwise, the Cape wouldn't go ahead.

of the weather rules, but the cloud cover was at less than a thousand feet

and the rain was getting worse; it just didn't feel like a good day to launch At 11:22, fight on schedule, the Saturn V fired up and rose from Pad 39A.

a Saturn V. But none of Kapryan's options was without risk The Saturn The commander of Apollo 12, Pete Conrad, was an exuberant, playful
was fully fueled and (after a quick fix of a minor fuel cell problem) man who felt no compulsion to pretend th.at he wasn't excited· His voice

working perfectly. The spacecraft was working perfectly. The came overtheloopsfullofjoy."Thisbaby'sreallygoin'["herep°rted-
astronauts--an ali-Navy crew consisting of Pete Conrad, Abm Bean, and "That's a lovely liftoff!" Only thirty-six seconds into the mission,

Dick Gordon--were already on board, To offioad the propellants, reload Conrad's gleeful commentary was interrupted by loud, continuous static
them, and recycle the countdown was a major job that would introduce a that drowned out all communication. Twenty-six seconds later, the static

variety of hazards. The spacecraft and launch vehicle were never going to finally faded and Conrad came on the air again, his voice strong and
be more ready than they were now. The next time, there might be a small, clear, but a little breathless:
not-quite-in-violation problem with the vehicle that would worry Kapryan "Okay, we just lost the platform, gang. [ don't know what happened

a lot more than the weather was worrying him today, here. We had everything in the world drop out."
To increase the pressure, the President of the United States, Richard

M. Nixon, was sitting in the small V.I.P. room, a triangul;,r glass In thc MOCR, all Gerry Griffin knew was that the air-to-ground loop was

enclosure which jutted out over the Firing Room like thc prow of a ship. filled with static and that neither he nor any of his controllers were getting

Kapryan knew he couldn't let Nixon's presence affect his decision, but any data from the spacecraft on their consoles. This did not necessarily
having the President watching from up there, waiting to see the advertised constitute an emergency. Because of the vagaries of the ground stations

launch, didn't make Kapryan's job any easier. Kapryan silently asked and the many kinds of electromagnetic interference with which the
himself, as he would in the last minutes before every launch he directed, communications system had to contend, it was not unusual to lose data or

What am I doing up here? Isn't there a better way to make a living? even voice contact with the spacecraft for a few seconds. Still, Griffin
At the rows of consoles below him, the countdown was as smooth as didn't like losing communication during the launch phase, always a word-

he could wish. Kapryan decided: As long as the rain didn't get worse and some time anyway. Then came Conrad's voice, reporting that the guid-

the wind didn't rise and there was no lightning, the rules said Launch, and ance platform was no longer functioning, which meant that the spacecraft
that's what he was going to do. now had no way of knowingwhere it wasor what its attitude mightbe.

CapCom Gerry Cart acknowledged with a calm "Roger," which, in
the absence of any data from the spacecraft, was the only thing he could
do. Data were still coming in from the launch vehicle--the systems in

{ the Saturn were completely independent from those in the C.S.M.--and
the Saturn V was still pumping away, gaining altitude, maintaining the

In the MOCR at Houston, it was also a lirst-time day for Gerry Griffin. correct trajectory. But Carr didn't need to tell that to the astronauts, who
Griffin was part of the third generation tff llight directors, brought in were still being pushed back in their seats by the 3-g force of the S-IC

ahmg with Milt Windier and Pete Frank m 1967. lie was the first of his stage.
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ThencameConrad'snextmessage:"1 got threefuel cell lights,an * * * .
· ¥,

A.C. bus light, a fuel cell disconnect, A.C. bus overload, I and 2, main About a year earlier, Aaron had been sitting in the MOCR at midnight as
bus A and B out." Conrad's voice was calm but strained. He was part of a small team led by Glynn Lunney. They were "watching" atest
reporting that, for all practical purposes, the spacecraft was inoperative: at K.S.C.--just one more way of familiarizing themselves with :their

all electrical power was down except for the emergency batteries which systems. Tbe lest was proceeding normally when the parameters on

ordinarily were used only for entry. Aaron's screens suddenly changed to a strange pattern--not zeros, but an
Conrad had barely finished his sentence before Griffin was on the loop incomprehensible set of values. Then the numbers returned to normal.

to his EECOM, John Aaron. "When things start going to worms," Aaron The morning after the test, Aaron retrieved a hard copy of the
would point out later, the EECOM was the most likely person to know ._' anomalous screens from the computer and took it back to his office---

what was going on. Only something in the electrical system EECOM i._ there was no particular reason for doing so, just Aaron's uncommon
monitored could be causing the multitude of difficulties that Twelve was ;i curiosity. Aaron couldn't make any sense of the numbers he had seen. As

encountering. "How's it looking, EECOM?" Griffin asked. He fully ii': persistent as he was curious, Aaron got Lunney to call the Cape and find
expected Aaron to come back with a recommendation to abort, out what had happened. The Cape wasn't pleased to have Houston call

and demand to know how they had screwed up, but they disclosed
John Aaron had intended to be a math and science teacher and raise nonetheless that a test conductor had accidentally dropped tile power
Herefords. But upon graduation from Oklahoma's Southwestern State system on the C.S.M. to unusually low voltages.

College in 1964 with a degree in engineering, he had applied to NASA on Aaron went looking for one of the instrumentation specialists at
a whim, and a few weeks later someone in Houston had telegraphed an M.S.C., trying to find out why the screen had reacted in such a peculiar
offer of a huge salary--or so it had seemed to an Oklahoma farm boy. way under low voltage. They spent hours on it. Finally, the instrumen-

Aaron hadn't known for sure what they were doing down in Houston, but tation guy zeroed in on the signal-condition equipment, S.C.E., a box of
he decided he'd go down and do whatever it was for a couple of years and electronics that performed an obscure role in translating the information

then return to his Herefords. Since then, he had come to delight in the from the sensors into the signals that went to the displays in the spacecraft
work, and he had already acquired a reputation within F.O.D. as one of and on the ground. It had a primary and an auxiliary position. In the

the sharpest of the EECOMs. What he was about to do would make him primary position, where it was ordinarily set, it had a sensor that would
a locallegend, turn the S.C.E. off underlow voltage. In the auxiliaryposition,the

Like other controllers, Aaron had set up his panel of buttons to light for S.C.E. would attempt to run even under low-voltage conditions. "You

various malfunctions and, ordinarily, he would have gone first to the know," the instrmnentation guy told Aaron, "that signal-conditioning

lights to try to identify what had happened. But this time it was hopeless: equipment had tripped off because you were in primary. Now, if you'd
"The whole place just lit up," Aaron recalled. "1 mean, all the lights gone to auxiliary, you would have wiped this circuit out and you would

came on. So instead of being aids to tell you what went wrong, the lights have got your readings back." Aaron tbought that was interesting.
were absolutely no help at all." He turned quickly to his screens.

The screens hadn't gone blank, nor had the numbers turned to zeros. It is part of flight-controller etiquette to credit the back room reflexively.
Rather, it was as if tile screen had suddenly gone from English to an Whenever flight controllers arc reminiscing about a memorable call, the

unknowu language. Thc hundred-odd parameters on the two screens still t_mmda is always, "()l' Bill had bCCll working with Iht boys m live back
showed values, but values that didn't make any sense. Aaron, like room, and they came up with . . "Steve Bales, who had done that with

everyone else in the MOCR, had no idea what had happened. Unlike Jack Garman on Apollo I l, put it best when he compared the men in the
everyone else in the MOCR, however, Aaron saw a pattern in the back and front rooms to two mountain climbers roped together. And

numbers, and the pattern was somehow familiar. Now all he had to do virtually without exception, tile assumption that the back room was
was remember why. involved in a nl:lj¢:,l' call is curler!l. In lhc case of John Aaron on Apollo
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i!iiiil12, it is not. There was no time. When Griffin asked Aaron, "How's it i i "N.C.E. to Auxiliary," he said dutifully.
looking?" Aaron was just starting to call his back room. ' "S.C.E., S.C.E., to Auxiliary," CapCom repeated. This time the

"Is that the S.C.E.?" he asked, already sure of the answer, crew heard, right. Al Bean, the lunar module pilot, knew where the

"Boy, I don't know, John," a worried voice came back, "It sure '-_: S.C.E. switch was, and clicked it to the position labeled "Auxiliary."!e

looks--" _

Griffin, getting no answer to his first call to F.F.COM (he could not hear i, Griffin was still worried that the crew didn't know how to put S.c.E. to
Aaron's exchange with the back room over his loop), tried again, needing Aux and asked again, "What panel, EECOM?" But by this time
an answerquickly:"EECOM, what do you see?" everythinghadchanged.

Aaron cut off his back room and punched up the Flight loop. "Flight, "We got it back, Flight," Aaron said laconically, meaning that the
EECOM.Try S.C.E. to Aux." data--interpretabledata had come back up oil his screen. "Looks

Griffin was surprised. In the first place, he was ready to call an abort, good." Now that he had data, Aaron could also deduce that the fuel cells
and was already preparing himself for that irrevocable step. In the second that powered the C.S.M. had, for reasons unknown, been disconnected.
place, he had no idea what "S.C.E." referred to. Never in any of the
simulations or the Mission Techniques had that switch been mentioned. A minute and fifty seconds had passed since launch; thirty seconds since
Griffin wasn't sure he'd heard Aaron right, and in fact he hadn't. Conrad had first reported his status. Sitting in the viewing room, Bill

"Say again. S.C.E. to 'Off'?" Tindalllookedat the peoplesitting aroundhim, listeningto the flight
"Aux," corrected Aaron. The MOCR's was truly the most economical director and air-to-ground loops. The V.I.P.s--headquarters people,

language in the world, wives, politicians, celebrities--were laughing and talking, relaxing now
Griffin played it back to Aaron, needing to be sure: "S.C.E. to AtLt." that the tension of liftoff was over. Nothing they had seen in the room
As he conlirmed, Aaron loosened up, using two whole words: beyond the glass, nothing they had heard in the voices of the controllers

"Auxiliary,Flight." speakingtheir incomprehensiblelanguage,had hintedto themthat
Griffin still had no idea what Aaron was talking about, but once again anything was wrong. One of the senior officials from F.O.D., who like

trust madethe systemwork. BillTindallknewsomethingwasbadlywrong,triedto quiettheothersso
"S.C.E. toAux,CapCom,"Griffinsaid. he couldhear.
CapCom sat immediately in front and to the left of tile tlight director.

Carr turned his head and looked back up at Griffin with a "What the hell "My first thought was, I can't believe this is happening to me," Gerry
is that'?" expression on his face, but his was not to question why. In this Griffin recalled. "It wasn't panic at all, more sort of a feeling of 'My
situation, CapCom had two responsibilities: to communicate clearly and gosh, what's goin' on here?'" Every other flight director who had
to radiate confidence. Carr did both, his w)ice sounding as it' he were launched a Saturn V had had an easy time of it, comparatively

relaying a standard procedure that would make everything ()kay: "Apollo speaking--except for Chariesworth, who had lost the two engines on
12, Houston. Try S.C.E. to Auxiliary. Over." Apollo 6. But thathad beenon the second stageof an unmannedvehicle.

"What panel, EECOM?" Griffin asked. He was asking Aaron on Griffin glanced at one of his console's screens. The five F-Is on the
which instrument panel in the spacecraft this hitherto unknown switch first stage, close to the end of their two-and-a-half-minute life, were still
was located--if Carr, an astronaut, didn't seem to know what S.C.E. burning unperturbed. He decided that even if they still had to abort, there

referred to. it was entirely possible that Conrad and his crew didn't either was no sense in hurrying; at least this way they were gaining altitude, and
with altitude Griffin also gained time and options il he had to bring the

Pete Conrad, riding on top of a Saturn V in a spacecraft whose alarm crew down. He went around the horn, polling his controllers to see
panel was lit up like a pinball machine, seemed as mystified by the whether they were go for staging. As soon as he had completed that,
instructionas Cartand Griffinhad been. EECOMwason the loopagain.
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"Try to put the fuel cells back on the line and if not, tie bat [battery] Clipper--the Apollo 12's command module--was hit twice by lightning_
Charlie to Main A and B," said Aaron.* once 36.5 seconds after launch at an altitude of 6,000 feet, whensit

Cart passed the word to the crew. It was only seconds later when discharged the cloud it was flying through, and again 16 seconds later;':at

EECOM reported again to Flight that Fuel Cell I and Fuel Cell 2 were on an altitude of about 14,000 feet, when it triggered a cloud-to-cloud bolt.:
line. Fuel Cell 3 would come up again within seconds. The entry batteries Each time, the lightning acted on Yankee Clipper in two ways, as Arabian

could be taken off line. The spacecraft was alive again, described to a visitor (accompanied by a vivid reenactment of the crew's
., reaction and the sound of the alarms). First, the lightning itself, a jolt of

Half a minute later, after the S-IC had staged and the S-II had taken over, '_r'" 60,000 to 100,000 amperes, flowed through the metal exterior of the
Pete Conrad came back on the air. Apollo stack from top to bottom. The only damage it did, however, was

"Okay, now we've straightened out our problems here," he reported to destroy some external instrumentation for measuring temperatures and
cheerily. "I don't know what happened; I'm not sure we didn't get hit by R.C.S. reserves, none of which was critical. Because of the way the

lightning." The crew had seen a bright white light at the time their Apollo stack was electrically grounded, the direct charge did not
problemsbegan, penetratethe spacecraftitself. In addition,though, thelightninginduced

A few seconds later, the irrepressible Conrad was back. "I think we electromagnetic fields within the stack. Induced voltages and currents,

need to do a little more all-weather testing," he said confidentially, powerful but not nearly as devastating as a direct jolt, raced through the

"Amen," replied CapCom Carr. "Amen." electrical circuitry and, among other things, knocked the fuel cells off line
The onboard tapes reveal that Conrad, Gordon, and Bean laughed the and caused the guidance platform to begin tumbling. As it turned out, the

rest of the way into orbit, making jokes about the way every alarm in the shocks were not powerful enough to destroy the circuits.*

spacecraft had gone off at once.
Down below, Griffin had heard Conrad's speculation about the

lightning. Dang it, I bet that's what happened, Griffin thought to him-
self.? 2

"The one thing we missed was the Ben Franklin situation," Petrone Once in orbit, the crew was preoccupied first of all with getting the
mused. "Somehow that had never entered into our discussion." What guidance platform realigned.

they had done, they realized later, was to launch a 363-foot lightning rod, The platform was at the heart of the Inertial Measuring Unit (I.M.U.),
with the equivalent of a copper wire in the form of a trail of ionized gases a metal sphere about the size of a beach ball located beneath the center

running all the way down to the ground. Even though there was no couch of the command module. Within the I.M.U.'s casing were three

lightning in the vicinity before launch, Apollo 12 could create its own. nested spheres called "gimbals." The gimbals, each controlled by a
And that is exactly what it did, discharging the cloud into which it had gyroscope, functioned like a gimbal in a boat that lets a table surface
entered. A few of the soaked observers at the viewing area could see it remain unaffected when the boat heels. At the center of the three gimbals

even from four miles away, a long flash of lightning down the exhaust was the "platfomf'--the table surface--which had been aligned before

plume to the steel of the umbilical tower. * The reason Apollo 12 was able t{, gel Io miff( was Ihat the guidance system for the Saturn V,
Actually, Don Arabian's anomalies team later determined that Yankee buried within the Instrmnemation Unit (I.U.) at the top t_f the S-IVB stage, was unaffected by the

· "Main A and B" referred to Main Bus A and Main Bus B. A "bus" (a term which will recur lightning. If its platfonn had tumbled, the Samm would have gone out of control within a few

m the story of Apollo 13) may be thought of as a set of wall plugs. The fuel cells generate electricity seconds. Part of the reason the spacecraft was so affected by the lightning while the Saturn was not
:md feed it into the buses; the various pieces of equipment in the spacecraft draw electricity out of involved the spacecraft's grealcr exposure-- it was positioned like the tip of a lightning rod_and panof it was luck, as Arabian emphatically pointed out. Neither the spacecraft nor the launch vehicle, had
{he buses.

t Texas Aggie jokes were to Texas what Polish jokes were to the rest of the country. Even before been designed with lightning in mind. In the case of the I.U, induced currents reached the gmdance
system's circuils but the compuler software kept the platform from tumbling. In addition, the incident

-x.pollo 12 left earlh orbit, people in F.OD. were going around saying, "Did you hear the one about
he Aggie who launched a Saturn V in a thunderstorm...?"--grossly unfair to pq_r Gerry Griffin. on Apollo 12 dramatically vindicated the decision early in the 1960s to have separate guidance
who had nolhing to do with the launch decisinn, systems for Ihe spacecraft and the launch vehicle
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launch. From the moment of launch, each movement in the spacecraft checklist, it was good enough to proceed out of earth orbit. They Worked
was measured by accelerometers and registered in the guidance system, through the checklist with Conrad's crew, testing the propulsion systems',
which "added" that movement onto the previous movements it had gimbal systems, gyros, computers, counting down to the last few sec0fids
recorded, in other words, the guidance system always knew where it was before actually firing the S.P.S. Everything worked. ' _ ":
relative to some specific zero point. When the main power buses went out

during launch, the gimbals lost their balance, as it were, and the result During that same hour and a half, the MOCR's support network was
was that the platform physically tumbled. 'i':._ working furiously, concentrated in Building 45 and at the North Amer-

' 1

The crew of Apollo 12 had to realign the platform through star : ican Rockwell plant in Downey. (Bethpage, Long Island, where Grum-
sightings taken on board Yankee Clipper, a task that was never easy but :i: man was located, couldn't do much except speculate: The LEM was still
was particularly difficult when tile spacecraft was not (as for sightings _, housed in the SLA, inaccessible.) Watching the data in the MER,
during a nominal mission) in deep space with lots of time. The crew, Arabian reached the conclusion that the spacecraft looked fine except for

already busy checking out the spacecraft, had somehow to work in the the destroyed instrumentation, which had no beating on the mission, and
star sightings during the half of each orbit when they were in the earth's there was no reason not to continue. For Arabian, it was just one more
shadow. With much effort, and at nearly the last opportunity, Command instance where you examine the physics of the situation: "You do
Module Pilot Dick Gordon succeeded, and the onboard guidance system whatever the data say. All the systems seemed all right, so go ahead."
could take over from the I.U. in the S-IVB stage that had been doing all The MER passed its recommendation along. To Bill Tindall, watching
the work up until then. This left the Apollo's managers still confronting the data, it looked as if they had "a normal spacecraft," once they had
the larger question: Should Twelve proceed to tile nloou? reset tile platform. But, it was later pointed out to him, a large and

As EECOM, the man responsible for the environmental and electrical undesigned-for electrical charge had run through every circuit in Yankee
systems, Aaron was once again the man on the spot. This time it wasn't Clipper. "Aaah--who cares?" Tindall replied, with a big laugh.
just Gerry Griffin coming to him, but Chris Kraft, descending from the
fourth row. "Now, young man," Aaron remembered Kraft saying to Griffin recalled that Kraft had tried to take some of the pressure
him, "you've got an hour and a half to lignre out whether that off_-"Don't forget that we don't have to go to the moon today," he had
spacecraft's ready to go to the moon or not." They could take no longer said to Griffin. But the determinations that flowed to the flight director's
than that, because they couldn't let the spacecraft continue in earth orbit console all said the same thing. "We kept clicking off that checklist,"

longer than three revolutions. On each revolution, the earth was changing Griffin recalled, "and when we got to the end, we all kind of said, 'Well,
position under them; after three orbits, the ground stations would be there's this unknown about a few things--we don't know where all that

unable to track the burn, emergency recovery vessels would be in the stray electricity may have run around in the cabin--but everything we can
wrong parts of the world's oceans, and the spacecraft itself would be out check looks okay. Is there any reason not to go?' And we looked at each
of position for the lunar trajectory needed to conduct the mission, other and said, 'Hell no, let's go.' "Griffin turned around to Manage-

"[Kraft] really put it on me," Aaron said. By this time, they were ment Row and told Kraft that's what they were going to do.
certain that the cause of Apollo 12's problems had been lightning. But
how does one determine in a hour and a hall' that a spacecraft which has It was a unique test for senior management who were close enough to the
been struck by lightning is sound enough to go to the moon? It was not day-to-day operations to have a reasonable technical grasp of the
the kind of exercise for which the flight control team had ever trained, situation--specifically, the directors of Flight Operations (Kraft), Flight
Griffin and Aaron didn't have time to invent a procedure, so they decided Crew Operations (Slayton), ASPO (McDivitt), and the Apollo Program
to section out the piece of the flight-maneuver checklist that the crew itself (Petrone). They had never overridden a flight director's decision
would ordinarily have used bet_)re burning into lunar orbit. Their logic during a mission, but never before had a strategic choice of this nature
was that no maneuver in the flight was more critical than the L.O.I. presented itself. There was an argument for terminating the mission no
burn--if the spacecraft was in good enough shape to pass the L.O.I. matter what the data smd. The unknown in Gr'ff'n s m'nd was in theirs as
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well. The spacecraft hadn't been designed for the treatment it had gotten talking to the scientists in the back room," trying to pick up clues from
during launch. Why take a chance? . Armstrong and Aldrin's description of the terrain. "It was a comedy.,.,

Kraft was in Houston; S!ayton, McDivitt, and Petrone were at the Phillips turned to Tindall, whose Mission Techniques determined .the

Cape. They had been conferring over the phone lines. Apparently there landing procedures. "On the next mission," Phillips said firmly; "I want
was no argument and no agonizing. There was one awful possibility that a pinpoint landing." "So help me God," Tindall recalled, "that's what
they couldn't check out with telemetry: Conceivably, the electricity had he said. I thought it was impossible."
blown the pyrotechnics that operated the entry parachute system. But that Tindall convened bis lunar landing group. The task looked impossible,

was extremely unlikely, and--thinking back on it Petrone shrugged because the moon had proved to be unmanageably lumpy, in a gravita-
fatalistically--if that had happened, what difference would it have made tional sense. "Mascons," uneven concentrations of the lunar mass,

to their decision about going to the moon? The crew wouldn't have come constantly introduced unexpected deviations into the Apollo lunar orbits.
back alive no matter what they did. Their effects were too complex to be fully modeled.

"We had a very short time to discuss it," Petrone recalled. "But all of After they had wrestled with the problem for a few meetings and
our minds were saying the same thing. You're up! The big part of the rejected a few unworkab[e ideas, Emi[ Schiesser, a soft-spoken, intense
mission had been accomplished, and everything was working, you've got young man who was one of MPAD's experts on deep-space navigation,
the table lined up, everything's pumping, everything looks good on introduced an idea. As the spacecraft came out from behind the moon, it

board. Houston on the ground says, 'Everything looks good here.' So we i; was heading toward the tracking stations on earth. And, as everyone
all said, 'Hey--obviously.' No big discussion. Wasn't needed. Once :_ knew, this created a Doppler effect that was used for tracking the
you've got all those other parameters falling in line .... Let's go." So vehicle.*
when Griffin told Kraft that he was going to go for T.L.I., Kraft just As the LEM continued on its circular orbit, it was no longer ap-

nodded, proaching the earth's tracking stations, but was moving at an increasing
But suppose the situation bad been posed as a scenario on the ground, angle relative to them until, as the LEM headed back around the moon

when writing mission rules. Under those circumstances, would Tindall's again, it was moving directly away from the earth. During its entire

Mission Techniques meetings have come up with a role saying that if the period, measurements of the LEM's Doppler effect from the earth showed
spacecraft is hit by lightning and the electrical system goes down and the a predictable pattern.
platform tumbles our Standard Operating Procedure will be to conduct an Now came Schiesser's imaginative leap: Suppose that we forget about

hour-and-a-half check and, if nothing seems wrong, continue? Well, said trying to model perfectly the effects of the mascons, he suggested, and
an Apollo veteran, now a senior NASA manager, maybe not. Or suppose, concentrate instead on modeling what the shifts in frequencies should
twenty years later, after the Challenger accident, that a comparable look like during the course of a landing at point X, from the time that the

situation were to occur with the shuttle. Would NASA go ahead with the LEM appears around the edge of the moon until touchdown. With this

equivalent of a translunar injection? He laughed aloud at that one. Not a predicted pattern of frequencies in front of us, we can watch what the
chance. But this is now, he said. That was then. actual frequencies arc, and calculate the difference. Then we can use the

difference between thc predicted and the actual frequencies to decide how

far off target we are. It was, Tindall reflected, "astounding"--simple and
obvious after you heard it, as elegant solutions seem always to be.

3 No matter what the source of navigational errors--mascons, venting of

the spacecraft, changes in trajectory from firing of the R.C.S. thrusters,
When Apollo ll's Eagle had landed on the Sea of Tranquillity four or an imprecise bum--Schiesser bad given them a way to determine

months earlier, no one knew at first where it was. "We were all _ *TbeD_pp_ereffec_istheapparen_changeinthefrequency_fa_igh_wave_ras_undwave---_r_scrounched around trying to figure out where the hell it was," Tindall a, in lhe Apollo case, a radio wave -caused by a change in the relative position of the source of the
_ave with respect lo the observer It is the ell'ecl that a person standing beside a railroad track hears

recalled. "Kraft was there, and Sam Phillips was there, and they were in the changing pilch of the whistle ,.ifa tram while it is approaching, passing, and then moving away.
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precisely how much they needed to change the planned course of a _'_ the effects of exposure to the lunar environment over a period of years.
descending LEM. Now what they needed was a way for the LEM to use :'-:' Since Apollo 12 did not have a battery-driven Lunar Rover (which would
that information to achieve the pinpoint landing that Phillips wanted, not be available until Apollo 15), the maximum landing error that would
One option was to update the "state vector" in the onboard computer-- still permit Conrad to reach the Surveyor was on the order of 2,000 feet.
the information required to compute the vehicle's precise position and Even if the navigation on Twelve was markedly improved, it seemed
velocity. But a state vector is expressed in seven pieces of information, implausible that they could get that close on the second manned
and asking the lunar module pilot to input seven new notms, each of them landing--Armstrong had been more than four miles off target. So the
about eight digits long, during tile middle of a lunar landiug was far too
unwieldy.* conversations between Reed and Conrad had an air of unreality about

them.

The group came up with an alternative. ("I didn't, of course," Tindall "Where do you want me to put you down?" Reed asked Conrad. The
said quickly; "1 never did anything. I just got the people together to do first time, Conrad told Reed to put him on the far side of the crater in
these things. ") Don't try to tell the LEM where it really is, went this which Surveyor would be resting. They ran a couple of simulations that
bright idea. Just tell it that the landing site has moved. If they found that way, with Conrad in the LEM simulator watching an image of Houston's
the LEM was coming down 800 feet short of the landing site, they would plaster-of-Paris lunar surface as he came in over a configuration of three
tell the computer to land 800 feet farther down-range than it had planned, craters they called "Snowman," which would tell him he was on the
To implement this procedure required only one number--"Noun 69," right track. Then one day Conrad told Reed he didn't want to walk that
they decided to call this piece of crucial targeting data. far. Put me on the near edge of the crater, Conrad said. So Reed changed

MPAD's mathematicians went off'to model the Doppler readings they the parameters in the software. Watching Reed calculate these minute
needed for Apollo 12's target; the computer people went off to modit3/the changes, apparently in all seriousness--the crater itself was only 600 feet
onboard computer's software; the flight operations people went off to across--Conrad finally told Reed. "You can't hit it anyhow! Target me
devise crew procedures and begin simulations. Elegant as Schiesser's for the Surveyor." "You got it, babe," Reed said, and he proceeded to
procedure was in theory, it was far from simple to put into practice. The enter coordinates that would land the LEM precisely on top of the Sur-
earth did not stand still while the tracking stations measured the Doppler veyor if Schiesser's bright idea worked.
effect; it rotated, ond the effect of the earth's rotation had to be taken into

account. The tracking stations handed off from one to another as they At midnight Houston time, November 18, four days after Yankee
rotated out of position, and each of them was at a different latitude; the Clipper's encounter with lightning, Emil Schiesser stood behind two
effects of the angle at which they received the signals from the LEM had Martin contractor personnel at their consoles in a comer of the first floor
to be incorporated. The time measurements h:ld to be so precise that only of the Control Center, near the computers. As the LEM Intrepidappeared
a nuclear clock was sufficiently accurate. And all ot' these changes had to at the edge of the moon, the screens began to fill with the tracking data
be completed and practiced during the interval between the July landing they had been waiting for. The three of them then began filling out their
of Apollo 11 and the Noventher launch of Apollo 12. cheat sheets, more formally known as Procedures Sheets--they looked

something like tax forms--copying numbers from the screen. Then, as
At the Mission Techniques meetings. FIDO Dave Reed, who would he Conrad and Bean streaked across the face of the moon under powered
handing the hmar descent for Twelve, talked with Pete Conrad about the descent, the three of them began tiguring out the value for Noun 69---by
target strategy. Conrad was supposed to land his I.EM close enough to hand. The Control Center's computers didn't know how to do something
Surveyor Ill, an unmanned probe thru had scffl-l;mtledon Ibc mt)tm three as simple as multiply two numbers, Schiesser said, and they hadn't
years earlier, to enable him and A1 Bean to walk over to it attd bring bothered to bring in a mechanical calculator. They scratched out their
pieces back with them. The object was to obtain infi)rmation about calculations, passed the number to the Trench, who gave it to Flight, who

* Thc at. tronauls inatmcted the computer by means ol numbers rcpre_;eming "nouns" (data told CapCom to transmit it to the crew.
p_finls) and "verbs" (procedures for using (he dala).
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As Intrepid descended through 7,000 feet toward the lunar surface, it
pitched to an upright position and Pete Conrad and Al Bean got their ': '__ '"_.
first look at the approach to the landing site. In front of them, right where _' _ :_
it was supposed to be, was Snowman. "Hey, there it is!" announced ' :'
Conrad. "Sonofagun, right down the middle of the road!" They had a
chance, at least, of getting close to the Surveyor. As the LEM continued
past Snowman, Conrad began to realize just how close they were going
to come: "Hey, it [Intrepid]started right for the middle of the crater," he
cried. "Look out there! I just can't believe it! Amazing! Fantastic!"

Dave Reed had still been a little off. Intrepid wouldn't have actually C}_APTER

perhapslandedon top of Surveyor if Conrad had let it alone--it would havebeenasmuch as 150 feet away. That was close enough to shower the --'_'{ 27Surveyor with dust--too close. Conrad took manual control, steering the :_
LEM across the crater to a safe distance--on the far rim after all. _:'

A few years later, after the four LEMs following Intrepid had each ''You rea'--tty need to un'-r-'----'aestanudescended to within a few yards of their targets, Nell Armstrong was

givingan interviewto a historianof themannedspaceprogram.The _, ___

interviewer, thinking of astronauts and senior managers, asked Ann- that the C.S.M. is aymg
strong: After all the years he had spent at M.S.C., who did he think stood
out in talent and ability? Nell Armstrong grinned. "Emil Schiesser!" he
replied. 'Td vote for Emil every time."

When Apollo 13 lifted off on April 1I, 1970, manned space flight was
one day shy of the ninth anniversary of Gagarin's flight. In the
intervening years, the actual flights had been unexpectedly safe. Thirty-
seven times, men had sat atop rockets and been blasted off into space;
thirty-six times, they had returned safely. Only once--if one discounted
rumors of unacknowledged Russian catastrophes--had a flight resulted in
a fatality: in April 1967, Vladimir Komarov of the Soviet Union had
perished after his parachutes failed to deploy properly during an emer-
gency entry. Of the thirty-six crews that had returned safely, the
Americans bad launched twenty-two--six in Mercury, ten in Gemini, six

in Apollo.
So pcrhal)s it was lime for something to go wrong. Or perhaps

Providence was rebuking the Apollo engineers for the sin of hubris. Or

perhaps the superstitious were fight, and NASA was asking for it. Flight
number 13? Launched at the thirteenth minute of the thirteenth hour of the

day, ltouston time?* What else could ()ne expect two days into the flight,
when April 13 arrived. Imf that something awful would happen?

* People who set launch times aren't thinking about superstitions, NASA officials said later,

387
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But while Apollo 13 was objectively a failed mission, it was something were ill-lit pictures of whiskery astronauts floating around in their

else altogether to the people who were involved in it. For Glynn Lunney, spacecraft. The main audience had been the people at M.S'.C., watching
thinking back to the long development of operations that had begun with on the television monitors scattered around the Center. In the MOCR,

such halting steps in 1959, "Apollo 13 was the crowning achievement"-- flight director Gene Kranz had permitted the O&P officer to throw the
notjust for the Control Center people, but for the people flying and all the television image onto one of the screens on the front wall. With the

people on the ground, it was crowning, because it was ultimate--no crisis ( spacecraft safely on course, the LEM docked with the command module,
that manned space tlight diced in the fitture cottkl be nmch worse. I,unney and nothing much to do for twenty hours until L.O.I., this was one of the
thought, and still survivable--"We were as close as you get to the edge laziest shifts during a lunar flight.
and are still able to pull back."

_. Seymour (Sy) Liebergot, a Californian, almost elderly by MOCR
standards (thirty-four years old), was the White Team's EECOM for

Thirteen. As the television show ended, he got onto the loop to Flight to
ask for a "cryo stir."

1 "Cryos" referredto the cryogenics:two tanks eachof liquidoxygen

and liquid hydrogen which produced the spacecraft's electricity, oxygen

The crisis on Thirteen began on the third evening of the [light. The supplies, and water. Chilled to their liquid state because that was the only
command module Odyssttv and thc hmar module Aquariu._' were outward way to store a sufficient amount for the lunar journey, the 02 and the H2
bound, 205,000 nfiles away l'rom the earth. Jim Lovell, veteran of two (as the controllers referred to them) were fed into three fuel cells, which

Gemini flights and Apollo 8, at that time the most experienced American converted them to electricity and, as a by-product, drinking water. The

astronaut, was commanding the flight. Fred l-laise, the lunar module electricity passed into two main electrical buses, A and B, from which the

pilot, was making his first space flight, as was Jack Swigert, the corn- equipment on the spacecraft drew power.
mand module pilot. Swigert was in a unique situation. As part of the The system was so simple and so redundant that it seemed foolproof.

backup crew for Thirteen, he had been pressed into service just three days Each of the two tanks of oxygen and hydrogen was adequate to last the
before launch when it was discovered that astronaut Charlie Duke, who entire mission if something were to happen to the other one. Any two of
had been working with the prime crew, had contracted German measles, the three fuel cells could meet all the spacecraft's needs, and just one of

Lovell and Haise were immune, but the prime CMP, Ken Mattingly, was them could bring the spacecraft home. There were two main buses, either
not.* Lovell fought to keep Mattingly on the crew--even il' he got the one of which could if necessary distribute power to all the spacecraft's

measles, they would be on the way home in trans-eard_ coast when it equipment. Each of these redundant systems had (almost perfi*ctly) the
happened, Lovell argued, and measles weren't that bad anyway--but best of both worlds: They were independent insofar as potential failures

Administrator Paine finally sided with the doctors and insisted that were concerned, but linked so that they could take over one another's
Swigert replace him. Swigert had done well during the training that he duties. Piping, valving, wiring--everything was designed so that prob-

and Lovell had packed in during the two days before launch, and he got lems could be bypassed. Short of being hit by a meteoroid or something
along fine with Lovell and Haise. Still, he was anxious that he do his job equally improbable, it was thought that the Apollo spacecraft could never

just right. So far, the only problem had been getting good readings on tbe run short of water, oxygen, or power.
quantity of hydrogen left in one of his storage tanks. Liebergot bad decided this would be a good time to help Swigert get a

At nine o'clock that night, Houston time, Lovell and the rest of the good quantity reading on the H2 tank that had been giving him problems.
crew completed a television broadcast. None of thc three networks had To do that, the astronauts would turn on two small fans in each of the four

carried the show--by April 1970, flights to the moon were 'old hat, as cryo tanks. The gases tended to settle into layers with difl'erent temper-

* aturesanddensities,andstirringwiththefanswasnecessaryto produce
Mattingly, who didn't get the measles, was command module pilot on Apollo 16 "CMP," by

the way, was pronounced "simp" by the contl-ollers. The lunar module pilot, LMP, was "/imp," the homogeneous tank temperature necessary for an accurate reading. It
andthecommander,getting a littlerespect,wasCDR. was a routine procedure which they ran once a day. Tonight's was an
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extra one prompted by the balky H 2 tank.* At 9:07 P.M., CapCom Jack "Houston, we've had a problem. We've had a Main B Busmnder,
Lousma passed the request for a cryo stir to the crew. volt." An "undervolt" meant a substantial reduction of power into. Bfis

Three men were working in EECOM's back room that shift: Dick B, jeopardizing the equipment running off it. Kranz went to his EECOM:
Brown, the electrical power systems (E.P.S.) specialist; George Bliss, an "You see an AC Bus undervolt there, EECOM?" _ ,_ '_-)

environmental control system (E.C.S.) specialist; and Larry Sheaks, "Negative, Flight." This was tme--Liebergot had not seen;the
another E.C.S. specialist. It was not customary for the astronauts to tell undervolt--but his answer was not entirely forthcoming. Liebergot was

the ground precisely when they flipped the switches that turned on the already looking at several other serious problems, and he wanted a few
fans, so Liebergot and his two E.C.S. men began watching the H2 seconds to sort them out.
quantities carefully as soon as the request was passed up. The numbers in Kranz persisted: "I believe the crew reported it." Even as he spoke,
question were located at the bottom-right comer ora screen called "CSM Brown was telling Liebergot from the back room that he had seen an
ECSCRYOTAB." undervoltaswell.

"Okay, Flight," Liebergot amended. "We got some instrumentation

At 9:08, the conversation on the EECOM loop, which until then had been !i: problems. Let me add them up."
quiet and desultory, suddenly changed. In the background, on the .: Liebergot wasn't the only person who thought he had instrumentation
air-to-ground loop, Swigert could be heard saying, "Okay, Houston, problems. All around the MOCR, controllers were seeing strange

we've had a problem." Immediately thereafter, Larry Sheaks cried out indications on their screens. INCO (the instrumentation and communica-
indignantly, "What's the matter with the data, EECOM?! .... We got tions systems officer, formerly known as TelCom) reported to Flight that

more'n a problem," chimed in Dick Brown. Liebergot himself was now the high-gain antenna had switched to high beam. Kranz, who was as
looking at a second screen on his console, called "CSM EPS HIGH baffled as everyone else by what was happening, told INCO to try to pin
DENSITY," which showed the status of the electrical system. "Okay, down the exact time of the change, hoping that it would give him some
listen you guys," Liebergot said to his back room, "we've lost Fuel Cell clues. Then G.N.C. Buck Willoughby was on Flight's loop, telling him

I and 2 pressure." George Bliss ran his eyes over the cryo screen, and that the spacecraft was changing attitude in unexpected ways. The helium
then rep6rted the rest of it: "We lost 02 Tank 2 pressure. And valves on some of the R.C.S. (reaction and control system) jets that
temperature." The crisis had begun, controlled the spacecraft's attitude were acting as if they were closed.

They should be open. Kranz fielded this strange collection of problems,

I minute. To the left of Liebergot and up a row was Gene Kranz. At 9:07, wondering what in the hell had happened up there.
he and his White Team were entering the last hour of their eight-hour When Liebergot told Kranz that he would add up the instrumentation
shift. The conversation over the flight director's loop had been leisurely, problems, he did not mention that he was also looking at a loss of
as he and Guidance discussed whether to uplink some data into the pressure in two of the three fuel cells. This was true to flight-controller

onboard computer directly from the ground, or to read it off to the crew custom: You didn't go to Flight with a problem until you were reasonably
and let them enter the information themselves. Kranz was listening to confident that it was a problem. In this case, the probability that two

someone else when Swigert said "we've had a problem," but he clearly independent fuel cells would go bad at the same moment had to be
heard Guido Will Fenner report a few seconds later: "We've had a somewhere in the vicinity of six or seven decimal places. They could,
hardware restart. I don't know what it was." however, appear to go bad at ti;e same time because of glitches in the

"Okay," said Kranz. "G.N.C., you want to look at it and see if you electrical system, and that, Liebergot thought, was surely what had
_,_ Asee any problems, r_ hardware restart indicated some unusual event that happened.

the computer had detected and was checking. Then Lovell's voice At this point, Liebergot was assuming that the reading for 0 2 Tank 2

stoppedKranzshort: pressure was another instrumentationproblem caused by the same
electrical difficulties that had produced the appearance of low fuel cell

* If Liebergot had not ordered the extra cryo stir, Ihe accident would not have been prevented; just
postponed to the next day. pressure. The tanks, nletal spheres twenty-six inches in diameter,
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contained nothing but liquid oxygen and a few simple and reliable pieces 5 minutes: The difference between EECOM's situation and everyone
of equipment--a heating element, two fans, and a few sensors. Nothing else's was that the other guys' problems were fairly minor. EECOM's

much could happen to them. And even if something had gone wrong with problems were either trivial (if it was bad instrumentation) or, life

02 Tank 2, that still left 0 2 Tank 1, which would auto- _! threatening (if the electrical and life-support systems of the C.S.M. were
matically feed all three fuel cells and maintain full power even if Tank 2 going dead). Like Bales on Eleven and Aaron on Twelve, Liebergot was
quit working. If Liebergot wanted to treat the oxygen tank as the cause, _i'_,_ the man sitting out in the open, the man with the best opportunity to make
he had to hypothesize a failure that (a) had disabled Tank 2, (b) left Tank _: the mistake that would, in another MOCR euphemism, "blow the whole
I still functioning, but nonetheless (c) somehow disabled two fuel cells, mission." The difference between Liebergot's situation and Bales's in
That didn't make sense. The spacecraft wasn't built that way. It was Eleven or Aaron's in Twelve was that Bales and Aaron had had the option

doubtful that such a failure could even bc simulated--what could a of stopping everything immediately and coming home--Armstrong could
SimSup use as a cause? The alternative and much more plausible have called off the landing, Conrad could have fired the escape tower.

explanation was that Liebergot was seeing a problem in the electrical Liebergot was stuck. If it wasn't an instrumentation problem, this crisis
system. Perhaps it was a pure instrumentation phenomenon, and the had no easy way out. There might be no way out at all.
readings were lying to him. Perhaps the problem was producing interfer- Kranz inquired of Liebergot how things were going. Liebergot replied
ence in the power flows, in which case they would find some way to that the crew were "flipping their fuel cells around"--trying to recon-
bypass the errant circuitry, figure them. Kranz was impatient: "Well, let's get some recommendation

Liebergot's instrumentation theory was instantly reinforced. The Main here, Sy, if you got any better ideas."
Bus B undervolt warning light on his panel blinked off. Swigert reported Just then Swigert reported the inexplicable and disconcerting news that
the good news from Odyssey: The voltage was looking good. Still, he they were getting an undervolt on Main Bus A, the one that until now had
added, "We had a pretty large bang associated with the caution and still been working. "Sy," Kranz said, the exasperation in his voice now
warning there." Shortly thereafter, Lovell reported that the jolt must have unmistakable, "what do you want to do? Hold your own and--" Kranz
"rocked the sensor" for the O2 quantity in Tank 2. It had been down broke off to listen to the spacecraft, which was adding that Main B was '
around 20 percent, but now was "full-scale high" again. "reading zip," distributing no power at all. Still nothing from Liebergot.

And so it went for the first few minutes---conllicting data, a stream of "Sy," Kranz said, "have you got a sick-sensor-type problem there or
seemingly unrelated problems. Around the MOCR and in the back what?"

rooms, controllers tried to put the pieces together, and they just didn't fit. Liebergot had been busy talking to his back room. He now came onto
Flight's loop and recommended that the crew try to reconnect the fuel

John Aaron was at home, shaving off the (lay's stubble after spending a cells which, Liebergot hoped, had been thrown off line by the mysterious

long shift in the Control Center. Arnie Aldrich, chief of the C.SM. jolt. CapCom passed the instruction up to the crew while Liebergot
Systems Branch in F.O.D., called on the phone from SPAN. "John, returned to the EECOM loop which connected him to his back room.
there's something funny going on here," he said to Aaron. "A lot of the Remembering that 02 pressure reading, Liebergot called to Sheaks.
guys think it's instrumentation problems and flaky readouts." Aldrich "Larry, you don't believe that 02 Tank I [sic] pressure, do you'?" Sheaks
had a long cord on his phone, so Aaron asked him to walk along the rows came back confidently. "No, no. Surge tank's good. Manifold's good,
of consoles and read him some data. Aldrich went to the SPAN consoles E.C.S. is good." Reassured, Liebergot went back to the screens and to
and read off some numbers. Aaron would later realize that being away a discussion of the electrical problem with Dick Brown.
from the MOCR, not glued to his own console, made it easier for him to Odyssey came back on the line. "Okay, Houston, I tried to reset and
see. In fact, standing in the quiet of his bedroom with shaving cream on Fuel Cell I and 3 are both showing gray flags. But they are both showing

his face, it was all quite clear. "Arnie, that's not an instrumentation zip on the flows."
problem," he said to Aldrich. "It's a real problem." "I copy, Flight," Liebergot said unhappily, indicating that he had

* * * heardthecrew'stransmission.Thishad to bean instrumentationprob-
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leto. The_ ,ouldn't possibly be having a simultaneous failure in two Fenner told Kranz, "he" meaning the crew. Fenner whs think,. _ about
independent fuel cells----especially since, he had just been reassured, the one of the perpetual concerns during the Apollo flights, gimbal lOck;_,_i

oxygen was doing fine. And yet every time he got a new reading on the All of the spacecraft's course corrections, orbital insertions, and'entry
fuel cells, their condition seemed to be deteriorating, maneuvers depended on knowing not only prec!sely where the spacecraft

"Okay, what do you want to do?" Kranz asked, was in space, but also the precise attitude of the spacecraft. Whenever the

Liebergot suppressed an impulse to reply, "I want to go home." He crew performed a maneuver, they had to know, within fractions of
passed along a new configuration of linkups between fuel cells and buses degrees, in which direction the nozzle of the engine was pointing. The
that would reveal this problem for what he hoped it was: some blown guidance platform, encased within its three gimbals, provided that
circuitry that they could work around, information. Unfortunately, there were certain circumstances under

which the three gimbals could not perform their function of keeping the
10 minutes. Sitting in the back room, pulling up screens, Dick Brown was guidance platform steady. In particular, if the spacecraft were to get into

beginning to wonder whether it was instrumentation after all. He called to a position where two of the three gimbals in the guidance system were
the front room. lined up in the same plane, the gimbals would be unable to let the

"Let's throw a battery on Bus B and Bus A until we psyche it out," platform swing free.* This was "gimbal lock," and would result in the
he said to Liebergot. "We're getting undervolts." Brown's recommen- platform losing its alignment--in effect, becoming lost.

dation meant that the command module would be running off battery A fourth gimbal would have taken care of the problenv--no matter
power. Liebergot suggested the less radical change of limiting the battery what crazy position the spacecraft got itself into, the platform would
to Bus B and leaving the fuel cells on Bus A. "I want to psyche out what have remained steady as long as the guidance system remained powered

those fuel cells are doing here," Brown repeated. He confessed his up. Gemini had used a four-gimbal system. But a fourth gimbal would
growing fear: "We might have a pressure problem in the fuel cells---it have been heavy. It would have added substantially to the bulk of the

looks like two fuel cells simultaneously." system, because it would have had to fit around the other three. And the
"That can't be!" Liebergotprotested. Instrumentation Lab at M.I.T., which designed the system, was

"I can't believe that right offthe bat," Brown agreed. "But they're not comfortable with three gimbals--that's what the Lab had used for
feeding currents." Polaris. Three gimbals were enough for any maneuver the spacecraft

John Aaron's performance on Twelve crossed L ebergot's mind. Aaron might be required to make, as long as everyone paid attention to what

had seen that unbelievable mess of parameters on his screen and was happening. After a long battle with the astronauts (Jim McDivitt
immediately he had come back to Flight--Do this! Do that!--and threatened not to fly in a spacecraft without a fourth gimbal), a

everything had been straightened out in minutes. Seconds, even. Lieber- three-gimbal system was used.
got felt as if it were taking him forever to figure this thing out. He was In the event that the spacecraft did accidentally go into gimbal lock, it

disappointed in himself, and at the same time had a sense of being at the would be possible to realign a platform from scratch, but, as on Apollo
edge of an abyss. 12, it was a complicated, tedious job. And most certainly, Fenner wanted

Liebergot pushed these thoughts to the back of his mind and, one hand to avoid gimbal lock with a spacecraft that already seemed to have more

clutching one of the metal handles to the electronics drawer on his problems than it could handle. Now, he was warning Kranz that the
constttc, began tile lirs! of a series of allempls over lite next hour to spacecraft was ntovin_ tmprcdiclal_ly. I'tmhed hy an unideolified force,
resuscitate lhe electrical power. Occasionally he had to renlind himself to Odys._cy was vuhtcrahlc 1o gimbal h_ck.
swallow. , , ,

* This discussion is highly simplified. Readers who work with mathematics may find it
[2 trlimttes. Guido Will Fenner reported to rranz that the spacecraft's convenient to think of the glmbal lock problem as analogous to an indeterminate solution for a set of

attitude was still changing, when it shouldn't be. "He ought to stop it," cquati,ms.
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14 minutes. Lovell reported seeing something venting from the service I. Most of them had margins that protected them well beyond the

module--a gas of some sort. He didn't say so, but in his own mind he worst-case design requirements. A second verity was that while _two of
was pretty sure it was oxygens--the 02 Tank 2 pressure was reading zero the mechanisms of the spacecraft might plausibly fail simultaneously_,it

and there was a big sheet of what looked like white smoke out his was not plausible that two redundant elements within the same systeifi
window. It added up. He was also pretty sure that it was only a matter of would fail simultaneously. This confidence was based on simple mathe-

time until the C.S.M. went dead. For Lovell, the moment when he looked matics. With thousands of parts in the spacecraft, even very small

out the window and saw the venting was the moment when he stopped probabilities of failure in the individual components added up to a
being disappointed at losing the lunar landing and started wondering how reasonably large probability that some two of those thousands of
they were going to get home. For CapCom Jack Lousma, a fellow mechanisms would fail at the same time. But if there are two completely

astronaut, Lovell's report of venting was the most chilling moment of the independent oxygen tanks and each of them has a reliability of .9999 (for

flight. The problem could not be just instrumentation or an electrical example), then the chance that both of the oxygen tanks will fail is
screwup. Something violent and destructive had happened to the service .00012, or one in 100 million. The likelihood of a dual failure within any

module more than 200,000 miles away from home. of the handful of major systems--electrical, oxygen, water, propulsion,
Kranz understood the implications too, and knew that everyone else in and the like--was therefore exceedingly small.

the room had heard Lovell's calm report. He decided it was time to give Until the moment that he saw the pressure on O2 Tank I falling,

a little speech to the controllers. "Okay, now, let's everybody keep Liebergot (if he believed his unbelievable screens) had been looking at a
cool," he began. "We got the LEM still attached, the LEM spacecraft's double failure in the fuel cells plus an oxygen tank failure. Now, if he

good, so if we need to get back home we got a LEM to do a good portion accepted the newest information before him, he was confronted with a
of it with." He went through the priorities: Don't blow the command quadruple failure, a pair of double failures within systems. As Swigert
module's internal batteries, don't do anything to blow the remaining would write later, "If somebody had thrown that at us in the simulator,
Main Bus. "Let's solve the problem," he concluded, "but let's not make we'd have said, 'Come on, you're not being realistic.'"
it any worse by guessin'." Kranz spat out the word as if it were an

epithet. Around the comer from the MOCR, in SPAN, Scott Simpkinson

A few seconds after Kranz had finished, Brown called Liebergot on the watched the data with growing concern. Like everyone else, he had

EECOM loop. He sounded curiously formal, but that was because he had been hoping that it was an instrumentation problem. Now someone told
something momentous to say: "EECOM, this is E.P.S. I think we ought him that the pressure in the second 02 tank was dropping. "At that

to start powering down." Powering down meant that they would start point," he said later, "we began to get everybody in the world working
taking some equipment off line, making it temporarily inaccessible to the on it."
crew. It was not something one did to a spacecraft in flight unless there

was a compelling reason, but Liebergot immediately agreed--he had 18 minutes. Kranz had just finished warning the crew through CapCom to

been confing to the same conclusion independently. "Let's get the maneuver out of a new threat of gimbal lock when EECOM got back to

power-down list, here," Brown said. For the first time that night, Flight with his recommendation. "Flight." Liebergot cleared his throat
Brown's voice shook. For the next minute, the only sound on the nervously. "I think the best thing we can do right now is start a

EECOM loop was the rustle of pages as each of them looked through his power-down."
copy of the emergency power-down checklist. Kranz tried to make the best of it. "You want to power-down, let us

It was then that Liebergot looked up at his screen, and suffered yet look at the T.M. [telemetry] and all that good stuff, and then come back

another shock: The pressure on his other 02 tank was falling, up [power-up again]."
In preparing for disasters during flight, the world of. flight control "That's right." Liebergot played along. They could still hope that this

began with certain verities. One was thai structtH-al matmials like lines was something to be explained and fixed.
and bulkheads had a reliability not just of .9999 or even .999999, bt.ti of * * *
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Ciu raft, recently promoted to deputy director of M.S.C., was in the yourself this is some kind of funny instrumentation problem.' You'really
shower when he got a call from George Abbey. Kraft dressed without need to understand that the C.S.M. is dying." ' _;._c.?
taking time to dry himself and drove to M.S.C. at speeds up to 90 m.p.h. _ ;,_,_.'_.
He walked into the MOCR, and over to Kranz's console. Kranz glanced 38 minutes. Liebergot watched the pressure in his remaining 02' tank
up at the man he called Teacher. "We are in deep shit," he said. slowly fall. George Bliss called from the back room to tell him that now

the pressure in the surge tank was falling as well--the C.S.M.'s systems
32 minutes. CapCom Jack Lousma, feeling a little apologetic that the had automatically tapped into it to try to make up for the deficits
MOCR didn't seem to be able to pull a rabbit out of the hat tonight, called elsewhere.-This was not permissible. The surge tank was a small bottle of
up to the crew. "Thirteen," he said, "we've got lots and lots of people gaseous oxygen on board the command module which was normally used
working on this. We'll get you some dope as soon as we have it, and for entry. Ordinarily, it could be refilled any time by one of the 0 2tanks.
you'll be the first to know." There was a pause of several seconds, and But if they were gone, the surge tank had to be preserved at all costs.
then back from Odyssey came Jim Lovell's voice, ironic and as arid as the Liebergot called Kranz, asking him to instruct the crew to isolate the
200,000 miles of vacuum it had crossed: surge tank.

"Oh.Thankyou." _,_. Kranz was still focused on trying to save as much of the mission as he
It was classy, it was cool, and it reminded his listeners: This episode could, which at this point meant trying to restore pressure in O2 Tank 1

might be a strain on you folks in the MOCR, and that's too bad, but three and keep at least one fuel cell working. "Why that?" he said sharply. "I
of us up here have a unique interest in how it all comes out. don't understand that, Sy." If he wanted to keep the fuel cell going, why

As for Kranz, a strange change in his style was taking place. During pull off one source of oxygen?
the first few minutes after the problem was reported, he had been "We want to save the surge tank which we will need for entry," said
brusque, even querulous as people were slow to explain to him what was Licbergot. There was a brief pause.
going on. His little speech to the controllers had been intended to "Okay. I'm with you. I'm with you." Kranz's voice was resigned.
reassure, but his delivery had had a hard edge to it. Now, as the crisis "CapCom, let's also isolate the surge tank."
deepened, his tone was getting more and more casual, sometimes almost The term for what Kranz had been doing since he had heard about the
gentle, as he went from one controller's problems to another's, anomaly was "downmoding," moving from one set of options to

another, more restricted set. As he did so, he was trying to disturb the
Aaron arrived at the Control Center. He walked slowly through the standard configurations as little as possible--Kranz, like Kraft, had
MOCR and the back rooms, stopping periodically to plug in at the formulated some precepts of flight control, and one of his favorites was

consoles. "You can visualize what had happened," he reminisced. "Tread lightly lest ye step in shit." He bad been trying, he recalled, to
"Everyone was glued to his own tube and he was digging into his own "move very easily and progressively through this thing--because you did
area deeper and deeper and deeper." Their disbelief in what was not want to close out any of your options for any of the systems, because
happening, Aaron thought, was induced to some degree by their training, you never knew which ones you were going to get." At this point, the
The SimSups' favorite trick was to confuse the controllers with instru- options were dwindling to a precarious handful.
mentation problems and then "while you were off chasing the flaky
readouts they would drop the hammer on you with some real big failure 42 mintttc._'.In :m aItcmpt lo keep (): Tank I alive, IAebergot insmmted
and see how well you could back out of that." The simulations always Odyssey to I.ise luilnual hcatets to increase thc pressure. The heaters
had a way out; surely this situation nmst have a way out as well. To started, and Liebergot watched the pressure reading. It should have been
Aaron, it was as if the controllers were saying, "We're not going to give going up as the heat was applied. It wasn't. He called Dick Brown, who
up, we're not going to give up, we can't give up, we've never had this was watching the same screen in the back room.
happen before." He began preaching to them in his Oklahoma twang. "I-.P.S. F_ECOM.I! looks grim."
"You guys are wasting your time," he said to them. "You're convincing "Yes it does," Ih'own replied.
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"We got the five amps [of power, (o heat the heaters], and no pressure the next five days.---in the space clearly marked as reserved for theincrease."
"Justwentdown." directorofFlightOperations. ,

Liebergot sighed." ' · '
It s going down," he told Brown. "We're losing Over in Building 45, Sid Jones, one of the MER's shift leaders, had been

it." Liebergot called Flight and asked that the crew turn on the th.ns in O-, presiding over a half-empty MER when Swigert reported that Apolio 13
Tank 1. That didn't help either. The pressure continued to fall. ' had a problem, It took him only a few minutes to decide that they were
46 minutes, going to need all the help they could get. He called Arabian, who had left

"Flight,EECOM." " just an hourearlier,andsomeof thekeysystemspeople.OwenMorris,
"Go ahead." ASPO's chief of engineering for the lunar module, got back quickly. It
', · was easy to see that people were upset by what was happening, but things

The pressure in 02 Tank I is all the way down to 297. You'd better hadn't settled down to the Point that much was getting done. Morris
think about getting in the LEM and using the LEM systems. I'm going to called the LEM people up to his desk beside the dais and started handing
have to power way down. I don't know if I'm going to be able to save the out assignments. He was also on the phone with Bethpage.
02 for the {remaining] fuel cell." Liebergot, like Aaron, now knew that

the command module was dying. If that was true, the only way the crew 51 minutes. "Sy," George Bliss told Liebergot from the back room, "it
could get back was by getting into the LEM and surviving on its oxygen, looks like from the leak rate that we've got one hour and fifty-fourwater, and power.

minutes left until we're down to 100 p.s.i, in Tank 1. Which is about the
Kranz pushed a little--the heaters weren't working, perhaps; maybe I end of it for the fuel cells."

there were some circuit breakers to be checked, some way to get those
beaters going and bring up the O, pressure, some way to supply oxygen I As often happened, Flight was asking a question while a controller wasto thefuelcell. ' talkingtothebackroom.In thisinstance,Kranzwassaying,"I seethat

juice is still going down there, EECOM. You got any more suggestions?"
"We saw the current," Liebergot said bleakly, but Kranz persisted, so Liebergot hadn't heard. He called Flight to pass along Bliss's bad news.

Liebergot gave him some circuit breakers to check on panel 226. "Flight, EECOM."
Kranz was determined to try every possibility, but he was not oblivious Kranz repeated his question: "Any more suggestions in trying to pump

to what Liebergot was telling him. A minute later, Kranz called TELMU up 02 Tank I pressure?"
with a brief message: "I want you to get some guys figuring out minimum Throughout the crisis, Liebergot had been reasonably successful inpower in the LEM to sustain life."

suppressing his emotions, keeping his voice calm and businesslike. For
one moment, in one word, his unhappiness showed. "No," Liebergot

In the middle of the warm Houston night, the cars began pulling into the said miserably, a brief wail. Then his voice was back to normal: "Flight,
empty parking lots outside Buildings 45 and 30. They wheeled across the we're going to hit 100 p.s.i, in an hour and fifty-four minutes. That's the
lots heedless of signs and painted arrows. Occasionally robber squealed end, right there."
as someone braked abruptly into a space. When they got out, the drivers In less than two hours, the command module would be lifeless. Kranz

.half-ran, calling to each other with hurried exchanges of whatever acknowledged.%gmentary information they had.

Ed Fendell, now an INCO, was one of them. He had been chatting with 54 minutes. In SPAN, Scott Simpkinson was puzzling over the loss of
3erry Griffin over a beer after their softball game when he got a call from oxygen. One last possibility occurred to him---it involved a radical cure,
he INCO on duty. By the time he arrived, the tots were atready filling up. but this was a radical problem. He got himself patched through to talk
I'o hell with that, Fendell thought--there was an open spot right next to with Liebergot.
3uilding 30. In his rush, he locked his keys in the car, which sat there for "Hey, did we close the reactant valves on those two fuel cells
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that's down: Simpkinson asked. "We could be losing cryo through Mad Don was at his best. Arabian's extravagances were muteu out his
there." _ _'.: quickness and insightfulness remained. Also, he didn't have any trouble

There was one reactant valve leading into each fuel cell. Simpkinson making up his mind under pressure--"He is very decisive," the observer
was pointing out a source of leakage that Liebergot hadn't considered, said, "and when you're under a lot of stress that's very helpful." Arabian
But the solution closing the reactant valve--was final. Once its reactant began by pulling the power people and thermal people up to ,the
valve had been closed, a fuel cell could not be reactivated. Still, it was a blackboard, where they mapped out the minimum voltages under which

new idea. Liebergot broached it to Brown, who was dubious. "I'm not different pieces of Odyssey's equipment could operate. After half an
sure this problem's not back up in the tank somewhere," he said. "And hour, they had worked up a basic configuration. Arabian didn't wait for

if we can get that 02 straightened out it might straighten out the--" it to get written down; he and a few of his team trotted over to Building

Liebergot interrupted. "l don't think we're going to get it straightened 30 to talk to the F.O.D. people themselves.
out, Dick."

"I . . . I don't either," Brown finally answered. There was a long 69 minutes. The crew had closed the reactant valve on Fuel Cell 3, and
silence. And then, for the first time since they had been thrown into the it hadn't helped--nor had Liebergot and Brown really expected it to.

middle of this mystery, they began to see how it might have happened. They were now increasingly convinced that something drastic had
"There's a possibility that there could be a leak between that reactant happened to the manifold leading into all three cells. The time was 10:17.

valve and the rate sensor," Brown conceded. "If there is, then shutting Kranz had just informed all the controllers that they should begin to hand
it off may help us. But that'd be a dual failure, not a single failure." And over to Glynn Lunney's Black Team. Liebergot stood up shakily from the
a dual failure still seemed as improbable to both of them as it ever had. 'i console to turn it over to Clint Burton. It had been a long time since he

EECOM pondered that for a moment. Finally Liebergot said, "It'd had last told himself to swallow, and he found he could barely talk. "I

have to be in the cryo tanks for them both [both fuel cells] to go." was so relieved to be relieved," he would say many years later, when he
"Somewhere back there," Brown agreed, was finally able to smile about it.
But, still, that left the problem of explaining why both 02 tanks were

failing. Then the nickel dropped. "Yeah, that's right, it's common,"
Liebergot said excitedly. "Dick, if you blasted a hole downstream
between the rate transducer and the reactant valve, that'd be, that, that 2
· . ."--Liebergot could barely get the words out, it suddenly seemed so
obvious--"that's manifold right there, all three cells." He was very The White Team filed downstairs to Room 210 on the second floor of the
close to the truth. Control Center, the Data Room, where they could stretch out the

analogue strip charts on tables. Room 210 was to be the command post

At that same moment, Kranz was on the loop with FIDO. The spacecraft for the rest of the mission, and Kranz's first command decision was that

was rapidly nearing the outer limits of the time at which it could perform the White Team would not take another regular shift in the MOCR. Milt
a "direct abort," returning to earth without first looping around the Windler's Maroon Team, Gerry Griffin's Gold, and Glynn Lunney's

moon. But a direct abort meant using the S.P.S. engine on a very sick Black would stand the regular shifts while the White Team devoted itself
service module. Kranz told FIDO to concentrate exclusively on returns to planning the burn to bring the crew home and the events leading to
around the moon, using the LEM's engines. "Unless we get a beck of a entry, which would involve procedures that essentially were without

lot smarter, I think we are wasting our time planning on using the precedent.
S.P.S." l.iebergo! and thc o!hcr syslems people began to examine thc "d-log,"

the data log, a second-by secoml dump of all the telemetry that had been

Arabian had arrived at the MER about half an hour after the problem had received just prior to, during, and just after the anomaly. And it was then
first been reported. It was at times like this, one observer reflected, that that Sy Liebergot began to understand the basics, though it would be
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many more weeks before anyone would fully understand the night's inside the tank were actually rising toward a peak of approximately 1,000

events. In the end, NASA would find, this is what had happened*: degrees Fahrenheit, because the safety switch had failed '::r.
It had failed because of one small but crucial lapse in communication'.

In October 1968, when the 02 Tank 2 used in Apollo 13 was at North Eight years earlier, in 1962, North American had awarded Beech Aircraft
American, it was dropped. It was only a two-inch drop, and no one could a subcontract to build the cryo tanks for the service module. _The

detect any damage, but it seems likely that the jolt loosened the "fill subcontract specified that the assembly was to use 28-volt D.C. power.
tube" which put liquid oxygen into tile tank. Beech Aircraft in turn gave a small switch manufacturer a subcontract to

In March 1970, three weeks before the llight, Apollo 13 underwent its !'_ supply the thermostatic safety switches, similarly specifying 28 volts. In

Countdown Demonstration Test which, like all C.D.D.T.s, involved _t. 1965, North American instructed Beech to change the tank so that it could
loading all the cryos. When the test was over, 02 Tank 2 was still 92 use a 65-volt D.C. power supply, the type that would be used at K.S.C.

percent full, and it wouldn't detank normally--probably because of the during checkout. Beech did so, neglecting, however, to inform its
loose fill tube. Because a problem in the fill tube would have no effect on !iI subcontractor to change the power specification for their thermostatic

the tank's operation during flight, the malfunction was not thought to be _ safety switches. No one from Beech, North American, or NASA ever
relevantto flightsafety. 'i noticedthisomission.

After three unsuccessful attempts to empty the tank, it was decided to : On all the Apollo flights up through Twelve, the switches had not had

boil off the oxygen by using the internal heater and fan. This was to open. When the tanks were pressurized with cryogens hundreds of
considered to be the best procedure because it reproduced the way the degrees below zero, the switches remained cool and closed. When, for
system would work during flight: heating the liquid oxygen, raising its the first time in the history of the cryo tanks, the temperature in the tanks

pressure, converting it to gas, and expelling it through the valves and rose high enough to trigger the switch--as 0 2 Tank 2 emptied--the
pipes into the fuel cells where, in flight, it would react with the hydrogen, switch was instantaneously fused shut by the 65-volt surge of power that
So they turned on the tank's heater, it had not been designed to handle. For the eight hours that the heaters

A technician working the night shift on Pad 39A was assigned to keep remained on, the Teflon insulation on the wires inside the cryo tank baked

an eye on the tank temperature gauge and make sure that it did not go over and cracked open, exposing bare wires.
85 degrees Fahrenheit. It was not really necessary that a human serve this

function, because a safety switch inside the tank would cut off'the heaters On the evening of April 13, when Liebergot ordered the cryo stir, some
if the temperature went beyond the safety linfit. And, iu reality, the safety minute shift in the position of two of those bare wires resulted in an
margin built into the system meant that the temperatures could go electrical short circuit, which in turn ignited the Teflon, heating the liquid

considerably higher than 85 degrees without doing any damage. But the oxygen. About sixteen seconds later, the pressure in 02 Tank 2 began to
precautions were part of NASA's way of ensuring that nothing would go rise. The Teflon materials burned up toward the dome of the tank, where
wrong, a largeramountofTeflonwasconcentrated,andthefirewithinthetank,

After some time, the technician noticed that the temperature had risen fed by the liquid oxygen it was heating, grew fierce. In the final four
to 85 degrees, but all he had been told was that anything in excess of 85 seconds of this sequence, the pressure exceeded the limits of the tank and

degrees was a problem, so he let the heater run--about eight hours, in all. blew its dome off, jarring the shelf above it with a force of 86 g's for
No one had told him that the gauge's limit was 85 degrees. That's as high about eleven microseconds, and slamming shut the reactant valves on

as it could measure. Thus the technician could not tell that temperatures Fuel Cell I and Fuel Cell 3. Then the Tellon insulation between the inner
and outer shells of the tank caught lire, as did the Mylar lining in the

* At'ler die crew had safely returned, t'aine _cl up all HlVt:',llgil[lvc buiml himilar lo Iht mit

established after the 204 fire. Scott Simpkinson oversaw M.S.C.'s part of thc investigation. Don interior of the service module. Thc resulting gases blew OLIt one of the
Arabian headed the team of engineers who, in a tour de force of engineering deteclive work, tracked panels in the service module. That explosion also probably broke a small
down the convoluted history ofO z Tank 2. As the linishing touch, Arabian took an identical O2 lank,

subjected it to exactly the sequence of events that he believed to have caused the Apollo 13 anomaly, line that fed a pressure sensor on the outside of 02 Tank 1, opening a
and produced exactly the same result, small leak.
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Once the service module panel blew out, the vacuum of space that the explosion had damaged the piping from the second 02 tankas
extinguished the fire. All the crew knew was that something had made a well. And once they had been able to conceive of something having
loud bang and jolted the spacecraft. Actually, the crew of Thirteen was occurred that disabled both oxygen tanks, then the problems reported in

exceedingly lucky. The explosive force could have broken the tension ties the electrical system would have made sense. >:' '

holding the command module to the service module, depriving Odyssey Sy Liebergot had, in his estimation, failed to live up to the controller's
of the precious few hours the remaining fuel cell gave them. It could have code. Two numbers among the fifty-four parameters on his CRYO TAB

cracked the heat shield. Or the wiring in the tank could have short- screen had silently changed---or more precisely, many of the numbers

circuited later in the mission, after the LEM had already been used for the had silently changed, but two of them had changed anomalously--and, at

lunar landing. If the explosion had occurred while the LEM was actually _ a time when he had reason to be looking elsewhere, Liebergot had not
on the surface, the result would have been especially ghoulish, with two ,,_ noticed. His two E.C.S. men in the back room hadn't noticed either, but

healthy astronauts stranded on the moon while the command module and '! that didn't make Liebergot feel any better. Every night for the two weekst

its pilot died overhead, after the accident, he was awakened by a nightmare. In the dream, he was

in the MOCR, the Odyssey's crew reported that they had a problem, he

The rise in pressure in O 2 Tank 2 that preceded the explosion had been looked at the screen only to see a mass of meaningless numbers, and then
deceptively normal. First the pressure rose for twenty-four seconds, then he relived the next anguishing hour.
it stabilized. Even if Liebergot, Sheaks, or Bliss had noticed the rise in 0 2 After two weeks of the nightmare, the dream changed. [n the new

pressure during this period, it would not necessarily have caught his dream, which he had only once, Liebergot looked at the screen before the

attention. A rise in pressure was, in and of itself, part of a normal bang and saw the pressure rising. He realized that the rise was abnormally
fluctuation. For the next fifteen seconds, the pressure held steady. Then fast. "Flight," he called to Kranz, "pressure's going up in O 2 Tank 2.
it rose again for another thirty seconds. Liebergot, Sheaks, and Bliss were Think we have a failed-on heater. Tell the crew to turn off the heater."

still concentrating on the quantities shown in the tanks of hydrogen--the The crew turned off the heater, and the pressure kept going up, Liebergot

readings for which they had requested the cryo stir in the first place. The said, "Flight, have them pull the breakers on panel 226." The crew

readings for the O2 tanks were also at the bottom of the screen, just to the pulled the breakers. Then the tank blew, and Liebergot saw the pressure
left of the ones for the hydrogen, drop and told Flightexactlywhat had happened. And then everythingelse

At this moment, there was no light to blink on and alert the controllers occurred just as it had in reality--for noticing would have saved some

to the changing pressure. The EECOMs had set up a yellow warning light time in figuring out what had gone wrong, but it could not have prevented

on the EECOM console to indicate a change in pressure in the cryo tanks, the crippling of Apollo 13.
but it was a "pay-attention" light that went on whenever the pressures The nightmares stopped. Except for that, however, Sy Liebergot still
were moving markedly up or down, which they did frequently, and on didn't feel much better. A flight controller was supposed to notice every-

this occasion the warning light was already lit because of changing thing, all the time.
pressure in the hydrogen tank.

So none of the three noticed the numbers for O2 Tank 2 during four

particularly crucial seconds. At 55 hours, 54 minutes, and 44 seconds
into the mission, the pressure stood at 996 p.s.i.--high, but still within
the accepted limits. One second later, it peaked at 1,008 p.s.i. By
55:54:48, it had fallen to 19 p.s.i. During those same four seconds, the

temperature in the tank went from - 329 to + 84 degrees Fahrenheit. If
one of them had seen the pressure continue on through the outer limits,

then plunge, he would have been able to deduce that 02 Tank 2 had
exploded. It would have been a comparatively small leap to hypothesize
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down, but all its crucial.life-support systems were still operating offthe

one remaining fuel cell. If one of the oxygen tanks and one of the fuel
cells could be kept on line, they could sustain that configuration all the

way back to earth. For the first minutes of his shift, Lunney concentr{)ted
on that possibility. Repeatedly, he pushed Clint Burton, the Black
Team's EECOM, to come up with new ways of dealing with the failing

fuel cells and the dropping oxygen pressure. First of all, was Burton sure

'_i. that the dropping pressure in 02 Tank 2 was legitimate? Yes, Burton was;
What confirming information did he have? The temperature was rising, as

CHAPTER "" it would if the pressure were falling.

8 munneywaspersistentbecausethe nextstep theywere contemplating

was shutting offthe reactant valve in Fuel Cell 1, as they had done already

in Fuel Cell 3. If they shut it off and then came up with an Aaron-like
solution that suddenly got the 02 pressures back up, the door would still
be closed on two-thirds of the C.S.M.'s power supply. It was like

shooting a lame horse if you were stranded in the middle of a desert. It

"You don't have time to worry" might be the smart thing to do, but it was awfully final. Lunney, like
Kranz before him, had no way of knowing that the explosion had

instantaneously closed the reactant valves on both fuel cells 1 and 3.

Glynn Lunney had been in the Control Center even before the explosion, At ten minutes into his shift, seventy-nine minutes after the explosion,
reading the flight log in the MOCR and poking around the back rooms as Lunney was close to exhausting the alternatives.
was his custom before taking a shift. Fourteen minutes into the crisis, "You're ready for that now, sure, absolutely, EECOM?"
when Lovell reported that something was venting, Krauz told his assistant "That's it, Flight."

flight director to get hold of Lunney and let him know what was going on. "It [the oxygen pressure] is still going down and it's not possible that
From then until the time he took over, Lunney watched from a seat beside thc thing is sorta bottoming out, is it?"
Kranz, just as the rest of the Black Teanfs controllers watched from "Well, the rate is slower, but we have less pressure too, so we would

chairs pulled up next to their counterparts. "Sort of a dawning was going expect it to be a little bit slower."
on," Lunney said, "as Gene worked the problem with the guys and I sat "You are sure then, you want to close it?"

there and listened to it.... It wasn't a thing where immediately you "Seems to me we have no choice, Flight."
knew, 'Boy, we've blown the tanks and we gotta get this thing back from "Well . . ."
the moon and power up the LEM.'" The Control Center reacted Burton, under this onslaught, polled his back room one last time. They

cautiously, Lunney said, "and properly so. You don't want to jump off all agreed.
thedeepend." "We'regoonthat,Flight."

"Okay, that's your best judgment, we think we ought to close that off,
huh?"

"That's affirmative."

1 Lunneyfinallyacquiesced."Okay. FuelCell I reactantsconfingoff."
It was uncharacteristic behavior by Lunney--"stalling," he would

Sixty-nine minutes after the explosion, when Lunney took thc console, he later call it. "Just to be sure. Because it was clear that we were at the

was determined to keep the C.S.M. alive. Odyssey was partially powered ragged edge of being able to get this thing back .... That whole night,

41)8
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I had a sense of containing events as best we could so as not to make a Personally, Lunney began thinking about shutting down Odyssey alto-.

seriousmistakeand let it get worse." getherand sendingthe crew to live in the LEM. :;,., ,_i
Throughout the long evening, Swigert's voice never sounded so _'." :;:

despondent as it did a minute later when he reported from Odyssey: "Fuel Lunney had come on shift with a schedule at the back of his mind. WJfile
Cell I is closed." watchingKranzand listeningto the loops,he had heardLiebergotreport

that they had an hour and lifiy4our minutes of oxygen pressure left. That

Though he continued to seek a way to hold on to the C.S.M., Lunney was had been less than twenty minutes before Lunney took over the flight
now thinking about the LEM, Aquarius, with its independent guidance, director's console. Thus Lunney should have been able to figure on

control, and environmental systems. He called TELMU on the Ioop. squeezing at least an hour and a half of power out of 02 Tank I and Fuel

"TELMU, Flight." ,_ Cell 2 after he came on shift. But it was a night during which the flight
"Go, Flight." ,,, director was destined to get only bad news. Eighteen minutes into his

"Is there anything simple that we can refer the crew to, to get them i shift, EECOM infomled him that he had forty minutes before the pressure
thinking about using the LEM here?" Lunney asked. "Or have you got in Tank I hit 100 p.s.i., functionally zero. The pressure was dropping
anything in the checklist paperwork to describe to them what your faster than before.
intentionsare?" Lunneytriedonelasttimeto savetheC.S.M. "Clint, letme askyou,

"Negative," TELMU replied. "There is nothing documented in [the is there anything you want to do trying to pump up the other tank? Or are

crew's contingency procedures]. We're thinking about using the LEM as you satisfied that both of these tanks are going down, and we're past
a lifeboat. We have some procedures here on the ground, though." helping them, even with batteries? That's what I'm getting at. I'm just

"I'm sure you do," said Lunney. "What do they amount to? Flying trying to be sure that you've gone through everything and you don't have

with the tunnel open?" any other tricks up your sleeve."
"Rog. Just a LEM low-power load supplying power to the C.S.M." "Sure don't, Flight," Burton said.

At this point, the MOCR's thinking about the lifeboat procedure was Since the initial report of a problem, as first Kranz and then Lunney
still collectively confused. Theoretically, there were two ways to do it: had been forced into a steadily shrinking circle of options, the flight
Either the crew could power up the LEM and live in it, or the LEM's control team had kept searching for something that would enable them to
batteries could be used to keep the C.S.M.'s systems going. Instinctively, avoid the last, drastic step of giving up on the command module and

TELMU and some others in the MOCR had thought first that evening using the LEM's systems. Now Lunney had exhausted the alternatives,
about using Aquarius to power Odyssey. When Lunney asked, TELMU and he turned his full attention to getting Aquarius ready to serve as a

was still off on that tangent. But using Aquarius for that purpose wasn't lifeboat. By this time the notion of using the LEM to power the C.S.M.
really feasible. The C.S.M. was set up to supply power to the LEM, not had been discarded.* The plan was to have the crew live in Aquarius until
the other way around. The MER would soon figure out how to reverse the just before entry, when they would move back into the C.S.M. and power

process, but there was no off-the-shelf procedure. Furthermore, Odyssey's up with the C.S .M. 's three internal batteries that were its source of power
systems were power-hungry; Aquarius's batteries couldn't possibly feed for the last phase of the llight.'l'

them for long enough. Lunney had not thought through all of this in Lunney was embarking on an exceedingly tricky project that neither he
detail, but he was suspicious. · The tape o[ the flight director's loop docs nt)t reveal when or how this change in plans took

"Supplying power to the C.S.M.?" he asked TELMU dubiously, place, because much of the discussion al this point was being conducted off the loops as Lunney
conferred with people crowding around his console. At about this time, word was passed to the

"Yes," said TELMU, "about five amps." MOCR Ibat the electrical umbilical linking the LEM and the command module could carry only a

"Ah . . . to what?" asked Lunney, meaning: What did they think they 17-amperetoad. t_ littleto i_)wertimcommandmodule'ssystems.

were going to hook up with? What subsystems in the C.S.M. would the t The batteries were designed to last for half an hour in a fully powered configura6on---the time
between jettison of the service m_dule and the command module's splashdown--with a generous

power be used for? Lunney asked EECOM to get to work on answers, reserve.
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nor any of his team had ever practiced: to close down a command module now, from the C.S.M., while it still had power. Stafford's was the
in such a way that it could be brought back to life some days later, and, knowledge of a man who had flown the LEM, and Lunney respected it.
at the same time, power up a lunar module without any help from the .
command module. And this novel, complex procedure, filled with Clint Burton had more bad news.

possibilities for irretrievable error, was to be accomplished---or so "Flight, EECOM. Flight, EECOM."
Lunneynowthought--withlessthanfortyminutesof powerfromFuel "Go ahead."

Cell 2 remaining. "Okay, got an update on the time," said Burton. "It looks like we got
about eighteen minutes until we get down to 100 p.s.i., and that's the

When CapCom Jack Lousma had told the crew a few minutes earlier that _: cutoff point."

the ground was starting to think about using the LEM as a lifeboat, the d_ It had been four minutes since EECOM had told Flight that they had
crew was glad to hear it. "That's something we're thinking about too," '!_ tbrty minutes left. The leak was getting faster, and Lunney's margin, if
Lovell said. They'd already been talking it over, and the tirst thing the ;_' forty minutes had given him any margin at all, had disappeared.
crew proposed to do was run a quick P52 (program number 52) and get
the LEM's platformaligned. Afterlisteningto Stafford,Lunneywentbackto hiscontrollersandasked

It was an important decision. If the crew was to get home, they had to that they look at the trade-off--could they stand the power drain if they
have an aligned, functioning guidance platform. But an IM.U. was also turned on the LEM's platform now? They would work on it, they replied:
an extravagant consumer of electrical power and water (fi)r cooling "Stand by one, Flight." "All right," Lunney muttered. Then, emphat-
purposes), both of which were now in precariously short supply. Odyssey ically: "Pronto."
and Aquarius each had platforms that were not in any way linked with The exchanges over Flight's loop were now continuous bursts of
each other. The Thirteen crew was proposing to power up Aquarius's queries and instructions to the flight controllers around the room, marked
I.M.U., run a P52 on Odyssey's computer to give them the C.S.M.'s every few minutes by another update on the time remaining before the
alignment data, and then punch those numbers into Aqttarius's system, command module went dead. Like a variety-show juggler with a dozen
The question was: Should they do it? The next time that Aquarius would plates spinning on the top of sticks, Lunney went from one decision to
have to have the platform operating could be as long as twenty hours another, keeping the plates spinning, sometimes getting back to the one
away, when, after they came out from behind the moon, the LEM's at the other end of the row only when it seemed to be wobbling on its last
descent engine would establish a trajectory for home. Furthermore, the revolution. Throughout it all, Lunney, aged thirty-three, maintained the
plattorm could be aligned from scratch, through star sightings taken by mildly distracted air of an experienced parent getting many small children
the crew. The Apollo 13crew had been trained in that procedure, and the ready tbr school.*
Apollo 12 crew had demonstrated that it could be done in a real

emergency. Therefore, one option was to leave the platform powered It seemed to the astronauts that the ground was taking an awfully long
down until a few hours before it had to be used. time to recognizewhat was obviousto them, that they hadto get intothe

Lunney and Control and Guido discussed it over the loops and agreed LEM immediately. But they couldn't simply climb in and shut the door.
that they ought to power down Odyssey's I.M.U. and align Aquarius's Powering up the LEM was much more complicated than throwing a
I.M.U. later, using the Alignment Optical Telescope (A.O.T.). Lunney power switch, and activating the LEM's many systems was much more
told Odyssey to hold off on the P52. Tom Stafford, who had commanded

Apollo 10a year earlier, was in the MOCR listening to this exchange. As * Atone of the most hecticpoints, Lunneyeventook a few secondsto make a small ironicjoke
that no one else got. TELMU had torgottcn about using thc LEM to power thc C.S.M. and now, ten

soon as it was over he approached Lunney for a private conversation, minutes later,was focusing exclusivelyon powering upIheLEM'sownsystems.Lunney asked
They were on the wrong track, Stafford said. M;menvering the docked TELMU whether they needed to send any _wer at all from the LEM to the CS.M., if just to keep

the I.M.LI. healed. 'Tm not sure we can do that," TELMU told Flight, as if surprised Flight could

spacecraft with tile LEM's thrusters It) get lnilnugll silly sightings was even consider such a thing, "Can't do that," Lunney acknowledged, amusement in his voice. "That

going to be next to impossible. It was essential they get an alignment wasa longtimeago."
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complicated than flicking a few switches to "On." Fred Haise had three having enough oxygen for power, but about whether the crew would, hav e
onboard checklists for powering up Aquarius and activating its systems enough oxygen in the command module to breathe. ' ' _ 'i: :i_l_f_-,
under various circumstances, none of which applied to the circumstances Lunney granted softly, as if someone had just hit him ,in.sthe
he faced now. Furthermore, the shortest of the established checklists stomach--which is how in fact he described that moment years later. +It

would take two hours to complete. TELMU's team had been busy was like a blow, he said, and then a hole into which his stomach and the
cobbling together a way of powering upAquarius without any cooperation rest of him were starting to slide. It was the one time during the entire
from Odyssey and devising for the scheme a drastically shortened night when for a moment Lunney backed away from the rush of events
checklist for activation. Finally CapCom Lousma was able to tell the and "had a sense of 'ltoly Christ, it's this bad. It has really happened this

crew that he had a procedure for powering up. way.' "The surge tank was the last reserve of oxygen which had to be
"Okay," said Swigert. "That sounds like good news." He did not protected for the entry, and Burton wanted him to use part of it, lest the

need to add "It's just in time"--everyone knew that already, crew asphyxiate now.
"Okay," Lunney replied after a pause. "Wouldn't you rather pump

Lunney was having trouble getting things to happen. He had been that up in the LEM?" He didn't want to tap the C.S.M.'s surge tank.

persuaded that the crew had to run a P52 in the command module to get _ "Well," said Burton, "we got to get into the LEM first, Flight."
a course alignment for the LEM s platform, and Guido and Control now ,.: "CapCom, get 'em going in the LEM," Lunney said quickly. "We

agreed. But Guido was struggling simultaneously with a completely gotta get oxygen on in the LEM."
separate issue that had come to preoccupy him. His back room was Lousma passed the word on to the crew and turned to Lunney. Years
posing the hair-raising possibility that if they turned off the command later, Lousma himself would not remember, but Lunney felt that the

module's guidance system and let it sit in the cold--surety subfreezing; CapConv---"Bless his stout Marine heart"--had seen his sinking feeling
how much colder than that no one could predict exactly--it wouldn't in his face. Off the loop, Lousma reminded Lunney to see how far

work when the time came for entry. The guidance people, along with TELMU had gotten in preparing his abbreviated activation checklist.
teams in the MER and at M.I.T. in Cambridge, were trying to calculate Maybe they could use that rather than ad-hoc the steps. "That one
whether that fear was warranted, and, if so, whether they could afford to comment at that one point got me right back out of the hole and on
run the I.M.U.'s heaters for the duration of the flight, track," Lunney recalled. "After that you're busy, it's just blowin'-

Three times Lunney had tried to focus Guido's attention on the status and-goth' time, and you don't have time to worry."

of the alignment presently residing in Odyssey's computer. Now Guido
came onto the loop, saying that the crew ought to do a P52. The power from the remaining fuel cell in Odyssey was now good only

"That's what I'm asking you!" said Lunney exasperatedly. "Do you minute to minute. Since the LEM still wasn't prepared to take over, it was
have la good alignment] now? We don't have much time. Do you have agreed between the ground and Swigert that he should switch to one of
a good one now? As far as you know?" the C.S.M.'s internal batteries just before the fuel cell failed. While they

"A good alignment?" Guido asked, still absorbed in deciding whether didn't want to do this a moment sooner than necessary, they couldn't
they should keep the I.M.U. in the command module heated, afford to delay it a moment too long, lest they lose all power

"Yeah, that's what I'm asking you," said Lunney. "You have a good temporarily---and, with it, control of the spacecraft and the course
alignment? I'm not worried about tenths of a degree either." alignment stol'cd ill Ibc I.M.LI.

"Well, it oughta be that good, Flight," said Guido, aggrieved-- The twenty nfinutes that followed were perhaps the most rushed, the

ordinarily, it should be good within hundredths of a degree, most confused, and in retrospect the most glorious of the four-day crisis.
"Okay, yeah," said Lunney wearily. Jnst then EECOM came back to The Black Team was racing to complete in minutes a procedure that

him. usuallytookhours,underthethreatofimminentdisasterif theyfailedand
"We need to open up the surge t,'mk," Burton said. "That manifold tmtler Ibc nlore subtle till'eat {)f a delayed disaslcr if they got the LEM

pressure is dropp'ng. ' No longer was Burton's back room worried about started but didn't shut down the C.SM. properly.
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rough spots. Many of the controllers recall it as having been a piece of trying to get a handle on it."
cake. Lunney himself conceded that "it was an exciting time," something Thinking how much of the command module's battery power had to be
of a blur in his memory, but orderly. "I look back on it and reflect upon saved for the entry phase, Lunney observed, "We may well have no

the kind of teamwork and lack of panic," he said. "[There was] no sense !i.I choice."
of 'My God, the sky is falling.' Probably each individual had the same "That's a fact," G.N.C. conceded.
few seconds I did, but there was no sense of it in the Control Center. Lunney was struck by a thought. "How many amps do they take?" he
Listen to [the tapes[ and it all sounds tickety-boo, like the guys had been asked, meaning amperes per hour.
training for it all their lives." In reality, the tapes reveal that Lunney's "Ten."
memory was two-thirds right. Teamwork, yes. Lack of panic, yes. In their current situation, this was an enormous amount of power, and
Tickety-boo, no. to be of any use it would have to be maintained throughout the rest of the

The MOCR was jammed with people by this time. It wasn't like the big flight.
moments in other flights, when the off-shift controllers would come in "Aww!" Lunney exclaimed. "Ten amps!?"

and watch quietly. Now, each console was surrounded by a knot of men 4 "Rog," the reply came back, sheepishly, as G.N.C. suddenly realized

trying to put together new procedures, amend old ones, and interpret the that his team had been missing the point.
data, talking to back rooms that were also crowded with reinforcements. "I'm looking at . . ."--Lunney did a quick mental calculation
It was so noisy that Lunney had to t_e time out to ask for quiet. The "fifty, sixty, eighty hours." (Another nervous "Rog.") "That's aca-
attention of the people talking on the loops was unusually fragmented, demic!" (A hurried "I understand.")
and the result was occasionaIly missed signals, confusion, and contra- A few minutes later, G.N,C. came back with a correction. If they kept
diction, heatontheI.M.U.butturnedoffthegyrosandtherestoftheapparatus,

EECOM's back room had been wrong about needing the surge tank; they would need only .8 amp per hour, and they recommended leaving
Burton came on a minute after he had asked for it to tell Flight to the heater up. Lunney pointed out briskly that .8 amp per hour still
"disregard the surge tank request." Lunney had time only to acknowl- worked out to 64 amp-hours. "I can't afford that."
edge, "All right," because he was straggling to get the LEM activated. They would assume that the I.M.U. could survive without a heater.

A few minutes later, Burton was back with a request to "get the crew
to stuffthepower-down." "We onlyalmostlostit once," Lunneysaid.It occurredduringthe final

"Okay," said Lunney cautiously, "but we wanted to keep [Odyssey's stages of the move from Odyssey to Aquarius, when two separate
I.M.U.] up for a little while, I thought you just said, with Bat A, to get processes were going on simultaneously. In Aquarius, Lovell and Haise
a coursealignin the LEM." weremovingthroughtheir improvisedactivationchecklist,bringingthe

Burton realized his mistake--when he said, "stuff the power-down," LEM's systems on line. For the past ten minutes, they had been
he hadn't meant to include the I.M.U. "Well," he said apologetically, preoccupied with getting a good course alignment, which they had done
"maybe there's a bit of confusion here." in record time. Jack Swigert was still in Odyssey, powering down the

"Yeah, you don't want to turn I.M.U. off until we get a course align systems one by one.
in theLEM,right?" TheLEMnowhada computerthatwasupandrunning,anda goodset

"That's affirm, Flight." of angles punched into the guidance system. In their relief, the reaction
The guidance experts remained absorbed in trying to analyze whether of the men in the MOCR was to assume that now the LEM was

they could turn off the heaters in the I.M.U. Lunney, worried about the operational and that Odyssey could safely render itself helpless. The
power drain, checked in with G.N.C. problem was that the activation routines were being relayed up to the two

"G.N.C. I haven't heard from you on the heaters yet on the I.M.U." spacecraft in chunks. Among these chunks was the one which included
"Rog, Flight," G.N.C. replied. "Preliminary look at it looks like we the steps necessary for pressurizing the reaction and control system
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(R.C.S.) in Aquarius and powering 'up the "balls"--short for ?'eight- hours and forty-three minutes sinc e Swigert had first reported a problem,
balls," referring to the displays that let Lovell and Haise know the about an hour and twenty minutes since the MOCR had first realized the

spacecraft's attitude. But the actual rate at which the crew in Aquarius crew would have to use the LEM. Right after Apollo 13, John Aaron
was accomplishing these steps, and the actual order in which they were recalled, F.O.D. prepared special checklists for activating the LEM _/s a

being performed, were in doubt, lifeboat, and during the sims for every mission that followed, the flight
Reflecting on it afterward, Lunney said that at that point he should have control team was thrown at least one massive Thirteen-type failure on a

stopped and established a clear-cut understanding of the obvious: What- translunar coast. But no matter how good the new checklists were, and no
ever else you do, don't power-down the command module's platform and matter how much they trained and scrambled, Aaron said, "we never did

its R.C.S. until the LEM's control systems are up. But he didn't, and the it that quick again."
two procedures got out of synch with the rest. Odyssey's platform and Swigert drifted through the docking tunnel into Aquarius. This was
R.C.S. were powered down, Aquarius's R.C.S. and "eight-balls" were alien territory for Swigert, who as a command module pilot had never

not yet ready to take over. As they listened to the traffic, the mix-up spent any training time in the LEM simulator. He looked down at Lovell
slowly became apparent. " and Haise from the hatch. "It's up to you now," he said.

"Okay, we haven't gotten ourselves in a position here, where, uh, we \_I
have no attitude control in either vehicle, have we?" said Lousma _

uncertainly.

"Uhh . . . I'm . . ." Lunney sounded almost abashed. "I'm waiting 2
to see when we get attitude control in the LEM. Would you ask them to

call us when they have attitude control in the LEM and then we'll power l_unney's team remained on shift for another seven hours. During that
the inverters, et cetera, down in the C.S.M.?" time, Building 30 became, as it would be for the rest of the mission, the

Lousma asked Aquarius to inform him when they had attitude control, end of a gigantic funnel of information. Throughout the first few hours of

Haise replied that they were still working on the pressurization of the the crisis, the Control Center had had to make most of the decisions
R.C.S. systenv--which meant they still didn't, itself---events were flowing too quickly to bring in more than the most

"Hey, Flight," Lousma said plaintively, "they don't have attitude urgently required information from the outside world. Now expertise of
control in the ... and we don't have it in the C.M., uh, C.M.S., every sort was flowing through the network. When Simpkinson said that
uh . . ." Lousma was a little flustered himself. SPAN put "the whole world" to work on the problem, he was barely

"Well, they're trying to get it up, right?" Lunney said. exaggerating.

"Yeah, they are," replied Lousma, but he was openly unhappy. In Houston, it was no longer just the MOCR, the MER, and SPAN
The spacecraft did not go to gimbal lock while it drifted--the gap in which were filling with people. Bill Tindall, who had recently been

control was only about two and a half minutes long--nor would it have promoted to deputy director of Flight Operations, convened a semicon-
been catastrophic if it had, Lunney reflected. They would have put the tinuous Mission Techniques meeting to concentrate on ways to use the
crew to sleep, worked up some procedures, and done a manual course LEM's navigational system for tasks it had never been designed to

alignment when the crew was rested. Nonetheless, Lunney was always accomplish. The astronauts congregated in Building 5 where the flight
irritated with himself for having allowed it to happen--"lt turned out to simulators were installed. Start Faber, chief of the Flight Simulation

be not a real problem, but I was really pissed at myself because it Branch, began running a nonstop show, with crews following one another
was--well, it was kind of the only mistake we made that night." in the simulator, lesting out each new procedure that was required to keep

Thirteen going, until .just before splashdown--in all, seventeen astronauts

At nine minutes until midnight, Jack Swigert closed down Fuel Cell 2, participated at various times during the flight. Former astronaut Jim
completing the shutdown of Odyssey. The LEM was now fully opera- McDivitt, the new manager of ASPO, was taking all of ASPO and
tional, with an alignment stored in its guidance system. It had been two splitting it up into small problem-solving teams--a power team, a cooling
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team, a trajectory team. "SPAN" was no longer a little room in Building pages of papers from Oslo to Bangkok were covered with news of
30; for practical purposes, one SPAN engineer recalled, it expanded to Thirteen.

includethe wholeCenter. The MannedSpacecraftCenter itself was in the eye of the media
Joe Mechelay of tile Test Division arrived to take his shift in the MER hurricane. Hundreds of journalists descended on Houston after the

on Tuesday morning and found "mayhenl." Usually, only one or two of accident (until then, interest in Thirteen had been tepid), but they were

the systems teams would be busy at any given time; now they all were. confined to the area around the public affairs offices. The only people

The room was jammed not just with people, but with the schematics and : who saw much of them were the flight directors who briefed the press
books of specifications that were spread out everywhere. Despite the after every shift. None of the other people at M.S.C. who were working9"

appearance of chaos, however, the MER was by this time well :_ the problem had time to notice how preoccupied the world had become

organized. For each system, it had been established what needed to be with what they were doing. Later, when FIDO Dave Reed watched a
done and which were the most crucial items. Arabian himself devoted film that NASA had made about the flight, he found himself most deeply

his attention to whichever problem was at the top of the priority list, affected by the picture of a young Asian woman watching Apollo 13

shifting to a new group as soon as the old problem seemed to be under coverage on a store-window television somewhere on the other side of
control, the world from Houston. Her face was a study in concern. He hadn't

The scene was much the same at the contractors. When Tom Kelly got ' known.
to the Bethpage plant at 3 A._4., he found five or six hundred people

already congregated there. At M.I.T., I)owney, and at smaller places like
Ilamilton Standard in Windsor I.ocks, Connecticut, which had huih the

LEM's environmental control system, stafJ' engineers showed up unbkl- 3
den in the middle of the night to see what they could do to help. Few went

home. The next three and a half days would lind engineers draped Inside the Control Center, the pace during the rest of the Black Team's
anywhere on their company's premises_esk tops, chairs, conference shift slowed after the C.S.M. had been powered down. The remainder of

tables---catching a catnap. In some cases, the managers would get the night was occupied with the work necessary to configure Aquarius for

together and decide that nothing was being accomplished by this kind of the long trip home, and with deciding how to put the spacecraft back onto
devotion and that it wonld really he better il' people went home for a few a free return to the earth.* Finally, after almost nine years of manned

hours and slept in a comlortable bed. But most of the engineers wonld space flight, the Retros were going to have a chance to use their expertise
unobtrusively refuse to obey, unwilling to be away for even that long. in aborts.

Within hours, Apollo 13 also became a story that engaged the attention Down in Room 210, Chuck Deiterich, the lead Retro for Apollo 13, led
of the outside world as nothing else about the space program had done the discussion. At the time of the accident, the spacecraft was close

except the first lunar landing. When a Grumman engineer hurrying to enough to the earth for a "direct abort" that would have brought it back
Bethpage was stopped for speeding and explained where he was going, to earth without going around the moon first. But as Kranz had quickly
the police gave him a high-speed escort down the Long Island Express- realized when he heard about the venting, something disruptive had

way, sirens screaming. France was just the first of thirteen foreign happened back in the service module. They had to assume that the big
governments--the Soviet Union among thenl--that offered the United S.P.S. engine was unusable. This left two widely divergent options,

States use of their naval vessels for emergency rescue service. In the next Deiterich explained. They could wait for another eighteen hours until the

days, Pope Paul prayed with an audience t)f If),f)0t) fi_r thc astronauts' spacecraft had swung around thc moon, lire Aquarit,'s's descent engine
sate return. Rabbis in Jerusalem offered special prayers at the Wailing nearly to exhaustion, and get the crew back on earth in two and a half
Wall. TIm)ughout I_urope, bulletins tm tile crew's condition interrupted
news programs. The U.S. elnhassy In Lolldon COlllpafcd thc British * "Free return" refers to an outward-bound trajeclory thai would use the imxm's gravity to swinb,

the spacecraft around the moon and back Io a safe landing on earth. At the time of Ibc accident,

reaction to that which had followed Kennedy's assassination. The front Apollo 13wasnotona free-returntrajectory.
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days. Or they could perform a brief burn right away to put the spacecraft rough, manually controlled version of passive thermal control (P.T.C.) to

onto a return trajectory that would return the crew in four days. prevent overheating of the spacecraft's sunward parts. It was a nasty job
Getting the men back quickly was obviously attractive, but it had to do without sleep, without practice, after six hours of a life-threatening

serious drawbacks as well. Using up Aquarius's fuel was not the kind of crisis that had drained the crew of its reserves, but somehow they

action that they wanted to take immediately if they could buy themselves accomplished it. Jim Lovell sent Fred }taise off to the rapidly chilling
time. It would leave few options if they were to make a mistake or if command module to get some sleep.
something else went wrong. Deiterich argued for a short bum now to get

the spacecraft on a free return; they could make a second hum later, after At 7:13 Tuesday morning, ten hours after coming on duty, Glynn
they had taken the time to think about what kind of bum they wanted. Lunney's Black Team turned their consoles over to Gerry Griffin's Gold
There were objections to that strategy as well--two bums meant roughly Team. Though there had been many other memorable shifts in that
twice as much drain on the spacecraft's electrical and water supplies as roonv---Gene Kranz's White Team had just finished one of them the

one bum but the flight control philosophy on this point was deeply preceding evening--no flight control team had ever been asked to make
ingrained: Don't cut off an option unless you absolutely have to. Kranz so many life-and-death decisions, find so many improvised fixes, and

approved Deiterich's approach and Lunney concurred, sustain their nerve for so long. Glynn Lunney's Black Team left the
A bum by an Apollo spacecraft has been compared to coming about in MOCR still unsure whether they had saved the crew of Thirteen. They

a sailing ship--it takes the same kind of extensive preparation. In the case -,_' had at least preserved them.

of the first bum of the docked LEM and C.S.M., it required more than an :_
hour after the bum decision had been made to calculate the trajectory of ?'

Thirteen (which had been changed significantly by the explosion and
venting) and to check out the peculiarities posed by a docked bum. The

DPS engine, which could be gimbaled in varying directions, had to be

lined up exactly with the center of mass of the docked assembly that it
would be pushing. Then there were small frights to contend with--the
astronauts, conducting a final check before the burn, discovered that a

switch that could eject the LEM's descent stage with its DPS engine was
"On." It was quickly turned to "Off."

Finally, at 2:43 in the morning, Lovell pushed the ignition button and

the DPS engine ran at low throttle for thirty seconds, putting the
spacecraft into a trajectory that, even without a second burn, would bring
it down in the Indian Ocean not quite four days later. Lovell was relieved.

He wasn't completely confident that the bum provided them a survivable

entry, but at least the spacecraft would intercept the earth's atmosphere.
In his mind, this was much better than the alternative they had just
avoided--orbiting the earth indefinitely, in a lonely revolution with an

apogee of 240,000 miles and a perigee of 3,000 miles, a "perpetual
monument to the space program."

When the burn had been completed, CapCom passed up some advice
from the astronauts in Building 5 on how to maneuver a spacecraft in this

unholy configuration. Aquarius's crew also put the spacecraft into a
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capability sufficient to maneuver it with the command module attached.

This intrigued Bob Piland, then acting head of ASPO, who responded
with a request that North American look into the possibility of using the
LEM to provide a backup in case the S.P.S. failed "in translunar flight."
Eventually it was determined that the LEM could function as the source

of engine power for a combined LEM and C.S.M. and, if necegsary, push
a crippled command module out of lunar orbit and back home.

In the Flight Operations Directorate, the lifeboat option had come up in
various forms. Glynn Lunney remembered that when he was head of the

CHAPTER Flight Dynamics Branch in the early 1960s, his guys had started to talk

9 _ about what they calleda "lifeboat" procedure.It wasn't part of a

systematic strategy, Lunney recalled; just another example of their
: try-everything way"--"Hey, you know, we've got another engine on

the LEM, we ought to know how to use the LEM engine [for docked

bums]. We don't know what for, but who knows?" They worked out
some procedures and filed them away. The EECOMs had gotten some

"l hope the guys who thought practiceinlifeboatproceduresaswell. Onceduringasimulationoflunar
orbit, a glitch in the cabin pressure showed up on the EECOM's screen

this up knew what they were just before loss of signal as the spacecraft went around. The EECOMdidn't take the hint. When the command module came back around into

dig"O _ radio contact twenty minutes later, the flight control team abruptly
discovered that the spacecraft cabin pressure had gone to zero and the

astronauts were already buttoned up in their suits to stay alive. The flight
controllers used the LEM's oxygen supply to repressurize the C.S.M.

The first time anyone had ever though! about using the I.L:M as a lit_2boat The White Team in particular had gotten some relevant lifeboat
was in 1961, even before the L.O.R. decision had been made. Two of experience out of Apollo 9. During an Apollo 9 simulation of "mini-maxi

Grumman's designers, Tom Kelly and Al Munier, were in the prelinfinary double-bubble rendezvous," which involved a wide separation between

phases of the design when Munier had a thought. Suppose something the LEM and C.S.M., the SimSup failed the LEM engines, forcing the

happened on the way out to the moon, Kelly remembered him musing, crew and the flight control team to conduct a rescue in which the
Could this little machine they were designing bring the COlmnand module command module maneuvered into a rendezvous with the LEM instead of

back'? Kelly and Munier worked through a few calculations. "Nothing the other way around. Since the orbital characteristics of the two craft
had been built yet," Kelly recalled, '_so changing the specifications meant that the rescue would require thirty hours, and the LEM for Apollo
really didn't cost anything." Planning for the lifeboat option "gave you 9 was only an eighteen-hour spacecraft, the White Tean_ had to work out

more fuel to land [on the moon] with, it let you stay on the moon a little procedures to keep the LEM's astronauts alive. During the Apollo 9 flight

bit longer, and it gave you a rescue option." In writing up the specs, itself, the White Team gained another useful bit of experience when the
Gmxnman increased some of the quantities on Iht consumables, and lunar module conducted DPS bums with the command module attached,

Kelly kept the lifeboat idea in the back of his mind. to test the ability of the LEM to control both spacecraft.

In 1963, the possibility of using the LEM as a lifeboat came up at Such experiences led to a few procedures that could be pulled off the
North American in the course of building the command module. North shelf during Apollo 13. Still, the flight control team had never developed

American inquired of NASA whether the LEM would have a thrusting procedures for an accident of the magnitude of Thirteen's. They had

424
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imagined losing one of the two oxygen tanks, or a battery, or even the through tubes encased in ice. The ice was made'by the cold of space from
S.P.S. engine. But never had the simulations postulated that the C.S.M. water supplied by the LEM. As the glycol ran through the pipes, the ice
would be completely dead. * vaporized and boiled away. Every system that remained powered up used

water. . _:':..

Aquarius carried 338 pounds of water in its tanks. During the first
hours after the crew moved in, the LEM was consuming water at the rate

1 of 6.3 poundsper hour. Arithmeticimmediatelyrevealed that, at that
rate of consumption, Aquarius would have no water at all after fifty-four

The problem that preoccupied the MER and the contractors from the time ?_ more hours---twenty-three fewer hours than the fastest possible return to
of the accident through the rest of the mission was whether Aquarius had
enough water, oxygen, and electricity to sustain life until Apollo 13 could _: earth. The astronauts would survive without water for the extra twenty-three hours, but the equipment wouldn't.

get home._' It was known as the "consumables problem." Electrical power was also in short supply. The descent stage of

Aquarius had been designed to take Lovell and Haise to the lunar Aquarius had four batteries; the ascent stage had two. From the six
surface (less than five hours), remain there for another thirty-three hours, batteries together, and after subtracting the power that had already been
then rendezvous with the command module (about two hours), and still expended in checking out the LEM, the planners on the ground could
have a five-hour reserve--a lifetime of forty-five hours. Counting from count on fewer than 2,000 ampere-hours of electricity. Ordinarily, the

the time the LEM was activated during Apollo 13, the return could take LEM used 50 amps per hour. Two thousand divided by fifty gave only
as little as seventy-seven hours or as much as a hundred, depending on forty hours. Moreover, they were going to be making extraordinary
what kind of additional bums were decided upon, And those decisions, demands on Aquarius. As the men in the MER and at Bethpage calculated
filled with trade-offs and hazards, depended in turn largely on the the maneuvers Aquarius wonld have to make and the power it would take

consumables situation. The specialists on the LEM quickly came to a few from the LEM to power up the partially depleted entry batteries in
basic conclusions. Odyssey, it was decided that Aquarius would somehow have to use a

Oxygen was not a problem. To support a lunar landing, the LEM was maximum of 15 amps per hour when it was not maneuvering. Until the
designed on the assumption that its door would be opened when the day of the accident, the LEM's designers had calculated that the LEM's
astronauts went outside for their E.V.A., venting all of the cabin's minimal configuration used 20 amps per hour.
oxygen. For Apollo 13, two E.V.A.s had been planned, meaning that the To conserve water and power, the engineers in the MER went

LEM had to carry enough oxygen to repressurize the cabin twice, plus systematically through the spacecraft, looking at every component to see

provide enough oxygen for the time that the crew was in the cabin. With whether it could be turned off completely. If not, they calculated the
that much and with the safety margin built into the system, Aquarius had lowest voltage at which any given piece of equipment would operate and
plenty of oxygen for the trip home even with all three astronauts drawing the minimal configuration in which a system would continue to perform
on it. Because the LEM used batteries instead of fuel cells, oxygen didn't the functions it absolutely had to perform. Forget the specs, forget the

figure in the calculations about power supply, rule books, forget the operations manuals, Arabian announced. Go back

In contrast, water was a huge problem. The electronics in the to the physics of the design that no one knows better than you, the
spacecraft generated heat which was carried off by glycol circulating knowledge that's not written down anywhere, and decide what's the least
through the systems. The warmed glycol was recooled by running it we can really get away with.

· It was assumed thai anything that kmx:ked out both oxygen tanks would also have destroyed For exantple, the I)I'S engine coutained an Abort Sensor Assembly

thc spacecraft. One result of the Ap,,Ih, 13 experience was a change in smmlation policy. FIIX) Dave (A.S.A.) that nlonilored its pcrfornlance. The A.S.A. included small
Reed summarized Iht new grmmd rule: "They can throw anything at u_ they want and we won't
object." heaters that kept it at 70 degrees Fahrenheit. What would happen if the

t They didn't have to worry about fcqxl. People don't die from starvation in four days, and heaters were turned clown so that the fluid in the A.S.A.'s gyroscopes was

anyway the C.S.M.'s ft_d supply was still accessible, even though much of it was virtually inedible maintained at a few degrees above freezing? Would the A.S.A. stillwithout hot water to mix it with.
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work? There was no time for anyone in the MER or at Gmmman to hydroxide canisters in the gEM. Unless they came up with an answer,
conduct tests; the answer had to be provided on the basis of the none of the rest of the planning was going to make any difference.
inadequatedataathand.InthecaseoftheA.S.A.,theengineersdecided ·
that it should be able to function under those near-freezing conditions,
and so the crew was told to turn the heaters down. Everyone hoped for the

best. 2
As such questions spread through the support network, often ending in

the laps of the people who had originally designed the equipment, "ti At eight o'clock on Tuesday morning, less than twelve hours after the
cautious engineers were typically faced with a choice between two !,_ explosion, a meeting of NASA's most senior managers, from the
incompatible demands. Each was sensitive to the critical nature of his _ Houston directorate chiefs up through administrator Thomas Paine,
own piece of the puzzle (for example, it could be disastrous if the A.S.A. _ convened in the viewing room behind the third-floor MOCR. Gerry
failed to detect a malfunction in the DPS during the next bum). The '. Griffin's Gold Team was now on shift, its members occasionally looking
temptation to insist that his piece of equipment be operated within the . back curiously at the all-star assemblage behind the glass.
tolerances for which it had been designed was powerful. And yet each ,_ Chris Kraft led the discussion. The question before the group was how
also understood that somehow the voltages and the heat sources in the quickly to bring the crew back. It had already been decided to conduct the
lunar module had to be cut drastically. Small dramas were played out all next bum at two hours after pericynthion (the spacecraft's closest
over the country as designers passed on the word, usually with too little approach to the back of the moon), making it known as the P.C. + 2 burn.
data to be sure they were right, that their babies wonld continue to Kraft explained the options. They could, if they chose, bring the crew
function under the unprecedented conditions that Houston was proposing, back in less than a day and a half after that with a long burn at full throttle
This process of redefining the gEM's capability continued throughout the (the "fast" burn), if they were willing to bring Odyssey down in the
flight, as the reserves dwindled and the conditions within the spacecraft Atlantic where NASA had no recovery ships. Kraft didn't spend much
kept changing. Years later, John Strakosch, a Grumman engineer at time on this option, for it was only a few hours faster than the second
Bethpage, would say it was the most intensely concentrated work he'd option, which, in less than thirty-nine hours after the burn, would put the
ever done--an effort that in his memory seemed to last eighteen or twenty spacecraft in the southwest Pacific, the prime recovery area. The third
hours. His handwritten log of his activities reveals that it lasted for what option was a shorter, lower-power bum (the "slow" bum) that would
amountedto threeunbrokendays. returnthespacecraftto theprimerecoveryareasixty-threehoursafterthe

Bit by bit, the gEM was powered down to 15 amps per hour, and the burn, or twenty-four hours later than the second option.*
astronauts, wearing thin clothing designed for a long trip in a confined Given the concern about the consumables and the risks inherent in
space at 70 degrees, began to get cold as the temperature dropped below keeping the crew in a disabled spacecraft any longer than necessary, the
60 degrees andkept goingdown. casefor thefastburn--in its secondversion--seemedso compellingthat

the astronauts over in Building 5 were already practicing it. However,

In the process of inventorying tile consumables during tile first night, Kraft wanted the slow bum even at the cost of the extra twenty-four
someone discovered that, as things stood, the astronauts would asphyxiate hours. So did his lead Retro and his lead FIDO, Chuck Deiterich and
from carbon dioxide buildup before they got home. In both the gEM and Dave Reed. Kraft called the two of them into the viewing room so that the
the command module, carbon dioxide was removed by circulating the air others could hear why, firsthand.
through canisters of lithium hydroxide. The problem was that Aquarius The fast bum would take virtually all the propellants that the gEM had,
had only two such canisters, not nearly cmmgh to last thc journey hume. they explained, will_ little enelgy [cfi Ibc -tweaking" thc trajectory il' il
Odyssey had plenty of canisters, but they were the wrong size and shape

· They had no intermediate choices if they wanted to land in the prime recovery area. A spacecraft
to fit the gEM's equipment. The problem was passed along to the Crew returning from the moon had limited maneuvering range. It' one wanted to put the spacecraft in a

Systems Division: Figure out some way to use the C.S.M. 's lithium particular spot along the potential landing track, it was available only once per earth rotation.
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were in error. It didn't take much of an error in the burn to make tweaking and in the days to come, Lunney recalled, "they never second-guesSed,
necessary--at 240,000 miles away, an error of a tenth of a foot per never reversed anything, never even came close to that. No 'cover,

second in a burn could compound in such a way that the spacecraft would your-ass. The whole set of interactions was one of the most supportive
miss the earth altogether, and reassuring you can imagine." The gatheringquickly ratifiedKraft's

The fast burn would also require that the heavy service module be choice: The Apollo 13 crew would come home more slowly, but, they

discarded beforehand. "They don't have a rearview mirror on that hoped, more surely.
spacecraft," Reed pointed out. "We don't know what's happened back
there." Why take the damaged service module off any sooner than they

had to? More important, the service module covered Odyssey's heat

shield and protected it from direct exposure to the heat (on the sun side) 3
and cold (on the shadow side) of outer space. No one had ever tested what _

would happen to the heat shield if it were exposed to the thermal _ At that point, one day into the crisis, Chris Kraft and the flight directors
conditions of outer space for forty hours before it had to work. No one :'. who attended the press briefings were confidently telling the world that
knew how much effect it would have on letting heat out of, or cold into, '"_ the astronauts were going to get back safely. Asked to reminisce years
the command module itself. Deiterich and Reed didn't want to use Apollo "_:- later, the flight controllers, almost to a man, said they were never in any
13to findout. doubt about whethertheycould get the crew back once it had been

As for the extra twenty-four hours that the crew would have to spend determined that the consumables would stretch. It is curious but true that

in space: By this time, Tuesday morning, people were confident that the none of them seemed to doubt that a way would be devised to use
consumables could be stretched to last two and a half more days. The Odyssey's lithium hydroxide supplies to stretch the LEM's--somebody
main problem still outstanding, the shortage of lithium hydroxide, would figure something out, they assumed.

wouldn't be avoided by the fast return--the LEM would run out before The optimism in the press briefings may have been influenced by

the crew got home, no matter which bum they chose. And the slow burn public relations, and the confidence in the recollections may have been
still kept options open. If some additional problem developed on the way influenced by the passage of time. Yet it does appear that the flight
home, they could always use the remaining propellants to speed up the controllers really were confident throughout. Gene Kranz explained it as

spacecraft and make an emergency landing in the nearest available ocean, a matter of training: "1 don't think anybody was pessimistic. Not at least
As he talked, Reed was gratified to see Bob Gilnlth, still center director on the White Team .... The training was such that, by the time you
at Houston and the grand old man of manned space flight, nodding in finished the process, you had the confidence that, given a few minutes,

agreementwith each of his points, you could solve any problem. That's all there was to it. And it didn't
Kraft had reached his own opinion after thrashing out the options at a matter what the size, what the magnitude, what the origin of the problem

meeting of the flight directors a few hours earlier. When Deiterich and was. The fact was that you could solve any problem that came up." Don
Reed had finished, Kraft summarized the options, leaving no doubt that Arabian in the MER, at least as cocky as any flight controller, felt the

he wantedthe slowerbum. sameway--after the firsthalfhour, he knewthat "Yeah, wecan get 'em
For Glynn Lunney, standing alongside Kraft, the reaction of the men back." It was no big deal. he said.

in the viewing room was inspiring. The option Kraft was recommending People who were neither controllers nor Arabian tended It) be less

had the obvious disadvantage of leaving the crew at risk for twenty-four sanguine. On Tuesday evening, a day after the explosion, journalist
hours longer than the alternatives, but there was no quibbling. Lunney: Robert Sherrod encountered George Low sitting in the front row of the
"These men who we all grew up thinking were kings, absolute tops in our viewing room and asked him what the chances were that they would get
business, sat in this room and said to us, 'Look, we're here to support you the crew back. Low, who knew that Sherrod was writing a book and not

guys, and we just want to hear what's going on and we want you to know for the next day's newspapers, looked at him bleakly and said, "Fair."

that if there's anything at all that you need, you just let us know.' "Then The problem, he explained, was that all the systems were now committed.
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There was no margin for anything else {ogo wrong. He refused to put a on Monday afternoon, when Aquarius had to get a star sighting ,o
percentage on the odds. A little later, Sherrod mentioned Low's response prepare for the P.C. + 2 burn.
to two M.S.C. officials. They thought Low sounded optimistic compared Checking the alignment with star sightings w_tsstandard procedure On
to people they had been talking with---"Lots of guys around here every flight. Even when they were functioning normally, guidance
wouldn't [give] you a fifty-fifty chance," one said. The next day, Sherrod platforms tended to drift a little. Before each major maneuver, the
encountered ASPO engineers Aaron Cohen, one of M.S.C.'s leading astronauts went through a straightforward and largely automated proce-
experts on the C.S.M., and Owen Morris, one of its leading experts on dure. The astronauts would select an appropriate star from their list and
the LEM. Both were still skeptical about success. "It's so far to go," ¢_ ask the spacecraft to find it for them. The spacecraft, consulting the
Cohen said. Years later, when he was about to become center director at _ I.M.U., would orient itself so that, if the platform was properly aligned,
Houston, Cohen had not forgotten his anxiety during Thirteen. Even in ' the star in question would be centered in the cross hairs of the crew's
retrospect,it was to him a very close thing, sextant, the A.O.T. (AlignmentOptical Telescope). If the star wasn't

Despite the controllers' optimism, which to some degree was part of exactly centered, the astronaut looking through the A.O.T. made the
their job description, the design engineers were right about how closely necessary adjustment to center it, and the computer entered the adjustment
the margins had been shaved. A senior engineer in the Test Division, into the I.M.U., which then corrected itself.

speaking just a few days after Apollo 13 had landed, said that when he When the crew of Thirteen tried to do this with the alignment it had
heard the news about the accident he assumed the Apollo 13 crew were borrowed from the C.S,M., they found that the debris from the explosion
goners. "If you had asked [before the accident] what would happen if we in the service module still accompanied them, reflecting light and creating
lost both oxygen tanks fifty-eight hours into the mission, we'd have said, a swarm of false stars indistinguishable from the real ones. They reported
'Well, you can kiss those guys goodbye.'" the problem to the ground. "A genius in Mission Control," Lovell wrote

in his account of Apollo 13, suggested using the sun instead (it was Ken
Russell, the lead Guido). Not even the particles from the debris could
block out a target as large as the sun.

4 Deiterich was unhappy with the prospect--the sun was too big for the
kind of accuracy that star sightings would have given them. But no one

Each of the major participants in Apollo 13 remembered a different had any better ideas, so Gerry Griffin passed along the procedure to
moment that, to him, represented ultimate crisis. For Lunney it was the Lovell and Haise, who tried to implement it. What followed was an
final few minutes of the transfer from Odyssey to Aquarius. For Gerry example of the kind of obstacles that the crew and the ground had to
Griffin and Jim Lovell, the "biggest heart-stopper" (in Lovell's words) surmount throughout the flight.
occurred white they were preparing for the P.C. +2 burn. The LEM simply was not designed to do certain kinds of things, and

The technical problems of piloting that Lovell and Haise faced-- getting a manual star sighting with thirty-two tons of C.S.M. hanging on
Swigert, as command module pilot, wasn't trained to fly the LEM-- to it was one of them. Whereas the star-sighting telescope in the
were enormous. Aquarius was about the same length as the C.S.M, but command module was mounted so that it swiveled, the simpler one in the
it was little more than half the weight, and the LEM's biggest engine, lunar module did not. To get a star sight to check Aquarius's alignment
the DPS, had less than half the thrust of the C.S.M.'s engine. Using before the big burn, Lovell would have to guide the whole cumbersome
Aquarius to guide the C.S.M. was like using a small car to push a LEM/C.S.M. assembly manually and then hold it steady for long enough
limousine, but in three dimensions, with requirements for precise to get a fix.
adjustment. It had already been a problem during the first night, when By Tuesday aftemoon in Houston, Lovell and Haise had gotten only a
Lovell and Haise had had to maneuver the assembly into a passive few hours of sleep and their energy reserves had been drained by more
thermal control (P.T.C.) mode, the slow, turning-on-a-spit spin that Joe than eighteen hours of crisis. Now, without fail, they had to carry off this
Shea had suggested five years earlier. It became an even bigger problem extremely delicate maneuver. As Lovell made their preparations to begin,
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Flight Director Gerry Griffin was so nervous that, later, he could barely home. From the fourth row, Chris Kraft watched the energy consumption
make out his own handwriting in the flight log. with increasing apprehension and occasionally comn'lunicated his concern

The ground had .worked out the attitude that Lovell would have to to Kranz. But there wasn't anything Kranz could do at the moment--the
reach. The astronauts manning the flight simulator over in Building 5 had LEM had to prepare itself for the bur]l, and that required most of its
practiced the procedures. Now it was Lovell's turn, to work the systems to be powered tip.
spacecraft painstakingly into the prescribed position. He was grateful for When the time for the burn arrived, CapCom Vance Brand was so

his experience on Gemini XII, when he had had to maneuver Gemini XII keyed up that he was watching the wrong electronic clock among the
with the dead mass of an Agena rocket hanging on to its front, though that several which were counting down to various events; he called "Mark,"
did not make the present job less demanding--"It was a complete which was supposed to come exactly forty seconds before ignition, three

learning curve, right now," as he described it. Later, listening to a tape minutes early. The mistake was caught and corrected. Lovell ignited the
of the air-to-ground loop toward the end of the maneuver, Lovell was engine on schedule--it had to be done manually, for the computer was
reminded of the song from My Fair Lady: not programmed to handle a docked burn--and slowly brought the engine

"Okay," said Lovell. "We got it. I think we got it. What diameter was ::. up through three stages to full thrust, where it continued to bum for four
minutes and cut off within 130 milliseconds of the prescribed time.

it?" _'} Thirteenwason its waybacktoa landingin thePacific'sprimerecovery
"Yes," Haise confirmed. "It's coming back in. Just a second." The :.;

spacecrafthadslippedoutof position, area.

"Yes, yaw's coming back in. Just about it." Kranz's problem began as soon as the bum was completed, when three
"Yaw is in . . ." At this point Lovell was struggling to hold the formidable gentlemen, each with something on his mind, converged on

spacecraft steady, balancing a vehicle that kept insisting on moving. , him at the flight director's console. Kranz later agreed with Lunney that,
"What have you got?" for the mostpart, seniormanagementplayedan unassumingand helpful

"Upper right comer of the sun . . ." role throughout the crisis. But, he added, "all thosefolks were giving us

"We've got it!" our head whilewe werefightingthe problemandwhen theyhad pretty
In the MOCR, the Gold Team cheered and pounded on their desks, much no option to intervene." With the P.C. + 2 bum behind them, he

Griffin himself would always feel a chill up his back when he recalled suddenly discovered that "now,, management,, wanted,, to sit down and
the moment. The crew had a valid alignment and knew how to position discuss philosophy thereafter -- management meaning Max Faget,
the vehicle for the P.C. + 2 burn. For Griffin, this was the moment when Deke Slayton, and Chris Kraft.

he became confident that the crew was coming home alive. For one of the first times since he had played through the options for
dealing with John Glenn's heat shield problem, Max Faget was deeply

For Gene Kranz, "the only dicey thing that occurred throughout all of involved with an ongoing flight, llaving examined the characteristics of
Apollo 13" came at the conclusion of the P.C.+2 burn. the underpowered, unwieldy, damaged spacecraft that was heading

The bum itself had been an anxious event. When the White Team came homeward, he was adamant that Kranz get the spacecraft back into

into the MOCR at four o'clock Tuesday afternoon to take the first of the passive thermal control immediately. Otherwise they were in danger of
two shifts Kranz had assigned to it for the rest of the flight (the other overheating systems that were in the sun and freezing up propellant lines

would be the entry itself), many of its controllers had been working that were in the sun's shadow. Faget was worried that unless they got into
continuously for thirty hours. Astronaut Joe Engle was still in the P.T.C., they would be unable to power up the command module's

simulator giving the team a final verification of the DPS burn procedures, systems when the time came for entry.
But getting the spacecraft into P.T.C. could take as long as two hours.The fallback procedures to use in the case of a delayed or incomplete burn

were still being worked out. And Aquarius was eating up electricity at the Deke Slayton, director of Flight Crew Operations, wanted to get the crew
rate of 40 amps per hour, jeopardizing its slender margin for the trip to sleep, and he was supported by Chuck Berry, the head of M.S.C.'s
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medical office. The crew was dead on their feet; they wouldn't be able to powered down and put the crew to sleep, and everybody got happy,"
execute the delicate maneuvering for a P.T.C. now; they had to get st)me Kranz concluded. "But that was what I'd say was the only significant
rest. crisisthaterupted."

For his part, Chris Kraft was still worded about power consumption, as It all depended upon your point of view.
he had been since he had stood behind Gene Kranz on Monday night and
watched the first hours of the crisis. Now that the burn was over, Kranz

should get down to his 15-amps-perhour r;niol! right away ;Jnd lei P.T.('.
wait. 5

As each argued his point of view, others got into the act. The
TELMUs, also worded about the power profile, were on Kraft's side. An issue that had not been stressed during the decision between a slow

The astronauts in Building 5, knowing the mistakes that you could make :: and a fast bum, but which was as important as any of the others, was that

when you were cold and exhausted, were on Slayton's side. It was a real ; the Control Center badly needed the extra twenty-four hours to prepare
uproar, Kranz remembered. As it happened, Kranz was one of the few :!. for entry· Kraft had asked Kranz about it before he went into the meeting
who agreed with Faget. ': in the viewing room Tuesday morning, and Kranz had been blunt, telling

"The Flight Director may choose to take any necessary action," the _' Kraft that "there was no way" the team could be ready for entry unless
rules said. It was too bad if the crew was tired, Kranz told the others, but they opted for the slow return. This was why Kranz had taken the White

they were going to feel a hell of a lot worse il' they tried to power up tim Team "off line," as he put it, to concentrate on the entry. The entry for
C.S.M. for entry and found out it didn't work. They weren't going to go Apollo 13 would require a completely novel checklist, one which took

to sleep; they weren't going to power-down; they were going to put the into account a host of anomalous factors: The batteries in the C.S.M.
spacecraft into passive thermal control, would have to function for a matter of hours instead of the usual half hour

The P.T.C. maneuver the night before had been a rough-and-ready or forty-five minutes; the LEM was going to execute preparatory

approximation. The spacecraft had gotten into more or less the fight maneuvers that were ordinarily done with the S.P.S. engine; the crew
position, and every ninety minutes Lovell or llaise had lired thrusters to would be powering up a command module that had been cold and wet for

give the spacecraft a turn. Now, however, the LEM engineers and the more than three days. Once the White Team had compiled this checklist,
astronauts in the simulator had worked out a way to get Apollo 13 into a they would have to couch it in such a way that its hundreds of steps could
clean, automatic, sustained P.T.C., if Lovell and Haise--still subsisting be copied and understood by an exhausted crew.

· on a few hours of sleep---could carry out the instructions that were Because the White Team spent all of Tuesday preparing for the

relayedup to them. P.C.+2 burn, it wasn't until Wednesdaymorningthat they began
The first attempt didn't work. Instead of spinning smoothly on its axis, concentrated work on the entry. They were supposed to come to the job

the spacecraft developed a wobble--a "coning angle." "And they're fresh; Kranz had insisted that they go home and get some rest after the
tired," Kranz recalled of the crew, "1 mean, they are really starting to burn. But some didn't obey (Kranz himself was a bad example, subsisting

drag at this time." That, Kranz remembered, thinking of the eminent on his catnaps in the viewing room), and others went home only to end
crowd surrounding the tlight director's console, was when "everybody up working on their taxes (Wednesday was April 15). So as the White

was sort of glowering." They wanted to get the crew to sleep, they Team assembled Wednesday morning, they were a disheveled and weary
wanted to get powered down, and 'Tm still after passive thermal crew, with a little more than two days left before splashdown. Under
control." ordinarycircumstances,preparingan entrychecklistfora lunarmission

They didn't call him General Savage for nothing. "Okay, we're gonna was a three-month job.

go do the thing again," Kranz announced, and that's what they did.
Fortunately (probably for Kranz as well as the crew), this time the crew On that same Wednesday morning, the lithium hydroxide in Aquarius

did it perfectly. "So we set up the passive thermal control, and we got was depleted and the carbon dioxide levels approached the danger point.
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By that time, however, a solution had been passed up to the crew. it anyway. Then he called together the flight controllers and said, '.'Here's
Working nonstop since the early hours of the explosion, members of the the plan, what do you think of that?" When they exploded .with
Crew Systems Division had invented a box that could hold the C.S.M. 's protestations and predictions of catastrophe, Aaron and Kelly made slight
lithium hydroxide canisters and be connected to a hose in the LEM adjustments--still far short of everyone's minimal requirements _.and
ordinarily used to suck air out of space suits. The box was built out of went back for another try. "We were in the rationing business," Aaron
storage bags, tape, and the stiff plastic covers from the crew's checklist said. Then, once they had a scheme that worked, at least on paper, they
book. The remaining problem, once the people in Crew Systems had were "the castle guard for tile plan, banding out electrons."

figured out a solution, was explaining to the crew what they had done. ;t_r Some of the decisions that Aaron had to make were draconian. A
Hours had been spent carefully working out verbal instructions for F G.N.C. asked Aaron for permission to turn on the Primary Guidance and

building a contraption which the crew had never seen. (Which would be ,_ Navigation System, PGNS, during the entry. Denied. Then how about
more accurately understood: Cut a piece of tape "thirty inches long" or ' the secondary system, consisting of six gyroscopes.'?Nope, Aaron didn't
"a good ann's length"?) CapCom read up the instructions, Haise think they could afford even that. This left the G.N.C. with the prospect
assembled the materials, and Swigert and Lovell managed to put it of a tertiary system, which did nothing but measure g forces. If the g-
together before the carbon dioxide level became intolerable. Within a few forces buildup varied from the prescribed rate, the astronauts were
hours, the level was back to normal, supposed to adjust the tilt of the C.S.M.--"riding down the g's," it was

called, a terrifyingly primitive method. Aaron compromised: In addition
Down in Room 210, a kind of collaborative choreography was under to the meter registering g's, G.N.C. could power-up three of the six

way. Kranz had assigned Amie Aldrich to put together the integrated gyroscopes on the secondary system. That's the kind of power squeeze
checklist that would jettison the service module, transfer the crew from they all faced.
the Aquarius back into Odyssey, jettison Aquarius, and position Odyssey Even being ruthless wasn't enough. After many iterations, the tiger
for the entry. John O'Neill was in charge of translating the checklist into team had completed a checklist that they thought would work. It also left
formats that could be used by the crew, making sure that the astronauts a 16 amp-hours margin, the minimum that the recovery people insisted
in the simulators had verified that they worked. John Aaron was the upon in case the Odyssey hmded in the "Stable 2," or upside-down,
"power manager," responsible for deciding whether the checklist that position in the ocean. This stringent budget was taken over to the flight
Aldrich was developing lit within the constraints of electricity and water, simulators, where Ken Mattingly, the astronaut who would have been on

Kranz himself refereed arguments, set deadlines, enforced decisions, and Apollo 13 if he hadn't been exposed to the measles, tried it out. To
kept managementinformed. Mattingly's surprise,the hastily preparedchecklistworkedwithout a

The White Team, now augmented by controllers who had not been hitch. But instead of landing with a 16-amp-hour surplus, Mattingly
working the Apollo 13 mission and calling itself a "tiger team" in the ended with a 10-amp-hour deficit.
time-honored aviation tradition, split itself into small working groups that There was no place to cut. Aaron was already holding most of the
held meetings in nooks and crannies throughout the Control Center. systems to budgets that the controllers had originally said they couldn't
Every three or four hours they would reconvene in Room 210. Aldrich possibly live with. Bill Peters, the lead TELMU, came to the rescue. He
and O'Neill would act as scribes, assembling the new contributions from was now confident that Aquarius would have a small reserve of battery
each group into the right sequence. Then Aaron would analyze whether power, and the MILP,had ligured out a way to pass power from the LEM
the procedures were affordable, to the C.S.M.* Aaron could gain 20 amp-hours by using Aquarius to

Aaron's job was seemingly impossible. Not only did the entry batteries charge Odyssey's half-dcpletecl Battery A.
have to last three times as long as normal, one of the three batteries had Thc crc_ttiot_of the chccklist was a controlled frenzy in which solutions
been half depleted during the changeover to Aquarius. were developed, rejected, ami replaced in such rapid-fire sequence that it

Aaron worked backwards, making a budget in the manner of a family * The spacecraft's design provided [or power to fl_w Ibc olher way. to top ofTl.he LEM's baueries

that doesn't really have enough money to do something but is going to do fromtheCSM. ThcM[iRhadfounda waytodoit Ilackwards
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was difficult at any one moment to be sure how far they had to go. When They did. The alignment was accomplished uneventfully and the burn
the Apollo 13crew inquired about progress, CapCom Joe Kerwin assured on Wednesday night put Thirteen back into the middle of the corridor.
them,deadpan,thatthechecklistwouldbeready"bySaturdayorSunday ._. ,

at the latest." Splashdown was Friday. By Thursday, the temperature in Odyssey was 38 degrees, about that of
a refrigerator. Until then, the crew had used Odyssey as the bedroom of

An Apollo spacecraft returning to earth from the moon did not aim a two-room apartment; now they huddled together continuously in the
directly at the earth, a passage which no heat shiekl could survive, little LEM, which was marginally warmer. But Aquarius, too, was
Rather, it aimed at the leading edge of thc earth so that, as the spacecraft uncomfortable. The wails and windows of the LEM were moist with

sped by, it would be caught by the earth's atmosphere and gravity. If the .':. condensed water. The men were averaging three hours of fretful sleep per

spacecraft was too far from the leading edge, it would continue past the : day. Also, concerned about having enough water to cool the electronics,
earth into an elongated earth orbit. If it was too close to the leading edge, all three astronauts had cut their fluid intake to near zero. They
it would enter the atmosphere at a steep angle and burn up. The area that deliberately ignored the Surgeon's instructions to drink--since they
was neither too high nor too low was about a degree and a half wide---ten didn't feel that thirsty anyway (one doesn't, in space), they chose to save
miles wide at the point of entry--and was called the "entry corridor." water for the equipment. The result was that, without knowing it, all three
From Apollo 8 onward, one of the chief functions of the Trench was to were becoming dehydrated. Haise had developed a kidney infection and
make certain that the returning spacecraft was in the middle of it. was running a fever.

As early as Wednesday morning, lead Retro Deiterich and lead FIDO Fatigue. Cold. Dehydration. As they neared time for entry, the normal
Reed were puzzled and concerned by Thirteen's errant trajectory. For performance levels of all three had deteriorated. Now they were going to
unknown reasons, the trajectory was "shallowing," moving toward the have to assimilate a hastily written entry checklist, perform a crucial
high side of the corridor. If it continued, Lovell and his crew would miss midcourse correction, and then bring the spacecraft home without any of

the earth altogether. They called for a midcourse correction. Ordinarily, the backup systems that ordinarily provided some margin for error.
this would not have been a major event. But to conserve power, the

LEM's guidance system had been turned off after the P.C. + 2 burn, and On the ground, even as the rest of the tiger team was racing to finish its
a working guidance system was necessary for a trajectory correction, checklist, Deiterich and Reed were worrying anew over the tracking data:
Instead of turning on the guidance system and trying to get an alignment For reasons that continued to baffle them, the trajectory was once again
from scratch, which would still be just as difficult as Stafford had warned shallowing. Another midcourse correction would be necessary, this one
in thefirsthoursofthecrisis, Dave Reeddustedoffanuntriedprocedure. to take place only five hours before the spacecraft hit the earth's

The method involved t_ing a sighting on the earth's ternfinator--the atmosphere.
line dividing the illuminated and darkened portions of the earth. Specif-
ically, the ground told Lovell, he was to align the cross hairs of the
A.O.T. so that they were just grazing the "horns" on the crescent earth

he was seeing out the window. Lovell remembered that a similar 6
technique had been devised for Apollo 8 as a last-ditch alternative in case

of a crisis where everything else had failed. After Apollo 8, the Trench At 4 ^.M.on Friday, slightly more than eight hours before the scheduled
had discarded it, saying to the astronauts, as Lovell recalled their splashdown and seventy-nine hours after the explosion, Gene Kranz and
conclusion, "You might as well use prayers ii' you're going to try this the White Team took over the consoles in the MOCR. The entry checklist

procedure." It was with these memories in mind that Lovell heard his had been given to the crew during an earlier shift. Mattingly, who had
instructions. "I hope the guys in the back room who thought this up knew practiced it in the simulator, had read it up, a distant voice in Swigert's
what they were doing," he told CapCom. ear. Swigerthad writtendown each step in full--be didn't trust himself
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to read abbreviations later--and then read them all back to Mattingly for couldn't see the service module as it drifted away. He could, however, hear
verification. After two hours of this tedious process, Mattingly had excited voices from Aquarius. "There's one whole side of the spacecraft
switched over to Haise, reading up the somewhat shorter procedures for missing," Lovell reported to the ground. Wires were dangling, the area
the LEM. around the oxygen tanks was a tangle of ripped metal--"It's really 'a

As Deiterich seated himself at the Retro console, he was still watching mess," Haise said. Until then, no one had realized the magnitude of the
a deteriorating trajectory. Earlier, he had thought that the second burn explosion. Chuck Deiterich listened over the loops and felt a chill. The
wouldbeamatteroffine-tuningtobringthespacecraftclosetotherecovery oxygen tanks were close to the base of the heat shield. The obvious
vessels. But as the time for the bum approached, the rate of shallowing kept possibility was that the heat shield had been damaged, perhaps even
increasing, and with it the length of the burn that would be required even cracked. "I think everybody in the room had the same idea at the same
tokeep Thirteen within the corridor. When it came time to execute the burn, ..' time," Deiterich recalled. ' 'Everybody knew where the oxygen tank was.
the crew's fatigue became apparent. Guido Ken Russell suddenly noticed Nobody said a word about it. There ffas nothing anybody could do." In
on his screen that Lovell had punched P40 into the computer instead of P41. :: any case, John Aaron kept them from brooding--somewhere, something
The critical difference was between igniting the large descent engine----not .: in the C.S.M. was using 2 amps more than his budget called for, and Aaron
their intention--and igniting the small thrusters. Russell told Kranz: was implacable, Kranz recalled, "driving the controllers nuts" as he went
"Should be forty-one, I believe, Flight--not forty," and the mistake was from console to console until he found the culprit: a backup control system
averted. Then Lovell, one of the most skilled and most experienced of the that had inadvertently been switched on.
astronauts, mistakenly rolled the spacecraft 18 degrees in the wrong
direction.* This mistake, too, was noticed and corrected, and the bum itself The good news was that the command module's guidance system had
wentoffwithout a hitch. "The crew was deadly tired," Kranz recalled. For survived the refrigeration. However, Control and Guido were finding its
him, this period of the flight was one of the most impressive; an "incred- alignment to be a struggle. The crew had transferred a rough alignment
ible duet" by crew and flight controllers, from Aquarius to Odyssey, but it had been a haphazard proposition-

Lovell in the LEM, shouting the angles to Swigert in the command
Odyssey was visibly wet from condensed moisture when they powered it module, hoping the spacecraft didn't shift position between the time he
up. Pushing aside thoughts of how water-soaked wires might react, shouted and the time Swigert punched the number into the computer.
Swigert began to turn on equipment in the command module. After Getting star sightings from the command module to check the alignment
feeling like a passenger for the last three days, the command module pilot had once again proved difficult, and only after a long struggle was it
was glad to have a job to do again. He also watched himself critically, determined that the rough-and-ready alignment was good.
aware of the ways in which exhaustion could betray him. When it came Then it was time to position Odyssey for jettisoning the LEM. Looking
to arming the pyrotechnics, he was taking no chances at all. Once they out the window, Lovell was supposed to use Aquarius's thrusters to pitch
were armed, a flick of a single switch would separate Odyssey from the and roll and yaw the docked spacecraft so that he could see a particular
service module; the flick of another switch right beside it would separate star, then shift the spacecraft so that he could see another, then another,
Odyssey from Aquarius. Because the LEM had to do all the preliminary until at the end of the sequence he would be in the fight position for
maneuvering for the entry, the service module would go first. The day the jettison. In the process, Lovell brought the command module's
before, Swigert had put a piece of tape over the LEM's switch. A piece guidance system, so recently aligned, perilously near the gimbal lock.
of paper dangled from it, with "NO" written in large red letters. Once more instructions had to be shouted across the two spacecraft, this

Separation of the service modulecame at 138hours into the mission, four time from Swigcrt Io l.ovell, to do this, thai. anti thc other thing to keep
and a half hours before splashdown. From his station in Odyssey, Swigea Odyssey's guidance system safc.

* It would later be found that Lovell. as commander, had limited his fluid intake even more
stringenllythantheothertwo.andwasthemostseverelydehydrated,tie lostfourteenpoundsduring At 10:43 Friday morning the crew of Apollo 13, together in Odyssey for
thesix-dayvoyage, the first time since they had evacuated it three days earlier, jettisoned
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Aquarius. "Farewell, Aquarit_s," Lovell said quietly, "and we thank * * *

you." In the MOCR, TELMU wished irrationally that there were some The traffic on the loops in the last minutes before the spacecraft reached
way to preserve Aquarius's life, to bring her back home after all she'd what was known as the "entry interface" was indistinguishable from

done. In the Grumman plant at Bethpage, a LEM engineer, filled with what might be expected for a nominal entry after a nominal mission.
pride in his machine, remembered a time in his youth when he had pulled Long stretches of silence were broken by routine updates on the trajectory
a straggling swinuner from the water. That had made him feel good---but and the disposition of the recovery forces.

nothinglikethis. The last exchangebetweenthe crew and the groundbegan on an

unsettling note. "1 know all of us here want to thank all you guys down

Retro's worst moment that morning came after Aquarius had been ;{3/i' there for the very fine job you did," Swigert said, as if he thought this
jettisoned, when Odyssey was approaching the earth alone. One may ,_':' might be his last chance to say it. Then the atmosphere lightened. "I sure

visualize what was happening by imagining a line drawn between '_' wish I could go to the FIDO party tonight," added Swigert, then a
Odyssey and the earth's horizon. Odyssey had to be aimed at a point no '_:'i' bachelor with a Center-wide reputation as a ladies' man. CapCom Joe
less than 5.5 degrees and no more than 7.3 degrees below that line. As :'.ii Kerwin advised Swigert that the controllers would be glad to call any
Odyssey approached earth, Deiterich had been forecasting that the actual _/. phone numbers that Swigert might want to pass down.

angle of attack would be 6.51 degrees, safely in the nfiddle of the
corridor. Now, minutes before Odyssey reached the atmosphere, Dave When a spacecraft enters the earth's atmosphere, ionization of the air
Reed handed Deiterich updated figures showing that the angle would around it prevents radio communication for a period of minutes. On the
be 6.2 degrees. "l don't believe you, FIDO!" he said in frustration, Apollo flights, it was usually something over three minutes, by which

knowing that he had to. Once again, as mysteriously as ever, the time the spacecraft would be at about 100,000 feet, still slowing until its

spacecraft's trajectory was shallowing, parachutes could be deployed. On Thirteen, four minutes came and went
Without much data, Deiterich now had to make a crucial decision. He with no communication from the spacecraft.

was due to pass up to the crew the final PAD (Pre-Advisory Data), The MOCR was silent. If the heat shield had been cracked, it made no
containing the "lift vector" that would govern the spacecraft's degree of difference that EECOM had gotten them to the entry interface with plenty
lift while it fought the atmosphere. If between this moment and the time of electricity, no difference that the Trench had gotten Odyssey into the

the spacecraft hit the atmosphere the entry trajectory shallowed by as correct attitude for entry.
much as an additional one-tenth of a degree, Deiterich must change the Kranz asked the network controller whether he had gotten a signal from

lift vector from the one he had planned. The trajectory had already the spacecraft's automatic radio beacon.
shallowed by three-tenths of a degree that morning. Would it continue at "Not at this time, Flight."

the same rate? If he made the wrong choice he wotdd certainly affect the For an interminable forty-six seconds there was nothing on the loops
landing site substantially. He conceivably could cause the spacecraft to but the hiss of the open circuit.

miss the entry corridor altogether. The crew and Kranz periodically "Network, no ARIA [radio beaconJ contact yet?" Kranz asked tightly.

inquired when the PAD was going to be ready, and Deiterich kept putting "Not at this time, Flight."
them off until the last minute. }tis last possible m_jectory update from After thirteen more seconds, word came from the network controller,
Reed indicated that the rate of shallowing had decreased. Deilerich held in the best MOCR cryptic:

his breath and decided to stick with the original PAD ligures.* "ARIA 4 is A.O.S., Flight." One of the ground stations had acquired
an automatic signal. It didn't necessarily mean that thc crew was alive,

· Thecauseof theshallowing throughoul thereturnfromthemoonwas eventually determinedto but it did mean that Odyssey was not a cinder, mranz's "Rog" was
be water ly.)iling off the LEM's co_)ling system, (Thi_ effect had rmt had time to reveal itself during
the comparatively short hops that the LEM had taken during previous missions.} Once thc LEM was husky.
jettisoned, the cause of the shallowing ended, which is why the last updates showed a slowing rate Still no word from the crew. After a few more seconds, Kranz asked
and encouraged Deiterich to guess correctly that the additional change would not exceed a tenth of
a degree. CapComtocallthem---"Justadvise'em, standingby," he said.
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"Odyssey, Houston. Standing by, over," said Kerwin. ,v
Four more seconds passed. .
"Okay, Joe," Jack Swigert said. i '

Still there was silence in the MOCR. As Rocco Petrone, sitting in the
back row, would explain it later, getting voice contact was encouraging
but not good enough. Who knew what had happened to the electronics of
the chutes? Who could be sure of anything about this mission? Petrone

prayed. C_A_Ea

You can still hear the voicesof the Apollo controllers,recordedfor __
posterity on the tapes kept at Houston and in the National Archives. You Oklcan hear the voices from the back rooms and the fainter voices of the

astronauts themselves. What you cannot hear are the background noises

of flight control--the microphones on the controllers' headsets were too
highly directional to pick up extraneous sounds. Thus, at the point after c
the first lunarlanding on Apollo ll when Kranz had to call for quiet in !,f 'We drank the wine at the pace
the MOCR, the listener must imagine the hubbub for himself. On the first ': ,L_, ;f to ' '
night of Apollo 13's troubles, when Lunney had to call for quiet, the mey handed, US
tapes reveal nothing of the commotion that was distracting him.

But three minutes and fifty-three seconds after Jack Swigert's "Okay,

Joe," the screen at the right front of the MOCR lit up with a television

image of Odyssey, its main parachutes safely deployed. That moment, Apollo came to mean many things to the people who were part of it, but
you can still hear. No microphone could have filtered out that pandemo- for the nation as a whole it will always be Jack Kennedy's Apollo.
nium. Kennedy's Apollo was not a spacecraft, not an engineering project, not a

means of adding to man's scientific knowledge. Kennedy's Apollo was a

As Odyssey swung beneath its triple parachute, Lovell recalled his heap of chips pushed to the center of the table.

landing on Apollo 8, when the spacecraft had smacked into the water flat Kennedy's Apollo came out of a long and honored tradition of great
and very hard. "Gentlemen, be prepared for this landing," he informed American boasts--that we could whip the British, cross the Rockies,
bis crew. "It's going to be rough." But he was wrong. Odyssey caught build taller buildings, grow more corn and make better mousetraps than
a wave at just the right angle, and Thirteen ended with barely a bump. anyone else. Childish boasts, some would say, for there was never

anything subtle about them: "Anything anyone else can do, America can
do better." But there was always an added clause that gave them weight

and dignity: "If you don't believe it, just watch us." Kennedy's
commitment was the quintessence of this tradition, fight down to the

gratuitous deadline, "before the decade is out."
Kennedy's Apollo came to an end with the landing of Apollo 13. It

hadn't been planned that way, but, as it turned out, Thirteen was the

pinnacle of the spirit behind Kennedy's commitment. It was a spectacu-
larly American response to crisis--unorganized (in a way), with people
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in a hundred different places across the country racing to do their part; inefficiently separate ways--but also electric with enthusiasm an d imag-

youngsters taking charge; improvisation in nfinutes and invention in ination, prodigiously inventive. Then, for the last half of the 1960s; .
hours; courage; indomitability; and then, afterward, a good deal of NASA seemed to be getting the best of both worlds--superb management
shrugging it off--"Hey, it was no big deal, we knew after the first half without bureaucratic paralysis. By 1970, however, it was apparent that
hour we could do it." the bureaucracy was going to become more and more dominant, and it

Apollo 13 was also Ihe last moment when the nation was transfixed by . was acting more and more like bureaucracies elsewhere. Maybe organi-
tile adventnre. When the inilial Ct)ltllnillllCttI W_l_;Inadc in 1961, it seemed ' zations, like people, can't stay young forever, the veterans conceded. But

that landing a man on the moon would be just a beginning, a foray by :i' it sure was fun while it lasted.
scouts to be followed by outposts and then by settlers. It was this kind of The more tangible result of the diminished public interest in the space

thinking in the early 1960s that enabled Stanley Kubrick to begin a movie . program and the growing political hostility was a cut in the number of
about a voyage to Jupiter via a huge space station and lunar colony and moon landings. When Apollo 13 flew, seven more Saturn Vs were ready

plausibly entitle it 2001. or under construction--six more for lunar missions, Apollo 14 through
By the time the movie was released in 1968, the title was already Apollo 19, and one to launch Skylab, a large orbiting manned facility.

implausible, for the space program's grip on the public imagination had Before Apollo 14 flew the following January, the last two of those six

begun to fade even before the first moon landing. Whether this was lunar flights had been cut. The Saturn Vs that were to have launched them
inevitable or an unlucky juxtaposition of Apollo with Vietnam and were built, complete with engines and pumps and instrumentation units,

domestic upheaval will never be known. But what had been imagined as but they were never used. Instead, they became what must be among the

a natural process of growth in manned space travel had by 1970 come to world's most expensive museum exhibits, resting at the Johnson Space
be seen as a technological exercise that wasn't worth the effort. Center in Houston and the Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville.*

In the political arena, the opposition to manned space flight was not The budget for manned space flight, which had been falling since 1966,

just a matter of indifference, but of growing hostility. Editorials recited fell to less than a third of its peak (in purchasing power), where it
how many hospital beds could be provided or teachers' salaries paid with remained throughout the 1970s and 1980s.

the price of a moon shot. NASA reacted with paeans to the many practical
spin-offs from Apollo technology--paeans which were accurate, but
defensive. Few at that time or subsequently were willing to say

passionately that the expansion of mankind into the solar system was an l
end in itself that justified the cost, whether or not it led to better
computers and pacemakers and flame-resistant pajamas back here on After Thirteen, Apollo moved quietly into the voyages of scientific

earth. Unimpressed by the claims of spin-offs, NASA's critics conceded discovery. Apollo 14, which flew at the end of January 1971, was a
only that Apollo had shown what the nation could accomplish if it really transitional flight. A few changes had been made to the service module as

tried. A new all-purpose political truism entered the language: "If this a result of the Thirteen accident, most notably a third oxygen tank located

nation can put a man on the moon, then it should be able to..." Cure far from the other two, but the I,EM was essentially unchanged,
cancer. Stop crime. End poverty. All it would take, many seemed to think permitting Al Shepard and Ed Mitchell to spend only a little more time in
at the time, was the same kind of money and commitment that the United surface exploration than had Conrad and Bean on Twelve--nine hours

States had lavished on Apollo. and seventeen minutes compared to seven hours and forty-fiveminutes.
NASA itself had already begun to change by the time Thirteen flew, a But the Fra Mauro site, a highlands area, was geologically more

point that many of its veterans have made. The truly fun parts of the interesting than the previous landing sites chosen primarily out of safety

manned space program, so many said, were Mercury and Gemini and the considerations.
planning years of Apollo, when the centers were still independent and

* Thc Salurn V at Kennedy Space Center is a test article
feisty, collaborating when it suited them, sometimes going their own
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The tm, _,_ence missions were Apollo 15, 16, and 17, known within earnestly into their geology training--by the time he flew Apollq.d7,
NASA as the "J" Missions.* Each used a modified LEM designed to Gene Ceman had completed 125 hours of classroom instruction and 300

support an extended stay on the lunar surface and carried in its descent hours of geological field trips--and some became quite comPetc:nt
stage the "Lunar Rover," a battery-powered vehicle that let the astronauts amateur geologists. It was striking to watch the best of the astronauts'pn

leave the vicinity of the LEM and drive for miles across the surface. The field trips, remarked Bevan French, a NASA geologist: They had become
result was three missions which were unrecognizably different from the not only skilled observers, but also highly objective ones, without the

tentative first landing of Apollo 11. Armstrong and Aldrin had spent two specialist's tunnel vision. "They were damn sharp," French said, and
hours and forty minutes on a single E.V.A., never moving more than a they saw things that a specialist might miss.
few hundred feet from the LEM. Apollo ! 5's lunar astronauts, Dave Scott If the public was bored by the later Apollo flights, the scientists
and Jim Irwin, spent nineteen hours outside the LEM and traversed weren't. Some of them had been speculating and arguing about the moon

seventeen miles exploring the terrain around a 15,000-foot mountain. On and its geological history for decades. Then the first surface missions had

Apollo 16, John Young and Charlie Duke descended to the lunar highlands brought home lunar samples---labs all over the world were still settling in
and remained on the surface for three days. On Apollo 17, Gene Ceman for years of work on those. Now, full-scale lunar experiments, planned in

"3
and Dr. Harrison (Jack) Schmitt spent even longer in the Taurus Littrow ._'z a mood of unreality, were actually being put into operation on the moon,

area, traversing almost twenty-two miles in more than twenty-two hours _,_ and sending a rich stream of electronic data back to the earth.
of E.V.A.s. '._ Some of these data were ambiguous, adding glorious new complica-

The scientific work of these expeditions involved much more than tions to the existing scientific controversies. When newspaper reporters
astronauts picking up rocks, or even exploring and observing. Each flight :9 asked Isadore ("Izzy") Adler, one of the astrophysicists working a J

carried two packages of experiments, either one of which dwarfed the '_ Mission, what the moon was really made of, now that they had made all
scientific instrumentation carried in the earlier flights. One was the ' these new analyses of its chemistry, Adler answered, "Silver." What are

ALSEP (Apollo Lunar Science Experiment Package), an expanded you talking about? they asked. It must be silver, replied Ader: "Everyone
version of the ALSEPs carried on Apollos 12 to 14. Containing who sees our results sees his own reflection."

seismometers, magnometers, heat-flow probes, solar wind collectors, and But occasionally there was the moment when everything fell into place
the like, weighing about 1,200 pounds, the ALSEP was carried down to and a new truth was established. One of Adler's co-experimenters,

the lunar surface in the descent stage of the LEM and deployed during Goddard physicist Jack Trombka, described such a moment that occurred
E.V.A.s by the crew. The other was called the Scientific Instrument during Apollo 15. CMP Al Worden was running their remote-sensing

Module (SIM), stored in a bay in the service module that was larger in experiment from the command module orbiting the moon. The experi-
volume than the command module itself. The SIM-bay's remote sensing ment's purpose was to determine the chemical composition of the lunar
equipment--spectrometers, cameras, laser altimeters--studied the sur- surface by analyzing how it radiates solar-excited X-rays back into space.
face of the moon from lunar orbit. After years of paying lip service to the It was two o'clock in the morning, and Trombka was plotting the data that

scientific value of the manned space program, NASA was doing serious had begun pouring in from his instruments in the SIM-bay. He began by

science on the moon. plotting the concentrations of aluminum on the lunar surface. Glancing up
One of the most intriguing developments in this process was the from his work for a moment, he saw a plot just like the one he was

scientific contribution of the astronauts. The test pilots among them-- working on, already finished and hanging in the front of the room.
which meant all but a handful--were by temperament just about as Astonished, Trombka cried out, "Who got our aluminum results before
different from the pure research scientist as it is possible to get. But if we did?"

their assignment was to bring home scientific knowledge, then that's what In fact, what Trombka mistook for his own results were the results

they were going to do. With only rare exceptions, they burrowed from another remote-sensing experiment, the laser altimeter, which had

* "G" had been the first landing. The flights using the original LEM--Twelve. Thirteen, and been nleasuring the altitudes of lunar surface features. That plot matched
Founcen--wereall "H" Missions.Therewereno 'T' Missions. the one he'd been drawing because---as had become suddenly clear--the
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composition of a lunar t_atum depended on its altitude. In particular, the his way around the horizon by increments. In the back room, the
higher the altitude of a feature, the higher its aluminum content, geologists took a Polaroid picture of each segment, then assembled them
Suddenly, a central argument about the moon's history was resolved, into a mosaic. Studying the patchwork panorama, the scientists told Dick
After more than a century of debate about whether the moon had always Koos---once the most devious of the SimSups, now the lunar surface
been dead and cold oz' had a history of heating and cooling, Trombka experiments officer--which local features they wanted the astronauts to
knew the answer: Lighter elements flow to the top of a landscape only if concentrate on. Koos worked with Flight and CapCom and maps of the
they are molten; therefore, the moon must once have been hot. From a lunar geography near the landing site to get the astronauts where they
scientific perspective, this discovery (which was amplified by the analysis were supposed to be, doing what they were supposed to do.
of the heavier elements, which were concentrated in the lunar lowlands) Sitting with them in the lunar surface back room, Koos acted generally
had a major impact on astronomers' understanding of the whole solar as the scientists' guide to and intermediary with the world of Flight
system. For Jack Trombka, working in a discipline where progress Operations. The scientists badly needed such guides and intermediaries -
usually comes in bits and pieces, it had been a unique moment of :_ and interpreters as well, it sometimes seemed--for to them Building 30
"Eureka!" ;_ wasastrangenewworld.Someof themcametotheControlCenterfrom

,_.. academic environments where experiments could be redone if something

Just as the astronauts set out to become competent amateur geologists, the i:'_ went wrong. Some were accustomed to geologic field trips where
Flight Operations people set out to become sponsors of science. John specimens could be taken back to the camp at night and pondered for(lays
Hodge, once Blue Flight, the second man to become a flight director after or weeks if necessary. At the Control Center, they found themselves
Chris Kraft himself, headed the planning for the J Missions. Apollo indoctrinated into the discipline of"real time," where every step in every
Program Manager Roceo Petrone became as enthusiastic about the procedure and virtually every movement that the astronauts made had to
esoterica of lunar science as he had ever been about giant rockets, be mapped out long in advance. They learned that they had to anticipate
constantly dropping into the science back rooms and watching over the all the things that might go wrong with their experiments and work out
scientists' shoulders as they examined the incoming data. detailed fixes and fallback positions. Then they discovered the extraor-

During the J Missions, the irrepressible INCO, Ed Fendell, became dinary nature of"simulations," which were not just practice sessions but
Captain Video--the man who controlled the television camera during the make-believe that for some of them got mixed up with reality. One
E.V.A.s. At first Fendell couldn't imagine having to work with scientists, scientist remembered a colleague who was "livid" when his equipment
having found it impossible to communciate with the ones he'd met. But kept being subjected to simulated failures. The man finally wrote a memo
the geologists he encountered during Apollo--people like Lee Silver to Chris Kraft complaining that the Flight Operations people weren't
from Cal Tech, Gene Shoemaker from the U.S. Geological Service, Bill running this mission properly if his experiment was breaking down so
Muehlberger from the University of Texas--were exceptions. They often.
didn't talk like intellectuals and they weren't stuck up. They just assumed The flight controllers were particularly exotic to the scientists. "This
that Fendell didn't know anything about rocks, and walked him through one fellow, we liked him lots, but we hated him, too," Jack Trombka

what he needed to know. Fendell went with them to Warm Springs, recalled. He was the one in charge, and he had a phenomenal memory.
Nevada, to look at the lunar-like impact crater there. Later, with Fendell During the simulations, when something would go wrong with Tromb-
in the MOCR and the geologists in their back room, they ran integrated ka's equipment and Trombka would report to the front room that he didn't
sims of the E.V.A.s, twelve and fourteen hours at a time, with the know what to do, this guy would be on the intercom--they called them
astronauts in full kit, deploying the equipment and maneuvering around "loops"--saying something like, "Well, on such-and-such a date, at
a mockupof the lunarlandscape, such-and-sucha time, you gave us such-and-sucha remedy for this

During the missions, their work became a complex exercise in problem. Go do it! Now!" He caught every mistake, seemed never to
scientilic curiosity at long range. When the astronauts lirst got the sleep; and so one day during a simulation it came as a great shock when
television camera set up, Fendell started with a wide-angle pan, working Trombka was watching the television monitor showing Mission Control
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and saw, ,'eliow yawn. Up and down the hall from the other science surface and rendezvoused with America for an uneventful last journey
rooms there came the sound of clapping and yells of "He's human{', home. ", ;' r?_._)
Trombka couldn't remember his name, but he had a very short crewcut '_ ' ' 4

and during missions he always wore a white vest... As Apollo 17 approached the earth, the people of Apollo observed theend
Trombka's daughter, then a high school senior, went down to Houston of the program incharacteristically different ways. Max Faget and Ca>dwell

for Apollo 16 and helped punch data. She recalled that her father and the Johnson barely noticed. Both of them were still at M.S.C., both of them
other scientists sometimes joked about the controllers, who seemed to still doing what they had always done best, working in tandem, designing
them like something out of the Wild West. But she also noticed that after flying machines. Faget was still as blunt and opinionated as ever, Johnson
a few weeks these scholarly men began inserting "Rog" and "We're go still as ornery. By the end of 1972, they had been living in the world of the
on that" into their conversations. Another culture had joined Shea's space shuttle for three years already. Apollo was part of their past.

,'!Z_

original three, and it was having the time of its life. Maybe nobody in the :_
outside world was paying much attention, but the J Missions were _: Apollo wasn't history for Don Arabian over in Building 45. He was still
magical for the people involved. Through them, planetary science was , running the MER for the final shift of Seventeen. But in these final hours
transformed.* _:_ of the first lunar era, he was supervising a huge gumbo party. Over the

past few flights, as the crises and anomalies became fewer, life in the
_! MER had become too tame for his taste. To liven things up. he had

started a lunch competition. Each day during a flight a table was set up in
2 Arabian's office and the designated engineer (who may never have so

much as heated a can of beans) prepared, or had sent in, the menu of his
The last Apollo flight lifted off from Pad 39A at half past midnight on choice. As time went on, the competition grew intense. Some opted for
December 7, 1972. It was the only Saturn V ever launched at night, and the outrr---one lunch had consisted primarily of enormous banana splits.
many of those who witnessed it said it was the most beautiful launch, an Sid Jones had arranged for music and candlelight.
explosion of light that brought a false dawn to the Florida sky, a column Now, for the landing of Seventeen and the last lunch, Arabian had
of fire that as it rose became visible from as far away as North Carolina taken charge and decreed that they would have gumbo--not just for the
to the north and Cuba to the south, dozen who usually were invited to the lunches, but for everyone in the

Apollo 17was commanded by Gene Ceman, veteran of Gemini IX and MER, plus assorted >nv>tees from Building 30, in all probably 200
Apollo 10, the only man besides Jim Lovell and John Young to go twice people. Fulton Plauche, a Louisianian from the cryo and fuel-cell post in
on a lunar journey. His CMP was Ron Evans and his LMP was Jack the MER, was named chef. The Crew Services Division contributed two

Schmitt, a geologist and the only scientist to be on an Apollo crew. The gigantic pots. Jack Kinzler's Tech Services Division made up some
command module was named America; the lunar module, Challenger. wooden stirring paddles. Plauche began with a chicken-and-sausage
On the early afternoon of December 11, Cernan and Schmitt landed gumbo, but people in the MER also contributed deer sausage, ducks,
Challenger in the valley of Taurus Lit>row. Seventy-five hours later, at rabbits, squirrels, and anonymous game that became the subject of grisly
4:54:37 e.M., Houston time, December 14, 1972, they left the lunar rumor. By the time Apollo 17's command module was approaching the

entry interface, a line cfi people waiting to get their rice and gumbo and
* Aside from settling the major question of whether the moon has a history of heating and ice cream snaked around thc MER.*

cooling, the Apollo missions showed in general that extraten'estrial exploration and science could be
fruitful human activities. As NASA astronomer John Wood summarized it, the astronauts neither

sank into the dust nor contracted terrible diseases on the moon; moreover, they demonstrated that * 'l he MliR w:ls still stallt'd wi01 t'llglllet'[% ;it thc time. though they IclnelnbK'rcd having a hard

other bodies in the solar system "can be studied by the same geological sciences that we use on the tmle concentrating on their work. It shoukl be holed that, by this [stint in thc fiighl, an hour bcd)re
earth . . . This was a major philosophical change in point of view," Wood _aid. "and I think the entry,, almost any problem that might arise aboard the spacecraft would have tn be handled hy the
most important thing that came out of the Apollo Program." Control Center anyway--the MER was for longer-term problems.
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for a landing, and the viewing room was full, but the atmosphere was
Owen Maynard was at Raytheon's plant in Sudbury, Massachusetts. comparatively relaxed. They had done this many times now.
Maynard had left NASA in hopes that he could do something on the Rocco Petrone watched from his post in the fourth row. Petrone's star

outside to push the space program forward, to get some exciting new was still rising--he had recently learned that in January he would move
Apollo going. Joe Shea, now head of engineering for Raytheon, had to Huntsville and replace the retiring Eberhard Rees as Marshall's center
heard that Maynard was available and recruited his old ASPO colleague director.*
to join him, putting him to work on :t breathtaking project- -designing a I At this moment, however, Petrtme was not h)oking ahead, lie couldn't
solar-powered satellite, a monster with wings twenty-live nfiles wide that .4*}' even concentrate fully on the present landing. For Petrone, it was a time
would generate up to 50 gigawatts of electricity on earth. ?':_ for remembering. It seemed a very long time since he had been an Army

Maynard didn't watch the splashdown. From the time of Alan ,.' major sitting with Al Zeiler in a car in the rain outside the Cape Canaveral
Shepard's first Mercury launch, he had never watched any of the flights . cafeteria, trying to make out John Kennedy's words through the static.
live. Maynard didn't like to admit it to anyone, but to watch them live The years in between had been unforgettable ones, and Petrone felt a
was an agony of worry and suspense for him--he got very emotional wave of nostalgia as he watched the television image of America
about these things. Some of the others at the Sudbury office crowded : descending under its parachutes. No matter what happened to the space
around a television, but not Maynard. He kept to his office and his _ program in the future, it could never be like this again. As was his habit,
drafting table. Petrone thought in terms of history: Any number of Pilgrims might

follow, but there could be only one Columbus.
Bob Gilruth was in the viewing room behind the MOCR. Early in the year

he had stepped down as M.S.C.'s director to take a job as "Director of At 1:24:59 Houston time on the afternoon of Sunday, December 20,

Key Personnel Development" for NASA--a pleasant way to end a 1972, Apollo 17 splashed down in the Pacific four miles from the carrier
historic careeer. Gilruth shared Maynard's apprehension during missions, Ticonderoga. Counting from Apollo 8's launch on December 21, 1968,
however, and he was glad to see Apollo come to an end without having the first age of lunar exploration had lasted exactly four years.
lost an astronaut in flight. He had never been enthusiastic about the H and

J Missions anyway, thinking that the risks of lunar exploration were After the splashdown, the geologists in their back room watched the
awfully high. He still hoped that NASA would concentrate on a space recovery operation for a while, some of them lighting up cigars in the
station, a project that had been his personal favorite since the Space Task tradition of the flight controllers in the MOCR. They eventually drifted
Groupbegan, away,exchanginggoodbyeswithDickKoos,whostayedbehindtofinish

up some post-flight paperwork. They were just getting good at this lunar
Scott Simpkinson, still M.S.C.'s gypsy, had most recently spent three surface business, Koos thought. It had taken time, because you never

months in Huntsville sitting on the contractor selection board for the knew exactly what the terrain was going to be like or what the astronauts
space shuttle's solid-fuel boosters. Simpkinson was about to spend a year would discover; lots of improvisation was required. But by Apollo 17,
at Langley helping to prepare the unmanned Viking mission to Mars. But Koos had become quite adept at determining where the astronauts were
today he was taking his last shift as manager of SPAN, where he had been and coordinating with his scientists where and how they should proceed
for all of the Apollo missions. The end of Apollo didn't bother him, next. It was too bad that they had to stop now, just as they were getting

either. Simpkinson had never been sorry to see anything end. He figured the hang of it.
there was always something better going on somewhere else. Koos walked out into the high corridor of the Control Center, his

* Rees had become director of Marshall in 1970, when yon Braun had moved to Washington as

In the MOCR, as the clock moved past one o'clock and the spacecraft NASA's deputy associateadministratorfor planning VonBraun'slast twoyearswiththe
America reached the entry interface, Flight Director Nell Hutchinson was agency--he retired in 1972--were frustrating ones. He had hoped to set a brave new goal for Nixon's

space program, perhaps a manned trip to Mars; but Nixon's enthusiasm for an aggressive post-Apollo

presiding over a nominal landing. The room was crowded, as was usual spaceprogramhadfadedalong withthatofalmosteveryoneelse.
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footsteps echoing in the quiet. On impulse, he stopped at the door of the ' _ _:

MOCR and walked in. Everyone had left for the splashdown party, , 'k:.
leavingtheirconsoleslitteredwithbooks,logs,checklists,headsets,and ' _:_̀_
ashtrays filled with cigarette butts and half-smoked cigars. Some of them
had left behind the little American flags that everyone waved when the
spacecraft splashed down.

Koos climbed the steps to the flight director's console and looked out

over the deserted room. The big screens at the front of the room were

black. The controllers' C.R.T.s showed no flickering columns of num- !zt?ttoeue:
bers, no messages about the health and welfare of men and machines in

deep space. They were just small, turned-off television screens. The Twenty Years after the Firstbanks of caution lights were dark.

There were no murmuring voices on the headsets. There was no sound : l,andinv
at all anywhere in the room. It was as perfectly silent as the plains and :
valleys 240,000 miles away where six descent stages still sat. Strange to

think of them still up there, Koos reflected. Even the footprints. Strange
to think that men might return to ihose places to look at footprints made
by Neil Armstrong or Pete Conrad or Gene Cernan. I will admit that I walk out everynow and then in the

morning to get the paper when the moon happens to be up,
It was stranger yet to think that this was the end of it all. From the balky

Mercury trainer that Koos couldn't get to work in the spring of 1961 to and say, "By God, we were there." --Rod Loe
this--and it had all happened in less than the time it was taking his
daughter, born early in Apollo, to reach adolescence. It had come and

gone too fast. John Aaron, that philosopher of the MOCR, would say
later that it was like gulping good wine. It would have been nice to have Looking back twenty years after the first landing, many of the people of

had more time to savor it, he said, but "we drank the wine at the pace Apollo agree with John Aaron's sentiment--it was a little like gulping
theyhandedit to us." goodwine. Few had the time to step outside of eventsand assesswhat

Today they had drunk to the bottom of the glass. There would be was going on until later. "It was funny," Rod Rose reminisces. "Just a
Skylab and eventually the shuttle, but Dick Koos, like Rocco Petrone, little while ago, when I retired, people asked me to 'look back,' and all

understood that an Apollo came only once, and he felt immeasurably sad. that. And it wasn't until then that it came home to me--'My God, I've
Koos walked slowly down the steps and out into the corridor, latching the been involved in the first quarter of a century of manned space flight!'"
doorcarefullybehindhim. Another veteran notes that when his children come to visit and .look

through his memorabilia, they ask him why he doesn't have autographs
of the astronauts and presidents and celebrities who came to watch him at
work. "You were right there!" they say. But he was always so busy, he

tells them, he just didn't pay any attention. "We knew we were doing

something, but nobody really fclt the impact of what was really going
on." The job was too consuming for that --"almost a crusade," said
another veteran, nothing like any other job he ever had.

Some are unhappy that the rest of the country has never truly

comprehended the historic nature of our first journey to another world.

459
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Most peoplu ,,fink of Apollo as just another episode in the tumultuous _ Perhaps this can be explained by the nature of the challenge they were _.

sixties, secondary to the Vietnam War and America's social upheaval, ready to take on and by the unworldly rewards with which they had to ,, .
not as something that will still figure large in the history books when satisfy themselves. For whatever reasons, the remark Joe Shea made
Vietnam and John Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson are consigned to about Houston when he arrived--that he'd never seen a place like it,

footnotes. But the failure to understand goes beyond that, argues Rocco where no one was jockeying for position, everyone was just trying to do
Petrone. "We've had a lot of reporting of how big the rocket is, how his best--seems to summarize the program's character in the- other
much noise it makes, pictures of guys on the moon. But what was the real centers as well. Moreover, the people of Apollo seem to have retained

meaning of Apollo? What did it sy nbolize'_ What were we afler?" For a those qualities since. Bill Tindall's insistence he didn't do anything
few short years, Apollo was almost like si Renaissance, Petrone thinks, _ himself is an only slightly exaggerated version of the generosity of spirit
but nobody wants to confront that kind of possibility now. _i: that is common among the Apollo veterans. Not everyone was a hero and

The dark side of the experience was the sacrifices it required of the _,-i. most certainly not everyone was a saint, but, twenty years after the first
%.

Apollo families. Rod Rose again: "If I had to tip my hat to the unspoken : landing, the people of Apollo have as a group aged remarkably well.
heroes of the Apollo Program, it would be to the wives and families of the i There is nostalgia among them, but no post-Apollo stress syndrome.

engineers. The wives were widows. They had none of the glory, none of Inevitably, some have departed. Wernher yon Braun died in 1977,
the kudos--they were the ones left behind with the kids, the bills." Many Kurt Debus in 1983, and George Low in 1984. Other less famous
of the men of Apollo look back at their youthful selves and are appalled characters in the story are also gone. Dan Klute died of a heart attack a
at what they took for granted. The same phrases keep recurring--"My few months after the combustion instability problem on the F-1 engine

wife was a saint," or "l don't know why my wife didn't leave me," or was resolved, worn out, many of his friends believe, by the unremitting
"I didn't see my kids grow up." "Boy, it' 1 hadn't had the kind of wife strain of that effort. NASA later named a lunar crater in his honor. Others

I had," said tough old Tom O'Malley, "and some of the rest of us who ' who are not here to celebrate the twentieth anniversary of the first landing
were in the same boat didn't have the wives they had, [Apollo] would include Tecwyn Roberts, the first FIDO; John Disher, who was part oftbehave never come off."

very first planning for a lunar landing; and George Bliss, of the EECOM

In many cases, families didn't survive the stress---qturing the mid-1960s, back room during Apollo 13.
the towns around K.S.C. had the highest divorce rate in the country. At the But many of the famous names of Apollo--famous within NASA

program's height, one Cape engineer counted up the divorces just among anyway--are very much alive. James Webb lives in retirement in
the people he knew: seventy-eight of them in the preceding six months. Washington, D.C. He still likes to talk, and still does so with all the
Houston wasn't far behind. Gran Paules pulls out a picture of a party at his energy and political insight that he applied to the administration of
house after Apollo 8 landed. Within a week of the party, he says, four of NASA. Robert Gilruth lives near where it all began, in a little town on the

the couples there had revealed they were getting divorced. And yet in 1989 water forty-five miles north of Langley, with a hydrofoil sailboat of his
it is striking how many of the people who made the biggest contributions own design tied to the dock. Abe Silverstein divides his time between
to the program are still mmTied lo the same person who, a quarter century Cleveland, close to Lewis Research Center, which he directed after

ago, came with them to the wilds of lVlerritt Island or Clear Lake. The leaving NASA headquarters, and his retirement home in Florida. Sam

consensus is that this is no coincidence. Under the heat of Apollo your Phillips retired to the seaside south of Los Angeles; his successor, Rocco
marriage either melted or annealed. Petrone, is only a few miles away, newly retired from Rockwell. George

The same may have been true of individuals. Apollo no doubt tbok in Muellet is up the coast in Santa Barbara. Chris Kraft is still in Houston,
its share of miscreants and time-servers and self-aggrandizers, but the Eberhard Rees still in Huntsville. Walt Williams lives in Tarzana, Call-

program had a way of getting rid of them through self-selection. Among fornia, but it is easier to locate hind in Washington, the Cape, Huntsville,
the people who remained, Apollo seems to have counted an extraordi- or Houston--he still consults for NASA. John Houbolt is in Williams-

narily high proportion of gentlemen--"gentlemen,, in the uncomplicated burg, and still keeps an office at Langley, as does the mentor to so many
sense of being straight shooters and hard workers and not show-offs, in the Space Task Group, William Hewitt Phillips.
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Robert Seamans has for many years been on the faculty of M.I.T. In Huntsville, Karl Heimburg, who ran yon Braun's testing !ab, is only

Jerome Wiesner, with whom he tangled in the early days of the Kennedy one of many of the Germans---and now AlabamianS---who remain fiear
administration, is president-emeritus of M.I.T., still working in his office Marshall in their retirement. Bob Wolf, who waited out the crippled S-II

in the Jerome B. Wiesner Building. In 1989 they had a new colleague, stage on Apollo 6, is still at Marshall. Jerry Thomson heads the Advanced
Joe Shea, who is taking some time off from his senior vice-presidency at Propulsion Systems Office. Thomson's Rocketdyne colleague duringthe

Raytheon to teach a course there, struggle with combustion instability, Paul Castenholz, has retired from
For the many figures in Apollo who were young men when the program the rocket business to live in Colorado Springs.

finished, the twentieth anniversary finds them still in the middle of their One prominent Marshall veteran is not in Huntsville. In 1983, the
careers. It is bemusing to walk away from a conversation with Glynn Justice Department, acting on information that had been in the U.S.

Lunney about the dawn of manned space flight and realize that, to his government's hands for almost forty years, told Arthur Rudolph, program
colleagues at Rockwell, Glynn Lunney is--as he was in Chris Kraft's manager of the Saturn V, that he must surrender his U.S. citizenship and
fledgling Flight Operations group--a guy on the way up. leave the country or face charges that he had been involved in the

Some of the kids of Apollo are running the manned space program, forced-labor camp at Nordhausen where the V-2 was manufactured.

The director at M.S.C.--now the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Rudolph, then seventy-six, denied the charges but returned to Germany.
J.S.C.--is Aaron Cohen. One of his predecessors was Gerry Griffin. His colleagues during Apollo continue to hold him in high esteem,
John Aaron runs J.S.C.'s space station planning. Go to the J.S.C. _ saddened and sometimes angered by this denouement of his career at
cafeteria and, if you know where to look, you are likely to see Steve '.: Marshall.

Bales, Chuck Deiterich, Bob Holkan, Ed Pavelka, Sy Liebergot, Rod At the Cape, those who have retired have almost all stayed nearby--
Loe, Jay Greene, Jack Garman, and Emil Schiesser. All still work on the Merritt Preston, Tom O'Malley, Ed Fannin, Grady Corn, Sam Bedding-

J.S.C. campus, either for NASA or for NASA contractors. Gene Kranz field, Walt Kapryan, and Don Buchanan may be found scattered in
is still at J.S.C., directing the Mission Operations Division. The main Titusville, Melbourne, and Cocoa Beach. Joe Bobik tried to retire, but

difference between Kranz now and the Kranz of twenty years ago is the after the Challenger accident he was lured back to work for Lockheed, to
advent of the automobile tape deck: He can play his Sousa marches on the oversee quality assurance for the shuttle's orbiter, lke Rigell has been no
way to work. He is too senior to be a flight director any more, but if more successfid in pulling himself away from rockets; he is an executive
you're trying to find him when a shuttle is flying, you might want to look with United States Boosters Inc., with an office a half-dozen miles from
firstintheMOCR. Pad39.

Though they don't work at J.S.C. any more, many others remain in the Don Arabian may be found just south of K.S.C., still insisting he has

Houston area--Scott Simpkinson and his co-conspirator in shaving down no sentiment about space flight but nonetheless living in Cape Canaveral.

the Big Joe heat shield, Jack Kinzler, live within a few miles of each Finally free to do everything himself, he lives in a home that looks like
other. Gerry Griffin, Jerry Bostick, Dick Koos, Rod Rose, Cliff Charles- a showcase fi>r every kind of craftsmanship, which he built by himself
worth, John Llewellyn, and Ed Fendell live in and around the Clear Lake from a concrete shell. Beside the house, a thirty-two-foot oceangoing

housing developments that were so raw and new in 1962 and now are sailboat is nearing completion, also entirely his own work. Arabian has

green and shady and established, never sailed, but he intends to take it around the world. Alone, of course.
Max Faget and Caldwell Johnson are in ttouston, too, past retirement }lc still has Bill Tindall's band saw which he borrowed fifteen years ago.

age but hardly retired. They still work together in a private company that but he promises to return it when he is linished. Tmdall himself is in

Faget founded, Space Industries, Inc., collaborating now into their fifth Washington, D.C., where he is now as enthusiastic about the mysteries
decade. They have most recently designed a man-tended space station of civilian air traffic control as he used to be about lunar flight.

that many NASA engineers will say--off the record--is a masterpiece of The X-ray experimenters lzzy Adler and Jack Trombka are also near
economy and elegance, and may yet be the first space station deployed. Washington. Adler contimms to teach physics at the University of

Johnson still builds model airplanes in his spare time. Maryland ami Trombka continues to work at the Goddard Space Flight
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Center on gamma-ray studies, using high-altitude balloons these days v.',i,_i
instead of lunar spacecraft. Trombka also teaches an occasional evening ., !, :;
course on astrophysics for laymen at the Smithsonian Institution. One . ..,_,,:?:
evening after class in the fall of 1983, he captivated two of his students
with stories about Apollo of what it was like to be in the Control Center, ·_,'""
and especially of the strange and wonderful people who ran the place.
Someone, he observed upon parting, really ought to write a book aboutthem.

Apollo as History

'_ Writing definitive history is a solemn undertaking and Apollo was not.
_ Our objective has been to tell stories---true stories, but stories rather than

analysis--about how an epic triumph was achieved.
The reader should be aware that in this process perspective has often

been foreshortened. We devote pages to the semi-comic fiasco of M.R.-I
at the Cape and mention great managerial controversies at headquarters in
passing. The design and development of the command module are
described over several chapters; the design and development of the
ingenious lunar module get a few pages. Brainerd Holmes, who made
major contributions to Apollo as head of O.M.S.F. from 1961 to 1962,
is mentioned briefly; his successor, George Mueller, is the subject of a
long profile. These and many similar discrepancies do not reflect the
relative importance of the topics, but the idiosyncrasies of weaving
together a narrative.

Much has been omitted altogether. Most conspicuously missing in
Apollo, or at least underrepresented, are the astronauts. The astronauts'
story is fascinating and they in fact were much more than pilots, with vital
roles in designing the spacecraft and planning the missions. But most of
their story has been well and fairly told elsewhere, along with much of the
story of the training and support they received I¥om the Flight Crew
Operations Division.

The contractors got the shortest shrift in Apollo. The program's
strategic decisions and flight operations were dominated by people in
NASA, but most of the detailed design of the hardware and all of the
fabrication of the hardware were done by contractors. One book tells the
story of Grumman: Chariots for Apollo: The Making of the Lunar
Module, by Charles B. Pellegrino and Joshua Stoff (New York: Athe-
neum, 1985), from which we drew heavily in our own discussion of the

465
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lunar module. With that exception, only the official NASA histories give Saturn, by Roger E. Bilstein (Washington, D.C.: NASA, 1980); for,,thc_
a hint of the challenges that had to be overcome in actually building the construction and operation of Kcnnedy Space Center, Moonpon:_}_
Saturn stages, the command and service module, and the ground support History of Apollo Launch Facilities and Operations, by Charles _DJ

facilities at the Cape. Benson and William Barnaby Faherty (Washington, D.C.: NASA, 1978);
The recovery operations have been ignored. We remember John and as our treasured encyclopedic source, The History of Manned Space

Stonesifer, who directed the Recovery Systems Branch, wistfully telling Flight, by David Baker (New York: Crown Publishers, 1982). '
us that somehow none of the historians had ever paid any attention to Valuable as these have been, however, they contain little about the

what happened after the spacecraft splashed down. He described for us personal stories we have tried to recount. The autobiographies of the

the complex and delicate task the recovery forces accomplished. And astronauts were useful--Michael Collins's Carrying the Fire: An Astro-
' W

eventually, with apologies, we too left his deserving story on the cutting naut s Journey (Ne York: Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 1974) is a classic
room floor, of its kind. Not surprisingly, however, they have focused on the training

There is a book at least the length of this one to be written about the ,::! of astronauts and their activities during the flights. Neither do the official

people of Marshall and the building of the Saturn V, perhaps the greatest _. histories, which tend to focus on administrative decision-making, say
technological triumph of the program. The F-1 story barely scratches the '_:i much about people like Caldwell Johnson, Scott Simpkinson, Bill
surface, and the development of the hydrogen-fueled S-Il stage, which Tindall, and Don Arabian. Only a few published accounts have featured
was as difficult and important, is barely mentioned. We say nothing at all anyone except the astronauts or top NASA managers. From among the

about the extraordinary manufacturing processes that had to be developed handful that have, we gratefully acknowledge our use of the Pellegrino

to produce the Saturn V. and Stoff book on Grumman and the superb account of Apollo 13 by
The work of spacecraft operations at the Cape got brutally short Henry S. F. Cooper, Jr., 13: The Flight That Failed (New York: Dial

treatment. How could one write about Apollo without talking about Press, 1973).

people like George Page, Paul Donnelly, Ted Sasseen, John Williams, or The great bulk of the narrative in Apollo, therefore, has been developed

Ernie Reyes? We left them out nonetheless, and can only hope that through interviews. The NASA history offices in Washington and
someone else mines that rich lode of material. The omission that caused Houston contain hundreds of such interviews, compiled in the course of

us the greatest personal regret involves the inspectors at the Cape. Joe preparing the official histories, plus a scattering of interviews conducted
Bobik, chief inspector for the spacecraft, was one of the first people we met by independent outsiders who were kind enough to send copies to NASA.

during the research. His stories, which so intrigued us that we eventually Another invaluable source of information was Robert Sherrod's ar-
compiled long accounts not only from him but from many of his inspectors, chive. In 1968, Sherrod, a well-known war correspondent and journalist,
are reduced to a few sentences, began research for a major history of the Apollo Program. In the process,

he gained access to the major figures of the program while the program

The historical framework for the account in this book--technical infor- was ongoing. His collection of interviews and a voluminous file of index

marion, dates, times, the weather, job titles, and the like--comes from cards are kept at the NASA history offices in Washington. He gave us full

the published archive of material about the space program. Five books in access to them and to his handwritten notebooks with their day-by-day

particular became dog-eared with use: for the early days of manned space chronicle of events.
flight, This New Ocean.' A History of Project Mercury, by Loyd S. Even this vast collection of interviews, valuable as they were, only
Swenson, Jr., James M. Grimwood, and Charles C. Alexander (Wash- occasionally contained the relaxed, unofficial recountings of what it was

ington, D.C.: NASA, 1966); for Apollo through the first moon landing, like to be part of the Apollo Program that we sought. Further, they tended
Churiot,_'fi_rApollo.' A History of Manned Lunar Spacecraft, by Courtney to omit people who were not senior executives. To obtain material about
G. Brooks, James M. Grimwood, and Loyd S. Swenson, Jr. (Washing- Apollo not yet available elsewhere, we conducted interviews with 157

ton, D.C.: NASA, 1979); for the development of the Saturn V, Stages to people over a period of more than three years. In three instances, people
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we approached declined to be interviewed; otherwise, everyone we present a few stories that were reported to us as fact, but which we
approached cooperated in most cases, with all openness and generosity suspect have been embellished over the years. Variations of the phrase
beyond any reasonable expectation. _ "so the story is told" indicate our reservations.

This raises a question of detachment, for it will be obvious to readers ! All of our interviews were tape-recorded, and all comments within

of Apollo that we found most of the Apollo people to be both admirable _ quotation marks are taken verbatim from transcriptions of them. Reports
and likable. Having acknowledged that, however, we should also say that _ of conversations have been more difficult to handle. Conversations
we have not suppressed skuldt,ggcry. Finishing the hook, we are cannot be remembered exactly even a day later, let alone twenty-plus

reminded of what public affairs officer Dick Young told us on our lirst years later. Any dialogue within quotation marks is as reported by a

visit to the Cape. "1 used to have a lot of fun at NASA's expense back person who either said the words or heard them said; we have attempted
in my newspaper days," he said. "When I took a job with NASA, I to make the context indicate which. The conversations over the loops in
thought, 'Well, they've been hiding these things from me all these years, the Control Center were transcribed directly from tape recordings

and I'm going to get out and find out what they are.' Iley, I'm still preserved at Houston and in the National Archives.
looking.'

That we found this to be true of the Apollo Program seems to surprise The core of the book came from interviews by one or both of the authors
some people. But what, after all, should one expect? A small group of '"._ with the following people:
men were told in 1961 to put a man on the moon by the end of the decade. For the story of Langley and the early years of the Space Task Group:
They worked indefatigably for eight years, recruiting thousands of fellow Chris Critzos, Constance Critzos, Charles Donlan, Maxime Faget,
workers along the way. They sumlounted obstacles, overeame setbacks, Robert Gilmth, Paul Havenstein, Jack Heberlig, John Houbolt, Carl

and achieved their goal. Should we be surprised that the people who were Huss, Caldwell Johnson, Jack Kinzler, Richard Koos, Eugene Kranz,

able to do this tend to have been talented rather than dull, honest rather Glynn Lunney, Charles Mathews, Henry Pearson, William Hewitt
than venal, cooperative rather than selfish'? Phillips, Paul Purser, H. Kurt Strass, and Walter Williams. For the Space

Task Group from the point of view of the "Canadians": John Hodge,

Within the framework of our objective, these were the ground rules: Owen Maynard, Tecwyn Roberts, and Rodney Rose (of whom only

For the stories we did choose to tell, we strove to present competing Maynard was actually Canadian).
viewpoints. In one case, the account of President Kennedy's decision to For the story of headquarters in Washington: John Disher, George

make the lunar commitment, we drew what nmy be a controversial Mueller, Samuel Phillips, Robert Seamans, Joseph Shea, Abe Silver-
portrait of a president who was not an advocate of manned space flight stein, James Webb, Jerome Wiesner, DeMarquis Wyatt.

and who made the decision to go to the moon only reluctantly. We should For the story of Marshall: Joseph Bethay, Walter Haeussermann, Karl

state explicitly that we were unable to find any counterbalancing Heimburg, Fletcher Kurtz, Thomas (Jack) Lee, Alexander McCool,

evidence. Kennedy became deeply interested in manned space flight, but George McDonough, James Mizell, George Smith, William Sneed,
only (as far as we could determine) after he was led to his decision by Walter Wiesman, and Robert Wolf. Details about the trials of the F-1

Gagarin's flight and the Bay of Pigs. engine came from Leland Belew, Paul Castenholz, Saverio (Sonny)
Statements of historical and technical fact are as pristine as we could Morea, and Jerry Thomson.

make them. Errors doubtless remain--there is simply too much on too For the story of launch vehicle operations and ground support equip-

many topics to hope otherwise--but we have tried to check everything ment at the Cape: Donald Buchanan, Forrest Bums, Jewel (Jay) Camp-

against both the archival record and the knowledge of the people bell, Ray Clark, Graydon Corn, Edward Fannin, Terry Greenfield, John

involved. Events that could easily have been perceived differently by Humphrey, Walter Kapryan, Albert Martin, Rocco Petrone, Andrew
different people we report through the eyes of specific observers. When Pickett, lsom (Ike) Rigell, Glover Robinson, Orval (Buddy) Sparkman,

we describe an event without assigning an observer to it, then it may be and Chester Wasileski.

assumed that we have multiple accounts saying the same thing. We For spacecraft operations at the Cape: Samuel Beddingfield, Joseph
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Bobik, C, ._ce (Skip) Chauvin, Martin Cioffoletti, Charles Clary, Caldwell Johnson, Jr., 12/9/66; Walter Kapryan, 5/25/67; Alan Kehlet,

Donnelly, Larry Lettow, Bryce Lowry, Thomas O'Malley, George Page, ,: 1/26170; Christopher Kraft, Jr., 8/20/73; Eugene Kranz, 4/28/67; Thomas
G. Men'itt Preston, Raul (Emie) Reyes, George (Ted) Sasseen, John Markley, 1/17/68; Owen Maynard, 1/9/70; Riley McCaffertY, 11/15/69
Tribe, Charles Welly, Donald Whiting, Gary Woods, and Edward and 1/28/71; George E. Mueller, 10/4/66 and 6/27/67; Dale Myers, 5/

Zirnfus. :: 12/69; Warren North, 5/1/70; John Paup, 6/7/66; Rocco Petrone, 5/19/70,
For the story of flight operations and mission planning in Houston: 5/21/70, 9/17/70, and 5/25/72; Samuel Phillips, 7/22/70 and 9/25/70;

many of the same people who told us about Langley, plus John Aaron, William Rector III, 1/27/70; Rodney Rose, 5/6/70; Robert Seamans, Jr.,
George Abbey, Arnold Aldrich, Steven Bales, Michelle Brekke, Jerry 5/8/68, 5/20/68, and 6/3/68; Joseph Shea, 5/6/70 and 1/12/72; Joseph
Bostick, Clifford Charlesworth, Henry (Pete) Clements, Michael Collins, Thibodeaux, 8/23/73; Wemher yon Braun, 11/30/71; Walter Williams,
John Cox, Charles Deiterich, Lyn Dunseith, Robert Farquhar, Edward 1/27/70.
Fendell, John Garman, Jay Greene, Gerald Griffin, Claiborne Hicks, Interviews conducted by Robert Sherrod: George Abbey, 6/29/74 and

Robert Holkan, Richard Hoover, Seymour Liebergot, Edward Lineberry, 7/26/72; Nell Armstrong, 9/23/71; John Leland Atwood, 6/24/69; Charles

Charles Llewellyn, John Llewellyn, Rodney Loe, Jack Lousma, John Berry, 12/15/69; Ben Cate, 7/18/72; Walt Cunningham, 3/4/71; John
Mayer, Harold Miller, Granville Paules, Edward Pavelka, Donald Disher, 9/24/70 and 4/15/71; James Elms, 12/4/69 and 10/24/73; Ltewellyn
Puddy, David Reed, Emil Schiesser, Carl Shelly, Howard (Bill) Tindall, Evans, 6/11/69 and 10/5/70; Robert Gilruth, 3/12/71 and 11/14/72; Gerald

Manfred (Dutch) von Ehrenfried, and Kenneth Young. ::,;_: Griffin, 3/8/74 and 4/11/74; Paul Haney, 1/6/70, 1/7/70, and 6/17/71;
For the story of the development and operation of the spacecraft: others Thomas Kelly, 12/13/72; Christopher Kraft, Jr., 7/23/72 and 7/27/72;

already listed, plus Donald Arabian, Aaron Cohen, James Cooper, ; James Lovell,6/28/74;GeorgeLow, 11/7/69, 12/30/69, 1/17/70,2/14/70,

Robert Fricke, Billie Gibson, George lefts, Sidney Jones, Kenneth 7/14/70, 8/12/70, 6/21/72, 6/28/72, 7/5/72, 9/7/72, 1/16/74, and 2/12/74;
Kleinknecht, Richard Kohrs, Thomas Markley, Joseph Mechelay, Owen ,;_ Charles Mathews, 2/17/70; George Mueller, 11/19/69, 4/21/71,8/19/71,

Morris, Fulton Plauche, Scott Simpkinson, and Judith Wyatt. and 3/20/73; Dale Myers, 3/31/70; Thomas Paine, 1/23/69, 5/13/69,
For the story of science during the Apollo missions: Isadore Adler, 10/13/69, 8/14/70, and 10/7/71; Rocco Petrone, 9/25/70, 7/30/71,7/29/74,

Michael Duke, Bevan French, Wilmot (Bill) Hess, David McKay, 9/26/74, and 10/8/74; Samuel Phillips, 7/2/71; Robert Piland, 12/3/71 and
William Phinney, Barbara Trombka Blaustein, Jacob Trombka, and John 1/7/72; Eberhard Rees, 2/6/71; Robert Seamans, Jr., 6/24/69; Joseph Shea,
Wood. 5/6/71, 5/16/71, and 3/10/73; Sigurd Sjoberg, 7/28/72; Wernher von

For other aspects of M.S.C.: James Elms, Emily Ertle, Mary R. Low, Braun, 11/19/69 and 8/25/70; James Webb, 8/2/68, 11/15/68, 6/8/69,
Warren North, Jack Riley, Jack Sleith, John Stonesifer, Terrance White, 6/16/69, 9/17/69, and 4/28/71; Walter Williams, 6/29/68 and 2/10/71.

and RaymondZedeker. Other interviews:George Low, for the John F. KennedyOralHistory,

For the story of M.I.T. and the guidance system: others already listed, 5/1/64; lames Webb, by John Logsdon, 12/15/67; Harrison Storms, by
plus John Miller, Norman Sears, and George Silver. the British Broadcasting Company, 5/14/79.

In addition to the interviews conducted by the authors, the following

interviews have been used for direct and indirect quotations in the text:
Interviews conducted by NASA historians: John Leland Atwood, 7/

16/70; Richard Battin, 4/29/66; William Bergen, 6/21/71; John Bird,
6/20/66; John H. Boynton, 4/27/70; Clinton Brown, 4/23/69; Kart Debus,
5/18/64; Paul Dembling, 8/2/73; John Disher, 1/27/67; Charles Donlan,
6/20/66; Stanley Faber, 4/22/70; Maxime Faget, 12/15/69 and 8/20/73;

Charles Frick, 6/26/68; Robert Gilruth, 8/24/73; John Healey, 7/16/70;
Bastian Hello, 12/20/68; John Houbolt, 12/5/66; George lefts, 1/26/70;



Notes

,_: These notes identify the sources for direct quotations and descriptions of events
_ obtained from published sources, memoranda, letters, or other written material.

All other quotations and descriptions of events were drawn from the interviews
listed in "Apollo as History."

Prologue

Pages 13-14 Stories from the front page of The Washington Post, 25 May 1961:
"Mississippi Jails 27 Riders," "No Troops Asked, Says Johnson," and
"President m Address Congress," by Chalmers M. Roberts.

Page 15 "i believe that this nation should commit itself." John F. Kennedy,
quoted in John M. Logsdon, The Decision to Go to the Moon: Project
Apollo and the National Interest (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1976), p. 128.

Page 17 "Robert Gilmth . . . was . . . aghast." Robert R. Gilmth, "Experts
Were Stunned by Scope of Mission," New YorkTimes, Moon Special
Supplement, 17 July 1969; and Robert Gilmth, NASA interview, 21
March 1968, quoted in Courtney G. Brooks, James M. Grimwood, and
Loyd S. Swenson, Jr., Chariotsfor Apollo: A History of Manned Lunar
Spacecraft (Washington, D.C.: NASA, 1979), p. 31.

1. "That famous Space Task Group is akin to the Mayflower"

Page 21 Chapter title: Authors' interview with Clifford Charlesworth.
Page 24 "some advantages of tight, totalitarian control." Dallas News quoted in

Walter A. McDougall .... the Heavens and the Earth: A Political
History of the Space Age (New York: Basic Books, 1985), p. 143. Other
examples oftbe world's reaction to Sputnik are taken from Heavens, pp.
142-44.

Page 24 "some fat Roman lolling in the baths." George R. Price, "Arguing the
Case for Being Panicky," Life, 18 November 1957, p. 126.
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Pages 24-25 Choice of the N.A.C.A. as the basis for NASA: McDougall, Heavens,: Page 56 The July 1960 Washington conference: Brooks et al.; Chariots, p.: 15;

chapter 7. Eisenhower's message to Congress proposing NASA is given plus authors' interviews. ' : _ ;_
in "President Details NACA Space Mission," Aviation Week, 14 April Pages 57-58 "Subject: Manned Lunar Landing Program." A copy of Low's memo-

1958, pp. 51-53. randum with Silverstein's scrawled "OK" was provided courtesy of

Pages 25-26 Description of the founding of Langley is taken from James R. Hansen, Mary R. Low. ' ' '

Engineer in Charge: A History of the Langley Aeronautical Laboratory

1917-1958 (Washington, D.C.: NASA, 1987), pp. 9-22.

Page 26 Description of John Victory and Langley's administrative system is taken 4. "tlc would rather not have done it"

from Hansen, Engineer in Charge, pp. 24, 28-36. Page 59 Chapter title: Authors' interview with Jerome Wiesner.

Page 60 Space as a campaign issue: Walter A. McDougall .... the Heavens and
ate Earth: A Political History of the Space Age (New York: Basic Books,

2. "I could picture the astronauts looking down at it with binoculars" 1985), pp. 221-26.

Page 37 Chapter title: Authors' interview with Maxime Faget. Page 61 "... could not be convinced that all rockets were not a waste of

Pages 38, Glennan's meeting to discuss lunar landing: The official history of the money." NASA interview with Charles Draper, quoted in McDougall,

42-43 Apollo 38, 42---43 program, Courtney G. Brooks, James M. Grimwood, Heavens, p. 302.

and Loyd S. Swenson, Jr., Chariots for Apollo: A History of Manned Page 61 Space as Kennedy's weak spot: Hugh Sidey, John F. Kennedy, President
(New York: Atheneum Press, 1964), p. 118; plus authors' interviews

Lunar Spacecraft (Washington, D.C.: NASA, 1979), dates this meeting Zi with Sidey and Jerome Wiesner.
from mid-1960 (p. 62). In an interview with the authors, Faget was sure

it was in the spring of 1959, prior to any of the formal discussions of a Pages 63_4 The cause of the M.R.-1 fiasco: Low memorandum to Glennan. quoted

lunar landing that began at the time of the Goett Committee (which met ' in David Baker, The History of Manned Space Flight (New York: Crown

for the first time on 25 May 1959). Faget's memory of the approximate :':' Publishers, 1982), p. 62_ Low's memo indicates that the plug was

date is consistent with the naivet6 of the discussion. By 1960, Faget and i! designed with one prong shorter than the other. We have used Terry
Greenfield's account of the technician filing off one prong (authors'

von Braun were already thinking about a lunar landing in much more

sophisticated ways. interview) because he was the man on the scene and more directly
associated with the investigation.

Pages 4345 Account of the Goett Committee meetings: Brooks et al., Chariots, p. 8.
Page 65 Eisenhower's plan to drop the National Aeronautics and Space Council:

McDougall, Heavens, p. 309.

3. "Those days were out of the Dark Ages" Page 66 The reversal of Kennedy's tentative decision to drop the Space Council:
John M. Logsdon, The Decision to Go to the Moon: Project Apollo and

Page 46 Chapter title: Authors' interview with Joseph Bobik. the National Interest (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1976), p.

Pages 50-51 The German team's early days in Huntsville: Frederick I. Ordway 1ti and 67.

Mitchell R. Sharpe, The Rocket Team: From the V-2 to the Saturn Moon Page 67 "We should stop advertising Mercury." Wiesner Report, quoted in Loyd

Rocket (New York: Crowell, 1979); plus authors' interviews. S. Swenson, Jr., James M. Grimwood, and Charles C. Alexander, This
Page 54 Eisenhower's space policy in 1960: Courtney G. Brooks, James M. New Ocean: A History of Project Mercury (Washington, D.C.: NASA,

Grimwood, and Loyd S. Sweuson, Jr., Chariots for Apollo: A History of 1966), pp. 304-8.

Manned Lunar Spacecraft (Washington, D.C.: NASA, 1979), pp. Page 68ff. Quotations from the Disher notebooks courtesy of unpublished materials

13-14. providedto theauthorsbyJohnDisher.

Page 54 Naming the rockets: Erik Bergaust, Wernher von Braun (Washington, Page 69 Outcome of the Glennan review of the lunar program: Logsdon,

D.C.: National Space Institute, 1976), p. 406. Decision. p. 61.

Page 55 Participants in the lunch where Silverstein floated "Apollo" as a name: Page dO The nnmber of peolde who turned down thc NASA job: Seamans

Ivan D. Ertel and Mary Louise Morse, The Apollo Spacecraft: A remembered that it was only nine. Johnson told Eugene Emme, the

Chronology (Washington, D.C.: NASA, 1978), vol. 1, p. 36. The NASA historian, that the number was seventeen (contained in Emme's
account of the lunch comes from authors' interviews with Charles Donlan exit interviews with Robert Seamans, 8 May 1968).

and Abe Silverstein. Pages 7iL71 The account of Webb's hiring is drawn from John Logsdon's interview

Pages 55-56 The failure of M.A.-I: Loyd S. Swenson, Jr., James M. Grimwntv, l. and with James Webb on 15 December 1967,

Charles C, Alexander, This New Ocean: A Itistnry of Project Mercury Page 7,_. Kennedy Init fimds for Alx)llo spacecraft on indclinite hold: Mcm_ran-

(Washington, D.C.: NASA, 1966), p. 275; plus authors' interviews, dura from James Wcbb to President Kennedy, 23 March 1961; attached
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memorandum from Robert Seamans to lames Webh, 23 March 1961; and Page 83 "a use of technological means for political ends." Wiesner quoted in

Robert Seamans' nntations on results of the meeting with Kennedy. Logsdon, Decision, p. 118.

MemorandaprovidedcourtesyofRobertSeamans. ' ' '

5. "We're going to the moon" ':: 6. "The flight article has got to dominate"

Page 75 Chapter title: Statement of Ted Sorensen, recounted in authors' interview Page 87 Chapter title: Authors' interview with Rocco Petrone.

with Hugh Sidey. Page 88 "a fair-sized nuclear weapon might one day explode," Pact book
Page 75 "h(mr of cuphoua "Althul M Schlc,,ingct, Jt . ,4 I'hott_totd I)aw. It,lot provided by Kennedy SI)aec (?enter, 1987 e(litJou, p. 74. While thc ligure

P'. Kennedy itt the White/louse (Boston: Ihmghton Millltu, 1905). Thc of 1,000,000 pounds (500 tons) of T.N.T. is theoretically correct and

phrase is the title of chapter nine. they had to plan for the worst case, Rocco Petrone pointed out that an

Page 75 "He is not only the handsomest." James MacGregor Burns, "John actual explosion of the Saturn V was more likely to be on the order of

Kennedy and His Spectators," New Republic, 3 April 1961, p. 7. 300_00 tons of T.N.T.

Page 75 "the magic touch." Interview with Theodore Sorensen on ABC News, ";;? Page 89 Sites under consideration: Charles D. Benson and William Barnaby
,¢'

"Our World": "One Day: April 12, 1961." :_ Faherty, Moonport: A History of Apollo Launch Facilities and

Page 76 "lifty feet high," and following account of Jackie Kennedy's party for :" Operations (Washington, D.C.: NASA, 1978), p. 91.

the women reporters: "Exposure," Time, 21 April 1961, p. 16..: Page 90 Projected launches per year: Benson and Faberty, Moonport, pp. 67-68.

Page 76 "Give me the news in the morning." Kennedy quoted in Hugh Sidey, . :,. Page 90 Use of mobile launch facilities at Peenemiinde: Benson and Faherty,
"How the News Hit Washington--With Some Reactions Overseas," Moonport, p. 74.

Life, 21 April 1961, p. 26. Page 91 Meeting of Seamans and Debus regarding mobile launch system: Benson

Page 77 "In these matters, what people believe." Washington Post, 13 April and Faherty, Moonport, p. 77.

1961, p. AlS. Pages 93-99 Specific figures regarding the size and construction of the V.A.B., the
Page 77 "the American people must be 'properly alerted.' "From hearings of the launcher, and the crawler were taken from Benson and Faherty, Moon-

House Space Committee, quoted in John M. Logsdon, The Decision to port, chaps. 4 and 6, and from materials provided courtesy of Donald

Go to the Moon: Project Apollo and the Nutiuuol Interest (Chicago: Buchanan.

Universityof Chicago Press, 1976), p. 103. Pages 96-98 Account of thc decision on the barge: Benson and Faherty, Moonport, p.

Page 77 "see in all this the supposed superiority of the Communist way of life." 118ff., plus authors' interviews.

This and following reactions from abroad are from United States

Information Agency studies of the reaction to Vostok 1, quoted in Walter

A. McDougall .... the Heavens and the Earth.'A PoliticaIHistory of the 7. "We had more harebrained schemes than you could shake a stick at"
Space Age (New York: Basic Books, 1985), pp. 246-47.

Page 77 "young, active, and vigorous leader." New York Times, 16 April 1961, Page 100 Chapter title: Authors' interview with Caldwell Johnson.

Sec. 4, p. 3. Page 108 The first article in the Collier's series was "What Are We Waiting For?"Collier's, 22 March 1952, p. 23ff.
Page 77 _'it is a fact that ifs going to take some time," This and following

quotation from the Kennedy press conference are taken from the

transcript in The New York Times, 13 April 1961, p. 18. 8. "Somewhat as a voice in the wilderness.. ,"
Page 78 "today bckmged to the Russians." Excerpt from Edwin Newman's

commentary shown on ABC News, "Our World." Page 113 Chapter title: Letter from John Houbolt to Robert Seamans, 15 November

Page 78 Meeting in Sorensen's White House off'ice: Theodore C. Sorensen, The 1961, provided courtesy of John Houbolt.

New York Times, Moon Special Supplement, 17 July 1969. Page 113 The earliest thinking about lunar-orbit rendezvous: John M. Logsdon,

Page 79 "Kennedy turned back to the men around him." Hugh Sidey, John F. "Selecting the Way to the Moon: The Choice of the Lunar Orbital

Kennedy President (New York: Atheneum Press, 1964), pp. 122-23. Rendezvous Mode," Aero3pace Historian (June 1971), pp. 63-70.

Page 80 Description of the White House during the Bay of Pigs crisis: Schles- Page 114 For estimates of weight savings using LO.R.: Courtney O. Brooks,

roger, Thousand Days, pp. 276-84. James M. Grimwood, and Loyd S. Swenson, Jr., Chariots for Apollo: A
Page 80 "In accordance with our conversation." Memorandum from Kennedy to History of Manned Lunar Spacecraft (Washington, D.C.: NASA, 1979),

Lyndon Johnson, quoted in Logsdon, Decis'ion, pp. 109-10. p. 66.

Page 81 Participants at the meeting called by Johnson: Logsdon, Decision, p. Page 115n "Herein lies contention." The article that prompted the subsequent
114. controversy over John Houbolt's rolc was D. Sheridan, "How an Idea
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NoOne Wanted Grew Upto Be the LEM,"L/fe, 14 March 1969, pp_: Page 152 "Lunar pmgram in cfisis." New York Times, 13 July 1963, p. 9. ,...
20-27. Page 152 Holmes as a "restless, dynamic worker." "Reaching for the Moon,"

Page 116 "Almost spontaneously.., it became clear." John C. Houbolt, "Lunar Time, 10 August 1962. p. 52ff. , _,,_,
Rendezvous," International Science and Technology (February 1963), Page 152 "An American Tragedy." Missiles and Rockets, 17 June 1963, p. 54.
p. 63. Page 153 "It is probably too much to say." Richard Austin Smith, "Now'It's an

Page 119 "Somewhat as a voice in the wilderness." Letter from John Houbolt to Agonizing Reappraisal of the Moon Race," Fortune (November 1963),
Robert Seamans, 15November 1961, PrOvidedcourtesy of John Houbolt. pp. 124-29.

Page 120 "Nevertheless, I feel that Houbolt's message." Copy of memorandum ' Page 153 "lunar landing cannot likely be attained." Copy of the Disher and
from George Low to Brainerd Holmes, 5 December 1961, reprinted with Tischler briefing for George Mueller, provided courtesy of John Disher.
permission of the George M. Low Papers, Institute Archives, Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute.

11. "It sounded reckless"

9. "What sonofahitch thinks it isn't the right thing to do?" Page 155 Chapter title: Wemher yon Braun, "Saturn the Giant," in Apollo

Page 124 Chapter tide: Words attributed to John Paup in authors' interview with Expeditions to the Moon, edited by Edgar Cortright (Washington, D.C.:
Owen Maynard, confirmed in authors' interview with Caldwell Johnson. ._g NASA, 1975), p. 50.

Pages 125-26 "rendezvous schemes may be used as a crotch.' LeUer from Robert Page 160 "an official schedule reflecting the philosophy outlined here." Quoted in
Gilruth to Nicholas Oolovin, 12 September 1961, quoted in Barton C. _. Roger E. Bilstein, Stages to Saturn: A Technological History of the
Hacker and James M. Grimwood, On the Shoulders of Titans: A History Apollo/Saturn Launch Vehicles (Washington, D.C.: NASA, 1980), p.
of Project Gemini (Washington, D.C.: NASA, 1977), p. 61. 349.

Page 130 "in a climate 'permitting year-round, ice-free water transportation.'" Page 161 la sign which] "raises a serious question." New York Times. 21
This and the other site-selection criteria are given in Courtney G. Brooks, November 1963, p. 24.
James M. Grimwood, and Loyd S. Swenson, Jr., Chariotsfor Apollo: A Pages 161-62 Arthur Rudolph's encounter with George Mueller: Bitstein, Stages to
History of MannedLunar Spacecraft (Washington, D.C.: NASA, 1979), Saturn, p. 351.
Appendix A. Page 162 Von Braun overriding the objections of his senior staff on the all-up

Page 130 a "politically arranged gift." Brooks et al., Chariots, p. 53. decision: Bilstein, Stages to Saturn, note 7 to Chapter 12.
Page 135 "Most of the M.S.C. people seem enthusiastic about L.O.R." Memo- Page 162 "just as Dr. Mueller could not guarantee." Bilstein, Stages to Saturn, p.

randum from Joseph Shea to Brainerd Holmes, quoted in John M. 350.
Logsdon, "Selecting the Way to the Moon: The Choice of the Lunar Page 162 "George Mueller visited Marshall." This and thc paragraph's other
Orbital Rendezvous Mode," Aerospace Historian (June 1971), p. 68. quotations of yon Braun are from "Saturn the Giant," Apollo

Page 135 Changing weight estimates for the LO.R. mode: Brooks et al., Chariots, Expeditions, p. 50.
p. 78. Page 164 "I think you know that I would be enthusiastic." Memorandum from

Page 139 "A drastic separation of these two functions." Brooks et al., Chariots, Joseph Shes to George Mueller, 17 September 1963, provided courtesy
p.82. ofJosephShea.

10. "It aged me, I'm sure" 12. "Hey, it isn't that complicated"

Page 144 Chapter title: Authors' interview with Jerry Thomson.
Page 145 Doubt within the President's Science Advisory Committee (PSAC) that Page 166 Chapter title: Authors' interview with Joseph Shea.

the F-I could be made to work: Roger E. Bilstein, Stages to Saturn: A Page 168 "The Martin Company is considered the outstanding source." Quoted in
Technological History of the Apollo/Saturn Launch Vehicles (Washing- Courtney G. Brooks, James M. Grimwood, and Loyd S. Swcnson, Jr.,
ton, D.C.: NASA, 1980), p. 113. Chariots for Apollo: A History of Manned Lunar Spacecraft (Washing-

Pages 146-47 Description of the workings of the F- 1engine: The initial draft was drawn ton, D.C.: NASA, 1979), p. 43.
from Bilstein, Stages to Saturn, pp. 104-25, and revised on the basis of Pages 168-69 The rumors and coincidences surrounding thc C.S.M. contract: John
critiques by Jerry Thomson and Paul Castenholz (who are not responsible Noble Wilford, We Reach the Moon: The New York Times Story of
for technical simplifications retained by the authors for purposes of Man's Greatest Adventure (New York: Bantam, 1969), pp. 106-9.
clarity). Page 175n Tracking down the origins of "the better is the enemy of the good":
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Robert Sherrod. unpublished manuscript, provided courtesy o( Robert Page 197 New YorkTirnes's report of the spacecraft and crew's condition: This,_ea
Sherrod. : a scandal at the time, with NASA angrily denying the report (which in

fact had been grossly inaccurate'). References to the article indicate'that
< thc Times's article appeared on Sunday. But a review of the'T'_s

13. "We want you to go fix it" coverage of the fire on Sunday, January 29, and the rest of the week aawell, using the microfilmed New York Times held by the Library of

Page 179 Chapter title: Words attributed to Gus Grissom in unpublished manuscript Congress, failed to uncover the offending passage--it apparently ran only
by Joseph Shun. in the paper's early editions (the final edition is used for archival

Page 182n Changes in the Block i schedule of manned flights: Courtney G. Brooks.
jamesM, Orimwood, andLoydS. Swenson, Jr.,ChariotsforAp°U°:A i _; purposes).Butitctearlyexisted. HereisTimemagazine'ssummaryofit:"Quoting an unidentified 'official source,' the New YorkTimes said that

History of Manned Lunar Spacecraft (Washington, D.C.: NASA, 1979), the three had suffered horribly as the fire spread: that they shrieked
p. 130. repeatedly, pleading for help; that they died scrambling frantically at the

Page 183 "I am definitely not satisfied." Quoted in Roger E. Bilstein, Stages to sealed hatch cover of the capsule, leaving shreds of flesh on the metal;
Saturn: A Technological History of the Apollo/Saturn Launch Vehicles and that their bodies were incinerated until little more than bones
(Washington, D.C.: NASA, 1980), p. 226. remained." "Inquest on Apollo," Time, 10 February 1967, p. 9.

Page 183 "I believe NASA has to resort." Quoted in Bilstein, Stages to Saturn, p. Page 197 Condition of the crew after the fire: Taken from the Report of Panel 11,
227. Medical Analysis Panel, Appendix D- 11 to the Final Report of theApollo

Pages 184-85 "This is not a meeting to bring up." This and subsequent quotes from the 204 Review Board, pp. DI 1-7 to DI 1-8, plus unpublished materials
CARR are from a partial transcript of the CARR, provided courtesy of provided courtesy of Joseph Shea.
Robert Sherrod. Page 201 '_a spine-tingling affair." Claudia Alta Johnson, A White House Diary

Page 185 "Specific NASA direction." "CARR Action Responses_-CSM 012," (New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1970), p. 481.
26 September 1966, Internal Letter, North American Aviation, J.S.C. Page 202 Gilmth catching a plane to the Cape: This is Gilroth's recollection from
History Office. the authors' interview with him. It is a minor point, but the plane may

Page 185 "l do not think it technically prudent." Letter from Hilliard Pa}geto have been North American's or McDonnell's--during his research,
Joseph Shea, 30 September 1966, 1.S.C. History Office. Robert She{rod tried valiantly to pin this point down but without success.

Page 185 "our usual press of business." Memorandum from William Bland to
JosephSbea, 23 November 1966, J.S.C. HistoryOffice. 15. "The Crucible"

Page 186 "our inherent hazards from fire." Letter from Joseph Shea to Hilliard Page 206 Chapter title: From Joe Shea's original title for the Goddard Lecture,
Pa}ge, 5 December 1966, J.S.C. ttistory Office. "The Crucible of Development."

Pages 206-18 The account of Shea's activities: From the week after the fire until he left
Houston for the headquarters job, Shea kept a daily technical diary,

14. "Did he say 'fire'?" supplemented with personal observations. A fewyears afterthe fire, Shun

Page 189 Chapter title: Authors' interview with John Tribe. also wrote up a detailed account of the first weekend after the fire. Much
Pages 189-91 The description of the probable source of the tire is taken from the Final of the account in this chapter is drawn from these materials, provided

Report t?/'the Apollo 204 Review Ih>ard as sulmnati/ed in I)avid Baker, courtesy of Joseph Shea.
The tlistot? of Manned Space Flight (New York: Crown I'ublishcrs, Page 211 "What is done is done." From "Talk to Apollo Contractors," 3

1982), pp. 279-83, plus authors' interviews. February 1967, provided courtesy of Joseph Shea.

Page 191fl'. The description of the crew's transmission is taken from Part V.c of the Page 212 "1 may be over optimistic." From Shea's technical diary.
Report of the Apollo 204 Review Board, "Analyses of Crew Voice Page 215 "a more thorough inspection was required." Quoted in Ivan D. Ertel and
Transmission During the Fire," pp. 5.8-5.9, plus authors' interviews Roland W. Newkirk with Courtney G. Brooks, The Apollo Spacecraft: A
with Martin Cioffolctti and Donald Arabian, who listened to the tape Chronology (Washington, D.C.: NASA, 1978), vol. 4, pp. 80-81.

repeatedly as part of the investigation. Page 215 1,407 errors: Charles D. Benson and William Barnaby Fahe_y, Moon-

}'ages 191 98 The accounts of Gary Propst, Donald Babbitt, James G(eaves, Cio.fence port.'A History of Apollo Loanch Facilities and Operations(Washington,
Chauvin, Duke Stayton, Stephen Clcmmons, and L. D. Reece are taken D.C.: NASA, 1978), p. 411.
from statements given in testimony before the Apollo 204 Review Board Page 215 "The more we probed." Frank Borman and Robert J. Serling,

as published in Appendix B to the Final Report of the Apollo 204 Review Countdown: An Autobiography (New York: William Morrow, 1988), p.175.
Board.
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Page 21_ "getting drunk seemed like a gOOd idea." Born'mn and Serling, i -_'_i-
C.D.D.T. are taken from Moonport, pp. 427-28, and Roger E._Bils_in;

Countdown, p. 173. Other sources for this account are Shea's technical Stages to Saturn: A Technological History of the Apollo/Sat urn La'wAch'
diary and Robert Sberrod's interview with Paul Haney, 7 January 1970. Vehicles (Washington, D.C.: NASA, 1980), pp. 352-55, plus authors'

Page 217 Description of the Goddard Lecture is drawn from the typescript of the interviews.

speech, provided courtesy of Joseph Shes. Page 243 Arthur Rudolph's history with yon Braun: Frederick I. Ordway Ill and
Page 220 "The dry technical prose of the report." "Incompetence and Negli- Mitchell R. Sharpe, The Rocket Team: From the V-2 to the Saturn Moon

gence" (editorial), New York Times, 11 April 1967. Rocket (New York: Crowell, 1979), pp. 22-23. '"i '

Pages 244 48 Sequence of operations in the countdown: Roger E. Bilstein, Stages to

16, "You've got to start biting somewhere" Saturn: A Technological History of the ApollolSaturn Launch Vehicles
(Washington, D.C.: NASA, 1980), Appendix B: Saturn V Prelaunch-

Page 226 Chapter title: NASA history interview with Bastian Hello, 20 December Launch Sequence.

1968. Pages 24.5-46 Sequence of operations in engine start: Bilstein, Stages to Saturn, p. I I I.

Page 227 Recruiting George Low for ASPO: For Low's very carefully worded Pages 24.5-46 Mike Collins's reflections on watching the launch of 501: Michael
account of this incident, see George Low, "The Spaceships," in Apollo Collins, Carrying the Fire: An Astronaut's Journey (New York: Farrar,

Expeditions to the Moon, edited by Edgar Cortrlght (Washington, D.C.: Straus, and Giroux, 1974), p. 286.

NASA, 1975), pp. 59-60. _:_
Page 229 "I hope you don't think I'm nuts." Memorandum from Julian Scheer to :_,v?.

George Low, provided courtesy of Judith Wyatt. ._, 18. "We're going to put a guy in that thing and light it"

Page 230 "My general impression." George Low, Apollo Notes to Dr. Gilmth, 18 ?/ Page 253 Chapter title: Authors' interview with Walter Williams.

May 1967. Reprinted with permission of the George M. Low Papers, Page 267 "It's almost impossible to describe." Unpublished manuscript by Walter

Institute Archives, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Williams, NASA History Office, Washington.
Page 230 "North American was positively schizophrenic." Frank Borman and

Robert J. Serling, Countdown: An Autobiography (New York: William

Morrow, 1988), p. 182. 19. "There will always be people who want to work in that room"

Page 230 "No copies to anyone except RRG." George Low, Apollo Notes to Dr. Page 270 Chapter title: Authors' interview with Michelle Brekke (the first woman

Gilruth, 26 September 1967. Reprinted with permission of the George flight director).
M. Low Papers, Institute Archives, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.

Page 235 Gmmman "needs a Healey." George Low, Apollo Notes to Dr. Gilruth,

5 October 1967. Reprinted with permission of the George M. Low 20. "The Flight Director may take any necessary action"

Papers, Institute Archives, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Page 282 Chapter title: From Rule 1-6, from Flight Mission Rules, Apollo II:

Page 235 "fewer discrepancies than on any spacecraft." Courtney G. Brooks, "The Flight Director may, after analysis of the flight, choose to take any

James M. Grimwood, and Loyd S. Swenson, Jr., Chariots for Apollo: A necessary action required for the successful completion of the mission."

History of Manned Lunar Spacecraft (Washington, D.C.: NASA, 1979), Provided courtesy of Eugene Kranz. The statement of the role remained

p. 253. the same throughout the Apollo Program.

17. "And then on launch day it worked" 21. "There was no mercy in those days"

Page 237 Chapter title: Authors' interview with Isom (Ike) Rigell. Page 291 Chapter title: Authors' interview with Edward Fendell.

Page 238 The numbering of the Apollo flights: Courtney G. Brooks, James M. Page 292 "Specifically, his job is to determine the operational roles." George M.
Grimwood, and Loyd S. Swenson, Jr., Chariots for Apollo: A History of Low, "Announcement: Chief of Apollo Data Priority Coordination,

Manned Lunar Spacecraft (Washington, D.C.: NASA, 1979), pp. Apollo Spacecraft Program Office," 3 August 1967, provided courtesy
231-32. ofHowardW.Tindall,Jr.

Page 239 Cracking pressure of eggs as the standard for the crane operators: Charles Page 296 spacecraft velocity as "teensy weensy." From Howard W. Tindall, Jr.,
D. Benson and William Barnaby Faherty, Moonport:A History of Apollo "Transearth midcourse correction philosophy--a major operational

Launch Facilities and Operations (Washingtou, D.C.: NASA, 1978), p. breakthrough!" 3 June 1968, provided courtesy of Howard W. Tindall,

412. Details of the joining of the stages and the lists of tests also come Jr. The discussion of the "unbelievable" proposal is in "LM rendezvous

from Moonport, pp. 412-13. Description of the problems with the radar is essential," I August 1968.
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Page 297 "The present LM weight and descent trajectory." From Howard W. manuscript by Robert Sherrod, who was present at the meeting, providexl
Tindall, Jr., "LM DPS low level light fixing," 25 November 1968, courtesy of Robert Sherrod.

provided courtesy of Howard W. Tindall, Jr. Page 324 "There are grave risks." Letter from George Mueller to Robert Gilruth,
4 November 1968.

22. "You've lost the engines?" Page 324 Account of meetings on November 10.--1I: George Low, "Special no'_'s
for November 10 and 1I, 1968," 14 November 1968.

Page 308 Chapter title: Clifford Charlesworth, transcribed frmn the flight director's Page 328 "Suddenly the familiar map of the earth." Ibid.

loop fi)r Apollo 6.

Details regarding launch times and thoing of events during Ilights, for

this and subsequent chapters: David Baker, The History of Manned Space 24. "We... we're go on that, Flight"

Flight (New York: Crown Publishers, 1982), especially Tables 7-15 at ,'_
:'. Page 335 Chapter title: Steven Bales, transcribed from the flight director's loop forthe back of the book. ::_

Page 313 Fixes for pogo in A.S.-502: Roger E. Bilstein, Stages to Saturn: A ;;: Apollo 11.

Technological fiLs'tory of the ApolhdSaturn I.aunch Vehicle._' (Washing Page 336 "Suddenly we were in a very, very free-form world." Will Bischoff,

ton, D.C.: NASA, 1980), p. 363. quoted in Charles R. Pellegrino and Joshua Stoff, Chariots for Apollo:

Pages 313-14 Fix for thc engine failures in A.S.-502: Samuel C. Phillips, "The ' The Making of the Lunar Module (New York: Atheneum, 1985), p. 33.
To avoid confusion with Brooks et al., Chariots for Apollo, the shortShakedown Cruises," in Apollo Expeditions to the Moon, edited by
citation for the Pellegrino and Stoff book will be Lunar Module.Edgar Cot:right (Washington, D.C.: NASA, 1975), p. 168; plus authors' :;

interview with Jerry Thomson. Page 336 Stories about volatile fuel and pressures in the tanks: Pellegrino and

Page 316 "Chris Kraft and I agreed." George Low, Apollo Notes to Dr. Gilmth, Stoff, Lunar Module, pp. 41-44ff.

24 May 1968. Reprinted with permission of the George M. Low Papers, Page 338n The reason for choosing 47,000 feet as the cutoff point for Apollo 10:

Institute Archives, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. John Noble Wilford, We Reach the Moon: The New York Times Story of

Page 316 Low's first thoughts about a circumlunar flight in 1968: On 19 August Man's Greatest Adventure (New York: Bantam, 1969), p. 233.

1968, George Low dictated a thirteen-page memorandum for his private Page 346 "The Apollo 12 crew was in the simulator." This detail and others

files called "Special Notes for August 9, 1968, and Subsequent." He regarding the simulations preceding Apollo 11 were provided courtesy of

began by discussing the period of June-July 1968, describing the delays Eugene Kranz, personal communication, after he had reviewed the

in preparing the lirst lunar module and stating, "In this time period also simulation logs for that period.

thc possibility of a circumlunar or lunar orbit mission during 1968, using

AS 503 and CSM 103, first occurred to me as a contingency mission to

take a majnr step forward in the Apollo Program" (p. 1). "Special 25. "Well, let's light this sumbitch and it better work"

Notes" were provided courtesy of Judith Wyatt. Copies are also filed in Page 356 Chapter title: Authors' interview with GIynn Lunney.

the J.S.C. History Office and the George M. Low Papers at Rensselaer. Page 364 "There's no telling what it will do." Charles R. Pellegrino and Joshua

Pages 318-19 The August 9 meeting at Marshall: See Sanmel Phillips account in "Thc Stoff, Chariots for Apollo: The Making of the Lunar Module (New York:

Shakedown Cruises," Apollo Expeditions, p. 171, and "Minutes of Atheneum, 1985), p. 167. Their account of the little-known problem

Meeting tleld at MSFC, 9 August 1968, at Dr. Gilruth's Requcst," with the blocked fuel line, pp. 166-68, is by far the most complete ever

J.S.C. HistoryOffice. published,and is the main source for our description. Additional

Page 318 "It doesn't matter to the launch vehicle." Attributed to yon Braun by technical information was obtained from Donald Arabian et al., Mission

George Low, "Special Notes for August 9 and Subsequent," p. 8. Evaluation Report: Apollo 11. Such a report was prepared by the Test

Division for each of the flights, and was provided to the authors courtesy
of Robert Fricke.

23. "it was darn scary" Page 365 Nell Armstrong breaking the arming switch: Pellegrino and Stoff, Lunar
Page 320 Chapter title: Authors' interview with Martin Cioffoletti. Module, pp. 168-69. Additional technical information from Arabian ct

Page 322 "We'll have a hell of a time." Samuel Phillips, "The Shakedown al., Mission Evaluation Report: Apollo 11.

Cruises," in Apollo Expeditions to the Moon, edited by Edgar Cortright Page 369 Mike Collins awaiting Eagle's liftoff: Michael Collins, Carrying the
(Washington, 1).C.: NASA, 1981)), p. 172. Fire.' An Astronaut's Journey (New York: Farrar, Straus, and Giroux,
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History of Manned Space Flight (New York: Crown Publishers, 1982), Page 422 Analogy between bum and coming about in a sailing ship: Coop6r,:Fiight

p. 358. ) That Failed, p. 71.4

26. "I think we need to do a little more all-weather testing" ': _*:'t
29. "1 hope the guys who thought this up knew what they were doing"

Page 371 Chapter title: Charles (Pete) Conrad, transcribed from the air-to-ground
loop for Apollo 12. ' Page 424 Chapter title: James Lovefl on the air-to-ground loop during Apollo"i31

Page 379 Details about the lightning strike: Donald Arabian et al., Mission quoted in Henry S. F. Cooper, Jr., 13: The Flight That Failed (New
York: Dial Press, 1973), p. 130. The full quotation is given later in the

Evaluation Report: Apollo 12; plus authors' interviews, i!'_,; chapter: "l hope the guys in the back room who thought this up knew
._. what they were doing" (p. 440).

27. "You really need to understand that the C.S.M. is dying" _:,L/,_ Page 424 "Nothing had been built yet." Tom Kelly, quoted in Charles R.
'_':' Pellegrino and Joshua Stoff, Chariots for Apollo.' The Making of the

Page 387 Chapter title: Authors' interview with John Aaron. Lunar Module (New York: Atheneum, 1985), p. 190. .
Page 387 Safety record of manned space flight: Baker, History, Table 27, p. 540. · Page 426n "They can throw anything at us." Dave Reed, quoted in Cooper, Flight
Page 388 Swigert's position as a last-minute replacement: Henry S. F. Cooper, Jr., That Failed, p. 88

13: The Flight That Failed (New York: Dial Press, 1973), pp. 12-13. :': Pages 426--27 Data on consumables: Pellegrino and Stoff, Lunar Module, p. 194; David
Page397 "lf somebody had thrown that at us in the simulator." Quoted in Cooper, : Baker, The History of Manned Space Flight (New York: Crown

Flight That Failed, p. 41. Publishers, 1982), pp. 378-79.
Page 404 For unusually clear illustrations of the systems involved in the accident, Pages 427-28 Account of the Abort Sensor Assembly: Pellegrino and Stoff, Lunar

see Lovell, "Houston, We've Had a Problem," in Apollo Expeditions, Module, pp. 194-95.
pp. 252-53. Page 428 John Strakosch's memory of the crisis: Pellegrino and Stoff, Lunar

Pages 404-6 Account of the history of O x Tank 2 is drawn from David Baker, The Module, p. 196.
ltistory of Manned Space Flight (New York: Crown Publishers, 1982), Pages 429-31 Account of the meeting in thc viewing room: Our account draws from
pp. 374 and 387; plus authors' interviews with Seymour Liebergot and Cooper, Flight That Failed, pp. 82-85, but we differ with him on one
Donald Arabian. important point. Cooper ascribes the decision to Gilruth, writing, "He

Page 406 The times of the critical events are taken from the chronology in James was the senior man present, and when NASA people met to make a
A. Lovell, "Houston, We've Had a Problem," in Apollo Expeditions to decision there was no voting; rather, after discussion the top man made
the Moon, edited by Edgar Cortright (Washington, D.C.: NASA, 1980), the decision" (p. 84). In an interview with the authors, Kranz described
pp. 250-51. the decision as having been made earlier, at the meeting of the flight

directors with Kraft. Lunney, who attended the viewing room meeting,
saw it as a process in which, as customary with operational decisions,

28, "You don't have time to worry" senior management made sure that the flight controllers had thought

Page 408 Chapter title: Authors' interview with Glynn Lunney. through their decision, then ratified it. In any case, the senior man in the
Page 419 "lt's up to you now." Quoted in LIFE in Space, edited by Robert Grant chain of command attending the meeting that morning was not M.S.C.

Mason (New York: Time-Life Books, 1983), p. 182. director Gilmth, but Rocco Petrone, head of the Apollo Program (and, if

Page 420 The scene at Gmmman: Charles A. Pellegrino and Joshua Stoff, Chariots it came to it, Thomas Paine, administrator of NASA). The account of the
for Apollo: The Making of the Lunar Module (New York: Atheneum, meeting also draws from authors' interviews with David Reed and
1985), pp. 189-90. Charles Deiterich.

Pages 420-21 National and worldwide reaction: David Baker, The History of Manned Page 432 "thc biggest heart-stopper." This and other quotations from Lovell
Space Flight (New York: Crown Publishers, 1982), pp. 378, 382; regarding the alignment are from James A. Lovell, "Houston. We've
"Apollo's Return: Triumph Over Failure," Time, 27 April 1970, pp. Had a Problem," in Apollo Expeditions to the Moon, edited by Edgar
12-14; and "Apollo 13: Three Who Came Back," Newsweek, 27 April Cortright (Washington. I).C.: NASA, 1980), pp. 247-65.
1960, pp. 21 27. Page 438 Writing the instmcti(ms f,.)r constructing thc lithiurn hydroxide box:

Pages 421-22 Deiterich's first meeting in Room 210: Henry S. F. Cooper, Jr. 13: The Cooper, Flight That Failed, pp. 127-28; plus authors' interviews.
Flight That Failed (New York: Dial Press, 1973), pp. 68-70; plus Page 440 "by Saturday or Sunday." Cooper, Flight That Failed, p. 143.
authors' interviews. Page 440 "I hope the guys." Lovell, quoted in Cooper, Flight That Failed, p. 130.
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Page 443 "I think everybody in the room." Deiterich, quoted in Cooper, Flight : i
That Failed, p. 166.

Page 444 TELMU's wish to bring Aquarius home: Cooper, Flight That Failed, p. '_
185.

Page 444 Grumman engineer's memory of saving a swimmer: Pellegrino and Stoff,

Lunar Module, p. 209. /3
Page 444 "I don't believe you, FIDO!" Deiterich, quoted in Cooper, Flight That J:

Failed, p. 188.

30. "We drank the wine at the pace they handed it to us" _,_

Page447 Chapter title: Authors' interviewwithJohnAaron.

Index
Epilogue: Twenty Years after the First Landing

Page 463 Arthur Rudolph's departure: "German-Bom Nazi Expert Quits U.S. to
Avoid a War Crimes Suit," New York Times, 18 October 1984, p. 1.
Rudolph left the United States in November 1983 under an agreement
with the Department of Justice and renounced his citizenship on 25 May
1984, though the news did not become public until October 1984.
Apparently Rudolph was not accused of committing atrocities, but of
being aware of them and failing to acknowledge that in his application for
U.S. citizenship. Rudolph maintained his innocence, but said that
because of his age and financial situation he would not undertake the
prolonged litigation that the government suit would have entailed.
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